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PREFACE
This study examines the history of HOIl.olulu from the time oi .TAJ'4es
Cook's discovery of the Hawaiian islands in 1778 to the signing of the
Hawaiian-American reciprocity treaty in 1876.

Close attention has been

paid t<> issues that un!ted or ditided the communi.ty.

Less space has

been given to matters of antiquarian interest (such as the verification
of building sites).

No systematic effort has ,been made to compare

Honolulu's history with that of other places.

The study tries to make

clear what happened. in one rather unusual town, and does not relate
findings to the exlsting corpus of work on communities in general.
It should be read as a piece of Hawaiian history rather than a piece
of urban history.

I owe more than a conventional debt of gratitude to many people
in Honolulu.

First, thelse who gave me unstinted acceSJ to manuscrlp't"

book, arid photograph collections, and arranged permission to read
restricted materials: Miss Janet Bell and the staff of the Hawaiian
room of the Sinclair Library, University of Hawaii; Mrs. KB\{ Boyum,
Mrs. Sophie Cluff, and Miss illbflrtine Loomis of the llission-Historical
Library, HonoluluE Miss Ae,nnes Conrad and the staff of
Hawaii; James Dunn of the

~urvey

th~l

Archives of

room of the Hawaii land office;

Miss Margaret Titcomb and the staff of the library at the Bernice P.
Bishop Museum, Honolulu.

I thank Ernest Dodge of the Peabody Museum,

Salem, Massachusetts, for permission to read
Reynolds.

th~

Journal

or

Stephen

Several people generously allowed me t.o read work in

iv
progress: Jacob Adler and Charles H. Hunter of the University of Hawaii;
Richsrd Greer of Kamehameha Schools; Robert Horwitz of the Hawaii
Legislative Reference Bureau and Michigan State University; Robert
Schmitt, statistician for the Hawaii State Department of Planning and
Economic Development; and Charles Peterson of Philadelphia.

I have had.

the benefit of good ideas and good conversation from all these peopleo
M;r good friends Dorothy Barrere of Bishop Museum;

o.

A. Bushnell of the

University of Hawaii; and Lawrence Windley of the Lahaina :Restoration
Foundation have given me 'Wise and sympathetic criticism, and I have
depended heavily on their expert knowledge.
It goes without sar...ng that responsibility for errors of fact,
lapses of style, and failures of intelligence rests solely with me.
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ABSTRACT

Honolulu was unimportant in traditional Hcsf'!"ai.ian society.

Late in

the eighteenth century, however, the Hawaiian islands were tiiscovered
by white men, and Honolulu's d.eep-water harbor (the only one for

thousands of miles) soon became wide~ known.

Within two generations

'l;he tiny village grew into a busy port, the iU6tropolls of the isla.nds.
Natives nocked to live there; the growth of the town was
virtually an index of the disturbance of Hawaiian society.

After the

kaF system was abandoned in 1819 new sources of social organization
had to be found.

By mid-nineteenth century Hawaii was a ct.mstitutional

monarchy and Honolulu was its capital city.
For natives, life in the city was attractive but dangerous.
Venereal disease vas chronic; leprosy, smallpox, measles, and other
af'n1Cti01lS W'9!"e epidemic from time t.o time.

Attempts to preserve the

Hawaiian peopleby' religious and educational means failed in the face
of disastrous depopulation by disease.
gre'H', but

o~

Honolulu' 8 native popula.tion

at the expense of rural districts.

Honolulu did. not have self-gC"l'vernment.e

very slow in developing.

A sense of

COO..Lm1.Lni

ty

10mB

Natives who chose to live in town were more

or less consciously cutting themselves off from. village lii'e; and
.toreigners, no m.atter how long they lived at Honolulu, continued to
think of themselves in terms of their places of origin.

\'lhite men

controlled Honolulu's commerce and politics, but they did not use their
influence to promote harmony.

Instead, factions formed along religioos

and national lines, and the persistent practice of referring looal
disputes to home governments, resident diplomats ~ and visiting naval
cOlllllanders

b~ought

the city and the kingdom. to the edge of disastsl"

vi
~

times, espeeia1l.y in the middle decades of the nineteenth century.
As Honolulu' 8 connections with other parts of the Pacific grew,

the town's economy became more and more vulherable to outside influences.
Successiveq the supply of food to shipsJI the exploitation of sandalwoodJl the servicing of waling ships J and the marketing of sugar
dominated the cOllll1erce of the port.

Each change seemed to bind the

econom;y more tightly to that of the United States.

American merchants

at Honolulu led a twenty-five year movement to formalize this
involvement Jl either by a treaty of annexation or by a treaty of
reciprocity.

Agitation reached a peak in

th~

eigbtsen-seventi.es.

By

then Hawaii was a sugar ldngdomJl and Honolulu's agencies marketed most
of the plantations' output in San Francisco.

Over strenuous native

opposition in the capital; a reciprocity trea.ty was pus}'l..ed through in

1876, ushering in a period of great commercial prosperity for the city,
and. setting the stage for the last act of the history of Hawaii as an

independent kingdom.
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CHAPTER I
THE EARLY YEARS

High in the mountains behind Honolulu, the valley of Nuuanu takes
on the shape of a great amphitheater; and there, where the northeast
trades blow in off the Pacific and heap rainclouds upon the Koolau
range, several small streams have their headwaters.

To windward is the

sheer thousand-foot drop of the Nuuanu Pal.i; on the leeward side,
the streams in

sloping valleys

~lide

coast of Oahu.

Within a mile of their source, the waters fall about a

~

southerly direction toward the

thousand feet., hurrying through a country of dank forest and weathered
rock.

Farther down the valley, where winds and mists give way to calm

sunlight, a single major stream (Nuuanu) emerges; then, when it has
come close to the

shore~

it is joined by new tributaries from east and

west (Pauoa and Waolani), and these waters mingle, flowing on to the
sea by warm; dry coastal flats, until they are released in Honolulu
harbor through a common mouth.
On either side of Nuuanu, t,his pattern of ridges and valleys and
watercourses is r-apeated.

Many streams drain the uplands of

southeastern Oahu, their paths to the sea set long ago by volcanic
eruptions 'Which

sh~ped

the islsJld t s mountain ranges and raised

smaller eminences close to Honolulu such as Leahi (Diamond Head) and
Puuowaina (Punchboul).l

!southeastern Oahu, the area enclosed by the Koolau range to the
north and the Waianae range to the west, is about two hundred square
!'lil~8 in ~rt'?nt: Beyond Diamond Head, which lies to the east of
Honolulu, the streams I"IJon less than f'O'.lr miles to the sea. Those
which used to end in the swamps of Waikiki (before twentieth-century
land-reclamation prcj ~ots) are not much longer. Nuuanu stream
behind Honolulu is about five miles long. To the west, several streams

FIGURE 3.
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Off the southern coast, fresh water meets salt in protected
shallows, for much of Oahu is reef-bound.
itself are made up of stranded coral reefs.

Indeed parts of the island
There have been several

changes in the level of the ocean a:.:-ound the Hawaiian archipelago,
and on Oahu it is possible t.o find great deposits of coral as high as
ninety feet above sea level and as far down as eight hundred feet below
the ground.

In the course of the current period of surface stability,

coral colonies have once again ringed the coast"

Growth on the

leeward side of Oahu has alW8\VS been less extravagant t.he........ to
windward; but even. so the coral, in L_e very delicate, at the mercy
of tide, temperature and pr.edatory organisms, haa in death confined
the mouths of m&ll.1 streams to narrow channels and shallow waters. 2
This process, the work of scores of thousands of years, was so
far advanced when the Hawaiian islands were discovered by white men
that only one place existed along the southern coast of Oahu where
deep-draught ships might find a way through the reef to protected

which have their sources in the Waianae uplands now fifteen or
twenty miles to the lochs of Puuloa (Pearl Harbor).
For geologioal information on the entire Hawaiian chain, see the
introductory chapter of Elwood C. Zimmerman, Insects of Hawaii
(Honolulu, 1948), I, 1-52; Harold T. Stearns, Geol0il-0f' t~ Hawaiian
Islands. Hawaii Division of' Hydrography, Bulletin, B {Honolulu, 19m"
For detailed infonnation on Oahu, see Stearns and K. N. Vaksvik,
Geolo
and Ground-Water Resources of the Island of Oahu Hawaii
sion of
ograp,
atin,
onolulu, 93 •
or
Hawaii
southeastern Oahu, which includes the Honolulu area, see Chester K.
Wentworth, Geology and Ground-Water Resources of the Honolulu-Pe81'l
Harbor Area, Oahu. Haws&. (Honolulu, 1951). Larry A. Nelson et al.,
Detailed Land Olass1ficatiolu Island or O~~ University of' Hawaii
Land. Study Bureau, Bull3tin, 3 (Honolulu, 1963), has excellent
aerial maps.
2Norah D. Stearns" An Island Is Born (Honolulu, 1935), p. 42;
Charles Howard Edmondson" The Ecolo8l of an Hawaiian Coral Reef,
Bernice P. Bishop Museum, Bulletin, liS (Honolulu, 1928)" passim.

3
moorings.

From Wailupe to Waikiki there was nothing but off-shore

anchorage; and at Puuloa a maze of reefs blooked access to the great
harbor within.

But at Honolulu; the

ce~eless

now of

NUU8.111.1

stream

had produced in the harbor a conformation of raised coral reefs and
mudfiats, with a narrow navigable channel between, and deep water
close to the shore at one point.

Nowhere else in all the Hawaiian

chain was such a set of conditions duplicated; and in this singular
circumstance the city of Honolulu found the :reason for its origin.

Honolulu had not been of great importance to the Hawaiia."1s.
Like lII8.1iY places in the archipelago, it was hot and dry,
sparse~-covered

valleys.

~ th

a

hinterland stretching back toward cooler, richer

Its beaches were indifferent, and the natives had no need

of a deep-water harbor.

With the

spr~~

of population in the

centuries before the i.slands were discovered by 'White men, its valleys
and reefs were worked systematically, but it never became a favored
place of residence for the peripatetic great chiefs.·3

3For a discussion of Honolulu in the traditional period see
J. F. G. Stokes, "Honolulu and Some New Speculative Phases of Hawaiian
History," Hawaiian Historical Society, Annual Report, 42 (Honolulu,
1934) J 40-51. Stokes apeculates that Honolulu was inhabited very
ear~, but remarks that no traditional chronicler refers to it as an
island "ca.pital," even in the limited sense that peripatetic chiefs
could be aaid to have a capital. Within the traditional. land district
or !bUpuaa of Honolulu, Stokes discovered, cert~ origin m;yths and
lege:!1ds were local.i.zed. StokaD took this to mean that early habitaliion
W&8 likely.
Since he wrote, one or two of the examples he used have
been found to be not authentic traditions but intrusions triiceable to
the native historian S. M. Kamakau, who wrote in the middle of the
nineteenth century. Though there is evIdence that the ahupu~ was

4
'When, at the end of the eighteenth century, white men brought
Oahu and the other Hawaiian islands into contact with a greater world,
Waikiki rather than Honolulu displayed the traditional life of Hawaii
in full nower.

There, only a few miles down the coast from Honolulu,

native chief's and thet!" subjects could enjoy constant sun and surf
and gentle winds, fine sand and cool coconut groves:l rich reefs and a
well-watered hinterland. 4

well-ellltivated, it lacks traces of fishponds and heiau. (temple)
sites in great numbers, and Stokes concluded from thIi'""that it was
not consistentq inhabited by chiefs. He does not mention that lack
of actual sites and information might reflect simp1J the difficulty of
recovering the past in ~aat became the most heavily urbanized section
of the islands. What is currentq recoverable haa been brought
together in J. Gilbert McAJljster, ArCbe010~ of Oahu, Bernice P.
Bishop Museum" Bulletin, 104 (Honolulu, 1933 ; and Elspeth P. Sterling
and Catherine C. Summers" Sitss of Oahu, 6 vols. in II (Honolulu" 1963).
The latter work omits Waikiki and the area immediately around Honolulu
harbor" '~hioh will be covered in a proj ected volume. Stokes goes on
(pp. 51-61) to discuss the meaning of "Honolulu." He arrives at
"sheltered bay," not far from the name of "Fair Haven" given the
harbor by its foreign discoverer.

4Abraham FornQIlder, An Account of the PoJynesian Race, 3 vols.
(London" 1878-1885), II" 89, says Wa:lkjkj had been the seat of the
Oahu kings since Mallikulr.ahi (15th C.) made his permanent residence
there. It is not corr~ct to tfilk of it as a capit,al--to repeat, the
chiefs were great travelers. By the eighteenth century O&1U' s
greatest luakini heip-us (war temples) were at Waikjki--!puakehau, near
the present site of the Royal Hawaiian Hotel, and Papaenaena, below
Diamond Head. Traditionally the oldest heiau on Oahu was Waolani,
in Nuuanu behind. Honolulu, dating from th'etfme of Wakea, the legendary
first inhabitant. Apuakehau W9-S certai.nly in use by mid-sl~venteenth
century, and may have been abandoned in favor of Papaenaena in
mid-eighteenth oentury. Fornander, Polynesian Race, II, 276; Fornander
Collection of AntiIuities, Bernice P. BiShOp MUseum, Memoirs, tv-VI
(Honolulu, 1917-19 9), VI, 285. The main references to these heiaus
are colle.cted in McAllister, Oahu, pp. 71-77. McAllister mistBkEJiilY
attributes some remarks on Papaenaena to S. M. Kamakau. He followed
earlier writers, who wrongly thought an account in a. Hawaiian-language
ne!'!spaper 1:.":\ mid-n:.. .. neteenth century was by Kamakau. Actually it was by
another native historian" John Ii. See Ii, Fragments of. Hawaiian
History (Honolulu, 1963), PP. 33-44, 51.

At Waikiki, in orthodox Hawaiian fashion, the lines of production
and consumption nowed, like water, from the mountains to the sea..

There, as elsewhere, social groups had grown up within the land
d1visions natural to an island. of valleys--the ahupuaaf!., wedges of
land including mountain, valley J plain, seashore and reef.

The people

of Waikiki., like all Hawaiians, vere able to associate their life,
land and law with a great flow of ctrnamism, partly-felt, partlyre2J.ized, the source of all creation.
the great positive force of
force of

~

~

Their universe was one in which

and the regulatory and prohibitory

played directly upon the physical world.

The most

conunonplace daily acts of building I planting, and fishing were
-

invested with rituaJ. significance and accompanied by ceremonial; and
of all ceremonies I none were more important to the Oahuans than those
performed by the ranking aliis (chiefs) and kahunas (priests) at the
Waikild. heiaus of Apuakehau and Papaenaena.
The first foreigners who visited the southern shores of Oahu

~ere

able to see Waikiki at its best I before the harbor at Honolulu was
discovered and. the main currents of life shifted and began to

now

toward the white man I s world that developed there.
The verga of the shore at [Waild.k:!7 was planted with a large grove
of cocoanut palms, affording a delightful shade to the scattered
habitations of the natives. Some of those near the beach were
raised a few feet from the ground upon a kind of stage, so as to
admit the surf to wash underneath them. We pursued a pleasing
path back into the plantation, 'which was nearly level and very
extensive, and laid out with great neatness into little fields
planted with taro, yams;, sweet potatoes and the cloth plant.
These in In8.D3" cases, were divided by little banks on which grew
the sugar cane and a species of Draecena without the aid of much
cultivation, and the whole was watered in a most l.ugenious r:anner
by dividing the general stream into little aqueducts leading in
various directions so as to be able to supply the most distant
fields at pleasure, and the soil seemed to rep~ the labor and
industry of these people by the luxuriancy of its productions.

,-

o

Here and there we met with ponds of considerable size, a..."ld
besides being well stocked with fish" they swanned with water fowl
of various kinds such as duCks" coots" water hens" bitterns;
plovers and curlews. 5
At the turn of the nineteenth century" Honolulu began to displace
Waikiki as the natural center of life on Oahu.
harbor flourished

great~"

metropolis of the islands.

The village on the

becoming in two generations the overweening
In its speedy growth was implicit the

transformation of a society several centuries old.

According to legend, the island of Oahu was born of Pa.pa"
wife of Wakea.

All Hawaiian rulers traced their descent from these

progenitors" who appear in cosmogonic genealogies

]jnklng

the ot,her Hawaiiml islands and with Polynesia at large.

Oahu with
The name

generally associated with the beginning of llb istory" on Oahu is that
(\f Newalani" a chief fran "Kahiki" who came to Oahu about thirty

generations, or 7,0 years, before 1900. 6

'Archibald Menzies, Hawaii Nei 128 Years Ago (Honolulu, 1920),
pp. 23-24. Menzies was with George Vancouver.
6This count is based· on genealogical tables in Fornander"
Polynesian Race, I" 204; and Fornander Antj.quities, VI" 313-314.
Oahu IS earliest radio..carbon date so far is 1004 AD" plus or minus
180 years.. This matches Fornander I s date for Newalani.. It is nO\-I
known that Marquesan chiefs settled the Hawaiian islands" AD 750AD 9,0. Tahitian chiefs, bringing a culture that became "Hawaiian,,"
came la.ter, perhaps early in the 12th century ADo Newalani was a
Tahitian chief" probably one of the earliest. The question of
migration and settlement is now under re-study" with finds being
made in the South Pacific by Bishop ~fu6eum archeologists and others.
In the meantime ~ Fornander I s count is useful" and will be relied on
here. Cf. Bruce Cartwright, "Some ill.is of the Migratory Period, Ii
Bernice P. Bishop Museum, Occasional Papers, X (Honolulu, 1933) J 7.

7
Traditional accounts of the early period of settlement record
cOIlfitant miraculous and supernatural interpositions in the affairs of
men.

Nonetheless, it is possible to view in human terms the lives of

the ch:lefs who succeeded Newalani.

By the time of Maweke (twelfth

century?), the major political divisions of Oahu had been differentlated by inheritance--Koolau; Ewa-Waianae-Waialua; and Kona, which
included the area around Honolulu.

In succeeding centuries, there

appeared good rulers and bad, prudent men and reckless gamblers.
The island passed through times of feast and famine, invasion and
civil war.

There were treaties and

betr~als,

parleys and massacres,

courtships and abductions among the chiefs; and through all these
Hawaiian society on Oahu moved toward the high level of elaboration
and sophistication at which it was discovered by white men.
In the time of Paao

(23-25 generations before 19(0), a new and

more complex form of worship was introduced to the islands, in which
a multitude of gods was served by an entrenched class of priests.
Concurrently there emerged an elevated class of chiefs ruling within
an intensified kapu system which protected them and at the same time
pressed heavily upon the commoners.

Ultimately there appeared kings

who controlled entire islands, and thenceforth their decrees directed
the dividing of lands, the taxing of produce, and the fighting of wars. 7

7Available evidence suggests that kings of this sort appeared in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. J. F. G. Stokes, liThe Hawaiian
King (Mo-i, Alii-aimoku, Alii-kapu), It Hawaiian Historical Society,
Papers, 19 (Honolulu, 1932), 25, gives these approximate dates~ 1550
for royal incest, land distribution after conquest, and sacrifice of
(deposed) kings; 1600 for land redistribution after king's death; 1675
for kapu-moe, or prostration tabu. None of these dates can be linked
immediately "to Oahu, except the last. Inferentially, development on
all islands proceeded at much the same rate.

8
In this evolution Oahu shared,

6B

successive alii exercised

dominion over provinces united or fragmented, and as the island was
subjected to attack from outside.

The commoners for their part worked

the land more intensively century by century, taking timber from the
forest, thatch from the kula lands, bark fDr !tapa-cloth from their
plantations, water for irrigated kalo-gardens from valley streams, and
fish from the sea. 8 Every skill, every craft, every accomplis.hment,
every product remained at the disposal of the king, in whose hands the
well-being of society

rested~

and

nothing less than total obedience.

who~

being AI:..}v~ all men; merited

Born, as the legends claimed, to

the roar of thunder and the nash of lightning, he grew up handsome
,qnd strong, a conqueror of man and nature, touched by an aura of
dange:r and devastation. 9
By the time of Peleioholani, king of Oahu in mid-eighteenth

century, the predatory great chiefs had outgrown their island kingdoms,
and were engaging in interisland raids.

Such campaigns, calling for

heavy concentrations of men and materials, could be waged only by
warrior kings controlling large populations.

The fruits of royal

rites of fertility and husbandry were nO'\o1 devoted not merely to the
displsy of kingly magnificence; but also to the service of the god of

Bror some aspects of the Hawaiians l methodical exploitation of their
resources, see Peter Buck, P.rts and Crafts of Hawaii, Bernice P ~ Bishop
Museum, Special Publication, 45 (HonolulU, 1957); and E. 5 .. Craighill
Handy, The Hawaiian Planter, Bernice P. Bishop Museum, Bulletin, 161
(Honolulu, 1940), especially pp. 73-100, 155-156, 171, which deal with
Oahu. Joseph F. Rock, The Indigenous Trees of the Hawaiian Islands
(Honolulu, 1913), lists botanical regions.

9A literary abstraction of the qualities of the ideal chief-hero is
in Samuel H. Elbert, liThe Chief in Hawaiian Mythology-,ll Journal of
American Folklo~ LXX (October-December, 1957), 306-322e

9

war.

The building of 1uakini heiaus (war temples), consecrated with

human sacrifice, absorbed increasingly the attention of the ruling
chiefs; and the war god's demands pushed them to explore the furthest
possibilities of

t~ir

right to rule, leading them to invoke continued

divine support by inflicting death and offering sacrificial victims in
great numbeTs.

In all this, the initiative lay with the windward

kings, who controlled the two largest islands--Hawaii and Maui.
Peleioholani was the last. king of Oahu able to stand against them.
After his death, the blasts of aggression blew ever more strongly from
windward to leeward.

For a time, the dominant figure was Kahekili of

Maui, who annexed Oahu while on Hawaii other contesting chiefs tried
their strength.

Out of that contest emerged Kamehameha, the great

tiger-shark, who swallowed all.
Neither Peleioho1ani nor aqy other chief

c~

his time could have

foreseen this course of events, for its catalyst--the white man--had
not yet appeared.

Then, toward the end of Peleioholani I s reign, the

islands were discovered by Captain James Cook, R. N.

At daybreak on

January 18, 1778, his ships, sailing from the South Pacific for the
n l )rthwe13t coast of America, raised two islands, one to their northeast,
the other to their north.

Light airs and calms held tl"..e vessels eight

or nine leag'..les from land till sunset,
distance westward.

IL',()

overnight they drifted some

At sunrise on January 19, the first island lay

several leagues to the east.

To reach it, Cook would have had to sail

directly into the wind, and accordingly he made for the second island.
So Kauai, not Oahu, first received the impress of the foreigner. 10

10James Cook and James King, A vo~e to the Pacific Ooean • ••
1776-1780 • • • , 3 vols. (London, 17 ~j II, 190-191.

10
Cook landed on Kauai and Niihau, and then stood away to the
north, returning early in the next year to the windward islands, where
he met his death, at Kealakekua Bay, Hawaii, on February
About two weeks

latl~r,

14, 1179.

his ships, making their W8\Y up the chain to

leeward, put in for water on tn-e west coast
time white men set foot on the island.

~f

Oahu, and for the first

Peleioholani was not there to

greet them.

He was at the east end of Oahu, preparing to fight a war

on Molokai.

He had perhaps seen the British ships pass; but before he

CaJOO

home from his campaigns they had left the archipelago.ll
Two more kings ruled on Oahu before white men reappeared.

Peleioholani I S death, the island passed to his son Kumahana.

Upon
His

reign was short; after three years the Oahu chiefs conspired to depose
him.

"So thoroughly had. he succeeded, during his short; incumbency of

office, to make himself disliked, that, in an age so peculiarly prone
to factions, not a voice was heard nor a spear raised in his defence. n12
The Oahu chiefs selected Kahahana as their new king.

He was to be the

last independent sovereign of Oahu. l )
Kahahana, born on Oahu, was brought up on Maui as the foster son
of the great chief Kaheld.li.

Kahekili approved the ascension of

Kahahana to the kingship of Oahu, and the new ruler sailed with his
retinue to be welcomed by his subjects at Waikiki.

Kahekili, however,

11J • F. G. Stokes, "New Bases f or Hawaiian Chronology, II Hawaiian
Historical Societ.~, Annual Report, 41 (Honolulu, 1932), 26, makes it
clear that Peleioholani was st,ill alive in 1779 ~
12Fornander, Polynesian Race, II, 290.
135. M. Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs of Hawaii (Honolulu, 1961), pp. 128141, gives Kahahana I s story. Of. F'Ornander, Polynesian Race, II, 217226, and Fornander Antiquities, VI, 282-306.

11
was hungry for land and

p(l~er,

and he began to intrigue against

Kahahana, hoping to weaken the younger king's authority.

Successful

in this, Kahekili massed his fighting men on Maui and invaded. Oahu.

He beached his war canoes at Waikiki, surprising Kahahana, who was
then living in Nuuanu valley.

While Kahahana was rallying his troops,

eight of his warriors confronted Kahekili' 5 armies at Apuakehau in
Waikiki.

They killed many of the Maui men, but were themselves

untouched by the spears that fell around them like rain.

Makaioulu,

one of the eight, a great fighter but slow and clumsy, was captured
by the muscular Maui chief Kauhikoakoa, and was saved only uhen his
friend Pupuka managed to strike Kauhikoakoa in the stomach with a
spear; Makaioulu grasped the haft and pushed the point through the
chief's body.

All eight escaped, but they were unable to take with

them the body of the dead chief, and beca"ilse they failed thus to
provide a sacrifice for the war god, their bravery counted for nothing,
and Kahahana faced defeat in the campaigns that followed.

Disaster came soon enough, in spite of Ka.lJ.ahana I s best efforts.
Three times the Oahuans threw themselves against the armies of
Kahekili, and as the battle raged behind Honolulu the corpses piled up,
danuning the stream of Kaheiki.

Then Kahahana I s troops broke, and

he and his beautiful wife Kekuapoi ned to the forests.

Kahekili took

Oahu, and fer two and a half years the dispossessed king and his wife
wandered miserably in the uplands, succored only by compassionate
connnoners.

Finally, Kekuapoi asked her brother for assistance-

ill-advisedly, for he betrayed her husband to Kahekili, and Kahahana.
was tracked down and killed with his friend Alapai.

Their bodies were

taken on a double canoe to Waikiki, where the new king waited.

There

12
Kahahana's corpse was sacrificed to the war god of Kahekili.
The rule of Oahu, achieved with so much bloodshed, was maintained
by further violence.

After Kahahana's death, same of the remaining

Oahu chiefs plotted to strike down in one night the Maui suzerains who
now controlled their lands.

The plan aborted, and the vengeful

Kahekili sla11ghtered most of the Kona and Ewa chiefs and tortured the
chiefesses.

In gruesome memorial, a Maui chief named Kalaikoa, living

at Maunaloa, near Honolulu, built a great house called Kauwalua whose
walls were made of the stripped and bound bones of the dead, and
whose portalfl bore grinning skulls.14
Kahekili's rule was well established when once again. foreign
ships appeared. For several years after Cook no voyagers had come to
Oahu, or indeed to 8D\Y of the Hawaiian islands.

Then in June, 1186,

the King George (Captain Nathaniel Portlock) and the Queen Charlotte
(Captain George Dixon), British ships on a trip between the northwest
coast of America and Canton, ranged along the southern coast of Oahu
and put in, readlf to bargain for water.
With time to spare, and nth the trader's incentive to find good
harbors, the Britishers' coastal reconnaissances and inland walks
still did not bring the anchorage at Honolulu into view.

On this call,

and on return visits made during the next twelve months, they watered
first at Waialae ("King George's Bay") and then close to Kahekili I s
royal residen.ce at \>laikiki ("Queen Charlotte's Bay") 0
permission, natives

too~

With the ldng i s

supplies to the ships anchored beyond the

1..!.aMcAllister, Oahu, PP. 95-96.:> brings together the literature on
Kauwalua and discusses sorne variant stories.

13
reef; and the "chearful Woahoo damsels" arranged their own eommerce
with Portlock's sailors, inaugurating a long and vigorous tradition
on Oahu. 15

Wh;'e Portlock and Dixon were at Waikiki

~

nccember, 1786,

Kahekili built a house on a hill, sealed it with a lJ:apu, and used it
as a place from which to tax his people' 5 trade wittl the ships.

He

also toyed, apparently" with the idea of an outright attack on the
white men.

An old priest, who became something of a confidant of

Portlock, pointed out a building which, he said, was to house
Kahekili's ~ (gods).
to fight.

According to him, the chiefs werfJ preps:a1'ing

Portlock readied his ships for defense, but the visit

ended without unhappy incident.16
Kahekili's ambivalent attitude appeared again when .James Colnett
of the Prince of Wales

p~t

stay was very disturbed.

in at Waikild. in December, 1787.

Colnett's

Hawarian thieves troubled hi.Jr. greatly;

Kahekili came on board with a crowd of attendants, and there was a
misunderstanding when he and Colnett jostled each othtilr; a ship's
dog chased some of the "Indians" around the binnacle,.

Later, there

were fires and drumbeats in the village, and Colnett, convinced he
could sense hostility looming, quickly set sail.17

15Nathaniel Portlock, A V~:!e Around the World • • • 1185-1788 0 •
(London, 1789), pp. 69-75, 13::67; George Dixon, A v~e Around the
World " " " 1785-1788 " " " (Lonnon; J-7 89); pp" 52-53; __ 2-253"
~
16portlock, Voyage, pp. 161-163.
17James c.olnett, "The Journal of Captain James Colnett Aboard the
Prince of Wnles and Princess Royal from 16. Octo 1786 to 7. Nov. 1188,"
MS in British Public Record Office, Admiralty 55, Series II, 146;
typescript :In UH.

0

In the first days of 1789, Captain William Douglas of the

Iphigenia came up to Waikiki bay, and, after some difficulty with
fresh winds and heavy seas, anchored outside the reef.

He was visited

by Kahekili, who arranged to have hogs, kalo-root, sweet potatoes and
fish sent out.

Kahekili cordially showed Dougla.s his village with its

plantations and fish-ponds, but quite soon the friendly atmosphere was
dissipated when Kahekili I s people stole both of Douglas I anchors.
The condition for their return was that Douglas should leave two
armorers ashore.

The bargain was finally closed with a musket, a

pj.etol, and some ammunition, and a threat from Douglas that the village
of Wgikiki woll-ld be burned i f the anchors were not forthcolr"ing..

On

return visits later in 1789, Douglas was made to pay very high prices
for supplies, and to offer powder and shot as

.. 0

well.~o

In all this opportunism directed at increasing his armed strength,
Kahekili may have been doing nothing more than acting on general
principle; but at the beginning of the seventeen-nineties there came
a portentous challenge to Oahu from Kamehameha of Hawaii.

On his home

island, where no chief was dominant outside his ow province,
Kamehameha was still involved in local contests; but even so he
believed himself strong enough by 1790 to confr(;mt Kahekili.

He had

been using a short period of peace on Hawaii to build up arms.
times were favorable for this..
northern Pacific,

foreig~

increasing numbers.

The

As the fur trade developed in the

ships began to put in at the islands in

Kamehameha acquired from them considerable

18John l-Ieares, vgy~es Made in the Years 1788 and 1789 . . . .
(London, 1790), pp.
-349.
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weaponry, a small western ship, 2!ld two British sailors (John Young
\

and Isaac Davis).

He also concluded

&1

alliance with the prestigious

chief Kaiana, recently returned from extensive foreign travels. 19
Kamehameha struck first at Kahekili's island of Maui, which was
under the government of Kahekili' s son, Kalanikupule.

A few years

before, in an earlier clash, Kalanikupule had been able to stand off
the forces of the upstart Kamehameha; but now things were different.
Kamehameha landed his army on Maui, paraded his sharp-toothed and
glaring war god at Hamakualoa, found the auguries good, and defeated
the forces sent to meet

him~

killing their leader in personal combat.

He then marched his armies to Wailuku and drove "the remaining warriors
of Kalanikupule back into lao valley, steep and narrow.

Women,

children and old men watched from the heights as the foreign gunners
Young and Davis cannonaded into flight the
led Mauians.

traditionall~ armed

and

When all was silent but for the wailing of the women,

Kalanikupule was found to have escaped over the mountains, to take
the disastrous news to his father on Oahu.
Kamehameha Bent an envoy to Kahekili to announce his intention
of invading Oahu.

At Waikiki the messenger confronted Kaheklli,

throwing dow two maika stones, one black and one white.

Kahekili

read the symbols correctly: the white stone stood for peace, the
black stone for war.

"Go," he said, "tell Kamehameha to return to

Hawaii, and when he learns that the black kapa covers the body of

19For this stage of Ka.'Ilehanaeha's career, see Ralph S. KUykendall,
The Hawaiian Kingdom, 2 vols. (Honolulu, 1938-1953), I, 35. Kuykendall
tells the story of the conquests pri.ma.r-ily from Kamehameha i a side, and
gives excellent general context for the battles involving Oahu.
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Kahekili [in deattJ . . . . then Hawaii shall be the Maika stone that
will sweep the course from here to Tahiti; let him then come and
possess the country.1l20
:n:ahekili, in spite of this mild pronouncement, had no intention
of allowing his own death to close the issue..
immediate steps.

He meant to take more

On hearing that Kamehameha had returned to Hawaii

to protect his lands against a challenge from a local chief J Kahekili
concluded that no better time could be chosen for the harassment of
the victor of lao.

'lrlith his half-brother Kaeokulani, consort of the

rulL"'lg chiefess of Kauai, he groupe 0. a fleet of war canoes at Oahu
and sailed for Hawaii.

With him went Kaeokuleni I s foreign gunner

(known only as "Mare Amara"), some ferocious trained dogs, and
Kahekili I S special fighting men, the pahupu.

Kahekili was named for

Kane-kaheld.li (Kane of the thunder, a god), and as a token of honor
he had tattooed one side of his body black from head to toe.

The

pahupu were similarly marked. 21
The allies skirmished and looted along Kamehamehs's coastal lands
on Hawaii until Kamehameha I s navy encountered them off Waimanu.
and Da-vio
American.

~lad

Young

mounted cannon on canoes, and on the western s}l..ip Fair

For the fi.rst tillle a Hawaiian sea battle was ··fought in

which both sides had foreign gunners. 22

20Fornander, Polynesian Race, II, 239. Cf. Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs,
p. 150. Maika stones, rounded and polished, were used in a favorite
bowling game ot tt'J.e Hawaiian ~.
21Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, ppo 159, 161.
22 The battle, called Kepuwahau1aula (red-mouthed gun) was fought in
April or ~, 1791. Kuykendall, Hawa:lian Kingdom, I, 37<
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The campaign, though bloody, was indecisive.
to Maui, then to Oahu.

Kahekili withdrew

Kamehameha remained on Hawaii, furthering his

fortunes by the nicely-matched policies of building an imposing
luakini heiau and permitting the assassination of his most dangerous
local enemy.

During the breathing space which followed the battle of
Kepuwahaulau1a, events of 'l:,he greatest importance took place on Oahu:
the harbor of Honolulu was discovered by the English merchant captain
William Brown, and he became the first foreigner to invol,re himself
heavily in the political affairs of the island.

Brown's vessels,

the Butterworth, the Jackall, and the Prince Lee Boo, were engaged
in the northwest fur trade, and in one or the other he made several

visits to the isl8r'.ds in the early seventeen-nineties.

Possibly in

1792, almost certainly before March, 1793, Brown found what others
had missed, and took his ships through a narrow channel into the safe
waters of Honolulu harbor--"Fair Haven," as he called it. 23
The harbor had been elusive enough.
to the west in 1778.
1786-1787..

Cook's expedition was miles

Portlock and Dixon landed too far east in

On their departure they may have sailed past the entrance

23It is unlikely that the date and circumstances of the discovery
will ever be known exactly, unless new sources are uncovered.. Brown's
awn logbooks do not seem to have surv1ved, and the movements of his
ships cannot be followed precisely. The approximation above has been
made possible only by the ingenious reconstruction in Stokes,
"Honolulu, n 61 ff.
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without recognizing what it was.
in 1789.
Hope.

So with Colnett in 1788 and Douglas

Joseph Ingraham was at w&.:Udki

twi~fj

in

:~791, in

the brig

This was the year of Kahekili I s campaign against Kamehameha:

and Ingraham, like previous voyagers, found the warrior king faintly

menacing.

On neither of his visits did Ingraham look closely at the

coastline west of Waikild.. 24
The next important visitor to Oahu, George Vancouver, sorutinized
the leeward shores in 1192 and noted two possible harbor openings,
but did not enter either one. 2'

Vancouver retUl"ued in March, 1793,

on a disciplinary mission, to demand the punishment of the Hawaiian
murderers of the surgeon and naturalist of his store-ship Daedalus,
who had been killed while ashore at Waimea on western Oahu.

Kaheld.l1

produced three men for execution at Waikiki, and they were duly shot.
Then Vancouver, pursuing information he had picked up on the northwest
coast of knerica, made another search for a harbor along the leeward
reefs of Oahu, under the guidance of Kamohomoho, a chief who had been
helpful to him as a navigator off HiiwaJ.i and Molokai. 26
Kamohomoho took Vancouver from Wai k; lei past Honolulu, and down to
"0-poo-ro-ah," the impressive harbor of Puuloa (Pearl Harbor).
Vancouver accepted without question the chief's description of

24J oseph Ingraham, nHope I $ Track Among The Sandwich Isles, II MS,
Library of Congress, copy in HHS. See especially entries for H~ 2223, October 11-12, 1791.
2'George Vancouver, A Voyage of Discovery to the North Pacific
Ocean • • • 1790-1795 • 0 . : 3 vols. (London, 1198), I, 167.
26If Vancouver's informant was William Brown, as Stokes deduces $
this would place Brown IS knowledge of the harbor at Il'.id-1792 =
Vancouver and Brown uere at Nootka Sound together in the latter part
of 1792. See Stokes, nHonolulu,1I pp. 71-72.
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"Honoonoono" hr :.-bor as being "very much more shallow, and a smalldr
place."

Kamohomoho was right, and yet Honolulu was by far the better

harbor for western shipping, as a century of experience was to show.
P"auloa, although it offered unlimited anchorage, was all but
impossible to enter.

Honolulu, so Brown later told Vancouver, "is

smaller, and of less depth of water, • • • yet admits of a passage
from the sea

.5

fathoms deep between the reefs; and opens beyond them

into a small but conunodious bason ~ic] nth regular soundings from
1 to 3 fathoIllfs, clear and good bottom, where a few vessels

m~

ride

with the greatest safety • • • "21
Brown capitalbed on his discovery by making an agreement with
Kahekili under which the king "ceded" Oahu (and perhaps Kaua!) in
return for Brown's guarantees of military assistance.

What Kahekili

meant by "cession" is not at all clear, though no doubt he was
prepared to offer Brown the use of land and supplies in exchange for
help in building up his armed strength against the time when he and
Kamehameha might clash again (Kamehameha was certainly thinking along
these lines
in 1194).

~en

he and Vancouver negotiated a similar "cession"

The battle of Kepuwahaulaula off Waimanu in 1191 had been

inconclusive: more red-mouthed guns might decide matters.
The years 1190-119.5 were pre-eminently a time of
in Hawaiian history.

bl~od

and iron

The "cessions" arranged by Kahekili and

Kamehameha were nothing more than unceremonious pieces of Re81-politik,
disclosing the Hawaiian 81iis in their trickster, vow-breaker aspect.

21Vancouver, Voyage, II, 203-211. Brown was less than accurate
about Honolulu's capacity. At the height of the whaling era sixty
years later more than a hundred ships were able to crowd inside.

20

The kings were readying themselves for large-s(;iile ..ar, and thej.r
preparations may possibly be traced back to 1789, when Kahekili
bargained ominclUsly over anchors and arms with William Douglas at
Waildki.

The seizure of the schooner Fair American off Hawaii in 1790,

the theft of a ship's anchor at Waikiki just before Ingra1:i.am's first
visit in 1791, and the theft of the

a~s

of the murdered officers of

the Daedalus in 1792 may all be interpreted as connected with the
military situation.

By March, 1792, in fact, Kahekili was looking

forward to wa.r'~ 28
Kahekili never met Kamehameha again.

He made only one call on

Brown's naval strength, in 1793, when the two sailed to Kauai.
Kahekili was able to quell an incipient rebellion there simply by the
grandeur of his presence: made more striking by his dramatic arrival

2Bvancouver, Voyage, I, 161-162; Menzies, Hawaii Uei, p. 23.
The inlnediate result of Vancouver's negotiations was not the
interisland peace he hoped for 0 On the contrary, Kamehameha asked
him f or arms. On Oahu, Kahekili' s successor, his son Kalanikupule,
did not scruple to kill Brown and take his ships in 1795.
For their part, what did Brown and Vancouver hope to gain from
the "cessions?" Stokes, whose "Honolulu," 61-85, combines the
utmost rigor about places and dates ~ith the wildest extrapolation
about motives, makes Brown the servant. of London merchants seeking to
dominate the northwest fur trade. In Stokes' reading, Vancouver was
party to these plans, and he and Brown worked to bring all the Hawaiian
islands under British protection. Th~re is no doubt that the early
years of the fur trade produced ma.llY such schemes; but Stokes
predicates this venture merely upon "lffiat he calls "significant
omissions It in the published journals of Vancouver. The supposition is
not altogether wild--just unproved. And there are discrepancies even
in the case Stokes presents. For one thing, if Brown and Vancouver
made cession plans together in 1792 after Brown's harbor find, surely
Brown would not have described the harbor, a major economic asset,
SO vaguely that Vancouver could not find it in March, 1793.
Again,
Stokes hypothesizes that Brown had instructed Kamohomoho to keep
Honolulu harbor secret fran other foreigners. Surely he would have
exempted his cession-partner, Vancouver, from this injunction.
Kamohomoho would then have had no need to "mislead" Vancouver about
Honolulu, as Stokes claims he dido
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on Brown' s

thL~y-gun

Hawaiian waters.

frigate Butterworth, the biggest ship in

In mid-17?4, Kahekili clield at Waikik.i., leaving his

son Kalanikupule on Oahu, and his brother-illy Kaeokulani in control
of Kauai, Maui, Lanai, and Molo.ll.':ai"

Without an iIrJrnediate need for a

common front against Kamehameha, these two chiefs had a falling-out.
Kaeokulani had been awaj· from Kaud for some time, Dnd he decided
to make a voy"age home.

Kalar-..i.kupule, unsure of Kaeokulani's motives

but suspe,cting the worst, went to windward Oahu where Kaeokulani' s
canoes would pass, and dug trenches and put up earthworks, ready for
war.

A fierce bat,tle was fought on land while Kaeokulani t s neet

lay offshore.

Once more foreign weapons worked devastation on

traditional methods of waging war: Kaeokulani.' s gunner Mare Amara
picked off one of Kalanikupule's

war~leaders

as he stood, feather-

cloaked, directing his soldiers rlth sweping gestures.

In the end

Kalanikupule haltec' the fighting, and the two chiefs met for a day
of ''mingled joy and weeping--joy for the endi.ng of the war, weeping
for the dead. in battle and also for the death of Kahl?kil1. n29
Kaeokulani set (.Iff again for Kauai, but was given pause by his
discovery of a

conspiJ~acy

among his chiefs, some of whom planned

to throw him overboard when the canoes left Oahu's west coast.
Kaeokulani resolved not to die like a drowned dog.

In an effort to

turn aside the disaffection, he proposed war against Kalanikupule,
saying, "E aho hoi ka make ana i ke kaua, he nui na moepu-it is
better to die in battle; many will be the companions in d.eath. tt30

29Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, p. 168.
3OF'ornander, Polynesian Race, II,

263.
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His chiefs, diverted by the prospect of loot, were ready to follow him
in this new venture, and they were joined by some Oahu warriors from
Waianae and Waialua.
shore, and

&'1.

Kaeokulani ordered his canoe neet hauled up on

overland march on Kalanikupule began.

Kaeokulani mSiY have been hoping for a repetition of the battle
just fought on the windward side of Oahu, in which Mare Amara had
shot and Idlled a war, chief.

Simply to raise his sights a little was

to be rid of Kalanikupule and be master of all that Kahekili had
once controlled.

But by the time the armies of the contesting chiefs

met in final battle, the
Oahuans.

balan~e

of terror was conclusivel¥ with the

Kaeokulal'1i, victorious in the first weeks of the campaign,

pushed through the Ewa district, coming to Aiea in the early part of
December, 1794.

There he was confronted by Kalanikupule, and by the

men and muskets of the Englishman Wil.liam Brown.
Kaeokulani was outnumbered and out-manoeuvred.
fought all d8¥ on December 12,
ned.

l79)~,

Nevertheless he

until his forces scattered and

He and his party took to the uplands, and he might have escaped

had not his feather cloak, mantle of chieny dignity, stood out
brightly.

Brown I s men fired at him, pinpointing him for Kalanikupule I s

soldiers, who came down upon him from high ground.

There he was killed,

together with his wives and his warrior chiefs. 31
Kalanikupule I S rule was once more secure.
harbor, Brown celebrated the victory.

Back in Honolulu

His two ships j the Prince Lee

Boo and the Jackall, lay at anchor close to a third foreign vessel,

31Fornander, Polynesian Race, II, 262-266; Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs,
pp. 168-169,.
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the Lady Washington of the American John Kendrick, another pioneer
trader in the islands.
campaign.

Kendrick beoame a belated casualty of the

He was having dinner when the cannon of Brolm is ships were

fired in salute 0 One gun was loaded; grape and round shot smashed into
the Lady 'Washington, killing Kendrick and some of his crew)2
Kendrick was taken ashore and buried; that night, natives
despoiled the grave and stole b!.s winding sheet.33 Had Wi.11iam Brown
been a Hawaiian, he might have been alarmed by these omens of death and
desecration affiicting foreigners at Honolulu.

LaCking such insight,

he could hai'dly have boan iUiare of ·the impending treachery of
Kalanikupuleo

Victory on Oahu had inspired the king to think of

further conquests to windward; and on January 1, 1795, he and Kamohomoho put into execution a carefully-organized plot to take Brown' 5
ships from him and use them to :Uivade Kamehameha's domains.

While

Brown's men were dispersed, some inlcmd, others at the harbor, the
Hawaiians fell upon them, killing Brown, his second-in-command, and
some sailors.

Kalanikupule then readied his war party, forcing the

mates of the Prince Lee Boo and the Jackall to navigate for him.

With

several shipmates dead, and Brown's body stripped and slung upon a
pole ashore, the foreigners had little

choi~e.

The expedition made

32John Boit, "The Journal of a Voyage Round the Globe," October 16,
1795, MS in Massachusetts Historical Society Library, photostat of
Hawaiian entries in HMCS. Cfo Amasa Delano, A Narrative of Voyages and
Travels • •• (Boston, 1817), p. 400. Did Kendrick take part in the
battle? Boit saY:3 he did, and that he ordered the salute. This 'Would
refute Stokes, who argues British influ.e!!~e alone in the politics of
Oahu. Whatever the case, Kendrick's death was fairly clearly accidental~ Sheldon Dibble, History of the Sandwich Islands (Lahainaluna,
1843), pp. 67-71, says Kendrick was killed by lia wad" from the cannon.
33Fornander, Polynesian Race, II, 2660
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one false start, and, after re-organization, George Lamport took the
J ackall out of the harbor, carrying Kalanikupule and his wife and some
forty warriors.

The Prince Lee Boo

~d.

eo fleet of C3noes followed.

Instead of sailing down the coast, Lamport steered abruptly out to
sea; and in a few minutes crowded with violence, bravery and luck, he
and his skeleton crew seized arms and drove the Hawaiians overboard.

Kalanikupule was sent ashore ignominiously in a canoe..

Lamport and

the other mate, William Bonallack, took their ships to Hawaii, where
they wrote a laconic letter to John Young and Isaac Davis describing
the plot and its outcome, and sailed for Canton. 34
Kalanikupule I s military advantage was dissipated; Kamehameha
knew it.

Kamehameha himself was as strong as he would ever be)5

No opposition remained on Hawaii; he had a battle-tested army and a
fleet to move his men from island to island.

34rhis letter, dated January 14, 1795, is printed in Diary of
.Andrew Bloxam, Bernice P. Bishop Museum" Special Publication, 10
(HonolulU, 1925), 93-94. Bloxam copied the letter from Joh"1 Young in
1825. It does not go into much detail; we could wish for a good deal
more from it and less from some other sources. Boit's Journal for
October 16; 1795, gives a more elaborate version. Boit's informant
was John Young. Charles Bishop, "Commercial Journal • • • of Ship
Rubys Voyage to NWt.. Coast of America and China, 1794-5-6,11 MS in
Provincial Li.brary and Archives, Victoria, B. C., typescript in UH,
has an account dated September, 1795. The Greatheed Manuscript,
written by an English clergyman sometime before 1800, has yet another
version. The MS itself is lost, but parts were printed in The Friend,
XIX (1862), 42-43. Dibble, Sandwich Islands, pp. 67-71, drew on
native sources~ as did Kamakau, Rul~ Chiefs, pp. 170-171, and
Fornander, Polynesian Race, II, 266=28. Fornander also used Dibble.
Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, I, 45, says he follows the Bloxam copy
of Lamport and BOnB1iaCk1s letter, and the Greatheed Manuscript. I
cannot see why he favors Greatheed over Boit, who was in the islands
leas than a year after the event, or over Dibble, who used native
sources unavailable to Greatheed, who wrote at a distance.
35nibble and Kamakau say Lamport and Bonallack left some of
Kalanikupule's arms on Hawaii.
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In the early months of

1795, he invaded and took Maui and Molokai,ll

which under Kahekilj. had been linked with Oahu.

In mid-year, he

prepared to cross with his great neet to Oahu.

At this point the

dashing chief Kaiana deserted him.

blood between the two.

Kaiana~

Fairly obviously there was bad

handsome, widely-traveled, with a

large following and probably foreign arms of his own,
regarded by Kamehameha as a persistent threat.

~

have been

There was also a

suspicion that Kaiana had committed adultery with one of Kamehameha's
wives.

On Molokai Kaiana was c!:l.I'efully excluded from the war councils,

and he came to believe Kamehameha's chiefs might be plotting his death.
As the neet crossed from Molokai to Oahu, Kaiana and a number of his

men chose a separate course, landed on the windward side, and allied
themselves with Kalanikupule.
Kamehameha took his neet around the coast to leeward and landed
between Waialae and Waikiki, where he drew his canoes up on the shore
and advanced on foot across the plains.

He drove Kale.nikupule I s

forces to Nuuanu valley, and there the Oahuans m3de a stand on high
ground, fighting with their faces to the sea and their backs to the
Nuuanu Pali.
Force of numbers, skill in generalship, the cannon of Young and
Davis, and the muskets of other foreigners in the t.rain of Kamehameha.
determined the result.

Even with the advantage of high ground,

Kalanikupule could. not halt the advance. of Kamehamehao

At the head of

the valley, where the walls grew steep on either side and the precipitous Pali at the rear prevented any orderly retreat and regrouping,
the Oahuans broke, scatter.ing along the windy mountains, some to make
their way out of Nuuanu by the highest ridges, some to find a way down

FIGURE 5. KAMmAMEHA I, 1816
By Louis Choris (see Bibliography)JI who sailed with Kotzebue

on the Rurik.
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2.6
a dangerous trail to windward: others to leap to bloody death on the
rocks at the foot of the Pali.

For the second t:iJne Kalanikupule had

suffered defeat at the hands of Kamehameha..

As he had done after the

battle of lao on Maui, he sought sanctuary in the mountains.
several months he remained hidden in the highlands of Ewa.

For
But just

as his own father Kahekili had hunted down Kahahana in those hills,
so now Kamehameha brought Kalanikupule to bay.

He was found and

killed near Waipio, in Eva, and his body was brought to the king.

In

the sacrifice of Kalanikupule to the war god Kukailimoku, the
disappearan..:e of Oahu's independence was ratified.

The uniun of all

the islands except Kauai was confirmed, and the institution of
Hawaiian kingship was raised to its highest level.
For years afterward, Hawaiians passing over the battleground of
NUU<ilj,il

could point out what they called the footprints of Kaiana;

they would plant their feet as he had done and stand as he had stood,
where he halted to hurl his last spear into the smoke of the white
man's guns.

From that spot they could see the valley spread out below

them, and all the landmarks of the victory of Kamehameha, who needed
no single place to mark his conquests, but shared with other great men
the right to say, simply: Look about you. 36

36nocumentation for this crucial battle is disappointing. Bait's
Journal, October 16, 179.5, describes it; and there is an account of
doubtful usefulness in Bishop's Journal, February 28; 1796. The
standard sources, Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, p. 172, and Fornander,
Polynesian Race, II, 348, have short accounts, as do Dibble, Sandwich
Islands, p" 71; James Jackson Jarves, History; of the Sandwich Islands,
3rd ed. (HonolulU, 1847), pp. 91-92; and Hiram Bingham, A Residence of
Twenty-One Years in the Sandwich Islands .. .. • (Hartford, 1847), p. 47.
Bingham has the story of Kaiana i s footprints. The Honolulu StarBulletin, June 6, 19.53, reconstructs the battle, and has a good map.
There are incidental mentions in published voyages which add nothing
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of interest. How m~~ fought ~~d died at Nuuanu? William Broughton,
at Honolulu early in 1196, recorded the figure of 300 Oahuans killed.
Broughton, A Voyage of Discovery to thf,! North Pacific Oce8.l"1. ••
1195-1198 (London, 180.4), p. lil. By 1854, the figure for deaths at
the Pali was '3,000; by 1914, 10,000. See J. F. G. Stokes, "Dune
Sepulture, Battle Mortality, and Kamehamehals Alleged Defeat on
Kauai,," Hawaiian Historlcal S0lJiety, Annual Report, 45 (Honolulu,
0

1931), 38.
In connection with the tendency of battles to grow more fabulous
with the passage of the years, there is a most interesting story about
Nuuanu in the native newspaper, Ka Na'i Aupuni, August 21, 1906. I
thank Dorothy Barrere for bringing it to rrr:y attention. In this story,
Kalanikupule had guns behind a atone wall at Puiwa; the wall was blown
to bits by Kamehameha's cannon. At the top of the Pali, Kaiana had
two embrasures dug for cannon; these badly damaged Kamehameha' s ~,
but in the end the cannon were captured by men coming along the ridges
from either side. The niches can still be seen; observers m~ make
up their own minds about the possibility of getting cannon, however
light, up the dreadfully steep slopes or along the razor-back ridges.

CH}.PTER II

HONOLULU lTh1JER

K~AMERA

I

From the til'!lS of Kamehameha' s emergenoe as a formidable warrior
until his death in 1819, great changes took place in the Hawaiian
islands.

Cook's expedition to the northwest coast of America in

1778-1119 produced, within a decade, a lucrative trade in furs which
attracted the ships of several countries; and his discovery of Hawaii
provided merchantmen with an ideal place to recruit and rendezvous.
At first, in the

d~s

of limited contact, Kamehameha,:l Kahekili, and

even Kalanikupule were able to exploit on their

OW"Il

terms the

triangular trade of the Pacific (between the northwest coast, Hawaii,
and Canton), concentrating upon the accumulation of weapons of war"
and attempting extensions of royal power.
Kamehameha's brilliant use of new techniques, indeed, was turned
to profoundly conservative purposes.

Throughout his life he was ready

to make chances so that things might remain the same.

His English

gunners made him the greatest Hawaiian culture-hero of all.

Later,

as more and more ships came, his control of the islands I resources
remained so sound and shre'iid that while he was king there persisted
something like an even balance of exploitation, a measure of rough
justice, in relations between Hawaiians and white men.

Only at the

most abraded points of contact, the ports--and especially those on
Oahu--was the social surface much scarred; and even at Honolulu and
Waikiki change did not become apparent for some timeo

Oahu after the

battle of Nuuanu was a prize in traditional terms, a flourishing
island with rich valleys planted in
watered plains and within the reefs.

~

and teeming fishponds on the
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Kamehameha, as Oahu's new king, assumed as a matter of course the
reJ igious functions of royalty, but after his victory at Nuuanu there
was

~ tt1e

time for him to become absorbed in the leisurely life of

the aristocracy at Waikiki.

The last major island, Kauai, remained

outside his reach, and, until it could be brought under control,
Oahu was nothing but a stepping-stone to windward.

still, it was not

to be negligently held, especially as conspiracy was not unknown °in
the backwash of victory.

Soon after Nuuanu, Karnehameha heard that

some chiefs were plotting against him at Puuloa.
secretly at night and listened to their plans.

He went there
His presence was

unknown to the chiefs, and with a nice econolDj'" of effect he merely
planted his dagger in t he ground outside their house, leaving them
to discover next morning the miscarriage of

.

the~r

,

treason ....

With this treachery disposed of, Kameharneha could turn in
earnest to the unfinished business of Kauai.

It had taken him four

years to conquer the other islands; now he marshalled his resources
for a last campaign.

He readied °his cannon-carrying canoes, and

ordered his English carpenters at Honolulu to build him a forty-ton
ship.

The gathering army, including sixteen foreigners, engrossed

all surplus food; and, in the haste to prepare for war, cultivation
of crops was neglected.

William Broughton, at Honolulu twice in the

first half of 1796, tried to dissuade Kamehameha from the attack, but
the ki.ng rejected his advice and asked instead for rigging and
equipment to finish his new ship.2

lKamakau, Ruling Chiefs, p. 1820
2Broughton, Voyage, pp.

41-45,

71, 73-74.
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In mid=1796 the

1i:3r

fleet se.i.led along the south coast of Oahl1.e

There were offerings and human sacrifices at Ewa, on the heiau of the
feathered war god Kukail:5..moku, whose staring eyesnad witnessed all
Kamehameha's victories..

The invaders set off for Kauai at midnight;

but in the rough channel strong winds and waves began to buffet the
leading canoes, and many were swamped and capsized.

The disorganized

fleet returned to Waianae, to burden once again Oahu's depleted food
supply. 3
Before Kamehameha could mount a second attack, news came from
Hawaii of a revolt led by Namakeha, brother of the slain chief
Kaiana.

The king's presence was needed.

Consulting his advisers, he

decided to leave Oahu in charge of his own trusted men rather than
niaupio chiefs of senior rank: who might take

advantag~

to follow the example of the rebellious Namalceha.

of his absence

Kamehameha left for

Hawaii in September, 1796; within a few months the rising was crushed,
its leader defeated and sacrificed. 4
With no pressing reason of state to take him back to Oahu,
Kamehameha remained on Hawaii for five years.

All along the chain

there was peace, and time for him to perfect an administration that
would bridge the islands, maintain his security, and promote an
orderly flow of wealth in his direction.
methods combined piety and pragmatism.

Characteristically, his
He was a great votary of the

old gods, a great builder of heiaus; and he encouraged the :y-early
religious festivals which involved every district.

3Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, p. 173.

4Kamakau , Ruling Chiefs, pp. 173-174.

Equally
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enthusiastically he built storehouses for the harvest of tax goods
these festivals yielded, and used his riches in trade with foreigners.
The great chiefs, possible competitors for power, were politely
encouraged to dwell at court, under the king's surveillance; and
Kamehameha gathered about him in addition skilled and talented men
and women of every kind.

Over each island he set a governor, and

between Hawaii and Oahu he dispatched canoe-loads of strong paddlers
with master navigators and messengers to

car~

salutations and

commands to his appointees. 5
It was an impressive feat of government, drawing on the best of
tradition and innovation to create an expanded and stabilized world
of power for the king.
of the scheme.

And yet Kauai remained to mar the symmetry

Upon this standing reminder of his one great failure

Kamehameha turned all his warrior-king' s rage.
Kauai's independence he summoned the

~

To the destruction of

of his war god, the prowess

of his fighting chiefs, and the concentrated energies of all the
islands of his kingdom.
Even before the peacetime regime was well established,
preparations for a conclusive strike against Kauai were begun.
Kamehameha had returned to Hawaii in 1796 dissatisfied with the war
canoes that had sunk in the Kauai channel.

Once the revolt of

Namakeha was crushed, he set his chiefs to building E.,.81eleu canoes-twin-hUlled, broad and deep, with a covered platform.

The new fieet,

eight hundred strong, was five years in the making; and during this

5Kamakau , Ruling Chiefs, pp. 175-186; Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom,
I, 51-54.
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tiiTle the king continued to add to his for-eign complement.

His

shipwrights built him several schooners; and from his growing trade
'With merchant ships he acquired a large

CL'I"'J1l0ry

of umskets and cannon.

Very little was left to chance, and if the effort was disproportionate
to the possible reward, this did not matter to Kamehameha.
was unprecedented, but not complete.

His success

He fiercely wanted total power.

The extension of his wish.. the peleleu fleet, was like nothing ever
seen before in Hawaiian waterB~6
In 1802 the great armada was ready.

It left Hawaii, led by

Kamehameha and his designated heir, the small boy Liholiho.

They put

ashore at Lahaina on Maui, where the wa...-riors remained for about a
year, "feeding and clothing themselves with the wealth of Maui,
Molokai" Lanai, and Kahoolawe" and worshipping the gods."

Kamehameha

sent ultimata to the king of Kauai, Kaumualii, but rec6ived no
response.

Kaumual.ii was preparing to defend his island, and then" if

defeated, to flee to the western Pacific in a ship being built for him
by foreigners. 1
The peleleu neet moved on to Oahu, arriving about the turn of
the year 1804. 8

In the majesty of his departure from Hawaii,

6urey Lisiansky, A Voyage Round the World., •• 1803-1806 (London"
1814)" p. 133, lists twenty-one schooners" some with cannon, some
European-commanded, in addition to the war canoes. Cf. Kamakau,
Ruling Chiefs, ppe 181-188$
7Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, p. 188; Richard J. Cleveland, A Narrative
of Vgrages and Commercial Enterprises, 2 vols. (Cambridge, 1842),
I, 232.
8Cleveland, Voyages, I, 230, has Kamehameha on Maui in June, 1803;
Lisiansky, Voyage, p. 133, gives the impression that by June" 1804,
he p~d been on Oahu for some months.
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Kalnehslnehs. hOO paid no heed to the warning of a.
canoe you have to sail

aw~

prQphet~

itA man-!".l:lde

from Hawaii, but a god-made canoe it will

be that brings you back again, and there will be a great pestilence. 1t
In the spring or summer of 1804 an epidemic struck with dreadful

effect.

Kamehameha fought off the disease, but it killed many of his

war leaders, chiefs and fighting men.

Death came within twenty-four

hours--men walking on the road might die before reaching home--and
the corpses turned black.9
This was the first great western epidemic to afflict Hawaii.
Kamehameha resorted to traditional means to combat it.

The gods were

angr,y, and his priests advocated offerings--hundreds of hogs, coconuts
and plantains; and human victims.

Three men who had broken an eating

kapu were seized and prepared for sacrifice.

Their eyes were scooped

out, their arms and legs broken, and at the appointed time they were
placed upon the altar of Papaenaena. lO
Regardless of ritual, the epidemic ran its course, leaving
Kamehameha's army. decimated; and this disaster saved the king of Kauai.
The peleleu neet never sailed.

The invasion was abandoned, the dead.

9Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, pp" 188-189. As Kamakau has it, Hawaiian
prophets were almost unerringly accurate" possibly because every major
decision was attended with auguries, an.d Kamakau, writing in midnineteenth-century, could be selective in the re -telling.
The Hawaiians called the disease ma'i okuu (with a meaning of
squatting or crouching). It was probably cholera or typhoid, perhaps
introduced by an American ship. In October, 1806, the Port au Prince
was refused entry to Honolulu harbor with a sick man aboard because
earlier an American ship had brought disease. John Martin, An Account
of the. Natives of the To a Islands in the South Pacific Ocean ...... ,
2 vols.
ondon, 1 17 , I, 00
and George Benne~,
';"';';;;;:":;;;';;';;;~';;;"''';'':''Il..;;;liji.;;,;;;":-=~~::,,;;,;,;;;;~,,","=.:-.r-,:,,,,;=--:;,::::;,~~-=• ...;.:....::J., 3 vola.,

were buried, and at Wa.:fr.iki. the war canoes lay beached and rotting.
Evidently, Kamehameha had planned to set up residence on Oahu
after the invasion of Kauai;ll in aIJ.Y event, he rerrurlned there for
several years after the €lpidemic.
against Kawnua.l1i.

He did not mount a third campaign

In realistic terms, both kings were likely to

lose by war and gain by peace.

War drained royal resources; peace

might bring new wealth to the islands as trade grew in the Pacific.
Kamehameha, perhaps considering this, perhaps discouraged by his
double failure to invade Kauai, perhaps less obsessed with total
power as he grew older, settled upon a compromise.
add to his na~·.

He continued to

In 1805 he bought the l75-ton Lelia

Bl!<!,

which

became his flagship, and he kept carpenters, smiths and ropemakers
busy 10 his naval workshops at Waikiki.

At the same time, however,

he let it be known that he would be satisfied i f Kaumualii merely
acknowledged his sovereignty in person and paid him tribute. 12
Kaumualli, willing to pay tribute, and ready even to bow to
greater strength, was reluctant to make his obeisance on Kamehameha's
soil, and for good reason: the last chief to meet Kamehameha in this
aituati.on had been Keoua of Hawaii in 1791, who stepped ashore from his
canoe at Kawaihae only to suffer sudden death by murder. 13 Delicate

llKam..;kau, Ruling Chiefs, p. 187.
l2William Shaler, "J ourna~ of a Voyage Between China and the NorthWestern Coast of America, Made in 1804," American Register, III (1808),
137-175; Isaac Iselin, Journal of a Trading Voyage Around the World,
1805-1808 (New York, n. d.), p. 78; Archibald Campbell, A Voyage
Around the World • • • 1806-1812
(Edinburgh, 1816), pp. 155-156;
Delano, Narrati.e of Voyages, ppc. 398-399.
0

••

l%emakau, Ruling Chiefs, pp. 156-157.
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negotiations went on for some time, with canoe-loads of gifts passing
back and forth across the

K~'ls.i

channel.

At last the chiefs were

brought together by the mediation of an American sandalwood trader,
Nathan Winship.

Early in 1810 his vessel carried Kaumualii and his

retinue to Honolulu harbor, and they came ashore, escorted by
Kamehameha, for several days of celebration.

The diplomatic issue

was settled--Kaumual1i might contirme to govern Kauai as a tributary
of Kamehameha.

So the conqueror rounded out his domains, and

Kaumual1i escaped with his domestic rule intact.

Also with his life"

though for a time this was threatened: a group of Kamehameha's chiefs
had conspired to poison Kaumualii, but Isaac Davis warned him, and the
thwarted chiefs turned instead upon Davis and poisoned him.14

It was at Honolulu, not at Waikiki, that Kamehameha concluded his
entente with Kaumualii.

In 1809 he had moved down the coast from the

royal houses at Helumoa by Apuakehau stream and established himself at
Pakaka not far from the mouth of Nuuanu stream, with his court around
him.

Honolulu had already increased in size many times by the year of

14rrhe date of Kaumualii' s visit is fixed at late March or early
AprU, 1810. See Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, I, 51, for the
evidence. It was Nathan Winship, not his brother Jonathan as Kamakau
thought, who brought Kaumualii tc Honolulu. See "Solid Men of Boston
in the Northwest .. " original MS in Bancroft Library, University of
California" microfilm in UH.. Records of the visit draw on native
sources; as usual, versions diffe.::' widely. See "Ka Moolelo Hawaii, II
native history translated in Hawaiian Spectator, II (AprU, 1839),
226; Dibble" Sandwich Islands, p. 73; Jarves, Sandwich Islands, p. 97;
Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, pp. 195-197; Ii, Fragments, pp. 81-B3.

FIGURE 6.

HONOLULU IN 1810
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IIONOLULU IN 1810
EJ..-planation of Map
Source of Map. Tnis reconstructed map, a reasonably accurate presentation of Honolulu in 1810, is based on three
documents. John Papa Ii recorded the location of trails and
various sites in Honolulu between 1810 and 1812 in his
"Fragments of Hawaiian History" which was written in
Hawaiian for the newspaper Kuokoa in 1869. Research on
this document has provided most of the data regarding
houses, trails, piaying fields, and similar sites. Two base
maps were used for shore and reef lines, for stream locations, and for verification of the trails. Tne first of these
was a sketch map made by Lieutenant O:>arles Malden of
HB:MS Blvnde in 1825. Malden's map marked the trails,
and since there was a lapse of only fifteen years between
1810 and ,:be time of Malden's map, these trails were probably much the s=e in Ii's time. The second base map was
a govern=ent survey map of 1870 which showed the streets
as they were at the time of John Ii's actual writing. Ii used
these streets to locate formerly existing sites, as shown on
the reconstructed 1810 m:cp. Some sites were further verified from other sources.
Points of Interest. Kamebameba I, who bad been living
at Waikiki since 1804, moved his court to Honolulu in
1809. His immediate court consisted of high-ranking chiefs
and their retainers, but in the area also lived those who
contributed to the welfare and enjoyment of court members, from fishermen and warriors to whites and the chiefs
of lesser rank. In those days, the area was not called Honolulu. Instead, each land section had its own name. The map
bears me names of the sections as they were known at that
time, and in red are shown the streets mentioned by John
Ii as they existed in 1869.
Beginning near the mouth of Nuuanu Stream, makai of
King street was Kapuukolo, "where white men and such
dwelt." Among them were Francb::o de Paula Marin, the
Spaniard who introduced horticulture to Hawaii, and Isaac
Davis, friend and co-advisor with John Young to Kameba.- -
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vessels were being made by the Hawaiians under the
mteIage of whites.
Next along the shoreline "surrounded by a fence" was
the establishment of Kamehameha himself, consisting of
many houses, for himself, for Kaahumanu and other chiefesses, and for his gods and his personal attendants. Cose
by were two drilling sites and a "foot racing" and maika
field, where the king kept a personal eye on the performances of his warriors and chiefs. Near the shore, "in front
of the courthouse," was a Hale-o-Lono, where Liholiho,
later Kamehameha II, regularly kept the kapus of the gods
therein. Next along the beach of Kuloloia was the home of
the chiefess Namahana mother of Kaahumanu; that of
Liliha, mother of Keopuolani, Kamehameha's sacred wife
and mother of Kamebamehas II and III; then that of Kalaniakua, sister or cousin of Liliha. Then came the residence
of Kalanimoku, the king's prime minister, known to the
foreigners as "Billy Pitt." His residences were called Papakanene :..,d Mokuaikaua, and the land long bore the name
of Mokuaikaua. Mauka of his place was that of Kalaimamabu, Kamehameha's half brother and his war leader in
early battles for supremacy over Hawaii. Though his houses
remained, KaJa;mamabu had died some years before. Nearby were a gods' house and houses for the king's stewards,
as well as a temporary house for the lua wrestlers.
Mii1#ka of this area was "a cluster of houses" and another
loku site "at Merchant and Alak= streets." Beyond, along
the shoreline, was the home of Kekumanoha, uncle of
Kaahumanu, "on the south side of Richards street." Next:
came the esta'blishmeot of Kekuaiwa--... son of Kamehameba by Kahcibeimalie--who died in young manhood.
Farther along were the homes of kabunas, headed by
Hewabewa, high priest of Kamehameha, and the same man
who abetted in the overthrow of the kapu system after the
king's death. At Kakaako were the homes of fishermen who,
together with those who lived at Kapuukolo, supplied the
needs of the court.
Mauka of Kakaako was the coconut grove of Honuakaha,

as they were at the time ot john !l's aetua.l writing. H w.cu
chese streets co locate forfileriy existing sites, as shown on
the reconstrUcted 1810 fil~p. SOfile sites were further verified frofil other sources.
Point:s of Incerest. Kafileha=eha I, who had been living
at Waikiki since 1804, filoved his court co Honolulu in
1809. His i==ediate court consisted of high-ranking chiefs
and their retainers, but in the area also lived those who
contributed to the welfare and enjoyfilent of court file=bers, frofil fisherfilen and warriors to whites and the chiefs
of lesser rank. In those days, the area was not called Honolulu. Instead, each land section had its own nafile. The filap
bears me nafiles of the sections as they were known at mat
dfile, and in red are shown the streets filentioned by John
Ii as they existed in 1869.
Beginning near the filouth of Nuuanu Stream, makai of
King street was Kapuukolo, "where white =en and such
dwelt." .Among thefil were Francb::o de Paula Marin, me
Spaniard who introduced horticulture to Hawaii, and Isaac
Davis, friend and co-advisor with John Young to Karnehafileha. Here too lived Kuihelani, a relative of Ii and an important chief who had charge of filany of the king':; lands.
Near his place was the hOfile of Keliimaikai, full brother of
Kamehafileha, on the coral point "where the first custom
house stood." There on the beach was a house for "the very
first Chinese ever seen here." Mauka of Kapuukolo were
two 7naika fields and a loklt site. A loka site contained a
house for the enjoyfilent of various indoor ga=es and
afilUSefilents such as kila, puhenehene, chanting, or dancing.
The twO nu:ika fields ac Kikihale were bordered with houses,
notably chose of Kaoleioku and Kekuaokalani, son and
nephew respectively of Kameharneha. Nexc to their hOfiles
was one wall of a large yafil field, where in 1812 the first
Fourth of July celebration in Honolulu was hdd by the
cap~ains of three trading vessels JUSt returned frofil China.
Ma.eai of the yafil field were hOfiles of warriors and lesser
chiefs and on the shore at Nihoa, "between Kaahwnanu
and Nuuanu streets", was a shipyard where foreign style
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foreigners as "Billy Pitt." His residences were called Papakanene ~,d Mokuaikaua, and me land long bore the name
of Mokuaikaua. Mauka of his place was that of Kalaifilamaho, Karnehafileha's half brother and his war leader in
early battles for suprefilacy over Hawaii. Though his houses
re=ained, KaJajrnarnahu had died SOfile years before. Nearby were a gods' house and houses for me king's stewards,
as well as a te=porary house for the lua wrestlers.
Mii1#ka of this area was "a cluster of houses" and another
loka site "at Merchant and Alaken streets." Beyond, along
the shoreline, was me hOfile of Kekumanoha, uncle of
Kaahwnanu, "on me south side of Richards street." Next:
came me esta'blish=eot of Kekuaiwa--... son of Kafilehameha by Kal.ciheimalie--who died in young manhood.
Farther along were me homes of kahunas, headed by
Hewahewa, high priest of Karnehafileha, and the Safile filan
who abetted in the overthrow of the kapu sySte= after the
king's death. At Kakaako were me hOfiles of fisherfilen who,
together with those who lived at Kapuukolo, supplied the
needs of the court.
Mauka of Kakaako was the coconut grove of Honuakaha,
where Kinau, son of Karnehafileha by Peleuli resided, and
me hOfile of Keopuolani, mother of Liholiho. Liholiho,
men the heir apparent, lived nearby at his residence called
Hookuku, where he was attended by chiefs under me supervision of Papa, medical kahuna and kaha to Kafilehameha. Papa and his large household of relatives, which included me boy Ii, had his houses and merlical heiau at
Kaoaopa, later. called Mililani after John Ii's hOfile there.
Only for a shorr while did Honolulu appear as is shown
here, for in che latter part of 1812 Kamehafileha and most
of his court, including Liholiho and Ii, went to Hawaii,
where he re=ained until his death in 1819.
The research upon which the data for the filap are based
was conducted by Dorothy B. Barrere. The filap was drawn
by Paul C. Rockwood.
BISHOP MUSEUM PREss

1957

HONOLULU IN 1810
Streets (shown in red) are of 1870
Drawn by Paul Rockwood
from data compiled by Dorothy Barrere
BISHOP MUSEUM PRESS, 1957
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Ka"llehameha's shift (from "not more tha..rl h::.1 f a dozen ll native huts

i.Tl

1803, to "several hundred" by 1809-1810)15 and certainly the addition
of the court enlarged it further.
not altogether clear.

Still, the reasons for the move are

It was surely not that the port had become

overwhelmingly busy--in the first year of the king's rcsidence, ships
arrived at the rate of only one a month, and for some years Kamehameha
had been well able to handle a comparable
from his home at Waikiki.
live than Waikiki.

volum~

of Honolulu trade

Nor was Honolulu a more attract,ive place to

It was hotter and dustier.

Nuuanu stream was

tidal, and fresh water had to be brought from the inland springs in
gourds.

The beachfront, though rich in fish, was marred by mudflats.

Perhaps it was just another passage in the wanderings of the Hawaiian
monarc~•

Whatever the case, the Honolulu soj ourn did not last long.

In 1812 Kamehameha and his court departed for Hawai~~, and the king
died in 1819 without ever returning to Oahu.

In the twenty-four years

between the battle of Nuuanu and his death, Karnehameha spent only
eight years on Oahu and only three of those at Honolulu. 16

As concerned Kamehameha's control over his own people and his
relations with foreign traders, it did not matter greatly where he
lived.

He was the king.

Powel' flowed outward and downward from him.

His word was binding at a distance; his polici.es were administered on
other islands by subordinates closely responsible to him, and his
presence was not needed in the details of bargaLning with foreigners.

l5Statement of Eliab Grimes in Sandwich Island News, February 24,
1847.; Campbell, Voyage, p. 129.
l6rhere is a suggestion that he did come back to Oahu in 1814, but
this is uncorroborated. See Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, I, 51.
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Trade was a

!"oy8.~

monopoly.

When Kamehameha lived on Hawaii, inconwlg

ships normally touched there first for permission to visit other
islands, and Kamehameha sent with them a "confidential man" to
orders to his governors.

rela~r

In this way he could arrange simple

provisioning, or the more complicated matters of ship-buying and
salvage, and even the transport of tax: goods on foreign ships.11
Wherever he was, however, Kamehameha involved himself in trade,
and with great gusto.

At Waikiki or Honolulu ships would anchor

outside and wait for clearance from the king' s men--Kalanimoku
(the prime minister), Isaac Davis (governor for a time), or others.
Then, under the direction of John Harbottle, the English-born pilot
at Honolulu, hawsers would be run from the ship to rows of canoes,
and paddlers would warp

th~

3hip into the harbor.

For both

merchantmen and ships of war there would be cannon salutes, and then
the king would come out in a canoe, sometimes alone except for
interpreter and attendants, sometimes surrounded by feather-cloaked
chiefs and court members, sometimes dressed in European magnificence,
seated on a gun-chest, his hand upon a silver sword, sometimes wearing
very little at all, but always with his tooth-edged calabash spittoon.
While his queens lolled on deck or threw off their kapa dresses and
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swam beside the ship, he would bargain over quantities and terms with
the merchant captains.

Strongly-built, stern-faced, taciturn, he was

in late middle age still a formidable presence.

He was a shrewd,

hard trader, a match for even the sharpest New Englander; and after
arrangements had been completed he was not above using his prerogatives
to help himself to small things that caught his eye--mirrors,
handkerchiefs , penknives and so on. 18
Karnehameha was well aware of the worth of the hogs, fruit,
vegetables, ssJ.t, and water his people brought to the shore at his
orders, and of the miscellany of European goods they received in
return.

In practice a good deal of the trade was by barter, but

values were often expressed in money terms.

Whenever he could,

Kamehameha took Spanish dollm-s or other specie in exchange for his
goods, and he was most unwilling to let money go back into circulation.
Before he left Honolulu he gave one visitor a guarded glimpse of a
storehouse containing thousands of dollars.

He was in fact a

persistent, even selfish accumulator, a king whose feeling for largesse
was stunted, a great consumer only of other people's goods, food and
liquor.

If he had one weakness as a businessman-monarch, it was his

predilection for ships.

His plans for the invasion of Kauai led him

to buy and build foreign vessels far beyond the needs of his peacetime
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interisland trade

a~d

tax-gathering; but even so, he did not commit

the spectacular follies of his successors j~ this respect. 19
Ona other trade linked ships and shore.

This was the intercourse

of sailors and Hawaiian women, begun with the first vessels to touch
at Waikiki in 1786.

It was a lively business, limited only by periodic

kapus that halted all contact with ships, occasional prohibitions by
martinet captains and a tax levied by Kamehameha, who enriched himself
from every form of commerce.

Women would come out to ships in canoes,

or would swim out, carefully holding their

~

water in one hand, to prevent their dissolution.

clothes above the
There was no

particular unwillingness on the part of the Hawaiians to allow this.
"The husbands and parents, not knowing that it would bring trouble,"
wrote John Ii, "permitted such association with foreign men because of
a desire for clothing, mirrors, scissors, knives, iron hoops from
which to fashion fishhooks, and nails. ,,20
Ships' (:aptains might deplore the way.women clustered on board,
in the rigging, on deck, below decks; philosophic scientists might be

led to wonder whether feminine shame was an inborn hmllan attribute
or merely a European trait.

These questions did not greatly concern

common sailors, who were happy enough to make the most of a few

d~s

at the islands after weeks and months on the womanless waste of the

19In addition to sources cited in the previous footnote, see
Oampbell, Voyage, pp. 137, 199-201, 211-213. Stephen Reynolds, The
VStase of the New Hazard to the Northwest Ooast, Hawaii and Ohina l
1 0-1813 • •• , edt F. W. Howay (Salem, 1938), E,assim., gives an
6.A.cellent, unself;;'conscious account of t,rading as it looked to an
ordinary sailor.
200ampbell, Voyage, pp. 193-194; Ii" Fragments, p. 87.
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Pacific.

Pleasant companionship was likely to make them forgetful of

time, and evenly-marked watches on board tended to dissolve alcoholically into hazy d~s on shore.

One liberty party (doubtless 3.'nong

dozens) which failed to return on schedule was sought by ship I s
officers, and was eventually discovered "descending a hill near the
village, each with a lass under his arm, their hats decorated with
nowers, ribbons, and handkerchiefs, and a fifer and fiddler at their
head, pl¢ng a'tlay merrily •. They were all nearly 'half-seas over, I
and were on their way to the ship when they perceived us.

They

insisted in a humble good-natured manner on our taking the lead; and
as we were ar>..xious to get them on board, we accordingly joined them,
and marched on at their head.

We had not proceeded far when the

Eeoranee LLiholiho, son and heir of Kamehameh~ met us, and he appeared
so much pleased with the procession, that he fell into the ranks. n21
Many sailors from other vessels never came back at all, and no
doubt Hawaiian women were among the several powerful persuaders leading
them to jump ship at Oahu.

By the time Kamehameha took up residence at

Honolulu in 1809, as many as sixty foreigners were liVing in the
district. 22

About half of these were miserable loafers, Pacific

drifters cast up on the shores of Hawaii.

Some, like the escapees

from the British prison col0lV" at Botany Bay, New South Wales, had no
great love for the islands; rather, they had very strong reasons for

21cox, Columbia River, I,

52-53.

22 Sixty was a high figure, according' to Alexander Campbell. It
varied greatly. Most came off American Ships, but only one in three
were Americans; the rest were English. Campbell, Voyage, p. 167.
Cf. Franchere[l Voyage, pp. 69-70.

not retu_!'::&lng whence they came.
low beachcombers.

Alcohol was the social bond of these

A Botany Bay man is supposed to have set up the

first still on Oah~; and "it was no unconnnon sight to see a party of
them broach a small cask • • • and sit drinking for days till they
{saw} it out.,,23
Understandably, Kamehameha was eager to hurry this class of men .
off the island, and he encouraged ship-captains seeking crewmen to
recruit among them.
another kind.

As for skilled tradesmen, the pressure was of

The king was always ready to offer inducements to an

expert navigator, sailmaker, blacksmith, armorer, or ship's carpenter
to enter his service; and his foreign retainers increased
year by

year~

L~

number

Often they were given land and allowed to take native

wives; not unnaturally, many were glad to forsake the harshly
constrained life of the sea.
Those foreigners did best who were closest to Kamehameha,

Isaac

Davis, who had been with the king since 1790, apparently spent a good
deal of time on Oahu after the conquest.

As early as 1798 he was

"supreme" at Honolulu, harldling the provisioning of ships.

In spite

of a quarrel of some sort with Kamehameha in 1808, he retained his
lands and property, and, until his death. at the hands of the poisoning
chiefs in 1810, was a man of great wealth.

He lived simply" in a

native-style house spread with mats; but nearby was a storehouse
where he kept his European trade goods and. hi;;; native cloth, mats and
feathers.

On Oahu alone four or five hunw ed people worked his land
4

23Campbell, Voyage, p. 167. Campbell (p. 146), credits William
Stevenson ..- :itt i'"1.trQchJ.cing distilling to the islands. Ii, Fragments,
p. 85, mentions a man known only as Alexander.
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and paid him rent. 24

After Davis' death, Oliver Holmes, an American, appeared to
visitors the most important man on Oahu, next to the king.

Like Davis,

Holmes worked for a tiill.e as governor, and was addressed by the natives
as "Eree Homo" (Alii or Chief Holmes).

Since his arrival in the

islands in 1193 he had acquired extensive lands on Oahu and Molokai.
At Honolulu, Holmes had 180 servants or tenants living around him,
including some to wait on table, napkin over arm, malo at the loins,
as he served roast pork and roast dog to his guests. 25
The third notable foreigner at Honolulu in Kamehameha I s time was
Don Francisco de Paula Marin, whose adventurous life had led him from
Spain through Europe to Mexico and CalifOrnia, and thence to the
islands.

He had a gift for languages, speaking Spanish, French and

English.

To these he quickly added Hawaiian, and for a time he served

the king as interpreter.

In his stone house near the water, north-west

of Kamehameha's dwelling, he lived with one female chief and possibly
her sister too, sired many children 3 entertained ships I captains with
wine from his vineyard and highly-colored stories of his past, and
directed the cultivation of hi::.: property, which included gardens in
the rear of the village and a smill island at Puuloa. 26
Davis, Holmes and Marin (and other lesser-known men) had
accommodated themselves to native life at Honolulu.

24Campbell, Voyage, pp. 138-139; TOlffisend,
p. 20.
25Cox, Columbia River, I,

All spoke the

~, August 26, 1198,

34-35, 39-40.

26Translated excerpts from Marin IS Journal are in All.
is lost.

The original
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la!'lguage fluently.

All a.ccepted tenancy at will under Ka."llehaIl'.eha as

the condition of their residence and wealth.

A1J had married one or

more native women (William Davis, the king's Welsh gardener, had
suffered the indignity of being cuckolded by a native, who took Davis'
wife away to another part of Oahu).

Isaac Davis was a convinced

. thatch-house dweller and poi-eater; and Marin, a curious Christian
whose religious pictures, acquired in Canton, slid apart to reveal
"subjects of a far different nature," entered at least

part-w~

into the Hawaiian psychic world and within a few years began to see
native-style apparitions. 21
For the receptive Hawaiian, there was no better place than
Honolulu at which to learn about foreigners.

When John Ii was a

small country boy he was badly frightened by two haoles (literally
"foreigners," used of white men), who jokingly said they would take
him away because he was crying; but· after some time in the town he
lost most of his fears)) "for there were many who constantly passed
through the town from visit:ing ships.
them, he found them pleasant • • •
country wSty's • ••

As he learned to associate with

Thus the boy began to lose his

It was customary for the children to follow the

haole men, who made friends with them and took them by the hand, in
the daytime.

But they avoided these men at night. n28

Sundown held

no feal"'s for native women, who readily spent evenings aboard ship.
And as young I i and his friends played around the harbor, sailing toy

boats and drawing sh1,ps in the sand, full-grown Hawaiians were signing

21 Cox, Columbia River, I, 34-41; Corney, Voyages, pp. 116-117.
281i, Fragments, pp. 20, 61.
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on for voyages to Canton and the northwest coast, returning to astonish
their townsmen with acquired clothes, speech, and experience. 29
Learning was clearly advancing well beyond the sometimes ludicrous

imitation which added cartridge belts to kapa clothes, windsor coats to
bare lr,lgs, and beaver hats to women's heads.

To use an interesting

example, the Honolulu Hawaiians, great gamblers like the rest of their
people, took up card games with avidity and quickly became very
skillful.

These pre-literate, putatively non-sequential thinkers,

well trained in their own konane game, could soon beat foreigners at
draughts, as did Kamehameha' s queens with the "scientific amateurs"
of one ship bound for the northwest. 30
More important, along the shore from Waikiki to Honolulu Hawaiian
craftsmen were working at foreign trades.

The tingls smithy was run

entirely by natives, and other crafts were learned with great
facility.

This, together with the king's propensity for the purchase

of foreign ships and his subjects' enthusiasm for Pacific voyaging,
moved one or two of the king's privileged haoles to try to slow down
the rate of change.

When Kamehameha wanted Archibald Campbell to make

him some new sails, Campbell asked the English carpenter Boyd to build

a loom, and Boyd refused on the ground that if the natives found out
how to do everything, there would be no place for the foreign trader
and specialist at the islands.

Campbell also noted that Isaac Davis

29Ii, Fragments, pp. 53, 81-88; C&J~bell, Vgyage, pp. 212-213; Cox,
Columbia River, I, 64-65. Harold Whitman Bradley, The American Frontier
in Hawaii: The Pioneers, 1789-1843 (Stanford, 1942), pp. 32-33, has
several mentions of Hawaiians' general willingness to travel.
3°Cox, Columbia River, I, 33.
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did not want natives to learn English" for much the same reason. 31
There was certeir4Y JlO lack of industry in practicing either
foreign or traditional crafts" as observers from Menzies in 1792 to
C,;unpbe11 in 1809-1810 remarked.

Campbell, who lived in the Honolulu

district for more than a year" thought Hawaiians worked hard8r

any people he had ever seen.

thcu~

They themselves thought so too,

reasonably enough" since almost the only foreigners they saw were
beachcombers and sailors on leave.

One hardworking haole" the

gardener William Davis" was so different from his fellows that the
Hawaiians suspected he was really an islander whose spirit after
death had gone to England and returned in a foreigner I s body)2
The industry of the Honolulans was certainly st:iJmJ.lated by the
expanding foreign trade in the harbor.

Kamehameha had this in mind

when he took the lead in planting and working large gardens behind the
town. 33 But hard" pToductive labor had been the normal lot of the
Hawaiian" and the port had not yet turned him into a client of the
foreigner.

The good health of agriculture was the good health of

society.
Indeed, beyond the raffish and faintly disorganized life of the
"beach" there was still a very sure touch about the handling of all
traditional forms in Honolulu.

Kamehameha I s waterfront storehouse

might impress visitors" but. the great source of wealth on Oahu and the

3lcampbell, Voyage,. pp. 140-141, 199.
32Campbell" VOYage, pp. 166-167.
33Ii" Fragments, pp. 68-69; Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs" pp. 192-193;
Campbell" Voyage" pp. 162-1630
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other islands was the soil, and this truth was reaffirmed every year in
the makahiki festival.

While Kamehameha resided on Oahu, the makahild.

procession issued from the heiau of Papaenaena at Leahi and made its
way with its carved gods, the akua loa (long god) and akua paani (god
of play), from the ahupuaa of Waikiki to Honolulu and Kapalama and
thence around the island, collecting at the boundary of each district
the tax goods of the season.

Kamehameha himself annually guaranteed

the validity of the tradition and ;its promise of good times to come by
ceremonially standing his ground and fending off death as spearthrowers
hurJed their pahoa at him. 34
The traditional arts--like spearthrowing and the other games that
accompanied the makahiki celebrations--were still taught, and
maintained their vitality in the face of innovation.

By 1810

Kamehameha had a western-style corps of guards, less than precise in
their manual of arms, over-elaborate with their "All's well" cries
every ten minutes, confused about word and deed as they said "Fire ll
each time before pulling a trigger.

People called them Kulailua

(knocked over, by the discharge of the musket).

Their gestures and

"novements were curious: "One had to bring the hand around to ignite it.
Like the pushing back, so was the igniting.
those days. II

Strange were the doings of

By comparison, the dexterous malo-clad warriors training

each night with hau-wood spears, points unwrapped, on the throwing
fields behind the royal houses, were very impressive.

The various

schools, especially the king's own, produced virtuoso spear-throwers
and dodgers, recognized

34Ii , Fragments;

~~d

admired by all; and children imitated them

pp. 70-76; Campbell, VOYage, pp. 179-180.
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with spears made of bulrush stems. 35
There were other odd juxtapositions about the town, producing a
disooncerting iconography.

Kamehameha lounged all but naked outside

the European house being built for him.

Natives had western names

tattooed on their arms; in 1812 a visitor saw Billy Pitt (the king's
prime minister KalaP...:1..InQku), W;11iarn Cobbett, Charley Fox, Thomas
Jefferson, James Madison, Bonaparte, and Tom Paine at Honolulu)6
A La~car tended the king1s ropeworks, which were superimposed on an
old maika course.

There were Fourth of July celebrations with

fireworks in the king I S pa uhi (yam patch).

But all this was seen

as superficial, curious and entertaining at most, to be put off
easily like western clothes, not touching the heart of things, which
was as carefully planted in the soil as the buried navel strings and
bones of Oahuans of centuries past.
Any change might be regarded as extraneous as long as the kapus

stood.

~

defined the

l~ts

of every aspect of life--social rank,

sex, food, work, play, and so on--and this brooding omnipresence was
as much a part of life as shadow was of a sunlit day.

Kamehameha

observed rigorously the formal ~ days of each month,37 and commerce
with foreigners was interdicted until the kapu was lifted.

As for the

Hawaiians, neglect of serious rules might bring sacrificial death.
The worst moments in the life of young John Ii came once when he

35Campbell, Voyage, pp. 207-208; Ii, Fragments, pp. 54-55, 66, 69.
36Cox, Columbia River, I, 36. These tattoos, together with
gravestone epitaphs, were the first lasting written records left on
Oahu.
37Campbell, Voyage, p. 134.
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almost dropped the cover of a chief's spittoon, and again when, at a
heiau ceremony demanding silence, he was seized by a desperate need to
cough.
He held his throat with his hands until his eyes and throat were
red, but finally he could no longer bear it. He coughed two or
three times, but, fortunately, was not heard by those who had
imposed the kapu. Those who were in the house with him were
distressed, and one person dug a hole for him to cough into
while another supplied a basin of water. When the kapu-freeing
prayer was uttered, and the need for discomfort was over, he was
greatly relieved. Had he been heard coughing, he would have
been snatched from this world.3 8
Kanihonui, a young relative of Kamehameha, was not so lucky.
He brought death upon himself in 1809 by committing adultery with the
king's wilful wife Kaahumanu.
her to himself,

s~'ing

Kamehameha had specifically reserved

" s ix islands are free, the seventh is mine"

(Kaahuman'll was the seventh 'island'), but the young man was a daring
transgressor.

He slept with her while Kamehameha was

at the god house.

A guard informed the kingo

aw~

worshipping

Kanihonui was killed

and his body was taken to Leahi, while Kaahumanu mourned and drank
and surfed at Kapua in Waildld. 39
In the face of such dreadfulness, the secular penalties of the

western world--once the use of firearms was understood--must have
appeared puny.

Commodore justice had come to Waikiki as early as

1793, when Vancouver demanded the execution of the murderei's of the

38Ii, Fragments, pp. 59, 61.
of kapu in practice.

In general, Ii gives the best account

39Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, pc 194, says Kamehameha feared rebellion
by Kaahumanu; this was why he had Kanihonui killed. Ii, ~ragments,
ppo 50-51, writing from first-hand knowledge of events in the court,
has another version: Kamehameha feared rebellion because Kaahumanu' s
wrath was aroused by the killing--ahe might in retaliation take the
kingdom.
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Daedalus I surgeon B..Tld

na.tur~l

isto

"solemn and awful as possible."

He wB..Tlted to make the "ceremony"

a~

Accordingly, he had the three victims

publicly shot to death with a pistol by a chief.

He then proposed to

hang the bodies on a tree near the shore, but was told that this
would be very improper, and would "greatly offend the whole of the
priesthood. n40

Vancouver's stunted sense of ritual drama, besides

being offensive, was rudimentary compared with that of the kahunas,
whose silent strangling and bloody clubbing and chanting and drumming
had about them nothing of the merely exemplary.
before and after his time.

Vancouver was both

Cook was long dead, and no later white man

shared his aura of divinity; and it would be another two generations
before Honolulans could be brought to appreciate the spare style of a
western public hanging accompanied by Protestant prayers.
meantime the haolels general insistence on property

befc~e

In the
person, and

the daily round of ship-captains I kickings, curBings, beatings and
whippings in Honolulu harbor, no doubt seemed merely whimsical.
With society apparently still well-integrated, and traditional
sanctions impressive by comparison with anything imposed from outside,
there seemed no reason to suspect that the traditional order was close
to collapse.

The king was growing old, but his son Liholiho had

already been declared heir.

Still a young boy during Kamehameha r s

Honolulu sojourn, Liholiho was being instructed painstakingly in his
royal duties; and was trying out his kingly iIlIDlUnities in various ways
such as banging together the heads of John Ii and his other small

4Ovancouver, Voyage, II, 210. Most authorities doubt that the
three men shot at Waikiki were really the murderers.
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attendants.

Ii himself was destined by birth and aptitude to take up

a career in the king I S court, and, for all his daydreams of ships and
h0rs6s,

h~ ~8~or ~~agined ~ other way of spending his life. 41

By 1812, Kamehameha was ready to leave Honolulu.

Again, his

reasons for returning to Hawaii are obscure, except for inconclusive
references to his old man's fear of conspiracies.

Though he wished,

so some thought, to remain on Oahu and end his days there, he had
"observed that the chiefs wsre increasing their households and
cultivating large tracts in Koolaupoko, Koolauloa, Waialua and Ewa to
feed their followers
from the foreigners.

0

They were also storing guns and powder bought
This caused him great uneasiness • • •

Preparations for his return took several months.

,,42

There was more than

one false start, but eventually he sailed with his court in the
sandalwood ships Albatross, O'CBin and Isabella.

With him went his

wives, his son Liholiho and the young Ii; and upon his departure a
certain splendor left the life of Honolulu.

His rule continued to

run there, no chiefs rose in rebellion, the regular tax colleci:.ions
were made, the kapu days were observed; but the king was gone, and his
heir was learning to be king on Hawaii.

41l i, Fragments, is full of references to the joint and separate
education of the little boys.
42Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, pp. 197-198.
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In Kamehameha's absence, Honolulu continued to prosper as the
major port of the islandso

Up to 1815, even with the development of

the sandalwood trade, the pattern of ship movements in the Pacific
remained much as it had been earlier in the century.

Vessels loaded

and wintered on the northwest coast of America or in California, and
made only brief stops at the islands on the way to and from Canton.
On the American coast the Spanish maritime hegemony had long been

broken by ships of

Gre~t

Britain, the United States, and Russia, all

of which were represented in the ports of the islands in the early
nineteenth century.

Although Great Britain had begun to drop behind

the United States in Hawaiian trade, there was still a great sense of
royal fraternity in the mind of Kamehameha, dating from the t:illle of
Vancouver's visits in the seventeen-nineties.

Until the end of his

life, the Hawaiian king continued to alternate his requests for
British ships with protestations of good will for the rulers of Great
Britain.

In 1812 the outbreak of war between Britain and the United

States caused a mild flurry ll1 the islands, where British privateers
menaced American merchantmen, causing something of a pile-up of furs
originally shipped for Canton; but peace left Americans once again in
solid control of the Hawaiian trade, especially in sandalwood. 43
Britain for brotherhood, then, and the United States for trade;
and Kamehameha over all.

With these relationships well established by

the time the king left Oahu, it was upsetting soon afterwards to find
a Russian-employed adventurer working to engross the sandalwood trade

43By far the best single description of this period of commerce is
in Bradley, American Frontier, pp. 1-52, carefully researched, we11documented.
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and bring about a division of the kingdom.

Since 1804 there had been

Russian contact with the islands, and the possibility of a settlement
there had been discussed.

Nothing was done, however, and certainly

nothing of the kind was officially planned when in 1815 C~org Anton
Schl!ffer was sent to the islands on a simple salvage mission by
Alexander Baranov, Chief Manager of the Russian-American Company
in Alaska. 44

Schiffer's instructions had quite precise limits, but

once in Hawaii he was seized by that peculiar vision of realms and
islands which was to animate a long line of political fantasts in the
Pacific throughout the nineteenth century.

For eighteen months

Schiffer agitated the kingdom from Hawaii to Kauai, and his activities
left some permanent marks on Honolulu.
Schiffer arrived at Kamehameha' s court on Hawaii in November,

1815, carrying Baranov's instructions to present himself as a
naturalist.

Only after he had gained the king' s confidence was he to

raise the salvage question; having done so, he was also to arrange
trading privileges and a sandalwood monopoly.
for the moment.

In all this he succeeded

Kamehameha, disregarding the cautions of John Young

and several American traders, gave the Company sizeable lands on
windward and leeward Oahu, and set aside one of his Honolulu

44schlti'fer vTas ordered to recover the cargo of a Russian ship
wrecked on Kaun, or get compensation from the Kauai king, Kaumualii.
Baranov's instructions to Schaffer are translated in Richard A", Pierce,
Russia's Hawaiian Adventure, 1815-1817 (Berkeley, 1965), pp. 41-44.
Pierce's book supersedes the earlier accounts listed in his full
bibliography, and clears up obscurities in standard works like Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, I, 56-59, and Bradley, .American Frontier, pp.
49-51. My general narrative is based for the most part on Pierce's
introductory essay (pp. 1-33) and the documents he translates,
especially Schiffer's Journal (pp. 157-218). I follow Pierce's dates
and pagination in citing Schlti'fer, and also his spelling of names.
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storehouses as a factory.

Encouraged by these grants, and sped on his

way by rumblings from the king'a advisers, SchAffer made a visit to
Honolulu in May, 1816, and sailed shortly thereafter for Kauai, to
transact his salvage business with Kaumualii.
Kaumuali.i, six years after his resignation of sovereignty to
Kamehameha, was still an unwilling subordinate and a quiet irredentist.
SchAffer himself pretended to consider Kameharneha a dreadful tyrant,

and the disaffected Kaumualii was more than
a possible alliance.

rea~

to open the matter of

The two quickly disposed of the salvage caseJ

and went on to conclude an. agreement giving the Russian-Allerican
Company land and a sandalwood monopoly on Kauai.

More was to come.

By June, 1816, the king was telling SchM'fer that 1!11aui, Oahu, Lanai
and Molokai belonged to hLll LKaumuali~, and if Russia would help him
to get them back, he would give her half the island of Oahu, and all
of the sandalwood forever, and also whatever provinces I might want to
select on the other islands.1!45
With the Russian flag

alrea~

This was heady talk for SchAffer.

waving on Kauai. and great gains in

prospect on Oahu, he sailed to Honr.:>lulu in August to buy an armed
merchantman for Kaumualii, and to inspect the Russian factory there.
At once he came up sharply a,gainst the political and economic
interests of Kamehameha1s retainer John Young and the entrenched
American traders.

They insulted him and harassed his men.

When he

left once more for Kauai, they encouraged the natives to destroy his
buildings at Honolulu.

They themselves followed him to Kauai, and

attempted to haul down the Russian nag, only to be turned back by

45SchAffer Journal, June 24, 1816, p. 177.
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Kaumualii I S armed guard vD. th fixed bayonets. 46
Sch~fer

spent the last months of 1816 surveying his domains on

Kauai, giving his lands Russia.l names (the beautiful valley of Hanalei,
however, became Sch§.fferthal), calculat.ing revenues from t.he cotton,
kalo, maize, sandalwood, salt and tobacco he would one day
and raising fortifications against the outside world.

harvest~

By the end of

the year he was looking forward to confirmation of his prooeedings
from his superiors.

It did not come.

Baranov in Alaska disavowed his

dealings; and when the Russian brig Rurik visited the islands late in
1816, its commander, Lieutenant Otto von Kotzebue, pointedly
dissociated himself from

Sch!ffer~

From his first landfall at Hawaii in November, 1816, Kotzebue had
been prejudiced against Sch§.ffer.

He was met by anned Hawaiians; ami

Kamehameha told him that SchUfer was encouraging Kaumualii to revolt,
and had interfered with a Hawaiian sanctuary at Honolulu. Kotzebue
took great pains to assure the king that Imperial Russia was not
responsible for Sch§.ffer's actions.

At Honolulu, even with a king's

messenger on board, the reception of the Rurik was hostile; end
although relations improved after Kotzebue's meeting with the high
chief Kalanimoku, there were still tense moments.

The Ha\'Taiians were

building a fort at the waterfront, and when Kotzebue asked to

L~spect

it he was told abruptly that it was kapu, especially to Europeans ..
An attempted survey of the harbor was resented by the natives, who saw

Russians putting flags up and thought this marked a revival of

46SchMfer Journal, August

182, 213.

15,

September 12, 24, 1816, pp. 181-

FIGURE 8. HONOLULU HARBOR, 1816
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Kotzebue williDgly substituted brooms for flagse

His

own views were clear--the islands should remain a "free port;" and any

attempt by a foreign power to take possession would no doubt fail in
the face of American and British opposition.

Having told every

important Hawaiian he met that Sch!lffer was not a servant of the
Russian govermnent, Kotzebue confirmed this by sailing from Honolulu
on December 14, 1816, bypassing Kauai altogether. 41
Reality was beginning to close in on Sch!lffer.

Kamehameha mew

of his expansionist alliance with Kaumualii, and also knew that the
scheme had no backing from the Russian goVp.rnment.

Kaumualii must

have been badly embarrassed to find that his partner I s political
credit was not good.

On top of everything, the Americans at Honolulu

were spreading rumors of difficulties, then of war, between the United
States and Russia, and threatening that if Kaumualii "did not chase
the Russians from the islands there were now eight ships at Oahu to
come to Kauai and kill not only every Russian but even all the
Indians fHawaiians). ,,48

410tto von Kotzebue, A Vo
e of Discoverv • • • in the Years
1815-1818 • • • in the Shi
urik.. ., 3 vols. London, 1 21 , I,
303-33.
here is confusion about the buildings involved in these
incidents at Honolulu. Kotzebue was told on Hawaii that the Russians
had profaned a "sanctuary" or "morai" at Honolulu. Later, one of his
men attended a ceremony at a heiau "hastily" erected to take its place.
Peter Corney, at Honolulu in February, 1811, later wrote that the
Russians had begun to build a blockhouse in Honolulu and that
Kamehameha sent men from Hawaii to halt. this and build a Hawaiian fort.
Corney, VOfages, pp. 11-12. SchMffer does not mention putting up any
buildings Kamehameha had forbidden it, offering one of his
storehouses instead), but, writing from Kauai, he records the
destruction of the Russian "factories" (plural) in Honolulu. Perhaps
the Russians had tried to occupy a. heiau as well as the storehouse.
48Schtiffer Journal, May 10, 1817, p. 201.
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In the circumstances, it is S'J.rprisir.g that SchUfer managed to
hold an untenable position as long as he did.
was ignominious.

The end, uhen i.t came,

Kf.;,ullUalii forced him to lea.ve Kauai in May, 1817,

and, after a futile resistance, Schllffer set out for Honolulu in the

leaking Kad' i2k.

He was not permitted to enter the harbor.

George

Beckley (Kamehameha' s fort commandant) and a group of chiefs offered
safe conduct for the Russians and Aleuts aboard i f Schiffer himself
would go as a prisoner to Hawaii.

Wnen Schiffer refused, the Russians

were told that anyone disembarking from the ship would be shot. 49
Finally, on July 1, the Kad' iak. was towed into the harbor by
Hawaiians, who almost rao'"l her on the reef.
Americans prepared to celebrate July

~~..

Three days later, the

All ships in port were

decorated with bunting; at noon Schiffer hoisted the Russian
upside down, the signal of distress.

to order the flag turned around.
still in jeopardy.

nag,

1\n American captain sent Beckley

SchAffer argued that his ship was

"This caused a great commotion on the American

ships," he wrote, "however, Captain Lewis, who declared the Russian
position just, settled the dispute, which in the meantime cost several
broken goblets and glasses. n50
Isaiah Lewis of the ship Panther was Sch8.ffer's only friend in
Honolulu.

He owed Schiffer a debt of gratitude for medical treatment

the year before, and now he offered him an escape from danger--passage
to Canton.

With the agreement of his party, Schiffer left the Kad'iak

in charge of a lieutenant, and on July 7 the Panther carried him down

49Schlffer Journal, June 24-25, 1817, pp. 203-204.
50SchUfer Journal, July 4, 1817, p. 205.

51
the coast from Honolulu, past the abandoned (indeed never occupied)
Ru.ssisn land-grant at Ewa.

Next day, the Panther anchored at Waimea

on Kauai, and there s within sight of rivers and valleys he hed
explored and named for Russia, Schttrfer knew the bwniliation of being
hidden in his cabin so that Kaumualii' B natives would not see him. 51
On the way west to Canton, Schiffer- amplified his casebook of American
mercantile villainy; but this was after the event.

Although there was

desultory correspondence about the llawaiian adventure for a few years
more, Russian interest in the islands virtually returned to its normal
low level as soon as Schiffer's ship dropped out of sight over the
horizon.

Kamehameha ruled still, Kaunmalii remained confined to

Kauai, and on July

new their

When

4 every year the American sea-captains at Honolulu

flags and fired rockets.

SchUfel~

left to him.

Be-iled, Kamehameha had less than two years of life

His royal power had survived unimpaired, belying bis

fears of conspiracy.

He was to die as he had lived--the grand monarch.

There was, however, one thing he could not control--the sheer 'Volume
of foreign traffic around the islands; and it was precisely at this
point, where his royal !!.!!'!!. and

~

boundary, that trouble developed.

powers approached an ill-defined

All through his reign a subtle

subversion of Hawai,ian life had been taking place, and in his last
years the blow inflicted upon the material and. moral order of his

51schlffer Journal, July 1, 1811, pp. 206-210.
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people assumed the seriousness of trauma.

Soon after Kamehameha' s

death in May, 1819, change became 'revolution.

The new king, Liholiho J

at the urging of Kaahumanu and his mother, Keopuolani, assented to the
overthrow of the

~

system, and ancient Haw·!di was dismembered and

buried with Kamehamha's bones.
On Oahu, from the time of the very first contact with foreigners,

there had been problems associated with the kapus.53 When Portlock
and Dixon were at Waildld. in December, 1786, they enjoyed two weeks of
more or less unrestricted trade with Kahekili's people.
time, too, women were allowed aboard the ships.

During that

Then, on December 15,

the canoes left and did not return to trade again till December 17, at
the completion of one of the four
then to the end of Portlock's

~

st~,

periods of the month.

no women came out.

were told that a woman had been discovered violating a

From

The captains

!.!E! by

eating

pork on board ship, and had been put to death ashore. 54
Peremptory handling of !!!e:.-breakers was characteristic of the
pre-white period.

Had the

ii'0a'i1SD.

broken an eating

~

her own people, discovery would have brought death.

on shore among

Subsequent

visitors to Oahu recorded instances of death for breaches of

!!E!.

The only ritual killing at Honolulu when Campbell was there in 18091810 occurred when an intoxicated Hawaiian 113ft the

!!E! period

be:t~

during a

and entered a house where women were segregated.

He was

seized and taken back to the heiau; his eyes were put out and he was

53All citations in the following section deal only with Oahu ..
other islands of course went through a similar experience. The formal.
abolition took place on Hawaii.
54Dixon, Voyage, pp. 103-107 ..

59
left for tw days, then strangled and laid before the wooden image of
a god.,5

Several years later, when the Rurik was at Honolulu towards

the end of 1816, the ship ~ is

6.1~ist

woman noating in the harbor.

Louis Choria Baw the body or a

She had been drinking, and had gone

into a men t s eating house. For this she was immediately strangled and
thrown into the sea.

During Choris' stay, too, a wife of the high

chief Kalanimoku inadvertently remained longer than she should have
on boa.!"d an American ship one day, returning to shore only after the
sun had set.

By then a

~

period had begun. Women were not

permitted on the water at such times.
to punish her.

Ashore an angry crowd waited

She escaped the penalty, which was death, only through

the intercession of Englishmen and Americans. 56
This raises the question of the inf'luence of foreigners upon
the integrity of the

~

system.

Clearly, there was confusion in

this regard, although one or tv> reciprocal understandings, arranged
quite soon after the discovery, continued to operate in a useful
wq as late as 1819.

When foreign captains wanted to clear their

vessels of natives (especially or women), they could declare a ~,
and the chiefs would ensure that the prohibition was enforced. 57

Similarly, a general
with ships.

!5!!.

announced by a chief would halt all contact

Peter CorIWy, on one of his visits to Honolulu, arrived

during the makabild. festival, when no canoes

~"ere

allowed on the water,

55Campbell, Voyage: p. 171; Ii, Fragments, p. 101.
,6r,ouis Choris" ~Pittoresque Autour Du Monde • • • (Paris,
1822), pp. 11-12 or---sanatiIch Islands section.
'7Kotzebue, Voyage, I, 327..
1816.

This o!q)plied as of November- December,

60
and his ship had to wait ten dqs before Kalanimoku and John Young
came out to greet the visitors. 58
Yet there were II18D1 instances in which ambiguities appeared.
When Isaac Iselin was on

Haw~i in

inadvertently stepped on

~

1807, a sailor fran his ship

ground and

Wa:'

confined by Hawaiians

until the kapu .a.a lifted. Later, at Oahu, Iselin's vessel had
Hawaiian men and women aboard, and while the men dined with ship's
officers, the ,,'umen watched from a hiding-place and ate pork
stealthily handed them by sailors--a double violation. 59

Campbell

remarked, speaking of 1809-1810, that although kapus were "generally
observed i the l!!'omen very seldom scruple to break them, when it

CeIl

be

done in secret; they often swim off to ships at night during the
taboo; and I have known them eat of the forbidden delicacies of pork
and sharks' meat.

What would be the consequence of a discovery I

know not; but I once saw the queen transgressing in this respect, and
vas strictly enjoined to secrecy, as she said it was as much as her
life was worth. n60 Without doubt Campbell was referring to Kaabumanu,
who concurrently was taking advantage of Kamehameha' s absences at the
god house to aleep with Kanihonui, and to drink herself to intoxication
with her favorite companions, two Aleutian vOIllen. 61

58corn81, Voyages) pp. 83-84. This was late in 1817. Note that,
Young, a "white chief," respected the ~; he belonged to Kamehmaeha' s
own family by marriage
0

59Iaelin, Journal, pp. 69, 76.
6Ocampbell, Voyage, p. 188.
6lcampbell, Voyage, p. 215. Fairly clearly, by this time women had
learned that they need not fear the retribution of the gods, but only
the temporal Penalties exacted by the male allis on behall' of the gods.

61
Almost from the begS nn1 ng, haoles and Hawaiians were treated
differently with respect to their obligation to observe the ~.62
When Colnett was at Waikiki early in 1788, bis sbip was crowded with
Hawaiians, including Kahekili and his attendants.

At one point, ¥rota

Co).nett, "1 took hold of the man they called their King he push' d me
from him, which I laughed at, as a jest, the supercargo going on deck
after dinner, the King was going to force himself into the Cabin, &
on being told he should not, gave the Supercargo a shove, which he
return1d & the King went off DlIlch displeas 1 d. ft63
p~sical

This insulting

contact would have meant the end of a Hawaiian's life.

Twenty years later, in Campbell's time, nati\V'es still had to Doho,
or squat, as the king' s water gourds went by j but haoles were exempt
from this observance.

Kamehmneba, however, once refrained trom

entering a house where Campbell was at worle, because this would have
placed the building under ~.64 Ross Cox, at Honolulu early in
1812" unthinkingly removed a western-style hat from the head of
Liholiho, and was struck by the prince's attendant.

The king'a negro

armorer Anderson, who happened to be passing, explained to Cox that
a:ny native who did that would suffer inst,ant death ..65

62There was a parallel case: the availability of women. "Men are
extremely jealous of their ttsllow-countr:ymen but the'S submit with good
will their wives to the white men. n Choris, V~?ie Pittoreoque, p .. 9 ..
6.3colnett Journal, January 15, 1788.
64eampbell, Voy'!!., pp. 92, 134.
65Cox, Columbia River, I! 55. The head and shoulders were most
god might at ~ time come to "sit" there--tbe more
so with Liho1iho, since he was of extremely high rank. See Ii,
Fragments, pp. 99-100, for a cbiefess who killed herself after
ofrentH!lg against tp1 s sacredness e
8~crsd beC8Use a

62

By the

time of Kotzebue's visit in

1816 there was evidence of

considerable disarray in the k8.pu system at Honolulu.

A commoner's

body floating in the harbor had greeted the Russians, but then male
and female allis came on board ship to eat together--although some
prohibitions still held within this irregular circumstance.

Kotzebue

had invited Kalanimokt.l, Keeaumoku (Kaahumanu's brother), John Young
and others to mid-day dinner.

mannered.

They came well-dressed and well-

Not much food was eaten, however.

Russians had not been consecrated at the

The pig served by the

~,

&Ild it had

contaminated all other food cooked at the same fire.

So the Hawaiians

watched while: the Russians ate, and themselves merely nibbled at
biscuits, cheese and fruit.

ReCipl·OCal toasts were drunk to the

Emperor of Russia and Kamehameba, and all remained good friends.
Women chiefs were at table (it was the Russians' impression that the
~ was less stringent on shipboard than ashore), and they drank

heavily enough to become tipsy. 66
Not long before the Rurik arrived at Honolulu, Sch!ffer's
Russians apparently profaned a heiau, and a new one was built.
Suspicion of Russians was still strong enough to bar Kotzebue from
inspecting an incomplete fort; and yet, on the very night of the
ship-boa't'd dinner just described, the naturalist Chamisso was permitted
by Kalanimoku to enter a ~, remain there throughout a ~ period,

and watch religious ceremonies.

These were familiar to Chamisso from

66x:otzebue, Voyage, I, 330-331; Victor Houston, nChamisso in Hawaii, n
Hawaiian Historical Society, ~ual Report, 48 (Honolulu, 1940), 67.
Houston translated the Hawaiian section of Chamisso I s account of the
Rurik voyage from Adelbert von Chamisso, Werke, ed. Herman Tardel,
~ls. (Leipzig, n. d.), III, 1,8-181.
-
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the writings of early explorers.

wbat surprised him was the attendant

gaiety and merry-making, which, he said, were so extreme as to make a
European masked ball look like a funeral ceremony.

There were

entertainments during pauses in the rituals; Chamisso reclined on a mat
and was served baked kalo and poi.

At one point, he inspected a

feathered basket-work god, and when,. curious, he ran his fingers over
its teeth, the young man carrying the idol moved it suddenly to make
it appear as i f it had swallowed Chamisso I s hand, and exploded in
laughter when Chamisso pulled his arm back. 67
A little more than a year later, after Peter Corneyls ship was
admitted to Honolulu harbor at the end of the makahiki, normal trading
and native life ashore were brought to a halt while the bo~ of the

recently-dead chief Kaoleioku was prepared for bu:!'ial.
not haoles , were forbidden to go on the water.

Natives, but

Later,

a crier went round the village, calling ou·t:" that if any man,
woman or child, were seen out of their houses, or showed a light
or fire, or even smoked a pipe, after 8 o'clock that evening,
they would instant/ly be put to death. These restrictions
extended not only to the white people, but even to the ships in
the harbour; nay, hogs, dogs, fowls, etc., were not allowed i:,o
be out, lest they should make a noise, nor were the ships
suffered to strike the bells in the morning.
At. 8\m!"i8'8 the T~boo '!-."9.S t·aken orf the ships, but still
remained on shore. This d~ the priests were employed burning
the nesh off the bones, and scraping them quite clean; the
aahes were deposited in the Bea; the bones were then carefully
packed up, and a large double canoe despatched with them to
Owhyhee. Six hours after the canoe sailed, the Taboo was taken
off the ba;y, and the canoes were allowed to go on the water. • • •

Corney was very much interested in the Hawaiians I religious
observances, and he took the trouble to ask questions and record

67c-namisso, Werke, III, 176-117; "Chamisso in Hawaii," pp. 68-69.
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information about the elder: s burial, the makahiki, 8.l"1d other
ceremonies.

One of his more interesting observations was that the

common people appeared to know "nothing more about their religion than
a stranger who never saw the islands, n and be noted further that the
chiefs told him they themselves went to the heiaus "more to feast than
pray, which I believe to be really the case."

Chamisso, also an

intelligent eye-witness of latterday religion, had remarked,
independently of Corney, upon the strong element of play in proceedings
at

the~.

religlion. 66

Play, of itself, is not an unusual element in primitive

But Corney went on to indicate that it was not play alone

he saw--it was frivolous trifling:

"Mr.

Cox ft,he high chief Keeaumoku}

• • • sets the wooden gods and priests at defiance; he says, that
they are all liars, and that the white-men's God is the true and

o~ God. n69
There was apparently, thell, some readiness for the overthrow of
the

!s2. when

it came in 1819.

No steady, incremental progression had

been visible; rather, a random and piecemeal erosion of values occurred
in the course of some decades of confused and inconclusive dealings

68 nprimitive, or let us say, archaic ritual is • • • sacred play,
indispensable for the well-being of the canmunity, fecund of cosmic
in$ight and social development but always play • • • an action
accomplishing itself outside and above the necessities and seriousness
of everyday life." Johan Huizinga, Homo Ludens: A Stu~ of the PlayElement in Culture, paperback ed. (Boston, 1962), pp. 2-26.
69 Corney, Voyages, pp. 81, 101-102. It is interesting that John
Ii's retrospective accounts of kapus in operation contain no suggestion
of levity. Neither do those of another reliable native writer, David
Malo, in his Hawaiian Antiquities, Bernice Po Bishop Museum, Special
Publication, 2, 2nd ed. (HOnolulu, 1951), passim. 'What Chamisso and
Corney saw occurred very close to the time of abolition j and a:':!ey from
the eye of Kamehameha.

FIGURE 9. KAAHUMANU, 1816
By Louis Choria.
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with foreigners.
into doubt.

In tiJ.i16, the old certainties themselves were thrown

Prominent in this general picture was the monument.al

Ka:lhum:::nu, wife of Kamehameha, a woman of forceful personality and
great political power, under disabilities as long as the

~

system

prevailed, a close observer of the white man's ways, and possibly a
cunning ~-breaker herself as early as 1810.

She was a frequent user

of alcohol, the white man's solvent for guilt; and it is worth noting
that liquor and

~

were antagonistic elements.

Drunkenness led to

the death of two commoners who blundered across prohibitive lines, one
in Ca.l'Jlpbell's time, one in Choris'.

Surely on Oahu, between Portlock's

first visit and the year 1819, there occurred many unobserved,
unrecorded, unp':'.!Ushed, liquor-induced breaches
of course, the Hawaiians abandoned the
Not without loss:

~

~

of~.

In the end,

and kept hold of the bottle.

had been the keystone of the arch

supporting the traditional life of Hawaii.7° When it fell, the whole
edifice fell with it.

No wonder, then, that images of destruction

entered the minds of Hawaiians as they faced a new era without the old
gods.

The same Keeaumoku who had trifled with his religion in 1818

later came to have terrifying dreams.

Three years after the fall of

the kapus he dreamed that he saw all the islands on fire, and was
greatly alanned, but was unable to find a way to escape or a place to
hide from the dreadful conflagration. 7l

7~. S. C. Handy, Cultural Revolution in Hawaii (Honolulu, 1931), p. 3.
71Bingham, Residence, p. 163. For a revisionist view of this whole
SUbject, see M. C. Webb, "The Abolition of the Taboo System in Hawaii, II
Jour:ual of the Polynesian Society, 74, 1 (March, 1965), 21-39.

FIGURE 10.

HONOLULU VILLAGE, 1816

By Louis Choria.

CHAPTER III
MERCHANTS AND MISSIONARIES IN THE EIGHTEEN-TWENTIES

Wbi te men at Honolulu in the early years concerned themselves
very little with the idea of community, and even less with western
solutions to municipal problems.
prospered within the

Hawlil"i; an

nWhite chiefs" such as Isaac Davis

polity; their special interests would

not necessarily be better served by the growth of a western town
at the port.

Don Francisco de Paula Marin was a man of great

practicality and considerable organizing ability; he governed his

own estates very competently, but refused to put his skills at the
service of the community at large.

With few exceptions, the remaining

white men at Honolulu before 1820 were sojourners.
centered about the port rather than the town.

Their lives were

'With the peI'llission of

the chiefs, haoles were able to exploit the resources of the islands
and the ocean, but not until the eighteen-fonias were they allowed to

hold land in fee simple.
strongly

The attitudes of most, therefore, remained

extraterritorial~

For fifty years after the discovery of the

harbor, 'Hhite men took what they wanted from Honolulu and did not
return loyalty in equal measure to the town.
This was the way of the merchants.

As for the missionaries who

came in the eighteen-twenties, Protestants and Cat1nolics alike
expected to live out their years in Honolulu.

They shared with all

Pacific evangelists certain unresolved conflicts in teaching and
practice--should Christianity civ1Llize the natives, or should
civilization Christianize them?

For many years, because of poverty

and lack of technical resources, the missionaries were forced to live
closer to the Hawaiian standard than they liked; and Protestant

FIGURE 11.

KALANIMOKU 1 S HOUSES, 1819

By J. A. Pellion.
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evangelists in
natives.

pa.~icu1ar

rejoiced to

BSG

material progress among the

Understandably, however, their concern was not so much for

the physical world about them as for the moral universe.

Further, as

it happened, no great missionary builder like John Williams of the
South Seas or Father Laval of Mangareva was assigned to Honolulu; and
so missionary influence upon the arrangement and appearance of the
town was not especially striking.
The great chiefs were well placed to become "westernizers."
Not all chose to do so, and those who did confined their efforts, for
the most part, to their own property.

Commoners sometimes attempted

to follow the example of innovating aliis, but such was their penury
that few could afford anything more than a single item of foreign
clothing or equipment.
Thus, some time passed before western buildings came into wide
use among the natives.

After the breaking of the kapus, the

traditional "exploded house" living arrangement of the Hawaiians was
abandoned.

Once it was no longer necessary to segregate the sexes in

their domestic activitiea, huts served indiscriminately, and at
Honolulu, where the population was increasing rapidly, dwellings
became orowded.

Until about mid.-century, Hawaiian commoners solved

this problem simply by building more thatch houses.
The village that grew up on the harbor in the eighteen-twenties
was hardly impressive.

One major trai.l from the waterfront to Nuuanu

valley gradually became a street, defined by encroaching buildings and
levelled by traffic.

Another trail, passing across the rear of the

village and branching in several directions on both sides, marked a
kind of inland limit to concentrated building and habitation as

68
late as the eighteen-thirties.
Kamehameha I s Honolulu had covered the SaIne area and more in 1810,
without however, including as large a population.

The old kingls

style of living had dictated that his own complex of houses be built
close to the water.

Chiefs and specialists--kDhunas, warriors,

boatbuilders and fishermen--were clustered along a mile and a half
of beachfront between Nuuanu and Kakaako.
During the twenties and thirties, continued disturbances of the
material and moral order brought about great changes in this traditional
town plan.

The soldiers of the kingdom withdrew from the drilling and

spear-throwing fields to a fort on the waterfront.

Kahunas ceased to

practice publicly, and their heians fell into disrepair or were torn
down so that the stones

!'I; ght

be used for other purposes.

The

~

(game-pl¢ng and entertainment areas) lost their leisure-hour primacy
as missionaries urged the superiority of learning and
pla:y.

pr~er

over mere

A smattering of facilities appeared at the waterfront--hulks,

wharves, small shipyards, markets and storehouses.

Business premises

were grouped at the principal landing place, and a tributary area. of
grog-shops and boarding houses developed on the Nuuanu trail (later
known as "Fid Street" for its brothels and bar-rooms).

An increasingly

congested community of natives dwelt in thatch huts along the beach.
Interspersed, with no real attempt at segreg,ation by race or class,
stood the houses of white residents and chiefs--thatch, wood, adobe or
coral stone.
The existence and growth of the town were conditioned at all
times by the state of the harbor.
natural form until mid-century.

Lucidly, it was adequate in ita
The bar, covered by more than twenty

FIGURE 12.

HONOLULU, 1826

Artist unknown.
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FIGURE 13.

HONOLULU HARBOR, 1818

Survey by Golovnin (see Bibliography).
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feet of water at high tide, would admit any whaler, merchant vessel
or man-of-war.
nav:!.gable.
were needed.

The channel between the reefs was narrow but safely

Deep water lay Glose to shore.

No expensive installations

As for winds and tides, nothing much could be done about

them, but if they were capricious or unfa.vorable at times" unlimited
native labor was available to warp ships in and out of their
anchorage.
Th~

potentialities of the harbor had scarcely been explored,

much less realized, by 1820.

The Yillage on the waterfront was

insignificant, dwarfed by the inland mountains.

Upon this minute

stage" nonetheless, several themes were stated during the twenties
which would take decades to play out.

Such was their urgency that

municipal considerations, for the most part, were set aside; such vas
their diversity that the growth of a sense of cOJlBllunity in Honolulu
was delayed until after mid-century.

The sandalwood trade reached its

height in the early twenties, fading away quickly thereafter and
leaving the Honolulu chiefs heavily indebted to American traders.
During the same period, whaling grew in importance, bTinging with it
grave problems of social order.

Protestant missionaries from New

England arrived in 1820, to offer chiefs and COllDlloners

8L

vision of

life initially more difficult and forbidding than anything previously
experienced in the islands 0

The small successes they achieved among

the natives were counterbalanced by virulent opposition from their
own countrymen and other foreigners at Honolulu.

The planting of a

French Catholic mission colony in 1821 further complicated the
religious issue.

Throughout all this, the kings of Hawaii, resident

in Honolulu, were victims of circumstance rather than initiators of

FIGURE

14.

HONOLULU HARBOR, 1819

Survey by Freycinet.
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policy.

Liholiho (Kamehameha II) left the islands in 1823 and died

in London in 1824.

His successor was the adolescent Kauikeaouli

(Kamehameha III).

Under a. regency which tended more and more to

accept the view of government promulgated by the Protestant mission l
Kauikeaouli moved toward personal rebellion.

In this he was encouraged

by an anti-mission faction which included Boki (governor of Oahu) and
his wife Liliha, the consular agents of the United States and Great
Britain, and a sizeable group of resident foreigners.

Visits by

foreign men-of-war, riots, and threatened rebellions disturbed the

town.

The decade ended with the disappearance of Boki in the South

Pacific, but without any solution to problems .raised in the twenties,
which were carried over in more complicated form to the thirties.

In the last years of Kamehameha I, Pacific traders began to

realize the value of

Ha~aiia.'1

sa.'1dal:wood in the market at Canton.

The growing importance of this trade brought about changes in the
business and social life of Honolulu.
of most of the islands.

Sandalwood abounded in the hills

Attempts had been made to exploit it as early

as the seventeen-nineties.

The first shipments to Canton, however,

were badly received--the quality was inferior-and not until a
generation later was another effort made to add sandalwood to the
stock of American goods in the China trade.

After a promising start,

in which Jonathan and Nathan Winship, together with William Heath
Davis, made monopolistic arrangements first with Kamehameha and then
with Kaumualii, trade was interrupted by the War of 1812.

When normal

FIGURE 15. HONOLULU H.ARBOR, 1825
Survey by Byron (see Bibliography).
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business was resumed in 1815, it was not the Winships but others who
commanded access to sandalwood in Hawaii. l
Even then the trade developed relatively slowly.

There were

great stands of sandalwood in the islands, and an insatiable demand
at Canton; the impediment was Kamehameha, who held royal monopoly in
this as in all other commerce.

He refused to tradt except in return

for foreign ships, and. not until 1816 were the first such bargains
made.

After that, however, business boomed.

Kamehameha bought six

vessels in three years, p¢ng for all of them in sandalwood, and with
this impetus the American-Hawaiian share of the Canton market rose. 2
Honolulu, of course, shared in this increased activity; and
when, in 1817, Kamehameha entered the trade directly by sending a
shipment to Canton on his own account, the major Hawaiian port moved
into a new stage of sophistication.

Kamehameha I s captain, Alexander

Adams, took the !Caabumanu to China loaded with sandaJ.wood, and
returned to tell his master that harbor dues at Canton had consumed
the profits.

Kamehmaeha, always able to make good use of experience,

set up a system of charges at Honolulu.

Thenceforth, ships paid

l.rraditionally John Kendrick (the American killed at Honolulu
harbor in 1794) is regarded as the pioneer of the sandalwood trade in
the islands. Dibb1e~ Sandwich Islands p. 54; Jarves, Sandwich
Is1ands~ p. 80. The career of the Chips is followed in iiSolld Men
of Boston in the Northwest. n By far the best treatment of the Hawaiian
sandalwood era is in Bradley, American Frontier, pp. 53-120.
Kuykendall, Hawaiian K~dom, I, 85-92, and Theodore Mor~an, Hawaii:
A Century of Economic hange~ 1778-1876 (Cambridge, 1948), pp. 61:>61,
have shorter accounts.
2There are no good figures for Hawaiian sandalwood sold at Canton.
American traders there made a total of about $400,000 from sandalwood
between 1817 and 1821, and Bradle,y thinks it "reasonable to suppose
that after 1816 the greater part of the wood • • • was of Hawaiian
origin. II American Frontier, p. 57.
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forty dol.lars to lie outside the reef, sixty dollars to anchor inside
the harbor itself. 3
Sandalwood was only the newest and most
affecting the port of Honolulu.

spect~ular

trade item

Northwest furs had lost their dominant

position in Pacific commerce but remained important in a more
diversified trade.

The coast of Cali£ornia was on the verge of being

opened to commerce with the Hawaiian islands, and far to the north were
the Russian settlements in Alaska, with which there was a limited
contact.

Honolulu

~_8

becoming the hub of a very widespread and

complex trade system, and to &11 this was soon added the stimulus of
the whaling business, as llew gn:nnds were discovered off Japan and
ships touched regularly at the islands on their voyages to and from
the Western Pacific. 4
This commercial situation, already offering many possibilities,

3Alexander Adams, "Extracts From An Ancient Log, It Hawaiian Annual
for 1~~, 51; "Golovnin's Visit to Hawaii in 1818," The Friend, LII
(1894, 52. This is a translation of the Hawaiian portion of Vasili
Golovnin, Puteshestvie Vokru Sveta • • • lia Voennom Shlu e Kamchatke
• • • 1817, 1 1 , 1 19 • • • St. Petersburg, 1 22. There is another
translation in typescript Iii U1!. In the early 1820s Liholiho raised
charges considerably, to the point where captains came to prefer
Lahaina on Maui as aport; in 1825 lowered charges brought traffic
back. Bradley, American Frontier, p. 58, collects the evidence on
this.

~e best approach to Honolulu trade in its Pacific context is in
F. W. Howay, "A List of Trading Vessels in Mar! time Fur Trade, It in
several sections covering the years 17tl5-1825, in Royal Society of
Canada, Transactions, 3rd ser., XXIV (1930), Sec. -II, 111-134; XXV
(1931), Sec. II, 117-149; XXVI (1932), Sec. II, 43-86; XXVII (1933),
Sec. II, 119-147; XXVIII (1934), Sec. II, 11-49. For the Hawaiian
islands themselves, see Bernice Judd, Voyages to Hawaii Before
1860 • • • (Honolulu, 1929). This, admittecUy not a complete list,
is based on the good collection of voyages in HMCS. In Bernice P.
Bishop Museum, Honolulu, is a card file of ships and personal names
compiled by the late George R. Carter. Its usefulness is impaired by
an obscure key and index system.
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became even more fiuid and speculative with the death or Kamehameha,
the accession of Liholiho, the abolition of the kapus and the
relinquishment of the royal monopoly of trade.

In the early eighteen-

twenties fortunes might be made in the islands, and the busi..lless world
of Honolulu changed with these new circumstanoes.

Already the old

practice of unloading goods in charge of a supercargo, who would depart
after making his sales, was being modified by the arrival of resident
agents of American business houses.

As the twenties opened, the

Boston firms of Bryant & Sturgis and Marshall & Wildes had men in the
islands.

A representative of the latter finn, John Coffin

~Tones,

a

New Englander in his early twenties, carried a camnission from the
United States government as agent for commerce and seamen. 5 In 1818
the young James Hunnewell of Boston became Honolulu's first resident

trader.

His cO%l&'1action -=ith the tolm' s business

conmr-l.~ty

su...-.ovived

his departure from the islands in 1830, and }'l.is establishment grew
under later owners into the great firm of C. Brewer & Co., still a

Srhe Bryant & Sturgis Letterbooks are in Baker Library, Harvard
Graduate Sohool of Business Arlmi nj stration; copies of important
documents are in Kuykendall Collection, 00. The Josiah Marshall MSS
in Houghton Library, Harvard University, contain letters rr~:.Il
Honolulu (copies in Kuykendall Collection, 00). Many or John Coffin
Jones' letters to Marshall & Wildes are re:printed in Massachusetts
Historical Society, Proceedings, LIV (1920), 29-47; his letters to the
United States government are in USDS, Consular Letters, Honolulu, I.
. Orhe H'UDIlewell 1158 are in Houghton Library, Harvard Universj.ty,
and copies of Honolulu letters are in Kuyke"-ldall Collection, mI. See
also James Hunnewell, "Voyage in the Brig Bordeaux Packet Boston to
Honolulu, 1817 ••• ,It Hawaiian Historical Society, Papers, 8
(Honolulu, 1895); James Hunnewell, Journal of the Voyage of the

Missionary Packet, Boaton to Honolulu, 1826 (ChiiTleatown, 1830);
Josephine Sullivan,
(Boston" 1926).

A History

of

C.

Brewer and Company, Ltd.
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For haoles in the early eighteen-twenties, however, tenure was
most precarious.

Liholiho, uncertain of his strength and afflicted

by rumors that some of the high chiefs were conspiring to rebel
against him, was also auspicious of foreigners.

His fears were fed by

two of his retainers, the Scot Alexander Adams and the Englishman
William Sumner, who seem to have wanted Americans removed from the
islands.

In August, 1820, Liholiho empowered Jean Rives (a dwarfish

Frenchman resident in the islands since 1804 and a member of
Liholiho' 6

CClurt

since about 1810) to go to Honolulu and expel all

propertyless foreigners unaffiliated with the king or his prime
minister, Kalanimoku.

The edict, announced at the house of Boki,

governor of Oahu, was not immediately enforced; but in November a
number of Americans" apparently feeling threatened by Rives, took
their native wives and some other Hawaiians and founded their own
colony on Fanning's Island. in the equatorial Pacific.

Others remained

at the pleasure of the king--their property, like that of the natives,
subject to his 'W-td..ms

8.1"1d

to the depredattoils of the chiefs;r

1SIM Journal, August 8" November 19, 20, 1820, January 5, 1821;
Elisha Loomis Journal, August 8 j November 20, 1820" January 4, 1821;
Maria Loomis Journal, August 8, November 19, 20, 1820. All of these
are MSS in HMOS, except part of the Elisha Loomis Journal, l!'hich is in
00. The Maria Loomis Journal is in 'cwo versions, one written day by
d~, the other at intervals for friends in the United States. The
latter will be cited as the Maria Loomis Journal, Williams version.
For a non-missionary comment on the ejections, see Memo of James
Hunnewell for Mercantile Journal, February 14, 1840, Hunnewell MSS.
There had been earlier moves to eject foreigners. James HU.l'Ull3well
Journal, May 20, November 11, 20, 1818, Hunnewell MSS. Liholiho's
fears of rebellion and his anti-haole feelings cropped up throughout
his reign. J. C. Jones to Marshall & Wildes, November 16, 1822,
January --, Ma,y 31, October 23" 24, 1823, Marshall MSS. In 1823,
Marin and some others were t&liporarily dispossessed of property. Levi
Chamberlain Journal, September 22" ,1823, MS in HMCS. Banishment of
haoles for specific crimes continued throughout the twenties.
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Into this shifting, ULcertain situation, New England Protestant
missionaries carried the certainties of the Christian gospel.

Their

arrival in the islands, early in 1820, was the culmination of a
movement which had begun in 1809 when a young Hawaiian named Opukahaia,
left on the east coast of the United States by an American merchantman,
attracted the attention of a clergyman at Yale College.

Opukahaia

became, in that period of intense interest in missionary aotivi.ty, the
symbol of all suffering heathens in the Pacific.

He died in 1818,

a convinced Christian full of unrealized evangelistic hopes for his
people.

Within two years, the Sandwich Islands Mission of the

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions had been
dispatched. 8
It was only' upon approaching the island of Hawaii, in March,

1820, that the missionaries learned of the death of Kamehameha and the
abolition of the kapus by Liholiho.

To them, of course, the overthrow

or the old religious system seemed an act of Providence, but

m~

of

the foreigners around Liholiho were not at all anxious to see new gods
substituted for old.

Arguments were advanced by John Young, Jean Rives

and others against allowing the missionaries to remain--they would
involve themselves in island politics, they would interfere in trade,
their presence would alienate the British government.

Four days

Brrhe origins of the Hawaiian mission are, if anything, overdocumented. A few major works are cited here. For general background,
see Oliver Wendell Elsbree, The Rise of the Mission
irit in
Amerio% 1790-1815 (Williamsport, Pa.., 192
More immedia.tely' useful
are Ru a Anderson, Hi~ of the Sandwich Islands Mission • • •
(Boaton, 1870); and Ed
eUes DWight, Memoirs of Henry Obooldah
• • • (New Havell, 1819). Bradford Smith, Y8Ilkees In Paradise: The New
!iii'Iind Impact 011 Hawaii (Philadelphia, 1956), brings together a great
deal of material i.n readable form.
It
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passed before the king decided that the missionaries might

st~--for

a probational year. 9
Then the question of locatiQn arose.

Kailua, the king' s

residence, was unattractive to the eYe of the New Englanders--lavacovered, hot and dry, without much cultivable land or fresh water.
~

For

reasons, it would be good to have a station at Honolulu,

centrally-located in the chain, with access to the world at large
through the port. Liholiho was reluctant to allow stations to be
set up beyond his immediate supervision, and again he hesitated.
Finally he agreed to keep some missionaries around him. and let the
rest go to Oahu.

Then who should go?

Of the fourteen mission members,

only two were ordained ministers. By the vote of the mission,
Rev. Asa Thurston was chosen to

et~

at Kailua, Rev. Hir9Jll Bingham to

establish the station at Honolulu.
Bingham, a granitic Vermonter just entering hie thirties, had
been drawn to mission work by the story of Opukahaia.
at Honolulu for two decades.

He was to

st~

Already, during the outward voyage, he

had begun to take a position of unofficial leadership; now he had been
assigned the most important and most public place in the mission plan.

1,

9The first ~s of the mission are covered in entries from March 30
to April
in S1M Journal, Elisha Loomis Journal, Maria Loomis
Journal, all previously' cited; Janiel Chamberlain Journal, MS in HMOS;
Bingham, Residence, pp. 69-70 tll-92. The other major dOCWIleIltary
sources for "'the mission are l~ internal correspondence of the SIM, and
journals, filed by author at HMCS; 2) letters of 81M members to ABCFM,
MSS at Houghton Library, Harvard University, microfilm and xerox copies
at HMCS. Letters and journals were frequently excerpted in the ABCFM
organ, the Missionary Herald~ Because the printed versions are often
shortened and edited, I have in every case cited MS versions. In this
mass of materials there is mucb duplication. I have cited only the
fullest accounts, by people closest to events.
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He had. a full measure of the energy, tough-mindedness, selfrighteousness and censoriousness that were the glory and the bane of
New England Protestantism.

For twenty-one years in Honolulu

exploited his strengths and was excoriated for his faults.

~..e

He was a

participant in every important mission development, as well as in many
great events affl3cting the Hawaiian nation.

Arter his departure in

1841 Honolulu vas never the same, for mission or government, Hawaiian
or haole.
Bingham and the rest of the Honolulu contingent sailed from Hawaii
to Oahu in the
on April

14,

Thaddeus~

which bad brought them from America.

Early

1820, they raised Oahu and coasted as far as the Honolulu

roadsteads, where they dropped anchor.

Bingham and some of the others

went ashore to find Governor Boki, only to be told oy Marin, the
government interpreter, that Bold was at another part of the island.
The mission party spent the rest of the day sightseeing in Honolulu.

They visited the fort on the Yaterfront, walked through the village
as far as Pauoa valley, and climbed to the top of the extinct crater
of Puuovaina (Punchbowl), where they stood and looked down over the
southern coast of Oahu, from Leah! to the Waianae range in the west.
Below in the sunshine

l~

the sleepy village, nth its clusters of

grass huts and its occasional stone buildings.

Behind them, in the

hinterland, the valley streams flOlied into irrigated gardens where the
kalo grew, its green leaves "beautifully embossed on the silvery
water 0"

Bingham looked dow over this scene of "peculiar and. thrilling

interest, It fc:rseeing "toil and privation, • • • various conflicts,
and probab1:y • • • death, but • • • triumphs to the gospel, where
heathenism was to be extirpated, and churches were to be planted,

FIGURE 16.

BOKI AND LILIHA, 1824

By John Hayter.

Academy or Arts photo
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watered and made to nourish."

He exulted, believing himself more

blessed than Moses, who had been able to look upon but not enter the
promiced land. 10
Before the struggle for possession of Honolulu could begin,
Bingham had to wait two dqs for the

retu~

of Bold.; and when the

governor did come back he was, characteristically, drunk.

Bingham

was inclined to dismiss him as simply unfit for his post, and his
experience with Bold during the next decade strengthened this opinion.
But there was more to Bold than a mere fondness for drink.

His

administration of Oahu, begun in the last years of Kamehameha and
continued. under Liholiho, refl.ected, to be sure, a good deal of the
looseness and disorganization of the new regime; and within himself,
Bold was simultaneously repelled and attracted bY' the white man's
world.

During the twenties he experimented in turn with local and

foreign trade, sugar-making, tavern-keeping and organized
prostitution..

Yet there was a barely-concealed nativism about Mm.

In spite of a sojourn in Great Britain in 1824, he never became really
literate in English, and carried out official business through
interpreters.

He was of all the high chiefs of his generation the

most reluctant to give up

nativ~)

customs.

His smile was a reminder

of this-he lacked four front teeth, knocked out in a demonstration
of grief at the dea.th of Kamehameha.

In his flirtations with the

harsh disciplines of western trade, politics and religion, and in his
concurrent yearnings for the allurements of the life of old Hawaii,
Bold. was a remarkable and pathetic transitional figure in the history

lo.aingham, Residence, pp. 92-94.
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of Honolulu and of the islands at large.

For the Hawaiians" the first

half of the nineteenth century was filled with intimations of doom.
The fate of Boki, caught up as he
acco:mmodatic~, nthdrawals

good many of his people.

l!'aB

in alternating struggles"

and final collapse" prefigured that of a

In the decade after his confrontation with

Bingham" the questions life put to him became too complex for him to
answer.

He was pulled in many directions and could never cormnit

himself to a consistent course of action.

Quite early he began to

resolve his problems in drink$ and eventually, goaded by Bingham
and others" he destroyed himself.

One of his contemporaries put it

veT1' neatly, in the eartb1' Hawaiian idiom--Boki was a calabash of
poi which fermented, turned sour" pushed off its cover and
overfiowed. ll
Boki was finslly
gave
~

permiss:l~n

re~

to talk with Bingham on April 17.

Ha

for the Thaddeus to enter the harbor; and the next

the missionaries came ashore and walked through chattering

crowds to inspect the three grass huts offered them by the Americans
Isaiah Lewis, Joseph Navarro, and one of the Winship brothers who had
made arrangements for this accommodation in Boston before they had
sailed.

By April 19 they were completely disembarked.

That evening

they prqad and then slept fitfully in their new dwellings while the
guards at the fort n6ai'by turned their hourglasses and struck bells

and shouted their -watchmen's reassurances throughout the night. 12
Bingham" his wife, and his fellow-workers (the farmer Daniel

llLevi Chamberlain Journal, November 13" 1826.
12Bingh.am, Residence, p. -96.
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Chamberlain and his family, the married printer Elisha Loomis, an1 a
few American-educated Hawaiians), under instruction from the ABCFM,
aimed at "nothing short of covering Lthe Sandwich Islando/ with
fruitful fields and pleasant dwellings, and schools and churches;
of raising up the whole people to an elevated state of Christian
civilization. n Granting that nexcept the Lord build the house, they
labor in vain that build it," they realized nonetheless that the Lord
himself would not build the house, and that "the pre acher and
tr&n31ator, the physician, the farmer, the printer, the catechist,
and schoolmaster, the Christian wife and mother, the female teacher
1':3

of heathen wives, mothers, and children, were • • • indispensable.""''''
There was, in fact, plenty of work for all.

The Lord would not

build the house; neither, so it seemed, would Boki.

He refused the

missionaries' request for a permanent site at the rear of the village,
and would not allow the foreign colllllllUlity to subsidize the building
of the projected mission houses.

While the mission waited for Boki

to make up his mind, housekeeping went on under difficulty at the three
grass huts, with no crockery (poorly packed in barrels, it had been
reduced to dust in transit fran America), practically no furniture,
an outside stove fenced off to keep out the ubiquitous natives, wood
8..1"!d w8:te!" brought at great expense from some distance awS¥, and a

laundry on the banks of a "heathen brook" in the valley behind
Honolulu.

Finally> Bold chose a somewhat arid location at Kawaiahao,

about half a mile east of the landing place, and went to work in
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desultory fashion to arrange for houses to be built there.14
The missionaries 'eere few.

In Honolulu alone there were three or

four thousand natives, on Oahu an estimated twenty thousand.1 '

Access

to these "suffering souls" was not made easier by Boki, who showed
profound indifference to the whole Christian enterprise.

Bingham and

his colleagues, impatient to begin useful work, turned instead to the
foreign coIlDllUIli.ty for aid.

Several residents had attended the first

simple services held ashore, and old Oliver Holmes had been reduced to
tears by the sound of hymns he had not heard for twenty years or more.
Now the mission, with the help of the pious merchant James Hunnewell,
memorialized residents and ship-captains, asking their co-operation in
a "systematic effort to provide for the canfort and education of orphan
children (of whom m~ may be found here) by donations • • • to be used
by the mission for the benefit of such children, in training them up in

knowledge and virtue, in the useful arts of civilized life, and in the
principles of the Christian religion •••"16
.Among the lnmdred or more permanent '!ihite residents at Honolulu
were many who had fathered "orphans."

Marin, Oliver Holmes (former

governor of Oahu), George Beckley (one-time fort cOJl1lJ18Ildant), John
Harbottle the old. pilot, Joseph Woodland (an escaped convict from

1" 14

SIM Journal, Mq 8, 10, June 19, July 8, 28, August 24, September
1820; Daniel Chamberlain Journal, June 19, 1820; Elisha Loomis
Journal, May 10, June 19, 1820; Maria Loomis Journal, May 13, July 8,
August 1, September 7J 16, 1820, and Williams version, July 10,
September 16, 1820; BinghBm, Residence, pp. 96-116.
l'SIM Journal, March 23, 1821.
16rhe original memorial is in HMCS; copies are in SIM Journal,
May 13, 1820; Bingham, Residence, p. ill.
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BotaDy Bay 'Who had served as a gunner for the king), Joseph Navarro, a
oontentious American whose love-life later led to gunplay, and Anthon;y

Allen, a New York negro who had become a substantial landowner and
tavernkeeper at Wai.kiki, were among the first parent-patrons of the
school.

POalinui, a Hawaiian, brought her two fatherless daughters;

William Beals, a boy whose sailor father had died at Canton, enrolled
himself.

Less than a month after the school opened in May, 1820,

there were twenty students; by September, forty or more.

Mrs. Bingham

began teaching them elementary English reading and composition with a
heavy religious content.

Most survived the first ~ (examination)

in September, reciting in their own tongue such scriptural precepts

as this:

n I

cannot see God but God can see me--Jehovah is in heaven

and he is everywhere."

The school entered its second quarter with

pupils cheerfully making the half-mile walk to the mission buildings,
and returning to spread their nsdom among their friends .17

In the midst of this first institutional growth came Liholiho' s
order for propertyless haoles to leave the islands.

After some

discussion it was agreed- that missionaries were exempt from the edict.
A month later-the day after the first school hoike--they were able to

move into the buildings finally readied for them by native laborers
working under Bold' a direction.

The Hawaiians had hand-carried timber

fourteen miles and t.hateh three miles for the grasshouses at Kawaiahao
Thenceforth it was from this headquarters that the mission operated: a

17SIM Journal" May 10, 23, June 26, August 1, 4, September 14, 18,
24, 1820; Elisha Loomis Journal, H8jy 12, 16, 23, 1820; Maria Loomis
Jouma.l~ M~ 12" 13, 16, 23, June 23, September 14, 1820; Daniel
Chamberlain Journal, June 29, 1820; Bingham, Residence, pp. 105-107.
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scattering of huts connected by a covered lanai (verandah or wa1.kw~),
a well nearby, a storehouse, and a. building used as a school and
church, all requiring a great deal of labor for upkeep.18

r r> June th~
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improvement of ourselves and others in sacred music."

school , "for the
Several white

residents joined, and h81'Jllony pervaded the relations of missionaries,
merchants and seacaptains until the end of the year 1820.

Captain

Pigot, a New Yorker, had asked the mission to tea immediately they
arrived.

In

M~,

the English whaleman Valentine Starbuck invited them

to dine with him; later he collected money for the orphan school (he
raised $1,000 out of $1,300 subscribed by October), offered to deliver
mail, allowed the missionaries to hold divine service aboard his ship,

and gave them washtubs, crockery, and excellent butter.

His gifts

were matched by those of the Nantucket whaler Captain Allen (dried
apples, oil, candles, butter, tea. and a book on the Lancastrian
system of education), Captain Blanchard of the Thaddeus (a northwest
hat and two tablecloths made at Kodiak)" Woodland the ex-convict
(milk and potatoes), and the friendly negro Anthony Allen (two bottles
of goat I s milk a day, a clothesline, squashes, ch2.ir timbers, and goat
skins for chair bottoms).

Up to that point, at least, Psalms 37.3

might safely be quoted: "Trust in the Lord and do good; so shalt thou
dwell in the land, and verily thou shalt be fed."

Lines of

l8The journals from September, 1820, refer constantly to 'Work going
forward around the mission: gardening, fencing, roofing and eo on.
Later a frame house and other western buildings were added, sane of
wbich still stand at Km:e.iahao. "Mission Houses, Honolulu," a
typescript in HMCS, collects all manuscript references to wildings;
frcm 1820 through the early l850s.
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ccmmmnication, then, were open between the mission and a dozen or more
residents and regular visitors.19 There remained, however, the better
part of a hundred white men who could not be reached (including -the
Botany Bay men, who actively resisted the gospel); not to mention the
thousands of natives who did not attend school, and the hundreds who
walked to Kawaiahao on Sunday not to enter the thatch buildi..Tlg but
merely to stand outside the fence and make noise.

Unchurched haoles

did not directly concern the Kawaiahao brethren, although as Christians
they were ready to welcome anyone to d1vine service.
was to the natives.

Their mission

But how to reach them?

In time the support of the chiefs was to open the way.

For the

moment, however, the most important alii in Honolulu, Boki, was of

no help.

He was pretending to learn English from a non-missionary,

a stuttering Britisher, and was making fitful efforts to interest
himself in Bible studies; all in all, though, he was less than useful.
One of the American-educated Hawaiian Christians, Thomas Hopu, was
teaching among his countrymen in the face of ridicule and hatred.
Another, William Kanui, had. begun to backslide soon atter arriving
home, and was drinking and breaking the sabbath.
from the months-old church in July.

He was excommunicated

To offset this, there was

al~s

'tihe example of the pious Opukahaia; mission women were able to reduce
their pupils to tears with the affecting tale of his life and death.
One student, Sally, wife of the carpenter Edward Jackson, knew English

19For evidences of good will on the part of the foreigners, see S1M
~~ 51 6 j 12 j 16 1 30 1 31, June I j 81 23 j Septa~er 10, 26, 28,
October 2, November 1, 2, 3, 1820, Janue-~; 12, 1821; Maria Loomis
Journal, ~ 5, 6, 16, 30, September 10, 26, October 2, 1820; Daniel
Chamberlain Journal, June 23, 29, 1820.

Journal l
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and was used as an interpreter; another, Hannah, the stri.king daughter

of Oliver Holmes, held regular prayer meetings in her house, for both
natives and. haoles.

But when Elisha Loomis went cut to preach

extempor&.:leously in bis imperfect Hawniian, he attracted few listeners
and. the only response came from a native who wanted to learn

to pray

so that he might grow rich and have clothes like a missionary.20
For the most part" indeed" outside the

t~

area the mission had

claimed for Christ there was disregard where there was not
misconception or outright suspicion.

Many Honolulans bad had themselves

tattooed after the death of their previous ruler.

On arms and chests

were the words" "Our great and good chief Tamaahmaah died Mq 8, 1819,"
and although the kapus had died with the old king, and some natives
treated kahunas and images with contempt, ancient habits lived still.
Kahunas warned natives that in consequence of the breaking of the kapus
everything would dry up for want of rain; the missionaries were
when hea.vy showers fell in mid-May.

p}'3~ed

Soon after" there was a sti.r in

the village when it was found that a kabuna and his wife had been
attempting to pray a native to death.

"Filtb\Y songs" and rhythmic

side-slapping in a house near the mission disturbed Daniel Chamberlain

2°On Boki, see SD1 Journal, July 9, 10" 12, September 14, 1820;
Maria Loomis Journal, November 17" 1820; Daniel Chamberlain Journal,
July 8, 1820; Bingham, Residence, p .. 112. Thomas Hopu: Samuel Whitney
to Samuel Worcester" July 20, 1'8"20, ABCFM Letters. William Kanui.:
3IM Journal, July 22, 23, 1820; Elisha Loomis Journal, July 22" 23,
August 6, 1820; Maria Loomis Journal, July 25, 1820; Daniel Chamberlain
Journal, July 21, 22, 1820; Bingham to Tennooee, July 23, 1820, copy
in lIMCS; Unpublished Minutes of Prudential Committee of SIM, July 22,
1820, MS in HMCS. Sally Jackson: Maria Loomis Journal, Septembnr 4,
1820. Hannah Holmes: SD1 Journal, October 8, Nov611JJ6r 5, December 23,
31, 1820; Elisha Loomis Journal, December 5, 1820; Maria Loomis
Journal, November 29, 1820. Elisha. Loomis' disappointment in preaching
is in his Journal, August 6, 1820.
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late at night.

A ~ for Bon in July drew a crowd of two thousand,

and eager specta.tors were beaten baok with an ox-goad to make room for
the five "curiously dressed" young girl dancers and fourteen or fifteen
"calabash musicians. n2l Toward the end of the year there was even a
reminiscence of the makahiki festival, which had been abandoned
formally with the kapus.

The great dqs of the martial arts were gone,

and when" in October, a boy was burt in a boxing match, the games
were stopped before they had really started; but there was d.,..jnk1n g"
feasting and dancing for more than a week in December. 22
The outlook appeared somewhat bleak.

For every small Hawaiian

boy or girl wo came to learn "civilization" as a domestic in the
mission there was another who fauna. the constraint unbearable and
retreated to the village, sometimes taking his western clothes,
sometimes leaving them.

For every gift from a foreigner there was a

theft by a native, and long
continued.

art~r

the gifts ceased, the thefts

Generally, the natives seemed indolent; their manner of

life appeared to require little labor from them,

BO

the missionaries

believed, and the Hawaiian females "thought work a disgrace. n

There

was even evidence of infanticide to appal the determinedly fecund
mission ladies.

Clearly" the Word of God was not sufficient in itself

to change the Hawaiians, especially 'Wile it was being preached with
poor facility in the nat-ive language and received with little

2lBingham to Smrrlle1 Worcester, Mq 13, 1820, ABCFM Letters; SIM
Journal, M~ 19, 20, July 8, 1820; Elisha Loomis Journal, ~ 20"
July 8" 1820; Maria Loomis Journal, M~ 19, 20, 1820; Daniel
C~.a..1!!berlain Journal; June 19: July 8, 1820.

14,

22SJl1Journal, October 21, 1820; Marin Journal" December 3, 4, 13,
11, 1820.
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comprehension of English. 23
Mission strategy had called for the help of infiuential chiefs,
but from Boki aid had not been forthcoming.

Then, in September, 1820,

the allis, meeting on Hawaii, determined that Liholiho should take up
residence in Honolulu.

Perhaps the royal presence at the port,

arranged for reasons of state, would incidentally improve matters for
the mission.
The announcement of the king' s coming had at least one iJDmediate
effect--it spurred the natives f)f HA)no1ulu to great activity.
hula was planned.
Bold's house.

A lavish

Dancers practiced all day in a big yard next to

Early in the morning they were called together, and

then for hours, to the pounding of drums and gourds and the chanting
of the singers, hundreds of dancers garlanded with green leaves and
nowars and adorned with rattling dog-tooth anklets, moved to and fro

23:Education of native children was very much on the mind of the
missionaries as the weight of journal entries Bhows. By 1825 the
"boarding-house" idea had been abandoned as too expensive and
unproductive. Mission mothers had come to fear, too, a reverse
cultural now in which their own children were contaminated by
Hawaiians. They meant this in a Boral sense, but it should be noted
that their promising pupil William Beals died of a venereal disease in
1824. Abraham Blatchely to Jeremiah. Evarts, -- 15th, 1824, ABCFM
Letters. On the general problem of dealing with natives, see SIN
Journal, Mq 14, June 21, NovFmiber 6, 27, Decer.me:o 21;, 1820, February
13, March 3, April 7, May 7, June 29, August 2, 12, 1821; Elisha
Loomis Journal, November 27, 1820, March 3, April 7, M~ 7, 9, 10,
August 12, 1821, January 2, 30, February 6, 15, March 8, 19, 1822,
October 9, December 7, 1824, April 4, December 19, 1825; Maria Loomis
Journal" Jun.e 21, NOVember 4, December 28, 1820 (and Williams version
for same date), January 15, February 12, December 29, 1821, February
18, 1824; Daniel Ch811lberlain Journal, July 20, 1820; Levi Chamberlain
Journal, August 16, 18, November 29, 1823, January 1, Februar) 16, 18,
September 28, 29, November 25, Deca~er 7, 1824, March 3, Apri14, 30,
May 23, August 15, December 19, 1825; Stephen ~olds Journal,
November 26, December 1, 1823, February 17, 18, November 24, 1824,
MS of most volumes in Peabody Museum, Salem, microfilm in HMOS, t,,-o
remaining MS volumes in HMCS.
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in serried ranks, their bare brown nesh glistening in the hot sun.
Several mission pupils were required to dance, and there was a tug-ofwar between the school teachers and Boki, ending with the agreement
that the girls should attend classes and also take part in the hula,
but be exempt from dancing on the Sabbath.

Hannah Holmes said she

would dance in obedience to Boki, but would not sing or dress
native-style or make offerings to the god of the ~.24
The king made an unexpected1.y early appearance in 1821.

On the

night of February 3, cannon shots at Wa.1kjki announced the arrival of
his newly-acquired and sumptuous ship, the American-built Cleopatra's
Barge, bought on credit with the promise of more than $50,000 in
sandalwood.

The fort on the waterfront fired salutes, bells were rung,

and the battery on Puuowaina joined in, splitting the night with sound.
Natives nocked noisily to the landing place, bringing barking dogs,
hogs and poi for a welcoming luau (feast).

The king came ashore,

royally drunk, on SundS\V morning; and when Bingham visited him t.o pq
his respects (accompanied by ABa Thurston, who had left Kailua),
Liholiho was not in a condition to talk to them.

His favorite wife,

Kamamalu, demonstrating a sharp sense of social expediency, raised his
nerveless hand so that the missiona!"iea might touch it.

With this less

than faint salute the Christians perforce remained content9 25

24sDi Journal, December 20, 1820, January 13, 14, 1821; Elisha
Loomis Journal, September 2, 11, 1820, January 13, 14, 15, 1821;
Maria Loomis Journal, January 15, 30, 1821, and Williams version
September 16, 1820; Bingham, Residence, pp. 123-124.
25Bingham, F.esidence, P9 126; sm Journal, February 3, 4, 5, 6, 14,
1821; Elisha Loomis Journal, February 3; 4, 1821; Maria Loomis Journal,
February 3, 4, 1821.
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In the weeks after the king's arrival, the great hula went on
apace, even though Liholiho was not yet ready to settle permanently,
making instead mora than one trip back and forth among the windward

islands.

Late in February another circumstance heightened the

intensity of the celebrations--Likelike, wife of prill1e minister
Kalanimoku, was approaching childbirth.

On the night of February 25,

cannon salutes and drunken toasts signalled the baby's birth, and the
parents prepared to exhibit the infant to their people at a dollar
d.

·ylo.i.i;,.

Bu.t nithin forty-eight hours the child sickened and died;

and a week later Likellke herself was dead, weakened by fever and
dysentery, and by alternate immersions in wann and cold water.
Wc1B

There

In the house of mourning where

wailing all through the village.

KeJ.animoku sat with the corpse, people cut off each other's hair,
burned faces, shoulders, and arms, and knocked out teeth. 26
Bingham wanted to use the occasion of Likelike' s death to preach
a sermon.

Kalanimoku was willing.

March 11 was a Sunday; perhaps

the hula might be stopped so that the natives could be instructed in
the Christian view of heathen deat.h.

Bingham found the king

returning to the village from a bathing party with his train of noisy
attendants, drunk, as he had. been for weeks.

Liholiho had been

roaming erratioally since his spectacular appearance early in February.
Now, he said, he wanted to go back to Maui the next ci.av'"; the hula

265IM Journal, February 18, 20, 25, 26, 27, March 4, 1821; Elisha
Loomis Journal, February 7, 9, 14, 20, 22, 1821;- Maria Loomis Journal,
February 7, 14, 20, 22, 1821. 8m Journal, February 27, 1821, s~
the baby died of congenital venereal disease: "its feeble frame,
infected with disease entailed upon it by vice, in common with m~
in this land of pollution, descends to the dust • ~ • It
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coulr~

not be halted, he must see it that afternoon.

Bingham preached

his sermon from the lanai of L:tkelike I shouse, while not far awa:y the

~ drums pl~d.21
Try as they might, the missionaries could not understand the
king I S perverse and passionate attachment to the dance.

Invi.ted to

earlier hulas, they had been intrigued by the lavish scale of the
Performances, repelled by the open s ensuality everywhere in evidence,
and further ala.rJOOd, in their Protestant way, by the sight of the
"court of Laka, II goddess of the hula, set up on the dancing ground
and decked with kapa and

l.~aves.

They asked about the image, and

were given conflicting answers: it was a tutelary deity, it was to
keep order, it was Itfor pla;.r," it was nothing.

One da;y when rain

spoiled the dance, a hula-master scolded and beat the idol for its
delinquency, and yet ma.n;r of the dancers pra;yed to it, called their
ornaments by its name, threw their green leaves into its court,
danced to it, ate to it, smoked to it, SSiYing it would give them
great skill.
this murmnery.

The king had forsworn the old gods, and yet he enc011raged
It remained a 11Ji1stery.

None but Jehovah could know

what was in the heart of the Hawaiians, but the ndssionaries rightly
suspected a strong and lingering affection for the old WBiVS, qualified
only by remembrance of the harshness of the ~ system. 28

21sm Journal, March 10, il, 1821; Elisha Loomis Journal, March 10,
11, 1821; Bingham, Residence, pp. 126-129.
28SIM Journal, February 22, 26, March 16, ~ 4, 1821; Elisha
Loomis Journal, March 12, 1821. As with the ~~, so with other
thir..gs.. Elisha Loomis, touring rural Oahu wi
illiam Beals in 1821"
took it upon himself to destroy little Hawaiian wayside shrines for
travelers wherever he found them. Later, he and others were to find
them set up again. Elisha Loomis Journal, March 19, 20, 21, 1821.
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Thus, with few achievements to celebrate, the missionaries
arrived at the first enniversary of their cQ!II..ing to Honolulu.
held a day of thanksgiving and
examination.

pr~er,

They

together 'With a school

Soon af'terw-arda, Liholiho I s peregrinations

ceas~d

for a

short time, and he remained at Honolulu during the middle months of
1821.

It continued to be difficult, however, to pin him down to the

quiet rectitude of Sabbath observance and church attendance.

He

would visit the missionaries, utter a few encouraging platitudes" and.
be off, drawn by running natives in the borrowed mission handcart,
trailing shouts and dust down the Waikild road.

Invited to Sunday

meeting, he would say he was tipsy" and that it was not right to go
drunk to church.

Most chiefs took their cue from him, sqing that

when the king went, so would they go.

Kalazrl.moku, at one time

iJmnersed in a gambling game, said his heart would be with the mission
but his body must stay where it was.

Among the commoners, Saturday

reminders of the coming Sabbath elicited refusals or excuses more
often than not.

Nonetheless, there were minor gains.

a bigger church building was needed.

By mid-1821

In September it was ready,

a thatched house partly financed by chiefs and residents, with pulpit,
"0

doors, windows and lamps added by foreign workmen.&';'

Although this assistance from foreigners, including William Heath
Davis, Eliab Grimes, William Ebbets and Marin" appeared to be willingly
given in mid-1821, the missionaries were soon thwarted by them in

29Bingham ~. to Samuel Worcester, July 6, 1821, ABCFM Letters;
S1M Journal, March 15, 11'., April 3, 4, Mq 16, August 19, September 15,
16, 20, 1821; Elisha Loomi£1 Journal, March 15, April 4, May 16, August
9, 19, September 15, 1821; Maria Loomis Journal, July 2, 3, 1821,
January 27, 1822; Bingham, Reeidence, pp. 132-133.
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another important venture.

The mission had decided that a voyage to

the Society Islands in the South Pacific would be very useful.

There,

English evangelists of the London Missionary Society had been at work
since 1796, and wi. thout doubt the Sandwich Islands Mission could
learn a great deal from them about Polynesian languages, the problems
of printing and publishing for natives, and the needs of island
missions in general.

King Kaumualii of Kauai offered the use of one

of his brigs, and Liholiho, Kaahumanu and Kalanimoku had no obj actions.
But the Honolulu traders, led by United States Commercial Agent John
Coffin Jones, raised strong opposition.

Society Islands speculators

might come to Hawaii, injuring trade; American honor would be damaged
by British assistance to the mission; the missionaries should not put
themselves under such obligations to Kaumualii; the trip would be
useless anyway, because the languages of the two archipelagoes were
totally dissimilar.
These arguments were of course unfounded.

The only solid reason,

one not advanced by Jones, was that Kaumualii was deep in debt to the
Americans, who may have wanted to keep his ship working for them.

It

is not clear how the merchants managed to convince the chiefs that the
trip should be called off, but succeed they did.

In the perspective

of later events, this may be seen as the first in a long series of
harassments of the mission by the mercantile community of Hono1ulu. 30
It was not really surprising that antagonisms should have

30aiIigham et ale to Prudential Committee, ABCFM"November 21, 1821,
ABCFM Letters; SIM Journal, September 25, November 10, 1821; Elisha
Loomis Journal, July 25, 30, August 1, 17, 18, October 23, 1821;
Bingham, Residence, pp. 135, 147.
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developed.

New England was offering the islands a somewhat peculiar

version of Protestantism and the rise of capitalism.

The mission

church, formed at least in part under the influence of the American
frontier, was more emotional and febrile than that of classic
Calvinism.

Nonetheless, it preached the old virtues of thrift,

frugality and sClbriety.

The business comnmnity, an outrider of the

boom-and-bust United States economy of 1819 and later, was not
conservative and accumulative, but speculative in the extreme.

The

mission found it hard to penetrate the dep'lJhs of the Hawaiian soul;
merchants, by contrast, found it very easy to initiate chiefs into
the mysteries of business on credit.

Liholiho's ship, the Cleopatra's

Barge, was only one of several noating follies for which the chiefs
contracted to pq fabulous amounts of sandalwood.

The great years

of this bubble-trade were short-from the death of Kamehameha to the
end of 1821; but by that time the aliis owned "ten large & elegant
brigs, besides

<1.

large number of Sloops & Schooners all of which they

have purchased frOTh tho Americans."

In 1821 alone 30,000 piculs of

Hawaiian sandalwood were shipped to Canton. 31
Purchases were not confined to sailing ships.

The chiefs bought

other things lavishly on credit--muskets, powder, wines and spirits,
silks, satins, brocades, and (the height of conspicuous consumption)
cut glass, expefisive dinner services, billiard tables, and frame houses

3lJ • C. Jones to John Quincy Adams, December 31, 1821, USDS,
Consular Letters, Honolulu, I; James Hunnewell to Blancb.ard., October
20, 1821, Hunnewell MSS; Jones to Marshall & Wildes, January 22,
1822, Marshall MSS. See also SIM Journal, January 4, 5, February 1,
August 18, 1821; Elisha Loomis Journal, January 31, lo'.ay 31, 1821;
Maria Loomis Journal, January '4, 1821. A picul was 133 1/3 pounds.
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shipped around the Horn in knocked-down form and erected in Honolulu.
To P8¥ for all this, commoners worked long hours in the mountains of
Oahu (and other islands) and carried their loads of sandalwood to the
hot, dusty waterfront, where the logs were weighed out picul by picul
and stored in warehouses.

This was forced labor just as prolonged and

exhausting as anything demanded by the traditional order--perhaps
more so.

Although a visitor remarked approvingly that "instead of a

divided and lawless aristocracy, the King and his Chiefs compose a
united corps of peaceable merchants, whose principal

obj~ct

it to

become rich by the pursuits of trade,lt these riches were accumulated
at the cost of the vital energies of ordinary Hawaiians. 32 Men,
women and children on all islands were forced to gather wood to pay
the chiefs I promissory notes •
neglected.

Agricultural and other routines were

Food was short in many places at many times, while silks

and satins lay piled in sea-chests at the chiefs I housese 33
By the middle of 1821, several tendencies were apparent.

The

chiefs, whose last few ship purchases had been notoriously illadvised, were becoming more careful of committing themselves heavily
in that direction, although their appetite for other gClods remained

insatiable.

Their credit was perilously over-extended; the sandalwood

stands were greatly diminished.
quick

p~ents;

It was becoming harder to arrange

but merchants, caught between the need to realize on

32Q.ilbert Farquhar Mathison, Narrative of a Visit to • • • the
Sandwich Islands, • • • 1821-1822 • • • , (London, 182$), p. 467.
33Stephen Reynolds Journal, April 6-10, 20, May 1, 5, 6, June 9,
1825, 3IM Journal, March 23, M~ 5~ 1821" I have cited just a few
of the dozens of journals I references to sandalwood.
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prevIous contracts and the need to dispose of new sbiIEents of goods
arriving every month, had to continue taking promissory notes.

Toward

the end of the year, John C. J ones wrote home that there were price
wars among the Honolulu merchants.

Trade was very difficult; he

advised his principals, Marshall & Wildes, not to send any- more large
cargoes.

Sandalwood exports to Canton confirmed his estimate of the

situation: 30,,000 piculs of Hawaiian wood were sold there in 1821,
but the figure fell to less than 8,500 piculs from all American
sources in 1823-1824. 34
I

A.U this trouble was very much between the traders and the 81; is,

but merchants found a way to involve the mission.

Jones, with that

characteristic attribution of malicious motives and perfected schemes
which was to become so much a part of mission-mercantile relations in
the years ahead, cla1..med that the decline of trade was caused by
Protestant meddling.

The natives had come to know the value of things

too well, "and if they do not there are plenty of canting, hypocritical
missionaries to :inform them

0

Ii

The mission's Hawaiian helpers alone had.

injured American trade in the islands more than $5,000,000 (it is 'Worth
noting that at current figures, this would have been about twenty-five
"
years' trade). Bingham was a complete tyrant, a religions despot,
trying to get all the trade of .the islands into his own hands, so
Jones claimed)5

34J. C.. Jones to Marshall & Wildes, October 5, November 20,
December 23, 1821, January 22, August 10, iiovember 9, 1822, October 23,
1823, July 21, 1824, Marshall MSS; Bradley, American Frontier, pp .. 6268.
35Jones to Marshall, December 23, 1821, Harshalll1SS; SIM Journal,
October 23, 1821.
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The missionaries had regarded Jones as a "pleasant young man"
when he arrived in the islands in Mq, 1821, to take up pennanent
residence. 36 Now they thought so no longer; and they found themselves
forced to distinguish ever more sharply between friend and foe.
Some New Bedford and Nantucket captains they liked very much; the

Northwest traders they considered degraded, disgusting men who had.
sunk to the level of the heathen, indulging unblushingly in vice; and
the !'6sident merchants and beached captains they came to distrust
increasingly..
There emerged many occasions for discord.

It was difficult for

a missionary to enter a Honolulu store without being engaged in
violent argument by loungers.

Jones, William Heath Davis and others

took the part of the renegade missionary doctor Thomas Holman in a
dispute that continued for months as Holman and his wife, in bad repute
and finally suspended from the mission, traveled from island to island
and at last came to Honolulu to embark on a ship bound for America.
In time the missionaries acknowledged that their preaching style was
"too plain and pointed to suit the latitudinarian ears and hearts of
seamen."

When Asa Thn'ston read a sermon of Rev. Dr. Porter on

inebriation, a Captain Porter left the meeting-house in a fury,
cursing and threatening to set fire to the church or blow it up.
William Heath Davis marched drunkenly to Kawaiahao w""ith a ragged
military band, asking for brandy, and was refused;,

He went

calling upon God to damn him i f he ever went there again.
apologies did not carry conviction.

36SIM Journal, Mq 22, 24, 1821.

aw~

His later

He had been telling Liholiho the
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missionaries were not to be trusted; he insisted that they- would become
numerous and take over the islands.

He proposed that the king set up

another church in the village and listen to sermons by Davis and Jones
alternately. 37
In principl&, none of this should have worried the mission.

The

Lord would put honor on obedient people; others were contemptible,
like the prophets of Baal. 38
capable of doing harm.

51;111, the town's troublemakers were

The missionaries were dismayed to find that

their promising pupil Hannah Holmes had. learned some of her English
from William Heath Davis, by whom she had had one child, and with whom
she was still living.

Bingham's attempts to get her away into a more

respectable home alienated Davis; and uhen Davis died, rum-soaked,
late in 1822, John Coffin Jones became

Hannah~s

"protector."

Thenceforth Jones' animus against the mission, already intense, took
on a violent and bitter personal note as the strongest possible
missi"nary suasion was brought to bear upon his mistress. 39
All this was distressing enough.

Perhaps worse was the fact that

merchants and captains had easy access to Liholiho, making the
missionaries I task the more difficult.

-

'While haole traders remained

dissipated, laws against intoxication could not be enforced among
natives

0

In turn, Liholiho1s rampant drunkenness made it almost

37SIM Journal, January 1, 2, 21, March 24, ~1a;y 22, 24, July 29,
September 17, 29, October 2, 10, 24, November 6, 8, 1821; Elisha Loomis
Journal, Mar 22, September 18, 20, 22, October 2, November 9, 18, 19,
1821J Maria Loomis Journal, April 29, 1821; Bingham, Residence, p. 134.
38SIM Journal, October 10, 1821.
39Marin Journal, NOVember 26, December 1, 1822; Elisha Loomis
Journal, March 18, 24, September 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, November 26, 1822.
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impossible to deal sensfbly with him.
exhortation and precept.

Once, he

Bingham did what he could by

bol~

took

all

uncorked bottle of

spirits and upended it before the king" who, wrote Bingham, "was
offended, and muttered indignation in terms which I did not fully
comprehend. ,,40 The foreigners put the king' s liquor to differe.."l.t
purposes.

One morning Liholiho was supposed to go to the mission;

but his barber, while cutting the king1s hair, rubbed gin
lito stop him catching cold."

Oil

his head

Liholiho smelled the gin and drank it up,

then lo-ent off to spend the day beating time with sticks at e.

~

were

I ..

some of his wives were dancing. Lj.L
Alaost any occasion would do for drink: New Year's Day, the
anniversary of Kamehameha's death, a dinner given by John Coffin Jones,
t,he arrival of an old acquaintance or the appearance of a congenial
stranger.

The king might limit himself to some faux de joie from the

battery at the fort, or he might set off on long carouses, sane of
which rendered him irrational for weeks on end.
almost ldlleu him.

One drinking bout

At the beginning of March, 1822, the king was

taken i l l at his Waikiki beach residence, and Bingham found him in
dreadful condition--rigid, shaken by convulsions, bleeding from the
mouth.

There was no foreign doctor in town, and the efficacy of

native medical treatment had been called in question to some extent
by the abolition of the kapus.

The chiefs turned to the missionaries.

Bingham took medicine to the king, and

st~ed

with him all night,

4o.s

ingham, Residence, p. 180; Elisha Loomis Journal, September
2, 1821.
41Tyerman and Bennet, VOyages and Travels, II, 78-79.
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amid the weeping!H:!!.

For days afterward the king was deranged, and

amused. himself by picking up straws and preseuting them with a great
deal of dignity to people around him. 42
In this context, Liholiho's attentions to religion and literacy
were not much more than perfunctory.

From time to time, stricken by

alcoholic remorse, he would tell the missionaries he intended to drink
rum no longer, but 'WOuld worship Jehovah and observe the Sabbath.
presence at services, however, was unpredictable.

His

Occasionally he

would come, to sit in a cluster of prone wives and ny-hunting
attendants flourishing fans of peacock feathers; he might stay until
the sermon was over, he might not.

'When Elisha Loomis finally got

the mission press ready for work early in 1822, Liholiho joined the
interested crowd and ran off some pages himself, spending a long time
thereafter looking at his own name in print.

Later in the same yea:r

he and his wife went through a stage of writing little personal notes
to the mission; but though Liholiho assured the missionaries that he
would eventually tell his people they must all mow the "good wrd,"
still he insisted that he himself should be the first to learn.

.And

he seemed unteachable. h3

42Eusha Loomis Journal, March 1, 2, 1822; Maria Loomis Journal,
March 1, 2, 5, 1822, and Williams version, March 5, 1822; Levi
Chamberlain Journal, October 16, 1823; Bingham, Residence, pp. 158-159.
Marin Journal refers often to Liholiho t s drunkenness; finally it became
easier for Marin t.o note the days Wen the king was sober.
43Bingham et ale to Prudent,ial Committee, ABCFM, November 25, 1821,
ABCFM Letters; tiholiho to the American Board, March 18, 1823, ABCFM
Letters; Elisha Loomis Journal, March 23.. 1822; Maria Loomis Journal,
Sept€rnber 1; 1822; Fe'b!".!.Qry- 3; 1823; Levi Chamberlain Journal, October
7, 1823; Bingham, Residence, p. 175; Tyerman and Bennet, Voyages and
Travels, II, 35, 44, 57-58; William Ellis, po~aaian Researches,
•
0
0 , 2nd ed., 4 vols.
(London, 1831), IV, 4~
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So 1822 passed and 1823 came, and still the merchants' goods piled
up in the king' s grass palace, and still his excesses appeared
unrelieved by any evidence of Christian grace.

He continued to be

despotic, inflicting punishments for crime which appalled the mission.
A thief was nogged through the royal fleet, suffering 260 lashes, and
was then taken out and drowned in the harbor; a young chief involved
with one of Liholiho's queens was decapitated in his sleep with a
western ax.
Sometimes the king gave a good impression.

He could set a table

for twenty with blue china, cut glass and spermaceti candles, for meals
of turtle soup, meat and vegetables.

On holidays he and his court

turned out, dashingly dressed in clothes made for them by the foreign
tailors of Honolulu or cut to their measurements in Canton: suits and
waistcoats ot' satin or good broadcloth, silk stockings and elegant
pumps, and, for the women, long dresses of velvet, satin, damask, or
crePe.

The apartments of his queens were filling up with chairs,

writing-desks, bedsteads, and pier-glasses, in imitation of the things
they found pleasant or useful about the mission buildings.
For the most part, however, life at the royal court was lived on
the floor, in traditional HlNaiian style.

Visitors brushed aside in

the course of Liholiho' 5 drunken dashes to and from Waikiki might

come upon him later in his Honolulu thatch-house, snoring on a mat
with a pet hog stretched out beside him, a naked queen stroking his
brow, the inevitable attendants fanning away the flies and singing,
and on the walls obscene pictures scrawled by white men.

The king

often seemed not to know what to do with himself, and his silk-draped,
flower-decked six-foot queens were equally indolent, diverting
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themselves with arguments over cards" drinking great quantities of wine
and spirits" fondling their pet hogs or inspecting their lapdogs for
lice, or sleeping en deshabille upon their piled-up mats.

Outside, the

commoners worked to gather sandalwood" and retired to their low, smoky,
dirty huts along the beach.

Season by season, the traditional tax

goods flowed to the king" to be counted and stored by Kamamalu.

But

within the court, cut loose as it was from the govemance of the
~easonal

ceremonies, time passed either with the feckless speed of a

wave across the beach at Waikiki" or with the cloying sluggishness of
poi being fed to a reclining, open-mouthed" overweight chief. 44
Among some of the aliis, however, a different spirit was at work.
Cox (Koaaumoku, governor of Maui" then resident on Oahu), who had
dreamed of the islands ablaze" came to the mission for guidance, and
was offered salvation through Christ.

Already captivated by the

printed word when Loomis allowed him to make the first impressions
in early 1822" Cox set up a school in his

O'io."U

hv-...se at

Ho~:.olul:.:..

Kamamalu, prinCipal ",-if'e of Liholiho, found it fashionable for a
short while to do the same.

At one time in 1822" wi.th events running

temporarily in favor of the mission, there was a shortage of teachers,
and a chief pressed into service a six-year-old mission pupil.

44For the chiefs' life" see S1M Journal, April l~, 1820; Elisha
Loomis Journal, February ~" March 6, October 18, 1822; Maria Loomis
Journal, February 11, 1821" February 22Jl 1822; Levi Chamberlain
Journal, April 21, 28, May ~, 1823; Bingham, Residence, pp. 110, 180;
Louisa Everest Ely Journal" April 29, May 14, 1823, MS in HMOS; Marin
Journal, October 11" 1822; Mathison, Narrative, pp. 364-373; Tyerman
and Bennet, Voyages and Travels" II, 27, 40-41, 46, 83; c. S. Stewart,
Private Journal of a • • • Residence at the Sandwich Islands • ••
(New York, 1828) J passim. Stewart was clearly fascinated by Hawaiian
royalty. His descriptions are vivid and detailed.
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By far the most important of the allis to come under mission

influence was Kaahumanu.

On first acquaintance with the evangelists

she had been cold 6 offering them no more than Li'noliho had-a little
finger at arms' length.

But two years' experience had changed her.

In August, 1821, she had followed Liholiho to Kauai on an

unpremeditated trip during which the king finally settled the question
of Kaumualii's relation to the monarchy.

Kaahumanu had been very much

attracted to the dignified though aging king I')f Kauai, and she was
party to a plan which led to his being brought back to Honolulu.
married him almost 1DBD.ediately, native-style, at a

ceremo~

She

in which

a piece of black kapa was thrown over' the couple as they lq on
bed-mats.

Taking Kauai further into her keeping, she married as well

Kaumualii's handsome son Keal1iahonui, who towered almost seven feet
tall. 45 Within a few d~ o:r thi:,~ triumph of political sexual:tty,
Kaahumanu fell

serious~

ill.

During her convalescence she was nursed

and instructed by Hiram Bingham and his w:if e Sybil, and she emerged
much more receptive to Christian teaching.

Thenceior-~h Dh€i(jU:fii6d

tv

study of the scriptures, with only occasional backslidings (as when she
ordered sacrifices of hogs and dogs for Cox during his last illness
in 1824).

In August, 1822, she made a tour c~ the winc:biard islands,

telaring down heathen idols which still stood there.

Back in Honolulu,

sh.e resmned her lessons, took part in the school examinations (where
she wrote of her repentance of sin), and rode to church in a carriage

45.All

the journals from August to December, 1821, have accounts of
1(',hese happenings. The best version is in Bingham, Residence, pp. 138151; he was an eye-witness of most of the events described. For the
diplomacy of the Kauai visit, see Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, I,
74-76; Bradley, American Frontier, p. 128.
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bought from Captain Dixey Wildes, with a dozen men harnessed to the
shafts, Kaumualii beside her, and Kealiiahonui as postilion. 46
In the course of 1822 and 1823, missionary influencG began to

affect many male and female aliis.

Besides Kaahumanu, Kaumualii,

Kealiiahonui and Keeaumoku, those who attended service included
Kalanimoku (prime minister), Kuakini (John Adams, governor of Hawaii,
at times resident on Oahu), Naihe (the national orator), Laanui, a
minor chief, and the women Kapio1ani and Namahana, as well as the
little prince and princess, Kauikeaouli and Nahienaena, son and
daughter of Kamehameha.
A prolonged visit to Hawaii in 1823 by William Ellis of the London
Missionary Society's South seas Mission, accompanied by some Tahitian
helpers, made a useful substitute for the vOYBff,e thwarted in 1821 by
the Honolulu traders.

In 1823, too, the second contingent of American

Protestants arrived in the islands, and the day-to-day work of the
Honolulu station--indeed, of the whole

mission~-was

immeasurably

strengthened by the labor of the painstaking, calm, sensible secular
agent Levi ChambAl'lain] who took charge of a depository for all mission
goods.

With new workers new stations could be set up: now there were

4~evi Chamberlain Journal, January ?, March 31, 1824; Bingham,
Residence, pp. 213-214. "Handcarts ll drawn by natives were used by
chiefs and missionary ladies as late as the forties. Horses were
available--why were humans used? We do not know, but my opinion is
that some natives up to about mid-century tiere willing to perform
menial work of this kind out of reverence for those with superior
mana, whether of a traditional or a Christian kind. Time brought
changes, however. By the fifties and sixties, seemingly every
Honolulu Hawaiian owned a horse, astride which he felt himself the
equal of arr;r man, and. from which he could not be induced to descend
to menial labor of any sort. See Chapter VII for a discussion of
the "new Hawaiian."
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missionaries on Hawaii, Maui, Oahu, and Kauai.

In spite of Liholiho' a

wish that he should lead the wtq in learning, it was evident by
mid-1823 that he was far behind moat of his aliis J and many commoners
too, for the school system, though limited, was beginning to produce
results.

Almost all of this, of course, was in the nature of mere

outward profession.

There was no suggestion that a:ny semi-litera.te

Hawaiian knew enough Calvinist theology to be sure that he was
approaching the state of grace.

Still, a '"religious and cultural gap

was clearly opening up between severSl1 of the powerful chiefs on the
one hand, and Liholiho on the other (and Boki, too, second only to his
king in general swinishness, as the mission saw it).
There remained times, however, when the entire Hawaiian community,
aliis and coDllloners alike, could join in reminiscences of the old days.
Even though man;y of the ceremonies which had united the living and the
dead had vanished, and a different social and ritual calendar was
developing (involr...ng the Sabba.th, the monthly concert of prtqer,
New Year's Day, Christmas, July

4, and so on), an occasion such as the

anniversary of Kamehameha's death could call forth a deep response.
The 1623 celebration was one of unparalleled pageantry.

Just as early

contact with westerners had produced unheard-of royal power before
bringing down the kapu system, so now it gave material splendor to a
ceremony which had largely lost meaning and which seemed on the point
of disappearing altogether.

Bradford Smith has compared the parade

of 1823 with the high leap of a mortally-wounded animal. 47
All Honolulu was absorbed in the weeks of preparation; and the

47Smith, Yankees in Paradise, p. 98.
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fortnight of celebration began with nightJ.y hulas and a European-style
feast for some hundreds of guests, presided over by the king.
climax came on the last day.

The

The best description of events is that

of Rev. Charles Stewart, one of the recently-arrived Protestant
evangelista, whose writings, almost alone in the Hawaiian missionary
corpus, added to routine condemnations of heathenism an involved,
half-infatuated sense of physical presence, of display, of theater:
Tameha-maru !J..am81l1BJ.,y, on this day, was, as usual, a conspicuous
object. The car of state, in which she joined the processions,
passing in different directions, consisted of an elegantly
modelled, whale boat, fastened fi.rml.y to a platform of wicker
work thirty feet long, by twelve wide; and borne on the heads of
seventy men. The boat was lined, and the whole platform covered,
first with fine imported broadcloth, and then, with beautiful
patterns of tapa or native cloth, of a variety of figures and
rich colours. The men supporting the whole, were formed into a
solid b0c1l', so that the outer rows only, at the sides and ends,
were seen; and all foming these, wore the splendid scarlet and
yellow feather cloaks and helmets • • • than which, scarce
a.n;ything, can appeaT more superb. The only dress of the queen,
was a scarlet silk ~ or native petticoat, and a coronet of
feathers. She was seated in the middle of the boat, and
screened from the sun, by an immense Chinese umbrella of scarlet
damask, r-ichly ornamented with gilding, fringe and tassels, and
supported, by a chief standing behind her, in a scarlet maro or
girdle, and feather helmet. On one quarter of the boat, stood
Karaimoku, the prime minister,--and on the other, Naihi, the
national orator, both, also, in maros of scarlet sIik"'"and helmets
of feathers, and each bearing a kahile or feathered starf of
state, near thirty feet in height. The upper parts of these
kahiles were of scarlet feathers, so ingeniously and beautifully
arranged • • • as to form cylinders fifteen or eighteen inches
in diameter, and twelve or fourteen feet long; the lower parts,
or handles, were covered, with alternate rings of tortoise shell
and ivory of the neatest workmanship and highest polish. • • •
The queens Kinau and Kekaunuohi presented themselves much in the
same manner, as Tamehamaru; But, instead of whale boats, had
for their seats double canoes. Pau-ahi" another of the wives of
Riho-riho, after passing in procession with her retinue, alighted
from the couch on which she had been borne--set fire to it, and
all its expensive trappings--and then threw into the flames, the
whole of her dress, except a single handkerchief to cast around
her. In this she was immediately imitated by all her attendants:
and many valuable articles--a large quantity of tapa--and entire
pieces of broadcloth, were thus consumed • • • it was to
commemorate, a narrow escape from death by fir~, while an
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infant. •• The dresses, of some of the queens dowager, were
expensive and immense in quantity. One wore seventy-two yards
of kerseymere of double fold: one half being scarlet and the
other orange. It was wrapped around her figure, till her arms
were supported horizontally by the bulk; and the remainder was
formed into a train, supported by persons appointed for the
purpose.
The young prince and princess LKauikeaouli and Nahienaena}
wore the native dress-maro and. pau--of scarlet silk. Their
vehicle consisted of four field-bedsteads, of Chinese wood and
workmanship, lashed together side by side, covered with handsome
native cloth, and ornamented with canopies and drapery of yellow
figured moreen. Two chiefs of rank bore 'their kahiles: and
Hoapiri and Kaikioewa, their stepfather and guardian, in scarlet
maros, followed them as servants: the one, bearing a calabash of
poe, and the other, a dish of baked dog, for the refreshment of
the young favorites • • • •
The king and his suite made, but. a sorry exhibition. They
were nearly naked--mounted on horses without saddles, and so
nmch intoxicated, as scarce to be able to retain their seats,
as they scampered from place to place in all the disorder of a
troop of bacchanalians. A body-guard of fifty or sixty men in
shabby uniform, attempted by a running march, to keep near the
person of the sovereign, while lmndreds of ragged natives, filling
the air with their hootings and shoutings, followed in the royal
chase.
Companies of singing and dancing girls and men, consisting
of many hundreds, met the procession in different places-encircling the highest chiefs--and shouting their praise in
enthusiastic adulation. The dull and monotonous sounds of the
native drum and calabash-the wild notes of their songs in the
loud choruses and responses of the various parties,--and. the
pulsations on the ground, of the tread. of thousQPr in the dance,
--reached us, even, at the Missionary enclosure. 4
The question remained: how to bring the capering king wi.thin the
mission enclosure, and, through him, shut out the pulsations of
heathenism?

In 1823, Liholiho, urged by the mission to make a fiTIll

commitment to the gospel, said that in five years he would put as:"de
sin. 49

That might have marked the year 1828 as the starting-point

48Stewart,

Residence at Sandwich Islands, pp. 109-113.

49Bingham, Residence, p. 178.
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for unimpeded evangelization had not other eircumstances made for an
earlier beginning.
Law in 1823, Liholiho' s chronic restlessness drove him to plan
his greatest voyBge, a trip to England--to see his "friend" King
George IV, to discuss British-Hawaiian relations, but mostly just to
look at the world.

The mission thought such:;. journey, properly

$upervised., would be very good for the king.

They suggested that the

English missionary 'Wl.lliam ID.is should accompany him, and that
Liholiho should add New England to his itinerary.

Bingham wrote to the

ABCFM that he would rather see Liholiho exposed to the bracing morality
of New England than allow him to be debauched and swindled in Great
Britain.

Several chiefs supported Bingham, but Liholiho,

So

convinced

anglophile, was not enthusiastic about these new proposals.

Other

aliis opposed the voyage altogether, on traditional grounds.

The

anti-mission group in Honolulu and at Lahaina (where aome discussions
took place) worked t.o 100sen the Christians' hold on the venture.

In

the end Liholiho, Kamamalu, Bok.i.., and others of his suite departed for
England on a British whaler, L' Aigle, whose captain, Valentine Starbuck
--in 1820 one of the mission's best friends--had became so antagonistic

toward mission Protestantism that he refused to find space on board for
William Ellis, who wanted to go home to England and had considered that
Liholiho's trip offered a chance to do good on the

w~.50

For the Hawaiians, who could elicit tears and wails to dramatize

0
5 William Ellis to George Burder, November 20, 1823, LMS; Bingham to
Jeremiah EviU.'"'"ts, Noveiilber 21, 1823~ ABCFM Letters; Marin Journal,
November 1$, 19, 27, 182,3; Stephen Reynolds Journal, November il, 1823;
Maria Loomis Journal, November 10, il, 15, 27, 1823; Levi Chamberlain
Journal, November 9, 11, 15, 19, 23, 1823.

FIGURE 11.

LllIOLIHO, 1824

By John Hayter.
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a parting of just a few days, the salling of L IAigle was a harrowing
experience.

On November 23, the king asked for the prqers of the

mission, and. the chiefs heard the stranded William Ellis preach from
PSWls 107.23-24: "They that go down to the sea in ships • • •"
Four dSiYs later, the king went on board L IAigle.

Kamama] u stayed

ashore a little longer, wailing, throwing up her h3nds; auG. chanting:

o Heavenl 0 earth 1
o mountains and seal
o commoners and. people!
Farewell to you all.
o soil farewell.
Oland for which rrI:3' father suffered,
Farewell,
o burden that J'l13' father strived for.
we two are leaving your labors.
I go in obedience to your camnand,
I will not desert your voice.
I go in accordance with the words you spoke to me. 51
The departure of the king and queen plunged the coJllllloners into a

paroxysm of license.
great

!!:!! released

As in ancient times, a crisis in the li:fe of a
sympathetic disruptions among his people.

Despite

the fact that dozens of ordinary HawaiiarlS each year made long cruises
in the Pacific on foreign vessels, an ocean voyage seemed a venture
franght with danger for Liholiho 0

The exploits of the great navigators

of the Polynesian past were now only legend. Many Hawaiians, watching
the masts of LIAigle sink below the horizon, believed they were seeing
the king lowered into his grave.

In HonolUlu, during the next few days,

"guns were fired, drunken men wept and rioted, prostitution was rife. 1I52

51 Kamakau, ~ Ohiefs, pp. 256-257. The "father" KamamaJ.u refers
to is Kameham.e~or the actual departure, see Maria Loomis Journal.,
November 23, 25, 27, 1823; Levi Ohamberlain Journal, November 23, 25,
27, 1823; Bingham, Residence, pp. 203-204.
52Kamakau, Ruling Ohiefs, pp. 256-257; Bingham, Residence, p. 204.
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The aliis viho had assembled at Honolulu to take leave of their
king remained for a time, meeting in council on December 1 to discuss

the course of government under their accepted leaders, Kaahumanu and
Kalanimoku.

Later that month the institutional beginnings of a new

morality appeared.

On Saturday, December 21, a crier passed through

the village at the order of Kalanimoku, prohibiting travel and work on
the Sabbath, and ordering the people to cook their food on Saturdays,
since fires must not be lit on Sundays.

At the beginning of 1824,

these injunctions were repeated on most of the other islands.

In

April, 1824, another meeting of important chiefs was held at Honolulu,
in a schoolhouse built by Kamamalu before her departure for England.
The broad question of national reform was raised.

Kaahumanu and

Kalanimoku reaffirmed their attachment to the mission, and recommended
that other chiefs and head-men should encourage their people to observe
the Sabbath, attend school and church, and in general obey God's word,
paying particular attention to the problem of reckless gambling which
pervaded every Hawaiian sport and amusement.

Thenceforth the

missionaries, supported by the chiefs, were able to extend t.heir
sabbatarianism to the hinterland of Honolulu.

'fhey held services at

Waikiki, in Manoa valley, in Nuuanu, and at Moanalua, and as they rode
to and from these rural areas, they remonstrated with natives
discovered working or gaming with maika stones on the Sabbath. 53

53Marin Journal, December 1, 21, 1823, April 10, 1824; Elisha Loomis
to Jeremiah Evarts, December 31, 1823, ABCFM Letters; Bingham to
Evarts, January 1, 1824, ABCFM Let.ters~ Elisha Loomis Journal, January
2, 30, March 5, 7, 27, September 18, 1825; Levi Chamberlain Journal,
December 21,1823, April 13, 25,. June 9,27, July il, August 8,15,
September 26, December 26, 1824, Januar,y 2, March 2, 4, 6, 7, 27,
!pril 3, 10, May 15, September 4, 15, 18, 1825.
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Results, as always in the early years, were mixed.

Black looks

and evasions were encountered, 3Ild in Honolulu the crier was forced

to traverse the village once more, after two girls in competition over
the same lover disturbed the waterfront with a week of
and noisy argument.

~

dancing

Nonetheless, the mission could point to increased

church and school attendance, a steady demand for mission publications,
and an enthusiasm for instruction among the chiefs.

Early in 1825,

groups of men and women were formed, pledged to abstain from
immorality •• They met weekly for hymn-singing, "social
exhortation.

pr~r,"

and

A dozen or more chief's joined, together with serious-

minded conmoners.

From among these inquirers came the first Hawaiians

admitted to communion at Kawaiahao Church, late in 1825. 54
Without much doub't, the absence of Liholiho from the Honolulu
scene helped the mission greatly.

In March, 1825, the shocking news

came that the king would never return.
dead.

He and his wife Kamama1u were

Less than two months after a..'""1'iving in London they had been

taken fatally ill with measles.

On his deathbed Liholiho dictated a

will which confirmed a verbal arrangement made before he left the
islands.

The throne was to go to his younger brother Kauikeaouli,

under the protection of Kaahumanu and Kalanimoku.

Bold took cOImlland

of the royal entourage, and, after an audience with George IV, brought

54r.evi Chamberlain Journal, April 19, November 21, 1824, January 7,
September 13, 1825; Chwerlain to Evarts, December 10, 1825, ABCFM
Letters; Elisha Loomis Journal, November 15, 1825; Bingham, Residence,
pp. 246-251& For the waterfront hula, see Stephen Reynolds Journal,
June 15-24, 1824. Reynolds took ~'""'Y cynical view of the
accomplishments of the reform movement, seeing things in Honolulu
that escaped the mission. See his Journal, May 2, 29, 30, 1825.

III

the bodies of the king and queen back to Hawaii on the British ship
Blonde, coMlll8Ilded by Lord George Byron.
On Oahu, where news of the deaths preceded the arrival of the

Blonde by t."'O weeks, the chiefs reacted in a wEq which demonstrated
their new Christian seriousness.

There

WB.::I

no trace of the ancient

predisposition to fight over the spoils of the kingdom, not even a
reminiscence of the instability that had attended Liholiho1s accession
six years earlier. 55
by Kalanim.oku.

!n5tead., a two-aeek season of prayer was ordered

It even seemed that world travel and the assUlllption

of responsibility had made a better man of Boki.

When the Blonde

touched at Lahaina on Maui, its first Hawaiian port of call, Bold
maintained enlightened dignity in the face of the traditional wailing
and self-abaaement with which the camnon people greeted him when he

stepped ashore.

He went with missionary William Richards to pray,

and later wrote to his brother Kalanimoku in Honolulu, asking him to

forbid in advance all old-style irregularities.

As Boki left Maui, he

exhorted the natives of Lahaina to "regard the word of God and cast off
all their heathenish practices."

The next day, May

6, 1825,

the Blonde

anchored in the Honolulu roads and fired a fourteen-gun salute which
was answered from the town.

The chiefs assembled at Kaahumanu IS

beachside house, and as Bold I s party came ashore there was great,
although seemingly Christian, grief

0

After an emotional progress to

Kaahumanu1s house and thence to the missionary chapel, Boki spoke,

55The

British consul claimed that i f Kalanimoku, seriously i l l at
the time, had died before the Blonde arrived, there would have been
war; but he was merely projecting his own disturbances upon the
Hawaiian sceneQ His personality is discussed later in this chapter.
Richard Charlton to George Canning, June 10, 1825, FO 58/4.
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livery earnestly recommending the religion of the Bible, and manifesting
a serious desire to observe it himself. n56
An audience was held, at which Lord Byron met King Kauikeaouli

and the Princess Nahienaena and presented them with gifts from
George IV (among other things, a royal Windsor u.niform with sword and
epaulets for the eleven-year-old monarch).

Later, while minute guns

boomed, the bodies of the dead king and queen were brought. ashore in
their triple coffins of lead, oak and mahogany, to be set down upon
the spot from which the king's entourage had departed in 1823.

They

were taken to funeral services at Kawaiahao behind a procession
composed of twenty kahili-bearers, the marine band of the Blonde, and
a crowd of mourners and dignitaries; then the coffins were placed in
Kalanimoku's house to await the construction of a suitable mausoleum. 57
Sermons preached at Kawaiahao made special mention of Bold IS
safe return.

The natives had been astonished at his metamorphosis,

affecting to believe after listening to his virtuous speeches that
someone else was in Boki's skin.

All the same, he had not completely

abandoned his past mode of life under the stress of personal grief and
new political. responsibility.

He invited a party from the Blonde to

visit Waianae, where he owned land, and there twenty-fiva girls danced
a

~

for biln" celebrating his fortunate homecoming.

In all" however,

the missionaries were very satisfied with the new, sobered. Boki
officers of the Blonde shared this good opinion.

0

The

They had come to like

56r,evi Chamberlain Journal, May 6, 1825; Elisha Loomis Journal,
May 6, 1825; Bingham ~. to Evarts, June 6, 1825, ABCFM Letters.
57Stephen Reynolds Journal, May 6, 11" 1825; Levi Chamberlain
Journal, Hair 6, 11, 1825; Bingham, Residence, pp. 264-271_
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Boki, and. were touched by his sadness at their departure from Honolulu
early in June.

They looked forward to a substantial future for him.

This chief has brought from Europe ideas that will be most useful
to his country. Convinced of the advantages and necessity of
industry, he has resolved to set the example of it on his own
estate and in his own person. Instead of the indolent repose and
enjoyment, in which, like the greater number of chief's, he
formerly indulged, M now rises early, and goes to his fields,
where he superintends his workmen, instructing them in new and
better methods of cultivation. He is active and constant in his
duties, as governor of Oahu,; and by his mildness and kindness to
his dependents he has acquired the love of all the CODlllon people.
His superior information and hi.~ good temper make him equally a
favorite with the chief's • 0 .5tl
The lesson of the king I S disastrous voyage was not lost on
Honolulu I S Hawaiians.

AJ.though he had been buried by the mission, he

had died outside the church.

On the first Sabbath in June, several

aliis (Kaahumanu, Kalanimoku, Kealiiahonui, Kalakua, Kapiolani,
La.anui, and Namahana) stood at Kawaiahao and requested full membership.
This moment of' humility and submission was something 'the missionaries
had waited fiva years to see.

Eager as they were to have the most

prestigious ohiefs of the kingdom as members of' their Honolulu
congregation, they were not quick to admit the applicants.
were placed on six months I probation.

The sliis

Following their example,

conunoners flocked to church, and soon there were a hundred candidates
for baptism at Kawaiahao.

The schools became crowded.

had almost two thousand pupils by September, 1825.

Honolulu alone

Congregations

increased: Bingham preached to as many as three thousand each Sunday•

.5~ia Graham, comp., V
e of H. M. S. "Blonde" to the Sandwich
~slands • • • 1824-1825 (London, 1 2 , pp. 1 0-1 1. Other accounts
0:1 the Blonde t visit are in Andrew Bloxam, ~, previously cited,;
and James Macrae, With Lord Byron at the Sandwich Islands in 1825
~, ed. W. F. Wilson (Honolulu, 1922).

s·
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The mission press worked overtime--from March to October, 1825,
sixteen thousand spelling books and several thousand catechisms were
printed and sold to natives for many times their cost, where just a
few years before no one would take the books on any terms. 59 With the
Hawaiians of Honolulu united in a common grief, articulated for them
at least in part by the mission, it began to appear that the future
might belong to the Protestants.

There remained the problem of the foreign community.

Early in

August, 1825, old Oliver Holmes, father of the spirited Hannah and
her sisters, died in the midst of a drinking bout.
foreigners and natives attended his funeral.
been invited also.

Most of the town's

The missionaries had

Charles Stewart made a prayer a.t Holmes' house;

and. Levi Chamberlain and Elisha Loomis prepared to walk in the

procession.
aside.

But when they saw their fellow mourners, they turned

Holmes' daughters were squired by their lovers, and other

foreigners were arm-in-arm with "notorious prostitutes."

The

missionaries found themaelves unable to condone such a breach of
Christian decorum.

As they hastened home, they noticed the flags of

the town's grogshops at half-mast for HoL~es, a steady customer. 60

59Bingham to George Burder, September 13, 1825, ABCFM Letters;
Levi Chamberlain to Rufus Anderson, June 19, 1826, ABCFM Letters.
60Chamberlain to Evarts, August 27, 1825, ABCFM Letters; Chamberlain
Journal, August 6, 7, 1825; Elisha Loomis Journal, August 6, 7, 182.5;
Stephen Reynolds Journal, August 6, 7, 1825; Marin Journal, August 6,
7, 1825.
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Holmes I funeral exemplified very neatly a schism--incipient in
1821, well-developed by 182$--between the Americans of the mission and
the foreigners of downtown Honolulu.
mistresses among the native girls.

Many of the latter had taken

Some, indeed, showed a preference

for the half-caste girls of the mission schools.

HaTL~ah

Holmes

continued to vacillate between the mission and the house of J. C.
Jones; her sister Polly was aWB:¥ on the northwest coast with a
ship-captain; Charlotte shortly gave birth to a child by a haole;
only Mary married her white man. 6l
For the rest, as Captain Dixey Wildes put it, life was divided
into three parts--drinldng, gambling and sleeping.

Business was

seasonal and sporadic; it did not absorb a great deal of time.
Foreigners at leisure amused themselves with horserides to the valleys
and boating excursions along the coast.

They spent d~ rolling

tenpins at .Anthony Allen I s tavern in Waikiki or betting on horse races,
foot races and whaleboat races.

After sundown they might repair to

the card table or the billiard saloon, or stand at the bar of one of
the dozen or more grogshops in Honolulu.
a native girl.

Or they might casually seduce

The most jaded indulged in a great deal of aimless

wandering about tC'"n"n at all hours of the clock, which opened the

wEq

for some typical products of boredom--practical joking, property
damage, and brawling.

In 182.5, three foreigners requested Bingham to

marry them to their native WOIi'len.

This merely pointed up the moral

6lst -ephen Reynolds Journal, .April 26~ 28" 29, M~ 2, August 26,
182.5; Elisha Loomis Journal, April 28, 29, August 6, 182$; Chamberlain
to Evarts, September 11, 1826, ABCFM Letters. Smith, Yankees in
Paradise, passim., follows the careers of the Holmes sisters in some

detail.
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delinquency of scores of others.

Perhaps a dozen foreign residents,

more recently arri,.red than the old guard like Marin and Holmes, claimed
regpectability.

They were well-connected, or had money, or were

deacons of the church at home in .America (though none felt inhibited
from appearing pUblicly with prostitutes in Honolulu).

Perhaps a

hundred others in the fioating world of the village were little more
than miserable squaw-men. 62

In addition to, and related to, this constant local irritation,

there was the fact that the whaling trade had begun to alter the
nature of downtown Honolulu.

.As the sandalwood business passed its

peak, leaving the merchants of Honolulu with a great maIJY promissory
notes of doubtful value signed by Liholiho and other chiefs, the
whaling grounds of Japan were opened, creating a succession of economic

interest which produced change and expansion at the waterfront.
Every year after 1819, whalers going to and from the northern
Pacific made seasonal stops in the spring and fall to refit and refresh
at Honolulu (and at Lahaina, Mani, and one or two places on Hawaii).
This meant, to begin with, an increase in the number of vessels

62An outstanding source of information for this society is the
Stephen Reynolds Journal. Reynolds visited the islands as a common
sailor ten years before the missionarids came and returned to live
permanently in Honolulu in the early l820s J first working for the
American merchant William French, then going into business for himself.
Reynolds saw and reported pungently on a. great number of things quite
outside the range of the mission visione His social chronicle
continues to the l8'Os. In a:D.Y' given week he reports on most of the
activities listed above.
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arriving each year, sufficient by 1822 to support a shipyard at

Honolulu harbor.

Lihol.i~io

made a short-term gain from the traffic

when he raised port charges during the

ear~

twenties.

His experiments

inadvertently but quickly established the point at which the advantages
of the safe harbor and developed commercial community of Honolulu
ceased to be attractive in the face of high fees for pilotage and
anchorage.

A sharp drop in patronage at Honolulu in 1824 brought an

a;nswering reduction in charges the next Year.
For the chiefs, the business of supplYing whalers and other
trading vessels was lucrative.

At times of heavy traffic in 1822 and

1823 they kepu'd potatoes, hogs al1d

~

to themselves.

No conunoner

could sell directly to foreigners , either on board ship or ashore.
All business passed, through the hands of the chiefs, Tiho either
I

established a market or designated a trusted man to handle the trade,
and. then levied taxes on the cash received.

The conunoners responded

by neglecting agriculture, and this in turn made provisions scarce

and prices high.

The missionaries at Honolulu, dependent like others

upon native sources of food supply, suffered a double discomfort.
They had to

p~

outrageous prices for food, and, at the same time,

foreigners accused them of encouraging the chiefs to corner the
market, thus setting artificial levels of exchange. 63

6~arin Journal, January 22, 1822, September 22, 23, 24, 26, 29, 30,
October 2, 1823; Levi Chamberlain Journal, August 29, October 11, 1823;
Elisha Loomis Journal, March 28, 1822, July 6, 1825; Maria Loomis
Journal, Williams version, April 14, 1823; Stephen Reynolds Journal,
June 6, 1825; Arts=",,-5 Bishop to Evarts, June 1, 1825, ABCFM Letters;
William Ellis to W. A. Hankey, October 30, 1823" LMS; Bradley, American
Frontier, ppc 80-82; Morgan, Hawaii, pp. 74-81. Marin, for a time J
was the chiefs' intermediary in trade at Honolulu.
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The sale of foreign trade goods was also profitable.

By 1823,

four American firms had. outlets in Honolulu, doing an esi;,imated total
annual business of $100,000, with supercargoes and agents on the scene
throughout the year.

Several other small grass-hut stores of obscure

origin supplied natives and foreigners with a miscellany of goods.
Prices were high.

Levi Chamberlain, the missionis secular agent,

thought some items cost as much as a hundred percent more than they
would have on the American mainland.
the mission, and coins from many
. arbitrary rates.

pa~s

Cash was scarce, especially at
of the world were current at

Bills of exchange, when they could be arranged,

often carried discounts of up to twenty-five percent.

64

ldthin this increasingly westernized ambience lived growing
rrembers of Hawaiiansl two or three thousand in 1822, four or five
thousand in 1823, an estimated six thousand in 1825, dwelling eight
or t en to a hut in a square mile of land at 'che harbor and on the
plains.

To these were added permanent foreign residents and seasonal

waves of whalers, and an off-season group of beached, disabled or
delinquent seamen.

By

1826, the westernization of the town ;"ras

pbyaic&lly evident in the "number of wooden houses, the regularity
of the town laid out in squares, intersected by streets properly

~sha Loomis to Evarts, August 9, 1822, ABCFM Letters; William
Ellis to Tyerman and Bennet, March 10, 1823, LMS; Levi Chamberlain to
Evarts, October 15, 1823, January 9, 1824, May 7, August 27, 182$j
ABCFM Letters; Bradley, American Frontier, pp. 85-88; Morgan, Hawaii,
pp. 98-99, 104-10,.
--
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fenced in, and the many notices which appeared right and left, on
pieces of board, on which we read

I An

Ordinary at one

0 I clock,

Billiards, the Britannia, the Jolly Tar, the Good Woman, I &0."65
Any regularity was nothing more than physical.

Within the

changing society of the port, a distinct lack of satisfactory social
control was evident.

Native chiefs were still prestigious.

Their

influence over commoners meant that relations between native and
native remained more or less patterned and orderly.

But, predictably

enough in the crowded, heterogeneous, loosely-administered town,
incidents occurred

betwe~n

foreigner and foreigner, foreigner and

native, foreigner and native government, and foreigner and missionary,
which in time burst the bounds of the institutions of local and
national government, making it impossible even for uneasy co-existence
to survive at Honolulu.
Strife assumed many fonus.

The first published laws of the

Hawaiian kingdom, promulgated in 1822, had attempted to regulate the
conduct of sailors, but desertion continued to pose a problem for
ships I captains.

Sometimes commanders were able to get help from the

chiefs and people of the port; at other times there seemed to be a
native conspiracy against the return of fugitive seamen.

La.zy,

disputatious, or mutinous sailors could be incarcerated at the fort on
--~~

65poPulation estimates appear in: Mathison, Narrative, p. 448;
Tyerman and Bennet, V;ages and Travels, II, 29; Joint Letter of SIM
to ABCFM, March 20, 123; ABCF101 Letters; Macrae, Byron, p. 17; Ellis,
P~81an Researches, IV, 17-18; Frederick WUli8iii'Beechey, Narrative
of a Olage to the Pacific. 0 0 182$-1828, 2 volso (LondonJj 1831),
I" 317. Beechey's description of' the riregularityii of the town is
rather more fiattering than that of other contemporary writers. The
taverns whose signboards he remarked upon were precisely the sources
of great irregularity.
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the request of captains; but seamen locked up by the chiefs for
offenses committed on land could not always be freed at a captain's
word.

There were brawJ.s between sailors ashore, a few of which ended

in murder; and once, when a negro sailor molested a native woman" a

large mob of Hawaiians formed in the streets ll."1d pursued the man as far
as the mission at Kawaiahao" where he took refuge.

The chiefs' trade

kapus greatly incensed ships' captains, to the point where one eI".gaged
the fort commander in violent argument" and others stockpiled gunpowder
on board their ships against possible violence.

In 1825, an American

named Sistare lured away the native woman of Joseph Navarro (Navarro
had been a patron of the orphan school" and the woman in the case was
Poalinui, who in 1820 had brought her children by previous liaisons to
the school).

Enraged, Navarro confronted Sistare with two pistols and

shot him in the leg.

The chiefs" in consultation with several foreign

residents, ordered Navarro to leave the islands.

He departed for

Fanning's Island, 'Where he had gone once before" a victim of Liholiho's
1820 banishment. 66
Over the question of foreigners' access to

na~ive

women major

trouble eventually developed, within a context of increased general
concern for morality on the part of the chiefs and mounting pressure

66naniel Chamberlain Journal, June 30" 1820; SIM J'ournal" M~r 11,
1820, December 19, 1821; Elisha Loomis Journal" February 23, 25, 1822,
August 15" 22, 24, 1825; Levi Chamberlain Journal" September 22"
October 24" 1825; Marin Journal, August 26, 28, 1821, September I"
October 26" November 11, 13" 1822, June 24, August 24, 1825; Stephen
Reynolds Journal" April 18, 19, October 5, 1824" June 23" 25, 26, 27,
29, August 15, 21, 22, 23, 24" '2'7, 29, 31, September 3, 9, October 24,
25, 26, 1825, April 19, 20, 21" 22, 1826. Navarro returned to Hawaii
within a fs-ti' months of his banishment. Reynolds Journal, December 1,
1825.
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from the seaport.
the traffic in

As late as 1822 it had still been possible to see

WiiiileU

a.t Honolulu as mere picturesque

hedoniS!!!.~

Economics and morals were secondary issues, or even non-existent
considerations.

'When Gilbert Mathison I s ship left Honolulu in August,

1822, "between twenty and thirty females, who had. been living on board
with the sailors, according to :immemorial usage, still remained, and
seemed unwilling to quit the ship.

At length, when we had advanced

about a mile out of the harbour, they took a most tender leave of
their respective sweethearts, and with loud laughter and cries, and
huzzas from the crews, leaped overboard in one instant into the sea.
There they remained swimming and diving, and plapng about the ship,
like so many mermaids in their native element, until a breeze sprung
up; and as we bounded merrily before it, women and canoes, and houses
and the land itself, gradually disappeared from our view. ,,67
The moral issue did not arise with great force till 1825-1826;
but, toward the end of 182.3, as part of a general trade
were forbidden to board ships unless a dollar
fort.

8.

~,

females

head was paid at the

Lp,te in 1824, by which time Kaahumanu and other chiefs were

fairly well coDllliti:.ed to mission ways, some ship captain") themselves
initiated a move to keep women off vessels in the harbor.

Elisha

Loomis printed handbills for them, but few masters could be induced to
sign.

They refused on the practical ground that many sailors ",ould

desert if women were not allowed on board ship.68

67Mathison, Narrative, p~ 4.370
68r.evi Chamberlain Journal, October 1, 182.3, November 17, 1824;
Elisha Loomis Journal, November 17, 1824.
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At the end. of June, 182.5, in the l,ake of general advice from
Lord Byron and specific counseling b:'/ the missionaries, a meeting of
chiefs resolved to outlaw vice, d-:unkenness, theft, and non-observance
of the Sabbath.

!n August, the IJhiefs announced that all Hawaiians

must observe the Sabbath, attend worship, and go to school.
and adultery were also prol:'J.oited.

Gambling

Soon, chiefs at the busy ports of

Honolulu and Lahaina extended the ban on adultery to include the
activities of women going off to ships.
t.rouble: as soon as this becwue a

Levi Chamberlain predicted

C.L-~al

act, ar...d a.s soon as native

girls were prevented from living with forej,gn residents unless they
were lawfully married, the mission could expect the kindling
indignation of dissolute foreigners to burst into name.69
Chamberlain was right.
Honolulu and Lahaina.

By October, the laws were in effect at

Guards were posted nightly to watch the harbors.

At Honolulu, one woman attempted to swim off; she was pursued, caught,
put in irons, and exhibited in town.

According to Elisha Loomis,

twenty or thirty Honolulu girls took this occasion to forsake their
foreign lovers, refusing to live with them outside marriage, and
applj--ing instead to enter native schools.

The stir this caused was

outdone by the outraged reaction of whalermen, returning from long
cruises in the northern Pacific for the fall layover in Honolulu..
October

On

4, twenty sailors came to "Kingl! Bingham I shouse, wanting to

know why women were not allowed on ships as before.
them to Kaahumanu, saying that the ruling
missionaries.

C8.llle

Bingham directed

from the chiefs, not the

-

Kaahumanu told them that she and the other aliis had

69Chamberlain 'lio Evarts, August 21, 1825, ABCFM Letters.
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been guided by the word of God.

The sailors said their captains and

officers would support them in getting women, whether peacefully or by
force, and they dispersed only when Kalanimoku threatened to put them
in the fort. 70

A few days later, news came from Lahaina that the Englishman
William Buckle and the crew of his ship Daniel had. encountered the

~

on women at Maui, and had blamed the missionary William Richards.
Sailors had. come ashore under a black

nag,

armed with knives and out

for Richards' blood, but had retreated when opposed by a large group
of Hawaiian supporters of the mission carrying clubs and stones.

Soon

afterward, the Honolulu chiefs in council moved to take sterner measures
against women going off to the ships.
had their heads shaved.

On October 20, some offenders

At the end of the month, Buckle's Daniel

amved at Honolulu. Three boat crews landed and marched toward the
mission house at Kawai-ahao.
in the streets.

The chiefs, forewarned, had posted guards

Five sailors were arrested and put in irons at the

fort, not to be released until the Daniel was ready to sail.

The

others went back to their boats; the guards, several hundred of them,
with loaded muskets, remained on the streets..
insults to the missionaries

&ld

This did not prevent

a few half-hearted drunken

for~s

against Kawaiahao, but in time the Daniel departed, the guard was
lifted, and December opened quietly.
On December

4, several of the chiefs, having completed their

70ainghamet SJ.. to Evarts, June 6, 1825, ABCFM Letters; Bingham to
Burder, September 12, 1825, LMS; Elisha Loomis JournaJ., June 6, July 6"
October 1, 4, 1825; Levi Chamberlain Journal, June 6, 28, August 20,
October 4, 1825.
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religious probation with a successful defense of morality at a
difficult period, were received as members of Kawaiahao Church.

The

following Sunday, Kalanimoku, one of the new cOJlllllWlicants, stood up
at the close of divine service and asked all chiefs and teachers to
assemble next morning to discuss the adoption of the Ten Commandments
as fundamental moral 1S!!

g

Elisha Loomis wrote at the time that the

missionaries had not been consulted about this move.

Attending the

meeting by invitation, they found the king present, accanpanied by

Ai"oUiid him

armed guards.

lrt:rtJ

rauged most of the resident foreigners

and several ship captains, American and English.
Kaahumanu and Kalarrlmoku spoke in favor of the moral laws.

The

foreigners, led by the Americ8l1B William Ebbets, Stephen Reynolds and
John Meek, unanjmously attacked the scheme, blaming Bingham as its
instigator.

Bingham denied this; the chiefs, he said, were the

lawmakers, and the missionaries did not wish to interfere.

The

foreigners turned to Bold: he had been to England, they said, and
knew how things were done there.

Boki told the king that if the laws

were promulgated they would not have his support.
in r.is teens, obviously did not

mow what

Kauikeaouli, not yet

to say or do.

Finally, he

announced that he was afraid, and tha.t it would be best to defer the
laws.
The foreigners had carried their point by sheer vehemence.

The

missionaries were saddened, but convinced nonetheless that it was God t s
purpose to establish His laws in the land despite the malice and rage
of the enemy.

Next day, Loomis of the mission press issued the Ten

Comandments in Hawaiian, together with fourteen rules which readily
identified Christians; and natives crowded around to take the sheets
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wet from. the press, "joyful" that they had obtained the commandments
of God. 71
The imbroglio over the question of morals did not have a chance to
untangle itself'.

In December, 1825" and. January, 1826, several female

offenders were taken, and some were set to carrying stones for a new
church building.

In January, 1826, too, the first American man-of-war

to visit the islands arrived--USS Dolphin, canmanded by Lieutenant
John "Mad. Jack" Fercival.

Under orders to arrest a party of mutineers

encamped on the Mu1grave Islands Jl Percival was also directed to
investigate, while in the Pacific, the matter of the Hawaiian chiefs I
sandalwood debts, which were long overdue for

p~nt.

He

distinguished himself' most at Honolulu by his vigorous advocacy of
free trade in women.
Percival's stay got off to an uncertain start when the
missicnaries did not come down to the waterfront to welcome his shipe
Further, Percival fired courtesy salutes on a Sunday, even though the
chiefs had asked him to postpone the observance.

Ashore, he

entertained the chiefs, to put them in a receptive frame of mind for
discussions of the sandalwood debts, and he mollified the sabbatarians
by attending church services..
~

Then he asked the chiefs to remove the

on women in favor of the Dolphin I S men.

The chiefs consulted

the missionaries, and the missionaries quoted from the Bible.

71Marin Journal, October 19, 21, November 12, December 10, 11, ~2,
13, 1825; Stephen Re,y.nolds Journal, October 8, 20, 21, 28, December 10,
ll, 12, 21, 1825; Elisha Loomis Journal, October 8, 11, 19.11 25, 28.l1 29,
November 6, 19, December 12, 1825; Levi Chamberlain Journal, October 7,
8, il, 26, 29, November 12, December 12, 13, 22, 1825; Levi Chamberlain
to Ellis, November 3, 1825, LMS; Levi Chamberlain to Evarts, December
10, 1825, ABCFM Letters.
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One Sunday toward the end of January" Percival took some of his
officers and several Honolulu foreigners on an excursion to Pearl
River.

Natives there" on Kaahumanu' s instructions, st.opped them from

fishing and lighting fires.

KaabumaInl had also ordered that no women

be pemitted to visit them.

Percival returned to Honolulu very angry.

Through the first weeks of February he tried rational argument: Lord
Byron" so Percival claimed, had been allowed WOllen (false" said Elisha
Loomis) •

Then Percival used bluster: he told Bold he would tear down

the mission.aries· houses.

On Waghington' s birt1lciq" February 22" he

conferred again with the chiefs" saying that America and England both
sanctioned a traffic in women.

The chiefs had confined some

prostitutes at Waikiki to keep them BWrq from the Dolphin; they refused
to release them.
On Sunday, February 26, as Bingham was preparing for afternoon

services in Kalanimoku' s stone house, a group of men from the Dolphin
burst in, demanding women.

Outside" more than a hundred sailors began

to smash the windows with clubs.
Bingham's house at Kawaiahao.
children" ran to his home.

Then they left to descend upon

Bingham, afraid for his wife and

He found that his wife had locked the door.

The sailors caught him in his yard and surrounded him, flourishing
clubs and knives.

Some natives, including the Christian female chief,

Lydia Namahana" were there.

As Bingham raised his umbrella to ward off

a blow from a club, Namahana put up her arm to help him and was struck.
At this the Hawaiians threw themselves upon the sa:U<..>rs, and in a few
seconds knocked out several and seized and bound others.

Loomis and

Chamberlain arrived as a native was raising a rock to brain a prostrate
sailor; they were just in time to save the seaman's life.

Bingham
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managed to get inside his house as another wave of sailors flung
themselves against the door.

Before the rioters cO\lld do more than

break a window or two" Percival ani his officers appeared and caned
their men into quiet.
That night Percival" having imprisoned a few of the ringleaders
and advised other commanders to keep their liberty pa..-ties small" made
some muted apologies for the attack on the missionaries" but followed
this with another demand that the

~

be lifted.

Governor Bold

yielded" with the acquiescence of his fort cODlllander Manuia.
missionaries could do very little.

The

Their stated position was that the

law and its enforcement were in the hands of the chiefs.

.As boatloads

of women passed back and forth in the harbor" the Christians set &Bide
a ds;y to rast and prq that the judgment of God might be averted .trom
Hawaii; and that Percival might see the light.

The church-going chiefs

for their part had not known what kinds of resistance were lawful ..
They had put hundreds of men in anna on the night following the riot"
and guards were placed on the streets thenceforth.

By April 1" the

chiefs felt ready to override Boki and reimpose the kapu.

A c:rier

carried the word through the town; and from then on a gun W&B fired
at nine o'clock each night to warn natives and sailors to clear the
streets.
There was no more rioting.

Percival" at a dinner for the chief's,j

read from the Bible a passage concerning Solomon" who was a wise man
with a thousand wives; in private he tried to induce one of the Holmes
girls to live with him.

Finally~

to the unbounded relief of the

:d.ssionaries" the Dolphin sailed on Mq 11.

Assessing their loases"

which included the disbandment of two schools for native girls" the
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Protestants reaffirmed what they had been convinced of for some time:
that there was nothing but hostility all about them in the foreign
coJlllllUnity, and that it

~8.B

vain to hope for aid fram anyone outside

the small mission circ1e. 72

That circle had soon to be drawn even tighter than before.

In

1825-1826, the mission acquired another formidable enemy to stand
beside John C. Jones.

Richard Charlton, a trader who had visited the

islands earlier in the eighteen-twenties, was commissioned as British
consul for the Sandwich, Society, and Friendly Islands.
in Honolulu just before the Blonde.

He had arrived

Consular affairs had taken him to

the South Pacific at the time of the Dolphin riots, but on his return
he continued a policy he had put into action

~et

en his first day

ashore: that of reviling the mission.

7q.his account of the riot was compiled from: Elisha Loomis Journal,
January 27, February 1, 22, 24, 26, 27, 28, March 1, 10, 13, April 3,
8, 9, Ma;y' 11, 1826; Levi Chamberlain Journal, February 19, 22, 23, 26,
28, March 2, 11, 15, April 1, Ma;y 11, 1826; Stephen Reynolds Journal,
January 14, 17, 18, 19, 21, Februar,y 14, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, March
17,19,20,24,29,31, April 1, 3, May 10, 11, 1826; Levi Chamberlain
to Evarts, February 7, September 11, 1826, February 22, 1827, April 10,
1828, August 13, 1829, ABCFM Letters. Also in ABCFM Letters is a
translation ot a letter by Boki, witnessed by David Malo and Kaniua,
undated, but marked Received at the Rooms, April 18, 1829, detailing
conversations between Percival and Boki. Bingham, Residence, pp. 283289, carries the story to the courtmartial of Percival urged by the
ABCFM and others. Percival vas acquitted. The testimo~ is in United
States, Navy Department, Office of Judge Advocate General, Court
Martial Records, nIII, 1830, No. 531, Proceedings of a Court of
Inquiry ~., In the Case of Lieut. John Percival, original in National
Archives, extracts in Kuykendall Collection, U1:I. It covers almost a
thousand pages. Some witnesses said the kapu vas effective; several
others who had been in the islands at different times thought otherwise.
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From the .American Protestant point of view Britain could hardly
have made a worse choice.

Rough, obtuse, foul-mouthed, choleric,

Charlton matched and even exceeded J. C. Jones in fantasies about the
purpose of the mission, and he suffered in addition from an ingrained
suspicion and hostility about the larger motives of the United States
in the Pacific.

He faced Honolulu with a mixture of contempt and

unselective rage.

He drank to excess; he fornicated; he was

chronieally litigious; he menaced white men with duelling pistols or
had his bully boys beat them; he threatened natives with nogging or
decapitation; he spoke wildly of killing Kaahumanu and tearing down the
Honolulu fort; in 1829 he lassoed a Hawaiian and dragged him a mile
behind his horse; he assaulted a newspaper editor; he accused a British
:merchant of sodomy; he slaughtered trespassing cows and chickens
without mercy.

For two decades be laid about him savagely and

clumsily; and from the debris of his personal dealings in the village
he constructed great diplomatic causel3e

'When, after twenty years, the

efforts of the Hawaiian govermnent and the Honolulu mission to have him
removed were at last successful, he departed leaving his archives in
shambles, his illegitimate offspring unprovided for, and in the courts
of Honolulu (and the chancelleries of Hawaii and Britain) the most
involved and painful case of land litigation in the history of
nineteenth-century Hawaii.
There was no love lost between Charlton and J

0

Co Jones, nor

between Charlton and other Americans, notably Stephen Reynolds,
a man of no little irascibility.

b'fiii6alf'

But these eccentrics, of whom

Honolulu was acquiring perhaps more than a fair flhare, could find
common cause in attacking the mission (for its part not entirely devoid
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of originals).

Charlton t s wedge to split open the Ddtssion-government

united front was Boki, whose temperament was more volatile than that of
his brother Kalanimoku &nd the other Christian chiefs.

Bold, from

about the time of the Dolphin riots, had begun to find more
gratification in down-town Honolulu than at Kavaiahao, and his foreign
experience and attachments were, after all, British.
Bold continued to be a churchgoer until about September, 1826.
He had been baptised by a Catholic priest on board Louis de Freycinet t s
Uranie at Honolulu in 1819, and had attended coumunion with the
officers of the Blonde on his W8'3 home from England in 1825.
Accordingly, he was permitted to partake of the Lord t s Supper at
Kawaiahao.

Then, not long after the Dolphin riots, a rumor reached

Elisha Loomis that someone was once again allowing women to board ships
and was taxing the traffic in prostitution.

Loomis questioned the

young king, who denied arr:y part in the business,
~one,

it must be Bold.

s~ing

that if' it were

A little later, Loomis learned that Boki

owned a billiard room in town, and this discovery filled Loomis with
indignation.
Levi Chamberlain spoke agail'lst gambling at Sabbath service, but
reports persiflted or Bold I s gaming--and drinking.

Loomis asked the

Christian chiefs to speak to Bold about this scandalous conduct.
tremendous storm broke.

A

Bold attacked the missionaries for presuming

to dictate law in the islands ~
in this; the authority, he saidJP

HE;! refu.sed to allow them any competence
~as

all with the king.

As for

gambling" King George of England gambled, so did Prime M.i.nister
Canning, and so would he.

Boki and the young king did not appear at

church for two weeks, but the missionaries were convinced that the
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course of true morality had the support of most of the chiefs,
including Bold's brother Kalanimoku.
where Bold stood.

A.t least the missionaries knew

With characteristic Calvinist satisfaction at having

identified a black sheep, Loomis wrote: "We have long suspected Bold I s
professions of piety had little solid foundation.

We are glad he has

now coe out boldly for it is best men should be ranged under their
proper colors. • •

We are glad Bold DO longer labors in disg-.rlse .. n73

Bold was an influential eDellY'.

He occupied a higb post in

Honolulu as governor of Oahu, and in addition bis visit to England had
endowed him with immense prestige.

For some time after his return,

chief. and cODlllloners alike listened avidly and
accounts of high lire in London.

re8p~ctfully

to his

On formal occasions, he shoDe in the

full-dress uniform of a British JIlajor-general, and he saw to it that
hiB retainers vere colorfully clothed.

He was generous with patronage,

and with land, to the point of giving 8.'Atq tracts to which he had no

title.

He and his free-l1 ring wife L1l1ba commanded a considerable

following among the non-Christian natives of Honolulu.

Most

significant of all, Bold enjoyed the confidence and friendship of the
king.

They went everywhere together--to church when they felt like it,

on sandalvood-eutting expeditions, on sailing jaunts between islands,
up to the quiet retreat of Manoa valley, dow to the grogshops and
billiard saloons at the waterfront.
Boki's open hostility was a sharp reminder to the missionaries
that their accomplishment in Honolulu, though promising, remained

73L evi Chamberlain Journal, November 3, 13, 1826; Elisha Loomis
Journal, November 13, 1826..
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limited.

It was all the more galling, therefore, when foreigners

savaged them

8\S

if' evangelization had been a total success.

John C.

Jones rose to new heights of abusiveness as the missionaries attempted
to lead natives to habits of work and habits of grace.

Jones claimed

the Hawaiians had been seduced from one to the other: "the religion
that has been taught these people incUlcates no honesty, no work, by
grace they are to be saved. II

Honolulu was a doomed place, where

"nothing but the sound of' the church going bell is heard from the
rising to the setting sun and religion is cr8DlIll'd down the throats o.f
these poor simple mortals 'Whilst certain famine and destruction are
staring them :In the face."

Work and. grace were obsessive themes with

Jones: the chief's' sandalwood debts remained unpaid, and Hannah Holmes
alternately shared Jones' bed and desl;lrted him for Christ.
Bingham's fault, so Jones reasoned.

It was all

The Honolulu traders organized a

petition against Bingham, and Jones went to the king more than once to
demand that the "meddling, overbearing, dogmatical" preacher be

removed.14
In town, when missionary encountered merchant, prolonged and
vituperative theological disputes took place.

Stephen Reynolds

gratUitously labelled the bachelor missionary Levi Chamberlain a
fornicator.

At Kawaiahao, when the mission scheduled mid-week

pr~er

meetings, the foreigners staged horse-races outside the church and
urged the king to attend.

When a Tahitian mission helper began to hold

prqer meetings at the Honolulu market, Jones threatened to shoot him.

14For this and other abuse of the mission, see Jones to Marshall,
M~ 5, 25, June 18, September 21, 1826; Jones to Wildes, July 20, 1821;
Jones to Marshall, June 15, 1828, September 16, 1829, Marshall MSS.
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Even formal contact was almost non-ex1stent.

Jones read funeral

services over deceased Americans rather than invite missionaries to
preach, and he and a naturalist left at Honolulu by a British man-ofwar conducted English-language church services in the town so that
foreigners need not suffer at Kawaiahao.

Invitations to dinners

celebrating July the Fourth only grudgingly included missionaries, or
excluded them altogether.
the second half of 1826.

Union defeated factionalism just once, in
On December 21, the Americans of Honolulu

assembled to pay tribute to Thomas Jefferson and John Adams, after
news of the great men's deaths reached the islands.

A procession

left Jones' house, and, while minute guns were fired, the participants
marched to an open place set aside for religious exercises.

There a

1Vmn was sung, and Bingham preached. 75
Opposition fram. residents was by now to be expected; aggravatingly
enough, t.heir critical remarks were seconded by some important
visitors, like the naval commanders Otto von Kotzebue and Frederick
W:u.liam Beechey.

Kotzebue had been at Honolulu before the missionaries

came; he returned in 1824 and found not progress but decline in every
aspect of native life.
anything else.

His was a philosophical stance as much as

He was a late adherent of eighteenth-century thinking

of the "Noble Savage" school, who had seen Hawaiian society before the
breakdown of the kapus.

The missionaries, Romantic constructionists of

Calvinism, heavily committed to the idea of the native as suffering

75tevi Chamberlain to Evarts; September 11, 1826, ABCFM Letters;
Elisha. Loomis Journal, September 9, 14, 23 , 25, 27, 30, October 2,
. December 15, 21, 1626; Levi Chamberlain Joumal, September 5,
November 11, 15, 1626.
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heathen, could hardly have formulated a program to suit him.

Beechey,

a Britisher whose perceptions of the Honolulu scene were mediated by
Charlton, was predisposed to find what he did--a hang-dog native
poPUlation, demoralized rather than inspirited by the American mission,
condemned to endless pious labor, vithout the rewards they would have
von had they developed business competence of their own, without the
leisure they would have enjoyed had the mission never come. 76
Percival's obstructionist attitude was worst of all.

He was a

representativa of the United States who, unaccountably, did not support
his nation's religious envoys.

The mission was much more pleased wi. th

the next American naval CODlllander to visit Honolulu: ThOMas ap Catesby
J ones of USS Peacock.

Jones' instruct:tons empowered h1m to clean up

the rat' a nest of' beached saUors lOdgEld at Honolulu.

Whaling

interests were worried that the wild and. lawless life of the deserters
might lead to piracy and murder.

In addition, Jones conducted

negotiations at Honol.ulu which placed the sandalwood debts of the
Hawaiian chiefs on a regularized basis, with provisions for periodic
payments.

Removal of the deserters would improve the climate in which

the mission worked; liquidation of the debta would benefit the
merchants.
J ones arrived at Honolulu on October 10, 1826.

immediately to round up .American deserters.

He began

After a large group was

screened on November 1" thirty men were dispersed en board the Peacock
and the several American whalers in port.

76otto von Kotzebue,
2 vols. (London, 1830),

others were set to hard

• • • 1823-1826

Narrative,

I, 101-10 •
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labor, loading ships or pulling heavy carts about town.

A system of

liberty pa.sses for all sailors was arranged; those ashore without a
ticket might be fined $50.

Jones put other suggestions before the

chie:s to help them with the problem of desertion; but as long as life
at sea and life in the islands exerted their various pressures, sailors
would continue to leave their ships.
At the beginning of November, Jones submitted to the chiefs the
sandalwood claims of the .!ll1erican merchants.
traders, at first willing to leave the

~atter

Six weeks passed.

The

in Jones' hands, were

calling by December for an early issue, and ta.l..1t"i.ng about the necessity
for the use of force.

On December 27, an agreement was signed.

The

chiefs acknowledged debts amounting to 15,000 piculB~ or $120,000160,000.

Under a tax law proclaimed that day, each able-bodied

Hawaiian was given nine months to bring to the chiefs half a picul of
good sandalwood or its equivalent in Spanish dollars or canmodities.
At the same time, he could cut for himself another half-picul.
woman was to bring a woven mat or a length of
dollar.

~

Each

worth one Spanish

The year 1827 saw great activity, but when another Americcm

man-of-war made a stop at Honolulu in 1829 the debts were by no means
paid, and the whole agreement had to be re-negotiated.

Not until

1843 were the notes of 1829 redeemed. 77
Jones performed two other functions while at Honolulu.

On

behalf

of the United States, he signed an informal treaty of commerce and

77Thomas ap Catesby Jones, "Report of the Peacock's Cruise to the
Sandwich, Society, and other Islands in the Pacific Ocean performed in
the years 1826 and l827,It original in National Archives, copy in
Kuykendall Collection, 00; Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, I, 98-99,
434-436; Bradley, .American Frontier, pp. 106-117.
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friendship with the chief's; and he presided
the mission-merchant feud.

OVl~r

a hearing to consider

Within three months of the departure of

John Percival, Kaahumann anel Bingham had toured Oahu advocating the
acceptance of the Ten Conmandments as a basis for public policy.

In

September, 1826, the mission I s general meeting at Honolulu heard a
committee recommend that the evangelists. while abstainjng from
po~i.tical

interference, should not cease to lift up their voices

against the vices of Hawaiians.

This "lifting up of voices" might

properly include advice and information about Christian laws and
political institutions.
Late in October, when the Peacock had been in town more than two
weeks, the missionaries distributed to aJ.l residents and ship-masters
a printed circular, making unmistakeably clear the commitment of the
Protestants to morality in government, together with definitions of the
rights of Hawaiian rulers and the duties of their subject-s.
Furthemore, they invited investigation of their course.
The mercantile-consular opposition, including Stephen Reynolds,
Dixey Wildes, John Meek, Eliab Grimes, John Dominie, John C. Jones and

Richard Charlton, proposed a confrontation before the commander of the
Peacock.

The mission urged them to put charges in writing; the

residents announced that they wanted merely a candid hearing of the
mi~8ionls

self-defense.

'The stage seemed set for a decisive meeting; but when the two

part:Les came together at Bold's house on December 8 very little was
resolved.

Charlton acted as spokesman for the anti-mission group.

His criticisms were wide-ranging: he found fault with the chiefs, the
people, and the schools, as well as with the missionaries themselves.
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Other foreigners spoke, but none was willing to put his objections on
Bold took nO part; Charlton said this

paper as the mission wanted.

vas because no chief dared speak against a missionary.

The churchmen

produced a written endorsement from John Young (nov reconciled to the
presence of the mission) and relied on the tacit support of the
Honolulu chiefs.

Incon~lusive

Jones adjourned the meeting,
~fu11

and fair."

discussion took place; then ap Catesby'

s~

that he found the mssion circular

There had been a chance for its incorrectness to be

demonstrated; no one had made use of that opportunity.

Jones

reiterated his general. approval of the mission venture both before and
after he left the islands, and the missionaries made the most uf this,
but the departure of the Peacock left things very much as they had
been.

No short-term intervention could provide solutions for the

strife that beset Honolulu. 78

If the mission had the backing of Captain Jones, the foreign
residents had the king in pawn.

Boki, and through him Charlton,

iIL'f1uenced the young Kauikeaouli far more than the
Christian chiefs could.

mis8ic~

or the

In the continuing battle over morals, the

7~sha Loomis Journal, October 8, 9, 11, 17, 19, 24, 25,
November 14, December 8, 9, 14, 23, 1826; Levi Chamberlain Journal,
September 28, October 26, 27, November 1, 14, 22, December 8, 14, 1826;
Stephen Reynolds Journal, June 9, July 2, 29, August 1, 23, October 14;
17!} 23, 27, November 1, 21, December 8 s 1826. The mission's printad
circular, dated October 3, 1826, together with an undated response
signed by J. C. J ones and 12 others, and a further letter from Jones
and others dated December 6, 1826, are in .AH, Private Collections"
American Protestant Mission.
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ld.ng emerged as a rriend or men stigmatized by the church.

KaahtDl18Ilu

could not make Kauikeaouli listen to her; Kalanimoku l the ld.ng's other
official protector l vas old and mortally ill.

Kauikeaouli began to

disregard his studies in favor of the ancient sports, and his people
followed him.

In February I 1827, when Frederick Beecb.ey of the Blossom

was in Honolulu once more, a three-dq

~

was given" and the king

went to all the performances, the first two of which vere held at
Bold. 's sugar plantation in Manoa valley.

Beechey observed that the

frilly dresses of the dancers suggested an indecency he had not
remarked before J when they were unclad.

Levi ChElmberlain regretted a

combination of evilss "the musemant," he wrote, "was connected with
intemperance. Just at evening we saw a compq- returning on horseback-solle of them apparently the vorse for liquor.

In the cOlllp811Y'

were several foreigners. lt79
This particular aspect of the situation in Honolulu was
complicated by the ill-health of prime minister Kalanimoku, who had
become an exempl&ry' Christian.

The dqs were long gone since he, with

chiefly insouciance, had burned part of the village of Honolulu to
smoke out an errant wite, or, with heathen carelessness some years
later, had taken his brother Boki' s wife (Bold. in turn had. acquired
Lillha from his nephew to supply the deficiency).

I t ~ Kalanimoku' s

captured wife" Likelike, who in 1821 had borne him the child whose
birth was celebrated by the detonation of two hundred pounds of
gunpowder" and whose death was the occasion of the disputed

~

of

79Beechey, Narrative" II" 107; Levi Chamberlain Journal" February 9"
12" 1827.
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Liholiho amd the funer&l. sermon of Bingham.
riotou3l1ess had changed to piety.

Since 1821, Kalanimoku' s

He had been the first chief' in

Honolulu to be married in a Christian

ceremo~,

and among the first to

recElive baptism from the mission (this cancelled a Catholic baptism in
1819, performed by the same priest who had baptized Bold).

Now, early

in 1827 ~ Kalanimoku was re~ himself for a Christian death, and

Bold was drifting farther and farther from the church.

Once, there

had been great affection between the brothers, but the new order of
things bad. driven them apart; and when, after several tappings by
foreign doctors, it became clear to Kalanimoku that his dropsy was
incurable, he went to Lahaina to die, telling the missionary William
Richards he could no longer suffer Honolulu because of Bold IS iniquity.
I was one dq very low and all the chiefs came to see me, After I
revived a little, I perceived "fIq brother was not there-I enquired
for h1m when I was told that he was at his house in a fit of
intoxication, feeble as I was I ordered my waggon brought to the
door~ and being removed into it I proceeded immediately to his
house-I entered the door and looked-he saw ',e and said III all
wicked. II I answered, I have often heard of your intemperance but
now I have seen-When I was supposed to be ~ all the chiefs
came to see
but my only brother was not there. He aaid again,
"I am wicked" I answered, it is ended~ I am about to leave you. 80

-.e;

Kalanimoku died in February, 1827, and the news of his death
reached Honolulu ou the weekend of Bold' s
king.

for Beechey and the

The loss of KalaxrlJnoku certainly debilitated the mission and

~t!,~~~h~np-d Boki~

off a

~

cri8iB~

Some expected the prime minister's death to touch

not only for the mission in Honolulu, but for the nation

at large: Bold might try to dislodge Kaahumanu from her regency,
turning his personal control over the king and the town into control

80aichards to Evarts, March 31, 1827, ABCFM Letters.
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over the kingdom.

Up to this point Boki had not tested his following

among the faction-ridden native and foreign camnunities of Honolulu.

In December, 1826, Levi ChBlilberlain had heard whispers of possible
rebellion; and Beeohey, close to Bold and Charlton during his 1827
visit,wrote that Bold was assembling men at the Honolulu fort.

A week

after Kalanimoku' s death the issue came into the open, and in =. simple
verbal trial of strength the supremacy of Kaahumanu was reaffirmed.

A

question arose at a chiefs' meeting concerning a state visit to Iiawaii.
Boki wanted to go; Kaahumanu challenged him j and Bold replied, nIt is
with you--if you wish to go--go, and take along the king and hts sister
it is with you to exercise authority.

Kamebameha at his death conmdtted

his son to your charge and the kingdom to your care-and it was the
wish of Kalanimoku that you should still have the charge.
is yours. n8l
when in

~,

The mana

Kaahumanu exercised this mana in defense of morality
1827, she charged BOki, Liliha, and

~everal

members of the

king's train with misconduct, intemperance, fornication, and adultery,
and had them fined--just a few

d~s

after the facile Bold had told

Levi Chamberlain that he wanted to turn to the pono (the good) and that
the king had acquired a Christian instructor.82

In July, 1827, French Catholic missionarias arrived in Honolulu,
introducing another disturbing element to the volatile local. scene.

81Levi Chamberlain Journal, February 13, 1827.
82Levi Chamberlain Journal, MS\1 19, 23, 1827.

The idea for a French mission dated from Liholiho 8 8 voyage to Great
Britain in 1823-1624.

One of the king's traveling companions was Jean

Rives, the Frenchman who had been tutor to Liholiho and who later
bec~

a "white chief" with several wives snd large landholdings.

Rives left the

r~al

party in London and went to Paris to advocate a

French settlement in the islands, where, Rives claimed, he was a
person of great importance.

As the plan developed, it provided for a

commercial colony to be established with the support of the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and the Bureau of Commerce and Colonies.

M1.ssionary

priests from the Society of Picpus accanpanied the colonists.

The

ship Comete brought to Honolulu on July 7, 1827, several. agriculturists
led by a young Frenchman, Auguste de Marineau, a lawyer who hoped to
become French consul; and six missionaries, three of them priests,
'Wider Father Alexis Bachelot, apostolic prefect. 63

63For the origins of the mission, see George Verne Blue, "The
Projeot for a French Settlement in the Hawaiian Islands, 1628-1842,"
Pacific Historical Review, n (March, 193.3), 8, ff. Documentation for
the Catholios in Hawaii is not as full as for the-Protestant mission.
The Honolulu archives of the Catholio Church are not open to
non-Catbolics; I have not had Qccess to them. The official history is
by Reginald Yzendoorn, History of the Catholic Mission in Hawaii
(Honolulu, 1927). The Catholic counterpart of the MiSSiOnary Herald
is Annales de la ProPagation de 10. Foi. The Honolulu Protestants and
their fellows elsewhere in the islands had a great deal to say about
the Catholics, in manuscript and in print, most of it polemic. The
first commercial newspaper in Honolulu, the Sandwich Island Gazette
(late l8)Os) and its successor, the Sandwich Island M11TOr. were
pro-Catholic, anti-Protestant. They published frequent pieces about
religious history in the islands. For immediate references to the
establishment of the French mission" see Levi Chamberlain Journal,
July' 17, 23, 1827; Stephen Reynolds JournaJ., July' 17, 30, December 2"
1627, May 17, September 14, 1828; Chamberlain to Anderson, September
14, 1827, ABCFM Letters; Bingham '00 Evarts, June 29, 1827, Bingham to
Anderson, Mq 15, 1839, ABCFM Letters. Bradley, .American Frontier,
pp. 184-188, and Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, I, I39-i4i have good
short accounts of the early years.
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Riyes "CiS not there to greet them.

Rat\L.-n1ng from Europa on

another ship, he had reached the California coast, where he learned
that the death of Liholiho had cost him his privileged position in the
islands.

He never came back to Honolulu; thus the French were in a

very uncertain situation.

They- landed without formal permission trom

Kaahumanu, who, in fact, tried to get rid of them immediately.
summoned them to her; they disregarded the call.
carry out a re-embarkation order, but Boki was

She

She sent for Boki to

aw~

in the country-, and

by the time he returned the Comete had sailed, leaving the Frenchmen

ashore.
AJ.one

amo,l~

the chiefs, Boki was

fri~

to the French. There is

no reason to believe that he felt himself bound by his Catholic baptism
of 1819.

There 18, however, every reason to think that he saw the

Catholic mission as an instrument for disrupting the relations of the
.American Protestants with the Hawaiian government and thus advancing
his own ends.

He arranged the use of houses for the newcomers and

later granted them land (in the possession of the Catholic ~hurch to
this day), attended Mass, and stood in the WB\Y of a systematic
persecution projected by Kaahumanu and tacitly countenanced by the
Protestant mission.
Even with Bold's help, there was little the Catholics could do.
Their workers cultivated land; the priests baptized children brought
to them by foreigners (John C. Jones, Stephen Reynolds, and John
Ebbets had. ref~o~.l to hav-a the sacrament performed at Kawaiahao).

In January, 1828, a small Catholic chapel was opened, and the priests
began to preach and teach.
twelve of them children.

In 1828 they baptized seventeen natives,
In 1829, up to July, they baptized more than
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eighty.

These were modest 'tMg1nni n gs,66pQcially

sL'1c~

Mcrinaau and

two of the workers had left Honolulu less than six months after
arrival, and in 1829 on.e priest and one lay brother had departed.
Still, the mere presence of Catholics in the islands was sufficient
to alarm the Protestants.

Even before the Comete anchored at Honolulu,

Bingham had received news. of the French mission, and had written for
advice to his superiors at the American Board 111 Boston.

In the

interim the Protestant missionaries preached against idolatry and
began work on a geography text" for use in native schools, which
pointed out the relative progress made in different parts of the world
under Protestantism and Catholicism.

Catholicism in its first few years remained a side issue.

In the

meantime the controversy over morals returned to the center of the
stage.

At Lahaina, Governor Hoapili of Maul had been trying to prevent

native women going aboard ship.

This course of action had the support

of the resident missionary William Richards.

In OctOber, 1827" the

crew of the English whaler John Palmer had gone so far as to fire
carmon-shot into the village of Lahaina after unsuccessful forqs
ashore for women.
month.
sailors.

News of this came to Honolulu toward the end of the

The sympathies of foreigners were very much on the side of the
In the midst of discussion, Captain Buckle of the Daniel

returned to Honolulu, to find that his conduct at Lahaina in 1825,
when he allegedly bought a native girl from a female chief, had found
its wrq

L~to

print in the New York Observer, copies of which had

~ady

reached Honolulu.

Enraged, he was :lbout to go to Lahaina and

confront his eneBl1 Richards; instead, Kaahumanu called a chiefs'
council in Honolulu and asked Richards to attend.

She had in mind

general considerations as well as a hearing of the difficulty between
Buckle and Richards.

Some Honoluu natives believed Richards might

be banished or put to death.
bviiibard Lahaina.

Buckle threatened to kill Richards and

Richard Charlton said the missionaries should be

prosecuted for libeling Buckle, and the publishers of the libel should
be pilloried or chained to a block for ten yearso

Charlton went on to

talk of taking Richards and Levi Chamberlain to England.

stephen

Reynolds hoped that, at the very least, Richards would be tried before
a jury of Americans.

All were disappointed.

The chiefs mere1$ heard

partisans of both sides and dismissed the charges against Richards.
They went on" in the first week of December, 1827, to take up once

again the question of a flm.dam.ental moral law for Hawaii. 84
The rebuff' to the foreigners over the Richards case vas followed
by concern over the laws drafted by Kaahumanu and scrutinized for
Christian propriety by Bingham.

Six crimes were proscribed: murder,

theft, adultery, prostitution, gambling, and selling of alcoholic
spirits.

Bold opposed actively the passage of any such laws.

It was

suggested that Governor Kualdni of Hawaii (John Adams) should take

84stephen Reynolds Journal, August 4, October 25, November 19, 26,
1827; Levi Chamberlain Journal, August 15, 16, October 23, 25, 26, 27,
November 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 19, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 1627;
Hoapili to Kaahumanu, October 24, 1827, Ali, FO & Ex, copies in ABCFM
Letters and Bingham, Residence, pp. 314-315; Levi Chamberlain to
Evarts, September 14, November 1, 1827, ABCFl1 Letters; Levi Chamberlain
to Samuel Ruggles, December 1, 1627, HMOS; Levi Chamberlain to Samuel
Whi tn.ey and Samuel Ruggles, December 17, 1627, HMOS; William Richards
to Anderson, December 6, 1627, ABCFM Letters.

the code to Engl.and for approval by King George,; Bold said the king
would not see Adams, and that, in any event, King George had left
lawmaking to the chiefs.

Adams said that if Haaii needed Britj.sh

permission to make laws, then Britain would send men-of-war to enforce
them and Hawaiians would lOBe their freedom.
Boid! is llOli-cooperation mq be traced to the fact that he had
something of a vested interest in all but the first two of the six
prohibited activities.

Charlton, too, was in general opposition, and

in the end, after more consultations, a crowd gathered on December
in a coconut grove by the waterfront to hear a

pr~er

14

by Bingham, the

singing of a Hawaiian hymn, addresses by Bold and Kaahumanu and the
proclamation of only three laws--against murder, theft and adultery.
These

w~re

signature.

to go into effect three months later, over the king1s
The remajning laws were to be subjected to JIlOre

stu~,

with the aid of handbills printed at the mission press. 85

The year 1028 was the most peaceful of the decade.

There were

no sailor riots and no serious contretemps between missionaries and
foreign residents.

This was so partly because the moral laws of 1827

were ignored by Bokl.

Then too, the projected additions to the laws

were deltqed until 1829.

The third contingent of Protestant

85Stephen Reynolds Journal, December 8, il, 14, 1827; Levi
Chamberlain Journal, Dece.."lber 1, 7J. 8, 14 j 1827; Richards to Anderson,
December 6, 1827, ABCFM Letters; LDingb.81Y to - , December 15, 1827,
ABCFM Letters.
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missiouax:tes 8.l'.I.·ived hi
GerrH.

Pa:..~$le

~.arch"

1828" bringing to Honolulu a doctor;

Judd of New York state" who resigned from the mission

in the eighteen-forties to enter the Hawaiian government and became"
after Bingham's departure" the lightning rod for all anti-Protestant
and anti-government storms. 86 In mid-1828" there was a brief flurry
of excitement when it was reported that Richard Charlton was fomenting
a revolt among Oahu's foreigners" who would back him in killing
Kaahumanu" but this was evidently nothing more than a fantasy on
Charlton's part.

Stephen Reynolds wrote sensibly that although

Charlton might be ready to take up arms against the chiefs" no one
would join him. 87
There was" however" renewed tension as 1829 opened.
disaffection of Boki and the king persisted.

The

There was talk that

Kaahumanu .intended to poison Boki" unseat the king,1 and place either
the king's half-13ister Kinau or Kinau' s son upon the throne.

Bold went

about telling foreigners that the mission chiefs were plotting a
massacre of haoles.

In April" 1829" it appeared as i f Boki might be

about to make another attempt to overthrow Kaahum811u' s regency.
Bingham heard i'rom a tlrespectable trader" that John C. Jones, Charlton,
and others were talking of war" and that Bold planned to attack
Kaahumanu when she came back from a trip to windward.

Boki was" in

fact" assembling h:Ls men at Waikiki, against the strong urgings of
Kekuanaoa (father of Kamehameba IV and V, and later governor of Oahu).

8~y far the best among several mission biographies by descendants
is Gerrit P. Judd IV" Doctor Judd: Hawaii's Friend. (Honolulu, 1960).
87Stephen Reynolds Journal" July 13" 1828.
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KaahWiial'lU retw.--u.ed to Honolulu on April 8, 1829.

~lith

war seemingly

imndnent, Bingham stretched the missionary injunction against polltical
interference (not for the first time), and met with Bold and the king
at Boki's Blonde Hotel, a two-story wooden building named after the
vessel which had brought Bold back from England in 1825 and later
turned by him into a tavern, where nnoisy swine gathered • • •
drunkenness and licentious indulgence became common, and people
gathered • • • tor hulas and filthy dances.

Foreigners came {therriJ

to find women and Kaahmnanu and the missionarie s were discussed
there. nB8
In these uncongenial surroundings, Bingham undertook to propitiate
Boki--with great success.

Once again Boki found himself unable to

translate his inchoate ambitions into action, and Bingham left him
willing enough to put aside the sword he had never really unsheathed.

Bold. promised to attend to Christian instruction, and the king, too,
offered to take up his books again..
to the subdued insurgents.
them.

That evening Bingham served tea

The king requested that

Kaah\unaIlU

join

They sang hymns together; and a few dqs later Bold became a

member of the

Mond~

evening class for inquiry into the meaning of

scripture. 89
Arter a mere ten days Boki fell into a severe dispute with his
wife Liliha.

With some difficulty, a native teacher brought them

88The description of the hotel is by Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, p. 276.
For the political situation, see Stephen Reynolds Journal, APril 1, 8,
18, 21, 1829; Levi Chamberlain Journal, April 4, 1829; E. W. Clark
Journal, April 19, 1829, MS, HMCS: Ii, Fragments, pp. 154-155; Bingham,
Residence, p. 342.
89Bingham, Residence, p. 343.

FIGURE 19.

KAUIKEADULI.AS A BOY, 182,

By Robert Dampier, who sailed with Byron on the Blonde (see Bibliography).

Academy of Arts photo
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together once more.

Bold. reaffirmed his good intentions late in May,

At the close of a Saturday service, he went home with Bingham" sqing
he would call frequently to ask about his Christian duties. 90 A
fortnight later, Boki abandoned his piety, and outraged Christian
virtue by getting drunk and urging traditional inCElstuous royal
marriage between the king and his sister, Princess Nahienaena.
Evidently" Kaahumanu had arrogated to herself the privilege of making
a match for .KauikeaouJi, and this infuriated Bold" whose blurred
vision of the good life focused at times on the lost institutions of
ancient Hawaii.

Levi Chamberlain describes Bold.' s outburst:

Three native schooners arrived from Lahaina this morning The
Princess Liah1en~~" Hoapiri wahine [wife of the ~""ernor of
Ham}" Kekaunohi [a female chief] and Kealiiahonui [the young
husband of Kaahumanu] came with her. They were met by Bold. who
had been drinking; and be said to the Princes! do you ld.ll
Kaahumanu &: all her family &: take your brother for a husband, or
you will not be king of these islands Kaahumanu will set up
Kamehameba. If you and your brother marry and have a child he
will be the rightful heir to the ldngdan. The princess replied,
What you say is foolish.-Bold took her by the ear to pull her
along s¢ng what did you come down here for; did you come al!l a
god to be worshipped?--He endeavored to separate her from her
attendants in order to retain her into the house alone with the
King; but Kekaunuohi & Kealiiahonui remained with her while some
of her attendBIIts run off to inform Hoapili wahine .--She however
got out of the hands of the governor and went to the house of
some of the other chiefs. 91
The king and the princess were" in fact, sleeping with each other"
and had been ever since 1824~ when Kauikeaouli was ten years old and

Nahienaena seven.

The question of the royal marriage had been raised

from time to time, and an incestuous union apparently had the approval
of some of the chiefs in 1828 and 18298

The Protestant mission"

9Or.evi Chamberlain Journal, April 23, Mq 2, 3, 9, 10, 24, 1829.
91Levi Chamberlain Journal, June 9, 1829.
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confusing what was with what ought to have been, publicly defended
,

Nahienaena's "character" from the aspersions of Honolulu t.raders.

The

missionaries preferred to think of Nabienaena as she appeared at the
dedication of a new church at Kawaiahao, which took place in July,
1829. 92

At the inaugural service in the huge thatch meeting-houae, the

king and the princess offered spontaneous prayers and joined in the

chanting of the Hundredth Psalm in Hawaiian, to the gratification of
the mission.

Boki was there, very uncomfortable.

He was in charge of

public works on Oahu, and the building of the church must have been
an ungrateful task.

He assisted in carrying Kauikeaouli and Nahieliaena

to the ceremonies on a litter, but during the service he and his wife
Liliha sat apart from the other chiefs, restless and :ill at ease .93
Boki was by now veering from pole to pole of Honolulu society.

In

April the frustrated rebel, in mid-year the drunken n.ativist, in July a
surly celebrant at Kawaiahao (and also at the July 4 dinner, where he
refused to drink a toast to Kaahumanu), he was in September once more
a true seeker after iJmnortality.

He applied for admission to the

poshe, a group of earnest native hopefuls, required to abstain from
every kind of vice and professing to seek as their greatest concern the
salvation of the soul.

Still, he did not give himself completely to

the mission: he gathered at his house a group of skilled kahunas and

92Elisha Loomis Journal, June 28, 1824; Stephen Reynolds Journal,
January 10, April 2, 1828, June 9, 11, 1829; Levi Chamberlain Journal,
August 2, December 8 J 18:; 19" 25 J 26" 1828; William C. B. Finch to
Kauikeaouli and the Chiefs, November 3, 1829, .AlI, Fa & Ex; C. S.
Stewart, A Visit to the South Seas '" " " 1829-30 e e e, 2 vols.
(New York; 1831), I, 192-202.
93r.evi Chamberlain Journal, July 3, 1829; Bingham, Residence,

W.~~~.
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beg&l to pl"actice trar,j tional medid..ne, lfith its undertones of the
black arts.

In August, Kaahumanu, unquestionably supreme in politics, had
instructed Boki that the Catholic Mass was forbidden to Hawaiians.

It

was Bold's work as governor to enforce the prohibition, but he did not;
and. for mother few montr.s his passive support of the French was just

sufficient to deter Kaahumanu from taking matters entirely into her

own hands. Ka2humanu, however, pushed her moral authority a step
farther in September when she issued an edict ordering aJl unmarried
couples-whether native and native or native end foreigner-to dissolve
their allianoes.94
There was no immediate reaction, though it would have involved
(among ma.ny others) John C. Jones, who at that time presided over a
three-eornered menage wU.h Hannah Holmes and Lahilahi, a daughter of
Marin.

Jones' attention, and that of all Honolulu, was diverted by the

first msjor public explosion of British Consul Richard Charlton.
Charlton was a great legalist on matters of his own (if not of others')
property rights.

He shot cattle straying on his Honolulu lands, while

his own 11vestock wandered everywhere.

At last, in October J 1829, an

exasperated native took a gun, chased a tresPaSsing cow of Charlton's
onto a common, and killed it.
Charlton wanted to punish the Hawaiian

personal~.

The chiefs

offered to assess damages i f the native proved to be at fault, but
this was too dilatory a course for Charlton.

He and John C. Jones

94Stepben Re;yno1ds Journal, July 4, August 9, 1829; Levi Chamberlain
Journal, August 8, 10, September 3, 1829; Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs,
p •.. 291. The edict on marriage is in All, Laws, September, 1529.

Boughi;, oui;, i;,he k111 el" of the COii', ,lJut a. noose rc-,md his IWok, and

dragged him behind. a horse to the village.

The m:m fell, exhausted,

but CharIton continued to pull him along the ground.

The native was

saved from serious injury by the intervention of Samuel Mills (an
American-eduoated mission Hawaiian named for a pioneer evangelist),
who cut the rope and freed him.
Charlton called a meeting of Britishers.

They used the death of

the cow as a basis for complaints to the chiefs that foreigh property
end foreign lives were constantly endangered in Hon.olulu.

Threats were

made that the matter would be referred to the Briti.sh government unless
the chiefs arranged quick redress.

CharIton was able to collect

45

signatures supporting this statement, and a further 16 illiterates
made their marks.

The government's response came quite soon, in the

form of an edict printed on the mission press, and worded, so stephen
Reynolds thought, by Bingham (though the prose was more Hawaiian than
missionary in tone).

The edict allowed Charlton no latitude at all.

He had shot ;;attle for trespassing, without having made his boundaries
known; l"'.is

IJlm

cow had trespassed on well-defined private ground.

His

angry handling of the Hawaiian was rash and criminal; the wounding of a

beast was by no means equal to the wounding of a man.

The laws of the

islands, previously published, held for both natives and foreigners. 95
Charlton was intransigent.

95.AH, FO

He opened a correspondence with the

& Ex, October 5, 1829, has a folder of documents on the cow
See also Stephen Reynolds Journal, October 7" 8, 10, 1829; Levi
Ch8l!iberlain Journal; October 5; 7; 9; 1829; Bingham; Residenc:e ll pp.
351-.'352. Charlton denied having used violence toward the Hawaiians
Charlton to Aberdeen, November 28, 1829, FO 58/5; but the evidence the
oth~Jr 'W'B¥ is too strong. For the constitutional importance of the cow
caso, see Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, I, 129.

C5ee.
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British Foreign Office; but the

H~tiaiiB.t."1

gvve....lment had. scored a

victory for its power to promulgate and enforce its own laws, including
the moral laws held over fran 1827.

The chiefs' general course was

apprcved (and the moral influence of the Protestant mission lauded)
by the canmander of an American man-of-war which anchored at Honolulu

on October

14,

just a week after the government edict was issued.

Captain W. C. B. Finch of USS Vincennes came to the islands with a
letter 'from Samuel Southard, Secretary of the Navy, praising the
Hawaiians' progress toward civi1ization through Christian!ty, and
authorizing Finch to inquire into breaches of island law by Americans.
This happily-timed visit was very much appreciated by the Hawaiian

chiefs, and the officers of the Vincennes were duly feasted in various
places about Honolulu--the king' s thatched residence for one, and
Nuuanu valley for another, were, at the urging of Bold's wife Liliha,
Finch and his men sampled 11ve shrimp. 96
In the course or his visit, Finch re-opened the sandalwood

question.

P~nt

of debts had languished somewhat after the burst of

activity whioh followed the visit of the Peacock in 1826.

At that

time, fitteen thousand piculs had been acknowledged as due the Honolulu
Americans.

By September, 1827, about four tholisand piculs had been

distributed among the creditors; by January, 1828, almost seven
thousand.

This left more than half the debt still on the books; and

when Finch arrived in October, 1829, nearly two more years had passed
and the figure had risen above ten thousand piculs.

According to the

96southard to Kamehmneha lIT., January 20, 1829, AH, FO & Ex; Finch
to Kauikeaouli, November 18, 1829, AB, FO & Ex; Stewart, Visit to
South Seas, I, 227-2.31.
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merchants, a great deal of wood had been h8l"vel:.ited in the hills--about
twenty-five thousand piculs altogether.

But the chiefs neglected their

old debts, preferring instead to squander their new wealth on new
possessions.
of October.

The merchants presented their claims to Finch at the end
He conferred with the chiefs, and at the beginning of

November, the king, Bold, and four others signed two notes, one for
4,700 piculs, representing the remainder of the debt owed from 1826,
the other for 2 1 165 picul9, an amount they owed for the purchase of

a ship early in 1828. 97

The !!l'lcennes agreements tied Bold, in particular, very tightly.
In 1826 he had t:lken personal responsibility for payment of part of

the debt aB3essed by Thomas ap Catesby Jones of the Peacock.

For a

year thereafter he had worked diligently to discharge his obligation,
without much support from his fellow chiefs.

The debts had not been

liquidated, and now a new schedule of payments committed him heavily
once more in his official capacity as governor of Oahu.
Boki's difficulties over sandalwood were compounded by his other
fiz?ancial troubles.

In fact, a luxurious style of living coupled with

commercial failure meant that he was fairly trapped.

In the mid-

twenties, he had planted some sugarcane in Manoa valley, with the aid
of an

Englishman~

John Wilkinson.

After Wilkinson died in 1826,

97These figu!"es are collected in Bradley, American Frontier,
pp. 110-117.

1,4
Bold took charge himself; running a road into the valley and setting a
hundred natives to work on the plantation at $2 a week.

A mill was

built, apparently with the idea that processed sugar might be sold in
California, but by the end of 1827 nothing had come of the plan.

In

1828 Boki made an arrangement with a group of foreigners, including
John C. Jones, William Ebbets, and the sometime business partners
Stephen Reynolds and William French.
of the mission.

These men were convinced enemies

They set up a still and began to make rum from the

plantation's molasses.

Kaahumanu imposed a

~

upon its manufacture.

The Protestant mission would not lend its ox-carts--the only ones in
Honolulu--for the carrying of cane.
cane torn up.

Finally, Kaahumanu ordered the

The still passed into the hands of a

was incompetent, and lost money.

Dr. Serriere.

He

In 1830, the distillery continued to

operate under the direction of a French agriculturist, who had come to
the islands wi.th the mission-colony in 1827.

He used !£-root instead

of molasses, but even this circumvention of Kaahumanu' s
make the venture a success.

~

did not

William French claimed that it cost him

$7,000; Boki must have suffered too.

98

98For Boki's plantation, see: Levi Chamberlain Journal, September

30, 182" February 24, June 10, August 3, 10, November 30, 1826,
December 31, 1828, March 18, 1833; Levi Chamberlain to Elisha LOCITIis,
November 29, 1830, IIMCS; Stephen Reynolds Journal, June 4, August 9,
September 17, 1826, March 2, July 4, 1827, November 17, December 3, 6,
8, 1828, February 2, 20, 21, 24, 2" 26, 28, March 4, 31, April 16,
24, 2" May 13, 26, June 8, 10, ll, 20, 22, July 21, 27, 1829, January
2, February 14, 1830; Bingham to Anderson~ March 30" 1833, ABCFM
Let\iers. Reynolds wrote "Reminiscences of Hawaiian Agriculture, It
Royal Hawaiian Agricultural Society, Transactions, I (18,0), 49-,3;
and he was almost certainly the author of the long letter by "Tatler lt
in Sandwich Island Mirror, March 1" 1840. SEle also Macrae, Byron,
pp. 34-35; Hiram Paulding, Journal of a Cruise in the United States
Schooner Dolphin • • • (New York, 1831), pp. 220-223; Beechey,
Na1Tative, II, 100; Bradley, American Frontier, pp. 242-243.
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Bold had other bus" 'leas ; 'lterests
he profited from any of th6.11.

AS

well; but. it is doubtful that

From 1827 on, he speculated in trade at.

Canton, Manila, Tahiti, and the Russian set.tlements in Alaska.
return cargoes, he t.raded in Honolulu.

With

Bold.. I s small dry goods stores

competed unsuccessfully with those of foreigners, and soon his shops
were

mown

among the natives as a 2 ienui--deep in debt.

His biggest

enterprise was the Blonde Hotel, scene of his confrontation with
Bingham in 1829.

Nothing is known of its finances, although in

genera1, grogshops and houses of assignation enjoyed better prospects
of survival than most businesses in Honolulu, the moral law
notwithstanding. 99
By the end of 1829, then, Boki might well have found the islands
insufferable.

He was bound to the uncongenial labor of

'lire sandalwood

debts; his trading voyages netted him nothing; his sugar plantation
was finished; Kaahumanu was too powerful for him in politics; the
mission chiefs, coached by Bingham, were implacably opposed to lrlm;
the Hawaiian past was slipping

~;

his marriage plans for the royal

brother and sister would probably come to nothing.

He was beaten at

every turn.
By a stroke of seemingly happy coincidence, Boki found a way to
free himself from his heavy constrictionE:.

In the month of November,

1829, the same month in Which be signed the Vincennes notes, a ship
arrived from Port Jackson, New South Wales, bringing news of a rich

99R. S. KuykendalJ, "Some Early Commercial Adventurers of H~aii,"
Hawaiian Historical Society, Annual Report, 37 (HonolulU, 1929),
17-33, covers Bold. 's trading career quite well. See also Kamakau,
Ruling Chiefs, p. 276.
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island fax to the southwest==Erromar.gc, in the Nes Hebrides"

Bold wasted no time.

He signed contracts with foreigners to direct and

na:vigate an expedition.
four hundred men.

Within a few weeks, he recruited more than

The Kamehameha carried about 250" most of them armed

with muskets; the Becket" under Manliia, BOld's fort commander at
Honolulu" carried about 180, among them a hundred soldiers from Bold's
following at Honolulu and Waianae, where he owned lands.

Not stopping

even for the Sabbath, Bold'S men worked hard to get the ships ready.
They loaded all kinds of supplies, including gunpowder for the armed
force.

A few days before he sailed, Boki went to a church meeting and

spoke: "Chiefs, teachers, relatives, and all those who have offered me
help, listen to my thought.

My sins are known to you, my stink has

gone out from Hawaii to lauai.
responsible for them.
not for idle pleasure.

My sins are DI8.I'JY; I m:,yself am

I am going on account of the king'a debt,
Pray God to guard me. 1I1OO

Bold went aboard the KaJOOhameha bt.lt did not sail immediately"
because the Becket was not ready'.

The king" Liliha, and Bold's

friends in Honolulu were perturbed and grief-stricken.

Kekuanaoa and

others made last-minute efforts to dissuade Boki from going, but to
no avail.

On December 3 the Becket, cODlllanded by Bold's friend Manuia,

finished loading and joined the Kamehameha.

The ships fired cannon

shots in salute, and stood away to the south.
Six months went by.

Early in June, 1830" the brigantine Dhaulle

came to Honolulu from the sandalwood islands via Canton, bringing news
that the Kamehameha had not reached Erromangoe

lM.r
..."1\.amakau, Ruling Chiefs, p. 294.

The Dhaulle had heard
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report:!: 'While in the New Hebrides tt"lSllt a severe gale had been blowing
when the Kamehameha sailed from Rotuma to Erromango, and that a small.
ship in the area had sighted pieces of wreckage on the open sea.

In

July, a schooner in port from the so-11th confirmed this ominous
information, adding that the Becket was returning alone via the
Society Islands.
On the afternoon of August 3, 1830, the
Honolulu.

Be(~

dropped anchor at

Horrifyingly, there were only twenty people on board--

twelve natives and eight foreigners.

All the rl3st were dead of a

disease which had struck on Erromango.

The

~I!:et

had arrived there

from Rotuma, and Manuia had settled down to walt for the Kamehameha.
Boki I s ship did not appear.

Instead, word reached Erromango of the

sighting of charred fiotsam. at sea.

Manuia dispatched a boat to

circle the island for signs of survivors.
~ecket

Nothing was found.

stayed five weeks at Erromango, but the sandalwood searchers,

assisted by Rotuma natives, met with no success.
hostile, and there was bloodshed.
ship.

The

The Erramangans were

Then sickness descended upon the

One hundred and eighty were dead before the Becket reached

Rotuma again.

Another twenty sick men were landed there.

Manuia was

among those who died, and his body, stitched into a tarpaulin, was
brought home on the Becket for burial in Hawaii..

Boki was heard of

no more.
His disappearance was regarded by the Protestant missionaries as
God I s judgment upon a hardened sinner.

Bold. I s expedition, formed for

unworthy ends, had profaned the Sabbath in the course of its hasty
loading.

Without a:ay doubt, it was the further sin of smoking in the

gunpowder-filled hold that had. brought about Bold I s violent end.
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For the misBiol:18ries" the account w-as closed.
common people of Honolulu was different.

The :response of the

They wailed day and night

for some time.
The affair had a strange aftermath.

In 1831" a native from

Waianae, Bold's old territory" hurried into Honolulu, shouting" "Bold
is at Waianae!

Boki is at Waianae with a warshipt"

The man was taken

before the governor until the truth of his story could be tested.
"The people were in an uproar" some frightened" some pleased,," wrote
the native historian Kamakau.

"The -red dust rose in clouds from the

plain of Kaiwi. 'ula as natives and foreigners started out on horseback
for Waianae.

The church party who had declared Boki a stinking

spirit became like a blunted needle."
The

But it was all hallucination.

man had dreamed it" and he was publicly whipped for the disturbance

he had caused.

Reality had dealt Bold false to the last.lOl

l0lJrhis account of Bold' s expedition was compiled from: Stephen
Reynolds Journal" December 1, 2" 3" 4" 7" 1829" July 11, August 9,
1830, June 22, 27, 18.31" August 26, 1835; Levi Chamberlain Journal,
June 7, July 11, August 3" 4" 7" 9, 1830, August 26, 1835; Reuben
Tinker Journal" June 20, 28, 1831, MS in HMOS; Levi Chamberlain to
Elisha Loomis, November 29, 1830, HMes (has names of some Hawaiians
who went with Bold); Levi Chamberlain to David Greene, August 26.1 1834,
ABCFl--1 Letters; E. W. Clark to Secretary, ABCFM, September 20" 1830,
HMCS; Jonathan Green to David Greene, July 17, 1830, ABCFM Letters;
James Stephens to Kamehameha III, March 30" 1832, AlI, FO & Ex; Ii,
Fragments, pp. 155-157; Kamakau, R~ Chiefs, p. 305J Bingham"
Residence" PP. 361-362; The Friend, anuary 1, 1877.
Whi did Bold. take so m.a.ny men to the New Hebrides? Richard
Charlton reported to the Foreign Office that Boki was going to "take
possession" of the islands. Charlton to Aberdeen, January 2, 1830"
FO 58/5. A contract in AH, FO & Ex, November 30, 1829, signed by Boki
and Kamehameha with Thomas Blakesly" talks about taking islands under
protection. Bold. himself, in sources cited above, made some mention of
not being able to ret1L'rIl to Hawali till "a. certain chief" (Kaa..ltl1!l!E!lu)
was dead. Fairly clearly he had more on his mind than mere sandalwood.
What happened to him? No one knows; but in 1887 8. man named
Henry Poor, in Samoa on a mission for the Hawaiian monarchy, came
across an old Hawaiian called John Kalama, who had been in Samoa for
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t'H'enty yearsc In conversa.tion, Kalama mentioned a man named "John
Bold, n and this led Poor to ask if Kalama had ever beard of the
original Bold. Kalama remembered him faintly, and a few days later he
brought an old Samoan to poor. This man was called Kauikeaouli (the
name of Kamehameha III). He said he had lived with an alii Hawaii
(a Hawaiian chief) named Bold, who was one of Kamebameha lIPs men,
and who had landed at Saapalii on the Samoan island of Savaii with a
ship and m~ Hawaiians, including his wife (Bold did not have Liliha
with him). Bold had lived for years at Saapalii, but he and his
companions were now all das.d, though several sons of Bold were still
living. Poor wrote to the Hawaiian government, asking for expenses
to cover an investigation; but his mission was recal.led shortly
afterwards, and nothing was done. Henry F. Poor to J. S. Webb,
March 20, 1887, AIl, FO & Ex.

CHAPTER IV
THE EIGHTEEN-THIRTIES

In the eighteen-thirties, Honolulu experienced continued moral

upheaval.

For two years after BOld's departure, his wife Liliha

attempted to perpetuate the administration he had bequeathed her, and
in this relaxed atmosphere Catholics as well as immoralists were

tolerated.

The Protestant chiefs removed Liliha from office and

expelled the Papists in 1831, whereupon a new effort was made to erect
a Calvinistic godly community in Honolulu.

The pious labors of the

chiefs were nullified when, in 1833, the young King Kauikeaouli
rebelled against his mentors.

Not until 1835 did the town return

to sabbatarian nonnali ty, and a further three years passed before the
temperance movement regained its former strength.
Catholic priests appeared in the islands once again in 1837.
This time the chiefs drove them out forcibly J over the protests of
foreign consuls and naval commanders.

Persecution of native Catholics

followed, reaching its height during a remarkable Protestant religious
revival which swept the islands from 1837 until the end of the decade.
Most powerful on the island of Hawaii, the awakening was strong enough
at Honolulu to lift the missionary church to unprecedented spiritual
influence.
The spell of charismatic preaching and communal conversion was
broken in 1839 by the arrival of a French man-of-war.

At cannon's

point, the Hawaiian government was compelled to establish toleration
for Catholics at Honolulu and throughout the islands.

By the end of

the decade, the great days of Protestant evangelism were over.
notable men of the first contingent were aging.

The

Many of the converted
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aliis were dead.

Catholiciem en.j eyed parity of opportunity.

The

schools were no longer controlled by the Protestant church, but by the
government.

During the next fifteen years--up to the mid-fifties--

Protestantism asswned a position as one among

~

elements in the

increasingly complex life of Honolulu.

When Bold sailed for the New Hebrides, he left his wife Liliha
in charge of Oahu, and she assumed in addition Bold's especially

privileged relation with the king.
Bold would not return.

By mid-1830, it was evident that

It was clear also that Liliha proposed to

continue her husband's lax moral and administrative policy at Honolulu.
To the mission-affiliated chiefs this was offensive in the extreme,
and they made ready to remove Liliha from the governorship of Oahu.
The aliis came to this decision while accomp8.l1iYing the king on a tour

of the windward islands.

When the news reached Honolulu, Liliha

prepared to rebel rather than relinquish her post.

Her quarrel was

with the Christian chiefs, not the king: only with great reluctance
did Kauikeaouli agree that Liliha should be stripped of office" and
he remained her close friend throughout.
Liliha called together her followers, the maj ority of them men
from Bold's lands at Waianae.

Her lover of the moment, the chief Paki,

bought muskets, powder and shot in large quantities.

Toward the end

of February, 1631, Levi Chamberlain heard that five hundred men, then
a thousand, were under arms at the Honolulu fort and the Punchbowl
battery.

The Christian chiefs, assembled at Lahaina, dispatched
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Liliha's father Hoapili, governor of Mall!, t,o reason with bis
daughter.

Hoapil1, a friend of the mission, was able to repeat the

moral victory achieved by Bingham over Bold in 1829.
dissolved LUiha' 8 rebellion in words.

He simply

Meekly, she resigned the

government of Oahu, surrendered the muskets at the rort, and went
with her father to Lahaina.
Very few of Liliha's followers were Christians.

As long as the

fort was in their hands, no prayer meetings were held there-the
missionaries, disapproving of Lil1ha' s
the soldiery.

cour~e,

suspended work among

After Hoapil1 broke up the insurrection in March, he

dismissed Lil1ba's supporters from the fort and placed Christian
natives in charge, upon which the ndssion resumed its meetings.
A more difficult issue arose when the foreigners of Honolulu
comp:tained that someone had written to the chiefs on Maui saying that
the haoles were plotting against the king.

They absolutely- disavowed

any such intention, saying they were completely loyal to Kauikeaoull,

and that in fact they were organizing a great welcome for the king when
he should return from windward.
king might be in danger.

Nonetheless, rumors persisted that the

Levi Chamberlain thought the foreigners

simply wanted Kauikeaouli in their hands so that they ndght have him
dictate policy free from the heavy moral pressure exerted by chiefs
and missionaries.

Gerrit Judd, however, heard that the foreigners

hoped to lead the king into the fort and persuade him to sanction the
nmrder of Kaabumanu and the older aliis.
was supposedly

re~

The high chief Kekuanaoa

to thwart this conspiracy by force--he would keep

the king under armed protection until the chiefs were established
once again in Honolulu.

Whatever the real truth of the foreigners'
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schemes, nothing happened.
a

!!E! upon

Hoapil.i took the precaution of placing

the waters of Honolulu harbor on the dq of the king' s

arrival; and Kauikeaouli came ashore on March 15, 1831, without the
escort of twenty boats planned by the foreigners. 1
At a public meeting on April 1, Kauikeaouli announced that he had
sequestered the lands, forts and laws of Honolulu, and had given them
to Kaahumanu.

She in turn decreed that governmental policy in future

wvuld be based upon the Ten CODUllandmenta, and that the law would be

enforced at Honolulu by a new governor of Oahu--her brother Kuakini
(who was governor of Hawaii as well). 2
Kuakini was an enormous chief, almost four hundred pounds in
weight, a man of considerable intelligence and great authority, a
pharisaical Christian who combined strict observance of the new
religious forms with a traditionally arbitrary view of the prerogatives
of a chief.

He used Christianity primarily to dragoon his people

after the failure of the kapus.

At the meeting of April 1, he forbade

gambling, the retailing of liquor, and the sale of liquor licenses in
Honolulu.

During the weeks that rollowed, he instituted a regime

whi.ch the foreigners came to regard as a moral reign of terror.

His

IStephen Reynolds Journal, January 22, February 9" 20, 21$ 22, 23,
March 2, 4, 5" 12" 15 lt 16" April 7, 21, 1831; Levi Chamberlain Journal,
February 20, 22, 23, 25, March 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, ll, 12, 15, 20,
1831; Bingham to Levi Chamberlain, January 19, February 17, 1831, HMCS;
Artemas Bishop to Levi Chamberlain., March 10, 1831, HMCS; Levi
Chamberlain to Samuel Ruggles, February 26, 1831, HMCS; Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, December 5, 1831, ABCFM Letters; E. W. Clark
to Jeremiah ~arts, September 14:/ 1831, ABCFM Letters; Gerrit Judd
to --, September 26, 1831, HMCS; H. A. Peirce to James Hunnewell,
January 30, 31, March 8, 1831, Flunnewell ASS.
2Kauikeaou1i's proclamation of April 1, 1831, is in HMOS; .AH, Fa &
Ex has a copy.
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police; led

~

a native called "Big Ben," patrolled the town with

Genevan scrupulosity, taking wine from private dinner tables, breaking
up the foreigners' billiards and bowling games, and putting a stop to,
Sunday riding, fid dl1n g, dancing and carousing.
Bingham was approached by the Englishman Dr. T. C. B. Rooke, who
asked him to use his influence with the chiefs to have the regulations

relaxed.

Bingham, back in his role as non-interventionist missionary

now that Honolulu was in the hands of the moralists, made the debater's
point that if Rooke allowed him the power to relax regulations, he also
allowed him the power to tighten them.

The foreigners then met to

frame their own protests to the king,3 and quite soon they were able
once more to buy liquor in Honolulu, although Kualdni continutld to
refuse legal permits for the traffic.

Major progress toward New

England morality was made in Sabbath observance, but in achieving
"universal silence" on Sundays the mission and the government condemned
themselves to noisy argument with foreigners during the rest of the
week.
Once again, Bingham was the storm-center.

At the height of the

sabbatarian conflict, when crowds of natives gathered in the streets
each Sunday to watch club-wielding policemen topple foreigners from
horseback, Bingham came to believe that his own life was in jeopardy
at the hands of a cabal of Honolulu residents.
denials

fle~

Written charges and

back and forth between Kawaiahao and the village.

So

impossible were relations that it required the establishment of

3w:uliam French, Stephen Reynolds, H. A. Peirce, Richard Charlton,
Eliab Grimes, T. C. B. Rooke, John Meek and others to Kauikeaouli,
April 7, 1831, AH, FO & Ex.
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citizens' committees and, ultimately, the mediation of United States
Commercial Agent Jones to bring the matter to a stage whe"'e it no
longer aroused publicly-expressed wrath on either side. 4

The chiefs who had determined that Liliha must be removed from

office took a decision at the same time to eject the French Catholic
missionaries from Honolulu.

Kaahwnanu's implacable hostility toward

the Papists had been somewhat mitigated by Boki's friendljness, but
even before Bold left the islands at the end of 1829 there were
indications that the queen regent's political dominance would be used
to suppress Catholicism. On August 8, 1829, she ordered the priests
to halt their public services.

Next

d~,

guards were posted around the

Catholic mission buildings and at the home of Marin, who had himself
been performing services and baptisms.

Bold. countermanded Kaahumanu' s

instructions, b1 t his departure from Honolulu soon afterward left the
French mission very vulnerable.
priests on Christmas

D~,

The high chief Kekuanaoa told the

1829, that they must quit the islands. This

was premature, for the allis were divided on tactics, but in January,
-~

1830, Kaahumanu reiterated her order forbidding the holding of services

4ror the moral war, see Levi Chamberlain Journal, April 1, 2, 9, 13,
17, 18, May 3, 10, 1831; Stephen Reynolds Journal, April 1, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 13, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 27, 29, Mar 1, 7, 13, 14, 1831; Bingham to
Jeremiah Evarts; November 23, 1831, ABCFM Letters; Levi Chamberlain to
Jeremiah EvartB~ April 20~ December 5; 1831; ABCFM Letters; E. W.. Clark
to Rufus Anderson, April 20, 1831; ABCFM Letters; E. W. Clark to
JeTemiah Evarts, September 14, 1831, ABCFM Letters; Bingham, Residence,
pp. 407-409.
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for natives.

Stubbornly, however, a small group of Hawaiian converts

continued secretly to attend Mass, to visit the priests for spiritual
guidance, and to resist all attempts to force them to recant.
The chiefs' disapproval turned to persecution: as early as
January, 1830, a woman was imprisoned, and soldiers went to the
Catholic buildings and drove natives out,;;

Interrogation by the king

and other chiefs led some to give up their religion, but others
persisted.

In mid-year, about a dozen Catholic converts who scorned

apostasy were confined in the fort at hard labor.

Later, as

m~

as

fourteen natives, men and women, were set to cutting and carrying
stone or maki ng mats pending their renunciation of Catholicism. The
priests managed to baptize only two adults and twelve children in 1830.
By the end of that year the Protestant chiefs were beginning to
talk of expelling the French Catholics, who had remained quiet in the
face of the persecution of their adherents.

The chiefs, as mentioned,

met to windward, and, in the absence of Liliha (whose connections with
the Catholics through Bold. made her suspect), made up their minds.
Liliha'ts projected rebellion delayed the issue until April, 1831, but
then, with Liliha dislodged and Kuakini t s moral program at its height,
the chiefs sent for the priests.
was read.

At the fort, an order of expulsion

Stephen Reynolds heard that the chiefs warned the priests

to be gone in three months on pain of losing their property, in four
months on pain of being put in irons at the fort.

The priests would

not promise to go, but took the precaution of burying their churchornaments and concealing the rest of their belongings.
In June, Kuakini tried to arrange passage for the priests on a

ship bound for Europe, without success.

Their three-month stay was up,
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and" although the church's property was not confiscated, in July more

natives were jailed for their religion.

Twelve, including some minor

chiefs, labored on a stone wall at Waildld..

By September ~ the

Protestant chiefs were ready to take the final step.

The priests were

unwilling to leave voluntarily, and the chiefs therefore placed a
government-owned vessel, the Waverly"" under the command of a longtime
Honolulu resident named William SUJiln1ar, with instructions to disembark
the priests on the California coast, where Catholic conmmnities
might receive them.

The two ordained priests, Alexis Bachelot and

Patrick Short, were drummed to the waterfront and taken on board the
Waverly on December 24, 1831, while salutes were fired from the fort
at the harbor and the battery on Punchbowl.
afternoon.

The Waverly sailed that

There remained at Honolulu two lay artisans (a carpenter

and a mason), and fewer than two hundred baptized natives, all but
thirty-five of whom were chi1dren. 5
Throughout the years from 1827 to 1831, the chiefs justified their

5This account of the ej ection has been compiled from: Levi
Chamberlain Journal, March 4, July 7, August 8, 10, 1829, June 17, 18,
July 29, 30, September 20, 21, 25, October 18, December 10, 25, 1830,
January 3, February 12, April 2, September 8, December 12, 13, 24,
1831; Stephen Reynolds Journal, February 21, 23, August 9, December 25,
1829, January 4, 5, March 3, April 2, June 25, July 2, 14, December 23,
24, 1831; Hiram Bingham Journal, December 24, 1831, ABCFM Letters;
Bingham et al. to Jeremiah Evarts, January 1, 1829, ABCFM Letters;
Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, September 8, November 23, 25, 1831,
February 6, 1832, ABCFM Letters; Levi Chamberlain to Elisha Loomis,
November 29, 1830, molCS; Levi Chamberlain to Rufus Anderson, February
6, 1832, ABeFM Letters; E. W. Clark to Rufus Anderson, November 10,
1830, ABCFM Letters; Richard Charlton to Aberdeen, December 20, 1831,
FO 58/6; Bingham, Residence, pp. 415-422. Kauikeaouli's order for the
priests to leave the country, January 8, 1831, is in AH, FO & Ex, as is
Sumner's WaVe!,~ cODllllission, November 5, 1831. Yzendoorn, Catholic
Mission, pp. ~75, quotes unpublished manuscripts of Bachelot and.
Short and extracts from Annales de la Prbiagation de la Foi, in giving
many detaila about persecutions unavailab e elsewhere.
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anti-Catholicism by arguing that idolatry had been outlawed in 1819
with the overthrow of the kapus.
heathen and Catholic images alike.

The word

!9! was

used to describe

In this view, it was not

Catholicism per se that caused trouble, but idolatry, and idolatry
was also insubordination.

The Protestant missionaries, for their part,

were sufficiently ambivalent.

They distrusted the "Jesuits" deeply.

As early as July, 1828, Bingham prophesied that the presence of

Catholics in Honolulu would be disastrous to the islands.

He and his

fellow Congregationalists believed that Hawaii simply was not big
enough for the two religions--the Protestant truth and the religion
of the beast-and they wished the Papists 'WOuld go.

The Protestants

made their dislike clear in sermons and in other wB¥s, yet they were
dismayed when physical violence followed their verbal attacks.

Levi

Chamberlain, for one, believed that coercion was not warranted by
Scripture and would not achieve any good purpose.
more recent arrival, agreed.

Ephraim Clark, a

Still, the missionaries concluded, it was

for the chiefs to decide, and without a:rry doubt the government had the
sole right to grant or deny residence to outsiders.
Honolulu I s foreigners thought all this mere sophistry.

They saw

t,he persecutions as stemming from Protestant instruction, or even from
:missionary inspiration.

A case might be made in this direction.

Although the General Meeting of the Sandwich Island Mission in 1831
c:autioned the chiefs against persecution for conscience I s sake, still
Ii.

resolution recommended that the government be "decided and energetic"

in its policies.

On the very dB¥ Kauikeaouli signed William Sumner IS

commission as commander of the Waverly, the Protestant mission f sated
and prayed that divine guidance might aid the chiefs.

In January,
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1831" the month in .moh exp"ollsion was plan."1sd" Bingham
accompany-'...Dg the chiefs on their state tour.

l!a3

In December" the month

in which the expulsion was carried out" he was in daily contact with

Kaahumanu and others.
The foreign cormnunity was willing enough to beat the Protestant
mission with the stick of Catholic persecution (partly in return for
unfounded statements by the Protestants that residents had helped to
organize the Catholic mission).

Aside from this" however" the

foreigners were divided over the departure of the priests.

Charlton

intervened on behalf of the priest. Patrick Short (who was not a
Frenchman but an Irishman, a Britisn. subject).

Charlton and John C.

Jones both lodged letters with the chiefs to the effect that the
priests had not once interfered with Hawaiian politics.

Stephen

Reynolds joined Jones in worrying that the expulsions might be
broadened in scope to include other residents.

Marin, the only

foreigner of importance with true Catholic origins" assisted the French
mission in man;y wa;ys" but his influence with the chiefs was a thing of
the past" and he remained quiet at the time of the expulsion.

William

Sumner" chosen by the chiefs to take the priests away, thought it an
ungrateful task, one that would earn him the hatred of the rest of the
foreign communi.ty.

He told Bingham the residents had threatened to

hang him and steal his ship, but that he would do the job to stave off
rebellion in the country.
This revered estimate of the situation, characteristically
Honolulan, was hardly reflected in the actions of the foreigners on the
day Bachelot and Short went aboard the Waverly.

A group came down to

the water to wish the priests well and express regret at their
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departure 0

Not ~en the faintest vestige of violence appeared. 6

By the beginning of 1832, then, Catholicism at Honolulu was in

disarrq--the priests gone, the artisans powerless, the most ardent
natives in prison.

Resident foreigners were submitting with bad. grace

to silent Sundqs and were c,onfining their drinking to private parties,

where they could salute the American

nag

in whiskey or break crockery

or encourage the Holmes girls to take same good "fids of wine"
undisturbed by the moral police of Kuakini.
Kaahumanu and Bingh8Jl1, architects of the victory of Protestant
morality, could be well pleased with the natives.

Following a mission

decision to make abstinence fran liquor an official clmrch policy,
a call to form a temperance society in April, 1831, drew a response
frem about a thousand Hawaiians (as compared with only six of the three
hundred or more foreigners on Oahu).

Bingham I S congregations each

Sundq vere numbered in the thousands, even though the reward of church
membership at Kawaiahao was withheld from all bu+. a few hundred.
The schools of Honolulu and. Oahu were flourishing, working almost
at the fullest extent possible under the imperfect system of
instruction by natives and periodic missionary examination on the basis

~ram Bingham Journal, December 7, 12, 13, 21, 24, 1831, ABCFM
Letters; Levi Chamberlain Journal, June 1, 1829, November " 1831;
Stephen Reynolds Journal, June 1, 1829, April 2, August 22, 1831;
Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts" July' 19, 1828, ABCFM Letters; Bingham to
Levi Chamberlain, September 14, 1830, January 19, 1831, liMCS; Bingh,..un
to Rufus Anderson, February 16, 1832, ABCFM Letters; Bingham et al.
to Rufus Anderson, June 23, 1832, ABCFM Letters; E. W. Clark t'O"l1Uf'us
Anderson, March 30, 1833, ABCFM Letters; Samuel Whitney to David
1830, ABCFM Letters; Miautes of the General Meeting
Greene, October
of the Sandwich Island Mission for 1830 and 1831; e!Ssim. Yzendoorn,
Catholic Mission, makes the strongest ease possible for direct
Protestant instigation of persecution and expulsion; he collects
manuscript evidence on pp. 44-7,.•

2"
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of limited printed material.

As the new decade opened, the mission

and. the chiefs inaugurated a plan of diet..""ict org8lld.zation aimed at

providing more inlnediate supervision of native schools. 1

Meanwhile, Oahu' s Hawaiians approached the quarterly hoike so
enthusiastically that at examination time rural Oahu was deserted and
agriculture was suspended, as thousands crowded into town for a week or
ten

d~s,

waiting their turn to put pencil to slate at the crier's

coDlll8I1d or to recite selected sentences in unison.

The Hawaiians

managed somehow to infuse these occasions with their genius for
display, for decoration, for jollity, for public performance, for
OOIlllllUllal experience. Within the confines of literacy and piety, there
might be di8cerned echoes of the great hula gatherings of the
early twenties:
The shell horn has been blowing early for exami nation of the
schools in the meeti n..g hQ'l.1Be" About 2000 scholars present, some
wrapped in large quantities of native cloth, with wreaths of
evergreen about their heads, and hanging down toward their feet,
- others dressed in calico and silk witb large necklaces of
braided hair and wreaths of red and yellow and green feathers
very beautiful and expensive.
It was a pleasant occasion, in which they seemed interested
and happy, and it was for them in place of our N. E. commencements
and. cattle shows and elections, &co, with less exposure of health

700 the foreign community see Stephen Reynolds Journal, February 15,
1829, January 1, 7, July 4, August 14, September 22, 23, 1831, April
20, 1832. On the general prosperity of the Protestant cause see Levi
Chamberlain Journal, July 2, 1829, February 12, March 2, April 15,
June 24, Jul1 1, 1830, Januar,y 8, 9, 15, 19, 25, February 8, April 5,
6, 22, May 8, September 1, December 29, 30, 1831, February 10, March
15, June 10, October 2, 9, 1832; Cochran Forbes Journal, May 21, 1832,
MS, HMOS; Bingham to - , December 13, 1831, ABCFM Letters; Bingham to
US Secretary of Navy, March 11, 1832, copy in HMOS; Bingham to Rufus
Anderson, Oct.ober 2, 1832, ABCFM Letters; H. A. Peirce to James
Hunnewell, June 11, 1832, August 10, 1833, Hunnewell MSS; Bingham,
Residence, pp• .365-368; Laura Fish JUdd, Honolulu . . . . 1828-1861
(Honolulu, 1928), p. 45.
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and Dlorals I for the men drank no rwn, and the ladies
sevel'e~ clad. The Xing and chiefs were present and
8JIlong the rest. They read in various books, and 450
wrote the awiiS sentence at the SIJIle time on slates.

were not
exarn1 ned
in 4 rows
They perform
this with some ceremo~. In this exercise, one of' the teachers
cried ou1i with as IlUch importance as an orderly sergeant would in
your trainings, and immediately the whole company began to sit up
straight. At the next order, they stood on their f'eet, at the
next they "handled slates" or "presented", i. e. they held them
resting on the left arm 88 a musician would place his fiddle. At
the next order, they brought their pencils to bear upon the
broadsides of their slates ready for action. Mr. Bingham then
put into the crier's ear the sentence to be written, lIhich he
proclaimed. ~t.h
his might, and a movement of the 450 pencils
commenced which from their creaking was like the JIlUsic of'
machinery lacking oU. Their sentences were then examined and
found generally correct. 8

A"

Kaahumanu, by' this time, was growing old; she entered her seventh

decade and her seventh year of Christian life in 1832.

In September,

1831, she had made the last of' her many tours on behalf' of the Gospel,
travelling about rural Oahu with the young king, exhorting the natives
not to return to idolatry and commending to them the worship of' the
true God.

Later in the year she spent some time on Hawaii, returning

to Honolulu in 1832 to greet with tears of gratification a new

contingent of Protestant missionaries--the fifth since 1820, including
in its number Richard Armstrong, a future cabinet minister of' the

Hawaiian kingdom.
This was almost the last pUblic act of' Kaahumanu.

She had been

ill and weak: for some time, and in the spring of 1832 she withdrew f'rom
Honolulu to the cool green valley of Manoa, where she had maintained

8aeuben Tinker Journal, July 19, 1831.
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a country cottage for several years.

Her servants carried her there on

a hedl and she never went back to the town.
in June, 1832.

Her sickness became final

She lived just long enough to receive from the mission

press a morocco-bound copy of the recently-completed Hew Testament in
Hawaiian.

On June 4, with a great crowd gathered in silence about her

house, she sent for the missionaries, and they came to stand at her
bedside SIlong the cbiefs--her brother Kualdni, her sister Hoapiliwahine, the children of Kanahameha (Kinau, Kauikeaouli, and Nahienaena)
and others.

Kaahumanu sank rapidly.

Before dawn on June

5 she died,

calling for Bingham, and whispering the words of a Hawaiian h;ymn:
"Lo, here I am, 0 Jesus, Grant me tb;y gracious smile."
Her body was taken back to her Honolul.u house.

The mission, then

in general meeting, voted to halt business until. after her funeral.
On June 7, amid the lamentatic

lB

of the people, the new church bell at

Kawaiahao tolled the measure of her procession.

Bingham preached frOlll.

the text, "I have fought a good fight, II and afterwards Kaabumanu I s

coffin vas taken to the royal mausoleum where Liholiho and KamamaJ.u
lay.

The foreigners had wanted to fire muskets and

p1~

martial music,

and they were present with fiddles, fifes and olarionets; but the
mission decreed that

o~

minute guns and bells were proper, and the

king and Kuakini quieted the band after it had pl~ed a few bars. 9

9x.evi Chamberlain Journal, June 4, 5, 7, 8, 1832; Cochran Forbes
Journal, June 8, 1832; Staphen Reynolds Journal, June 4, 5, 7, 23,
1832; Bingham to Rufus Anderson, June 5, 1832, ABCFM Letters; H. A.
Peirce to James Hunnewell, June 11.. 1832, Hunnewell MSS; Bingham,
Residence, p. 433.
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Honolulu and the kingdom were still young enough to have
of importance decided by persons, not institutions.

~tters

The loss of

Ka.ahumanu might jeopardize the moral gains of the past year.

Within. a

month of ber death, the town was told that the young Kauikeaouli would
now rule, not merely reign, and that his sovereignty would be
conditioned by the revival. of the old office of kuhina-nnJ j to be
filled by Kinau (daughter of Kamehameha, widow of Liholiho, hill-sister
of Kauikeaouli).

The office of kubina-nui had been created by

Kamehemeha I before his death, to provide a balance for the expected
instability of Liholiho.

There had been no incwnbent since 1823, and.

the revival of the office in 1832 was fairly clearly the result of an
attempt on the part of the chiefs to maintain a moral equilibrium in
high places.

Kinau was closely connected with the Protestant mission;

the ldng was, by this time, a willful young man of eighteen. 10
Kauikeaouli, since the late eighteen-twenties, had shown signs of
becoming another Liholiho.

Under the influence of Bold and Charlton

he had spent much of his childhood with foreigners, and by 1829 was a
tavern-owner and billiard-room keeper.

His incestuous union with

Nahienaena was deplored, then temporarily forgotten by the missionaries
in the sobriety of h:ts conduct at the dedication of the new Kaw-aiahao

church in July, 1829..

The missionaries, however j did not follow the

king to downtown Honolulu, where his activities took him into strange
places.

In 1829 Stephen Reynolds, whose native mistress had died in

May, seduced and. then married a sixteen-year-old part-Hawaiian girl

Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, I, 134, cites the proclamation of
July 5, 1832, signed by Kinau and Kauikeaoilli. He sqs Kinau was
regent as well as kuhina-nui.
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named Susan Jackson, daughter of a foreign carpenter.

Just before

their wedding, Susan told Reynolds he was not her only lover: she had
been meeting the king almost every da;y for some months, including the
month of July J in which the Kawaiahao dedication took place.

Even

after Reynolds married Susan, she visited Kauikeaouli at the royal
cOl/anand, sa;yi.ng she nmst and should go to the
might SUlIUD.on her.

killg I S

house whenever he

Under pretense of walking to the bath-house in

Nuuanu or to prayer-meeting at Kawaiahao, she continued to bedevil
Reynolds with these aBsignations.ll
Kauikeaouli did not confine his attentions to Susar.J. Jackson.
Indeed, his involvement with her was the least public of his affairs.
Apart from his ineradicable attachment to Nahienaena, he became
enamored of a girl named Kaamanaei1e in 1831, saying he wanted to
marry her.

He did not, however, pause in his pIll'suit of the wife of

the chief Kaheldli.

A few months later Kekuanaoa was forced to beat

his wife Kinau, the ostensibly pious kuhina-nui, for intimacy 'With the
king.

At the end of the year Kauikeaouli fixed upon Kalama, d8l1ghter

of a minor chief, for his mistress, and announced at the start of 1832
that she would be his w.Lfe.

From the chiefs I point of view, this

match was not all that could be desired.
dangerous liaison.
offering

pr~ers

For the mission, it was a

Church members held a fast

for the salvation of the king.

d~ in

January, 1832,

All things

considered, the mission felt it prudent to keep Nahienaena (herself
showing great waywardness) out of Honolulu, but in Ma;y, 1832, she

llRichard Charlton to Aberdeen, November 28, 1829, FO 58/5; Stephen
n.s,y £'lclds Journal, May 6, 7, 27, 30, July 29, 31, August 1, 11, 12,
September 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 1829, May 10, 1830.
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oame down from Maui--under the protection of the Lahaina missionary
William Richards, her special mentor. 12
~he

king had been encouraged in his errant course by a visit from

the American man-of-war Potomac in mid-1832.

Some of the officers and

men had oontributed. a bell to Kawaiahao, but others, including
Commodore John Downes, were less pious.

In public, Downes was polite

to the missionaries while condemning their moral-legal proclivities
and speaking against the Ten Commandments as laws.

Privately', he

and other officers from the PotoJDac sUIP1ed the delights of the town
in oompan;y with t.he king's retinue.13

Kauikeaouli's particular punahe1e, or favorite, among the natives
vas Kaomi, son of a Hawaiian woman and a Tahitian mission helper.
Kaomi had been an

~.ntereBted Christian

in his youth, but upon being

denied baptism he turned against the church.

He had learned something

of native healing from Bold, and was a notable raconteur. This
combination of skills quickly made him a olose friend of the king.
K80mi was, in addition, a protege of Liliha, whose forced retirement

from the governorship in 1831 left her f'ree to indulge in a boisterous

12Levi Chamberlain Journal, October 21, December 31, 1831, January
1, 2, 4, 6~ 12, 15, 17, 1832; Stephen Reynolds Journal, July 11, 16,
Ootober 12, November 16, December 31, 1831, January 1, Mq 15, 22, 30,
1832; Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, Febru817 6, 1832, ABCFM Letters;
Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, February 6, 1832, ABCFM Letters;
Levi Chamberlain to Samuel Ruggles, February 7, 1832, HMc...s.
13Levi Chamberlain to· Henry Hill, August 7, 1832, ABCFM Letters;
Levi Chamberlain Journal, August 15, 1832; Mary Charlotte Alexander,
the Mar esas Hawaii
William Patterson llexander in Kentuo
ono1ulu, 9
, p.
; udd, ono n, p. O.
he general
cirCWllStanoes of Downes i vislt are in J. R. Reynolds, VOYI:e of the
Potomac :> • • 1831-1834 • • • (New York, 1835); and FraIlCsWarriner,
Cruise of the • • • Potomac • • • 18)1-1834 • " • (New York, 1835).
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personal life at her home in the western part of Honolulu, far

away'

from Kawaiahao.
As 1833 opened, the king was spending more time with KaOiid. and

a rO'Wdy group of attendants called the Hulumanu than with the major
chiefs.

His restlessness became outright disaffection when Kinau, on

behalf of the aliis, refused to allow him to huy an expensive ship,
the Bolivar.

This rebuff marke.d the beginning of a moral counter-

revolution in Honolulu, and by extension the whole kingdOJll.14
With Lil1ha' 8 support and the enthusiastic participation of
Kaom, Kauikeaouli revived the hula in Honolulu.

Eruptions of

drunken singing and dancing broke out at the homes of the king and the

ex-governess.
He

8.l"t:'

Kauikeaouli wa.:: transformed into a monarch of misrule.

the Hulumanu consumed thirty-two barrels of spirits in the

first week of their deliberate overturn of temperance; and they mocked
Christian buri&1 by interring in a coffin (with prayers in Hawaiian)
the body of a baboon, which had died after being left with the king
by' Comodore Downes of the Potomac.

This was bad enough.

Worse still, the king and Kaomi began

14 Judd, Honolulu, p. 41; Bingham, Residence, p. 447; Kamakau,
Ruling Chiefs, p. 33,. From the beginning of Febru&ry', 1833, for
almost eighteen months, the journals of Levi Chamberlain and Stephen
Reynolds contain a d.ay'-by'-d~, sometimes hour-by-hour account of the
doings of the king and the Hulumanu. TheY' are by far the best sources;
others me;..~e1y repeat from a distance what these two saw firsthand or
reported immediately. I have not thought it necessary to give repeated
citations from these two sources; dates are given in tbe text from time
to time. I have also made use of the following sUlll'l1ar1 letters:
Levi Chamberlain to Rufus Anderson, Mar~h 26, 1833, ABCFM Letters, and
rough draft in HMCS; Bingham to Rufus Anderson, August 16, 1633, ABCFM
Letters} Richard Charlton to Palmerston, October 12, 1833, FO 58/7;
E. W. Clark to Rufus Anderson, September 28, 1833, ABCFM Letters, and
draft in HMOS; JaM Emerson to Rufus Anderson, NOV61r1ber 2" 1833,
ABCFM Letters; H. A. Peirce to James Hunnewell, October 4, 1833,
Hunnewell MSS.
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a.ctively t.o

c~.:r!7

the fight t.o their new enemy, the old Establishment ..

They compelled church members to drink

gin~

in a sardonic reversal

of the scene at the breaking of the kapus in 1819, when ai noa-:free eating-had symbolized freedom from old restrictions •
free drinking meant liberty from the church.

Now,

Kaomi took swords, horses

and lands away from Christians and gave them to his own men.

There

were rumors that Kinau was to be seized and the fort occupied by the
king's party.

Kinau continued to oppose Kauikeaouli, and declared a

public fast dq for Christians on March 3.

Before dawn, a messenger

came secretly to Bingham to tell him that the king planned to break
the Sabbath with amusements, then to take the life of Kinau.

The

assassination, like all others bruited in Honolulu since the poisoning
of Isaac Davis in 1810, did not occur.

The king, however, did tell

Stephen. Reynolds that church-going was not mandatory.

In the second week of March, disorder spread.

The hula" until

then confined for the most part to the king' s yard, was seen at many
places in the village, and traditional games like ulu maika
re-appeared.

Then, on March 9, the king sent a crier through the

streets to annOlmce the abrogation of the moe ko1ohe (adultery) laws,
and of all other laws except those respecting theft and murder.
Misrule reached new heights on March 12, when the king directed the
prostitutes of Honolulu to pay court--and PSiY taxes--to his Jliistress.
The remonstrances of Kuakini, and the presence of Hoapili,
recently-arrived from Maui, accomplished nothing.
March

14,

On the evening of

about midnight, a crier ordered the Honolulu people to

assemble at the king' s house next d.q.

Before morning Kauikeaouli

sent Kaomi, clad in the uniform of a govermnent officer, to deliver a
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document to Kinau, proclai:mi.ng that the king was taking control of all
lands conquered by Kamehameha; their dispensation, the adjudgment of
life and death, and the determination of right and wrong, now rested
solely with him.
By noon on March 15, several thousand natives had gathered.

Also

present were the foreigners, who had especially been asked to attend.
Kauikeaouli repeated to the crowd the edict he had sent Kinau the
night before.

He was assuming total sovereignty over his kingdom.

He would rule with justice, he said; but neither chiefs nor foreigners
had any voice in the law.

Then, sUl'Prisingly for those who thought

he was quite under the influence of Liliha and Kaomi, he confirmed
Kinau as kubina-nui.

Kinau, Hoapili, and the female chief Kekauluohi

made short speeches, acknowledging his overlordship.15
This arrogation of sovereignty by Kauikeaouli ushered in a twoyear period of shifting relationships between the king, Kinau, and the
council of chiefs.

The issue was eventually resolved in 1835, by the

king's more or less permanent surrender of legislative power to
Kinau. 16 For Honolulu in mid-March, 1833, the immediate result was a
brief truce.

The king and his Hu1umanu, uniformed and epauletted,

went to church on March 17. TheTe was less gaming in the streets,
although it continued outside the village.

By April

4, Hoapili was

reassured sufficiently to return to Maui.
Some things could not be put together again.

Congregations at

l5Bingham to Rufus Anderson, March 20-April 9, 1833, ABCFM Letters,
H. A. Peirce to James Hunnewell, April 8, 1833, Hunnewell MSS.
l6ror the constitutional significance of March
Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom 1. I, 135-136.

15,

1833, see
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Kawaiahao declined.

The schools in the Honolulu district lost about

two out of every five pupils.

Accordingly, the mission was compelled

to reappraise its ed11cational system, the more so since the lull of
March and April proved merely transitory.

Kaomi soon led the king to

try once again to dismiss Kekuanaoa as fort commandant and head of
the king's guard, urging his replacement by the half-caste John
Stevens, a Hulumanu.

r...ekuanaoa threatened to tear down Kaomi' s

house, and guards were deployed.

The Honolulu chiefs feared bloodshed,

and the Maui aliis were. called to another council.

In June, they

made a concerted effort to remove the king from the corruptions of
Honolulu and guide him to the more salutary environment of Lahaina,
at that time relatively free of grog-shops and hula-masters.
Curiously, in view of their moral purpose, they used Nahienaena to
persuade the king.

Kauikeaouli followed her partway to the waterfront,

but there he was halted by a group of foreigners who induced him to
st~e

From then until the end of the year, the chiefs worked hard to
revive the moral law, but the king and his Hulu.manu resisted with all
their force.

Irtcursions on propriety were resumed.

One Hu1U1118.J."1U IS

wife ran away to sleep with eo native church member, and his cronies
ordered the guns at the fort and on Punchbowl fired in mocking salute.
The

~

yard.

rose again, and the drumbeats were heard nightly in Kaomi I s

In mid-July, the king opened the fort and liberated all the

imprisoned deserters, who took up residence happily at Alexander
Smith's grog-shop-cwn..boarding-house.

Kinau then assumed command

of the fort and would not surrender it to the king.

Kauikeaouli

left Honolulu to roam about Oahu for several weeks.

In his
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absence, the town criers promulgated the moral laws once more, but in
the country districts of Koolau, Waialua and Puuloa the king1s retinue
passed through quiet villages like a plague of locusts.
All this time, the star of Kaomi was in the ascendant.

He had

been active in soliciting Kauikeaouli to dispossess "undeserving"
Christians and transfer their lands to those loyal to the king.

In

April, Kaomi had been encouraged by the king to take over the Honolulu
market with i ts lucrative tax revenues; and in November, after
Kauikeaouli returned from his rural rides, Kaami sent out a crier
announcing a tax on all laboring men and another on people who washed
clothes in Nuuanu stream.

Levi Chamberlain heard that the revenues

would be used to pq K80mi I a debts.
The upstart leader of the Hulumanu became so obnoxious to the
council of chiefa that in March, 1834, the alii Kaikioewa had him
arrested while he was asleep, bound, and locked in the fort.

The king

sent word to have Kaomi released; no action was taken, and the king
himself had to go to the fort and. free his friend, under the eyes of a
great crowd of natives.

This was on March

Kauikeaouli I s assumption of sovereignty.

15,

the anniversary of

Four days later, the

foreigners formed a procession and rode from a tavern called the Oahu
Folly to present the king with a gorgeous unifonn bought for him in
Lima: Peru--worth about $850 in Honolulu.

The king donned the outfit

and rode back to the Folly with the foreigners, applauded by hundreds.

In June, 1834, after more carousing, Kauikeaouli retired to Pearl

9, Dr. T. C. B. Rooke was called to treat the king

River.

On June

there It

The rumor in Honolulu was that Kauikeaouli had attempted

suicide.

ill. the chiefs went; so did Hiram. Bingham. and
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Gerrit Judd, the mission doctor.

Stephen Reynolds heard that the king

had tried to drown himself and cut his throat.
king totally uncommunicative.

The visitors found the

Judd thought Kauikeaouli had been

deranged for some time, probably from drink.
This crisis had come just a day after the king had urged his
sister Nahienaena to go to Maui with him.
had declined.
mission.

Afraid of Hoapili, she

Six weeks later" shocking news reached the Honolulu

The king, on July 21" had publicly slept with Nahienaena

at Eva in the presence of the chiefs, and was planning to take her to
Waianae" Boki1s old land, as far away from teachers as possible.
could not accomplish this.

He

The chiefs parted the royal. brother and

sister and sent Nahienaena to Maui" where heavy church discipline was
laid upon her .17

A marriage was then arranged for her with William

Pitt Le1eiohoku" son of the late prime ministexo Kalanimoku, but her
inoestuous affection for the king lingered.
few more years.

Nahienaena lived only a

She died late in 1836" obese, debauched" diseased

and guilt-stricken, one of the most tragic figures of the period of
mission dominance.
After almost two years of waywardness, a suicide attempt, forcible
separation from his sister, and the birth of a child to his mistress
Kalama (whom he refused to marry until after Nahienaena I s death)" the
king was ready by the beginning of 1835 to make his peace with the

l7Direct citation of journals is resumed with these greatly
important events. Levi Chamberlain Journal, March 27, 29, June 11"
July 22" 1834; Stephen Reynolds Journal" June 8" 10, July 22, August
12, 1834; Alonzo Chapin to Samuel Ruggles, September 30, 1834, HMOS;
Oochran Forbes to Lo:renzo Lyons, September 31, 1834" HMOS; William
Richards to Rufus Anderson, October 15, 1834, ABCFM Letters.
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chiefs.

They met in council at Honolulu and the king approved a short

code of laws.

Its tone was very much that of earlier codes.

Kauikeaouli put his signature to five chapters dealing with nmrder,
theft, adultery, perjury, drunkenness, and other crimes.

At the public

proclamation, the king placed law enforcement in Kinau I s hands.

She

was also formally named governor of Oahu, though in fact her husband
Kekuanaoa did the

d~

work of the office, rema.iJlJ.ng in charge of the

island and the fort at Honolulu until his death in the eighteen-sixties.
The king, from that t:ime forward, virtually abandoned affairs of
state.

Kinau, through her influence as kuhina-nui, and through her

husband Kekuanaoa, controlled the government of Honolulu, Oahu, and
the kingdom.

Kauikeaouli, freed of the cares of monarchy, pursued his

pleasure in the foreign community.

There, he might be seen riding or

sailing, bowling or playing billiards with residents and transient
seamen, or sharing with Kaomi periodic reminiscences of the riotous

18

da:ys of 1833.

With Honolulu back in the hands of

th(~

Protestant chiefs, the

missionaries at their general meeting in 1835 turned again to the
question of temperance.

Since the organizational meetings of 1831

Mod 1832, little had been done, and of course the kinggs example
had. been disantrous throughout 1833 and 18.34.

Licensed and unlicensed

18Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, I, 1,36-137; and Bradley, .American
Frontier, pp. 275-276, collect the literature on the constitutional
significance of 1835.
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grog-shops nourished in Honolulu.19

Now the missionaries resolved to

set up a system of quarterly meetings on all islands, to try to convert
the chiefs to total abstinence, and nth their help to prevent the
making, selling, and drinking of liquor. 20 Late in 1835, more than

2,100 Honolulu natives, including Kinau, Kekuanaoa and the female chief
Kekauluohi, petitioned the king to outlaw the liquor traffic.
not much effect.

This had

The king himself owned three distilleries and at

least one tavern in Honolulu.

In the summer of 1836, after their

general meeting, the missionaries urged the closing of the saloons,
again to no avail.

The king continued to grant liquor licenses

in 1831.
The missionaries persisted, encouraged by tempermce captains and

a handful of residents.

In 1838, with the king taking a less and less

prominent part in the direction of policy and the native population at
a high pitch of religious enthusiasm, they made great headway.

In

March the king, at Lahaina, agreed to limit the number of liquor
licenses for Honolulu to two.
ten

0

I

He also signed decrees providing for

clock closing of grog-shops, with penalties against publicans

who permitted drunkenness on their premises.

The chiefs achieved

almost total prohibition in August, when they announced that from

January 1, 1839, it would be forbidden to make, sell, or import
spirits, and that ..Jines would be subject to a duty of fifty cents

19Richard Armstrong to Rufus Anderson, October 22, 1832, ABCFM
Letters; Bingham to Rufus Anderson, March 20-April 9, 1833, ABCFM
Letters; Bingham to James Hunnewell, April 2, 1833, Hunnewell MSS.
20Minutes of the General Meeting of the Sandwich Island Mission,
1835, po 22.

...... /.
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per gallon.

Over the protests of many foreigners, these "wholesome"

regulations were w-id.ely published and rigorously enforced. 21

The problem of Catholicism became public once again in the mid-

thirties.

Bachelot and Short had been expelled in 1831. The two

2~ingham, Residence J pp. 478-479, contains two petitiona to the

king on the liquor question, one from the Honolulu natives, the other
from some sea-captains. !H, FO & Ex, has another captains' petition,

dated Novemb.er 30, 1835. For the progress toward abstinence, see
Bingham et al. to ABCFM, JUly 7, 1836, !BCFM Letters; Richard Charlton
to Palmerston, November 23, 1836, FO 58/8; Hawaiian Spectator, I
(July, 1838), 335-336, (October, 1838), 389-390; and AH, Laws, March
13, 15, 20, 25, August 21, 1838, for the decrees of Kauikeaouli.
The whole question of temperance and the Sandwich Island Mission
is an interesting one, not generally understood. It has been assumed
that the Protestants were total abstiuanca men from the sta.-t. This
is not so. There are mauy references to beer, porter, cider, vine and
spirits in their journals through the twenties. They used them for
lll8dicinal, celebratory, and restorative purposes. They accepted them
as gifts from f.oreigoors; they themselves brewed beer. Elisha Loomis
Journal, June 23, 1820, January 8, 1821, November 19, 20, 1824; Maria
Loomis Journal, June 23, August 21, 1820; Daniel Chamberlain Journal,
June 19, 1820; Levi Chamberlain Journal, December 13, 1822, January 10,
1823, June 8, 9, 1821; Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, October 15,
1823, !BCFM Letters; Levi Chamberlain to Samuel Ruggles, February 24,
1821, HMCS; Joseph Goodrich to Jeremiah Evarts, July 14, 1828, ABCFM
Letters; AJ.onzo Chapin to Levi Chamberlain, October 31, 1834, HMOS.
About 1830 the mission decided that, for Hawaiians, total
abstinence was the only sensible policy, and that missionaries should
set an example. Here temperance became abstinence. The increased
insistence on this through the thirties rehects the mainland. United
States emphasis over the same period. Even so, not all Sandwich Island
missionaries were total abstainers, nor did some think it necessary to
refuse alcohol to guests, or to refuse to attend functions where liquor
was served. On this issue a sharp argument developed. See two
remarkable letters by Hiram Bingham to Dwight Baldwin, dated January
15, and March - , 1838, HMOS, in which the reputedly' arid Bingham takes
a much more accommodating line than Baldwin. Generally, missionaries
arriving in the thirties and forties were more stringent than those of
the early contingents, again refiecting developments in America. Some
even wanted to replace communion wine with non-intoxicants in the
native churches.
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artisans still at Honolulu were unfitted for evangelistic work, and in

any case Kaahum8IlU had interdicted all Catholics from public activity.
Her death eased '!:'he situation somewhat: Kauikeaouli
indifference to theology from whatever source.

Bho~red

profound

Connnodore Downes of

USS Potomac spoke to the king in August" 1832, about the natives still
confined in the fort or at hard labor on the walls and swamps of
Waikiki" and when British Consul Charlton added his voice, the
prisoners were released.
of Catholics.

From 1832 to l835~ there was no molestation

The case of the recreant king sufficiently occupied the

attention of the Protestant mission and the Christian chiefs.
Bachelot and Short had remained on the California coast, hoping
that an opportunity would arise for them to return to the islands.

In

1833" the Vicariate Apostolic of Eastern Oceania was established, and
Bachelot was made apostolic prefect of the area north of the equator.
The Vicar Apostolic despatched Brother Columba Murphy from the South
Pacific island of Mangareva to Honolulu in the fall of 1835 to appraise
the situation there.

Murphy 'Was optimistic.

He went to California to

arrange passage back to the islands for Bachelot and Short.
unable to make the voyage until 1837.

They 'tiere

In the meantime, Murphy sailed

south to Valparaiso, and from that city Father Arsenius (Robert A.)
Walsh was sent to Honolulu.

He arrived at the end of September, 1836.

Kinau and the other chiefs at once told Walsh he must leave"
and only the intervention of Charlton and the appearance of two
men-of-war, one British and one French, prevented his expulsion
(Walsh was a British citizen and a member of a French missionary
order).

Kauikeaouli warned Walsh in writing at the end of 1836 that

he nms;t not teach anyone, native or foreign, on pain of being sent
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from the islands as his predecessors had. been.

22

This prohibition against teaching still stood when in .April, 1837,
Bachelot and Short returned from California to Honolulu on the brig
Clementine, owned by Jules Dudoit, a man of French extraction but a
British subject.

The priests did not make their presence known, but

they were discovered and ordered to leave by Kekuanaoa, acting as
governor of Oahu.

Bachelot and Short chose to remain, despite repeated

suggestions that they depart.

The chiefs were determined to see them

aboard the Clementine by her scheduled sailing date, May 22.

On May

20, nat,ive constables took Bachelot and Short from the French m.ssion
buildings to the waterfront, where a boat awaited them.

The priests

insisted that the constables should "force" them to enter the boat by
f01'll1BJ.l¥ la;ying hands upon them, though no violence was employed.
Dudoit refused to have the priests aboard the Clementine unless
they came voluntarily and unless he was paid for their passages.
boat returned to shore to pick up more native policemen.

The

After a

second unsuccessful attempt, the priests were finally set on deck.
Dudoit, opposed to the expulsion and ready to obstruct it by arry me&1S,
now alleged that his vessel had been seized by the government.

He

hauled down his colors, sent his officers and men ashore, and followed
them.

22

Charlton met Dudoit in the street, and the consul burned the

Stephen Reynolds Journal, October 2, December 5, 1836; Levi
Chamberlain Journal, November 12, 1836; Bingham to Rufus Anderson,
August 8, 1835, ABCFM Letters; J. N. Reynolds, V~age of the Potomac
• • • l83l~1834 • • • (New York, 1835), pp. 4l8-~9; Yzand~orn,
Catholic Mission, pp. 16-85, 88, 95-96; w. S. W. Ruschenberger,
Narrative of a Vo a e Round the 'World • • • 183,-1837 {Philadelphia~
1 3 I p.
1; ~ales de la ProE5ation de la Foi, November" l836}"
189-191; Kamehameha III to Walsh, December 5, 1836, AH, FO & Ex.
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British flag of the Clementine on the spot.
left aboard ship, quite alone.

Bachelot and Short were

That evening, Walsh visited them, and

Kinau had. food sent out, but the waterfront and the beach were

patrolled by native soldiers, and, according to Stephen Reynolds,
the guns of the fort were loaded with grapeshot.
Dudoit protested to Governor Kekuanaoa about the seizure of bis
ship.

The American merchant William French, who had a consigmnent of

goods aboard the Clementine, added a complaint relating to the
confiscation of his cargo.

Documents were sent to the king on Maul.

When Kauikeaouli came to Honolulu he took the position that the
government had not seized the Clementine, and that the priests were
Dot prisoners.

At least this was his public stand:

St~phen

Reynolds

said that in private the king admitted the Hawaiian government's error,
and wanted to see Dudoit and William French reimbursed.

On one

occasion, Reynolds wrote, agreement was almost reached, but Charlton
interrupted. in a rage and killed a:n:y chances of success.

Later

messages signed by the king were in language Reynolds described as
"insolent," and reparations were refused.

Reynolds blamed this

stiffened attitude on coaching from the chiefs and missionaries; he
thought he recognized Bingham's handwriting in some of the documents.
On June 17, Kauikeaouli sailed again for Maui.

He still disclaimed

any intention of seizing the Clementine (which by this time had. begun

to settle into the water), but refused to allow the priests to come on
shore, and repeated his demands that the Clementine should take
them

B!r8jy'.

Dudoit Bet out for Valparaiso on June 28 in the Flibberty Gibbet,
with letters from the British and American consuls to the Pacific
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fieeta of the two nations, asking for assistance in recovering the
Clementine.

The Flibbertz Gibbet leaked, and had to turn back.

She

sailed :gain on July 1. ~ithin two weeks (though not as a result of
the Flibberty Gibbet's voyage) two men-of"'"W'Br put in at Honolulu:
the British ship Sulphur, Captain Edward Belcher, on July 8, and. the
French frigate La Venus, Captain Abel du Petit-Thouars, on July 10.
In1'onned by Charlton and J. C. Jones of the priests' predicament,
Belcher asked Kinau to release them, without avail.

When du Petit-

Thouars came ashore, he went with Belcher, Charlton and Jones to talk
once more to Kinau.

Again the kuhina-nui vas adamant.

Bingham had

interpreted for Kinau at the first confrontation, and had spoken up
on his own account against Belcher's expressed intention of seizing
the Clementine; this would cause bloodshed, Bingham said.

At the

second meeting, Belcher and du Petit-Thouars Y=mt·ed Bingham out of the
room, but Kinau insisted that he stay.
sufferance.

This he did, but only on

At all subsequent conferences he was under very sharp

scrutiny by the ships' officers, and one French naval lieutenant
boorishly bustled him with elbow and sword.
Arter the second conference, the commanders moved to blockade the
harbor, recover the Clementine, and put the priests ashore.

Belcher

hoisted the British flag on the Clementine, and du Petit-Thouars
disembeJ:"ksd three hundred men to protect Bachelot and Short in the
town.

As the priests walked to the Catholic mission buildings , natives

crowded around, so Stephen Reynolds wrote, crying out: "Now we cut no
more stones 1it
The king and some of the chiefs from Lahaina returned to Honolulu
on July 20, to consider the problem. of the priests' residence on shore.
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At first the king remained firm that they should leave on the
Clementine; but in further discussions with Belcher, du Petit-Thouars,
Charlton and Jones (mediated by Bingham after other interpreters had
failed to make themselves understood) agreement was reached that the
priests might stay at Honolulu until passage was available to some
civilized part of the world.

Belcher guaranteed in writing that

Patrick Short would not break Hawaiian law; du Petit-Thouars agreed
that Bachelot should not preach.
The men-of-war sailed without further incident.
Short left for South America.

In September,

In November, Columba Murphy, who had

visited Honolulu in 1835, returned as an ordained priest, and was
allowed to land only because he did not disclose his new status to
the authorities at Hon01ulu.

His companion, the French priest Louis

Maigret, was barred from residence, and sailed quite soon, accompanied
by Bachelot.
Murphy.

Only two priests now remained in Honolulu: Walsh and

Their activities were sharply circumscribed by a proclamation

signed by Kauikeaouli on December 18, 1837, rejecting the Catholic
religion and prohibiting its teaching anywhere in the islands.
Cathol1.c teachers landing from ships might be imprisoned until they
could be removed; shipmasters might forfeit their vessels and be
fined for refusing to carry them aMay. 23

23The re-arrival of Bachelot and Short and the Clementine episode
are very heavily documented. Levi Chamberlain and Stephen Reynolds
Journals follow events day by day, from April 17 to July 22; Amos Cooke
Journal, 1-15, HMCS does so too. There is a long account in John Colcord
Journal, MS>.AH. AH, FO & Ex, 1837, is virtually monopolized by the
Catholic question--there are documents to and from all the principals,
the most important of which are at May 21, 22, 23, 31, June 14, July
10, 17, 21, October 4-13, 23, November 2, 8, 10, December 18, 1837.
Copies of some of these are in USDS, Consular Letters, Honolulu, I,
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From the time of the visit of Columba Murphy in 1835 to the
expulsion of the priests at the end of 1837 and on to Kinau' s death in
1839 J there was continued persecution of Hawaiian Catholics.

Natives

were put in irODf-! at the fort or consigned to hard labor around
Honolulu, cutting and carrying stones for fences or, in the case of
persistent recusants, disposing of excrement fran the fort. 24 After
the prohibition of December, 18, 1837, the Honolulu police sometimes
searched native huts, hoping to surprise Catholics at prqer.

Some

converts left Honolulu for Waianae, Bold's old district, where
sympatlw for Catholicie llnge:oed on under the new head-man.

In Bpite

of the pro-Catholic, anti-Protestant, anti-government blasts of the
new1.y-established Sandwich Is1aIKl Gazette (to which Walsh was a
frequent contributor), harsh punishment continued. Hot even the
intercession of qaptain Russell Elliot of the British man-of-war
in the fall

~

ot 1838 could accomplish the liberation of prisoners. 25

There was definite support for the chiefs' position among at
least some of Honolulu's natives.

Catholic prisoners were constantly

taunted by idle watchers (it was as easy to raise a crowd for this
sport in Honolulu as for anything else with spectator value). At least

December 2, 1837. Yzendoom, Catholic Mission, pp. 98-112, devotes
a whole chapter to the affair, using unpublished Catholic sources.
Short accounts are in Edward Belcher, Narrative of til. Voy~e Round the
World ••• 1836-1842 ••• J 2 vols. (London, 1843), I;2-55;
Abel du Petit-Thouars, ~age Auteur du Monde • • • 1836-1839, 4 vo1s.
in 2 (Paris, 184~1843l;-r;327-329; BUlgbsm, Residen.£!., pp. 505-514.
2!astephen Reynolds Journal, August 4, 7 J 1835; H~ A. Peirce to
James Hunnewell, August 6, 1837 J Hunnewell MSS; Gerrit Judd to --,
October 7" 1838, ABCFM Letters.
25E1liot to Kaahnmanu II (Kinau)" September 29, October 1, 1838,
and Kaahumanu II to Elliot, October 1, 1838, AH, FO & Ex.
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once, this activity exoeeded even the loosest limite of decency.

In

January, 1839, a sailor died on a Russian-American CompBIlY ship
anchored at Honolulu, and funeral services were conducted by a Greek
Orthodox priest traveling aboard the vessel.

Natives disturbed the

priest by shouting and crossing themselves. Later in the year, the
chiefs denied Walsh permission to bury a Mexican who died in Honolulu;
and owen old Don Francisco de Paula Marin died, his funeral service

was arranged by the Protestant mission. 26
The death of Kinau in April: 1839: brought to prominence the
female chief KElkauluohi, guardian of the successor of Kinau (the
infant princess Victoria Kamamal.u, daughter of Kinau and Kekuanaoa).
Kekauluohi began her t enure as kuhina-nui by ordering the arrest in
mid-June of 67 Catholics living at Waianae.

Dur"'..-ng their thirty-mile

:roreed march to Honolulu, one man becSJlle exhausted, dropped out, ald
died.

The rest were brought before the Honolulu chiefs for

interrogation.
the laws.

.All but thirteen were treed after promising to obey

The remainder vere taken to the fort and tied up overnight,

some -of them with their arms raised and. bound over a seven-foot
partition.

This cruelty was protested by two Congregationalists,

Bingham and William Richards (the latter had left the mission to
become an officer of the Hawaiian government).

The thirteen were

soon re1eased. 27

26stephen Reynolds Journal, October 30, 1837; Levi Chamberlain
Journal, November 1, 1837; SandJdch Island Gazette, January 12, 1839;
Kumu Hawaii, January 16, 1839; Yzendoorn, Catholic Mission, p. 126.
27Sandwich Island. Ga~~tte, June 22, 1839; Yzendoorn, Catholic
Mission, p. 128.
---

FIGURE 21.

KINAU RETURNING FROM CHURCH, 1837

By J. Masselot, who sailed nth du Petit-Thouars on the Venus

(see Bibliography).

-
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A week later, two native women were arrested for their religion.
They were questioned by officers at the fort, and then shackled, one to

a tree and the otr..e!" to the eavas of a low thatched house, without
food or water.

Next morning they were found by Jules Dudoit (one of

the principals in the Clementine episode and by now the informal French
consular agent) and William Hooper, a partner in the Honolulu firm of
Ladd & Co.

Bingham was called.

Artemas Bishop, another Protestant

missionary, involved h1:mself in the case, and soon there was a crowd
of foreigners at the scene.

TheY' remonstrated with Governor Kekuanao&,

who denied responsibilitY' for the mode of punishment while affirming
the reason for it.

In the end, the two women were freed. 28

Nine nat!ve Catholics remained in j ail at Honolulu.

Some had

been at hard labor since 1836; the rest had joined them in 1837 and.

1838. AJ.though the Sanchdch Island Gazette

drew attention to their

plight in July, 1839, the government made no move to release them. 29
Their liberation was effected in the course of the establishment of
religious toleration in Hawaii--und.er the guns of a French man-of-war.

The active anti-Catholicism of the late thirties and the
concurrent strength of the temperance movement were p art of a larger
resurgence of Protestantism which followed the bad days of the king's

28Stephen Reynolds Journal, June 25, 26, 1839; S. N. Castle to
Rufus Anderson, September 16, 1839" ABCFM Letters; Yzendoorn, Catholic
Mission, pp. 131-132; Bingham, Residence, p. 535.
29Sandwich Island Gazette, July 6, 1839.
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outburst in 1833-1835.

In fact, the persecutions of 1838 and. the drive

to institute total abstinence occurred in the midst of a Great Revival
ranking in intensity, duration, a...'. d numbers of converts with the

largest religious aw",kenings in modern evangelical history.
The Hawaiian churches generally, and especially that of HonolUlU,

had entered a depressed period with the death of Kaahumanu in 1832
and the moral revolt of Kauikeaouli which followed.

The superficiality

of the Protestant achievement was exposed as church congregations
dw:i.ncUed and the ooDlllon school system fell into ruins.

Missionaries

at Honolulu and elsewhere wrote embarrassed letters to their patrons
in Boston, explai n1 ng that their evangelical success had been
exaggerated by distant observers, that the outward Christianity of the
cOllDlloners was the result of ixLf1.uence exerted by the chiefs, and that
very often the chiefs themselves favored Christianity for the wrong
reasons.

What was worse, an ex-missionary, Charles Stewart, whose

'Visits to the .islands produced two adulatory books, had been

b~

misled by appearances ~ His works were pious frauds and could do the
mission no real good. 30
This very dark period passed with the return to power of Kinau at
the opening of 1835, and .from then on the tone of missionary
correspondence brightened.

Congregations at Kawaiahao rose again"

30Stewart, Residence at Sandwich Islands J and Visit to South Seas J
previously cited. See also Levi Ch8Dlber1ain Journal, M8i 5, 1633,
February 19.. June 1, December 7, 1834; Bingham to Rufus Anderson.. March
20, 1833, ABCFM Letters; Levi Chamberlain to Rufus Anderson, March 26,
1833, ABCFM Letters; William. Ricr ~ds to Rufus And.erson, December 7,
1832, ABCFM Letters; E. W. Clark to Rufus Anderson, March 30, 1833,
ABCFM Letters; Gerrit Judd to Rufus Anderson, October 23, 1833, ABCFM
Letters; Lorrin Andrews to Rufus Anderson, December 21" 1834, ABCFM
Letters.
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school at.t.endance climbed slowly under the reorganized district system"
the mission press printed scores of thousands of pages of religious
prose" and the complete Bible in Hawaiian was published by' the end. of
the decade.

Between June" 1831, and April, 1837" five missionary

companies arrived in the islands.

By 1838, there toTere 17 stations"

27 ordained ministers, and a total of 87 workers in the archir.>elago.
Honolulu had the largest number: Bingham" Reuben Tinker, and Lowell
Smith, missionaries; Gerrit JUdd, physician; Levi Chamberlain" sec-alar
agent; Samu.al Castle" his assistant; Amos Cooke, teacher; Edwin Hall,
printer, and Henry Dimond, bookbinder, with their wives and families. 31
Together with this increase in manpower, there emerged Bome new
doctrinal and practical emphases. Many of the younger missionaries
were products of the period in American church history known as the
Second. Great Awakening" a time when the heat of American evangelism
was most evident in the frontier churches of New York state.
revivalism

n~d

There"

and flickered so fiercely and so repeatedly that one

area came to be called the "burned-over district. It

Several whose

decision for Christ had led them into the Sandwich Island Mission were
converts of Charles Grandison Finney, inheritor and developer of the
skills of the great eighteenth-century revivalists and harbinger of the
whole era of modern revivalism.

Those who had not felt the Finney

touch were at least familiar 'With his techniques.

His revival sermons

and lectures were passed from hand to hand on voyages to the Sandwich

3lABCFM, Annual Report, 1838, 1839, passim. For an excellent
treatment of the thirties in mission history; see Bradley, American
Frontier, pp. 334-391, which gives good context for the happenings
in Honolulu. It is particularly thorough on educational developments"
the most important of which took place on Maui.
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Islands and reGd from more than one Hawaiian pulpit during the eighteen
-thirties and forties. 32
.As early as 1832, on remote Kwai, there had been a sudden and

unexpected revival.

Missionary Peter Gulick wrote asking for

assistance, and Hiram Bingham went from Honolulu to work with Gulick,
viewing with sane astonishment and some reservations the trembling,
faUing, weeping, and convulsions which afflicted the Hawaiians.
Three hundred Kauai natives offered themselves to God in the course
of several weeks. 33
Nothing compara.ble took place at missionary stations further down
the chain; but beginning in 18.34, protracted meetings were held on most
islands at the new year. The annual general meeting of the mission at
Honolulu in mid-1836 was followed by intensive evangelistic activity_
The delegates recorded their concern about the state of Christianity
throughout the world.

They memorialized the ABCFM at length, urging

more attention to mission wrk at large and greater resources for thei.\"
own mission in particular. Back at their home stations, the
missionaries began to hold special services and protracted meetings.
These were repeated at the turn of 1836-1837 _ On Oahu" preaching
teams visited Honolulu and the rural stations of Eva, Waialua and
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Kaneohe successivaly for

3.

series of six-day meetings, exhorting the

natives and holding sessions of

pr~r

and enquiry on the Finney model..

Missionary station reports for the year ending Mq, 1837, spoke almost
uniformly of a heightening of religiouB feeling.
Embryonic revivals were noticed at several stations in the middle
months of 1837, and interest remained strong until November.

Then,

wi th startling suddenness, the east coast of the island of Hawaii
se~d

to take fire.

Titus Coan, an exemplar of the religious style

of the Second Awakening, had been touring his parish for months,
speaking at crowded gatherings.

On November 6, l.837, he began a

protracted meeting at Hilo before a congregation of several hundred,
expounding vigorously in images of struggle and victory, pain and
defeat, the choice between Heaven and Hell that

l.~

before sinners.

The next day, a tidal wave struck the village, causing great damage
and taking thirteen lives c)

It was a "sign from God."

Thenceforth,

Coan's congregations were extraordinary in size and fervor.

He left

this center of enthusiasm to tour the neighboring district of Puna
in January, 1838, and the contagion spread with him.

Concurrently,

Lorenzo Lyons had been working zea10usly with his congregations at
Waimea, Hawaii, and now he began to achieve results apparently as
spectacular as Coan IS.

The mission station of Wailuku, on Maui; had

a1so been hit by the tidal wave, and both there and at nearby Lahaina,
mission meetings took on extreme reviva1.istic aspects wi thin a
matter of days.
No strict sequence of events is ascertainable .for the passage of
tne revival to Oahu and Honolulu.

Judging by the language of

missionary letters and station reports, it would seem that

th~

violence
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of feeling which characterized the awakening on Hawaii was present oDly
in a modified fom at Honolulu and surrounding stations.

Nonetheless,

outbursts did occur at Honolulu during the regular new-year protracted
meetings of January, 1838, continuing thereafter on Oahu and the other
major islands (Kaua! and Mo1okai).
too great for Bingham to handle.

Congregations at Kawaiahao grew
Lowell Smith came in from Ewa to set

up a second native church in Honolulu, at Kaumakapili, in a tangle of
native huts and grog-shops toward the rear of the village.

Smith was

soon attracting as JI8.IJiY as two thousand listeners each Sunday, and
Bingham I S congregations remained between three and four thousand,
indicating that about one out of every two natives in the Honolulu
district was affected in some way or another by the revival. 34
On Hawaii, Coan and Lyons were baptizing by the thousand, Coan in

the belief that converts inside the church had a better chance of
surviving a cooling-off period, Lyons in a Millerite fear that earthly
time was dreadfully short.
Honolulu preachers.

Neither of these approaches pleased the

They were appalled by such mass admissions, which

gave Coan and Lyons three-quarters of all church members in the islands
and Coan the biggest Protestant congregation in the world for a time.

Bingham, among man;,y others,
admitting too quickly.

't-!'eB

convinced that the "juniors" 'Were

His own group baptism of 181 early in 1839

fell far short of Coan I s epic ceremonies, the largest of which

34LowellSmith to Rufus Anderson, November 20, 1837, September 3,
1838, January 3, 1840, ABCFM Letters; Bingham to Rufus Anderson,
March 3, April 26, July 30, 1838, April 19, 1839, ABCFM Letters;
Richard Armstrong to George JU!!kin, August 9, 1840, October 12, 1841,
HMOS; Richard Armstrong to Rufus Anderson, September 23, 1841, ABCFM
Letters.
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involved 1,,075 converts, sprinkled from a basin as Coan walked among
them.
Bingham preferred a long waiting period, and in this he was
supported by the ABCFM.

But even with inherent conservatism operating

at Honolulu, natives in great numbers literally fell before the power
of God.

Meeting in mid-1839, the missionaries at Honolulu jointly

recognized the possibility of mistakes in assessing the sincerity of
native converts, together with the probability that a few mission
members had erred on the side of liberality and naivete.

This meant

nothing to Com and Lyons, who found the dust and noise of revival
meetings nothing less than proof of the presence of God.

Reluctantly,

for their part, Bingham and the other Honolulu preachers were caught
up in a dramatic battle for souls, pl&y'ed out before their eyes each
day by fainting Hawaiians.

It was, in fact, not conservative ecclesiastical policy which

WaB

perceived by the Honolulu natives, bit basic evangelism in preaching.
Almost despite themselves, Bingham and his fellows had opened the way
for a revival by stressing "the cardinal points, the ruined condition
of the sinner and his exposure to everlasting death; the utter
inexcusableness of his continuing his rebellion against God; his need
of j'ustification through the righteousness of Christ; the freeness and
fullness of redemption through his blood; the duty of immediate
repentance and faith as the condition of pardon; the necessity of the
aid of the Spirit of God in the work of regeneration and sanctification;
and the importance of immediate submission to his guidance, teaching,

and commands."

Perhaps the profoundest insight into revivals set down

by the eighteenth-century American master Jonathan Edwards was that
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which identified "im!tation" as the most potent sustaining agent in an
awakening.

Observation had demonstrated this, he said; and certainly

events in the Hawaiian islands a hundred years after he wrote seemed
to bear him out, as the tidal wave of conversion from Hawaii struck
and spent itself on other islands. 35

There was never to be another awakening in Honolulu (or Hawaii
generally) like that of the late thirties.

Quite suddenly, the

revival at Kawaiahao and Kaumakapili was virtually extinguished by
the interruption of an outside agency--French naval strength, enlisted
on behalf of the Catholic religion in Hawaii.
o-u ,raly 9, 1839, within a fev weeks of the persecution of the
Waianae Catholics by the new kuhina-nui Kekauluohi, the French frigate
L'A.rtem1se, commanded by Captain C. P. T.. Laplace, arrived at Honolulu.
Laplace had come from Tahiti, where he had secured redress for
allegedly inflicted upon Frenchmen by the native government.

wro~ s

Under

orders to follow the same course at Honolulu, Laplace consulted only
the French consular agent, Jules Dudoit, and, without coming ashore,

3~i~ham, Reeidence, p. 521; Jonathan Edwards, • • • Works • • • ,
8 vole. (Worcester, Mass., 1808), III, 18-21, 44.
Alan Gavan Daws, "Evangelism in Hawaii: Titus Coan and the Great
Revival of 1837 • Hawaiian Historical Society, .Annual Report, 69
(Honolulu, 1960), 20-34, goes into sane detail on the relationships
between Coan and the conservatives; and Daws, "Polynesian Religious
Revivals," discusses the mechanisms of conversion identifiable in the
Hawaiian awakening. Figures on conversions and admissions are
collected in Rufus Anderson, History of the Sandwich Islands Mission,
pp. 144-167. Station Reports from all islands for 1838-1839, MSS,
HMCS, give good summaries of attitudes and accomplishments.
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issued a manifesto calling for the establishment of complete religious
freedom tor Catholics, a government bond of $20,000 to guarantee
observance, and a salute tor the French flag.

Immediate compliance

with every point was demanded on pain of the use of force.
Dudoit took this minatory document to the clUefs, and Laplace
blockaded Honolulu harbor as an earnest of his intentions. Dudoit
carried with him as well letters from Laplace to the British and
American consuls, offering protection on board L'Artemd.se for those of
their nationals who feared violence froll!. the natives in the wake of
the manifesto.

From this asylum Laplace specifically excepted the

Protestant clergy, authors, as he put it, of the insults suffered by
France at the hands of the Hawaiisn government.

He regarded the

mibDionaries as part of the native population, liable to undergo the
unhappy consequences of a war they themselves had provoked.

The

Honolulu missionary Samuel Castle wrote that the mission ladies might
be exposed as well to the lust .of French sailors.
The new United States Consular Agent, Peter Brinsmade, a partner
in the firm of Ladd & Co. (and a man acceptable to the Protestant
missionaries, who had lobbied for J. C. Jones' removal and Brinsmade's
appointment), wrote to the mission informing them of Laplace's
intentions.
American

The mission asked, and was granted, protection under the

nag.

Foreigners of all nationalities conferred with

Brinsmade and the British acting consul (George Pelly" of the Hudson IS
Bay Company agency) to discuss safety measures should Laplace bombard

the tow.

On July 10, a meeting named a cODlnittee of seven to direct

residents in case the Honolulu natives attacked their property.
asked the chiefs for permission to arm themselves against thieves

They
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and looters.

The response was favorable.

On

July ll, the foreigners'

committee of vigilance m.et to distribute arms and arrange defense
dispositions.
Laplace put a deadline on agreement to his terms,

King

Kauikeaouli. vas aWlW at Lahaina, where he had been spending DlIlch of
his time since the death of Nahienaena in 18.36.

A ship lias sent to

Maui to bring him down, with hostages placed on L'Artemise to guarantee

his arrival.

John Ii, onetime playmate of LiholihQ and now one of the

most responsible Christian Hawaiians, alternated as hostage with
Timothy Haalilio, another educated and trusted native very useful to
the government.
Wnile the town waited for the coming of Kauikeaouli, the chiefs,
afraid of Laplace' Ii guns, decided to pledge the king in advance to
the terms of the manifesto, and the foreign coJllllUIrl.ty set to work to
raise the $20,000 bond demanded by the Frenchman.

The mercantile

firm of Peirce & Brever, successor to James Hunnewell, lent $6,000,
$2,000 of which they got from shipbuilder James Robinson.

Ladd. & Co.

lent $5,000, Stephen Reynolds $1,100, Henry Zupplien (an eccentric
boarding-house keeper) $1,000.

Other small loans made up the balance.

By midday on July 13 the money was ready.

Early in the afternoon

Governor Keltuanaoa, Timothy Haalilio, and. William Richards (now a
government minister) took the sealed chests out to L' ArtemiBe, as
twenty-one guns were fired from the frigate and the fort.
The next morning, Kauikeaouli landed at Honolulu with 50 soldiers.
Laplace came ashore with 150 armed men and a band, and marohed through
the dUBty l!Jtreets to attend a military mass oelebrated at one of the
royal residences by Father Robert Walsh.

That evening, mBnY of the
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foreign residents dined with

L~lace

and Walsh aboard ship.

Once these

amenities were observed, Laplace and the king, together with the royal
advisers, spent the next few

d~s

negotiating a short treaty of

commerce and friendship (both of liUich hitherto had been noticeably
absent in French-Hawaiian relations).

On the morning of July 17, the work was complete.

One

stipulation, Article VI, overturned the total abstinence laws of the
kingdom, by providing that French merchandise, including wine and
brandies, should be freely admitted to Hawaiian ports under duties
limited to

5 per

cent ad valorem.

Article IV placed trials of French

residents accused of "any crime whatever" in the hands of juries to be
chosen by the French consul and approved by the Hawaiian govermnent.
These two articles were to remain as points of controversy in the
islands, and especially at HonOlulu, for more than a generation.
Laplace sailed on July 20.

The aftermath of his visit was, of

course, profound. While he was at Honolulu, drunken foreigners
celebrating the end of total abstinence had surrounded the Protestant
mission with shouts and lJDlsical bands, and one had said that i f he
could find Bingham he would take off his head.

At the end of the month

there appeared in the Hawaiian Spectator an article by a young American
named J amea Jackson J arvea, who claimed that the king had been bullied
by Jules Dudoit into signing the treaty, under threat of violence from
Laplace.

Dudoit was infuriated.

He called the article a libel, and

urged Kauikeaouli to punish Jarves.
Step~en

Arbitrators were appointed--

Reynolds and William French for Dudoit,; William Hooper (n Ladd

& Co. partner) and Dr. R. W. Wood, a respectable American, for Jarveso

Th6 fifth man was George Pelly, acting consul for Great Britain.
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Testimony was taken in mid-August. William Richards I version of events
enraged Dudoit so much that he followed Richs.rds from the arbitrators I
room with a horsewhip, saying that only Richards I black coat protected
him.

The referees I verdict was that Jarves had failed to prove the

truth of his accusations.
The missionaries responded by sending a protest against Laplace ts
menaces to the .American government, routed through the rooms of the
ABCFM in Boston.

They continued to oppose Catholicism in private, and

they enlisted the written 8'i1pport of the commanders of American naval
vessels which visited Honolulu towards the end of 1839. 36

36rhe events of 1839 leading up to the visit of LtArtemise produced
a spate of writing. This account has been assembled from Stephen
Reynolds Journal, July 9-August 16, 1839; Levi (,'hamberlain Journal,
July lo-August 15, 1839; Amos Cooke Journal, July l~Au~st 15, 1839;
Bingham to Rufus Anderson, Mq 15, 1839, ABCFM Letters (a long account
of Catholicism uo the eve of the Laplace incident); William Richards
to Rufus Anderson, August 29, 1839, ABCFM Letters; Peter Brinsmade to
US Secretary of State Forsyth, July 17, 1839, USDS, Consular Letters,
Honolulu, I (containing the correspondGnce with the mission and the
residents); Samuel Castle to Rufus Anderson, September 16, 1839,
ABCFM Letters; Sandwich Island Gazette July 13, 20, 27, 1839;
Hawaiian Spectator (July, October, 1~). All, FO & Ex, has several
folders of documents, riled under the relevant dates, including copies
of the Laplace manifesto and the treaty of commerce and friendship,
and a manuscript "History of the French War-Ship Artendse." Laplace Is
version of events is in his C~agne de Circumnavigation de 1& Fregate
LIArtemise
1837-1840, vols. (Paris, 1841-1854), V, 428-497,
531-542.
e Honolulu Catholic version is in Yzendoorn, Catholic
Mission, pp~ 134-140. A Protestant version is in Bingham, Residence,
pp. 536-551. See also Jarves, Sandwich Islands, pp. 162-166. There
were long retrospective accounts in SupplimentlSiq] to the Sandwich
Island Mirro!., January 15, 1840; and. in the "HIStorical Summary" by
Robert Orichton 'Wyllie in Hawaii, Kingdom" Minister of Foreign
Relations" Report, 1851" Appendix pp. 299-307.

Tti
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Atter a time ~ it became clear that the Laplace incident had not
irrevocably harmed the Protestant mission.

Rather ~ events had simply

overtaken the Calvinists in their attempt to exclude the rest of the
world and raise a holy city at Honolulu.
field~

After twenty years in the

many of the figures so prominent in the early days had departedo

KaahUlll8Dl1,

K1nau~ Kalanimoku~

Ka.omi~ and

Hoapili,

Kapiolani, Boki,

Liliha~

Nahienaena,

other friends and enemies ware dead.

Joseph

Navarro vas dead too.

James Hunnewell had long ago returned to Boston.

J. C. Jones was gone.

Oharlton was to remain just a few more years

I

(though they were to be his most important ones).

The revival had

waxed and waned, but Laplace had come and gone too ~ and now Oatholics
were free to dwell on equal terms with
tee-totallers.

More significant

Oalvinists~

stUl~

drinkers with

outside the narrowly-defined

moral universe of the mission, developments quite beyond Protestant
contro1--increased trade, a vastly enlarged foreign community in the
procei3s of ch8nging from. sojourners to residents-were working further
revolutions.

No more than the Kamehamehas were the missionaries able

to hold back the future.
The departure of Hiram Bingham, who returned to the United States
in 1840 for the sake of his wife's health.. marked the end of an era.

Since 1820 ~ Bingham had been in the eyes of Honolulu's foreigners the
archetype of the Protestant missionary, and they had focused all their
resentments upon him, often unfairly.

Bingham suffered this imposition

acutely but willingly, to the point where he shouldered the burden
unnecessarily.

When Beechey and Kotzebue had criticized the general

mission accomplishment in print, Bingham complained that their acerbity
was unwarranted, since he himself had done nothing to offend them.
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others called him "King" II "Bishop,," "Cardinal" or ttpope."
al~

He himself

publicly denied any formal leadership of the missions though he

took the unsolicited responsibility of writing quite strong letters of
jUdgment on his fellow workers both to his colleagues and to the
American Board.
His successor at Kawaiahao, Richard Armstrong" thought Bingham a
good" somewhat "jesuitical" manager" whose stratagems were vitiated by
being too obvious.

No wonder" then" that storms burst about Bingham's

head and he sought private solace in sawing at his bass viol and.
singing.

He affected" nevertheless" to hate strife.

"When I was a

boy of tourteen,," he wrote in 1835" "my teacher told my mother" that
'Hiram was a peacemaker in the school. I

After the test of a college

life" I received a similar testimony from my reverend President, • • •
And I have lived long enough in Honolulu to know whether I can be

insulted by friend or foe • • • and yet studiously seek to do good in
meekness to those that oppose themselves: but I have not lived in
strite long enough to

~

it.

Yet Iwhen I am for peace, they are for

war. I And I would fain know how I
these thorns in my side?

m~

in future avoid the stings of

When will they cease.?"

They "ceased" only with his sailing.

impressive monument.

BiJngham left behind an

He had brought the Honolulu congregation to the

stage where it could raise at Kawaiahao a real New England church"
complete in everything but a steeple" a building for which natives cut
and hauled coral-stone and timber for the best part of six years.
Construction had. been carried on all through the difficult and splendid
Years of 1836 to 1839.
until 1842.

The new Kawaiahao was not opened for worship

Under its cornerstone were buried a Hawaiian Bible, and
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mathematics and anatomy texts in the native language.

A Hawaiian

engraver prepared the brass plate which told the story of Kawaiabao.
The building, designed by Bingham himself, has stood ever since.

It

was hardly his fault that, in the generation after he departed, other
structures and their functions dominated the town. 31

.

31Bingham's plea for peace is in Bingham to Rufus Anderson, August
5, 1835, ABCFM Letters. For other self-estimates, see Bingham to
Anderson, March 20, 1833, ABCFM Letters; and Bingham to Duncan
Finlayson, January 24, 1834, HMCS. Armstrong's evaluation is in
Richard Amstrong to Reuben Chapman, September 27, 1842, ArmstrongChapman Papers, MSS, Library of Congress, photostat copy in AlI. See
also Stephen Reynolds Journal, September 16, 1831. There are many
descriptions of Kawaiahao church. Bingham's own is in Residence,
:pp~ 571-514; and there is a most interesting Hawaiian document,
detailing the allotment of labor among the Honolulu natives, in AIl,
FO & Ex, Interior Department, Miscellaneous, Awards and Surveys of
Lands, Oahu-Honolulu, August 1, 1838, An explicit statement
concerning Kauikeaouli' s goverrunental administration, and how the
church was bullt.

CHAPTER V

THE GRO\'JTH OF THE TOWN TO MID-CENTURY

Late in the eighteen-thirties, after almost sixty years of contact
with white men and two decades of education at the hands of Protestant
missionaries who were also American republicans, the ruling chiefs of
Hawaii began to consider in earnest a fundamental alteration in the
government of the islands.

From the beginning, the prerogatives of

chiefs and the claims of foreigners had been chronically in confiict.

By the late thirties, too, the commoners, though quite without means
of translating discontent into political action, were not so
complaisant under the rule of the aJiis as they once had been.
Opinion in favor of change was

sufficient~

strong to permit the

framing of a Bill of Rights in 1839. This pioneering work was follO'lled
a year later by the writing of a constitution for the kingdom.
Legislative authority was vested in a council or chiefs.

There was

in add!tion a small body of popular representatives, whose functions

were little more than advisory.

Ultimate judicial authority resided

in a supreme court, of which the king and the kuhina.-rr..u. .-ere members.

Executive authority was with the appointees of the king and the
kuhina-nui .1

For Honolulu the most important officialwaB the Governor of O&'lu,
who reported to the supreme executive.

Generally speaking, he had

lrhe general implications of constitutional government are well
discussed in Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, I, 153-169; and Bradley,
American Frontier, pp. 319-333. See also Kuykendall, "Constitutions
of the Hawaiian Kingdom," Hawaiian Historical &ciety, Papers, 2l
(Honolulu" 1940). The 1840 constitution was succeeded b 1852 by an
extremely liberal constitution, American-influenced.

FIGURE 22.

CHIEFS IN CONFERENCE AT HONOLULU, 1831
By J. Masse1ot.

Bishop Museum photo
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charge of all governmental business within his jurisdiction not set
aside by law to other officials.

Thus his duties were manU'old.

sat as judge in cases involving foreigners and

native:~;

He

appointed

inferior judges; supervised tax collection allover the island;
controlled the town's fort, prison system, police force, markets, and
public works; and allowed or disallowed marriages and divorce~, pqi.ng
close attention to those involving foreign men and native women. 2
Most of these functions might be regarded simply as continuations
or extensions of powers delegated to governors of islands by
Kamehameha I.

In fact, very few laws bearing

direct~

upon local

government were passed in the wake of the constitutional changes of
the late thirties.

The king and the chiefs, meeting in council at

Lahaina in mid-1840, prepared a brief list of duties for the "officers
of the city of Honolulu," but the projected administration was never
implemented.

A few months later, in November, a law was enacted

empowering a.n:y chief or governmental officer to call a meeting of
"all the people" of a locality should the inhabitants request him to

do so.

Such meetings might frame local law concerning fences, roads,

wandering

anima) S,

and the like"

These laws might 00 enforced within

a locality provided they did not conflict with the laws of the

kingdom. 3

2The workings of the governor's office ~ be followed in part in
the Governor's Letter Books, MS, !H, which record day..by-dq
transactions of a minor sort without giving much insight into the
relations of the office with the rest of the government.
3A Notice Respecting The Officers of the Oity of' Honolulu, Oahu,
June 10~ 1840, All, FO & Ex; Lorrin A. Thurston, Fundamental Law of'
Hawaii ~Honolulu, 1904), ppo 34-35.
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Here, within the mixed govermnental system of Hawaii, there was
one of

~

echoes of New England. political practice--the town meeting.

Prior to 1840, loeal initiative had rested solely with resident chiefs,
who might or might not act at the request of natives and foreigners.
How a possibility existed that local gOVernment might develop a real
identity.

It reasjned only that in Honolulu--a possibility.

Occasion.al1y" during the next fifteen years one place on Oahu, the rural
village of Waialua on the northem coast, took on the semblance of a
conmmnity in its use of the 1840 statute on loeal laws;4 but Honolulu
never did. Much less did Honolulu proceed along New England lines and.
1

achieve self-government under a charter.

Incorporation was suggested

at various times in the forties, usually on the ground that local
improvements ought to be the responsibility of some kind of local
govermnent.

One of the Wite members of cabinet, Minister of Foreign

Relations Robert Crichton Wyllie, had a somewhat broader vision of the
benefits of munieipal government.

He saw decentralization not only as

a sensible ve:y- of doing official business at the local level, but also
as a means of reviving a feeling of carmmmity among the natives.

Their

ties to the soil (and to family and kinship groups) had been cut by
mobility and drift.

Hawaiians seemed easily seduced by the

attractiveness of the whits manta world grow'"ing up at the port towns.
Perhaps a strong "parish" organization would help to reverse this
unhealthy trend, by restoring a sense of participation and purpose

4For Waialua as a comnnm1 ty, see Polynesian, August 25, 1849.
Chapter VI of the present studiY' mentions a resurgence or community
feeling there in 1853. Largely re5ponsibls was the Protestant
missionary J. S. Emerson, an economic and polltical activist rather
than a narrow evangelist.
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to the lives of all natives, whether they chose to dwell at Honolulu or
remain in a rural district. 5
Wyllie's views never really took hold.

When

come in 18,0, it vas or a merely formal sort.

in~orporation

did

On August 29, 1850,

Honolulu vas elevated by decision of the king and council to the status
Two

of a city, and vas named at the same time capital of the islands.

weeks later" an act was written to render uniform the various districts
of the islands for educational and taxation purposes.

The districts

thus created were to be subdivided into townships enjoying the right to
make local regulations.
action.

For Honolulu, this was the effective limit of

The kingdom's Cabinet Council proposed in December, 18,0, the

establishment of municipal government for Honolulu, and it was agreed
that the Privy Council should be asked to direct Supreme Court Justice
WilHam Lee to prepare a charter.

The Privy Council, however, con-

cluded not to act, but rather to postpone discussion.
govermnent

wee~,

the Polynesian, reported

U

In 1851 the

great eliversity" of

opinion among the residents of Honolulu on the question of a city
charter.

Certainly the national govermnent would be relieved of the

necessity to sustain Honolulu's administration.
to local. residents, and perhaps in this

wlq

Authority would pass

public improvements might

be made more quickly, helping to turn Honolulu into a real city.

On

the other hand, self-government migbt cost as DIIlch as $30-50,000 a

~esian, January 10, 1846, April 29, Mq 20, 1848; Sandwich
Island
June 8, 18ll8. Wyllie's pre-occupation with CODIIII.\U1ity mq
be traced to his famil.y connections with minor Scottish lairds. Later,
in the 1860s, when he became a plantat~.on ower on Kanai, he attempted
to Bet up a model eCl!!!!!Unity with hi.~elf as benevolent lord ar.d
master.

ns,
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year, about one-third of the total annual governmental budget.

To pay

for a mayor, councilmen, police, prisons, and so on would require a
very high tax rate, especia:l.4r as the oity had no property from which
revenue might be drawn, unless the kingdom should relinquish its
markets and wharves.
Apparen'l:,ly the national government was unwilling to transfer
responsibility to the city, and the city remained unwilling to assume
it

G

A bill introduced in the 1852 legislature did not pasa its third

reading.
~l1ie'8

A Privy Council resolution in mid-1B53 produoed nothing.
persistent advocacy later in the fifties was fruitless, even

in a period when the national government was

extreme~

short of funds

and might have been expected to welcome a chanoe to cut expeIlEies.
Thus Honolulu was without a charter.

It continued so until the

beginning of the twentieth century, by which time, of course, the
kingdom itself was a thing of the past and the islands had become a
territory of the Urdted States.

6

Many functions norw::11 7 carried out by local administrations were

performed in Honolulu by the national government--for example, by the
kingdom's Board of Health and its Public Works Bureau.

In the

6wyUie to William Lee, May 28, 1850, AlI, FO & Ex, Local Officials;
Ali, Privy Council Reoords, III, 803, 805, VIA, l82a, VII, 203;

Polynesian, August 30, September 1.4, October 26, 1850, March 1, 8,
1851; July 7, 1855; AlI, Cabinet Council Minutes, Deoember 5, 1850;
AH, Journal of House of Rspresentatives, April 28, M8¥ 12, 19, 2.5,
18.52; Chief Justice, Report, la5h, pp. 12-13; AH, FO & Ex,
Constitutional Convention, January 1, 1855; Wyllie to Elisha Allen,
November 7, 1856, AR, FO & Ex. In the Henry WIrl.tney Papers, 1455 in AH,
there is an undated petition to the legislature to incorporate the city
and confer on it a charter. The subject and the names of the signatories
indica.te that it must have been prapared in 1850, but I have been unable
to find that it was ever submitted to government.
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discharge of IIIl1nicipal duties, the Governor of Oahu was closely
supervised by cabinet ministers.

For the rest, voluntary associations

of one eQrt or another haltingly supplied the deficiencmes of
governmental institutions.

Honolulu in the forties and fifties lacked,

in fact, any strong. sense of coJllJlWlity--even the Chamber of COIIIIlerce
formed in 1850 quickly became moribund.

Yet the city was the business

center of the islands, the center of population, the focus of foreign
contact; and Honolulu's people vere witnesses, initiators,
beneficiaries and sometimes victims of almost every major movement
and contest in the islands.

One of the principal questions confronting the kingdom as the
forties opened was that of land.

This issue took its shape and

reached a resolution almost solely on the basis of Honolulu's
experience.

The critical years were those of the later eighteen-

forties, but the history of the problem was as old as the kingdom
itself.
Under Kamehmneha I, sovereignty and land ownership were
inextricably linked.

Both were in the hands of the ld.ng.

Chiefs,

and through them commoners, held land at the royal pleasure.
paid heavily in taxes and services for the privilege 0

AJ.1

After the

death of Kmnehameha there occurred a devolution of power into the hands
of the great

!f!:!!!,

who quickly became the dominating political and

economic force in the islands.

By 1825 the chiefs had secured the

right to pass on their lands by inheritance, which they had not been
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able t.o do under Kamehameha.

Having thus consolidated their

0'WIl

position and ensured their arnuence, they could be brought only with
great reluctance to

~onsider

over the next two decades the possible

rights of the disadvantaged groups who vere their tel'umts--commoners
and foreigners.
The connnoners could do very little to initiate change, bound as
they were by a tradition of 8""ubservience to the allis.

The chiefs

regarded them, even atter the breaking of the kapus. as nothing but
worms in the dust.

Throughout the twenties and thirties, commoners

continued to be liable for taxes on their persons and on their produce,
taxes so heavy as to vitiate any attempt on their part to escape from
mere subsistence.

Production was their task; the inverted pyramid of

consumption was also theirs to support.
As for the foreigners, their concept of property clashed with

that of the allis almost from the beginning.

Agitation for changes in

the land system thus came almost exclusively from westerners, as did
agitation for constitutional government.

The two revolutions, each

centering on Honolulu, were accomplished in the same decade.
In the early d8YB it had been possible for a white man to attain

a special position in relation to land, by attaching himself' to
Kamehameha and, through services or expertise, gajning the rank of
alii with all its rewards.

No matter how long his residence, however,

the threat of dispoesession remained, as Marin found in 1823 when he
incurred the wrath of the Honolulu chiefs over his handling of their
foreign trade goods.
precarious.

For short-tem residents, tenure was even more

In the twenties they might be sent out of the country at

the chiefs I pleawre, whereupon

~

land they had occupied reverted to
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the chiefs, regardless of claims by the white men's women and children.
Even for peaceful and sober foreigners there was no guarantee of
uninterrupted tenure.

Chiefs permitted haoles to occupy more or less

well defined lots in the village.

erected.

Upon these lots buildings might be

There were, however, no formal leases.

The allis often

reminded their foreign tenants that permanent occupancy was not a right
but a privilege, and hence most buildings were none too lavish.

No

idea existed in the chiefs' minds that a foreigner' a "right" to a lot

or even to his improvements might survive the tenant himself.
Foreigners might buy and sell the "right" oi' occupancy, and
improvements might be transferred, but such transactions required the
approval of the chiefs.7
The right of foreigners to hold land

.-as closely connected, of

course, with the question of their prior right to enter the country

7The best single published source on this and all other periods in
Hawaiian land history is Jean Hobbs, Hawaii: A Pageant 0'"£ the Soil
(Stanford, 1935). For immmerable case histories documenting the
passage of land into white men I s hands under the old dispensation, the
various manuscript volumes compiled at the time of the great land
divisions of the l840s are invaluable. There are three general
classifications: Registers, Testimony, and Awards, running in all to
thousands of pages, often with survey maps. Each classification has
two sub-eategories, Native and Foreign. The great majority of
foreigners holding land in the old dqs were around Honolulu and their
experiences are recorded for the most part in the early MS volumes.
Thus, Foreign Register, I-III, and Foreign TestimoDiY', I-III, are
especially rich in information. There is an enormous reference work
which should be consulted first i f a single individual or piece of
property is of interest. Indices of Awards Made by the Board of
CoJllJlli.ssioners to Quiet Land. Titles in the Havaiian Islands (Honolulu,
1929 ), ccmpiled by the office of the Commissioner of PUbllc Lands of
~lihe Territory of Hawaii, breaks down all land transactions of the mid19th century into several cross-referenced categories which lead back
to the MS material. It also has an excellent short introduction to the
early land system. The MS volumes themselves have recently been placed
in All, where they have been microfilmed.
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and do business there.

No foreign government ever denied the ulti..:nwte

discretion of the kingdom in this respect" though on occasion local
To;;presentatives of the great powers called for very rigorous definition
of the restrictions the Hawaiian monarchy sought to impose.

Up to

about 1830, with nothing but the informal "treaty" drafted by'Thomas
ap Catesby' Jones in 1826 to regulate their foreign dealings, the

~

managed to have their wq; and the first really sharp contest between
foreigners and natives over property of any sort--the Charlton cow case
of l829--resulted in a victory for the monarchy.

In the next decade,

however, Honolulu I s foreign community grew rapidly, changing in
character to include substantial businessmen as well as the beached
sailors of previous decades.

Property and business interests of

Americans in Honolulu in 1829 had been worth an estimated $80-100,000.
By the mid-thirties, the figure was about $400,000 for all islands.

At the opening of the forties, estimates were much higher still-

about $300;000 in real estate and. $43,000 in shipping owned at
Honolulu, largely devoted to servicing the whaling industry, which by
then was bringing well over a million dollars worth of American
shipping to the islands each year.
business at the porto

There was a proportionate growth in

With about six hundred AmerictmS in the islands,

most of them at Honolulu, the issue of property and commercial rights
inevitably became more acute.8
In 1836-1837, naval representatives of three great powers-the
United States, Great Britain and. France--attempted to improve the

Ruscbenberger, Voyage Around the World, p. 488; Polynesian"
May 22, 1841.
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position of foreigners in regard to residence and landholding.

In

October, 1836, COIIII1odore Edward Kennedy of USB Peacock conferred for
four dqs with the king and the chiefs en matters of foreigners' land
tenure, their right to transfer leased property, and their right
(heretofore denied) to lease land for agriculture outside Honolulu
itself.

Kennedy was able to make very little impression on the fixed

position of the government that royal sovereignty carried with it
inalienable rights in the 80il, and that all issues aria:fi ng from the
land question must remain at the discretion of the ldng. 9
Just as Kennedy was about to leave Honolulu, the French warship
Bonite (Captain A. N. Vaillant) and the British man-of-war Actaeon
(Lord Edward Russell) arrived.

Each commander in turn involved bi.:m8elf

in the question of foreigners' rights (their iDlnediate concern was to

try to establish the tenure of Catholic missionaries in Honolulu).
Lord Edward Russell, after scrutinizing the lengthy list of complaints
brought to his attention by British ConsuJ. Charlton, proposed a treaty
giving British subjects the right to bring vessels and property to the
islands, to live there, build houses and stores, and dispose of their
property with the knowledge and consent of the king.

The most

important phrase concerned the king' s pw.-t in granting and iii&&ipulating
these "rights."

This was to be a fruitful source of trOUble, especially

in view of the fact that the king's signature on the treaty was

obtained only after the "wholly dictatorial n Russell, supported by the
blustering Charlton, made implied threats that i f Kauikeaouli refused

9Kennedy to Kamehameha III October 1, 1836, Ali, FO & Ex; Sandwich
Island Gazette, October 15, 1836; Stephen Reynolds to James HWmeweU,
November 14, 1836, January 1, 1837, Hunnewell MSS.
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to co-operate, the Actaeon would fire on Honolulu. lO The right of
Frenchmen to most-favored-na.tion status was reluctantly granted in the
next year, 1837, when Captain Abel du Petit-Thouars, in Honolulu at
the time of the Clementine episode, induced King Kauikeaouli to sign a
convention guaranteeing parity of treatment.

The French interest in

property and commerce at Honolulu--and the British interest too, for
that matter-were, ('If course, insignificant by comparison with
American investments. ll
The king and the chiefs were determined

to retain total

sovereignty over land, especially in Honolulu and Lahaina.

Early

in 1838, they drafted an "Ordinance for the cities of the islands,"
forbidding the sale of house lots without the consent of the king,
as "entangling the rights" of the kingdom; the sale of house lots in
secret; the giving up of lots for debt; and the sale at auction of
house lots belonging to deceased persons.
as

it

evi1 acts."

All these were stigmatized

At the same time, the sliis disclaimed control over

chattels .12
This was the situation when, in 1839, the Bill of Rights was drawn
up.

The Bill itself, and the 1840 constitution which followed, did

l~amehameha III to William IV, November 16, 1836, AIl, FO & Ex;
Benjamin Parker to David Greene, November 14, 1836, ABCFM Letters;
Levi Chamberlain Journal" November 15, 1836; Kuykendall, Hawaiian
Kingdom, I, 148.
llDu Petit-Thouars to Kamehameha. III, July 15, 1837, AH, FO & Ex:;
Lorrin Andrews to Robert Crichton liyllie, --, AH, FO & Ex: (this
contains a copy of the treaty); Bingham, Residence, p. 511; Bradley,
American Frontier, p. 292.
12H• A. Peirce to James Hunnewell, August 6, 1837, Hunnewll MSS;
"Ordinance for the cities of the islands, n January 8, 1838, Ali, Laws.
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little to assure tenants' rights.
of the old sort by the chiefs e

An

effort was made to prevent abuses

This) naturally, was more to the

advantage of commoners than of foreigners..

Then too, the 1840

constitution contained the first formal statement of the idea that
conmoners had rights of ownership in the lands of the kingdom.

But

for foreigners, the problem persisted: there was no concession of their
ri.ght to hold actual title to land.

In 1841 the Hawaiian legislature,

meeting at Lahaina, empowered island governors to lease land to
foreigners for as long as fifty years.

This arrangement was no less

unsatisfactory than the old indeterminate leases of earlier decades
had been.

Indeed, trouble followed.

foreigners to register their
offices, so that rent

lease~

p~ents

The legislature directed
in writing at the governors'

might be regularized.

The business

community of Honolulu regarded this edict as an imposition serious
enough to justify consular intervention.

Richard Charlton, Jules

Dudoit and Peter Brinsmade all made protests to the king and to
Kekuanaoa.

The goverrunent attempted, inconclusively, to clarify it.s

position in a

w~

acceptable to the foreigners, but the issue

remained open.13
After this flurry, the land question, in terms of constitutional
change, was held in abeyance during the first years of the forties,
while the ultimate question of Hawaii's future was fought out on the

I3pz.oclamation of May 31, 1841, .Ali, Fe & Ex; Stephen ReYnolds
Journal, June 18, 20, 24, 26, July 12, 14, 1841; Dudoit to Governor of
Oahu, June 25, 26, July 12, 1841, .Ali, Fa & Ex; Kuykendall, Hawaiian
Kingdom, I, 276. For a typical case argued between US Consul Brinsmade
and the Hawaiian government in 1845, see several letters copies in .Ali,
FO Letter Book, VI, 1 ff.
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diplomatic level.

By 1844, royal sovereignty appeared at least

temporarily secure, and the question of property rights for foreigners
and commoners returned to pre-empt the attention of Hawaiian
legislators and administrators.
Some quite strong reasons existed for major change.

With the

increase of Honolulu's foreign population, the question of foreign
rights had grown more urgent.

Late in the thirties, too, a ldngdom-

wide interest in Hawaiian agriculture and manufactures developed.
The first stirrings of an upheaval in land, population and politics on
the west coast of America were discernible as the United States
prepared to involve itself heavily in Oregon and later California, and
the implications of all this for Honolulu's commerce and Hawaii' G
agriculture were beginning to be considered.

Tightly bound up with

these issues was the question of the Hawaiian commoner upon the land.
Should he continue to be essentially a feudal retainer I or should he
be permitted, now that his right to own land was recognized in the
constitution, to become an independent yeoman?

By 1844 the government was ready to authorize a full-scale
investigation of the entire land question, and in the next year, as
part of organic legislation setting up executive departments, a Board
of ColIInissioners to Quiet Land Til.les was created.

So too was a land

office, established within the new Department of the Interior.

In

general, Hawaiian subjects were to be allowed to purchase land in fee
simple.

.Aliens and subjects alike might lease land for as long as

fifty years..

.All claims dating from before the organic act, whether

those of subjects or aliens, were to be reviewed by the Board of
Commissioners, whose dispositions would give title in the form of a
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Land Commission Award.

The successful claimant might pay a commutation

fee, thus extinguishing the government I s interest in his land.

He

would then possess a Royal Patent. in fee simple.14
Guided by these general rules, the Board of Commissioners met at
Honolulu.

Its first members were the ex-missionary William Richards,

now a cabinet minister; John Ricord, the kingle American-born
Attorney-General:l who played a great part in framing the organic acts i
J. Y. Kanehoa, a descendant of John Young; and two educated Hawaiians,

z.

Kaauwai and John Ii.

From February to August, 1846, the Board

worked to prepare a set of principles which would serve as permanent
guidemarks.

These were approved by the legislature.

The major

concern of the principles was the separation and definition of the
property interests of government, landlord, and tenant.

The great

division of land which followed was based on their dicta. 15
Meanwhile, the Board of Commissioners began to hear claims
pertaining to lands, mostly house lots,
and foreigners in the Honolulu area.
Board took testimcIlV.

alre~

occupied by nati'Ves

Day by day, month by month, the

Not until December, 1847, did attention pass

to the kingdom at large; and even after that date, work continued
sporadically on later Honolulu claims.
The Board held its first meetings in a building called Hale
Kauwila, which, until then, had been used by the chiefs for

~e most convenient way to comprehend the organization of the
Board and the principles governing its activities is to consult the
collected documents printed in Indices of Awards Made by the Board of
Commissioners (previously cited), pp. 1-82.
15Indices of Awards Made by the Board of Commissioners, pp. 1-12.

FIGURE 23.

HONOLULU AT THE TIME OF THE LAND CHANGES, 1847
Survey by T. Metcalf.
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councils and feasts.

Every Wednesday after mid-February, 1846, it was

crowded with claimants.

Within the Honolulu area, those with foreign

names hurried to register their claims.

As events were to show, it

would take time to convince even urban Hawaiians of the advantages of a
secure title, whether at leasehold or in fee-simple.

No such education

was necessary for foreign businessmen;l of course: they moved quickly
to regularize their leases, and later, when conditions were relaxed,

to buy land in fee-simple. 16

Equally quickly, too, the beached foreigners of past decades
appeared before the Board, claiming confirmation of rewards for
services performed long ago.

AJ.exander !dalllS, former pilot of

Kamehameba I, more recently Honolulu's harbor pilot, and now the lusty
old patriarch of a

vastly-~ami1'ied

family with widely-spread estates

around Honolulu, clsimed and was awarded several pieces of land: a
town lot; about four acres of Waikiki land over 'Which he had been
konahiki (agent or steward for a chief) since the days of his royal
benefactor; nearly three hundred acres of

~

Kalibi valley to the west of Honolulu proper;

land and upland in

am

an estate of alrn"'lst

twenty-five hundred acres at Niu, a suIlDiY' valley a few miles east of
Diamond Head .17

160. Brewer & Co. 's Fort Street lot was typical. First white owner
was John Gowan, a chief's linguist. With chiefs' approval, it passed
to James Hunnewell (1826), Henry A. Peirce (1830), and the firm of
C. Brewer (1843). The lot, like most others, lacked definition, and
changed shape as roads, streets and lanes were made and straightened.
Foreign Register, II, 56 ff., Cla:Lil ~76; Foreign Testimony, II, 7 ff.,
Claim 576; AwardsI' III, 23; Claim 576.
17Foreign Testimony, II,

277, Claim 803.

l49

!f..,

Claims 801-803; III, 102-103,
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Adams was unusua.lly long-lived.
dead, especially those

wh0 ll

Most of his old cohorts were

like Adams h1Jllself, had settled in the

islands before the breaking of the kapus.

Long ago they had submerged

their nationality and their legal identity in the service of a
priJdtive king.

They had married native women, and had sired children

of mixed blood.

Nov their heirs, man;y of whom bore Hawaiian first

names and foreign last names, were able to trace the vicissitudes of
their families through a quarter-century or more of caprice on the part
of the aliis, and finally to establish their property rights under a
westernized jurisdiction.
George Beckley, pilot and fort commandant at Honolulu for the
first two Kamehamehas, had died in 1826, naming Alexander Adams as his
executor and guardian of his heirs.

Beckley was nov judged entitled to

have bequeathed to his part-Hawaiian descendants an acre of land in
Honolulu, seventy acres at Kal1hi, and thirty-six in Manoa.. 18 other
Il8JR8I!1

from. the PaSt were heard--Blanchard, Davis, Ebbets, Harbottle,

Holmes, Jones, Manini (once Marin), Rives, Sumner, Winship, Woodland-formerly western, now borne by part-Hawaiians married in most cases to
other part-Hawaiians or full-blooded Hawaiians rather than to haoles.
Here were the beg! wi ngs of an urban Hawaiian landowning class, maDY'
of whose members were to prove unable, for various reasons, to hold
their Honolulu property in the two generations ahead.
beginning, they had relied on

~

From the

assistance to keep their lands and

bound.t:1ries intact in the somewhat predatory world of Honolulu. St.6 rphen
Reynolds, for example, spent a great deal of time helping Hannah Holmes

IBp-oreign TestimoJV, II, 349

!f.,

Olaims 817-821.
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to admjnister her rental lots; and Gerrit Judd was useful in the same
way to Robert G. Davis (Hannah t s son by William Heath Davis) .19

Once

it became possible for part-Hawaiians (and full-blooded Hawaiians) to
alianate their own lands, they tended to lease or sell cheaply and
somewhat improvidently, with the result that land ownership in Honolulu
became more an index of rising foreign commercial interest than an
expression of native rights of ownership.
Foreigners w-ho had p1c:ved even more hi.U1ible roles in the making of
Honolulu were also recalled, either in person or through their heirs-Peter Anderson, Kamehameha' s negro armorer; Bob i:;he Tailor Kilday, an
Englishman who had stitched coats for Liholiho in the era of the first
great Hawaiian dandies and had been rewarded with the gift of a lot in
Nuuanu, which he held stubbornly in the face of the chiefs' efforts to
remove him; Louis Gravier, a French sailmaker who had outfitted the
Becket, one of the ships Bold took on his sandalwood expedition; the
i11iterate Englishman Tom Hunt, one of Kalanimoku IS seacaptains, who
had been given land by his patron and was then dispossessed for
drunkenness; Dutch Harry Zupplien the tavern-keeper, .mo since 1810
had been burying his hard-earned money in his Honolulu backyard;
Yankee Jem Vowles, the notorious bar-room brawler; Lewis Raes, the
Welsh herdsman and servant of Manuia who had sailed with Boki; Black
George Hyatt, the negro who played his clarinet for the kings of Hawaii

19Reynolds was very generous with his time not only to Hannah Holmes
but to other Honolulu half-whites. He was a great amateur of the law,
and quite well-read. Stephen Reynolds Journal, March 25, 1841,
September 17, December 2, 1843, July 15, 1845, April 13, 1846. For
Judd and the Danses, see R. G. Davis to W. H. Davis, December 22,
1843, Davi.s Collection, MSS, California State Library.
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and provided music for Honolulu ~ 8 first cotillion; Long Tom GandaJ.1,

the chiefs' gunpowder expert j employed on Honolulu public works jobs;
John Gowan, citizen of Boston, who had been Kaumualii's linguist on
Kauai; Portuguese Jo; Charles the Lascar; and dozens of other:s about
whom virtually nothing is known. 20
Together with all these, the businessmen of the tCIWD. and the
representatives of the two missions, Protestant and Catholic,
established their rights to land around Honolulu. 2l Finally, as
Honolulu's chiefs and COIIID.oners came before the Board of Commissioners,
the outlines ot a town committed to western property practices becmne
visible. Over fishponds, kalo patches, heiau-sites, loku or gameplqing areas, and

~

places of bygone

~s,

draftsmen laid their precise measurements.

the surveyors and

Valley boundaries which

formerly' had been defined by the direction in which a stone would roll
were now fixed by triangulations.

Traditional landmarks like streams"

trees, prominent rocks and stone-heaps gave

Wlq

to marldnga on ilaPs.

The old konobiki system, under which a chief appointed an agent or
steward to manage his lands, was replaced by a system in which each
owner determined for himself the best use to which his land might be
put" being free to cultivate, lease or s~ll at will. 22
In the course of his liestimony before the Board of Commissioners,

2°Indices of Awards Made by the Board of Commissioners lists
Honolulu claimants by name, and refers to manuscript volumes and
pages where testimony ma;y be found.
21Land transactions of Protestant missionaries are compiled in
Hobbs, Hawaii: Pageant, pp. 157 !!..
22Foreign 'testimony, I, 43, Claim 32, II, 401-402, 428, Claims 85
and 213, III, 218, Claims 785 and 4452.
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Stephen Reynolds recalled how in 1823, when he had come to the islands
to sta;r, not ma.n;r hOUBe lots had been fenced aa.d very few indeed
6njoyed the privacy of adobe walls.

There had been no streets, but

only pathways leading to the main trails quartering Honolulu.23 The
city began at the waterfront and straggled to an end less than a mile
inland, considerably short of a stone vall, built about 1830 part wq

across the entrances to Manoa and

NuU9DU

vslley-s

~th

the idea of

restraining grazing cattle. 24 Late in the eighteen-thirtf.es, before
the property issue in Honolulu was

~ere

near resolution, the

local chiefs were seized by a fit of energy for road and bridgebuilding around the town, and for a few weeks crowds of natives
labored, straightening and widening streets, and often clipping slips
of land from lo"ts which had encroached upon thoroughfares. 25
Now, by'1850, the bulk of the Board's work was done in Honolulu.
TitIes

~ere

clear and most boundaries were settled.

There was a

sense of definition about the town that had never existed before.
Promiscuous huddles of Hawaiian thatch huts, t·llough still numerous,
were interrupted more and more by individua.1 houses of western design
in adobe, wood or stone on individual lots.

were cleated of obstructions.

The streets once again

FinaJJ.y the town was ready to be

declared a city, the capital of the islands.

Concurrently the streets

were officially named--twenty-nine of them, from the big thoroughfares

2.3Foreign Tedtimo~, I, 13-14, Claim 8.
24Bingham to Jereulah Evarts, November 25, 1831, ABCFM Letters.
25stephen ReynoldJ; J O\ll'l:Ull, September 17, 1837, January 29, 30, 31 J
February 1, 2, 6, 8, 1838; Kumu Hawaii, January 31, 1838.
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running up from the waterfront (Maunakea, Nuuanu and Fort) and the

principal streets crossing them (Merchant, King, Hotel and Beretania)
down to lesser lanes and places.

The old sailors t names, such as

rid Street, formally gave way to t:.te new, such as Nuu8ID1; though,

interestingly enough, sailors' names for districts within Honolulu,
like "Egypt," ACe.

B~,"

and the "Black Sea," lingered on for another

twenty years, as did the complementary- Hawaiian district names.

Most

of the street names decided upon in 1850 were western, though signposts
carried Hawaiian renderings as well. 26 Like all maj or rearrangements,
this re-orientation of streets and boundaries in Honolulu created
considerable discontent.

For years afterward there were private

quarrels and lawsuits over rights-of-way, trespass, and disputed
claims.

The fact was, however, that a great change had been

accomplished.. Honolulu's new outlines were those within which the
land developments of the succeeding quarter-century were carried out. 27

By the time the Board of Commissioners had roughly completed its
work in Honolulu, it had awarded title to 325 lots, most of them
covering less than one acre, on the seventeen most iJr!portant streets

number, foreigners or half-castes with western names held 119.
Overlying and surrounding this quite well-recognized town center was a

26AH , Privy Council Record, III, 799-805. The 29 street, lane, and
plaCe names are listed here, but there is no accompaD\Ying map. See
also Hawaiian Annual for 19.Q2, 108.
27The increasing incidence of property cases readily becomes
apparent in the legal columns of the Polynesian. Honolulu's natives
as well as foreigners were actively litigious, and the native lawyer
as a social type begins to appear in numbers about 1850.
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more amorphous area, later described (but never defined) as "Honolulu
City."

It consisted of 82 more or less distinct areas of varying size

(from a few acres up to several score), all carrying Hawaiian names
from the old

d~s,

some located in the interstices of the street

blocks, others on the periphery of the cormnercial area stretching
toward the valleys.

In "Honolulu City, It a total of just over seven

hundred awards were made, some of them several acres in extent, most
nothing more than house and garden lots.

Of this total, 38 were held

by people with western names--haoles or identifiable half-castes.

Farther away from the harbor and the business quarter were land
divisions incorporating valleys and other traditional sites.

In these

areas, which stretched from Moanalua in the west to Wailupe in the
east, haole names disappeared almost entirely from the register of
landowners.

The largest single estate in the Kona district was at

Moani!lua, whe::-e William Sumner owned seven thousand acres.

Nearer

Honolulu, Kalihi and Kapslama had seven and six haole proprietors
respectively (including Alexander Adams).

To the east of the town

proper, a very few haole names appeared in Makiki, Manos, Palolo,
Wa:1alae-iki, Waialae=nui. a."'ld W:rl.lupe.

Pewaa, between Honolulu end

Wa1kiki, included six foreigners among its 17 landowners.

W'aikiki

itself had only two (including Adams) out of more than 250 listed. 28
The king and the chiefs held choice lots scattered about the
district, in town and out.

The Catholics were given title to a

cathedral site in to'WIl and other lots elsewhere.

The Protestant

28rhis account has been compiled from the raw information in Indices
of Awards Made by the Board of Commissioners ..

??o
--,

mission lots, including a sizeable estate at Punahou in Manoa, were
held at first in common and then distributed to individuals, except
for church and school lots.

Also defined were government lands, and

a special category unique to Honolulu--fort lands, some fifty patches
in Honolulu, Kalibi and Waikiki" to be cultivated by soldiers and

tenants of the Governor of Oahu.

Later, these and other goverrunent

lands were used for school sites. 29

Ownership of land was established by the Board of Commissioners.
Occupancy and use, especially in the town proper, were determined to
a great extent by the growth of the port.

A close link existed

between the land revolution and a business revolution which took
place in the Pacific during the same period.
By 1830, the old Pacific trading complex based on fur and

sandalwood had been superseded
Honolulu.

~

whaling as the major interest of

In the ten years since whaling vessels first put in at

Hawaiian ports, Honolulu had come to expect scores of such ships each
fall and

apring~

The only other town in the islands equipped to

supply whalers t needs was Lahaina, on Maui, and from 1820 to 1830
(according to the very sketchy figures available ) arrivals at Honolulu
more than doubled those at Lahaina, rising to more than a hundred
three times in the decade.

The "golden age" of American whaling began

when rich grounds were discovered in the Arctic during the thirties.

29Indices of Ali'erda Made by the Board of Conmdssioners, p.

45.

In 1829 there had been about two hundred American ships in the

business; by 1834 there were four rnmdred, by 1846 more tha.'1. seven
hundred.

At one time or another in the course of their extended·

cruises, which often lasted more than two years, the whalers touched
at the Hawaiian islands.

Without Hawaiian ports, especially Honolulu,

the trade would have been severely hampered.

Without the whalers,

business in the islands (and especially at Honolulu) would have been
equally inhibited.
of course.

There remained subsidiary cOl1lllercial connections,

Trade with California and the northwest coast continued,

for example.

But throughout al.l the years of the whale trade, from

the twenties to the sixties, there was only one short period (during
the California gold rush) when mel'chant ships outnumbered whalers at
island ports.
two to one.

In most years, whalers

ou~ered merchantmen

about

It was certainly true, as the astute observer Robert

Crichton Wyllie remarked in the mid-forties, that the prosperity of
Hawaii depended mainly upon the whalers.

If that business should fall

otf, he wrote, tbe islands would relapse into primitive
insignificance. 30
In the t¥!3!!ties, Honolulu 810na grossed between $71,,000 and
$134,000 a year from whaling; in the thirties between $69,200 and
$129,750.

On each visit, a typical whaler spent between $800 and

$1,,00 :tor provisions, equipment and repairs, $200 of this on local
produce such as vegetables and meat, the rest on imported articles from

3~riendJ July 1, 1844. ~uykendal1, Hawaiian Kingdom, I, 307; and
Morgan, ffawaii, pp. 78-79, have statistical tables based on readily"
availablefigUres. Tbt31 admit doubts about completeness. I share
those doubts, having checked their sources; but in the absence of
other information, these figures must be used.
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stores.

In terms of money left in the isl ands, tt1e wha:ting trade was

worth as much as all other businesses handling goods for export and
re-export.

Many

of these businesses had come into being with the

whaling trade and could not survive without it.

31

This circumstance

remained true on an expanded scale throughout the golden years of
the forties.
Somewhat surprisingly, Honolulu did not develop its own whaling
industry with locally-owned. ships and locally-based captains.

An

expedition was fitted out in 1831, and had moderate success.

There

were others later, designed either for offshore whaling around the
islands or for longer voyages in the Pacific.

In 1858, toward the end

of the era, nineteen whalers were registered under the Hawaiian flag.3
All in all, however, the local accomplishment was small.

difficult to see why.

2

It is rather

There were man;y skillful sea-captains in

Honolulu's permanent population.

Scores passed through the islands

each season and might have been engaged.

Rarely was trouble

experienced in making up a crew of white men and natives at Honolulu
or Lahaina.
The situation has usually been explained in terms of lack of
capital, and this may well have been the determining factor.
Honolulu businessmen, it is true, made fortunes ashore.

Several

James

Hunnewell, for example, having arrived in the islands virtually without
funds, left for the American mainland in 18.30 with seventy thousand

3~organ, Hawaii, pp. 80-81.
3211Honolulu's Share in the Pacific Whaling Industry of By-Gone
Dqs," Hawaiian Annual for 1913, 47 ff _; Minister of Finance, Biemrlal
Report, 1656, pp. 4-5.
-
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dollars 9

His partner and successor Henry Peirce sailed from Honolulu

in 1843 with a hundred thousand dollars. 33

expensive trade, houever.
outfit a ship.

Whaling lias a very

By the forties it cost more than $40,000 to

Then too" the Honolulu shipyards, able though they were

to handle repair work, did not have the costly special equipment and.
skilled labor available in the old-established whaling harbors of
New England.

Henry Peirce had been a partner in the 1831 waling

venture; but he and Hunnewell (and others), prospering greatly as
land-based servants of the whalers, in all probability were unwilling

to lay out great sums of money to become competitors in a world market
subject to wide fiuctuations.
In the generation after the coming of the whalers, the Honolulu

business cOIllllUllity grew quickly.

Just as the whaling trade was

largely in the hands of Americans, so too was Honolulu t s wholesale
and retail trade..

In tp-s thirties, there 'Were half a dozen or more

substantial mercantile houses at the port, chief among 'Which were the
Hunnewell-Peirce firm (which later became C. Brewer); '\o]illiam French;
Eliab Grimes & Co.; Stephen Reynolds; and the British-owned outlet of
the Hudson I s Bay Company (w.ide1:,y regarded as an interloper in American
preserves in Honolulu" and 't.he subject of commercial and psychological
warfare from the time of its establishment in 1834 to its closure at
·~ha and of the fifties).

By 1840 the services offered to residents and

visitors were extremeli diversified: twenty retail and four wholesale
stores, two hotels, two taverns, twelve boarding-houses for seam.en J1
seven bowling alleys" three vegetable markets" two provision storeo,

33Sullivan, C. Brewer" p. 29; Bradley, American Frontier, pe 236.

FIGURE 24. HONOLULU, 1847
Friend, January 15, 1847.
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four bl.acksmith shops, one copper-foundry, fourteen ship carpenters
(principal among them the shipbuilding firm of Rebinaon & Co. on the
point in Honolulu harbor, dating from 1822) ~ sailmakers, calkers, and a
great

~

other tradesmen such as shoemakers, saddl.emakers, butchers,

bakers, engravers, and printers. 34

One-man businesses or bri.'!f partnerships remained the rule,
several large firms were able to expand and open branbh stores eitber
elsewhere in Honolulu or at Lahaina on Maui, which became an
independent c01llllercial center drawing on a rich hinterland to supply
whalers.

Lahaina was SIIlBll. by comparison with Honolulu, with about

half' the total population and a somewhat smaller percentage of
foreigners to natives throughout the whaling period.

Nonetheless, the

two ports beC8Jll8 great rivals for the business brought to the islands
by whalers. 35

~s is an incomplete listing. See Polynesian, October 17, 1840,
for more detail. Incomparably the best description of the Honolulu
business community in this period is Bradley, American Frontier, pp.
214-270, a lengthy treatment of connections with all parts of the world
and developments within the town. Bradley bas worked as close to the
sources as is possible and haa devoted much more space to the subject
than I C8no

35r have been very greatly helped in my understanding of Laludna
history by Lawrence Windley, researcher for the Lahaina RestDl'ation
Foundation. He is working as close to the facts in Lahaina as Richard
Greer 1s in Honolulu; that 1s to s~, closer than anyone else. Windley
has a yard-by...,.ard and month-by-month knowledge of his subject, N1d
also knows at first-hand a great deal about the waters and shores of
the Hawaiian islands. He has been able to save me from several errors
of fact and interpretation in the section that follows, 'Which now
draws heavily on conversations ~rl.th him and material tram his notes.
He and I agree that more work in MS Bow-ees might produce a better
picture of Lahaina whaling arrivals, particularly if figures were
arranged according to sessons rather than by calendar years, as is the
case with all collected figures thus far published. In the meantime
we must use what 1s available.

TABLE Ie

ARRIVALS OF WHALESHIPS AT PORTS OF THE HAWAIIAN

ISLANDS, 1824-1861
OTHER
PORTS

YEAR

HONOLULU

LAHAINA

1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
18ta.
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1Bt:;h
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
1861

87
36
107
82
112

17
42
31
16
45
62
62
78
80
82

104
78
138
98
157
173
157
159
198
189

62
72
56
39
73
98
247
325
379

129
148
116
86
133
172
383
490
542
596

ill

9,
81
118
,,,.,
"'''''1

111

76
73
67
76
60

47

60

74
136
165
163
167
167
148
120
125
90
226
246
189
171
150
l42
224
249
179

no

429

I.n.<
...........

1),:\0

"J,/

161
154
112
103
189
177
224
184
121
122
141
116
62
24

TOTAL

27
104
110
112
113
95
123
161
184
84
56

Source: Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, I,

309
274
237
220
519
533
525
468
366
387
526
549
325
190
307.
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Honolulu harbor was enclosed and safe; once inside, a ship could
ride out the most severe of storms.
was wide open.

~ile

not a disadvantage.

By contrast, Lahaina I s roadstead

trade winds blew trom the north-east, this was

But at the turn of each year the trades gave way

to what was called kona weather, with drenching rains and southerly
gales, which were greatly troublesome at Lahaina roads.
problem, the

!2!!! winds

TO add 'to the

frequently blew at their worst during the fall

whaling season, which vas busier than the spring season.

Port charges

were higher at Honolulu than at Lahaina, especially in the early years.
Then too:J supplies were

gener~

cheaper at Lahaina.

As traffic

increased, Honolulu grew crowded at the peak of the fall season.

Its

very protectedness might then become a nuisance to a captain in a
hurry.

He could not simply weigh anchor and leave, as at Lahaina;

it might take Honolulu IS pilots several dqs to extricate one vessel
irom rows oi ships so tightly packed that a man could w:ilk fram dee-l{
to deck across the ha.rbOI' and never get his feet wet.

same

~

Finally, the

storms which buffeted Lahaina often kept dozens of whalers

huddled 'Within the harbor at Honolulu, unable to go out against the

w-i.nd.

SQI"i1etimes ships were delSiYed in this wu:y for

QB

long as tlro

or three weeks.
These constants and variables, combined with others of a different
kind, produced changing relationships between the two ports.

As the

figures show, between 1820 and 1830 Honolulu attracted twice as DlSI1Y
whaleships as did Lahaina.
more evenly distributed.

Throughout the thirties, arrivals vere much
In the forties, when total arrivals reached

unprecedented heights, Lahaina began to draw twice as D18.Di1 ships as
Honolulu.

Lahaina did not lose this advantage until the early fifties
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when, with total arrivals still munerous, the two ports returned to
rough parity, wi. th I,ahaina remaj oj, og slightly in advance of Honolulu.
By- the late fifties, total figures were down substantially, and Lahaina
slipped behind. Honolulu again as the whaling trade declined.
How might these differences be explained?

In!tially, Honolulu IS

harbor and shipyard would have been sufficient to attract the greater
number of ships.

Liholiho' s early experimentation wi. th high port

charges at Honolulu sent more whalers to Lahaina in 1825.
brought them back again the next year.

Reductions

In the thirties, and

particularly the later years of the decade, the whaling industry was
embarrassed (together with the entire United States econom;y) by
uneasiness culminating in the crash of 1837.

Increased patronage of

Lahaina by a generally decreased neet probably represented bargainhunting in supplies.
In 1840, conditions changed.

Firstly, the ",,"hite potato began to

be grown in quantity at Kula, Maui, on the slopes of the great volcanic
crater, HaleakaJ.a.

Among sailors, the white potatoes of Lahaina were

far more popular than the o..- eet potatoes of Honolulu.

The new trade

was very profitable throughout the forties, especially toward the end
of the decade when the California gold rush added an insatiable market
on the west coast of the American mainland (so much so that the potato
lands on Maui came to be called "Kaleponi n or California, because
fortunes could be dug from the earth there).
Concurrently with the development of the white potato business,
the island of Mani and its principal port, Lahaina, underwent a change
of

administration~

Since the mid-twenties, Hoapili, most dedicated of

mission chiefs, had. been governor.

He had spent his life attempting to
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extirpate grog-shops and brothels from his jurisdictton, which included
Maui, Molokai, and Lanai.

The moral history of his port had been much

more consistent than that, of Honolulu.

Lahaina would have attracted

the minority group of "temperance captains tl in the New England whaling
neet, as well as masters 'WI'1o hcul difficulty holding crews and wanted
to offer their men as little reason as possible to go ashore and sample
the delights of a Hawaiian port-of-call.
HoapUi died in 1840.

He was followed in turn by Keoni Ana,

Bennett Namakeha, and James Young Kanehoa, all of whom showed much
stronger interest in money than in morality.

As chiefs, they would

automatically collect a large tax on goods passing through the market.
The whaling neet promised other sources of revenue as well.
Accordingly, the governors of the forties allowed sailors free rein
in Lahaina.

Grog-shops and brothels sprang into existence, in

mnazing:: nu.."l.bers~

For several. years in the forties there were probably

more grog-shops and prostitutes per sailor in Lahaina than io HonOlulu,
i f contemporary COIllllent is to be trusted.

Vice had flourished

constantly in Honolulu; but now Lahaina sported the potato and the
prostitute, and the Combination was all but irresis tible •

By the mid-forties, prostitution had become a matter for national

concern.

The moe kolohe laws (against fornication and. adultery) had

been enforced rigorously

~

HoapUi on Maui, and

energetic~

but

without success at Honolulu during the several periods of religious
fervor since 1820. With the rise of the whaling industry to great
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heights in the mid-forties 1 and the descent twice a year of crowds of
sailors upon the port.s of the islands l it became apparent that the
issue of prostitution vas not only moral but economic.

In terms of

the spiritual and physical health of the nation l prostitution could
hardly be allowed to continue; in terms of the economic health of the
islands l it could scarcely be permitted to cease.
The notable Hawaiian scholar DavidMalo l writing in 1847 1 bemomed
the fate of Lahaina in the period of moral laxity that characterized
the regime of James Young Kanehoa: "Great is the prostitution at
Lahainal it is the great thing.

All the women COOle to Lahaina for it.

Some pIlt to them the question, What brings you here?

They reply,

We came to sell.--What have you to sell? They reply", We sell
0'l.l!"se1ves. n ,36 The same was true on a larger scale at Honolulu.

As

the oppon:ition paper, the Sandwich Island News 1 pointed out, not a
native vessel came to either port in the whaling season that was not
packed w:l.th women from the rural districts of the islands--thousands
each year.

Apothecaries probably did two-thirds of their business in

medications for venereal disease among the native population, according
to the N8!!o

Retail traders in the ssme way did nine-tenths of their

business with native women, not even bothering to stock most items
until the whaling season, since it was only in those months that women
had money.

On the average, seamen spent $10 a head. in their three or

four weeks ashore; with (conservatively) 12,000 in port in a flush
season, $120,000 would be left in towno

Of this, grogshop keepers and

.36Ka:Lo's reIlUirKs were printed in translation in the Sandwich Island
News, March lOoP

1847.
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prostitutes garnered nearly all" with about nine-tenths of the total
going to prostitutes. Thus, women at the ports could put almost
$100,000 a sesson into the hands of retailers, who would in turn pq
wholesalers, who would in turn

p~

customs duties to the government.

In additi6!i, the government drew on the revenues of prostitution
through police court fines, poll taxes, aDd passage money on government
interisland vessels (fares were $J. each wlIif to and from the port) .37
In all the years from 1820 to 1860" there was rarely a ti!ne 'When

Hawaii I s exports and domestic produce supplied to ships came at all
I

close to Jll8.tching imports in value. 38 The islands au!fered chronically
from an adverse balance of tracie, and in such a situation prostitution
was economicelly useft...!l..
national health.

h~"!~!" d~~l~!"!!bl~

in terms of morals and

In 1846-1847, for example, the estimated earnings of

native women through prostitution were approximately equal to all
reported government revenues.

It is possible that, had prostitution

been abolished, sailors might have found other ways of leaving much of
their pay in the islands, with the same effect of bolstering the
econom;y.

It should be noted, however, that in l855 J1 when a restrain:lng

law temporarily lessened the numbers of wemen at the sea ports in the
fall season, retail storekeepers at Honolulu remarked upon dullness of
trade and scarcity of money.39
Foreign Minister Wyllie, a courtly bachelor, was a great champion

37Sandwich Island News, March 10, April 7, June 23, 18470

3~Uykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, I, 305.
39wyllie to C. W. Wheat, December 2, 1855, Ali, FO & Ex.,
Miscellaneous Foreign.
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of female virtue and a great worrier over its apparent absence among
tbe women who flocked to Honolulu twice a year.

He tried on several

occasions to bave preventive legislation enacted, witbout success for
tbe most part.

His plan, in general, called for strong local

governments which would prohibit native women from

tra",,~ling

between

ports wi tbout good reason; a licensing system for passengers; and
fines for breacbes of rules.

Three legislatures rejected his bills,

and a modifisd version enforced for a sbort time in 1855 accomplished

little.

.As long as native 'WOmen coveted gandy clothes, as long as

tbeir husbands, fathers and families remained sbort of money to buy
borses or P8\Y taxes, and as long as sallors came to port rich with
money accumulated during a season's cruise, there would be prostitution
at Honolulu. 40

Prostitution owed its existence prima:dly to the whaling trade"
and the whaling trade at Honolulu was brought into being by the harbor.
All through the early years of whaling, the harbor remained phy"sically
unchanged, its natural characteristics adequate even

th~l1gh

traffic

40rhe fate of Wyllie's preventive bills can be followed in the
Journal of the House of Representatives for 1850, 1852, 1853, 1854, and
1855. He wrote dozens of letters on the subj ect, typical of which are:
Wyllie to Armstrong, March 6, 1854, AH, FO Letter Book, XV" 199-200;
Wyllie to William Martin, July 18, 1854, AH, FO Letter Book, XVIII,
120-121; Wyllie to G. M. Robertson, April 2, 1855, All, FO Letter Beok,
XX, --. For anotber viewpoint see Dwight Baldwin to Wyllie, July 7,
1854, All, FO & Ex, Miscellaneous Local. Prostitution claimed public
attention again L'"l the late fifties at the t:ilne of the opening of
Queen's Hospital in Honolulu. See Cbapter VII.
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increased year by year.

The golden age of whaling, however, made

apparent its limitations.
From earliest times, it had been rather difficult for ships to
enter the inner harbor.

Large vessels had to be warped in by hawsers

run along the eastern reef to the shore.

Power was supplied by natives

on foot or in canoes, and later by oxen and horses as well.

As more

and more 5uip 5 ceunetu the harbor, this clu.may method grew less and
less satisfactory, but the next advance, steam power, did not come
until 1855. 41
The building of wharves also lagged behind demand in the golden
age.

The

fir~t

facility, dating from the mid-twenties, was merely a

sunken hulk at the shoreline.
some

gove~nt-owned,

By

1850, there were several wharVes,

the rest in private hands; but even so, a

general improvement was needed.

The same conditions existed with

regard to warehouses and storage space. 42
Harbor works were first given serious consideration in the midforties, when it was discovered that silt from Nuuanu stream was
reducing the depth of water close to shore.

Some visiting ship

captains suggested that a diversionary wall be built at the moUth
of the stream, so that the current would no longer take detritus out
into the harbor but 'WOuld spread it instead over an area of shallow

4lAlmost every "Voyager mentions this towing arrangement; so does
Stephen Reynolds Journal, particularly the years 1838-1642, when he
was an active pilot in the harbor.
42For a typical compiaint, see Sandwioh Island News, September 9,
1846. This subjeot arose frequently in the Honolulu newspapers,
especially with the growth of San Francisco at the end Qf the forties
and the threat of oompetition from its well-equipped port.

reefs to the northwest.

The wall was duly bullt, stretching westward

fram the foot of Maunakea Street. 43
The wall did nothing to ease the problem of inadequate wharfage.

In connection with this, as with so many things, the indefatigable
Foreign Minister Robert Crichton Wyllie had an ambitious plano

His

ideas had 'been published at Honolulu in 1844, before he took office,
but not until 1850 were they given a sustained hearing.
even the moat insouciant local legislators

w~re awar~

By that time,

of develo!alients

taking place on the west coast of the United States which might

conceiVably put Hawaii at the center of an American-Asian cOMlllercial.
zone of considerable importance.

Gold-rush California was booming.

San Francisoo had become a thriving port, a possible challenger to
Honolulu as a whaling entrepot.
everywhere.

Steam navigation was being discussed

Plans existed for lines along the American west coast,

across the Pacific to Hawaii, and on to .Asia and. the British colonies
in the 80uthern hemisphere. 44

Against this large-scale background, Wyllie t s
assumed realistic proportions.
harbor, a widened channel,

~

ear~

schemes

His project called for a deepened
greatly increased wharfage and. storage

space at the water t sedge. The waterf:.ront area could be extended at
the site of the old fort, by 1850 a dilapidated and useless wreck
(ruined under circumstances which will be discussed in the

nm

43AH, Privy Council Record, IV, 23-25; LeBorgne, Baillie aDd Lee to
Kekuanaoa, July 1, 1847, AlI, 10 & Ex; Minister of Interior, Report,
1848, p. 6; W. D. Alexander, nEarly' Improvements in Honolulu rarbor,"
Hawaiian Historical Society, Annual Report, 15 (Honolulu, 1908), 15.

~For a general discussion of these developments, see Kuykendal.1,
Hawaiian Kingdom, II, 1-32.

chapter), and at Waikahalulu reef southeast of the fort.

If' a

retaining wall were built as t'ar as the deep water mark, and the
confined reet' vere filled in to grolL."'ld level, then this would provide
wharlage which would be adequate indefinitely.

At the same

time~

the

business district would be enlarged by' some dozens or acres. 45
On the opposite, or western, side of the harbor 181 another

large reef, owned by the Honolulu firm of Sea & Sumner.

Improvement-a

were planned there, to match those at Waikehalulu, but the govermnent
could not come to terms wi.th Sea & Sumner.

F1 na]ly, the legislature

of l8S4 authorized the building of a single retain i ng wall at
Waikehelulu, the demolition ot' the fort; and the l¢ng of rubble on
the reef, to produce what came to be called the "water lots .1146
Detailed plans for the works at Wa1kahalulu were drawn up under
the supervision of the Scot William Webster, a trained engineer.
Fimmces were arranged in a less systematic vfq.
rejected Wyllie I s proposal of a large bond issue.

The legislature
.l plan

to sell parts

ot Waikahalulu reef to Pl\V for improvements was struck out of the 1854
bill. The legislature voted $40,000, and more money was appropriated
in successive sessions--never as nmch as was needed. for the speedy

completion of improvements, but enough to keep the reef development at
the head of a limited public works list, even in periods or financial
trouble.

As Wyllie said, this was one of the best possible investments

45.A1exander, "Early Improvemenu"n 21.-22; Po~esian, February 4,
1854.

46AH; :ro & Ex, Privy Council Petitions, May 23, November 19, 1853,
and Privy Oouncil Reports, December 19, 1853; Journal of House of
Representatives, Jul,y 5, 1854; Polynesian, J~' 8, 1854.
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that could be made b,y a city at Honolulu's stage or maturity.47
Meanwhile, the government faced a legal contest over its title to
Waikahalulu reef. The counter-claimant was Queen Kalama, vita of
KamehaJllsha III; the iSI5I18 cOMerned ancient Hawaiian land customs.
Water rights, including those perta1 n1 ng to reets, were extremely
important in the traditional Hawaiian economy. Their dispoaition at
the time of the land reforms of the late forties led to the institution
of many lawsuits. Kalama had claimed and been awarded the!!!. of
Vaikahalulu (an

f!! was

a well-defined subdivision of the larger tract

called an abnpuaa). The award had been made vi th the tacit
understanding, later made explicit in a Privy Council resolution,
that the sovereign rights of the king (representing the government)
extended from high water mark to a point a league out to sea, and
that no private rights could be sustained within that area except for
rights to fish and cut coral stones.

In 18$2, Kalama challenged the goverDlllent I s claim to ownership of
all territory beyond the high water mark, when the government leased

part of Waikahalulu to an American steamship
to establish a line in the islands.

comp~

'then preparing

A lengtl:\Y hearing before the land

commissioners demonstrated beyond doubt the legality of the government's
title.

Kalama did not rest content.

during the ear~ months of 18$4.

She pursued the matter

clos~

The legislature of that year named

Princes Lot and Alexander a Privy Council Committee to negot,ia'te with
the queen (aDd with the king, who as a private person joined his wife

47Wyllle to Henry Peircs, June 26, 18$7, .AIl, FO Letter Book,
XXVI, 128.

in urging her claim).

The royal couple insisted upon Kalama I s legal

right to WaikahaluJ.u, and asked for $25,000 as the price of
relinquishment. The Privy Council thought that one-eighth of the reef
should be sufficient, or, in lieu of that J $1$,000.
to be.

The king and qneen held out for mOl'-e J

It proved not

and finally the matter

was cOlllpromised at a cost of $22,000 )~8

Equipnent for dredging and pile-driving could not be manufactured
in Honolulu.

Supreme Court Justice W1ll1am Lee, who went to the east

coast of the Un!ted States on government business in

1855,

was

cODlDissioned to employ experts and arrange purchases. Lee returned to

1856, bringing with

Honolulu from Boston via Cape Born in February,

h1Ja a knocked-down steaJll-dredger and pile-driver, and also the frame
and 1UlCb1Dery- of a steam tugboat, all to be assembled at the Honolulu

wati;rl"rout. 49

The tugboat, readied for work by the Scot James Munroe in yards
at the foot of Maunakea Street, christened

~

volcano goddess, and launched early in August J
beginning a great asset.

after the Hawaiian

1856,

W88

from the

The dredger was less successful. Its purpose

was to improve access to the harbor by deepening the bar at the

entranoe.

An experienced engineer, Thomas Hughes, had been brought

from the United States to run the machinery, but even under his expert
command, 115 became clear that the dredger could not work at the bar on

48Alexander, DEarly Improvements," brings together man;y of the
dOCUlllentB relating to Kalama t s claim.~ The disposition mq be followed
conveniently in AH, Privy Counell Record, VIll, for 1854, espeeiaJ..ly at
pp. 1,9, 279-283. There is a heavy oorrespondence in AIl, Interior
Department Letter Book, VIJ and :in AH, FO & Ex early in 1854.

49tee ' s negotiations may be followed

in AH, FO & Ex, Lee Mission.
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tm3 dq when there vas a swell-and there vas a swell almost every

~.

Hughes and his dredger, however, did good work inside the harbor,
providing fill tor Vaikahalulu (and, in the process, bringing up from
tbe harbor noor a number of stone adzes anC a war club).

In 1857,

after a new prison was built for Honolulu to t.he west of the harbor,
the fort was demolished and its coral stones were used in the
The stone blo~ke were laid by

retaining wall along the filled reef.
Hawaiian divers, who were paid

$2.50

a

dai1 for going fifteen feet to

the bottom once every ten minutes during their two-bour work periods.
On the reef itself,

fil11f~

spread by convict labor.

BefoX'es the end

af the fifties; the first of the "water lots" were ready for sale and
lease.

By- 1870 an etiplanade of about twenty-two acres had been

created, with a sea frontage of 2,000 feet on water twenty to thi.rty
feet deep, for a cost just 143ss thaI.. a quarter of a million dollars. 50

Harbor improvementSlwre designed to meet the needs of shipping
coming to the islands from outside.

For interisland shipping before

the sdvent of steam in the fifties, the undeveloped harbor was

50rhe harbor improvements were followed with great interest by the
Honolulu press. Almost every week there were colll1len.ts and letters
about progress. On the failure of the dredger, see Wyllie to Elisha
Allen, October 6, 1856, AH, FO Letter Book, XXIV, 99, enclosing an
experts I report. Alexander, "Early Improv~nts,II 26, makes a good
summary etatement.
.
During the fifties there were various proposals for drydocks and
marine railwqs at Honolulu, none of which came to aDJthing. In the
same period there were minor improvements in things like water supply
to the Wharves, buoys, lights, and a wig-wag telegraph to signal. ship
arrivals off Diamond Head.
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perfectly adequate.

There remained in Honolulu harbor, even after the

entry of ste8lll8hips to the interisland. trade, a motley neet of sailing
ships, from

t~ ,

locally-built, erratically-navigated and often

unseawortlv" nativa boats (the "poi clippers"), to elegant schooners
like the P8a Rooke and the Nettie Merr111, built to island

specifications on the east coast of the Un'\.ted States. 51
The most reliable interisland. vessels were those which ran during
the fifties on regular schedules 'subj ect always to lreather).

Owned

by Honolu1u merchants:; they bronght to th.e metropolis sugar, molasses,

wheat, firewood, and ~ (a fiber stripped from tree ferns CODIIlon in
the islands, that had a short but spectacu.lal" vogue in the United
States as an anti-rheumatic mattress stuffing) .S2
At the other end of the scale were coasters owned and sailed by
natives.

A passion for boats

waB

secund only to a passion for horses

among Hawaiians at mid-century, and interisland travel was endemic.
Th~ ~~an

style of life was transf'erred intact to shiP-deck, with

all its overcrowded hilarity, its bogs and dogs and pipes and

calabashes of

~i,

its singers and story-tellers. On all but the very

best schooners; white cabin-c'lass passengers were confronted with the
choice of stifling below decks or joining the open-air "steerage"
class of natives on deck.

Only the bardiest of' foreigners could make

a jonrney between islands without succumbing to profO'.md self-pity.

;.LA great deal of detailed 1ni'ormation on interisland ships is in
Hawaiian Ammi9B4 in various issues, especially those f'or 1669, 1890,
1891, 1894,
, 1926, 1931, and 19.32. Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom,
II, 3-7, has a good short account.
S2pacific Commercial Advertiser, August 4, 18$9; Po9nesian, August
16, 1851. The papers carried regular notices of' sailing times.
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The sights and sounds and Dells of native life overwhelmed thOEi8 of
delicate sensibilities, the channels were rough, and wretched
sea-sickness was all but inevitable. 53
On the majority of the coasters, PoJ.1ne8i.an self-confidence about

navigation persisted long after the ancient voyagers r skills and
intuitions were gone.

Interisland sa1J1ng was marked by wild

miscalculations and bizarre mishaps. Most Hawaiian captains held
prqers twice every Sunday, but very few had compasses or other
instruments.

As a consequence, simple faith was open to subversion

by Il6gligence or bad weather, especially at the turn of the year when
the

~

winds blew, taking small craft far frcnn the routes regularly

followed in the trade 1dnd season.
The experience of the hundred-ton schooner

~

mq stand for that

of dozens of others. In January, 1853, she took down to Hawaii 270
paasengers, and on her return to Honolulu brought back 190, together
with 20 turkeYS, 30 pigs, 75 chickens, 30 dogs, 1 pair of oxen,

1 JllUle,

14 cords of wood, 11 canoes, and other items. A few weeks

later, having left Kauai for Honolulu carrying 300 barrels of potatoes,
sugar, 75 hogs, and 16 passenger:; (incl~ding Supreme Court Justice
Wi.lliam Lee), she encountered a severe storm. Fifteen miles from
Honolulu, ah8 was far to the leeward, with the mainsail blown from its
ropes" all the oth.er sails damaged, and tloo"Gnty hogs drowood on dGck
by repeated ch-enchings.

Eventually she made Waianae,

~

miles

53AJ.most every resident took an interisland trip at one time or
another, and some of the most vivid writing in the MS literature is
on thie subject. For a visitor's version, see
W. Bates],
Sandwich Island Hotes (New York, 1854), pp. 252-254.

fO.
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leeward of Honolulu, and the passengers came to town overland. 54

A new era began to overtake the old when in Kay, 1846, the

Cormorant, the first

st~amsh1p

ever seen in Hawaii, csme to anchor at

H.onolulu and everybod;y ran to visit it and to explore the marvels of
i te machinery.S5 The rise of steam in the Pacific was coincident
with the height of the clipper-ship era, and though residents and
newspaper editors were greatly impressed with the speed, utility and
maneuverability of steamers comiDg to Honolulu barbor, still there was
a poetry about the clippers that appealed to the beached mariners of
the islands as they watched the big ships passing along the suuth
coast of Oahu, great clcruds of eauyQS set, and bcrWld for China.56

Pacific navigation vas in

nux

at mid-century.

The vha11 ng

industry bad given rise to an increased mercantile traffic.

Honolulu's

principal business connections were with the United States. Lesser
contacts linkecl the islands with Great Britain and Germany.

In

mid-cem:.ury three ex-Hono1u1u men, James H""'y\ewell, Henry A. Peirce,
and Charles Brewer, all by then returned to the east coast of the

54Polynel!lian, Ja.l'l.Ua.7 22, February 26, 1853.. For some idea of the
incidence of wrecks and mishaps, see the azoticles in Hawaiian Annual
previously cited; and for a representative period, see Pacific Com.ereial Advert.iser, February 12, 1857, April 1, September 30, November
ii, 1658; Poliilesian, March 27:1 April 3, August 14, 1858, July 9, 1859 ..
,5Stephen Reynolds Journal, Mq 22, 25, 27, 1846. Not everything
under the sun was new: prostitutes st~d aboard longest.
S6po1znesian, April 3, August 7, October 23, 1852, January 29,1853.
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United States, established a line of sailing ships to run to San
Francisco, Honolulu, Hong Kong and. Manila.

This line remained

important even when Honolulu t s trade pattern shifted to focus on
California.57
Gold-rush San Francisco became Honolulu t s opposite number late in
the forties.

Soon, too, there was a rail service across the isthmus

of Tehuantepec, making it unnecessary for passengers to go around
Cape Horn, though freight generaJ.ly followed the sea route until
American transcontinental railroads were built at the end of the
sixties.

Packets sailed to the islands from San Francisco, and in

1855 the Regular Dispatch Line, organized by G. B. Post & Co. and
other San Francisco businessmen, began operations with 300-ton
clipper barks .58
The coming of steam had been heralded in the islands as ear:q as
1848.

During the next six years, a number of abortive attempts were

mad.e to link the islands and the American continent.

The Hawaiian

government was willing to grant privileges to any company offering
reliable service, and there were numerous applicants.
nothing but paper enterprises.

Some fine were

Two others--one a group trying to set

up a San Francisco-China line, the other looking towards a San
Francisco-Honolulu run-failed to meet time stipulations imposed by
the government e

A third proved to be a speculation connected with

American hopes for annexation of Hawaii in 1854; and a fourth fell foul

57Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, II, 16.
58The Honolulu press regularly carried advertisements for all
San Francisco sailings ..
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of Hawaiian governmental suspicions on this point, and could not obtain
the monopolistic privileges it requested.

Oceanic steamship lines

vere still ten years awa:y. 59
When steam did come to the islands on an organized basis, it -was
not for trans-Pacific voyaging but for the interisland service.. 60

As

with the trans-Pacific schemes, there had been, in the period following
the great Galifornia expansion" several proposals for Hawaiian
interisland steamship lines" including one planned by Honolulu
businessmen intrigued by the New York test runs of the sensational

...

Ericsson caloric engine, which later proved to be a scientific
bubble. 6l There seemed every reason for optimism about the ~uccess
of interisland steamers.

Wyllie had 't.hought as early as 1844 that a

300-tonner might pay its way.

No one doubted this by the end of the

forties, and the establishment of a service that might eliminate
annoyances caused by unreliable sailing vessels was eagerly awai ttA. 62
Out of the welter of half-formed schemes laid before the Hr.i.waiian
government emerged the offer of Captain William Howard of San
Francisco.

He and his associates gained in July, 1651, the ID'-,clusive

right to run steamers between islands for five years,
of wharfage at Honolulu h,arbor.

wi~h

privileges

Howard contracted to put one steamer

59Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, II, 17-16.

~or a general discussion of the early period, Bee John H. Kemble,
"Pioneer HaHaiian steamers~n Hawaiian Histor;_c9~ Society, Annual
Report, 53 (Honolulu, 1946), 7" 25.
M

61POlyneBian, April 2,

1853.

62Friend, Septemb~r 1, 1644; Polynesian, November il, 1848,
February 15" 16,1.
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into operation within ninety days of September 1, 1851, and a second
steamer within two years if traffic should warrant it. 63
Howard's firm never produced an adequate first ship, much less a
second.

The 6QO...ton Con.stitution,9 bronght to HonQlulu for one

experimental vOY86e, was greeted with enthusiasm.
her steam on

Saturd~,

"The b10idng off of

after she came to in our harbor," wrote the

Polynesian's reporter, "was music to our ears." But times vere slack
in the islands in the aftermath of the California
Constitut~ proved

the islands.

boom~

and the

1ID1ch too big and unwieldy for reef-dodging among

After one run between Honolulu and Lahaina she retumed

to California, and that was the last of the Howard line.64
Howard I S rights lapsed with time, and the Hawaiian government
prepared to transfer them to any firm that could supply an interisland
steamer of suitable size.

A San Francisco group, headed by Qaret W.

Ryckman and represented in Honolulu by the American attorney Richard.
Bowlin, was successful over several ccanpetitors in obtaining

governmental approval.

The side-wee1 steamer S. B. Wheeler, brought

to the islands in the fall of 1853 and renamed Akamai, was put into
regular service after a trial run to LahainaQ

Ryckman I S group had

demonstrated its apparont capacity to fulfill the govermnentls requiremente.

It waa incorporated as the Hawaiian Steam Navigation Company,

with a ten-year monopoly of interislmld steam transportation j as lorell

6%oward 1 s proposal is in AH, Interior Department Letters,
Miscellaneous, July 19, 1851; the ordinance granting privileges is
filed there at Ju~ 25, 1851. See also AH, Privy Council Record)
VIB, 402, 405; Polynesian, August 2, 1851.
64Polynesian, Jaruary 31~ 1852.

as the steam tug business of Honolulu harbor.

As additional

encouragements, Ryckman's finn got free water, free wharfage at the
government jetties when these were not otherwise occupied, and
duty-free importation of machinery.65
Under the Hawaiian
Honolulu and Lahaina.

nag,

the Akamai sailed several times between

Occasional runs to other ports were made, and

one or two pleasure jaunts were organized, as when the natives of a
Maui sugar plantation hired the .Akamai, or when she took more than
two hundred Honolulu natives, fifty foreigners, and "most of the ladies
of easy virtue" on a day-long cruise out to Diamond Head and along
the south coast of Oahu.
This was the high point of the Akamai' s usefulness.
1854, with the king and his suite aboard, bands

In January,

pl~ and

fiying, she went aground while leaving Honolulu harbor on a

cruise.

Boats from USS Portsmouth freed her.

nags
holid~

Soon afterward, the

Akamai broke her rudder chains and tiller between Kauai and Honolulu.

Early in January, 1854, she made a perilous return voyage from Lahaina,
overloaded and barely able to cope with bad weather.

She labored

through high surf into Honolulu harbor, and remained there the rest of
the month, trapped like a sailing ship by ~ winds. 66 Obviously,
steam was no panacea for the ills of interisland navigation.

65Richard Bowlin to William Lee, June 23, July 8, 1853; Wyllie to
Bowlin, August 10, 1853; Bowlin to Wyllie, September 26, 1853, all in
AH, FO & Ex; .All, Privy Council Record, VII" 245, 247, 255, VIII, 25,
41, 43" 61; Ryckman et ale to Privy Council" AH, Privy Council
Petitions, November I4;"l853; published ~ of 1854 legislative
session, pp. 8-11.
OOStephen Reynolds Journal, December 1, 10" 1853; Polynesian,
December 10" 17" 24, 1853, January 7, 28, April 1" 1854:
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The coastal trade should have been profitable, according to all
indications.

Some sailing vessels had recently been withdrawn; fresh

produce was grown on all islands for sale at Honolulu, ard passenger
traffic was heavy.67 Yet the Akamai never did well.
she ran out of' coal and

~

In April, 1854,

at Honolulu for two months before her

owners managed to buy 400 tons, about a year's supply.

Then, late in

August, she sailed for Lahaina, oarrying four or five hundred
passengers and nine'c,een horses. She left with her guardreils under
water, and ma:oy people thought she might meet trouble. Two days
later she was back. She had been overtaken by squalls, and had
begun to leak.

The captain brought the Akamai around "'1ith difficulty,

and headed her toward honolulu with all hands pumping and ba i ' i ng and

still unable to keep up with the inflow of water.

Clear~

the ship

was in bad condition--unseaworthy and ready for condemnation, the

Polpesian thought.

This was her final voyage as a coaster. 68

Ryckman's firm shortly acquired two more

ships~

the Sea

B~

a 44o-tonner in good condition, and the older West Point, 239 tons.
The Sea Bird, reD8lJled Kamebameba, lasted only six months) she was

withdrawn on the ground that she was too expensive to operate in a
business that required only one ahip.
was a failure.

The West Point, renamed

Kalama~

Her hull and boilers constantly needed repair, and she

made only sporadic trips before turn-of'-the-year storms drove her
ashore on Kauai, where she was totally wrecked, on January 5, 1856.
In the meantime the Akamai was being used, with little success,

67Polynesian, February 25, 1854.
68polynesian, April 29, June 24, July 8, September 2, 1854.
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as a tug in Honolulu harbor.
trade.
charter.

No steamer remained in the interisland

Ryckman's group did nothing more to carry out the terms of its
In October, 18,6, the Hawaiian Supreme Court stripped the

campaqy of its rights. 69
The rise and fall of the Hawaiian Steam Navigation Company
eoincid.ed. closely ldth

8.

8t.r0!1-e American annexationist movement in the

Hawaiian islandB (to be discussed in the next chapter).

The Hawaiian

government had accepted Ryckman's proposition in good faith, but there
is no doubt that the San Francisco promoters hoped to turn their
speculation into a profitable item should the islands fall into
American hands.

An American diplomat in Honolulu came to the

conclusion that Ryclanan t s group had not only predicted but had fomented
annexationism among the Americans at Honolulu.
Steam Navigation

Corap~,'n

"The old 'Hawdian

wrote United States Commissioner David

Gregg, nis hopelessly broken down.

It was originally

speculation, with reference to the chances of
were old and worthless • • •

I

~

mere

annexation. t

Its boats

The excitement of 18,4, as I now am

fully aware, was created by its chief manager and his agents in order
to drive the Hawaiian Government into a connexion with the United
States. n10

69Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, II, 13 •
. 1°Gregg to Marcy, April 25, 1856, USDS, Dispatches,Hawali, VI.
Ryckman claimed to have lost $100,000 on the speculation, and he tried
to recoup s()IIle of this by billing Gregg for the use of the Sell Bird to
bring Prince Alexander Liholiho from Hawaii to Honolulu at the height
of the 18,4 annexation excitement. There is a correspondence on this
in the Gregg Letter Books for 1855, MSS in Ali, in the course of which
Ryckman raised his claims as high as $450,000. See also Polynesian,
March 22, 1856; and several letters between Wyllie and Ryckman in
April-June, 185" in AH, FO & Ex, M:tscellaneous Foreign.
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Repeatedly

dis~t>Pointed

and even bilked by outsiders J the Hawaiian

govermnent turned to consider the establishment of a government-owned
interisland line, or at least one in which the state eight share
control with private capitalists.

A plan to have a steamer built in

Boston and sent to Honolulu was developed by Henry A. Peirce, but
negotiations vere abandoned during the American commercial panic of

1657. Hot until 1859 did a new Hawaiian Steam Navigation Company come
into existence, organized by the Honolulu businessmen James M. Green,

c.

A. Williams, and A. Mitchell. Their 400-ton screw steamer Kilauea,

Boaton-built, arrived at Honolulu on June 28, 1860, to begin a
seventeen-,-ear career as Hawaii' a principal interisland. freight and
paasenger carrier. 71

The same forces which opened up the possibility" i f not the
actuality, of reliable steam transportation also gave rise to the hope
of better mail services for the Hawaiian islands.

A dislocation in

time was one of the severest penalties attached to life in Honolulu
for those who valued their ties with the outside world.
period of the first permanent white settlements
century, Honolulu had been mail-hungry.
foreign sail could halt normal. activity.
scene in the

~

ear~

From the

in the nineteenth

For years, the sight of a
Every advance on the world

of faster ships, new routes, or scient.ific discoveries

making for speedier coJrlJlUJl1cations was fully reported nnd widely

2,56
discussed in Honolulu.

The completion of the Atlantic cable late in

the fifties, for example, precipitated a dq'-long celebration :in the
town.

Church bells were rung for hours, nags of all nations were

nown,

and. a hundred-gun salute vas fired by the government to mark

the "eighth wonder of the vorld. 1t72 Thus, development on the vest

couto of America brought with it hopes of better letter-carrying
service to Honolulu.
Until tlum, most mail from the United States had. come around
Cape Horn.

Ships generally sailed in the fall and reached Honolulu in

the spring.

In the middle to late forties, voyages averaged five to

five and a hal.f months.

Dela:ys might be exacerbated further by

transshipment of mails at Valparaiso to vessels bound for the island.8
of the Pacific. These might spend. up to two years in the ocean before
making port at Honolulu, and their vagaries were a source of compla:iJ:l.t

as late as the eighteen-sixties.73
A new route vas opened up in the eighteen-thirties, much shorter,
but more expensive and not much more reliable. Mail could nov be sent
overland across Mexico from Vera Cruz to Mazatlan and thence to the
iolands.

It might sutter along the way the heavy exactions of

merchants and consuls attending to deli very.
caused disruptions in the torties.

Then too, the Mexican War

The Mexican route was used in

addition to yet another route--from America or Europe around the Cape
of Good Hope" across the Indian Ocean, and into the western Pacific.

72Polynesian, October 9, 16,56.

73po~e8ian, January 22, 1848, listed voyage times from major world
portse o r a characteristic complaint, see Sandwich Island Gazette,
March 18, 1637.
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Both remained subsidiary to the Cape Horn route until mid-century.
By various means, then, and in various states of obsolescence, the

maUll made their ws:y to Honolulu.

There, until 1850, the Hawaiian

government did not concern itself with the regulation of the mails.
Incoming ma:U from ships
was usual1y poured. from the bags etc. onto the fioor of the

counting room of the conaign.ee of the vessel, or of the Harbor
Master's otfice, and those expecting letters gathered around the
pile to assist in 'overluwllngl or 'sorting,' picking out their
own, and passing over their shoulders the letters &c of tho~e
standing in the outer circles. Letters for Capts. and crew of
ships on cruise addressed to care ot Ship Chandlers went to their
offices, the Seamen Chaplain took those sent to his care, and
the rAlft81nder for sailors went into the old tea chest in the
Consulate. When the WaJ.ers came into port to recruit, their
crews made the rounds of the Ship Chandleries, the Chaplaincy
and the ConsW.ate in search of news from home, and tbs old tea
chest was UPStt and overhauled many times daily -.drl.le the fleet
was in port~ 7

I.

Outgoing mails were collected at consulates, in business houses,
or at the office of the Polynesian, to be bagged for free transport on
ships departing for California or the east coast of the United States.
In neither direction was passage or handling regulated by international
treaty.

Nor did the emergence of western government in Hawaii in the

mid-forties lead immediately to an efficient postal system. Organic
legislation included enabling acts, but not until 1850 was a poatoffice created. By then, increased trafric to and from California, and
the concentration of business connections in San Francisco, had led to
a great improvement in mail times. 75

74charles Bishop to James Milled.ge; M~ 23; 1873, All, FO Letter
Book, LI1, 216-217.

7%enry A. Meyer et al., Hawaiil Its Stamps and Posta]. History
(New York, 1948) is eihiiistive on this and related topics.
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In August, 18,0, a Hawaiian-American mail treaty took effect.
At the end of that year, a government-organized post-office opened at
Honolulu, in the charge of Henry M. Whitney, a missionary son who was
in the stationery and bookstore business, and who later served as
government printer for a time and then established the Pacific
COJIIIIlercial Advertiser, an :1Jnportant Honolulu newspaper.

For $250 a

Year, Whitney supervised incoming and outgoing mail, both domestic and
foreign, and began to issue postage stamps at two, five, and thirteen
cents--the famous "Missionar,ylt stamps whose rarity has made thEllll worth
scores of thousands of dollars in recent years. 76
In an office on Merchant Street, Whitney and his successors
handled increasing numbers of letters, newspapers, and other pieces of

mail.

By 1854, about fifteen thousand items arrived ammally from the

United States and Europe, eighteen thousand went out, and ona thousand
every month vere carried each way between Oahu and the other ialmdJij

$

The volume rose every year, to a total of about 58venty-f'ive thousand
for 1855.

Atter that year, the whaling fleet declined, but the mails

did not. 77
Difficulties continued with the trans-Pacific mails.

Sealed bags

were sent between Honolulu and San Francisco, and private express firms
added their efforts to those of the government post-offioes.
Nonetheless, mails sometimes were not transferred quickly from one ship
to another.

Occasionally, entire bags were lost; vax seals melted on

76AH, Privy Council Record, VIB, 443; Meyer, Hawaii Stamps,
pp. 18-20, 97.
77The published Reports of the Minister of the Interior give yearby-year growth figures.
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letters sent by tropical routes; and so on.

At Honolulu, where each

whaling season brought bulging mails, Whitney set up a separate box

for every ship, doing awq at last with the cld tea chest system.

In

the mid-fifties, there were often as many as ten thousand letters
aai.ting delivery to whalermen at Honolulu and Lahaina.

The PoJ;ynesian

printed huge lists of unclaimed letters, and names reappeared for as
long as two or three years in the era of prolonged wha1:lng cruises.7 8
Bet...-een islands, postage was free, on the suppesition that anycharge would discourage natives from using the mails.

Volunteer

postmasters and mailmen covered routes on the outer islands.
quantity of mail became

greater-~abO\lt

thirty

~housand

.As the

letters in 1851,

most of them written by Hawaiians-it became clear that improvements
were needed. Postage charges were introduced at the end. of the

fifties,

p~nt

for workers was arranged, and rout'as were regularized.

There were hazards.

Fer one thing, the erratic coasters of the

were also the mail-carriers.

d~

Then too, the values of postage stamps

bO't"e no close relation to the denominations of coins currant in the

islands, so that natives and postmasters often could not make correct
change.

This problem was solved by mutual agreement: sometimes a

sender paid double, sometimes he paid nothing.
system was working well.

By 1860 the interisland

Stamps were popular among the natives.

Twenty-seven postmasters were needed to handle the mails on the
principal islands, &£d receipts covered two-thirds of costs. 19

78polynesian, October

14, 1854, November 29, 1856.

' / .Meyer, Hall'aii Stamps, passim.

'70...
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In one way or another, the common sailor provided a great many
Honolulans with a direc+-, 11velihood e

In consequence, a number or

institutions emerged either to serve or to exploit him.
The missionaries from the beginning had done their best to
interest sailors in evangelical Protestantism.

In the New England.

whaling fieet, some captains ran "temperance ships" and would not hunt

on the Sabbath.

Such men found the Honolulu mission congenial.

were, however, in the minority.

They

Others had to be sought out actively

by the missionaries, who spent as much time as possible distributing

bibles and tracts to often ungrateful seamen.
In 1830, with a growing whaling fleet frequenting the harbor,
Honolulu I S Protestant missionaries wrote to the American Seamen IS
Friend Society of New York, asking them to appoint a chaplain to the
islands.

The Society

Honolulu in ftq, 1633.

cho~

John Diell.

He and his family arrived in

King Kauike8.0uli and Kinau granted Diell two

pieces of land, one near the waterfront where a two-story chapel was
built j and the other a house lot nearer the center of town. 80
Diell proved to be a militant evangelist, ,,"bo did not
Beek out. Be8iil8li in grog-shops as well as on board ship.

the foreign community of Honolulu.

tin1' Bethel Church, organized

in

he~i·tate

to

He alao aerved

His chapel became the home of the

1837 with a membership of seven, which

gave foreigners a place to worship until the non-missionary Protestant
community grew large en01lgh to need a separate church. 81

80,oreign TestimoI\V, Ill" 307, Claim 3122.
81Jobn Colcord Journal; Stephen Reynolds Journal, Mq 21, 1837;
Diall to Hunnewell, ~ 29, 1837, Hunnewll MSS. The best account of
Diellts acCQmp~i.shment is in Bradley, American Frontier, pp. 377-381.
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Diell was consumptive.

In 1838 his health became so bad that he

had to withdraw from his work for a time.

He died at sea on a voyage

home to the United States in January, 18U.

For a short while his

pulpit was filled by Reuben Tinker, a DdssioI1817 who had severed his
connection with the ABCi'M, and by lay" preachers like Peter Brinsmade
(United States Commercial Agent, a partner :in the business finn of
Ladd &

Co.,

and. a founding member of the Bethel Church).

Diell's

permanent successor was Samuel Chenery Damon of Holden, Massachusetts,
a graduate of Andover Seminary.

Hiram Bingham, by then back in the

United States, interviewed Damon about the possibility of coming to
Honolulu for the Seamen's Friend Society, and this was arrar.lged.
Damon arrived with his wife in October, 1842, to take up a ministry
that ended only with his death in 1885. 82
Daaon was a remarkable man-dedicated, energetic, an epitome of
the very best in generalized Puritanism, ideally suited to be a
mediator between port and town.

For four decades, he was a useful

spokesman for common sense and moderation in a city greatly given to
fanaticism of one sort or another.

Damon spent between two and three

thousand dollars a year at the height of the whaling era, distributed
free a thousand copies of each issue of his monthly journal,

~

Friend, boarded every whaler and merchantman that came to town,
maintained a contin-uous correspondence all over the Pacific, and guided

82! biography of Damon, written by his gr..and-daughter Ethel Moseley
Damon, will be published shortly, based for the most part on the Damon
Papers ~ MSS in HMCS, and material in Damon's monthly' newspaper, The
Friend. I have been able to see the work in MS and galley proof;&nd
the rollc-wing aocOlL."lt of Damon draw from this source, and from rtI1
perusaJ. of the Damon Papers and The Friend.
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about seventy-five sesm.en a year to the Honolulu Sailors 1 Home, thus
keeping them away from the less savory boarding-houses of the port.
One man's life for forty years,

ho~ver,

represented only a tin;y

portion of the time and energy expended by Honolulu on the
accOlllDlOdation of the seaman.
Damon' s Bethel was near the center of the section of Honolulu
devoted to serving the whaling trade.

This district spread outward

from the harbor in annular rings, as each season in the forties and
early fifties brought new increments of growth.

It was, in spite of

the presence of the Bethel, pre-eminently an area catering to
iDmorality, so mucb so that the Honolulu authorities, unable to
extirpate viee, moved in legalistic fashion to contain it.

In 1848,

an ordinance was passed to prohibit tbe issuing of liquor licenses
outside a few blocks around the waterfront. 83 Honolulu underwent
many changes in the next three decades, but the principle survived

that the natural limits of vice sh\Jllld be legally definedo
Within these bounds" sailors might encounter trouble in many
forms.

Some deserted from their ships, sviDjil1ng ashore or floating in

on boards and tea chests.

others JIlUtinied, or set fire ;;0 their ships,

or bored boles below the wa.terline with augers.

The hope of these

desperate men was that they could lose themselves in the jumble of
native houses and grog-shops aJ.ong the waterfront, or pass through the
town to the hills without being apprehended.

Honolulu's native police,

holft,ver, were very vigilant where sailors were concerned--unfairly so,
as the seamen saw things.

Deserters and liberty men alike 'lJElre closeJ.y

83 AR , Privy Council Record, IV, 418.
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watched by the constables, who until 1859 were paid
fines.

&.

percentage of

Seamen arrested for desertion, drunkenness l fornication l or

"furious riding," were led to the fort in constant procession.

This

last crime vas a speciality of Honolulu (and Lahaina on Maui).

The

Hawaiian's mania for speed was shared by the sailor, who would come
ashore for sightseeing, hire a horse and ss.d.d1e frCl!l one of the
innumerable waterfront loafers, and set off at a gallc,p along Nuuanu
Street, only to be brought up short by fine-hungry policemen.

So

profitable was this sequence of events that the Honolulu fort became

mown

to seamen as "The Mint."

These and other contretemps naturally produced arguments, which
turned often enough to violence.

In such cases, the police could

usually count upon the enthusi88tic assist,ance of native boat boys,
water sellers, porters, and peddlers who crowded the waterfront at the
height of the whaling season. More than once, riots assumed serious
proportions, endangering the peace of the whole downtown section of
Honolulu. 84
Together with the attal!!pt to confine sailors to a few city blocks
near the harbor, there went

B..'rl

effort to olear thaT\'!. :f!oem the town

altogether at night. Ever since the beginning of the commercial era,

84convictions may be followed in the published Reports of the Chief
Justice, beginning in 1852. There is a large 11.5 and periodical literature on sallor cr...me and misadventure. The followiDg sources are
selected to give Q1 idea of the range of the subject: Documents in AH,
FO & hI May 21-22, 1846; Wyllie to Captain Howison, Mq 25, 1846, Ali,
FO Letter Book, V, 167-168; Testimo~ in Ali, FO & Ex, August 21, 1846;
AlI, Privy Council Record, III, 463; William Miller to Wyllie, July 2,
1850, Ali, FO & Ex; Stephen Reynolds Journal, October 20, 21, 1851.;
Po:l)ynesian, April 9, November 26, 1853, December 9, 1854, May 16,
November 21, 1857; Pacific Commercial Advertiser, December 4, 1856.
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there had been curfew laws, with guns or bella signalling the end of
the liberty menls hours on shore.

Infringements were common.

For a

time, it was possible even for a pious sailor returning from prayers
at the B3thel to be arrested.
S&me

fate.

Theater-goars sometimes iluffered the

Not surprisingly, most of the offenders were sailors who

did llot want to leave the taverns, or those who

st~d

too long at

houses of assignation.85
The local authorities, then, were sufficiently bothersome to
In addition, the waterfront abounded with land-sharks who

seamen.

preyed. upon sailors-confidence men, opportunistic boarding-house

keepers, sellers of adulterated liquor, and procurers, all eager to
separate the mariner from his money.
difficulty was his consulate.

The seaman I s recourse in time of

Because most sailors at Honolulu were

Americans, the United States Consulate vas the busiest office in town
during the whaling season.
~

hold?

Treaties and Hawaiian laws left obscure

jurisdictional questions.

How far Out to sea did Havatian law

Could Hawaiian officials board foreign ships?

oonsular ahipping fees; masters or seamen?

when sillers were e.....-rested?
courts?

Who should PIliY

Should consuls be notified

Could foreign seamen be tried in Hawaiian

Should consuls have the right to aid in the selection of

juries? What was the status of Hawaiian .seamen on American ships?
Who was finally responsible for seeing that they were correctly
sh-'pped, discharged, and paid off with their proper share of a whaling

85Proc18Jll&tion of Kekuanaoa.. November 18Jj
Ezra Smith and others to Kekuanaoa, November
and other petitions filed there; Articles of
Kekuanaoa and J. Hqward, June 26, 1846, !H,
Journal, October 29, November 17, 18, 1842.

1842, !H, FO & Ex;
22, 1842.. AlI .. FO & R!:I
Agreement between
FO & Ex; Stephen Reynolds
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voyage's profits?

All these questions were argued at length.

Toward

the end or the whaJ.i.ng era, the direct confrontation of consul and
Hawaiian government was complicated by the appearance in Honolulu of
a large class ot native lawyers, who literally stood in the streets
between the waterfront and the

~onsulst

offices and exhorted seamen

taking grievances to the consul to retain an attorney instead. and
seek a judgment in the courts. 86
Of all ports in the world, Honolulu and Lahaina were most heavily
frequented by A!nerican ships and seamen in the forties and fifties.
Consular expenses were therefore very high, including as they did the
care and repatriation of sick, disabled, and abandoned sailors.
Concurrently with the growth of whaling, consuls at Honolulu and
Lahaina became very sophisticated in the manipulation of their official
accounts.

Hawaiian posts becmne the most eagerly contested in the

whole of the United States consular corps, for the simple reason that,
at the islands, a man might make his fortune in the service of his
country.
The easiest wq to divert federal money was through the consular
hospitala.

From the eighteen-twenties onward, distressed seamen put

ashore at Honolulu had been a problem.

At first, they were boarded in

86us Consul Alfred Caldwell eventually had to bar Hawaiian lawyers
from bis officee They continued to loiter outside. Caldwell to W. H.
Seward, December 18, 1861, USDS, Consular Letters, Honolulu, VIII. The
area of di6PUte over control of seamen was large, and the MS literature
refiects this. Typical cases are discussed in: Wyllie to Jules Dudoit,
April 22, 1846, !H, FO & Ex; Wyllie to Captain Glynn, November 30,
1849) !H, FO Letter Book, na, 442; H. Holdsworth to Minister of
Interlor~ September " 1855, All, Interior Department; David Gregg to
\tJllie, December 1, 1857, Ali, FO & Ex, US Colllllissioner; Thomas Dryer
to Wyllie, December 26, 1861, All, FO & Ex, US Commissioner; Polynesian,
October 29, 1853, February 11, 1854, November 7, 1857, April 17;1858.
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the town's taverns, whose pUblicans charged the consulate a daily rate.
Occasionally, when a man-of-war c8J'lle in from a long cruise with cases
of scurvy aboard (not uncamnon in the United states Navy as late as the
eighteen-fifties), the Hawaiian government would make available a
public building, ouch as Mauna Kilika, close to the waterfront, as a
temporary hospital.

Eventually, the home governments assumed full

responsibility for facilities.

Under Consul-General William Mi.ller, a

British marine hospital was built in Pauoa valley behind Honolulu on
the land of an English-born tavern-keeper, Joe Booth. With the name of
.
"Little Greenwich" it served from 184.5 to 18.51, when a new hospiteJ. was
~

opened on Miller's property, "Little Britain," east of the town on the
wrsy to Waikild. 87

Given the small volume of British cODlllerce with Hawaii, there was
never more than a handful of British sailors on the coIUJUlate' s books.
It was at the American consulate that peculation on a grand scale
occurred.

From the time of the first United States commercial. agent,

John Coffin Jones, legitimate requests had been made for reimbursement
of money paid out on behalf of sick seamen.

Jones' successor, Peter

Brinsmade, was a man of reasonably high principles, but the consuls who
followed Brinsmade at Honolulu in the middle and. late forties appear to

87Jobn Diell, "Sketch of Honolulu, Oahu," Hawaiian Spectator, I, 2
(April, 1838), 86; Wyllie to J. A. Forbes, December 2, 1844, AH,
British Consulate, Letters ~o Secretary of State and Others, ProConsul Wyllie, 1844; Wyllie to Anthony Barclq, M~ 28, 1846, Ali, FO &
Ex; Miller to Aberdeen, December 31, 184.5, copy in AlI, FO & Ex; Miller
to Secret.ArY of Admiral-ty; De~ember 31, 184.5, AlI, British Consulate,
Letter Book, Admiralty; Miller to Addjngton, February 16, 1846, FO
58/44; Alexander Abell to John Ii, February 24, 1846, AH, F'O & Ex;
Miller to Captain Collinson, December 21, 18.50, All, British Consulate,
Letter Book, General Correspondence ..
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have been willing to inaugurate private spoils systems e

One or two

vice-consuls at Lahaina in the same period also lett the islands as
wealthy men.
Greatest of all predators was Benjamin Angel, consul at Honolul't!
in t.he early fifties, the record years of whaling.

81stem of competitive bids among

p~sicians

.Angel perfected a

in the town.

The medical

profession was overcrowded, and doctors were eager to add the
consulate t s per capita and per diem fees to their uncertain income.
Some paid Angel as IDlch as $1,000 to secure their appointment.

Once

installed, they co-operated with Angel in filling the hospital" since
profits were greatest when the number of patients was large.

The

United States government did not think it necessary to build a marine
hospital at Honolulu in this period.

Instead, purveyors were chosen by

the consul to bouse, reed, and clothe patients.
this office too was filled by competitive

bid~

Angel made sure that
With Angel's

connivance, a successful applicant might then charge as much as
200-300% above prices current in

Honolnl~

for rent of premises, supply

of food, and clothing (Honolulu prices were themselves often 100% above
those in the United States).

Angel and his p~sicians and purveyors

recruited patients for the hospital in the streets of the town, pa;yi.ng
little attention to the state of a man I s health, his previous
employment, or his citizenship.

Thereafter, the "patient" might be

kept on the hospital t s books for an inordinate length of time, to the
enrichment of Angel and his appointees.
Angel, as it happened, was personally unpopular among residents of

Honolulu and

SIlOng

admi n:i stration

American seamen and ship-captains.

His venal

of the hospital, however, was apparently Unknown outside
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the medical community until 1854, when he vas sued in the Honolulu
courts by the consulate physician B. F. Hardy.

Hardy claimed that

Angel had withheld from lrlm $1,000 in fees. 88
United States Commissioner David Gregg eX8J!! i ned this case, turning
up in the process another dispute concerning the sale of the
purve-,forship.
scope.

Angel's criminality was clear.

Gregg was amazed at its

Stories wre told of "kickbacks" and "presents" of ten or

twenty percent on fees collected by purveyors and phy"sicians, bags full

ot currency lett unattended where Angel might find them, "financial
expressions of gratitude" on sentimental occasions, and so on.
Gregg :torward.ed his sensational findings to 'Washington, but
despite his revelatioIl8, the Honolulu consulate (and the consular
office and hospital at Lahaina as well) continued to be run corrupt~•
.Angell s appointment was not renewed in 1854-185,. Representations had
made against him at Washington by whaling interests, and his offer to
David Gregg of $5,000 i f Gregg would use his infiuence went, unaccepted.
But those who followed Angel in office tended to follow his principles,

too.

Consul Darius Ogden vas judged by Gregg to be honest enough, but

a "tool of others. II

Among these others was Dr. George Lathrop, at one

time or another in the middle fifties both acting consul and consulate
physician. Lathrop combined personal profit-taking with violent
American nationalism (his part in Honolulu's politics will be discussed
in the next chapter).
A major investigation was made at the end of the fifties.
Calculations in Washington indica.ted tha.t Jl in 1857-l858 i disbursements

88ziavaiian Reports, I, 262-263.
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from the fund for destitute seamen amounted to $70,392 at Honolulu,

$71,206 at Lahaina, and $8,581 at Hilo, Hawaii--a total of more than
$150,000, or just over half the sum appropriated by Congress for the
relief of sailors throughout the world.

Special cOJllDlisBioners were

despatched to the islands aboard USS Levant to gather evidence.

With

the assistance of the Hawaiian authorities, hearings \Iere held, and the
Levant departed on her return voyage carzying a complete report.
was never heard of again.

She

At the expense of scores of lives, consular

corruption had gained a respite.

Sharp practice was permitted to enter

a natural decline with the entire whaling industry in the eighteensixties. 89

Whalermen and native prostitutes between them accounted, directly
or indirectly i for most of the prisoners in the Honolulu fort at any
given time.

Until 1851 there was no regulatory statute covering

prisons, and the fort was run at discretion by Governor Kekuanaoa with
a handful of wite aides and squads of fort soldiers and constables.
Like most nineteenth-century prisons, it was a noisome place.

Filthy

89 The best sources on this subject are of course not the consuls,
whose dispatches are unrevealing. US Commissioner David Gregg,
however, had much to say', publicly and privately, about Angel and
others. David Gregg Di8.I7, Ma, MI, May 15, July 8, September 7, 1854,
February 13, 14,·23, March 31, April 14, 16, 21, October 2, 13,
December 9, 1855, June 24, September 26, October 24, November 25, 1857;
Gregg to Marcy, April 13; June 18, 1855, October 17, November 10, 1856,
USDS, Dispatches, Hawaii, VI-VII; Gregg to Lewis Cass, October 30,
1857, Gregg Letter Books. See also Lewis Cass to James Borden, Mq
19, 1859, cow in AlI, FO & Ex, US Commissioner; Borden to Wyllie,
March 21, 1861, AH, FO & Ex, US Commissioner.
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earth-noored cells each held as JIl81liY as fifteen or twenty con-rlcts.
Tr~ro

.as no real segregation of the sexes, so that fornication

and

adultery, which had led to imprisonment in the first place, might be
repeated in jail.

Police brutality went beyond whipping, which was a

punishment approved by
and

pr~~1,l}ed

~

governmental officials like Gerrit Judd

by foreign representatives like Richard Charlton.

other side of the coin was laxity.

The

There were frequent escapes by

sailors and male Hawaiians, and nocturnal excursions by Hawaiian women
:m:rl.ous to work off their fornicator I s fine and be freed.
Invastigations of complaints made by prisoners or consuls were
carried out in the later forties, but comprehensive reform was begun
oilly in 1650.

In 1649 the fort reached the end of its useful life,

when it was wrecked by French saUors.

It continued, however, to house

prisoners for another eight years, together with a separate lock-up,
newly-built.

In 1657, an architect-planned prison was built at 1eleo,

west of Honolulu proper, and the fort was demolished.

A reconstruction

of the police force was attempted in 1650 by the first Marshal of the
iingdom, William Parke.

Under Parkes a special group of haole

constables was recruited, not only to cope with local disturbances but
also to strengthen the t.ow against possible trouble emanating from
the Californian goldfields.

The new organizational chart was somewhat

more satisfactory than the old, but, given the nature of the town and
the quality of the constabulary upon which Parke might draw, abuses
would be certain to recur.

Curiously enough, there existed side by

side with this indifferent administration one aspect of prison work
which was carried out with formidable efficiency.

Public executions

by hnngiDg were conducted by white men, most of whom happened to be
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British.

Malefactors were despatched without bungling: time after

time, observers reported tlnot a quiver .. n90

Problems of local govermnent were approached casually in .
respectable Honolulu, away from the waterfront and the fort.

Municipal

need vas counterbalanced by factional irritatirm, native apathy, and
offioial poverty, oreating a nice equilibrium of non-accomplishment.
Streets and bridges vere a case in point. .As late as the forties,
wheeled traffic was not especially heavy
business district.

~ere

outside the downtown

Streets were maintained by natives, laboring under

the direction of chiefs on work dqs set aside each month.

This

arrangement, a remnant of tradition, was sufficient, to keep the streets
of the town at a usable level.

One by-product of constitutional

government was the emergence of a new system in which road supervisors
were elected by natives--a retrograde step.

Natives naturally chose

the easiest of taskmasters, men whose daily demands from laborers were
negligible.

Under this regime, developmental plans weL'e subverted

90william C. Parke, Personal Reminiscences of William Coo er Parke
Marshal of the Hawaiian slanda rom 1 0 to 1
ambridge, 1 91 ,
pp. 9-1.
or good detail on prison conditiona, see The White Slaves
in Woshoo Fort to fr. C. B. Rooke], August 24, 1835, .Ali, EDna
Collection, T. C. B. Rooke, Miscellaneous Letters and DoCUllleDts;
Prisoners to G. P. JUdd, June 27, 1846, AH, Interior Department,
Miscellaneous; AH, Privy Councn Record, IV, 328-334; Report on
Disorders Complained of By French Consul, Janu~ 11, 1848, All, FO &
Ex; Minister of Interi.u~.\I ~ort, 1848, p. 6; Lorrin Andrews to G. P.
Judd, January 8, 1847, AH,
& Ex; Marshalls Report, April 1, 1847,
AlI, Attomey-General, Miscellaneous; .AH, Privy Council Record, IV, .
362-384.
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along the characteristic Hawaiian lines of sociability and sloth.

In

the late fifties, the position of road supervisor for Oahu became
appointive, and. some semblance of professionalism appeared, most
notably' under the leadership of T. G. Harding.

Even so, Harding and

his colleagues were hampered by governmental poverty on the one hand,
and by unskilled foremen and laborers on the other.
Meanwhile, the condition of the streets elicited continuous
complaints in the Honolulu press.
gutters.

Offal and garbage

l~

piled in the

Dead dogs and cats were left decomposing for weeks.

Horses'

legs were cut and broken by iron hoops, smashed bottles and potholes.
Inconvenience reached two seasonal peaks J the first in the summer, when
hot, dry weather raised dust on unpaved surfaces and the trade winds
spread clouds of it everywhere, the second during the kona storms,
when Nuuanu stream filled with incredible rapidity and discharged nash
fiood& upon the town.

In such instances, the legislature might be

induced to make an appropriation or levy a special tax, but, for the
most part, private initiative and voluntary association were required
to supply the deficiencies of government.
Many problems of public safety and health were not well handled in

Honolulu.

Livestock driven through the streets to slaughterhouses on

the harbor killed more than mne person, injured many, and frightened
scores.

Unruly as the cattle were, they were only sanewhat more

dangerous than the

~iurious

riders" of the town, native and

~.

There were one or two favorite racewqs in Honolulu--the top end of
Nuuanu Street, .-here bar-room bets led to contests on a nat stretch
of road; and the east end of town, where buildings gave way to the
Waikiki plains.

Dozens of accidents occurred at these places.

l
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tipped without distinction from their carriages or flung from horseback
when they encountered reckless riders.

Normal traffic had its hazards,

too--there was no agreement about driving and riding on a given side of
the street.

Natives rode aD1Where, and foreigners held

stubbo~

to

the custom of the country of their origin, with the result that there
were many head-on collisions.91
This picture of private interest at war with public interest to
the benefit of neither vas repeated in many other ways.

A Board of

Health created in 1850 str.lggled along with virtually no legislative
appropriations, while offal lay in the streets, cess-pools filled up,
and the town in hot weather sweltered under a thick miasma.

committees and Commissioners of Private

W~s

Citizens'

met frequently to widen

md str=d.ghten streets which, even after the land divisions of the

forties, were progressively narrowed and obstructed by encroaching
valls.

Inflammable grass and wood houses were built close together in

the indeterminate business and residential quarter near Nuuanu stream,
causing an ever-present fire risk about which government did very
little until the fifties.

In that decade, an inefficient water supply

with limited reticulation was strained to the utmost by the addition of

91For various road problems and attempted solutions, see List of
Subscribers to Nuuanu Road, December 24, 1840, Ali, FO & Ex;
Proclamation of Kakuanaca, February 15, 1841, .AlI, FO & Ex; R. W. Wood
and others to Kekuanaoa, January 4, 1843, AH, FO & Ex; Notice of
Kekuanaoa, November 24, 1846, .All, FO & Ex; Stephen Reynolds Journal,
April 8, 9, 22, 30, 1835, July 22, 1840, January 19, 1841, April 11,
1847; Polynesien, January 2, 1841, October 26, 1844, March 22, June 28"
1845, November 28, 1846, January 8, 1848, October 5, 1850, February 7 J
1852, September 15, October 13, 1855. Street improvements year by
year can be followed in published Reporte of the Minister of the
Interior.
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a system of hydrants and reservoirs ~ and volunteer fire companies were
given tax exemptions and free land lots for their engine houses.
Market regulations framed to confine vending to a few locations near
the waterfront were disregarded.

Sellers of produce set up stalls on

the streets for shoppers coming in from the valleys, with the rebult
that traffic was blocked and the most rudimentary sanitation was
impossible.

Th3 government's market building wi. th its own wharf vas

little better-efnuvium drained from it into the harbor and washed
along the wharf areas of the major business houses.
Only on questions of morality Wl!!re :regulations plentiful, and
only in such matters was there a consistent attempt at enforcement.
Just as the government wished to contain vice within a small area near
the wat.erfront,
large. 92

80

it wished to legislate morality for the kingdan at

Among the foreign advisers of government, there vas a strong

opinion that urban life, inherently vicious, was especially harmful to
Hawaiians.

The health of the nation, therefore, would best be

sustained if natives were kept avq from the ports, and out of the
grog-shops and brothels should they perchance come to town.
failure of this poliCY' was profound.
Honolulu and Lahaina prr)ved vain.

The

Efforts to prevent migration to

Then too, sickness was often carried

92rhe best single place to begin a study of public morality and
related legislation is in the published Reports of the Chief Justice.
Statistics of crime were usually included. These figures present a
very erratic picture. By reference to the periodical press, it can be
seen that variations vere related to waves of activity or inactivity
among the police rather than to ~ great change in the incidence of
acts regarded as criminal. No matter how the figures are vi6ft-ed,
Honolulu as compared with the rest of the kingdom provided a
disproportioli8.te number of cases of drunkenness and fornication" among
both foreigners and natives.
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back to the countryside by gi,.1R lffio 'Went to the ports for the ws-'''ng
season, returning home gaudily dressed and infected with venereal
disease.

By mid-century, m8I\Y rural areas were seriously depopulated.

It was the hope of the government that education might emerge as
a countervailing force against social trends which threatened to
destroy the Hawaiian people.

The schools had ceased to be a monopoly

of the Protestant mission in 1840, when, far in advance of macy more
civilized parts of the world, a governmental system of ed'.lcation was
established.

Religious toleration was also a policy of state.

Accordingly, Catholic and Protestant schools for Hawaiians, offering
instruction in the native language, were set up on all maj or islands
and at Honolulu.

Sectarian war, in this period, moved off the streets

and into the schools.

At the same time, a prolonged argw.ment raged

over the question of instruction in Hawaiian rather than in English
for natives.

What were the schools trying to produce?

educated native supposed to do in his own society?

What was the

There vas no

consistent a.ns-,,-er to these questions, but one thing seemed clear--it
was widely believed a native could not best reap the benefits of
instruction in Honolulu.

Urban innnorality meant educational blight.

Most major efforts to create an educated elite among the native
commoners were mounted awa:y from the metropolis, principally on Maui
and Hawaii..

Honolulu~

of

courBe~

had

government a..'ld taught in the Hawaiian

eOI1M!On achoolB~

l~"'lg"..u~ge..

financed by the

These showed the usual

fanlt!l and virtues of their kind, and suffered as well from the
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distractions of life at the port.

More important than the CODlDlon

schools nre a few special schools, unique to Honolulu.

Opened in the

thirties and forties, they influenced greatly the town and the
nation. 93
The first of these was PunahOll School, founded by Protestant
missionaries in 1841.

Between 1820 and 1840, almost two hundred

children were born to missionary families in the islands.
educational prospects were dark.

Their

The overwhelming labor of evangelism

among the Hawaiians left ma.IlY missionaries with no time to teach their
own children.

The financial arrangements of the mission, which

provided for families out of a common stock, allowed no suI'Plus funds
for education.

Then too, Havaii in its partly--evangelized state was

regarded as an unfit habitation for budding American Protestants.
Missionary parents felt an urgent need to keep their children sare
from the taint of association with unchurched haoles, and, even more,
from the degradations of Hawaiian society.

As for native servants,

mothers could arrange to have them within earshot while children were
in their care, or they could dispense with domestic help altogether.
They could keep their children in enclosed or walled pla;y areas

to natives.

~

They could try to make 8Ui'e that the children leaTned

no Hawaiian words, since the word and the deed were closely linked in
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their minds and Hawaiian utterance was frightening in its frankness.
But even this might not be enough.

Clearly I the best solution was to

send children home to New England for an education. More than thirty
boys and girls made the long voyage before the Sandwich Island Mission l
in the late thirties, began seriously to consider starting an acadeI1l¥

at Honolulu. 94
Punahou School was built in 1841-1842 on a stretch of land at
the entrance of Manoa valley a few miles from the town of Honolulu.
A newly-arrived missionary, Daniel Dole l took charge of the first
class l which met in mid-1842.

Of the fifteen children, some were boys,

some were girls, some boarders l some day-students.
children.

All were mission

Over the years, enrollment grew, but Punahou maintained

its exclusiVtmess.95
Within the

iimits of the staff's numbers and capacities I a good

liberal education was attempted, along New England lines.

Classical

end modern languages I mathematics, geography, music I art I and

9~or a sampling of missionary att~_tudes to the problems of raising
children in the islands, see the Unpublished Minutes of the Prudential
Comndttee of the Sandwich Island Mission. See also the following in
ABCFM Letters: Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, October 15, 1828; Levi .
C"hamberlain to Anderson, October 161 1832; William Richards to
Anderson, December 7 1 1832; Mrs. Thurston to Mrs. Goodelll October 16 1
1829, October 23 1 1834; Reuben Tinker to Anderson, December 1 1 18.36.
See also the letters in HMOS: Bingham to Samuel Ruggles, January 8,
1834; Joseph Goodrich to Binghaml December 11, 1835; Martha Goodrich to
NanCY' Barnes, ~ 15, 1833; Juliette Cooke to Mother and Friends,
July 4 1 1848. In the Baldwin fi1e l HMCS, is a 57-article set of
instructions made out by Dwight Baldwin to his children concerning
behavior in America.
95Mary Charlotte Alexander and Charlotte Peabody Dodge l Punahou,
1841.-1941 (Berkeley, 1941), pp. 53-71. This is the official history,
based on documents in HMOS. It is quite well donel with copious
quotations from MS materials, and my account follows it for the most

part.
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composition were taught, among other subjects.

There were recitations

from scripture at breaktast, prayers mornlng and night, and church
meetings on Sunday'. No mid.clay meal was eaten on the Sabbath, the
better to concentrate the minds of the young scholars upon their
Christian duties. 96
Punahou's Christianity was not totally contemplative. The school
developed quickly all the apparatus of New England in its "benevolent
empire" period.

There were aid and. service clubs.

Newspapers were

published by the Philographic and. Philomathian societies.

A vigorous

debating group throve in various incarnations for decades, discussing
questions of moment (Does the reading of novels have a bad effect on
the reader? Yes.

Ought theaters to be abolished? Yes.

Is there

sufficient employment to support the mission children in the islands?
No.

Should children be allowed to learn the native language as soon

as the,y choose? No).97
All this ratiocination was matched by muscular exertion, for the
boys at least.

They were up before sunrise every week-day to work in

the Punahou fields, they swam in the pool at Punahou spring, and they
hiked and rode as often as they could, with the encouragement of
Principal Dole, who himself took part.

For the girls, dancing of

course was barred, but there were calisthenics ("Presbyterian dancing, n
as mission critics called it)J and agam swimming and hiking. Muscular
Christianity, then, and minimal. co-education.

Boys sat opposite girls

at meals, girls promenaded separately at recess, and all social. contact

96Alexander and Dodge, Punahou J pp. 71-98.
97.Alexander and Dodge J Punahou, p. 230.
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occurred under the unwinking f1Ye of an archetypal maiden-lady mission
schoolmistress, Miss Marcia Smith. 98

In the eighteen-fifties, Punahou graduates began to move on to
New England colleges such as Williams and Yale, where thf1Y earned a
good reputation.

With this encouragement, Punahou added--very

ambitiously-a higher level to the school at Honolulu, which became
known as Oahu College. 99

The college'a early history- was checkered.

At the t:1Jne of its

foundation" Punahou itself was in something of a slump•. Many children
had been withdraw by their parents.

Punahou was being slighted in

favor of the Royal School in Honolulu" taught by a New Englander,
E. G. Beckwith (affiliated with the mission by his marriage to
Caroline Armstrong" daughter of the one-time Kawaiahao pastor and
current head of the government's office of public instruction).

A

faction within the mission arranged to bring Beckwith to Plmahou"
upon which Daniel Dole resigned abruptly, after more than a decade of
hard work.
Beckwith assumed the responsibility of raising Punahou's
standards" commensurate with the name of Oahu College.
time.

Irhis took some

The missionaries" comprising Hawaii I s intellectual elite,

98.Alexander and Dodge, Punahou, pp. 117-134.
99Throughout the fifties, the two principal Honolulu newspapers"
the ~o~eSiC (government-oriented but editorially independent) and
the ac ic ommercial Advertiser (published by a missionaryls son,
Henry 'Whitney) fought a running battle over the existence, purpose"
usefulness, exclusiveness, and ambitiousness of Plmahou !!!ld Oahu
College. The Polynesian generally argued that government shouJ.d not
support an exclusivist school. Whitney took the stand that the good
of Oahu College was the good of the nation.
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by no means formed a financial ellite. Most parents could scarcely pq
the cost of their children's tuition.
professorial chairs.

They could not possibly endow

Soon atter Beckwith beoame principal, the College

had. to be closed for a year while he toured the United States seeking
1I10ney.

His trip coincided with the business panic of 16.57, and netted

very littJ.e.

The College was still on less than solid ground when

Beckwith resigned in 1859, giving way to a missionary son, William
DeWitt Alexander.1OO
With Tiare exceptions, Punahou and Oahu College relied in their
early years upon New Englanders and those of Hew England descent to

.

recreate Hew England in Honolulu.

The only "outsiders" on the staff

were foreign-born teachers of languages and music.

As for the

students, not until seventeen years after the opening were a few
children ot Hawaiian blood admitted, together with a handful of
children from respectable non-missionary families in Honolulu.101
The offspring of missionaries went to school with each other; when

they graduated, some remained to teach the younger ones.
up J they indulged a tendency to marry each other.

As they grew

The Cousins I

Society (descendants of missionary brothers and sisters) had a heavy
Punahou component.

The original plan of educational and social

exclusiveness had worked as fully as might have been expected.102
At the end of a generation, Pun2hou had educated 290 pupils.

lOOpacific Commercial. Advertiser, January 28, 1858, January 1, 1859;
Alexander and Dodge, PUnahou, pp. 177-224.
101Polynesian, August 28, 1858.
102HMCS has genealogical charts of mission families.
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About half this number had made public profession of religion.
had become ordained ministers.

Eight

Of these, five were in the islands.

About twenty had taken bachelors' degrees at American colleges, some of
them with great distinction.

There were three lawyers, two doctors,

and several students destined for these professions.

Many were

teachers, including the principal himself, W. D. Alexander.
had fought in the Civil War.

Several

Most notable was Samuel Chapman

Armstrong, who rose to the rank of general and later founded the
celebrated Hampton Institute for negroes in Virginia.
great lII8DY taught in native Sundq schools.

Locally, a

Of the rest, most were in

business at Honolulu or on planta.tions on the outer

island:;;~

Unquestionably, the elite was using its talents.103

During the first decade of Punahou' s existence, an experiment

quite simila:.... in intent and quite different in result was carried out
in a quadrangular ~ building toward the northeast end of Honolulu,

about equidistant from the royal palace and Kawaiahao church.

There,

from 1839 to 18.50, the missionary couple Amos and Juliette Cooke,
assisted by John Ii and his wife Sarai, worked to prepare the children
of the chiefs for their future role as leaders of the kingdClll.
The Cookes were still in their twenties when they took charge of
the Chiefs' Children's School in 1839.

Amos had studied a year or two

at Yale, ano. had also had some business experience before he became an

103Alaxander and Dodge, Punahou, pp. 288-289.
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assistant missionary.

Juliette was among the first women permitted to

attend lectures at Amherst, and she had taught for a time in a New
England seminary.

As they themselves were painfully aware, the Cookes

were very nmch an average missionary teacher couple--it was their
school that was remarkable .104
Cooke, together with some of his contemporaries, had been called
to missionary work just as the anti-slavery crusade was gaining
momentum on the American mainland.

He himself was a convinced

abolitionist, one of several who organized an anti-slavery society at
Honolulu.

Older men such as Bingham, Judd, Chamberlain, and Richards

had more or less made their peace with the imperfections of the
Hawaiian system of government.

Cooke, newly-arrived, could not

l0!&rhe:tr first pupils included Moses Kekuain, 9, son of Governor
Kekuanaoa and the kuhina-nui Kinan, adopted by' Kaikioewa, and
presumptive Governor of K811ai; Lot Kamehameha, 8, brother of Moses,
adopted by' Hoapili, and presumptive Governor of Haui; Alexander
Liholiho, 5, brother of Moses and Lot, adopted by King Kauikeaouli, and
heir apparent to the throne; Bernice Pauahi, 7, daughter of the
Honolulu chiefs Konia and Pald., adopted by Kinau; and William Charles
LunaJiJ 0, 4, son' 'of Charles Kanaina and Kekauluohi, the successor of
Kinau.

Others joined the school, bringing total enrollmant to 16. Every
Hawaiian monarch after Kauikeaouli (Kamehameha III) was a student there
in early life. Alexander Liholiho became Kamahameha IV (1854-1863),
and his wif'e Emma was a fellow-student. Lot became Kamehameha V (18631872). Lot remained single. On his death the throne was vacant. The
monarchy became elective. William tunaBlo was chosen to reign (18731874). On his earl:y death, yet another former pupil of the Chiefs I
Children's School was elected king--David Kalakaua, son of Paakea and
Keohokalole, adopted by Raaheo. After Kalakaua's death in 1891" his
sister Lydia Kamakaeha cams to the throne as Queen Liliuokalani, last
monarch of Hawaii.
For biographical information on the students" see Mary Atherton
Richards, The Chief's' Children's School (Honolulu, 1937). This volume,
published on the centenary or the COokes' arrival at Honolulu, consists
of extracts from their journals and letters. It gives a quite full
account of most happenings at the bchool, but there are some
miscopyings and a good IIl8.DY errors in dating. I have in almost every
case cited not the book but the MS sources.
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reconcile himself to the fact that despotism continued to nourish in
the islands atter two decades of evangelism.

When the Chiefs I

Children I s School opened, the monarchy was, to be sure, on the brink
of self-limitation in the interests of constitutional government, but
this meant little or nothing to the young chiefs, who from the time of
their birth had grown up like the aliis of old, Burrounded
venerated by ~ (guardians).

ana

Accordingly J Cooke I s somewhat spartan

Protestant republicanism was put to a severe test.
Cooke began by tl'"Y lng to sever s as completely as possible, the
children's associations with their fonner status.

.An orthodox high

missionary fence was built around the schoolyard.

Even this, however,

was not enough to deter the kahus, who "lurked about" and congregated

in the yard of Kekaul~ohi9 s house close by.

Sometimes the children

climbed the fence to go to their attendants; sometimes the

~

came

inside at night and were discovered making the children's beds.
Before the guardians were finally driven off, with many tears and
lamentations, Alexander's

~

succeeded in taking him away to Maui

for several months.105
Inside the fence, Ha:we.i.ian speech was discouraged and English was
impa...-ted at every opportu."lity.

Hawaiian attitudes lingered.

Language change

-e-&S

difficult

Q

Worse,

Ghost stories brought on nightmares.

t'fuen the kuhina-nui Kinau died, the children, including one of her
sons J told Cooke she had been pra;y-ed to death by a kahuna.

At other

times of illness in the school, anxious parents called upon

105.Amos Cooke Journal, May 6-9, 1840; Juliette Cooke to Sister,
AprilS, 1840, HMCSJ Stephen Reynolds Journal, May l6~ 1840.
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native doctors, who came secretly to treat the children, often
contradicting the advice of the mission's physicians.

Once, on a

walk to town, Cooke and Moses saw a mark in the dirt, said to have been

put there by a sorcerer.
sick for some dqs.

Cooke derided and defaced it, but Moses fell

All in all, the Cookes found it harder than did

the teachers at Punahou to supplant nfeelings" with nprinciples. nlO6
The aristocratic pretensions of the young chiefs were a continual
source of chagrin to Cooke.

Determined to bring his charges to heel,

he had recourse to the standard persuaders of his time, practices
acceptable not only to him but to the Punahou stafr and to most other
American teachers of the mid-nineteenth century-isolation, detention
(sometimes under lock and key), withholding of food, corporal
punishment, 8J'ld so one

This pedagogical approach was considered

sufficiently harsh by the Punahou children, who had been prepared for
it in their own homes.

To the young chiefs it seemed outrageous.

Two generations previously, their bodies would have been sacred, and
even an accidental contact might have meant death to the offender.

-

Their kabus had always treated them. tenderly, understanding that their

bodies were the repositories of!!!!!.

Now, with the permission of the

chiefs i the kabus had. been banished, and the pupils were being
manhandled by their new teachers,

allege~

for their own good.

Not

10Dg after the school opened, Cooke had. occasion to chastise Alexander
and Moses, and the latter, already the nominal governor of Kauai,

l06Jul1ette Cooke to Sister, January 12, February 1, April 5, 1840,
HMCS; Juliette Cooke to Mother, April 11, 1840, HMOS; Juliette Cooke to
Brother, May 16, 1840, HMOS; Amos Cooke Journal, Mq 28, 1640, July 24,
1841, March 3, 1842; Juliette Cooke to Friends, ~ 9, July 4, 1844,
HMOS.
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told Cooke haughtily that he was "he keiki a ke alii It (a child of the
chief).

Cooke replied that he was king of the school.107

As long as his students were young, Cooke continued to be king.
In general, the scholars responded satisfactorily to his demands in the
cl88sroom.

By 1845', the lines of the curriculum were set-English

grammar and composition, arithmetic, geography, natural history,
morals" a verse of scripture daily, and extra reading such as Cook IS
voyages, Dibble t s history of the Sandwich Islands, Sparks t life of
Washington, the history of the Reformation, memoirs of the French
Revolution" and lives of distinguished European princes and
princesses.108 Mrs. Cooke was a keen and talented musician, and
although she thought of music as a peripheral matter, not central to
the kind of education the young chiefs should have, still she endorsed
it as a rational form of enjoyment to keep them fran idleness.

One

casual by-product of the school was thus a line of royal musicians and
composers.
~

Kalakaua and Liliuokalani, especially, wrote in later years

very engaging Hawaiian songs.
In cOJlllllOn with Punahou I s teachers, the Cookes believed in

strenuous exercise for their charges.

They built plqgrounds at. the

school, tlnn Cooke often took the boys riding; hiking, and swimlning..
Together they made trips to other islands, climbed mountains and
observed the volcanoes of Hawaii .109

l07Amos Cooke Journal, August 13, 1839.
l08Julietta Cooke to Mother, November 5'" 1844, HMCS; Amos Cooke to
David Greene, March 22, 1845', ID-ms.
l09Richards, Chiefs t Children I s School, passim.
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Part of the children's preparation for later rule was to visit and
be

visi1~ad

by naval commanders and other distinguished foreigners.

The impression left by the young chiefs was very good.

By the mid-

forties" they could put on a fine show in the classroom, speaking
nuently in unaccented English, doing mental multiplication of decimals
at high speed, pl~g musical instruments, and singing harmoniously.110
Cooke, howevor, found even the company of the most. respectable
foreigners and visitors less than completely salutary for his pupils.
The problem was complicated--how to prepare the children for the world
and yet at the same time keep them from the world?

Matters did not

become any simpler as the young chiefs approached precocious maturity.
Cooke had encouraged them to sign pledges which cODllllitted them to forgo
licentious conduct and conversation, to abstain from impious thoughts,

am to promote moral purity.

In addition, they had all signed the

temperance pledge in 1842. By the middle of the decade, however,
Moses, the oldest pupil, was quite restless under these restrictions.l l l
Moses, at age sixteen, had become in fact an anti-establishment
conspirator, organizing clandestine visits to the rooms of the female
students, and leading midnight excursions over the fence to the town,
where he and his younger brothers talked and drank with disreputable
companions" among them Binns the Barber, a negro, and the nmsician
St. John.

By 1845, Moses was in total revolt, and Cooke vas appalled

llOwalter Colton, Deck and Port (New York, 1847), p. 337.
lllAmos Cooke to A. F. Waller, April 8, 1843, MS in Oregon
Historical Society Library, copy in HMCS; Amos Cooke Journal, March 20,
184,2, October 30, 1843; Amos Cooke to Aunt Sally, March 30, 1846,
HMCS.
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to stumble upon a fantastic scheme concocted by the young prince, .-ho
hoped to disappear from the islands with the aid of Binns and others.

An assistant teacher brought Cooke a letter filled with bitterness,
from "John David Hammond, Commander in Chief of the Hawaiian Army"
(Moses) to "Governor E. F. Snibbs" (Binns), written at the ItHotel de
Invalido" (Chiefs' Children's School).
My dear friends make haste & tell me what is the best way for us
to clear out as fast as we can. I cannot st~· in the land of my
birth. •• For they shamefully treated us • •• It was the
love of liberty that enticed us to leave our native shores • • •
Can you make a bargain with the captain of the Brig Euphemia to
take us down to Tahiki ~icl • •• If we would leave these
Island, then I shall bid farewell to my native land•
.And see no more the face of ~ parents
And leave my lovely Alrica [unidentifiecV
Far, Far behind me, and m~ that Crook [Cooke] would search for us
But in vain. In vain he looked for us.

Prolonged interrogations and several applications of rawhide
forced the details of the plan from Moses and his brothers.

The more

Cooke heard, the more he was convinced that the young chiefs were
corrupt, Itlike a wild ass's colt . . . . degenerate plants of a strange
vine • • • deceitful above all things and desperately 'Wicked. It
matter was taken to the Privy Council.

The

King Kauikeaouli agreed that

the boys' privileges should be curtailed.

They were to be given

spending money only by Cooke, and their servants were not to see them
for three months.
The prohibitiona did not work well.
brandy and cigars brought to his room.

Moses still managed to have
When the visiting Danish naval

commander Steen Bille of the Gala:thea came to the school and
distributed medals for acadandc achievement, Moses stood up with the
rest to sing the rousing temperance song, "Nothing is so good for the
youthful blood as pure and sparkling water;" but when Steen Bille asked
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him privately if he would not rather sing

It

sparkling champagne, It Moses

agreed, and entreated the captain "for God's sake not to

betr~

him. n112

In talking with Moses about morality, Cooke found it increasingly
necessary to emphasize the seventh commandment.

Soon it became clear

that Moses had not taken to heart his teacher's: exhortations.

In

December, 1846, the young prince was discovered jumping from his window
late at night, on his WB:3" to visit Kalama, wife of King Kauikeaouli.
Under questioning, he arlmitted that he intended to sleep with the
queen, but exculpated her entirely.

During the next two weeks, he was

reported as Itbreaking down lath and plaster" to get to the queen's
house, and in a perfect piece of Freudian acting-out he shot some
arrows into her enclosed yard.

Kauikeaouli was quickly convinced of

his wii'e' s guilt.
At 'the same time, another discovery was made at the school-the fifteen-year-old pupil Abigail Maheha was pregnant, and Moses was
the father of the child.

Abigail was sent off to Kauai to be married

to an unsuccessful scholar from the Lahainaluna Seminary on Maui,
Keaupuni. by name.
Moses made a long confession of his del:tnquencies to Minister of

112Moses ' letters and other details are in Amos Cooke J ournal l
September 5-22, 1845; they were printed in Hawaiian Historical Society,
Annual Report l 30 (Honolulu, 1921). The disposition of the case is in
AH, Privy Council Record l I, 51. For continued misdeeds of the young
chiefs, see Amos Cooke Journal for the rest of 1845, especially
September 26, December 5; and Amos Cooke to Charles Montague, December
15 1 1845, HMCS. For Steen Bille's visit l see Steen Bille's Bericht
Uber 'Die Reise Der Corvette Galathea' Urn Die Welt • 0 • 1645-1a4~tr.
W. v. Rosen, 2 vols. (Leipzig, lB52). In HMCS is a typescript
lish
translation of the Hawaiian portion. At pp. 43 ff. of the typescript
is the conversation with Moses.
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Public Instruction William Richards, a former missionary, and then
repeated it before the king.

The case went to the Privy Council.

Richards testified that Moses was constantly falling into vice,
disobeying his teachers, and leading other pupils astray.
resolved that he should be dismissed from the school.

It was

The govermnent

stripped him of his real and personal property, and placed him under
the special care of John Ii.

Dispossessed though he was, Moses

continued to spend extravagantly, even afte:l." his father, Kekuanaoa,
warned the people of Honolulu not to trust his son, whose debts
Kekuanaoa would not p~ .113
Fs.ced with the need to counteract the disastrous examples of
Moses and Abigail, the Cookes were more than ready to acquiesce in
the marriage of Abigail's half-sister Jane Loeau, at eighteen a senior
pupil in the school.

Jane--part-white, pretty, a. fine pianist, able to

cut and sew her own dresses but not particularly fond of housework-was being courted by John R. Jasper, a Baltimore-born lawyer who had
settled in the islands two years before.

Jasper had established a

reputation for "temperance and morality," and this far outweighed the
sad physical fact of a disfigured nose, the result of wounds sustained
in the Florida wars.

His prospects were good--he was the government IS

registrar of conveyances at $2,000 a year.

He was generally liked;

he had written proper letters to Cooke asking permission to pay his
attentions to Jane; his southern origins allowed him to think of

113.Amos Cooke Journal follows the cases of Moses, the queen, and
Abigail day by dBj1 from December 26, 1846, to February 4, 1847. A
copy of Moses' confession is there. See also All, Privy Council Record,
II, 304-306. Kekuanaoa's notice appeared in the Polynesian for some
time.
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monarchy and a hierarchical society as congenial; and he and Jane
seemed very fond of each other.

The Privy Council gave fonnal approval

to the match" although one or two chiefs expressed doubts about the
practice of marrying well-born Hawaiian girls to foreigners.

Early in

September" 1847" t'~e wedding was performed at the school with great
ceremon;y, before an audience including the king, the queen, the
cabinet, the diplomatic corps, visiting naval commanders, and members
of the Protestant mission.

Jane played the piano at the reception,

the guests enj eyed their cake and lemonade, and the J aspers retired
to take up residence in a well-furnished house not far from the school.
It seemed to Mrs. Cooke a "heaven-made match."U4
Even so, the Cookes were not sure that they could carry on much
longer at the school.
overwhelming.

The depravity of the students seemed

At times they appeared more like "hardened New England

sinners" than like properly Christi9.11 children.

It was becoming

difficult to keep Moses a brothers, Lot and Alexander, from taking the
path to ruin.

They too indulged in midnight excursions" going to

parties in the foreign cODIIlunity or to a dancing school downtown,
where they loitered disguised but not incognito.

any other pupil, young or old, had been converted.

And neither they nor

The question

plagued Cooke, as it had evsr since Meses began to slide in 1844-why should he and. his wife sacrifice their lives and the eternal good

114The courtship and marriage may be followed in John R. Jasper to
Amos Cooke, July 23, August --, 1847" HMCS; Ali, Privy Council Record,
IV, 29; Amos Cooke Journal, July 23, 27, September 3, 1847; Juliette
Cooke to Sister; August 28, 1847, HMCS; Juliette Cooke to Mother,
November 6, 1847, HMOS; Levi Chamberlain Journal, September 2" 1847;
Stephen Reynolds Journal, September 2, 1847.
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of their own children for those who had no heart to imp!"ove by it?ll.5
Cooke was able quite soon to make a forceful appeal to Lot and
Alexander.

Late in 1648, a measles epidemic swept the islands and

killed many Hawaiians in Honolulu and elsewhere.

Among the dead was

Moses, who had departed from life aged nineteen, debauched, in debt,
and a disgrace (as Mrs. Cooke wrote) to his parents, the school, and
the nation.

Cooke used Moses I death as a text from wh:tch to lecture

the two surviving princely brothers.
fears for Moses' soul.

He felt, so he said, great

If Lot and Alexander grew up as Moses had,

then the Cookes would leave the school and return to the United States.
Cooke predicted that unless the brothers prepared themselves properly
for public service, the monarch1 would not outlive King Kauikeaouli.
Without the aid of the Almighty, Cooke concluded, Alexander and Lot
could not stand against the temptations that would confront them.1l6
Early in the new year, at the urging of Cooke, Gerrit JUdd, and
others, the Privy Council withdrew Lot and Alexander from the school.
The princes went to H.ve in Nuuanu valley.

Each was set to work at

$300 a year--Lot with Chief Justice of the Supreme Court William Lee"
and Alexander with the government's legal adviser, Asher Bates,
brother-in-law of Gerrit Judd. 1l1

115Amos Cooke Journal, September 21, 1844, December 8, 1841,
December 31, 1848; Juliette Cooke to !iother, August 25, 1844, HMCS;
Juliette Cooke to Aunt and. Mother, March 12, 1845, HMes; Amos C'.ooke
to Mother, March 19, 1846, HMOS; Estrella Mott, "Honolulu 1846,"
typescript, HHS.
116Juliette Cooke to Mother, November 21, 1848, HMCS; Amos Cooke
Journal, November 24, December 18, 1848.
117AH, Privy Council Record, III, 121, 195-JS6; Amos Cooke Journal,
October 2, 7, December' 8, 1848, January 8, 1849.
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By this time, the Cookes themselves had fairly made up their minds

to quit the school.

There remained, however, the problem of Bernice

Pauahi, eighteen-year-old daughter of Paki and Konia and last
descendant or Kemehameba I.

Some of the chiefs expected that either

Lot or Alexander would marry her.

Bernice had listened to her parents t

importunities on the subject, and had opposed the idea firmly--if her
parents wished to bury her in a corfin, she said, she 1I1Ould as soon
have them do that as marry Lot.

Much more interesting to her was the

New Yorker Charles Reed Bishop, an official in the Hawaiian civil

service.

Their courtship-along conversations, moonlight walks, and

aerapbin serenades by Bernice--was approved by the Cookes, but for
some time Bernice's parents were strongly against the match. other
opinion, however, favored the marriage, and the ceremou;y was held in
mid-lasO, despite the refusal of Konia and Paki to attend.ll8
With this successful finale rounding out a decade of work, the
Cookes fglt frae to retire from the scbool.

Cooke joined his colleague

Samuel N. Castle at the Honolulu missionary depository for a time
before the two went into business as Castle & Cooke, a firm which
quickly became a leader in the town's mercantile comnnm i ty.ll9
What had the Chiefs' Children's School accomplished? Every

ll&rhe courtship and marriage ~ be followd in Amos Cooke Journal,
March 14, 30, August 30, September 1, 4, 61 lS, November 1, 14, 16,
December 10, 1849, Karch. 28,·Mrq 2" 30, ltlSO; Amos Cooke to F~
Montague, September 18, 1847, February
18,0, mms. See also
Harold WiDfield Kent, Charles Reed Bishop, Man of Hawaii (Palo Alto,
196,), pp. 22-32.

2"

119The scbool, renamed the Royal Scbool in 1846, became a select
school for white and half-caste children, and later nourished for
several years as a competitor of Punahou, ae previously noted.
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Hawaiian monar.::h from Kamehameha IV was at least competent in English,
and. this was important in their expanded liOrld.

Alexander Liholiho

and his vite :&mna were sufficiently cultivated to charm the British

visitor Lady' J ana Franklin and other sophisticates.

William Lunalilo

became a renowned dinner-table vit, scoring at will off American,
British, and French diplomats, and foreign-born cabinet ministers less
facile than he.
were kings

88

The fourth and fifth Kamehamehas, Alexander and Lot,

ngorous as any in Hawaii' s history, with the Exception

of Kamehameha I.

Familiarity with English and a sense of royal

responsibility were certainly to be expected fran WPils of the
Chiefs' Children's School.

So was a social conscience.

This was

perhaps best exemplified in the efforts of Alexander and Queen &una to
halt the ravages of depopulation among their people by establishing
Queen's Hospital in Honolulu.

Bernice Pauahi BiShOp's great estate,

inherited from the Kamehamehas, was bequeathed t.o t.he Hawaiian people
at large for educational purposes.

To carry out iihe terms of her will,

the famous Kamehameha Schools were founded in Honolulu late in the
nineteenth century.
All this might have been satisfactory enough to the Cookes and the
rest of the Protestant mission.

Yet Cooke, withdrawing from his work

at the school in 18,0 (before all the social returns were in), could
find very little to praise in his products.

The school, he said, had

perhaps served a useful negative function.

It had kept the viciousness

of the aristocratic youths in check until the nation reached a point
at which their influence was less deleterious than it would have been
earlier.

Arty one of the students, at large in society, would have cost

the nation more than did the entire school.

This was a rather bitter
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verdict to hand. down,

120

truth contained in it"
delinquents.

but time showed that there were elements of

Moses a..'ld Abigail, of course; led the list of

Alexander, brought up by the Cookes and bearing the marks

of their sterIUleas in his mind and across his back, reacted more subtly
but equally sharply against American Protestantism the moment he was
free.

He grew up to be a very

taverns and billiard rooms.

g~

blade about town, often seen in the

On becoming king, one of his fi!-st Bcts

was to subscribe to the Times of London.

His marriage to EDIna Rooke

was celebrated according to the rites of the Church of England, and he
was responsible for making Episcopalianism a state religion in
everything but mwe.

His successor, Lot, a taciturn, uncompromising

man, abandoned the liberal constitution of 1852 in favor of a much
stronger monarchy.

Concurrently, he showed signs of approving and

even leading a people's return to the

~,

medical kahuna-ism, and

other practices dating fran before the arrival of the missionaries.
The brilliant Lunalilo was a drunkard and a wastrel; he was in the
care of financial trustees and doctors all his short adult life.

At

one time it was suggested that he should marry the Princess Victoria
Kamamalu, heiress of Kaahumanu and a contemporary of Lunalilo at the
Chiefs t Children's School.

She too was fond of wine, and Lunalilo said

such a marriage would never work--if he happened to be sober she would
be intoxicated, and their happiness could not be complete.

121

As for

Kalakaua--a king extravagant in the use of royal prerogatives sexual,
financial, and political, totally improvident, alternately a client and

12°Amos Cooke to Rufus Anderson, February 22, 1850, ABCFM Letters.

12~a Yates,

"Reminiscences

~f

HonolUlu," MS, HHS.
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a racial enemy of America--his reign was the very negation of mission
teaching.
Beyond all this, the great

trage~

in the lives of some of the girls.

of the school was most evident

The boys had been able, however

unlawfully, to go out and find the world; the girls had sedulously been
kept from it.

Within a few years of the Cookes' departure the

seclusionist policy was in serious question.

The Princess Victoria

was seduced in the royal palace by Marcus Monsarrat, a Honolulu
auctioneer, leading the urbane Hawaiian foreign minister Robert
Crichton Wyllie to remark that i f Victoria's education had been more
elegant her taste at least would have been better.122
!'lost distressing of all was the story of the half-sisters Abigail
and J ana, the one whose marriage had been a disgrace, the other whose
marriage had been an example.
her dragooned husband.

Abigail lived on Kauai for a time with

She bore Moses I child, then drifted back to

Honolulu where, without the formality of a divorce, she became the
mistress in turn of both partners of the business house of Porter &
Ogden.

Porter returned from a voyage to the Australian colonies to

find himself supplanted by Ogden.

They fought, blackening 9ach others'

eyes, 'Without resolving the issue of the possession of Abigail.
Fin~

Porter asked her to marry him.

She refused; he took a pistol

and shot at her, wounding her in the head, then shot and killed himself.
Abigail recovered, and bore his posthumous child six weeks later.123

122The lIMonsarrat case" will be discussed in a later chapter.
123David Gregg Diary, August ll, 1854; Amos Cooke Journal, August
12, 23, September 23, 1854, February 5, 1855; Saturday Press, October
14, 1882.
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As for Jane, her "heaven-made match" with John Jasper failed for

conspicuously earthly reasons.

Jasper, a stereotypic ante-bellum

southerner in all ways (save that he had married a woman of color),
began to drink heavily.
as government registrar.
disease.

By 1849, he was unable to carry- on his work

Jane strayed and contracted a venereal

Jasper died of it; Jane survived to become a glittering

prostitute in Honolulu's fioating world, "steeped in vice j but
sprightly intelligent, and able to converse not only with propriety
but elegance," according to United States Commissioner Davicl Gregg,
who met her in 1854.

The world had taken Jane entirely, and yet the

vestiges of her missionary education at the Chiefs' Children I s School
enabled her to maintain herself with a tarnished grace.124

The Oahu Charity School, brought into existence to serve the
y011I1g half-caste population of Honolulu, attempted a special solution
to some perplexing educational problems.
culture?

Was language a vehicle of

Would natives and half-castes be best suited by acquiring a

western education in their own language?

Or might English provide

a better means for their acculturation?

In the larger view, should

boys and girls of mixed blood be expected or encouraged to become

l24David Gregg Diary, Angust 11, 1654; .Ali, P.:dvy Council Record,
III, 394-396; Amos Cooke to Fanny Montague, February 25, 1850, HMOS;
Amos Cooke Journal, March 12, 1855; Wllliam Lee to Joel Turrill,
December 29, 1850, TuITill Collection, MSS, HHS. M~ letters from
the Turrill Collection are printed in Hawaiian Historical Society,
Ammal Report, 66 (HonolUlu, 1958), 27-92.
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Itwhiten in anything more than name?

Some foreign residents, parents of half-caste children, agreed
from the beginning with the Protestant missionaries that Honolulu was
an unsa70ry place in which to ruse young people.

Several men, among

them Stephen Reynolds, sent their children home to the United States.
Others, umdlling to go to such expense, depended at first upon
Mrs. Bingham's makeshift school.

T~ti8rd

the end of the eighteen-

twenties, the mission turned mrq from the education of. half-castes,
choo3ing instead to ooncentrate its efforts upon the undifferentiated
native population.

The residents then banded together to form the

Oahu Charity School.125
Actually, the Bchool had its origins in a minor hiving-off from
the mission.

A missionary helper named Andrew Johnstone, assigned to

the deposito17, showed an interest in work among sailors and
foreign.ers.
town.

For a short time, Johnstone taught a small school in the

When, in 1832, the foreigners appointed a ccmn.ittee to establish

a permanent school, they invited Johnstone and his wife to take charge.
This raised the problem of the Johnstones' connection with the Sandwich
Island Mission.

The foreigners' new enterprise, no matter how worthy,

was outside the proper mandate of the mission.

Should the Jobnstones

accept the salary offered by the foreigners, the mission tie would be
broken.

The issue was settled unhandily, as were so man;y matters which

divided the members of the mission.

For two years, the Johnstones

12~i. D. Alexander, "The Oahu Charity School," Hawaiian Historical
Society, Annual Report, 16 (Honolulu, 1908), 20-38, gives a general
view of the school. Dradley, American Frontier, pp. 382-386, has a
good, Short, very well-documented sUJlll!1a1"Y of its first decade"
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taught at the Charity School with the official approbation of the
Sandwich Island Mission.

Then the ABCFM ruled against a continuance.

Thereupon, the Jobnstones withdrew angrily from the mission.126
'!'he1"ll! was a larger question involved, as far as the mission was
concerned. The trustee a of the OOS were selected for the most part
from the Honolulu business community, and among them were several
inveterate mission-baiters.
institution, even taciti;J:y?

Should the mission support such an
It seemed for a time as i f the School might

bring the town's factions together somewhat.
the inaugural

ceremo~

The formative months and

passed with good will on both sides.

The

trustees, however, determined upon a strong secular policy for the
school" stipulating that religious literature other than the Bible
shoald be barred, and that the Bible should merely be read and not
taught in a sectarian wq.

Nor did they give the question of Sabbath

observance the attention Hiram Bingham thought it deserved.

Within

six months of the opening, Bingham was prohibited from entering the
building to preach or'to conduct a singing school the residents had
started there.

Specifically, this was because he had published a

letter in an .American journal

s~

that a large percentage of

foreigners at Honolulu were drunkards, not troubling to distinguish

126r,ike most other matters that required mission members to search
their souls the Johnstone case produced a great deal of writing. Among
the letters of Levi Chamberlain, in HMCS, is a file titled Correspondence in Reference to Mr. Johnstone's Building. See also Chamberlain to
Rufus Anderson, December 3, 1833, ABCFM Letters; Stephen Reynolds
Journal, June 12, 13, 1834, June 7-11, 16~ 17 ~ 19 F 23 F 26, 1835;
_ Jonathan Green to Dana Greene, June 22, 1835, AaCFM Letters; Chamberlain to Anderscrl, August 3, 1835, ABCFM Letters; Reuben Tinker and
Jonathan Spaulding to Johnstone, August 3, 1835, ABOFM Letters;
Johnstone to Anderson, August 4, 1835, ABCFM Letters; Bingham to
Anderson, August 5, 1835, ABom Letters.
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between sailors and merchants.
merchants' battle with him.

In general, it was an extension of the

It is worth noting that other missionaries

were permitted to enter the school.

Reuben Tinker preached there from

time to time, and Gerrit Judd led evening singing classes for
adults.127
Some missionaries doubted that the

oes would prove useful. Gerrit

Judd, for one, could envision no agent of social improvement in the
islands except the mission.

Judd acknowledged that educated half-caste

boys might become clerks for traders.

In his opinion, however, the

very fact that they' were taught in English' would wean them awq from
helpful work such as teaching.

As for the girls, they would, "if we

I

may judge from past experience, become mistresses for 'Gentlemen.' II

.Bingham held similar views, thinking that a smattering of English
might prove harmful rather than beneficial to children of native
mothers -exposed to the influence of the profane man, & opposers of
the truth."

He himself, and most of his brethren too, preferred to

make knowledge accessible to natives through the Hawaiian language.
But, more liberal than Judd on one point, Bingham allowed parents the
undisputed right to choose the language in which their children were
to learn.128
The

oes trustees regarded these attitudes as cold water thrown

upon their efforts. Work went on in a chilly atmosphere.

The

127Stephen Reynolds Journal, January 13, 20, July 30, August 4,
1833; Levi Chamberlain Journal, Mq 9, July 30, August 2, 9, 1833;
Henry A. Peirce to Bingham, March 15, 1833, ABCFM Letters.
128Judd to Anderson, October 23, 1833, August 3, 1835, ABCFM
Lettersj:'Bingham to Anderson, August 5, 1835, ABCFM Letters.

anti-missionary Sandwich Island Gazette remarked upon the mission's
failure to assist the school.

Judd, on his side, believed he could

notice nan unusual clamor against the mission • • • whenever there was
a subscription to be filled for the school."

This was not altogether

surprising. Many of the men elected trustees in the thirties were
parents of half-caste children born out, of holy wedlock--Jobn Coffin
Jones, Richard Charlton, Alex Adams, Eliab Grimes, Stephen Reynolds,
among others-and this was just one moral score on which t'hey proved
unsatisfactory to the mission.

llthough sane attended Christian

services at the Bethel of the Seamen's Friend Society, others were
churchless.

The trustees and patrons of the OCS between them crossed

some national and occupational lines (their grouping was in this WB:1
a rarity in Honolulu), but the moral gulf separating them from the
mission remained unbridged, even in the cause of education.l29
In its first decade, the 005 attracted pupils fran places

&S

distant as Kamchatka and California (fhomas O. Larkin, United States
Consul in California, enrolled his son).

The coral..stone, cupola-

topped building accommodated between fifty and eighty pupils in the
late thirties and early forties.

In 1844, the Johnstones engaged in a

brisk quarrel with the trustees, and withdrew to begin a private
school.

The OCS fell into a decline. l30

1"

l29Sandwich Island Gazette, April 29, 1837; Sandwich Island Mirror,
December lS, 1839, January lS, February
1840.
l)OStephen Reynolds to T. O. Larkin, June 27, 1844, Larkin Papers,
MSS in Bancroft Library, University of California, copies of some
documents in Kuykendall Collection. The papers have been published:
see George Peter H_ond, ed., The Larkin Papers • • • , 8 vols.
(Berkeley, 1951--). See also Stephen Reynolds Journal, Janu8ry 20,
21, 22, 24, February 2, 1844; Polynesian, August 24, 1844.
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Partly responsible for the waning interest of the town's
businessmen was a broad soctal. trend.

At the time the school was

established, half-castes and sea-orphans were subjected to evil
influences in the town. Haole fathers, among them some of the leaders
of the foreign comnmnity, could readily see and answer to the need for
reclamation of their children.
residents had left the scene.
their home countries.
greatq.

Since then, however,

JnaDy

of the old

Some were dead, some had returned to

The foreign population at large had grown

Newly-arrived businessmen were able to employ haole

assistants, and were thus insulated to some extent fran native a:ad.
half-easte life.

Among the wealthy of HonolulU, then, a direct

interest in the OCS existed no longer.

Those of philanthropic bent

found an outlet for their charity among distressed foreigners. l31
With this, the education of half-csa..qtel;l at. Honolulu relapsed into
an unsound condition.
was re-organized.

At the opening of the eighteen-fifties, the OCS

Minil;lt.er of Public Tnatr'.lcticn P.icha:r-d Armstrong

recommended in 1851 that a special tax be imposed on the white
population of Honolulu, to provide instruction for the Itinteresting and
increasing numbers of white and half-caste children • • • neither lIhite
nor half-caste children any where attend the public schools taught by
natives."

A public meeting of residents approved the idea.

As

legislation took shape , it called for a supporting tax, to be disbursed
by a controlling body of elected connnittee members chosen by those
liable to the tax.

The law survived an attack on its constitutionality

(the al"gu!!!ent was that the white population was bei.'lg taxed twice for

131Polynesian, April 10, 1841.
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eciucation--once for the public schools, and once again because they
were white).

The first committee consisted of Stephen Reynolds, Robert

G. Davis (half-caste son of Hannah Holmes and William Heath Davis),
Samuel Chenery Damon (Seamen' 8 Chaplain), Supreme Court Justice William
Lee, together with Minister of Public Instruction Armstrong, ex Officio.
Under the new name of the Honolulu Town School or Free School, and
with a new teacher, G. B. COl Ingraham. of Maine, the school nourished
sgain, at least until Ingraham's death in 186,.

decision was made to segregate the sexes.

At that point a

The immediate successor of

thl9 OCS took the name of Mililani Girls' School.132

Of all those connected with the Oahu Charity School, the most
active in its affairs vas Stephen Reynolds.

He had. become, in late

middle age, a considerably crabbed eccentric, his business faltering
in the face of competition, his sour hatred of the Protestant mission

burgeoning into irrationality, his autumnal marriage to the young
half-caste Susan Jackson disintegrating as she ned domesticity for
the

~ard

delights of Hawaiian society.

Nonetheless, for more than

fifteen years Reynolds vas a school trustee or committee-man,
unfailingly generous with time and money, devoted to the welfare of

the OOS. Further than that, Reynolds concerned himself deeply with the

l32Minister of Public Instruction, ReP0D!' 1851, p. 16; Lava, 1851,
pp. 84-86; Po9nesian, January 4, June 7,
cember 27, le~, Janu:l..'7 3.;
1852 (committee elections were held in January of each year and
reported in the press); Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, I, 363-364.
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upbringing of half-caste girls, in the hope that he might save them
from becoming amere kanakes ~ n For more than a decade, while his own
children were at school in the United States, Reynolds took into his
home several girls of the town, who learned the ways of po]j.te western
society under his tutelage. 133
One of the DlOst interesting institutions of Honolulu at midcentury was Reynolds I dancing school.

In April, 1841, Reynolds took

a few girls from the Charity School to the house of Hannah Holmes for
dancing lessons.

For twenty years, Hannah had been the archetypal

half-caste beauty of the town, pursued, fought over, and won by
numerous white men.
Reynolds I girls.

There was very little she would be unable to teach

The dancing lessons continued sporadically for a

year at Hannah's, and then at Reynolds' house for more than a decade.
Quite soon the even1ng classes began to attract the haole bachelors of
the to-..-n, several of whom later married girls from the school.
Foreigners al!-eady married to native women paid visits

8.B

well.

By

August, 1842, the school had the approval of Kekuanaoa and other chiefs.
Sea-captains and off1cers--but not common sailors--were admitted by
invitation.

In return, they frequently invited the girls to ride out

into the countryside and picnic with them during their stays in

town. l34
BriUsh Consul-General Miller announced that he would willingly

l33stephen Reynolds Journal, January 16, 1846, September 18, 21,
1848, January 30, l849;Po~esian, December 5, 1846, February 27,
1847; Sandwich Island News, ebruary 24, 1847 ~
134Stephen Reynolds Journal, November 26, 1845, Febl"UaIjr 28,
March 21, July 4, 11, 1849, September 29, 1854.
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entertain at his house any girls f'rom the CCS or the dancing school.

Two other members of' the consular group--Jules Dudoit and United States
Commissioner Anthony' Ten Eyck--occasionally made a JIlOre than f'ormal
friendly' gesture toward the enterprise.

Even United States Consular

Agent Peter Brinsmade, a New Englander with some theological. tra:l"1 ng,
was impressed by the social. grace of Reynolds I girls, and did not
hesitate to dance with tbem.135
Recognition of' this kind marked something of' a high point in the
acceptance of Reynolds I girls among people "of' the better sort."
Their opportunities were enlarged when, in 1846, Reynolds became
Hawaiian consul f'or the German cities of Hamburg and Bremen.
Thereafter, he made a habit of' taking his girls to official functions ~
iii.cluding receptions at the royal palace.

The experience was unhappy.

Although Reynolds had supplemented the girls I dancing lessons with
em-ef"'..1l. im::truotions about dress, table manners, and polite talk, they
were, for the most part, frozen out of conversational cliques and
cotillion sets.

As often as not, they finished an evening dancing with

each other, sanetimes in a separate room.

One or two important men

made sporsdic attempts to cross these strongly-drawn lines, but white
ladies almost never did.

Instead, they warned new arrivals in town

that asst1ciation with hall'-whites meant automatic disqualification

135Stephen Reynolds Journal, May 29, 1844, June 9, 10, 20, 22, 23,
September 25, October 17, 1846, August 7, 1851. Brinemade's cordiality
emerged precisely at the time when he was falling out with the missiondominated, non-dancing Hawaiian govermnent over Ladd & Co. 's business
affairs ~ He Wa5 drifting aws:y from the New England version of correct
society. The mission itself, of course, was colder by far to the
dancing school than to the 005. The ultimate victory of dancing is
discussed in Chapter VII.
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from proper society.

They refused to accept invitations to gatherings

where half-whites might be present.

Once some ladies, having arrived

at a party, walked home immediately in the rain rather than stay in a
house where a half-white woman was already ensconced as a guest.
Occasionally, a part-wbite girl gained entr6e to the home of an
exclusivist lady (for example, on the arm of a business associate of
In such a case, the lady of the house might neglect to take

the host).

the shawl of the unweloome visitor, or to talk with her, or to form a
cotillion set with her, preferring instead to overload other groups.
For the half-caste wife of a successful haole businessman there might
exist a kind of tolerance.
was none.

For an unattached half-caste girl thsre

Throughout the forties, the victory of the white wives was

all but complete.

Not until the later fifties, when an elegant

halt-white (Emma Rooke) shared the Hawaiian throne, did social patterns
re-torm. l36
In the meantime, Reynolds did the best he could tor his girls.
It was not always easy.
their growing-up.

He saw dangers everywhere, and agonized over

His catalogue of proscribed activities was almost

as long as that of some of the mission ladies (although it differed in

content--tor example, he forbade his girls to attend Kawaiahao Church
or go to Sund~ school).

The girls could not go to parties or dances

l36stephen Reynolds Journal, April 1, 5, August 25, 1846, Ju1;y 9,
1841, May 2, 1848, January 16, October 19, 1849, January 11, 20, 1850,
May 5, 1854. Reynolds' journal over a long period of time shows the
locus of sharpest racial teeliDg to be with these women: Mrs. Peter
Corney and. her daughters, Mrs. John Dominis, Mrs. Charles Brever, and
Mrs. Jules Dadoit. The last was the wife of the ex-French consular
agent; the others were Americans, wives or widows of tairly well-off
merchants and sea-captains who set a social tone among the town's
non-mission elite.
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without Reynolds' pennission.

.A:ny young man wishing to

p~

his

attentions to a dancing school girl needed Reynolds' approval.

These

precautions he held to be necessary, because in the slanderous town of
Honolulu there were alW8\1S people ready to post anoIl1Mous placards in
the streets traducing the girls' characters, or to remark that any one
of them could be had for a dollar, and so on.

Loiterers often lounged

about the dancing school when it was in session--or, worse, about the
girls' sleeping quarters when it was not; and Reynolds had to drive
them away.137
Even those who proposed marriage were not alW8\1S satisfactory to
Reynolds--struggling printers, small businessmen, actors, carpenters-marginal men in their own group !JI..8king alliances with marginal people
on the Honolulu scene.

There were not, in the end, a great number of

happy results, even under ReynOlds' careful supervision.
married life with Susan Jackson had been disastrous.

His own

Susan had become

an erratic drunkard and adultress, following the downward spiral so

.

common among women of her age and time on Oahu, and so deplored by
Reynolds and the mission alike.
months at a time.

Reynolds might not see Susan for

Then he would come upon her 'With her friend and

partner in delinquency, Hannah. Hooper, ex-lfife of the educated Hawaiian
Timoth;y Haalilio, drunkenly stripping off their dresses in a boat at
the harbor and standing in their shifts before the gaze of sailors,
or rioting about the town at night in the

comp~

of kanakas.

So with

some of his other girls--two had to be barred from a series of

l37Stephen Reynolds Journal, October 28, 1844, April 13, May 28,
November 23, 25, Decelllber 17, 18, 22, 1846, July 5, 6, 1847, January
16, 17, 20, June 6, 7, 1849.
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subscription balls in the town fo!" bad morals, and one of these later
married a white businessman who forged $,OJOOO worth of whaler' a
exchange billa end decamped for California.

Several, so Reynolds

heard, were responding to the seigneurial calls of King K81likeaouli as
Reynolds' own wife had done earlier.

Reynolds' fe-vorite, the young

Harriet Blanchard, who was in his charge for seven years and whom he
referred to as his adopted daughter, vacillated between his protective
custody and that of a Hawaiian uncle wanted to make her a prost:ttute.
After almost falling victim to a young foreigner who taught for a time
at the Oahu Charity School, she m&..""X'ied unsuitably.

Her husband, the

itinerant actor, J. S. Townsend, did little either for her or for the
general respectability of interracial marriage.138

By mid-century, then, the city of Honolulu possessed a legal and
territorial identity it had not enjoyed a generation earlier.
Administration of municipal affairs, however, remained poor in the
extreme.

The whaling trade brought prosperity, and linked the port

ever more closely with tbe outside world.
was complex.

Socially, the Honolulu scene

The white pOPUlation was growing rapidly; so was the

town's native community.

Time had taken the westernizing process from

the hands of the missions, and had placed it in the rougher hands of

138stephan Reynolds Journal, September 20, 22, 1840, October -',
l842 J April 22, 1843, June 16, 11, 20 August 3, 1844, January 3, 4, 5,
13, 22, 1846, July 28; November 26, December 1, 6, 1, 11, 14, 11, 1848,
January 1, 9, 1850, November 8, 1851; Polynesian, January 6, 1848.
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the townspeople at large.

Non.e of the native social groups which

emerged seemed to prefigure J with any certainty, the growth of a
Hawaiian community that might sustain itself with dignity in the
morally ambiguous setting of the port tow.

CHAPTER VI
THE NATIONAL CAPITAL

During the fifteen years that followed the punitive visit of
Laplace in 1839" the world weighed heavily upon Honolulu.

Long before

the city was designated capital of the kingdom, it had become the
center of national life--the place to which, as a matter of course"
foreign powers assigned their senior diplomatic and consular
representatives.

Pre-eminence in political affairs entailed exposure

to serious problems.

While natives on the outer islands enjoyed a

relatively untroubled existence in the eighteen-forties and fifties"
Honolulu with its mixed population was racked by a succession of
calami.tous disturbances which pushed the monarchy to the verge of
extinction.

In this perilous circumstance, Dmicipal considerations

were subsumed in the larger
survival.

i~sue

of the nation's struggle for

For a decade and a half, the history of Honolulu and the

destiny of Hawaii were indistinguishable.
The locus of strife lay in the relationship of foreigners to the
Hawaiian govermnent.

At Honolulu, the haole population increased

from two hundred in the early thirties to almost a thousand at midcentury.

The monarchy's best efforts proved inadequate to accommodate

this giant cuckoo in the nest.
SeemiDgly, the eighteen-forties offered a fair chance that
difficulties arising at Honolulu might be resolved peacefully.
Constitutional. innovations, religious toleration, and the land
revolution--all. these combined to remove old occasions of dispute &"'1d
to create a society
thirties.

l~ather

more open than that of the twenties and

Nonetheless, factions arose in the forties whose feuds
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brought the city to a higher pitch of tension than ever before.
The new parties were based upon national divisions.

Foreigners,

to be sure, now tended to stq longer at Honolulu than their
predecessors had done.

Some even considered the city to be their

permanent domicile, rather than a mere place of soj oum rich in
exploitable resources.

Among most haoles, however, there survived an

irresistible impulse to refer problems to their home governments.
Official representatives of foreign powers took the initiative in this
respect, encouraging their nationals at Honolulu to turn trivial
local happenings into diplomatic issues, and pressing to absurd lengths
assertions of British superiority, windy French imperialism, or fanatic
American insistence on inalienable rights.

As often as not,

personalities rather than substantive principles were at stake.
Honolulu at mid-century, in one of its aspects, was little more than a
stage upon which were acted out the public passions and private pains
of expatriates.
Thus, the entire systems of foreign nations forced their wB:3' into
the very streets of the city.
inevitably to trials at lave

Clashes of thought and practice led
But whose law should prevail?

At

Honolulu, litigation involving foreigners was as inconclusive as it was
recurrent.

Consuls and commissioners roughly pushed aside local

magistrates, and legal cases in endless procession--I11pes, property
disputes, business failures: sailor riots, newspaper wars--made their
wq remorselessly to the national, and then to the diplomatic, level.
Against this constant invasion of its sovereign powers, the
defenses of the Hawaiian monarchy' were feeble enough.

Its treaty

arrangements were genera:lly unsatisfactory; more than once, Honolulu
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was threatened with violence by foreign warships.

The establishment of

western-style govermnental departments, most of them headed by
foreigners, marked the beginning of formal administration but not the
end of procedural arguments.

At the same time, a vain attempt was made

to shield the person of the king in his palace at Honolulu from the
unannounced incursions of foreign diplomats, through the adoption of
the code of etiquette of the Congress of Vienna.
So signally did the governmant' s strategies fail that the
stability of the monarchy was endangered.
larger, King Kauike80uli shrank more and

As the scale of events grew
lIlOre

from royal responsibility.

His foreign cabinet ministers, burdened by affairs of state and
simultaneously entangled in local transactions, could. scarcely
contain the whirl of crisis generated at Honolulu.

Minister of Public

Instruction William Richards almost literally worked himself to death.
Foreign Minister Robert Crichton Wyllie, inundated by official
documents, wrote and docketed and minuted his
exhaustion.

w~

iute hallucinatory

In the early eighteen-fifties, Finance Minister Gerrit

Judd's personality began to unravel under the intolerable strain of
office.

His eventual political fall convulsed Honolulu for months.

The health of the nation was put in jeopardy in 1853, when
smallpox struck at Honolulu.

Even this ca.tastrophe was turned to

advantage by the city's foreigners.

In the wake of the dreadful

epidemic, cabals formed, urging either revolution and a filibuster
republic, or annexation by the United States. By late 1854, the end of
the monarcl'w seemed imminent.

O~

the death of King Kauikeaouli and

the accession of the vigorous ruler Alexander Liholiho allowed Honolulu
to emerge into the oalm of a brief period of Victorian elegance.
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The harbinger of trouble at Honolulu as the eighteen-forties
opened was the contumacious British consul, Richard Charlton.
immediate matter at issue was land.

The

Ever since 1826, Charlton had

held possession of a sizeable plot of ground not far from the
waterfront and a smaller plot in the rear of the village at a place
called "Beretamia" (a Hawaiian rendering of the word "Britain").

It

was generally understood that Charlton did not occupy these lots as an
individual but as the official representative of Great Britain.1
The legality of Charlton's tenure was never questioned.

Nor was

there any controversy about the boundary dividing Charlton's downtown
lot from the lot next to it, a place named Pulaho1aho which covered
more than an acre of beachfront land.

Then, in the first months of

1840, Charlton presented to Governor Kekuanaoa of Oahu a document
purporting to be a 299-year lease of Pulaholaho, dated 1826, and signed
by Boki as Governor of Oahu and Kalanimoku as regent of the kingdom. 2
At the same time , Charlton laid claim to some land at Wailele in

l.rb.e grant was made with the consent of Kaahumanu, who in 1826 was
regent for the boy king Kauikeaouli. In making over the land to the
British Consulate, the Hawaiian chiefs expressed their gratitude for
sympathy shown by the British govermnent upon the death of King
Lihol1ho in London in 1824. The land was to be used for official
purposes by the incumbent consul.
2

AH, FO & Ex, December 9, 1826, has several copies of the le3.S3;
I have been unable to find the original.. Presumably, it remained in
Charlton's possession.
An immense tangle of documentation grew up over Charlton's claim.
Several printed pamphlets of the Hawaiian and British gover!l.!!!.ents are
bound together in All under the title of Charlton Land Claims. These
draw on the following MS sources: MI, FO & EiJq All, FO Letter Books;
FO 58; AH, Letter Books of Pro-Consul 'W-.fllie, 1844; AlI, Privy Council
Record; AH, Cabinet Council Record. Partisan summaries of events
appear in the lengthy Statement of Facts Relating to the Claim for
Land, in Honolulu, by Richard Charlton • • • , FO Letter Book, VIII,
312 ff., and in Sandwich Island News, March 3, 1847.
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THE CHARLTON LAND CLAIMS, 1843
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Manoa valley.

The govermnent acknowledged without demur his title to

Wailele, but asked for more time to consider his claim to Pulaholaho.
There were obvious complications.

A 299-year lease dated 1826 was a

uniquely formaJ. instrument from a period in which most land matters
had been handled verball:y and boundaries had. been defined by custom
only.

Then too, by 1840 the Hawaiian signatories were all dead.

Furthermore, Pulaholaho had been occupied since 1826 by people other
than Charlton.

Attendants of Kaahumanu, the original owner, lived

there; chiefs beached and stored their canoes and boats; and foreign
businessmen built stores, warehouses and living quarters.
as many as fifteen buildings sto.Jd on Pulaholaho.
Charlton protested or demanded rent

P~'dntS.

ever heard of the Pulaholaho lease.

At times,

Not once had

No living ebiGf had

Neither had

~one

in Honolulu,

native or foreign, ever seen the document before Charlton, in April,
1840, produced it and asked peremptorily to be put in possession of
the property for the remainder of the lease period.
The Havaiian govermnent developed two lines of thought.

the lease itself might be a forgery.

First,

Second, even i f it were granted

that the signatures of Bold. and Kalanimoku were genuine, the lease
would still be invalid because neither chief was empowered to deed
land.

In 1826, Kaahumanu was sole regent, with the right to award.

titles and leaseholds.

Kalanimoku and Bold were mere administrators.

By' the end of June, 1840, Charlton had written several letters to

the king urging his case. 3 On June 30, Kauilieaouli ruled that the

3Interview between Charlton, Kekauluohi and Kekuanaoa, April 16,
1840; Charlton to Kameh.ameha III, April 18, June 29, 1840; Kamehameha
III to Charlton, June 30, 1840; all in AlI, FO & Ex.
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lease was not good.

Charlton added this enormous personal grievance to

his alwqs overnowing stock of consular complaint8.

Be told Governor

Kekuanaoa that i f his land claims were not honored, the Ha:waitan
government would be in far worse trouble than at the time of the
Clementine episode of 1837.

Charlton went on, in the course of other

business at the fort, to assert. the superiority of British over
Hawaiian law, to threaten a native officer with hanging and
decapitation, and to brandish his horsewhip during discussions of
foreigners' rights.

In the meantime his cattle continued to trespass,

and his dog bit a foreign lady', for which he vas fined

$,.4

Charlton's attention was distracted from the Pulaholaho lease
when, in March, 1841, the Hawaiian government ordered the natives of
Honolulu to spend three dqs working on the roads, or to pa;.v a
cODIIlUtation of twenty-five cents a dq.

Several British !l9rchants

affected to regard this as a dreadful infringement of their right to
the labor of their native domestics.
Governor Kekuanaoa, who replied

Accordingly, they memorialized

correct~

that the king was well within

his prerogatives in imposing a customary labor tax upon his subjects.
The correspondence was printed in the Honolulu weekly newspaper, the
Po),ynesian.

As soon as the issue was published, Charlton went with the

supercargo of an English ship to the home of the Pol,ynesian's editor,
James Jackson Jarves, ·and took a horsewhip to Jarves' shOll1ders.
J arvea I friend, the young American m"'3rchant James Fowle Baldwin

4Kekuanaoa to Charlton,ll January 16, 1841, AH, FO & Ex; Document in
AH, FO & Ex, August 18, 1841; Charlton to Kelcuanaoa, August 20, 1841,
Ali, FO & Ex; Keku8D8.0a to Charlton, February 7, 1842, Ali, FO & Ex;
Stephen Reynolds Journal, August 4, SeptEDber 1" 1840, August 19,
1841.
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Marshall, who was on a social call, threw Charlton to the noor,
bruising the consul's hip severely and breaking one of his fingers.
J arves

~anwhile

caned Charlton' s accomplice briskly.

finally separated the combatants.

Neighbors

Charlton left without his hat and

wW.p, which were used in evidence against him when a charge was laid
before Kekuanaoa.
at the fort.

The consul and the supercargo paid fines of $6 each

Charlton threatened retribution.

He wrote home to the

British government, asking that a man-of-war be sent to Honolulu.
Not surprisingly, th.e request was ignored.'
This episode did not endear Charlton a.rry further to the Hawaiian
government.

No move was made during the next. eighteen months to put

him in possession of Pulaholaho.

His choler mounted.

In September,

1842, without any announcement of intention beyond a single curt note
to the king, Charlton left Honolulu, bound. for EngJ.and, avowedly to
secure justice for British subjects in the islands and aii the same time
to prevent the rise of American influence.

The personal insults he had

suffered at the hands of the Hawaiian government, he said, would not
go unredresaed. 6

'George Pelly and others to Ch~lton, February 19, 1841, AlI, FO & Ex
(copy); Kekuanaoa to Charlton, February 22, 1841, Ali, FO & Ex;
Kekuanaoa to Pelly and others, February - , 1841, Ali, FO & Ex; Charlton
to Kekuanaoa, March " 1841, AH, FO & Ex; Juliette Cooke to her sister,
March 1, 1841" HMCS; Amos Cooke Journal" March 8, 1841; Levi Chamberlain Journal, March 8, 1841; Polynesi~ March 13, 20, 1841.
6eharlton to the Captain or Commander of any of Her Britannic
Maj esty' s Ships arriving at the Sandwich Islands, September 26, 1842,
copy in .Ali, FO & Ex; Charlton to KamehamehB. III, September 26, 1842,
AH, FO & Ex.
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Charlton's consulate was placed in the care of Alexander Simpson,
a young relative of Sir George Simpson of the Hudson's Bay Comp8II\Y.
Sir George had visited Honolulu earlier in 1842, and. had become
interested in Hawaij.an independence.
an ardent British imperialist.

Alexander Simpson, however, was

From the moment of his arrival at

Honolulu, he had championed the cause of the town's "aggrieved"
Britishers, and had begun to plot the annexation of the islands by'
Great Britain.
Siinpson's views were common knowledge.
refused to recognize him as consul.

The Hawaiian government

Simpson objected.

Privately, he

described the king and his native ministers as "cyphers," and Garrit
Judd as the author of his troubles-a man of bad character and strong
anti-British prejudices.

Despite his tenuous position, Simpson

carried out minor consular functions, frequently drawing the attention
of the Hawaiian government to problems of Britishers at Honolulu. 7
Soon after his "appointment," Simpson found himself embroiled in
the commercial difficulties of Charlton as well as the official
business of the consulate.
to the Valparaiso

fi~

Charlton owed a considerable sum of money

of Sewall Patrickson, whose directors

commissioned George Pelly (the Hudson's Bq COlUpaxv agent at Honolulu)
to act for them in collecting the debt.

A foreign jury tried the case

in Charlton's absence, disregarding the protests of Mrs. Charlton, who

had remained at Honolulu to supervise her husband's business affairs,
and who now claimed that the courts of Honolulu were incompetent to

7The best short treatment of Simpson is in Bradley, American
Frontier, pp. 410-411, 422-424.. See also Simpson's OvIl The Sandwich
Islands • • • (London, 1843), passim.
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hear such matters.

Pelly obtained a judgment of almost ten thousand

dollare against Charlton.

A.lexander Simpson, following the line of

Mrs. Charlton; s protest, called a meeting of Britishers.

Resolutions

were forwarded to the Hawaiian gOvermuent, maintaining that the
attachment of Charlton I s property in favor of Sewall Patrickson was an
insult, that the trial had no Validity, and that Simpson enjoyed the
confidence of the British community.
Simpson's attempts to halt the attachment were futile; but he
took further steps that were to have profound consequences.

He

requested the commander of the British neet in the Pacific to send a
man-of-war to Honolulu as a matter of urgency, to exact full recompense
for past injuries, and to stay as long as British interests were in
need of protection.

Admiral Richard Thomas received Simpson's

correspondence at San Blas, Mexico.

Thomas despatched the frigate

ClU7sfor1i, commanded by I.ord George Paulet, under instructions to guard
British interests and to restore Charlton's attached property,
forcefully if necessary, should the situation at Honolulu be as Simpson
had described it. 8
Just a week after Richard CharI ton sailed trom Honolulu, bound for
London with his casebook of grievances, the British Foreign Office
issued a long memorandum setting out its views respecting the Hawaiian

~any documents relating to Pelly vs. Charlton were printed in the
British government's Correspondence Relative to the Sandwich Islands
~ (London, 1843). The case can be followed in the same general
sources in AH as listed for the Charlton land claims. For Simpson's
first days as "consul," see Stephen Reynolds Journal, September 27,
October 1, 8, 10, 11, 1842. The diplomatic literature on the
circumstances of the Paulet visit is collected in KUykendall, Hawaiian
Kingdom, I, 206-213; and Bradley, American Frontier, pp. 426-427.
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islands.
"

Britain was

tree.tm.ent in Hawaii.

portr~ed

as seeking no more than parity of

Annexationist ambitions were disavowed.

Naval

officers in their encounters with native chiefs ..- ere ordered to act
with forbearance and courtesy, avoiding harsh interference with the
laws and customs of the country.

Neither Charlton, nor Simpson, nor

Admiral Thomas, nor Lord George Paulet knew of the existence of this
statement of policy when, on February 10, 1843, the Carysf'ort anchored
in Honolulu harbor.

Paulet was greeted by Alexander Simpson.

William Hooper, acting

consul of the United States, and Jules Dudoit, the French consular
agent, were acmowledged in a "cool if not insulting manner, It as were
other residents.

Gerrit Judd was told that no representatives of the

Hawaiian government would be received until British grievances were
redressed.

King Kauikeaouli was at Lahaina, as usual.

Until his

arrival at Honolulu, Paulet could do nothing of importance.

He

contented himself with an inspection of the Protestant mission
buildings, and with desultory visits to the homes of a few prominent
merchants.
More than this would have been required to conciliate the
.Americans of Honolulu.

American and French ships in the harbor had

raised nags to welcome the Carysf'ort.

After Paulet's stiff

introduction, they lowered the nags, while sailors on board the
English man-of-war shouted: "Now let those bloody Yankees look out--

we have got a man of war here now--we will let the bloody Yankees mow
who we are now."

Morale ashore improved when, on February 13, USS

Boston docked at Honolulu.

More than thirty foreigners, mostly

Americans, took part in a cordial meeting with Commander John C. Long.
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Like Paulet, Long could do nothing more than wait for King Kauikeaouli

to appear. 9
The Americans came out in force once more three dqs later, when
the king arrived fl"oiil Lahaina.

Pau1et did not greet him per&onally,

but merely sent a short note requesting a private interview.

The king

refused to see Paulet, and suggested that the British commander should
elthe:r submit a written document or see Gerrit Judd.

Paul~t

Thereupon,

sent the king a list of six British grievances, specific and general,
adding an ultimatum that if these were not attended to by four
the

next;

afternoon, "immediate coercive steps" would be taken.

0 f

clock

Pau1et

was confident that one shot fran the Carysf'ort would disperse any
number of Hawaiian troops assembled to prevent a landing.

Long was

quite without instructions to cover a cannonade; he could do nothing
but watch.

He sent a note to Dudoit, promising him asylum should

hostilities break out.

Ashore, Consul Hooper offered help to the

Americans, who had protested to Paulet that the threat of' gunfire left
them no time to provide for their own safety.

On the morning of

February 18, a brig was towed into the harbor to be used by British
residents as a refuge during the attack.

All over town, foreigners

piled money J papers, clothes, and other property on carts and sent
them down to the waterf'ront to be put on board.

Early in the

afternoon, news came that the king had capitulated.

Salutes were fired

at 2 p. m. to mark the agreement .10

9Stepben Reynolds Journal, February 11, 12, 13, 14, 1843; William
Paty Journal, MS, AH, February 11, 13, 1843; Levi Chamberlain Journal,
February 11, 13, 1843.
10winiam Paty Journal, February 18, 1843.
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The terms vere those of Paulet's first memorandum.
be recognized as consul, instantly and publicly.

Simpson was to

He was to be

approached direct.ly by the king, so that all British grievances against
the Hawaiian govermnent might be redressed.

The attachment on

Charlton's property, arising from hiE debt to Sewall Patrickson, vas to
be removed.

In other disputed coJlllllercial cases, new and fur trials

were to be held.

In future, no Britisher was to be put in irons at

the Honolulu tort except on a charge of felony, defined in British
legal language.

.All arguments involving Britishers must be referred

to juries approved by the British consul.
The king agreed to Paulet's demands with the greatest reluctance.
Some residents advocated letting the Carzsfort "fire and be damned;"
others believed that submission under protest was the better course.
Judd took the latter view.

Together with the king's note of

acquiescence to Paulet, Judd wrote a statement of protest and. appeal
addressed to Queen Victoria.
This was Alexander Simpson's finest hour.
vindicated by British naval strength.

~bile

British honor had been

sailors from the Carysfort

brawled with natives along the waterfront, Simpson capitalizing on the
presence of Paulet, extorted more concessions trom the government.
Kauikeaouli vas compelled to sign a clearance for Charlton's 299-year
lease at Pulaholaho.

Legal. decisions adverse to Britishers were listed

for review, and claims were filed for indemnities 2lIlounting to more
than $100,000.
Conferences took place from February 20 to February 23, nth
SiJupson

alw~s

at Paulet's shoulder.

So severe were Lord George's

demands that Kauikeaouli and his advisers became convinced Panlet was
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a::' pi::' ng at the annexation of the islands.

Gloomily, the town' 8

Americans arranged their annual observance of Washington' a Birthday on
Februarj' 22 (the ccmmittee was divided on the question of inviting
British guests).

On February 23, the king met privately with Dudoit,

Hooper, Judd, and Commander Long, to discuss the possibility of ceding
the islands jointly to France and the United States, thus avoiding a

forced cassion to Britain. Papers were readied, but on the morning of
February 24 Judd changed his stand, and would not support the king's
decision to sign.
not to go on.

Kauikeaouli was desperate.

He had made up bis mind

The British were out to ruin him, he could see; he was

ready to give up, so his advisers reported.
alternatives vere considered.

Various abysmal

The foreigners heard that Paulet once

again vas threatening gunfire.

Judd appeared on the streets escorled

by native guardsmen, but the dq passed without serious incident.

On February

25,

Kauikeaouli relinquished the islands at last to Paulet,

stipulating at the same time that the Hawaiian govermnent would make
every effort to regain its sovereignty.ll
A town crier announced that cession ceremonies would be held at
the Honolulu fort.

By three

0

'clock, a large crowd had gathered.

British marines and Hawaiian soldiers formed a hollow square within the
walls of the fort.

Paulet and his officers took up their places beside

llEvents from Paulette arrival to the cession are covered day by d~
in the journals of William Paty, Amos Cooke, Levi Chamberlain md
Stephen R8ynolds. Paulet's successive demands are recorded in British
Commission Letter Book in AB. Simpson's reports to the British
government are in Fe 58. Havaiian government responses are in AH, FO
& Ex (see especially folder marked Dispute With Paulet). A good resume
account from an indignantly partisan· American viewpoint is Gorham
Gilman, "Honolulu As It Is," MS, HHS.
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the king and' the chiefs on the verandah of one of the fort houses.
Kauikeaouli made a short speech in Hawaiian, and Judd translated it
into English: "Hear yet

I make known to you that I am in perplexity

by reason of difficulties into which I have been brought without causej
therefore, I have given S1I1&Y the life of our land, hear ye1

But rrt3'

rule over you, rrt3' people, and your privileges, will continue, for I
have hope that the life of the land will be restored when ray conduct
is justified."

The deed of cession was read, and at ten minutes past

three the Hawaiian

nag

nag

was hauled down and the British

raised, as the fort and Paulet's at-lip excha.nged SeJ.ut-eSe

was

The

Carysfort1s band played "God Save The Queen," and then, with "refined
cruelty," "Isle of Beauty, Fare Thee Well."12
Paulet described the basis of the new government.

The king and

his chiefs would continue to administer the affairs of the native
population.

For the affairs of foreigners, a commission would be

created, consisting of the king or his deputy, Paulet, and two officers
from the Carysfort.

Hawaii I s laws and public finances would remain

untouched, under the commission I s supervision.

All existing agreements

made by the king and the kuhina-nui would be honored.

No grants of

land would be awarded by the commission ,mtil the British government
approved Pauletle actiona. 13
The reaction of the foreign community in general was one of
outrage, especially among the Americans, who had never before been so
considerate of Hawaiian independence.

For the most part, utter

128&e sources cited in footnote 11; also Judd, Honolulu, p.

94.

13.For more detail, see KuykendaJl, Hawaiian Kingdom, I, 216-217.
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disbelief was expressed when Paulet nnd Simpson claimed they had acted
to forestall a French coup of the kind which had just taken plaze at
the Marquesas Islands in the South Pacific.

The natives of Honolulu

were quiet

enough~

although one or two scufnes occurred in taverns

dovntQwn.

At the Chiefs' Children's School, the young students removed

the gold bands from their caps, s¢ng that they were no longer allis.

-

Throughout the term of the cession, they held the British in contempt.
Prince Lot referred to Paulet's men as "lobster-backs, It and the
children staged indignation meetings, planning revenge against the
usurpers .14
After some hesitation, Judd consented to serve as the Hawaii.an
representativa on :faulet' s commission.

His first act, unknown to

Paulet, was to send a protest to the British government. Lord George
had admitted the right of the Hawaiians to do this, but, had attempted
to block the possibility in practice.

Paulet's own account of the

seizure was to be hand-earried by Alexander Simpson on the Hawaiian
govermnent schooner Hooikaika, confiscated in Honolulu harbor and
renamed Albert.

Judd was asked by the chiefs to select an envoy to

deliver the government's version of events.

At a dance aboard

Commander Long I s USS Boston, Judd talked in secret to the twenty-fouryear-old American merchant J. F. B. Marshall, who agreed to undertake
the mission.
Judd prepared Marshall's credentials and

p~ers,

working by night

in the royal tomb on the palace grounds not far from his own house, and

14Wi1l1am Paty Journal, February 25, 1843; Gilman" "Honolulu--1848,;"
Stephen Reynolds Journal, February 25, 1843; Richards, Chiefs'
Children's School, p. 169.

using as a desk the coffin of Kaahumanu.

When the documents were

ready, a native canoe brought the king from Maui to sign them.

At a

council held in darlmess at Waj kj kj, away from the C817sfort,

Kauikeaouli penned his name and left again, while Paulet sat at dinner
in Honolulu.

The Albert sailed on March II with Simpson aboard, and

also Marshall, who for public purposes was said to be travelling on
business for Ladd & Co • Security had not been perfect-a handful of
residents knew what was afoot-but Paulet suspected nothing.15
Even before the departure of the Albert, Paulet violated the terms
of the cession by interfering with Hawaiian law &-s it affected
Honolulu.

On March 2, mobs of sailors and natives thronged the

streets at night.

M~

Hawaiians, believing the town's old laws to be

suspended, refused to obey native constables.

Paulet went ashore with

armed marines and subdued the unruly crowds, injuring several natives
The same evening" an 8 p. m. curfew was instituted

in the process.

i or both natives and seamen. Paulet affirmed that Hawaiian law still
applied to Hawaiians; but this was the first and last time he went out
of his way to make such a statement.

Within a week, an order was

published all over Oahu repealing the laws aga:inst fornication.
Constables need no longer arrest unmarried men and women for
fornication,
penalt,y.

~d

This

women might now visit "hips in the harbor without

poli~ ¥8S

reiterated late in April, when Paulet

l5Judd to the Commissioners in Europe, Febru8!'1 27, 1843, AH,
British Commission; Judd to Paulet, Februar;r 27, 1843" AlI, British
Commission. Marshall described· his mission in ~ Magaz1ne~ LXVII
(188.3), 511-520. See also JUdd, Honolulu, p. 9 ;
am Paty Journal,
March ll, 1843; Stephen Reynolds Journal, March ll, 1843. Judd's
relations with the Paulet regime are well covered in Judd, Doctor JUdd,
pp. 114-l25.
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discovered that women imprisoned in the fort were being let out at
night to work off their fines either with the fort soldiers or with
sailors from the

~arysfort,

and that some of the chiefs had been

sharing in the revenues"
Not only in the matter of community morals did Paulet make
changes.

To pq the connnission' s clerical expenses, an impost of 1%

was levied in addition to regular import duties" and the Sandwich
Island Mission's exemption from duties was revoked.

The liquor

licensing system of Honolulu was liberalized, as were laws regarding
c

auction sales.

•

The tangled affairs of the fouridering business

partnership of Greenway & French were taken up" unhelpfully.

Claims to

land in Honolulu were registered by the camnission on behalf of
Englishmen and others.

A new constabulary was recruited, whereupon tr.a

laws against "furious riding" fell into disuse and British sailors
galloped at high speed all over town.

A native regiment called

tb.~

"Queen's Ownn was organized (fiouting the jurisdiction of Governor
Kekuanaoa at the fort), and Judd was ordered to use funds from the
Hawaiian treasury to pq the wages of these turncoats.16
Paulet's commission did not supplant the Hawaiian national
parliament, which held legislative sessions at Lahaina from April
May

4.

4 to

When Judd returned to Honolulu" he protested many of Paulet's

innovations, particularly the new moral ordinances" whose patent
looseness dismayed the missionary cOIl111D1nity.

Paulet and his fellow

l6rhe proceedings of the commission are arranged chronologically in
AH, FO & Ex" British Commission. Copies of correspondence are in
British Commission Letter Book" All. See also Stephen Reynolds Journal,
March 2, 3, 4~ April 27, May 1" 1843,; Amos Cooke Journal" April 28"

1843.
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commission-.-net::b:::::::- J

Lie~teIle.."lt

F!"ere of the Carysfort J refused to

re-establish the old regulations.

A complete rupture of civi1

relations between Paulet and. Judd ensued.

P::mlet abused Judd, and

Judd resigned from the commission on May 11.

The oommission now lacked even formal acquiescence on the part of
the Hawaiian government in framing ordinances.
king on Maui to try to make new arrangements.

Paulet visited the
Kauikeaouli asked that

Judd be reinstated, and that the laws revert to their previous state.
Paulet refused, and so the commission was left to take sole
responsibility for its own acts.
Hawaiian government.

Judd continued to hold office in the

He used his post at the Treasury to harass

Paulet. With the king's support, Judd declined to release funds to
pay the Queen's Own regiment.

Only when Lieutenant Frere appeared in

full uniform with side arms did Judd hand over the mOD3y.

Then Judd

went even further: he withdrew from circulation all records and papers
of the government, and conducted cabinet business alone at night in the
royal tomb, leaving Pauletts commission fairly stranded.17
On

Ma¥ 24,

with Judd ousted, new laws in force, and power

lmJimited" Paulet1s govermnent celeb:i:"ated Queen Victoria's birthda;y
with salutes from t he decorated Car,ysfort, sky rockets, blue lights"
iind. cannon-fire from the fort at the waterfront and the battery on

Punchbowl.

In the first week of July, with Judd's shadow government

l7Judd's quarrel with Paulet appears in Ali, FO & Ex" British
Commission, documents for ~ 1-11. See especially Judd's journal
filed there; and also the letter of Kamehameha ill to Judd" June 12,
1843. See also Fr~entsl Family Reoord House of Judd} 6 vols.
(Honolulu, 1903-193, I, 19, 21, II, l6~, 173; Judd to David Greene,
August 20, 1844, January 25, 1845, ABCFM Letters; Judd" Doctor JUdd"
pp. 121-123.
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at work in the royal tanb and the commission's activities at a miniJ!!Ulll,
the Americans celebrated

Ju~

4.

Three days later, an American man-of-

war, the Constellation, arrived at Honolulu (replacing the Boston,
which had sailed soon after the Albert in March, carrying documents
directed to the United States govermnent).
On July 11, the Constellation IS cODUllander, Captain Lawrence

Kearny, protested publicly against acts of the ccmmission which
affected adve:-sely the interests of .Americans at Honolulu.

Privately,

forty of Kearny's men ashore on liberty prepared to haul down the
British flag.

They vent to William Hooper at the American consulate,

announcing that they lacked only a leader.
dissuaded them, but then on July
fiag-plq.

14

Ke~

Hooper, of course,
hi.mself indulged in

Kear:ny had a large Hawaiian nag made (Paulet had destroyed

all he could find), folloldng which he invited the chiefs to Viflit the

Paulet remonstrated 'With King Kauikeaouli, claiming that by taking
salutes under a

nag

other than the British Kauikeaouli. lost all right

to consideration and protection.18
Meanwhile, news of the cession had reached Admiral Thomas of the
British neet at Valparaiso.

Th~as

had received on April 1, 1843,

the polley statement of the British Foreign Offioe on Hawaii.
actions were

v.U~

outside the scope of these instructions.

Paulet l s
Thomas

sailed at once for Honolulu aboard his flagship, the Dublin, and
anchored there on July 26, to the salutes of Kearny's Constellation

l6paulet to Ke..1l1ehl!Ulleha III, July 18, 184.3, AH, FO & Ex, British
Commission; Gorham Gilman Journal, MS, HHS, July 7, 1843; Stephen
Reynolds Journal, ~ 24, July 11, 12, 13, 14, 19, 1843.
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and another American warship, the recently-arrived Hazard.

Thomas conferred aboard the Dublin.
king, asking for an audience.

Paulet and

Then Thomas sent a note to the

Within twenty-four hours, the news was

abroad in the town that independence would be restored next da;y.
Stephen Reynolds wrote that only a Hawaiian

nag

vas lacking.19

The ceremoI\V, in fact" was dela:yed "..h ile Thomas and King
Kauikeaouli met to frsme articles covering the future treatment of
Bri.tishers in the islands.

Their agreement, subject to ratification

by Thomas' home government, guaranteed British subjects parity with
other foreigners.
On July 31, the whole town repaired to the eastern plains to
watch the restoration ceremonies..

The king appeared, escorted by his

royal guud and cheered by the crowds.

A Hawaiian

nag

was furled upon

a statf, and, as the king drew closer, the colors were broken out as
cannun were .tired on the plains, a.t the fort, in the harbor, :md en the
swnmit of Punchbowl.

British marines passed in review and then fought

a mock battle, to the delight of the Hawaiians.

About noon, the

martial observances ended, and Kauikeaouli returned to his residence.
Later, he walked in procession with his chiefs to the stone church
at Kawaiahao.

In a short speech, he gave thanks that the life of the

land had been restored, and exhorted his people to obey the laws.
Gerrtt Judd read in Hawaiian the declaration written by Admiral Thomas
turning back sovereignty to the king.

The Ha.waiian motto is derived

from the king's speech: "Ua

0

Jl1811

ke eia

ka &ina i ka pono" (the life

19Thomas to Kekuanaoa, JUly 26, 1843, AH, FO & Ex, British
Commission; Stephen Reynolds Journal, July 26, 27, 28, 29, 1843; Levi
Chamberlain Journal, July 26, 27, 28, 1843.
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of the land shall be preserved in righteousness). The site of the
restoration ceremony was later designated Thomas Square. 20
To mark the restoration, all prisoners in the fort were released.
Labor taxes were remitted for ten

d~s.

The Queenls Own regiment was

disbanded" and its members were pardoned for having sworn allegiance
to a foreign ruler.

A1l over town during the next ten days, there were

official dinners" private dances-and drunken brawls.

At a great

temperance feast held in Nuuanu valley on August 2" the newly-written
Restoratiou Anthem vas sung, to the tune of "God Save The Queen:"
Hail! to our rightrul king 1
We joyful. honors bring,
This dq to thee 1
Long live your Majesty!
Long reign this d;ynastyl
And for posterity,
The sceptre be.
HaUl to the worthy name!
Worthy his country I s fame 1
ThC!!l!!.!! j the b!"~vel
Long sh8ll tb1' virtues be
Shrined in our memory
Who came to s~t us free
Quick o'er the wave! • • •

Then the dignitaries" tightly-uniformed and bestrapped (and, in the
case of the Admiral, corseted), lowered themselves to mats spread on
the ground under a canopy of Hawaiian flags" and addressed themselves

to great quantities of poi" hogs, fish, and turkeys" prepared for
thfm! by natives.

Only Honolulu I s Englishmen" supporters of Paulet"

20aestoration documents are collected in All" FO & Ex" British
Commission" July 31, 1843. See also Gorham Gilman Journal, July 31,
1843; Levi Chamberlain Journal" July 31" 1843; Stephen Reynolds
Journal, July 31, 1843; Judd to William Richards, August 1, 1843" All"
FO & Ex; Friend, August 1, 1843, for eyewitness accounts of the
celebrations.
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..

did not attend, preferring to nurse their hum1l1ation in private. 21
Life in Honolulu quickly retumed to normal.

The king departed

once again for Lahaina; liquor laws reverted to their old form.
Notici!B wer6 posted in the town asking creditors of the officers of the
Carysfort to submit their accounts.
hoisted sail.

On August 23, the Carysfort
Two

To everyone's disappointment, there was no wind.

days later, with baffling breezes, she made her wa:y out of the harbor.

Admiral Thomas remained at Honolulu another six months, dispensing

benevolence, and doing a great deal to salve the wounds inflicted by
Panlet upon the life of the town BJld the kingdom.

In September, news

came that the British government had disavowed comp1.etely the seizure
of the islands by Panlet.

A few months later, the bouse formerly

occupied by the commission caught fire and vas burned to the ground.
Thomas sailed early in March, 1844, carrying with 1WJl the good wishes
of the entire cOJllm.U1ity.

Paulet c.ame back to Honolulu aboard the

Carysrort in August, 1844, in the course of a Pacific cruise.

Salutes

were exchanged between ship and shore, but Paulet' a requests for a
conciliatory andience with the king were refused, and in a fit of pique
he ordered the Carysf'ort' s gunners to fire random volleys of blanks
in the middle of the night, waking the town and alarming the natives.

A subtle revenge was inflicted upon

Panl~t,

however.

His final

connmmication with the Hawaiian government, a letter written from
Hilo, Hawaii (his last port of call before leaving the islands for the

21Dq_by_ds;y accounts of the festivities of August 1-10 are in the
journals of Gorham Gilman, Stephen Reynolds, Levi Chamberlain, Amos
Cooke, and 'W1111am Paty. The restoration hymn is in AlI, FO & Ex,
British Commission, July, 1843; and in MS, HHS.
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northern ractiic), complained that a native laundryman had stolen some
of his clothese 22

While these events were taking place at Honolulu, Richard Charlton
was pursuing his official and private interests in England.

Concurrentq, William Richards was in Europe, cOOllllissioned by the
Hawaiian government to gain from the great powers a recognition of the
independence of the islands.

During his sojourn at London, Richards

also discussed the grievances of Charlton.

After prolonged

negotiations, it was agreed that the British governnwant might make
unilateral decisions on some matters.

Several cases, including the

commercial suit of Pelly vs. Charlton (over the Sewall Patrickson
debts) were settled in favor of the Hawaiian govermuent.

In addition~

rules were drafted for the regulation of the trial and imprisonment of
Britishers in the islands.
One issue alone proved troublesom.e--Charlton t s claim to land at

Pulaholaho, based upon the lease allegedly signed in 1826 by Bold and
Kalanimoku. The original lease document had been left at Honolulu.

22tevi Chamberlain Journal, August 10, 16, 19, 25, 1843; St,ephen
Reynolds Journal, August 10, ll, 12, 14, 16, 18, 22, 23.. 25, 26,
September 25, 1843; Aberdeen to Timothy Haal j ) j 0 and William Richards,
November 15, 1843, .All, FO &. Elt, British COJlIIIli.ssion; Addington to
Secretary of the Admiralty, November 21, 1843; FO 58/19; Canning to
Herbert, June 13, 1844, FO 58/32; Friend, March 1, 1844; Judd to
Wyllie, September 4, 1844; Wyllie to Judd, SepteJJber 4, 1844, both in
AH, FO &. Ex; Poqnesian, August 17, September 7, 1844. On Paulet and
the laundryman, see wyllie to JUdd, October 7, 1844, Ali, FO &. Ex;
and several letters in AH, Fa &. Elt, British Consulate, October, 1844.
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It was thus impossible for either party in London to argue the
genuineness of the signatures.

Charlton, however, insisted that

Kalanimoku was regent of the ldngdom in 1826, and was therefore
competent to sign the lease.

The British government accepted this

version of Hawaiian constitutional history.

William Richards was

informed that, provided the lease was shown to be genuine, Charlton
must be put in possession of the disputed land.

Under protest,

Richards consented.
Richards then attempted to exact damages from Britian for injuries
suffered by residents of Honolulu under the Paulet regime, whose
activities had been disavowed by Britain following the restoration of
Hawaiian sovereignty.

The British ruled that the cession had been a

voluntary act or King Kauikeaoull; hence, no indemirlties could be
justified. 23
Even though the British government supported Charlton's claim to
Pulaholaho" it was recognized that whatever usefulness he had had as
consul in the islands was at an end.

General William Miller, a

veteran of the Latj.n American Wars of Independence, was appointed
British Consul-General to Hawaii, succeeding Charlton. Miller's
instructions directed him to see that Charlton was placed in possession
of Pulaholaho, with the stipulation that the lease of 1826 nmst be
proved genuine.

2.3Aberdeen to Haalilio and Richards J september 12, 1843 J AH J Fa &
Ex; Addington to Haalilio and Richards, September 30" 1843, AH, Fa &
Ex; Richards and Haalilio to Kamehameha III, September 30, 184.3, MI,
FO & Ex; Haalilio and Richards to Aberdeen, October 7, 1843, FO 58/18;
Aberdeen to Richards, March 13, May 8, l8~, AH, FO & Ex. A full
account of negotiations is in Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, I, 221-226.
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Miller's interpretation of his powers became clear upon his
arrival at Honolulu

ear~

in 1844.

He confined his investigations to

the single point of the authenticity of the signatures, and quickly
decided that they were trustworthy.

The Hawaiian govermnent, for its

part, 8IIassed a great amount of evidence to the contrary.

Doubt was

cast upon the general literacy of Bold and Kalanimoku, and especially
upon their ability to vrite..

Dozens of witnesses were asked to think

back twenty years in an effort to recall if Bold closed the dot over
his Iti It or left it open, or i f Marin, who had witnessed the deed, uged
a

figure~ight

shape in making his nourishes..

The conclusion, almost

universally agreed in by King Kauikeaouli, the chiefs, Gerrit JUdd, and
responsible natives such as J obn Ii and the Lahainaluna scholar David
Malo;

~

that the

Sig!,Atu~~

were forged.

At the same time, the Hawaiian government pursued a second line of
thought--that Bold end Kalanimoku were incompetent to sign the lease ..
This argument, developed in 1840 when Charlton first made his claim,
was sustained thereafter in the race of British contentions that it was

irrelevant.

The evidence was strongly in favor of the Hawaiian

govermnent, but neither General Miller nor his superiors regarded it as
sufficient to overturn Charlton's claim.
While the Hawaiiau6 collected sworn testimony I Miller went ahead
to have the lot at Pulaholaho measured and readied for Charlton's
occupancy.

By 1844, the value of the land had risen to about $3.5,000 ..

Miller, a narrow constructionist in terms of the genuineness of the
lease, became a very broad constructionist when equipped with
surveyor's poles and measuring tape.

His original orders specified

that Charlton should receive only those parts of the additional land at
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Pulaholaho which had not been appropriated by other persona without
protest or obstruction by Charl-ir.on.

But as Miller defined the lot" it

included 2,3 houses with 156 occupants" and the boundaries cut through
a stone house belonging to the king and a residence of Stephen

Reynolds. 24
In the face of repeated attempts by the Hawaiian govermnent to

sta;y execution" Miller became peremptory..

Upon receiving from London

final confinnation of his orders" Miller prepared to give possession
of Pulaholaho to Charlton, who had returned to the islands with great
expectations in

~" 1844.25

Before this could happen, Charlton had to confront another
adversary.

In 1842" when George Pelly was dunning him for the debt

owed to Sewall Patrickson" Charlton had refused to P8i1" and had added
to his intransigence a public statement" repeated several times, that
Pelly was a

8od~te.

.As

So

result of this unfounded charge, Pelly

was shunned in 1843 by his fellow-Englishmen" the officers of Paulet's
Carysfort and Thomas' Dublin.

When Charlton appeared once again at

Honolulu in 1844" Pelly sued him for slander, rejecting an offer made
by other Honolulu businessmen to settle the matter privately.

The case

was heard before Governor Kekuanaoa and a foreign jury" nth visiting

24Th-is acco~t bas been compiled from the hundreds of pages of
testimony collected in the printed Charlton Land Claims pamphlets"
MS versions of which are, as previous~ noted, in AH, FO & Ex"
throughout the forties. See especi~ Judd to Richards" Haalilio and
Simpson, May 4, 1844, AH" FO & Ex. A very useful aui"lo'Gat8d map is at
p. 15 of the Investi ation • • • of Land Claimed
Richa..1'"Ci Charlton
• • • (Honolu u,
, ound with t e har ton and laims.
e
also Stephen Reynolds Journal, March 30, iBWi.
25Stepben Reynolds Journal, MCIj1 31, 1844; Amos Cooke Journal,
May 30, 1844.
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ship-captains acting as talesmen.

The slanderous charge of sodomy vas

clsal·ly related to Pelly's demand for Sewall Patrickson's money.
was demonstrated without doubt.

This

Although Charlton protested the

composition of the jury" an award of $3,,450 was made against him.
Pelly paid his attorney $500" and gave the regt of the money to
Mrs. Charlton.26
Charlton was now free to be put in "undisturbed" possession of
Pulaholaho.

Undisturbed he remained, at least for a few months.

Toward the close of 1845, he began to sell his Honolulu properties,
realizing handsome prices. He left Honolulu for the last time early
in 1846. 27

This was not the end of difficulties over Pulaholaho.
Hawaiian government continued its "n:vestigations.
testimony vere gathered and printed.

The

Correspondence and

Foreign Minister Wyllie

discovered the journal of Don Francisco de Paula Marin, translated it
from Spanish to English, and announced (without

JIIski Dg

the manuscript

public) that it proved conclusively Kaahumanu's sole right to grant
land in 1826!t

Consul-General Miller enlisted the aid of the British

navy, and one ccamander made a minatory purchase of cannon-shot while

2~ documents are printed in a Hawaiian goverrunent pamphlet,
Pelly VB. Charlton (Honolulu, 1845). MS versions are in AB. See
especiaili A Protest by Charlton, June 13, 1844, AH, FO & Ex; Judd to
Sir George Simpson, June 22, 1844, AH, FO Letter Book, II, 2-3; William
Miller to George Pelly, June 20, 1844, AH, FO & Ex, British Consulate,
Letter Book, General Correspondence, IV; Wyllie to J. Bidwell"
September 5, 1844, AH, Letter Books of Pro-Consul Wyllie, To 10" I;
Wyllie to George Pelly" All,· FO Letter Book, V" 252-261. See also
Stephen Reynolds Journal, June 6" 7, 18, 19, 20, 21, 1844; Polynesian,
June 15, 22, 1844.
27Wyllie to AntholW Barclay, December 2, 1845, AH" FO & Ex;
Stephen Reynolds Journal, February 18, 1846.
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at Honolulu.

The Hawaiian Princess Victoria Kamamalu, heiress of

Kaahumanu, claimed for herself the entire waterfront, including
Pulaholaho, and the govermnent vas forced to pay off her father,
Kekuanaoa, in order to prevent a re-hearing of the entire sorry affair.
Offshoots of litjgg,tion stemming from Charlton's disposition of lands
and leases continued to pass through Honolulu's courts and up to the
Hawaiian cabinet for the rest of the decade.

The most irritating of

these was a spectacularly trivial" bad-tempered, and prolonged
argument between Minister of Finance JUdd" Minister of Foreign
Relations Wyllie, and Consul-General Miller" concerning the leasehold
and. rents of Charlton's former premises at Beretania, now occupied by

Miller.

The three dignitaries quibbled for months over the value of a

few shade trees that Miller had chopped down.

In 1851" Wyllie

expressed a fervent wish that the grave might "close over Charlton and
his DJiYBterias forever, without a:rry further question as to his motives
or his doings."

Charlton died in England at the end of 1852. 28

Concurrently with Cherlton' s cla.1Jn, another important legal case

2&ro document this fully it would be necessary to cite literally
hundreds of letters and depositions in AR. The Charlton Land Claims
pamphlets offer a beginning. For the surpassing triviality of the
Beretania affair" see Wyllie to Anthony Barclay, September 28" 1846,
AH, FO Letter Book" XI, 164 ff.; Judd to Wyllie, April 12, 26, 1847,
All, FO & Ex; Judd to Miller,'April 15, 1847, All, FO & Ex; and IlSDY
other letters in FO & Ex for April, 1847. For the settlement of
Victoria Kamamalu' s claim, see Keoni Ana to John Ii and Kekuanaoa,
August 17" 1847" AH, Interior Department Letter Book, II, Part 1,
no-lll.
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was maId ng its way from the courts of Honolulu to the foreign offices
of Hawaii, Great Britain, and the United States.

It concerned the
The

finances of an ostensibly bankrupt mercantile firm at· _H"nt;-lulu.

principale were two; the mooney at 8take was more than $100,000; the
ramifications were great.
William French, a well-established American merchant who had been
in the islands since the early eighteen-twenties, had formed

6.

partnership at Honolulu in 1840 with an Englishman, Francis John
Greenway.29

Greenwa:y was to manage French's busiDl3ss in Honolulu while

French went to the outer islands to supervise his agricultural
interests there.

In April, 1842, Greenway declared himself unable to

meet his financial obligations, called his creditors together, and
appointed assignees to administer bis property-Stephen Reynolds,
.AJ.exander Simpson, and Henry Skinner (a merchant, and a fanatic British
nationalist like Simpson).
his rirm not to be bankrupto

William French protested, rightly believing
He·-too selected assignees to

p~

the

partnership's debts--Stephen Reynolds and the American merchant
William. Ladd.
The assignees failed to reach agreement, either among themselves

or with their opposite numbers.

Stephen Reynolds, charging that

29Documentation for the French-Greenway case matches that of
Charlton's land claim in bulk and impenetrability. The Hawaiian
government published a langt~ pamphlet in 1847. MS documents fill an
entire rile drawer in AlI, and hundreds more letters are in .AlI, Fa &. Ex.
Useful summary- accounts are in Wyllie to Maguire Jardine &. Coo, October
20, 1845, AH, FO Letter Book, n, 196 ff.; William French to the
British Commission, Mq 22, 1843, AlI, Fa &. Ex, British COlIIDission. The
Polynesian followed the case closely throughout the forties; so did
Stephen ReYnolds, who was heavily involved, and WO recorded affairs
in his journal.
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Alexander Simpson lacked integrity, withdrew frcm Greenway's group,
but continued to act as anctioneer in selling Greenw.....o.y'a assets.
Reynolds also tried to obtain Gree~'s books.
Skinner would not relinquish them.

Simpson and Henry

They turned them over instead to

British Consul Charlton for safekeeping, following this with a lengthy
complaint to the British government about harassment by the Hawaiian
authorities, whose aid Reynolds had enlisted.

Late in 1842, Skinner

and Simpson tried to repossess by force a building belonging to

Greenway which had been sequestered by the government.
assignees took with them fifty English seamen.

The two

Skinner broke open the

door of the building and generally terrified the caretaker.

Gerrit

Judd remonstrated with him, but Simpson said it was no use making
threats--he had only to raise his finger and the sailors would do
his bidding.30
At the time of Paulet' s seizure of the islands early in 1843,
Alexander Simpson departed for England, leaving Greenway's papers with
the coJllDission government.

When Hawaiian independence was restored,

British Consul-General Miller took charge of tre records.

Early in

1844, it became clear that much of the alleged commercial disorder
sprang from derangement on GrseIIWq' s part.

He had been behaving

peculiarly for some timeJ now he slipped into insanity.

He had thrown

a lighted lamp at William Ladd; he had threatened to set fire to a
thatch house (the one occupied by the British Commission, which
ultimately did burn. down); he had jumped from an interisland schooner

30statements of William Baker, Jr., and J. F. B. Marshall,
February 14, 1843, All, FO & Ex.
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in mid-channel" and was saved only by great good luck.
C~emmy's

sanity was tested L'1 May" 1844, before a jury of nine

foreigners, including Stephen Reynolds" Gerrit JUdd,
Robert Crichton Wyllie.

J\A:!..'~s

Dudoit, and

Witnesses all agreed that Greenway- was :flighty

and disordered, often through inebriety; that he was given to vehement
language and strange gesticulation; and that his conversation and
correspondence were studded with inapposite quotations from
Shakespeare.

In his own testimony, Greenway- described supernatural

sights visible only to hir...sclf.

The jury, after thirty minutes'

retirement, pronounced him insane with lucid intervals, dated his
insanity fro...

Hair, 1842

(when he declared insolvency)" and recommended

some form of mild restraint or guardianship.3l
By this time, the British government had ruled against protests in

the Greenwq case forwarded to them by Charlton and Alexander Simpson.
Thenceforth, the matter was handled by the Hawaiian government and the
business community of Honolulu.
settle all debts.

William French took it upon himsel! to

Greenway left Hawaii for Australia, to live with

relatives there (his brother was a Sydney convict who became a noted
architect).

With the aid of Attorney-General. JOhn Ricord, a

rationalization of claims was achieved. 32
More than $100,000 was involved, or several times the amount of
Charlton I s claim at Pulaholcl1o.

Legal complications were

3lcopies of documents on Greenway's sanity' are in Ali, FO Letter
Book, I, 47 rf. See also Polynesian, ~ 18, 1844; Stephen Reynolds
Journal" Janu--ai-y 16, F(9bruary 16, May 9, 1844; William Paty Journal"
April 5, 1844.
32Sandwich Island News, September 23, 1846; Polynesian, March 20,

1847.
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correspondingly severe, and dependent cases embroiled maIliY merchants at
Honolulu: Stephan

F~ynolde,

Jule3 DudQit,

Henry Sldnn@!",p

Starkey &

Janion (an English firm), George Pelly, W:tlli8lll Paty (later a business
associate of Gerrit Judd), and Timot'b1' Pitman.
All legal roads at Honolulu in the forties seemed to lead with a
terrible fatedness to Richard Charlton.

So, too, did the

Greenw~

case.

Charlton won a court decision against Greenway's claim to a part of the
Pulaholaho lot, which Charlton had deeded informnlly to Greenway years
before, and which lias repossessed for Charlton under the general
Pulaholaho decision.

This verdict created great acrimolJiY' in the town,

and vas later modified by the law advisers of the British Crown (both
Charlton and <h. eenway were British citizens) .33
4

John Ricord's conscientious administration enabled the Oahu Court
of Chancery to rule in 1847 that William French was competent to manage
his own affairs.

By' that time French, still burdened with debt and

cumbered with a large family, was i l l and losing his eyesight.

He died

in 1852, trying vainly until the last to restore his fortunes to the

standing they had enjoyed before his partnership with Greenway united
business success and mental failure. 34

Neither the Pulaholaho claim with all its overtones of consular

33nocuments on Greenw~ vs. Charlton are in AH, FO & Ex, November
1-10, 1846, and January 18, 1848.
34Po1ynesian, December 6, 1851, February 21, 1852.
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chicanery ~ nor the Greenwa;y-French bankruptcy proceedings wi.th their
il1.desp:re&d I'eperc-usaions in the business community ~ had the spectacular
influence on local and national life of yet a third affair proceeding
at the same time as the other two--the case of Ladd & Co.

In this

tangled matter ~ it was not alone the property of foreigners that was
at stake, but the future of the entire Hawaiian population on the
undeveloped lands of the archipelago.
Greenway &

French~

atter

all~

The cases of Charlton and

involved nothing more than the

application to Havaiian situations of established foreign legal and
diplomatic processes.

The Lacid case raised much more profound

questions. 35
The three business partners were Peter Brinsmade, WUliam Ladd,
and William Hooper, all New Englanders under thirty Years of ageo

They came to Honolulu in mid-1833 w:tth good recommendations, although
J ames Hunnewell of Boston had reservations about. their probity.

Brinsmade had spent some time as a theological student at Andover
and Yale before turning to business.

evidence of piety.

His partners showed equal

They were welcomed by the missionaries, and this

alone was sufficient to render them deeply suspect aJIlOng the mer(jhants
of the town. Levi Chamberlain hoped that their presence would prove a

35Material on Ladd & Co. was published in Report of the Proceedlngs
and Government of the
onolulu, 1
• All
major MS sources In AH, and journals and lettars of the forties~
contain numbers of documents. The Sandwich Island News was established
partly to present Ladd & 00.' s version of events as against the
Official version in the Polynesian. A good 8'1DDDlal"y' account is in the
lengthy Plain Facts in the suit of Messrs. Ladd and Co. against the
Hawaiian Govermnent far $378,ooo~ AH, FO & Ex, January 15, 1847. The
standard. secondary sources have short discussions of the case.

0....

and Evidence in the Arbitration between the
awaiian slanda and ssrs. add
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blessing; Henry A. Peirce, who succeeded James Hunnewell in business
without sharing his mission affiliation, wrote contemptuously of
"pious traders," and extrapolated from the establishn:ent of Ladd & Co.
a Protestant scheme to dominate the islands I commerce)6
Bri nsmade, Ladd, and Hooper moved from the beg1 nni ng wi thin the
mission orbit.
prospered.

Despite harassment by profane Americans, their firm

They secured large commissions from Princess Nahienaena and

from the Protestaut mission itself, although Levi Chamberlain declined
their offer to transact all mission business, finding their terms too
steep.

Good feeling survived longer acquaintanceship.

Bri DS'lI8de

instrumental in establishing a foreign church in Honolulu.

lf8.S

Support

.from the mission later helped him to obtain the United States Consular
Agency at Honolulu after J. C. Jones was ousted.

When Brl namade was

allq from the islands, William Hooper served as bis consular deputy.37
By the mid-thirties, Ladd & Co. were ready to extend their field

of operations.

They presented to the Hawaiian government a plan for a

large leasehold on Kanai, where natives might raise sugar-cane on
shares, to the benefit of the nation's commerce and the encouragement
of thrift and industry among the Hawaiians.
appeaJ..ing.

The proposition:-was

Among Americans concerned with the fate of the Hawaiian

36Hunnewell to Levi Chamberlain>l December 15, 1832, HMCS; Peirce to
Hunnewell, Mq 6, August 10, 16, October 4, December 1" 1833, January
26, May 6, 1834, Hunnewell MSS; Levi Chamberlain Journal, July 27, 1833.
37Stephen Reynolds Journal, July 27, 29, August 8, November 23,
1833, March 8, October 15, 30, December 11" 12, 1834, March 26.. April
6, 1835, October 28, 1836; Levi Chmriberlain Journal, November 13, 1833,
February 17, October 2, 1834, September 23, 1835; Chamberlain to Rufus
Anderson, October 9, 1834, ABCFM Letters; Brinsmade to Mrs" Peter
Brinmnsde, November 23, 1836, Brinsmade Papers, MSS, All; John Diell to
J ames Hunnewell, Mq 29, 1637, Hunnewell MSS.
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people, there was a persistent strain of thought in which the islands
were viewed as virgin land, where a civilized and Christianized native
race might transform itself into a sturdy yeomanry.

The rise of the

port towns of Honolulu and Lahaina, with their unholy fascination for
young Hawaiians, was beginning to produce severe deracination among
rural natives.

This trend was clearly visible to visitors and to

resident missionaries alike.

The lengthy and impassioned memorial

sent by the missionaries to the ABCFM in 1836 stemmed in part from
an urgent belief that the process must be reversed if demoralization
and depopulation were to be forestalled.

With the backing of the

influential missionary William Richards, Ladd & Co. '19 project was
approved, and a profit-sharing scheme in the cultivation and refining
of sugar was inaugurated at Koloa, Kaud, in 1835. 38
Encouraging results after two years of operations at Koloa led
Hooper and his partners to set before the mission a much more aiDbitious
plan.

Ladd & Co. would lease an entire district.

A chief would

exercise authority there on behalf of the government.

The company

would invest $10,000 in a sugar community, and would also support
Protestant teachers, physicians, and evangelists.

The missionaries,

doubtful that such an arrangement would work, offered to forward the
details to the government, though without strong endorsement. 39

38rhe Koloa lease is printed in Ladd Arbitration, appendix, pp. 1516. The William Hooper Papers, MSS in UR, describe the first years of
operation. Drawing heavily on the Hooper papers are Frances Jackson,
"Koloa Plantation Under Ladd And Comp~, 1835-1845," unpublished M. A.
thesis, UR, 1958; 9l1d Art~ur c. Alexander, Koloa Plantation, 18351935 • •• (Honolulu, 1937).
39Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom. I, 178.

Nothing came of this, but during the next two years the minds of
Brinsmade, Ladd, and Hooper were acti'fe on an even more grandiose scale.
Their connection with the mission, 8tld the mission's connection with
the government, brought into gilttering existence in 1841 the lSI:rgest
of the DI&lV mercantile bubbles in Honolulu's history.
Ladd & Co. had al'W'q'S suffered from a lack of working capital.
Because of this, they had been forced. to pay high interest rates on
short-term loans.

About 1840, they determined to find a buyer for

their properties in Honolulu and their leaseholds on Kauai.
well have been seriousq embarrassed.

They mSlY

In 1837, Brinsmade had estimated

his investment in Koloa plantation to be $30,000, but he had said then
that his money was on the point of bringing him 50% a year, and that
he would hold on.

Now, however, he became the prime mover in the

search for a purcbaser. 40
Once again, William Richards was of great assistance.
was the principal counsellor of the king.

By now he

With his help, a secret

contract was negotiated in November, 1841, giving Ladd & Co. the right
to begin agricultural operations on all unoccupied and unimproved land
in the islands.

Sugar mill sites were to be selected within one year,

operations to begin within five.
century.

A joint stock

~ompan;y

The agreement was to run for a
was to be formed.

The king was to

have unlimited subscription rights and the reuainder was to be thrown

40stephen Reynolds Journal, October 26, 1835; Brinsmade to Mrs.
Peter Brinsmade, January --3 October 13, 1837, Brinsmade Papers. It
developed later (in 1851) that Ladd & Co. in 1840 sold a hslf=int~raat
in Koloa to a Hew York business man. This did not inhibit 'b11l.em, as
will be shown, from selling the whole plantation to another group later
in the forties. Private Journal of Luther Severance, cited in
Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, I, 182.

open to capitaliets of arty nationality. 41
At the end of 181.,1, of course, the independence of the Hawaiian
nation vas in jeopardy.

Unequal treaties with foreign powers impaired

the sovereignty of the king; Laplace was only two years gone and more
trouble loomed with the French; Charlton was amassing grievances.
Accordingly, Ladd & Co. added a stipulation in the secret contract
--that unless Hawaiian independence were guaranteed, the terms should
be null and void.

The Hawaiian government thereupon requested Peter

Brinsmade to go overseas as an informal agent, promoting independence
at the same time as he disposed of the exclusive rights of Ladd & Co.
under the terms of the November contract.
Brinsmade was not able to interest American capitalists in his
developmental plan.

Nor could he raise s:ay money in England or France.

There vas, he heard, a possibility that surplus capital might be
available in Belgium for speculation, and indeed his opening talks with
the Belgian CompSlV' of Colonization proved fruitful.

Brinsmade's

account of prospects in Hawaii earned him access to important people,
including the King of Belgium.
With this 1IlUch gained, Brinsmade was delighted to hear of the
formal Hawaiian indePendence mission of William Richards, in Europe to
negotiate equal treaties for Hawaii and to obtain solid assurances from
m.a.jor powers on the subject of Hawaiian independence

0

Br-l nB!!1a.de had

made representations for independence; now the independence mission
could be set to work for Ladd & Co.

Once more, William Richards was

~s contract was evidantly kept secret even from the chiefs.

The agreement is in !H, FO & Ex, November 24, 1841.
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Brinslnade I s instrument.

Richards carried a power of attorney from the

Hawaiian king; Brinsmade had the power of persuasiveness.

SeducE!1. by

the promise of a directorship in the great colonization company to be
formed, Richards signed on behalf of King KauikeaOllli the "Belgian
Contract" of Mq 17, 1843, under whose terms Ladd & Co. transferred
their Hawaiian lands and privileges to the Belgian Company of
Colonization, which in turn agreed to set up a subsidiary called
the Royal Community of the Sandwich Islands, with a capital of several
hundred thousand dollars.

For this transfer :Ladd & Co. were to be

paid $200,000.

They were also to rece1.•e cash in lieu of part of their

stock holding.

The Royal Communi.ty was to begin agriculture,

manufacturing, and commerce in Hawaii as soon as possible after
Hawaiian independence was secured. 42
At this point in negotiations, news of the Paulet episode in
Hawaii reached Europe, and the entire question of Hawaiian independence
was taken up once again, not to be settled until late in January,
1844. With this diificulty overcome, Brinsmade was able to go ahead in
Brussels.

On April 13" 1844, the "Statutes of the Royal COIIIIlUllity of

the Sandwich Islands" were made ready for signature by Richards, his
fellow-envoy Timothy Haalilio, Brinsmade, and the directors of the
parent group, the Belgian Company of Colonization. 43
At Honolulu, meanwhile, the affairs of Ladd & Co. had not

42Brinsmade's European dealings may be followed in his letters to
Ladd & Co. in 1842, MS in 00, especially those of April 28, May 15,
July 25, 30 ~ 1842. A draft agreement of the Belgian Contract is in
Ali, 10 & Ex, British Commission, 1843. Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom,
I, 252-253, has a good short account of this period.
4%add Arbitration, appendix, pp. 33-40 0
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prospered.

Koloa plantation had not lived up to expectations; neither

had the firm: 8 Honolulu store.

Paulet! s commission government had

disrupted business in the islands, particularly for Americans, just as
it was to hold up negotiations for independence in Europe and delay
the establishment of the Royal Conmunity for almost a year.

Ladd & Co.

came very badly to need the $200,,000 transfer fee and the cash in lieu
of stock promised them under the Belgian Contract.

By October, 1843,

Brinsmade was receiving letters from his partners at Honolulu saying
that they were ready to suspend operations.

In the hope that the

Belgian Contract would redeem them, however, they held on until 1844,
borrowing money at ruinous rates-- 3% per month on a $5,000 note
early in the year. 44
News from Europe was awaited desperately.

good.

It could scarcely be

In Brussels, less than a month after the signing of the

Statutes, Brinsmade received a letter fran Richards sa;ying tha.t
RichardB now regretted ever having been involved in the Belgian
Contract.

If there were any way out, Brinsmade should take it; for his

own part, Richards wrote, he would give

name off the papers.

II

no small sum" to have his

Brinsmade of course had to stand-he could do

no other; but weeks went by, then months, and the Royal ComuDlD1 ty
made no move to raise muney through sales of stock.
resources began to dwindle.

Brinsmade I s own

He had to borrow money from Richards so

that he could stay in Europe and try to drum up capital from other

41IBrinsmade to Ladd & Co., February 27, September 14, 1844, February
Br;ihsrnade Letters; Anthony Ten Eyck to ~T8lIles Buchanan,
December 20, 1847" USDS, Dispatches" Hawaii, II; Stephen Reynolds
Journal, January - , 1844.

3, 1845,
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investors.

Nothing worked.

FjnalJy, the penniless Brinsmade left for

the United States and Hawaii, arrirlng at Honolulu early in 1846 on
an unpaid ticket.4,
He returned to a bankrupt firm.

Money owed to the government and

to private creditors had piled up; Ladd & Co. could not pay.

Choosing

the lesser of two evils, the firm closed its doors on November 1, 1844,
and the partners proceeded to allow the government to recover.

The

government had been delaying collection of notes against Ladd & Co.,
amounting to about $14,000.
$100,000.

In the comzmmity, the firm owed well over

It was a spectacular failure, just as the Belgian Contract

in its early weeks had promised spectacular success.

When the bad

news became known, there was "great commotion" in the town.

Stephen

Reynolds thought he and many others would certainly lose by the affair,
and that he might as well laugh as cry.46

Even after their failure vas made public, Ladd & Co. were given
time to try to raise the $l4,000 they owed the government.

Ladd and .

Hooper called upon Stephen Reynolds and others for help, but could
find none.

Such a risk was too great for a Honolulu businessman.

Almost certainly, too, there existed a feeling of silent satisfaction
at the toppling of the "pious traders."

By March, 1845, no doubt

remained that the Belgian Contract was worthless.

In mid-year, the

4'Richards to Brinsmade, May 4, 1844, AIl, FO & Ex; see also
Brinsmade's letters to Ladd & Co~, previously cited.
46Juliette Cooke to Sister, October 30, 1844, HMCS; Levi Chamberlain
Joumal, November 1, 1844; Stephen Reynolds Joumal, November 1, 1844;
William Riehards to C. Hompesch, All, FO & Ex, July 18, 1846. All,
Interior Department Letter Book, I, has a heavy correspondence with
Ladd & Co.
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government began to auction the properties of Ladd & Co.
been a decent enough period of waiting.

There had

Now Gerrit Judd and Robert

Crichton Wyllie, cabinet members and fierce Hawaiian nationalists,
could take exemplary action against Ladd & Co., a commercial and
political interlopers and monopolists to boot. 47
Once the case came before the courts, the fuiliar procession of
attempted reference to higher authority" was begun.

William Ladd

protested a jury trial held to assess the real value of the
government's promissory notes, on the grounds that the jury was
incompetent to decide such a substantial matter (thO'l1gh it vas composed
m.a:L'll.y" of BUccessful Honolulu businessmen)~

He also claimed that both

parties had agreed to put Ladd & Co. IS affairs beyond the jurisdiction
of Hawaiian courts.

Toward the end of 184" an American naval

cODmande1" expressed a wish to have the courts of Honolulu suspended in
cases where American citizens and the Hawaiian government vere joint
parties.

Thenceforth, Ladd & Co. protested every legal step taken by

the govermnent. 48
The scope of litigation was broadened after the return of Pet.er
Brinsmade to Honolulu early in 1846.

Brinsmade launched a $50,000

:.mit against James Jackson Jarves, editor of the Polynesian (which by
now was the organ of government), claiming that libels and alanders

47Stephen Reynolds Journal, April 12" 15, 25, May 2, 12, 13, 1845;
Judd to Sir George Simpson, April 2, 1845, AH, FO Letter Book, IX, 4;
Wyllie to Simpson, April 10, 1845, Ali, FO Letter Bo~ki IX, 5 ff.;
Plain Facts in the suit of Messrs. Ladd and Co., All, FO & Ex, January:
15, 1847.
48protest of William Ladd, August 15 9 1845, AH, FO & Ex; Wyllie to
Anthony Barc1~, November 1, 1845, AH, Fe Letter Book, IX, 210;
Protest of Ladd &
AH, Interior :oepartment Letter Book, I, 3.

Co.,
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by J arves had injured the prospects of the Belgian Contract.

The

government called lI18nY prominent residents for jury- duty, leading
Stephen Reynolds to remark cynically that Brinsmade was thus unable to
have them testify on his behalt.

The case was never heard.

Attorney-

GenerJl1 John Rieord managed to secu:'."e the withdrawal of the suit on a
technicality'.

Judge Lorrin Andrews (another ex-missionary in

government) presided over preliminary hearings in, which Ricord 1 s
argument was upheld..

Several Americans were asked to give evidence.

Some refused, on the grounds that Andraws was incanpetent. United
States Consul Alexander Abell placed before Governor Kekuanaoa a long
statement of alleged irregularities in courtroom procedure ; United
States Commissioner George Brown protested Andrews 1 right to sit as a
jUdge. Foreign Minister Wyllie in turn protested these protests to
Wuhington.

Before Brinsmade dropped his charges against J arves, a

wealthy' and respectable American, Dr. R. H. Wood, had been fined for
contempt of court, and three of his fel1ow-nationals--Stephen Reynolds,
E. H. Boardman, and John G. Munn-had been committed to the fort for
the same reason. 49
The main business of Ladd &

CO.I s

debts still lq before the

courts of Honolulu. The partners took the position that arI:f sales of
their property by the government were void, because under the Belgian
Contract all their assets had been transferred to the Royal Community.

49Stephen Reynolds J ournal j April 16, 17; 30, Mq 6, 18, 1846;
Wy-llie to United States Secretary of State, Mq il, 1846, .Ali, FO Letter
Book, XI, 12; Extracts fran the Proceedings of Mq 6, 1846, AlI, FO &
Ex; Wyllie to Anthony Barclq, Mq 30, 1846, !H, FO & Ex; Gorham Gilman
to --, MaJ 5, 1846, HHS; Sandwich Island News, September 23, 1846,
Mq 5, 1847; John Ricord to Kamehameha III, January 15, 1854, AlI, FO &
Ex, Miscellaneous Foreign.

They then attempted to regain the right to select lands under their

!'irs'ti con'tirac't w1'th 'the Hawaiian government, dated November, 1841.
The government prohibited this, arguing that once Ladd & Co.
transferred its assets to the Roy-al Community, the partners lost their
contractual rights.

In November, 184.5, the contract of 1841 expired by

limitation. Nothing now remained for Ladd & Co., except the
possibility that a suit for damages against the Hawaiian government
might succeed.
They mounted a suit after Peter Brinsmade failed in his libel
action against James Jackson J arves.

Brinsmade, on his WB3' from Europe

to Hawaii, had tried to induce the government of the United States to
intervene in behalf of his firm, but SecretaI-,y \:if Stat,e James Buchanan
had refused. 50 This circumstance did not prevent the newq-appointed
United States COIIIIIissioner to Hawaii, Anthon;y Ten Eyck, from declaring
himself a S\~pp1}!"t~r of Ladd & Co. (a course which later brought censure
from Buchanan and contributed to Ten Eyck' s removal from office).
Ten Eyck bef:ame the firm I s principal counsel, and was instrumental in
having the suit for damages heard by arbitrators rather than by a jury_
He argued the case at great length and with great heat against the
government's advocate, John Ricord. Factions had long since formed in
the town.

Brinsmade and his party established a newspaper, the

Sandwich Island News, in opposition to the Polynesian, and week by
week, torrents of invective and satire were poured over the heads of
the officers of government.

Gerrit Judd retaliated by setting native

policemen to watch William Ladd I shouse dq and night, and by giving

.5~uykendsll, Hawaiian .Kingdom, I, 2.5.5.
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Police Prefect Arthur Brickwood a Treasury Office spyglass to keep
track of those who went in and out of Peter Brinsmade's home. 51 In the
arbitration hearings, Ten Eyck's style of questioning and SUJml8.tion
(that of the plain man, the frontier attorney) contrasted strong~
with Ricord's elaborate, authority-studded formulations.
construed by the

!!!!. as

The fight vas

a battle of right reason and huJaanity against

the calloused and encrusted powers of the state monster; in the

Po:i;1nesian, the contest appeared as one of order against anarchy.
Day by day before the arbitrators, linen vas washed that had been
dirtied as long ago as the eighteen-twenties. More than one man left
the islands in the wake of disclosures about the handling of
governmental and private contracts in Honolulu and Lahaina.

Ten Eyck

made William Richards look alternately venal, foolish, and incredib~

naive (the last was without doubt olosest to the truth); Ricord made
Ladd & Co. seem like consummate villains, men who used political
intrigue to cloak cODlllercial ineptitude.

Gerrit Judd emerged in

testimony as the grey eminence of government, capable of reaching far
beyond the statutory bounds of his office to raise up and pull down
men of all sorts, Ladd & Co. included, on the basis of nothing more
than an avowed hostility to incursions by foreigners upon the Hawaiian
government.
Lad.d & Co. claimed damages of $378;000 in all.

Sitting in

judgment were two reputable merchants: Stephen H. Williams for the
government, J. F. B. Marshall for Ladd & Co.

Shouil:d the arbitrators

disagree, they were to submit claims and testimony to an .American naval

51AH , Privy Council Record, V, 185, 199, 215" 216.
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captain expected soon to arrive in the islands.
This proved unnecessary.

After Ladd & Co. had presented evidence

which covered more than .five hundred printed pages, the .firm withdrew
.fran the arbitration, cla.:1Jr.ing that the government was using ruinous
procrastination and allowing extravagant expenses in order to make it
impossible for the partners to go on with the hearings.

Judd in

particular, so they said, had harassed them beyond endurance, obtaj Ding
judgments r or cla:ims in the courts, attaching property, and entering
thei.r homes to seize articles o.f the most trifling value (including
fami~

Bibles).

All this, so Ladd. & Co. alleged, was in pursuance of

Judd's own private interest in rent money from a wharf lot leased by
him to Ladd & Co.

The partners depicted Judd' a acta as a violation of

the arbitration compact, under whose original terms they ought to have
been protected from sacrifice and alienation of property.

Rather than

acquiesce any longer in governmental browbeating, they abandoned the
arbitration and assigned their assets to individual creditors. 52
Efforts were made to resolve the issue, by means either of a
joint-stock compan;y, a private administration, or partial payment in
lieu of full recompense5

After mid-1841, creditors had charge of the

COmp81V'S books and properties, but lawsuits continued as sales and

dispositions were carried out. 53

52tadd Arbitration, pp. 538-541.
53AB, Cabinet Council Minutes, November 11, 20, 21, 1846, January 4,
13, 28 J 29.p March 17, 18, April 2, 7, 8, 10, 18J{!; documents in AH, FO
& Ex, January 15, April 7, May 22, 1847; .AH, PriYy' Council Record, II,
123-199, 221, 229-23" 249, 2S9-291, 363; Stephen Reynolds Journal,
NoVember 21, 1846, February 3, 4, May 5, 11,,13, 14, 22, July 12, 1841;
Sandwich Island. News, Mq " June 2, 9, 1847; John Ricord to Kamehameha
III, January is, 185 , AH, FO 8t Ex, Miscellaneous Foreign.
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Brinsmade journeyed to Washington at the turn of 1848 to set the
COmp~IS

case before his home governmentQ

He had no success.

Meanwhile, Judd continued his periodic seizures of William Laddls
property.

In 1851, the partners made an appeal to the Hawaiian

government for relief on another matter.

At the time of the French-

Hawaiian commercial treaty negotiated by Laplace in 1839, Lsdd & Co.,
Itwrongly encouraged" by Hawaiian statesmen, had shipped cargoes of
sugar to France.

The French government failed to honor its obligations

under the treaty, and Ladd & Co. :tost heavily.

The Hawaiian government

declined to take responsibility for French delinquencies.

In 1854,

William Ladd approached the new United States Commissioner to Hawaii,
David Gregg, and asked if the
diplomatic issue.
achieving

COmp~IS

claims might be made a

Gregg interested himself in the case without

qthing.54

The affair was a long time dying. Without dOUbt, it

del~d

the

settlement of the disputed question of foreigners' rights at Honolulu
and elsewhere.

It exacerbated as well the troubled issues of the

competence of Honolulu's COl!!·t,s and the

~ood

faith of the Hawaiian

government in its dealings with Honolulu Is foreign businessmen.
destructive course of litigation ruined in addition

~

The

personal

54Wyllie to Anthon;y Barc1q, December 25, 1847, Ali, FO Letter Book,
nIl, 153 ff.; James Jackson Jarves to Wyllie, August 15, 1848, Ali,
FO & Ex; Wiiilam Lsdd to Wyllie, February 10, 1851, All, FO Letter Book,
XIIla, Part 3,1160 ff.;Luther Severance to Wyllie, March 3,1851, AIl,
FO & Ex, US Commissioner; Emile Perrin to Wyllie, April 25, 1851, Ali"
FO Letter Book, XIlla, P81"t 3, 1268; Judd to Wyllie, December 29, 1851,
!H, FO & Ex:, Local Officials; Wyllie to Severance, June 3, 1853, !H, FO
Letter Book, XVI, 165; David Gregg to Wyllie, April 18, 1854, AH, 10 &
Ex, US Commissioner; Wyllie to Gregg, May 22, 1854, All, FO & Ex, US
Commissioner; William Lee to Joel Turrill, December 29, 1850, Turrill
Collection.
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friendships.

Peter Brinsmade, in particular, felt betrqed and

abandoned, after what he regarded as a heroic effort to bridge by
honorable means the gulf' between money and morals at Honolulu.

In a

long series of articles in his Sandwich Island News, Brinsmade ran the
gamut from pain to rage and then to elegiac calm as he surveyed the
wreckage of his cormnercial and personal life.

At the end of it all,

he owned nothing but a ti.D;y plot of land on Kauai.

To obtain title

even for this, he had to petition the govermnent, begging the cabinet's
indulgence so that his dead wife might remain buried there, secure at
last from legal storms."

Charlton, French & Greenw81, and. Ladd & Co. were not the only ones
to agitate Honolulu society and. Hawaiian government in the forties.
There was a multitude of lesser cases, JI18I\1 of which became major
nuisances when reference to f'oreign governments or to visiting naval
commanders was attempted.

Two in this category were small land claims

(the matters of' James Ruddacks and Thomas Phillips, both British
subjects); a third was a rape case.
John Wiley, a beached American, raped a Honolulu native girl in

1844. Out of this miserable circumstance developed an assertion by
Acting United States Consul William Hooper (a Ladd partner on the brink
of finanoial ruin) and United States Commissioner George Brown

"AR, Cabinet Council Minutes, M8J 29, 18,6; L. Kamehameha to Paulo
Kanoa, February 21, °13,7, AH" Iuterior Department Letter Book, VI, 447;
Wyllie to Brinsmade, March 2", 1857, AH, FO Letter Book, XXVI, 77-78.
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(eo PGrannial enem;y of the Hawaiian govermnent) that Wiley's $50 fine
was improperly levied-that the case should have been heard by an
all-foreign jury. Wiley was jailed subsequently for concealing
property which should have gone to tho pa;yment of debts he owed a
business partner.

Commissioner Brown c::ame to his assistance with

vituperative letters, and appealed in addition to the captain of an
American man-of-war in town at the time..
~hing

This case, as much as

else, led to the interdiction of Brown from intercourse with

the Hawaiian government and his removal from office.
life

~

Nor was Wiley's

better for the help of his country's official representative;

he went to California in the gold rush period, and committed suicide

there in 1849. 56

In th= middle years of the decade, 1845 and 1846, virtually all

the cases mentioned thus far were before the courts of Honolulu (and
the foreign offices of Great Britain and the United States) at the
same time.

For a few Years, there had. been no direct attacks on

Hawaiian sovereignty by the French, but the matters of parity for
Catholicism and liberal entry for French liquor lay athwart good
relations between Hawaii and France.

Following the Laplace incident of

5~or the Wiley case, see these documents in All, FO & Ex: Testimo~
Heard Before" a Magistrate at the Fort, August 23, 1844; W:Ul1am Hooper
to Kekuanaoa, August 27, 1844; Kekuanaoa to Hooper, August 28, 1844;
HOO!ler to Kekuanaoa, August 28, 1844; George Brown to Judd, August 30,
1844; Judd to Brown, September 14, 1844; Brown to Judd, September 16,
1844. See also Wyllie to Brollll, July 8, 1845, All, Fa Letter Book,
VIII, 88-142; Polynesian, M~ 26, 1849.
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1839 and the Paulet seizure of 1843, visits to Honolulu by men-of-war
were much more frequent, and in most months one or more national ships
were riding at anchor in the harbor.

Naval co:mmanders, as has been

noted, were recruited as advisers and arbiters in the affairs of their
fellow-nationals.

By the mid-forties, their crews had begun to add to

Honolulu's afflictions by becoming an jndependent force for disorder,
fomenting violence in the streets, and creating further cases for
diplomatic reference.
On one or two occasions, sailors dissatisfied with Honolulu's

curfew law broke into taverns and drank the night away at the expense
of publicans.

At other times, they fell afoul of the native police,

and armed themselves with clubs and stones against the night-sticks

of t,hta constabulary.

Then, at the end of September, 1846, a major

riot occurred 'men police clashed with the liberty men of the British
warship

~.

fight.

One version had it that a policeman manhandled a sailor,

There were conflicting stories about the start of the

another that a constable was called by a woman to remove a European
from a grogshop, causing a scuffle.

In any event, on the evening of

September 28, about 7.30 p. m., at a tavern not far from the Seamen's
Chapel in downtown Honolulu, there came the shrill whistling that was
the usual call for police, and the shouts of "Haul in1
summoned sailors to the defense of their fellows.
was soon in progress.

A

Haul !.!!! II

th~t

full-scale riot

Several constables were bruised, three sailors

from the Juno, were hurt, one seriously, and a

h!:2!! passerby,

employed

in the Honolulu finn. of Makee and Anthon, was mistaken for a sailor

and was badly mauled.

The commander of the

~

complained to the Honolulu authorities
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about the abuse of his men.

Attorney-General John Ricord put the

matter in the hands of Lorrin Andrews, who hea..'"d cases involving
foreigners at Honolulu.

Andrews repri::nanded Police Prefect Arthur

Brick:wood for having been less than active in the suppression of the
riot.

Brickwood" a former petty officer in the British Navy who left

Her Majesty's service after striking a ISU:perior, had stood under a
verandah smoking a eigar while the Hawaiian police pummeled the Juno's
men.
Andrews regarded his judgment as sufficient concession to the
importunities of Captain Blake, who had spoken with

unae~

heat in

the courtroom, who had not bothered to acquaint himself with Honolulu's

port regulations, and who had allowed his men to come ashore and
parade through the town brandishing clubs on the nights after the riot.
Blake went on to demand compensation, equal to a pension, for one of
the sa:iJ.ors from the Juno, who was permanently incapacitated.

This

matter occupied the attention of the Hawaiian Foreign Office for more
than a year.

Minister Wyllie, in offering a token payment, recalled

the JII8.IV instances in which Britishers had damaged Hawaiian persons and
property w.i. thout making recompense--the cow case of 1829 when Charlton
had dragged a native on the end of a rope; the $100,000 worth of
damages to Honolulu under Paulet' s regime, and the personal suffering
of Hawaiians wounded by the bayonets of British marines; Charlton's
fraudulent possession of Pulaholaho; and so on.
Sailors' riots did not cease with the Juno affair.

Later in the

decade, British seamen repeated the grogshop invasions of the midforties; in 1850 an attempt was made to storm the fort at Honolulu
and release seamen imprisoned for breaking the moe kolohe (adultery)
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laws; and in 1852 the f'ort was almost breached and part of' the town
burned by rioting sailors. 57

The Hawaiian chief's, in all their dealings with foreigners during
this period, relied heavily on the talents
fomer missionary doctor Gerrit Judd.

am

strength of' will of the

Over the years, Judd took it

upon himself to make good personally s:ny deficiencies in the
institutional arrangements of' government.

In him, policy and

personality were inextricably linked, and, for a decade after his
entry into government in 1842, a great part of the history of Honolulu
and the Hawaiian kingdom revolved about him.
Judd's readiness to become embroiled in politics made him in some
WajyS

the heir of' Bingham.

As his directing hand became more and more

decisive in the policies of the

monarc~,

subject to harassment by foreigners.

so he bElcame more and more

Like Bingham, Judd contented

himself with the thought that men of strong Protestant principles would

serve the kingdom more worthily than could non-Christian foreigners.

57nocuments on the Juno riot are collected in All, FO & Ex, September
30, 1846. See also Po esian, October 3, 17, 1846; Sandwich Island
September 30, ctober
, 1846; All" Cabinet Council Mihutes,
ctober 5, 1846; AH, Privy Council Rec,:>rd, II, 107, IV, 57; William
Miller to Wyllie" August 28, 1847, AH, Fa & Ex; Wyllie to AntholV"
Barclay, September 25, 1847" AR, Fa Letter Book" nIl, 107 f'f'.
For other sailor· riots of the decade see Polynesian, February 15"
1845; November 14, 1846, July 21, August 4, September 15, October 6,
1849; Wyllie to Patrice Dillon! July 18, 1849, All, Fa Letter Book,
nIla, Part 2, 749; Captain Eden to Wyllie, July 31, 1849, All, FO & Ex;
William Lee and Asher Bates to Kameb.ameha III, September 12, 18,Os AR"
FO & Ex; Kekuanaoa to High Sheriff William Parke, December 21, 1850,
AH, Interior Department Letter Book, V" Part 2, 442.

gews,

Certainly the virulence of the businessmen' a response to his acceptance
of a post in the government led him to conclude, by reverse logic, that
he had made the right choice.
Criticism was also levelled at Judd by hia missionary brethren.
Those who had thought Bingham too much of a politician were even more
censorious of JUdd" who severed altogether his formal connection with
the Sandwich Island Mission, but

W.llS

still unable to escape derogatory

comments from Congregationalists who believed firmly in the complete
separation of church and state. 58
Nonetheless, Judd enjoyed the unrestrained confidence of the
chiefa.

He spoke their language perfectly, he tended their sick

bodies, he trans:Lai:.ed their documents and mediated their dispu'W8
with white men, d\9fending all the while with his considerable ferce
the right of Hawaii to exist as an independent native kingdom.
Within a very r ew years, Judd' s power became almost complete.
Appointed successively to several cabinet posts, he concerned himself,
no matter what his title, with all sorts of governmental business,
from the most involved diplomacy to the minutest matters of markets,
wharves, roads, and rents at Honolulu.

Governor Kekuanaoa of Oahu

and Minister of the Interior Keoni Ana were more than willing to take

Judd's advice on the admirdstration of their departments, and they

5Bror a sampling of anti-Judd opinion, see Amos Cooke Journal,

Mq 14, 1842, February 2, MaY 29, 1843; Stephen Reynolds Journal,
Mq 20, 22, July 16, 1842; E. W. Clark to Levi Chamberlain, October 17,

1644, HMOS; Elias Bond to Chamberlain, March 14, 1843, HMCS; Olarissa
Armstrong to Reuben Chapman, November --, 1843, Armstrong-Chapman
Papers; Lowell Smith to Rufus Anderson, March 10, November 15, 1843,
NoVember 28, 1846, ABCFM Letters; Alexander Simpson to E. Baron,
November 1, 1842, Ali, British Consulate Letter Book, Admiralty.

frequently turned over to him the execution as well as the formulation
of poL"tcy .59 Judd throve on backbreaking work.

He wore the stars and

ribbons of office proudly, despite the satirical remarks of the
democratic dressers of Honolulu (both l~ and clerical).

In

procession, be marched alwa;y's closest to the king, impervious to the
protocol-bound. remonstrances of other foreign cabinet ministers.

And

he listened with dignity and gravity to the seventeen-gun ceremonial
salute!! which attended his journeys among the islands.
There is no doubt that Judd enj eyed power.
knew its uses.

Equally obviously J he

Once he suppressed an issue of the government's

official. weekly, the Polynesian, because he disagreed with an
editoriaJ.. 6O On another occasion, he fought to a standstill the
mercantUe company of C. Brewer.

The firm I s partners had taken offense

at some statements in a pamphlet published by' the government during
cOJllmercial. court case.

&.

They withdrew their paid advertisements from

the Polynesian' and placed them in the Friend, the monthly newspaper of
the Honolulu Seamen's Friend Society.

Judd set about to compel the

editor of the Friend, Samuel ChenerJ Damon, to raise his advertising
rates.

He vent on to

sEq

that the last great opponent of the

government, Richard Charlton, had not prospered, and he urged C. Brewer
&

Co. not to "war with the government," threatening that i f they did

BO,

the government would war with them by every lawful means.

Charles

Brewer took his accwnulated grievances to United States Commissioner

59nu.s administrative intimacy is made clear in lengt~ statements
by the two chiefs in Ali» Privy Council RecOrd, V~ 269-273, 320-331.
60stephan Reynolds J em mal, December 13, 1845.
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George Brown, who demanded the impeachment of Judd on the grounds that
he was an instrument of arbitrary and oppressive government.
survived the test triumphantly.

Judd

The king appointed to the

investigating committee three men..-Attorney-General John Ricord, a
close friend of Judd; Minister of the Interior Keoni Ana, who was
indebted to Judd for whatever efficiency his department possessed; and
John Ii, the reliable Christian Hawaiianc

Testimo~

favorable to Judd

was well received; very little of any other kind was heard.
Commissioner Brown continued to be abusive.

The government, for this

and. other reasons, interdicted him from further commnn;i cation, and
Brown remained officially helpless until his departure fran the islands
a year later.

As a last step, Judd had Charles Brewer removed fran his

nominal post as Peruvian consul to the Hawaiian islands. 61

In the tangled affair of Ladd & Co., Judd, on behalf of the

government, took a strong line against the

canp~.

At the same time,

he pursued as a private individual the collection of wharf rents owed
him by William Ladd, to the anger of the foreign community and the

distress of the missionaries.

Judd IS ingrained suspicions of all

foreigners seeking land privileges found expression when the Board of
Commissioners to Quiet Land Titles was created in 1846.

At the

61rhe Brewer C5Se mq be followed in the following documents in All,
FO & Ex: Judd to H. A. Peirce, January 1, 1845; George Brown to Judd,
February 20, 1845; Statements of C. Brewer and J. F. B. Marshall,
February 26, 1845; George Brown to Judd, March 7, 1845; Judd to Brown,
March 8, 1845; Depositions at the PalaCe, March 14-25, 1845;
Declaration of JUdd" .September 1, 1845; Wyllie to Secretary of State,
Peru, March 31, 1846. See also Wyllie to R. C. Janion, June 9, 1846,
All, FO Letter Book'; V, 201; Stephen Reynolds Journal, December 2, 28,
1844~ August 7, 21, 1845; Levi Chamberlain Journal, December 10, 26,
1844; Sandwich Island. News~ April 21~ 1847.

discre~ion

of the Board, foreigners who swore allegiance to the

Hawaiian king might be admitted to permanent residence in the islands.
Judd was not

So

member of the Board, but many people accused him of

using his control of the Treasury to manipulate petitiona for
allegisLIlce and cla:ims for land, so that only the applications of his
friends and supporters succeeded.62
In 1848, Judd faced impeachment once again.

This time George M.

Robertson, a clerk in the Interior Department, brought against Judd
sixteen charges
apecifications.

bI':~ken

down into one hundred and seventy-five

Among other things, Robertson alleged that Judd as

Minister of Finance interfered in the Interior Department and in the
office of the Governor of Oahu; traded (unlicensed) in foreign goods
with his close friend Willi8lll Paty, harbor Master and customs
commissioner at Honolulu; deprived residents of property by illegal
methods; set spies among Honolulu t s foreigners; appropriated public
money and property to his own use; misdirected governmental funds,
spending excessively on roads in Nuuanu valley where he Wlnse1f lived,
and denying other valleys and roads; and was generally incompetent as
Minister of Finance.

Judd was to appear before the investigating

commission early in December, 1848.

With possible impeachment hanging

620rder in Council, December, 1845, AH, FO & Ex; Robert Wyllie to
Sir G. F. Seymour, October 10, 1845, .Ali, FO & Ex; Wyllie to George
Pelly, April 23, 1847,· Ali, FO Letter Book, na, 112-113; Jules Dudoit
to Wyllie, September 6, 1648, Wyllie Papers, MSS, All; Ali, Privy
Council Record, II, 2,·349; George Brown to Secretary of State, July 1,
1844,· USDS j Dispatches, Havaii, I; W:llliam Hooper to Secretary of
State, March 11, 1645, USDSj Consular Letters, Honolulu, II; Brown to
James Buchanan, September 1, 1845, USDS, Dispatches, Hawaii, In;
William MUler to Aberdeen, November 1, 1645, 10 58/36; Miller to G.
Addington, March 18, 18~, Fa 58/70; Polynesian, October 27, November
15, 1845.
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over him,

am

his situation far more serious than it had been in 1845

when George Brown attempted to force him out of office, Judd took an
extraordi.nary step, one which cost him some valuable fl"iends. 63
Ever since the Ladd & Co. affair, the Sandwich Island News, under
successive editors and with successive backers, had been hammering away
at governmental pretensions to dignity and probity.

Most damaging of

all the News' efforts was a series of well-written burlesques published

under the title of the "Tongataboo Letters," purporting to

b~

communications from a uvthieal archipelago, in which one of the most
absurd of the characters was readily identifiable as Judd.

!!!! took

Later, the

up the question of Attorney-General John Ricord's abrupt

departure from the islands, asserting that the cabinet bad juggled
truths to pemit Ricord to relinquish his Hawaiian allegiance and
reaume .American citizenship

II

Judd was anxious to find out who was

responsible for these scurrilities.

Toward the end of 1848, he

persuaded William F. Rogers of the Honolulu customs house to
investigate secretly. With Judd's approval, Rogers paid a News

63wby did Robertson bring the impeachment? He certainly believed he
had a case, as the number and detail of the charges showed. His animus
agaiDst Judd personally and officially was dread.f'ully bitter, to the
point where he could accuse Judd of being "unmatched" iu selfishness,
v:1ndictiveness, arrogance, hardheartedness, partiality, and vile
hypocrisy. Nothing else in Robertson's long and useful career in the
Hawaiian govermnent service bears any relation to the tone of the
impeachment speeches. Curioualy, all the MS literature on the subject
simply" takes the impeachment as a given fact. I have not found.
anything to indicate why Robertson moved when he did, or whether he was
directly backed by arI3' of t he other anti-Judd people in Honolulu,
though an impressive number turned ~~t to support Robertson's
testimony '" Robertson's opening speech and other documents concerning
the administration of the impeachment appear in AH, FO & Ex, Sundry
Documents Relating to Impeachment Charges Brought Against G. P. ,Judd
by G. M. Robertson (several folders). The testimo~ takes up the
entire volume of Ali, Privy Council Record, V.

printer, James Peacock, $300 to steal the manuscripts of the offending
articles.

Judd's suspicions were confirmed.

The handwriting on one

set of sheets proved to be that of Anthony Ten Ey-ck, United States
COIIDDissioner to the Hawaiian Islands and an unrelenting opponent of
the gO"le!"!!!!!ent ever since the Lacld &: Co. arbitration.
The town burst into an uproar.

Ten E,rck, without doubt, was

pinned to the wall, a diplomat exposed as an anoDJllous subverter of
the government to which he had presented his credentials. His claiJn
that he was not the author but merely the transcriber of sane of the
manuscripts helped him not at all.

King Kauikeaouli closed

correspondence with Ten E,yck, and instituted proceedings to have hiJn
removed from off1ce. 64
The question remained of Judd's machiavell1an methods.
the Minister of Interior j

'!oJA-S

upset.

Keoni Ana,

Richard .Armstrong, who had

relinquished the pulpit at Kawaiahao in favor of the portfolio of
Public Instruction, did not know what to think.

Judd's brother-in-law

Asher Bates, the government's legal adviser, informed Armstrong that in
civilized countries spies were regarded as odious, but not those who
paid spies. The larcenous Peacock, for his part, said he had done the
deed as

8

patriotic duty (he was an allegiance man), and that the $300

6J~The manuscripts stolen from the News office are in AH, FO & Ex,
Privy Council of Emergency, Palace, December 27, 1848. There are
pencilled marginal OODll1ents about authorship. In the same folder are
ma.DY' documents containing testimony on the affair. other testimony is
collected in Ali, FO & Ex, December, 1848. Judd's own account is there
in Mr. Judd's Declaration to the Privy Council of the 9th December;
the other side of the case is presented in Ten Eyck to Wyllie, December
8. More testimony is spretd over scores of pages in AH, Privy Council
Record, III, inc:luding a long statement by Peacock the printer, at
pp. 177-194. For Ten Eyck's interdiction, see Wyllie to Ten Eyck,
DecElllber 14, 1848, All, FO Letter Book, nIIa, Part 1, 428.
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was paid to enable him to leave the country ahead of retribution at the

hands of foreigners (in f act he did not leave until 1850, and then just
ahead of his creditors).
Ey'ck for a long time.

Judd vas unrepentant.

He had suspected Ten

It was a dirty business, he agreed; but he added

that when a man was hunting a fox and t1).e animal ran into ita hole, it
had to be tracked.

Wyllie, by this time aligned against Judd on JI18DY

matters, fell into one of his characteristic fits of Highland-laird
chivalry.

As be saw it, the affair had placed Judd the man in confiict

with Judd the minister.

"I would wash I'l'IY hands, at once, from such a

Government," Wyllie wrote to Richard Armstrong, "were it not that the
King is wholely blameless, &. that on such trying emergencies, when
danger &. disgrace unjustly threaten the Throne , it becomes treblz tlle
duty of every Minister, not t,) abandon it. n65
In the end, the goverIID.Ent supported Judd.
declaring that Judd's ,pr.t,

hse.

The cabinet, after

no official sanction, promulgated a

decision by Asher Bates and Supreme Court Justice William Lee to the
effect that the stolen papers were not property in the sense that they
had a:rry monetary worth, and that therefore the removal from the

office was not larceny.

~

The Privy Council voted to reimburse Judd for

the $300 he had spent in securing the papers. 66

65Keoni Ana. to Kamehameha III, December 10, 1848, !H, Interior
Department: Letters, Miscellaneous; Richard Armstrong to Kamehameha
III, December 11, 1848, !H, FO &. Ex; Ten Eyck to Wyllie, December 8,
1848, AH, FO &. Ex (with Judd's remark about chasing foxes); Wyllie
to Amstrong, December 2, 1848, Ali, FO Letter Book" I, 282.
66wyUie to Patrice Dillon, February 4, 1849, All, FO Letter Book,
XIlla, Part 2, 562; William Lee to Wyllie, December 9, 1848, Alt, FO &.
Ex; Asher Bates to Lee, December 11, 1848, AlI, FO &. Ex; Alt, Privy
Council Record, III, 251, 451.

With this out of the way, the attention of the town returned to
P..cbortson IS jjnpeachment of Judd.

The investigating oommission met more

than forty times, heard testimony that filled an entire volume of the
Privy Counoil Record, reduced the number of charges from sixteen to
six, and finally ruled in favor of Judd.

As in the Ladd & Co.

arbitration, a great many overgrown and quiet trails of camerce and
politioa were cleared for inspection, and the interpenetration of
private and public life that so marked Honolulu was once again
revealed; but at the end of it all, late in April, 1849,' Judd remained
Minister of Finance with the confidence of the king.67

No sooner had excitement subsided after the affair of the Sandwich
Island News marmscripts and Judd' s impeachment than Honolulu found
itself in danger frOlll foreign guns, this time those of the Frenoh.
There vere chronic questions unresolved between Hawaii and France,
dating from the 'Visit of Laplace in l839--parity in the educational.
field between

Prot~stants

and Catholics; the imposition of duties on

French liquors at Honolulu; and the use of French as one of the
official languages of the kingdom.

There were, in addition, the usual

minor consular complaints of the type specialized in by all of
Honolulu • s intransigent foreign representatives 0

A

French-Hawaiian

treaty, drafted in 1846" was being considered by both governments when

67ImpeaCbment testimon;y fills AH" Privy Council Record, V; there is
a draft of the comissioners' .decision for Judd in Wyllie, Paki, Ii"
Armstrong and Hopkins to Kamehameha III, April 23, 1849, AH, FO & Ex.
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in 1848 a new French consul, Guillawue Patrice Dillon, came to

Honolulu.
From the i:>eg'inning of his tenure, Dillon proved
of Richard Charlton in obnoxiousness.

him~~lf

the equal

With the possible exception of

the educational issue, his compla:ints were trivial, and eventually his
own government disavowed almost all his

work; but while in office he

pressed absurd claims incessantly, harassed the king and the cabinet
without 'pause, wrote voluminouBly for the opposition newspaper, the
Sandwich Island News, intrigued to have Richard Armstrong, Gerrit Judd,
and Robert Crichton Wyllie removed f:r.om office, and finally almost
forced the Hawaiian government to demand his dismissal.

James Jackson

Jarves, former editor of the Polynesian, was commissioned in ndd-1649
as a special. envoy to set the mat'ter of the objectionable Consul
Dillon before the French government.

For his own part, Dillon took

direct action. 68
Just as Jarves departed for the .American mainland and the European
continent, the commander of the French neet in the Pacific, RearAdmiral Legoarant de Tromelin, was approaching Honolulu in his

flagship, Poursuivante.

De Tromelin had visited the islands in 1848

and had made a good impression on Foreign Minister Wyllie.

return visit in 1849, he put in at the island of Hawaii.

On his
To King

Kauikeaouli, Gerrit JUdd, and the missionary Titus Coan, who were at
Hil.o, de Tromelin appeared the very soul of 8i1liability.

Immediately

68The MS sources on Dillon's prolonged quarrels with the Hawaiian
govermaent are brought together in Kuykendsll, Hawaiian Kingdom, I,
388-392. The problem occupied most of Wyllie's waking hours, as the
weight of material in AH, FO & Ex, 1848 and 1849, demonstrates.

the Poursuivante anchored at Honolulu, the arlmiral was offered
accommodations at Wyllie's pleasant home in Nuuanu valley, "Rosebank. 1I
De Tromelin declined, and took up residence instead with the malign
French consul, Patrice Dillon.

Within a very short time, all hope

vanished that the admiral's visit might ease difficulties between
Frenchmen and Hawaiians. 69
On August 22, de Tromelin issued an ultimatum that recalled the
dqs of Laplace and Paulet.

Unless the four major demands of Consul

Dillon were met vithin three dSiYs, the admiral would use
at his disposal" to obtain redress.
time.

He meant force.

U

all the means

Wyllie pla;yed for

There were no issues, be said, that could not be solved by

Jarves, the Hawaiian commissioner currently on his way to France.
De Tromelin reiterated his demands.

Wyllie answered that if' the French

used violence, they would have it on their own consciences. 70
De Tromelin posted a circular on August 24, threatening

hostilities next
could.

d~.

Residents secured their property as best they

At Kawaiahao, $45,000 in businessmen's gold and silver was

stored in safes by the Protestant missionaries.

As the sun rose on

August 25, a crier was on the st.:Le'3ts warning natives to stay indoors.
Later in the morning, Gerrit Judd and William Lee conferred

with

69wyllie to de Tromelin, June 24, 1848, !H, FO Letter Book, XIa,
289; P%lliSian, July 1, 1848; Ju.dd to Wyllie, August 6, 1849, All, FO
& Ex; Wi
e to de Tromelin, July 14, 1849, AlI, FO Letter Book, XIII,
569-570; Wyllie to de Tromelin, August 13, 1847, All, FO Letter Book,
XIa, 383-384.
70rhe Wyllie-de Tromelin correspondence ma.r be followed dq by ~

in five folders in AH, FO Be Ex, Correspondence between Minister of
Foreign Affairs and Admiral de Tromelin in Relation to the Troubles
Exl.sting Between Hawaii and France, August 17 to September 1.4, 1849.
Other letters are in All, Fa Letter Book, lla, 380

g,.
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de Tromelin cn his fiagsnip, but the French were beyond reason.

Consul

Dillon struck his nag and left his house, placing upon Hawaii the
responsibility for aIIY damage done.

Boatloads of French sailors csme

ashore early in the afternoon, and, in disregard of protests from
British Consul-General Miller and United States Consul Joel Turrill,
proceeded to wreck the Honolulu fort.
They treed all prisoners, spiked cannon, broke swords, muskets,
+

and bqonets, and threw hundreds of kegs of gunpowder into the sea,
blackening the water for da;ys afterwards.

They ransacked Governor

Kekuanaoa's house, smashing everything including h18 clock, and
scrawled obscene epithets and self-congratulatory phrases ("Les Braves
Poursuivantes") in charcoal. They broka calabashes and dropped them
into

&

well; they removed c8lllphor-wood chests containing kahili

feathers and other mementos of Kekuanaoa' s dead wife, Kinan.

They

placed guards at the fort, the gunpowder magazine, the government
offices,

~

one or two other buildings, and then retired to the harbor

'Where they seized the king's yacht, Kamehameha III. Later, the
Hawaiian government reckoned damages at. more than $100,000.
The natives of Honolulu, ordered by Governor Kekuanaoa and the
king not to resist, looked on with contemptuous amusement.

Some

American residents, drinking in a waterfront grog-shop, concocted a
tipsy scheme to make the French think a foreign sally on the fort was
imminent.

Their efforts were rewarded on the night of August 30, wen

the gullible French commanders doubled the number of sentries and
marched them about importantly with lights and drumbeats until a late
hour.

In the harbor, the small American man-of-war

~,

returning

from a voyage to the western Pacific, la;y with springs on her cables,
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ready to turn broadside and engage the Poursuivante and its companion
vessel, the steamer Gassendi, should the French open fire on the town.
No diplomatic settlement was achieved..

On September 5, the

Poursuivante sailed, carrying Patrice Dillon, who was bound for France
and (although he did not knOll it) for reprimand and removaJ..

The royal

yacht Kamehameha III, conf'iscated and manned by a French crew, had
eJ.ready sailed for Tahiti.

She was never returned to the king.7l

In the wake of these outrages perpetrated by the French, Gerrit

Judd was commissioned to follow James Jackson Jarves to Europe, where
Hawaii IS problems might be resolved" particularly those connected with
the French treaty.

Judd carried secret instructions empowering him,

should Hawaiian independence not be reaffirmed unequiTocally, to
bargain away the sovereignty of t.be is1&'lds and the lands of the chiefs
(his acts, of course, were subject to ratification by his home
government) • Such extreme measures proved urmecessary, but Judd was
quite unable to bring the French government to terms.
he reached the

Not long after

islands again in September, 1850, a new French consul,

7lrrhis acoount of the de Tromelin incident draws on the following
sources: Kamebameha. III to Kekuanaoa, August 24, 1849, !H, Interior
Department Letter Book, V, Part 1, 351; All, Privy COlUlci1 Record, III,
317-350; Joel Turrill to Wyllie, August 25, 1849, AH, FO & Ex;
Commission of Gerrit Judd and William Lee, August 27, 1849, .AlI, FO &
Ex; Wyllie to Dillon, August 27, 30, 1849 j AH, FO Letter Book, Xllla,
Part 2, 735-736; List of War Materials and Equipment of the Fort of
Honolulu ••• Destroyed by the • • • French Battleships, September 1,
1849, AH, Interior Department Letter Book, V, Part 1, 354-355; Wyllie
to Judd, September 10, 1849 JI Ali, FO Letter Book, XIII, 611; Amos Cooke
Journal, August 14-September 1, 1849; Stephen Reynolds Journal, August
22-5eptember 6, 1849; Richard Armstrong Journal, August 25-5eptember 5,
1849, HMOS; Clarissa Armstrong to Reuben Chapman, September 5-October
20, 1949, Armstrong-Chapman Papers; Polynesian, September 8" 15,
November 10, 18~~; Sf1tur~ Press, February 11, 18, 1882; ,,1'udd,
Honol\1~u, pp. 145, 149.
he diplomatic outcome is in Kuykendall,
Hawaiian Kingdom, I, 393-395.
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&dle Perrin" successor of Dillon" arrived at Honolulu aboard the
warship Serieuse.72
Quite soon the demands of Perrin" echoing those of Dillon and
de Tromelin" pushed the Hawaiian goverIDllent again to the brink of
surrendering sovereignty.

As the menacing Serieuae l~ in the harbor"

and as Consul Perrin spoke m;ysteriously of his "extraordinary" official
powers, Honolulu prepared once more to suffer violence.

Briti IIh

Consul-General Millar had no orders covering such a situation; neither
had. Luther Severance" the recently-arrived United States Commissioner.

!o1"..iller's private inquiries convinced him that Perrin would not use
force: that" in fact" the distracted state of Honolulu was the product
.of machinations by American annexationists.

Miller, therefore" elected

to do nothing. The Hawaiian government, certain for its part that
Perrin's threats were real, turned to Severance" 'Who prOiiiised that"
should the Hawaiian flag be lowered and the American nag be raised,
lives and property would be protected by the guns of USS VandaJia
(Captain William Gardner)" then in port.

Severance and Gardner made

ready to move" and even to fi.re upon the Serieuse should the French
compel the li&.waiians to lower their flag. 73

I,

72For Judd's diplomatic mission, see Kuykenda1l i Hawaiian Kingdom,
395-39~9; Judd, Doctor Judd, pp. 164-191..

73The negotiations of Vi,rllie and Perrin are in MS form in AlI" FO &
Ex; they cover more than 300 printed pages in an ilppendix to Minister
of Foreign Relations, Report, 1851. For the involvement of Miller,
Severance and Gardner, see Miller to Palmerston, March 18, 27, 1651,
FO 58/70; Wyllie to Miller" March 13, 1851, AlI" FO & Ex; Severance to
Daniel 'Webster, March 11-21, 31, 1851, USDS, Dispatches, Haiiaii, IV;
AlI, Privy Record, VI, 310-312; Richard Armstrong to P..euben Chapman,
March 29, 1851, Armstrong-Chapman Papers. See also AlI" FO & Ex,
United States Commissioner, March 31, 18$1. Kuykendall, Hawaiian
Kingdom, I, 400-405, has a good account.
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Hawaiian-American intentions leaked to Perrin, as surely they were
meant to do.

He retreated from his stated position, and a temporary

l"approchement was accomplished before he returned to France in May,
18.51, for further instructions.

From then on, the French difficulty

subsided to proportions which approached reality--that is to say,
insignificance.
France's real interest in the Hawaiian islands I as distinguished
from the doctrinaire imperialism of the July Monarchy of Louis Philippe
and the Second Enpire of Louis Napoleon, was minuscule.

At the time

of de Tromelin' s depredations in 1849 I a resident of Honolulu reviewed
the status of Frenchmen in Honolulu.

There were, he wrote, only" twalve

Frenchmen in the islands' foreign population of six hundred (aside from
French priests).

Honolulu had only one French merchant I who did one-

thousandth part of the islands' business; so, also, with the town's
one French tavern-keeper.

In all of Honolulu I s history, only one

complete cargo of French goods had passed through the customhouse.
During the last five years, not one French merchant vessel had arrived.
A few small French schooners had come, carrying cargo from other
countries consigned to British and American merchants at Honolulu.
Between one hundred and fifty and five hundred American whalers visited
the islands annually, compared with only five t,o nine French whalers.
Virtually all liquor was imported by British and American wholesalers.

It was drunk by Britishers and Americans.

There were more Chinese than

Frenchmen in the islands, doing six times the amount of business
without complaining that they suffered because Chinese vas not an
Official language of the Hawaiian government.

Eight years later,

Foreign Minister Wyllie estimated that French imports to the islands

374
between 1845 and 1857 amounted to $72,000, of which $10,000 represented
liquors.

In the same period, British and American imports totalled

$9,000,000. 74

Relations between Hawaii and America were lIDlch more complex.
Since the eighteen-twenties, the United States had dominated Hawaii I s
commerce, and Americans outnumbered all other foreigners at Honolulu
(and at most places in the islands, for that matter).

National origins

were of great moment to the Yankees, who affirmed their own background

persistently and noisily. Surges of British influence at the time of
Paulet's seizure, and French influence under de Tromelin, Dillon, and
Perrin did nothing but sherpen American self-consciousness.
Some of America's

consu~s

and diplomats during the forties carried

overweening patriotism to the extreme, refusing to confine themselves
to the official sphere and invading at every opportunity the local
institutions elf Honolulu, especially the courts.

Then, toward the end

of the forties, groups of mainland Americans began to consider Hawaii
in terms of annexation to the United States.

At the same time as the

Hawaiian government, in desperation, was contemplating the surrender of
its 8o'vereignty to America in 1851, filibusterers on the west coast
were preparing to attempt the subversion or the overthrow of the
monarchy.

74"Observer," Polynesian, September 15, 1849. Cf. Robert Wyllie
to Elisha Allen, September 21, 1857, .AlI, FO Letter Book, XLVII, 37.
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Filibufitering movements appeared in California.

West-coast

nationalism of the first period of Manifest Destiny" social

di3turb~ce

on the goldfields" the vigilante approach to law--all contributed to
the half-realized ebullitions of the era.

Their natural target in the

Hawaiian islands was Honolulu.
As early as the end of 1847" British Conaul-General William Killer

predicted danger from California.

The tide of migration would soon

reach the islands" he wrote" and western settlers were uncontrollable.
Two years later" messages were received from San Francisco that

shadowy groups there were plotting the downfall of the Hawaiian
monarchy.

Partly as a precautionary measure" but mainly because of

de Tromelin' s destruction of the Honolulu fort" the Hawaiian Privy
Council began to plan improvements in t he armed forces and defense
works. 75
Late in 1850" a gathering of foreigners at Honolulu discussed
reports that the town and the islands were threatened by California
"rurfians ft and "cut-throats." Foreign Minister Wyllie saw no reason
to think filibustering expeditiona would be countenanced by A:r.arican
authorities in California.
p~sed

Unconvinced" the foreigners' committee

resolutions" advocating" among other things" a stronger police

force for Honolulu.

Quite soon" the Privy Council endorsed their

views and began to make necessary preparations.

By mid-1851" Wyllie

75mJ.ler to Addington" September 2" 1847" 10 58/56; Antho~ Ten Eyck
to ==" Dacambsr 3" 1849" USDS" Dispatches" Hawaii, n; .AH , Privy
CouncURecord" VI, 68, 280; Draft of .An Act to Improve the
Fortifications and Anchorage of the Harbor of Honolulu" 18,0" All"
Public Works" Misoellaneous, 1848-18,2; Wyllie to Miller, January 8"
18,0" AIl" FO Letter Book, Xllla, Part 2, 771-772; Polynesian, January
12" Februar,y 2, 18,0.
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had come to believe that the repeated rumors had some substance.
Thenceforth, he

1f8.S

the prime mover in :reactPng Honolulu to meet any

possible challenge. 76
In mid-Qctober, the San Francisco papers published reports that

more than a hundred and fiftY' "restless Y'oung bloods" were about to
sail for the islands with the &"f'oved purpose of "revolutionizing the
government of His Kanaka MajestY'. It This news reac.aed Honolulu just
in advance or the cJ.1pper Game Cock, which entered the harbor on
November 15, carrying a partY' headed by the celebrated Californian

sam Brannan, former Mormon leader, San Francisco vigilante, and
goldfields capitalist.

Letters brought bY' the Game Cock, and other

stories of vessels sailing from Calif'ornia to the islands, caused the
Privy Councll to increase the number of foreign policemen in Honolulu.
Wyllie was now certain the kingdom was in imminent danger.

He drew up

an elaborate (and unworkable) scheme for the defense of all the islands,
calling for thousands of native "pikemen" and "cavalry'," and foreign
militia-men pledged to take the marauders without Jd]]1ng them, since
for "every one dead 100 stout Y'ankees would take his place. It 71

7~. N. Crabb to Wyllie, November 7, 1850, AH, FO &. Ex, j(,ocal
Miscellaneous; Wyllie to Crabb, November 8, 1850, AH, FO Letter Book,
na, 496; Po~esian, November 16, 1850; AH, Privy Council llecord, VIb,
400, 415, 48 , 483, 485, 493-497, 503, 509-513; Wyllie to s. N. Castle,
August 6, 1851, AH, FO Letter Book, XIa, 539..
.
77Document in Ali, FO Letter Book, XIlla, Part 3, l41O-l41l; Wyllie
to Luther Severance, November 21, 1851, Ali, FO Letter Book, lilla,
Part 3, 1407; Wyllie to Thomas Eldredge, December 5, 1851, Ali, FO
Letter Book, nn, 1403; Wyllie to Wllliam Lee, November 5, 1851, and
succeeding letters in AH, FO &. Ex, Local Officials; Elisha Allen to
Daniel Webster, October 4, 1851, USDS, Consular Letters, Honolulu, V;
Richard .Armstrong Journal, November 5, 1851; Polynesian, November 8,
15, 22, December 6, 1851; Stephen Reynolds Journal, November 15, 17,
21, December 2, 1851.
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Brannan moved his two dozen followers into The Bungalow, a
handsome but dec¢ng coral-stone house at the east end of Honolulu.
Quite soon, Mcehal of the Kingdom William Parke discovered by bribing
one of the filibusterers that Brannan's men had come to Honolulu under
the impression that King Kauikeaou11, overborne by events of the past
several years, would gladly relinquish his crown and retire on an
annuity.

Brannan vas absurdly unrealistic about the kind of

governmental changes the major powers would have permitted in Hawaii;
but, ignorant of this, be assigned posts in his future govermnent to
his Game Cock confederates--collector of the port, canmander of
military forces, governor of this or that island, and so on.
In typical Honolulu fashion, great schemes turned to nothing.

Brannan and a handful of his men went to Lahaina to discuss matters
with the king.

Kauikeaoul1, forewarned by Marshal Parke and Governor

Kekuanaoa, would not see them, even after they sent in their cards.
No violence occurred.

Rumored landings of shiploads of desperadoes on

the outer islands did not take place.

No pirate ship appeared to cut

off the king's yacht on a trip to Honolulu.

At the turn of 1852, after

one o:r two clashes with the police over drinkirag and furious riding,
the majority of the Game Cock men went back to San Francisco on the
Golden Rule.

Brannan had been the first to leave.

A few who sta;yed

were prosecuted and convicted in the courts of Honolulu, on evidence
supplied by a disgruntled filibusterer.

During their voyage to the

islands, Brannan's followers had rined the Game Cock's mailbags.
Finding letters addressed to Prince Alexander Liholiho, British ConsulGeneral Miller, and other men of importance in the Hawaiian official
community, they had opened and read them.

Some contained descriptions
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of the attempted filibuster and of the men involved.

Brannan = s men

destroyed these, allegedly without the knowledge of their leader.78
Within a few months of the departure of the Game Cock, concern
over filibusters died

aw~

almost completely. WYllie remained

convinced of the need for a strong Hawaiian stand 1ng army.
shared his opinions.

Not D18llY

Captain Gardner of USS Vandalia was thanked for

his courtesy in detaching one of his marine officers to train native
soldiers during the critical period" but soon after he sailed, "A
TaxpSi1er" complained in the Polynesian that great numbers of troops
at the ready were a drain on the treasury.

At the end of March,

l85~,

the Privy Council moved to reduce Honolulu's permanent garrison fran

78r.rhe Brannan episode mq be followed in Wyllie to Kamehameha III,
November 20, 1851, AlI, FO Letter Book, IIIla, Part 3, 1415 ff.; Wyllie
to Charles Gordon Hopkins, November 20, 1851, Ali, FO LetterBook, XV,
82-83; Mr. Tanner's Declaration, a Printed Declaration on Oath, in AH,
British Consulate Letter Book, FO, II, January 1850 to December 1853;
Wyllie to Captain Wallesby', HMS Daedalus, December 8, 1851, A.f.l, FO
Letter Book, XIa, 554; Wyllie to William Howard, December 15, 1851, All,
FO Letter Book, IIa, 567 ff.; Kek:uanaoa to Kamehameha III, December 5,
8, 1851, AlI, Interior Department Letter Book, V, Part 2, 568, 569-570;
AlI, Privy Council Record, VIb, 521, 574; Theophilus Metcalf to Peter
Treadlray" December 19, 1851" AlI, Public Works" MisC'.ellaneous ; Stephen
Reynolds Journal, March 4, 15, 18, 1852; Polynesian, January 17, 31,
March 6, 13, 20, 27, April 24, July 10, 1852; Parke, Reminiscences,
pp. 27-31. Also useful are the following letters in the TUrrill
Collection: Charles R. Bishop to Turrill" December 16, 1851, March 20,
May 8, 1852, January 14, October 17, 1853.
Were the Game Cock men real filibusterers? A fellow-passenger on
the Golden Rule, which took them back to California, thought not. He
hee.rd that Brannan's men were supposed to have been followed to the
islands by a set of "real desperadoes, II from whose efforts the Game
~ men were to "reap the rewards. n They were, however" entirely
ignorant of the true state of affairs at the islands. Henry I. Heap[?]
to Wyllie, January 16, 1852, All, FO &: E::, Miscellaneous Foreign.
Cf. Charles R. Bishop to Joel Turrill, December 16, 1851, Hair 6, 1852,
Turrill Collection. The deflating return of the Game Cock expedition
quieted filibuster feeling in California for a time. Brannan's men
reported unfavorably on settling in the islands, even under a
revolutionary government. C. E. Hitchcock to Wyllie, January 1, 1852,
AlI, Fe & Ex, Miscellaneous Foreign.
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a hu.ndred.:'o sixty, and to fix the munber of unpaid milltiamen on Oahu
at one hundred instead of the eighteen hundred called for in Wyllie's
plan for total preparedness.79

When

~e

question of armed force was raised once more in Honolulu,

it was not through fear of filibusters (though
there had been a
,
recurrence of ominous letters from San Francisco in mid-1852) but
because of an old problem--sailors' riots.

The fall of 1852 brought a

record crowd of ships to Honolulu harbor after a successful season, and
hundreds upon hundreds of seamen took their usual. boisterous liberty in
the town's watei°.front grog-shops and the euphe.mistically..,namcd
ftboarding_houses. n80
Inevitably, some found themselves confined in the fort for
infractions of the law. On the night of November 8, a seaman named
Henry Burns, from the whaler &erald, was imprisoned for drunkenness
and disorderly conduct.

Locked in a crowded cell with several other

sailors, he began to tear up bricks from the noor and throw them at
the door.

Jailer George Sherman took his club into the pitch-black

79Wyllie to Captain Gardner, December 9, 1851, March 12, 27, 29,
1852, AH, FO Letter Book, XIa, 559-594; AH, Privy Council Record" VIb,
621-625, 633; Polynesian, March 20, April 3, July 24, November 20, 1852.
800bservers estimated the number of sailors at tlt"O to three
thousand. The figur~ may have been much highero On November 20" 1852,
131 whalers and 18 merchantmen were in the harbor--a record number.
Between thirty and fifty men vere aboard each ship. The total would
thus be between forty-five hundred and seventy-five hundred. To this
might be added a few hundred beached seamen and deserters.
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cell and nailed about.

He hit Burns on the head, injuring him fatally.

The next morning, Marshal of the Kingdom Wllliam Parke convened a
coroner' s jury from among Honolulu I s foreigners, but even before the
cause of Burns' death had been legally established, sillors gathered
about the fort, demanding that Sherman be given up to them.

Parke

armed all the fort's soldiers and police, then took seventy-five men to
the gate with the intention of dispersing the mob.

He was halted by a

note from Governor Kekuanaoa ordering him to remain within the fort,
ready to defend it should the sallors attack •

..

Nothing happened for the rest of the day.

On November 10, Burns

was buried in Nuuanu valley, and a great IIl8.DiY seamen followed the
cortege to the cemetery.

That night, a group went to free some

American sailors from the marine hospital, where, so it \ras said, sick
men were being mistreated.

The hospital purveyor, John Ladd, left just

ahead of the crowd with his money and papers, to take refuge in the
house of United States Commissioner Luther Severance.
There was no evidence of mistreatment at the hospital, but at the
same time, other sailors downtown uere beginning to show more dangerous
tendencies, threatening to fire the city, nourishing firearms, aM
brandishing clubs.

Commissioner Severance tried to quiet the angry

sailors, and so did United States Consul Elisha Allen, by assuring them
that Sherman would -be tried by due process of law.

This had no effect.

The seaman returned to the fort to demand once m.ore that Sherman be
surrendered to them.
Others went to the police station, near the waterfront.

They

drove out the officers, broke up the furniture, piled it inside, and
set it afire.

They formed a ring outside, not allowing an;yone through,
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and when fire companies arrived they cut their hoses.

The station

burned down, and with it some other governr..ant offices housed in the
same building, together with two nearby butcher's shops.
The wind at the time was a light breeze from the south.

Had the

regular northeast trades been blO'".dug-from the town to the sea--the
neet might have been set ablaze, densely packed in the harbor as it
was and loaded with whale oil.

One ship moored very close to the

burning police station in fact caught fire, but the flames were put out
by the rioting sailors.

Part of the mob was sobered by this near-

disaster; the rest went on to invade downtown taverns, drinking them
dry in succession.

By eleven at night many were very drunk, and the

idea of doing personal violence upon members of the Hawat:i.an government
entered their minds.

Gem t Judd was chosen as the first

victim~

About fifty men left

the taverns to make the long march to his home in Nuuanu valley.
road was dark; only a few arrived at the gate.

The

There, they were

confronted by Judd, his son Charles, and the family :f'ricnda Aaron Howe
and Richard Coady--all carrying pistols.
sailors to do but return to town.

There was nothing for the

Another group, headed at much the

same time for the eastern part of Honolulu where Minister of Public
Instruction W.chard Armstrong lived., also turned back without harming
an;yone.
On the morning of November ll, Governor Kekuanaoa had informed the
consular corps that the government was powerless to protect foreigners.
Volunteer militia companies were organized.
hundred infantrymen and. fifty cavalrymen.

Arms were issued to two

They drilled hurriedly J then

went out to clear the streets of sailors under a writ of martial. law
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(drawn up by Marshal Parke in lieu of the hesitant Kekuanaoa).

By the

night of November 12, the foreign v01wnteers and the native
constabulary controlled the town.

No shots had. been fired.

Forty or

fifty sailors were in jail, having suffered only blows from clubs and
stones.
In the calm that followed, warning circulars prepared by

Commissioner Severance and Consul Elisha Allen began to take effect.
Orders requiring seamen to

st~

aboard ship were enforced by native

policemen who imprisoned sailors found on the streets.

The crisis

was over.
It remained to try some of theriot I s ringleaders.
jailed.

Several were

A handful of these men provided a link between the riot of

1852 and the incomparably greater disaster of l853--a terrible smallpox
epidemic.

Marshal Parke wrote:

It

•••

there were six out of the

number convicted who had had smal.lpox, and in the great epidemic • • •
they did a work for which no money could compensate them. n8l

61Jrhis account of the 1852 riot has been ccmpiled from the following
sources: AH, Privy Council Record, VIb, 767-769, VII, 7, 11, 19, 33;
AJ.exander Liholiho to Wyllie, November 10, 1852, AH, FO Letter Book,
XVI, 115; Wyllie to A. J. McDuffie and. others, November 22, 1852, AH,
FO Letter Book, XVII, 17; Wyllie to Deming Jarves, November 30, 1852,
AH, FO Letter Book, XVIII, 7 ff.; Circular of United States
Commissioner Luther Severance;-November 12, 1852, printed copy in .!..l!i
FO & Ex, US Commissioner, Mq-December, 1852; W. C. Parke to Kekuanaoa,
November 15, 1852, Ali, FO & Ex, Privy Council Petitions; Kekuanaoa to
A. J. McDuffie, December 13, 1852, !H, Interior Department Letter Book,
V, Part 2, 729; Kekuanaoa to Hapuku, AH, Interior Department Letter
Book, V, Part 2, 728; Miller to MaJJnesbury, November 20, 1852, AlI,
Briti3h Consulate Letter Book, II, January, 1850-December, 1853; Miller
to Wyllie, Wednesday, 9 pm, - , AH, FO & Ex, British Consul General;
Richard Amstrong to W. N. Armstrong, October 17-Nov81iiber 28, 1852,
Armstrong-Chapman Paptars; Charles Judd to W. N. Armstrong, December 2,
1852, Armstrong-Ghapman Papers; Stephen Reynolds Journal, November 10,
11, December 18, 1852; Amos C-ooke Journal, November 11, 12, 18$2;
Pognesian, November 13, 20, 27, December 25~ 1852, January 22, May 28,
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On February 10, 1853, the Amsrican ship Charls3 MUlory out or
San Francisco reached Honolulu harbor, f'lying a yellow
roremast--the signal of serious disease aboardQ
suftering from smallpox.

nag

rrom the

One passenger was

He was isolated for bro weeks on an islet

at Kalihi, to the west of Honolulu harbor.

Others who disembarked

were vaccinated and quarantined at Waikiki. 82
This was by' no means the first smallpox scare in Honolulu's
historY.

Suspect ships had put in at Honolulu during the eighteen-

thirties and rorties, without, however, introducing disease.

By- vq

of response, the goverDllent had enacted quarantine lava in 1839, 1842,
and 1845-1846, and there bad been periodic interest (though little real

accomplishment) in systematic vaccination fur the islands' population.
The Charles Mallory arrived in the isla."'lds at a time when SIIl8llpox was
rampant on the west coast of America.

Fresh vaccine, recently bought

by some of Honolulu's doctors, was available.

At the urging of the

physicians, the Privy Council set up an inexpenaive (and inerricien't)
progr8lll of vaccination administered. by Richard Armstrong, Minister of
Public Instruction (Armstrong was not a doctor).

The Privy Council

recommended as well the establishment of a quarantine ground and a pest
hospital, sites for which were to be chosen by Minister or Finance

1853; Parke, Reminiscenoes, pp. 35-44. Jailer George Sherman, the
cause of it all,was found guilty of manslaughter at the Janu8r1, 1853,
term of the Supreme Court. Hawaiian Reports, I, 150-151. On the
anniversary of the riots a year later disturbances were threatened
again. Marsh!!! Parke made preparations to guard the town and the
consuls ware alerted" but the d~ passed peacefully. Parke to King and
Council, October 31, 1853, AlI, Fa & Ex, Local. Officials; it'"yllie to
Emile Perrin, November 1, 1853, .All, FO Letter Book, XVI, 189; Wyllie to
Severance, November 1, 1853, AH, FO & Ex, US Commissioner.

82Polynesian, February 12, 19, 26, March 5, 1853.
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Gerrit Judd, the former missionary doctor. 83 By the beginning of
March, the quarantine period for the Charles Malloryls passengers had
ended and no new cases had appeared.
vaccination got under

WEq

Armstrong IS program of

about the same time.

On March 31, the

Charles Mallory salled, with the convalescent smallpox victim aboard.
Honolulu was left in the lull customary between whaling seasons. 84
Almost six weeks later, on Mq 11, 1853, a rumor was heard and
then confirmed in Honolulu tha.t smallpox had been discovered on
Maunakea Street in the downtown busi MSS district.

Marshal William

Parke arranged to have the victims, two Hawaiian wcanen, examined. by
George Lathrop, an American physician with a large practice among the
town I S natives, and Edward Hoffman, a genial German doctor wo made a
great part of his living from his drugstore.

It developed that the

victims had caught the disease from a third woman, then convalescent
from a slight attack.

She had been treated by Lathrop I s Hawaiian

assistant, Kinikake, who was unfamiliar with smallpox.

KinikBke had

prescribed purgatives and a gargle for the wman:s symptoms, which she
described as a sore throat and pains in the head and back.

This third

woman in turn had a sister living at Waiki.ki who had been sick some
time earlier of a skin disease which covered her from head to foot.
The Waikiki girl made her money stringing fiower

~

for sale in

83Richard Greer, "Oahu's Ordeal: The Smallpox Epidemic or 1853,"
Part I, Hawaii Historical Review, I, 12 (July, 1965), 223-224. Greerls
article is the most iihaUstive so far on the 1853 epidemic. I thank
him for allowing me to see the 'WOrk in MS form prior to its serial
publication. O. A. Bushnell, Professor of M:1.crobiology at the
University of Hawaii, has saved me from errors of fact and interpretation in this as in other sections of m:r work.
84Polynesian, April 2, 1853.
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Honolulu.

~

for her sister, and her sister

t~ ~!!!.~!! '_~li::'''.mately

diagnosed as smallpox cases on

She habitually saved a

had infected the
Maunake& Street.

Thus, possibly, there had been smallpox at Waikild at

least sane weeks before it was identified three miles away in Honolulu ..
The Wsikiki natives, not recognizing the disease, had seen no need to
inform white doctors or town officials.

The infect€lrl

~-seller

had

been treated by her own father, who claimed to have cured her, and who
also offered to attend the Maunakea Street wanen. 85
Where the smallpox come from?

Ultimately from California; but

precisely how did it make its wlq to the yard on Maunakea Street?
This was argued strenuously in 1853 and later.

If the connections

11 nkj ng the Waikild. !!!-seller with the Maunakea Street victims formed

a path along lbich the disease travelled, then its source might well
have been the Charles Mallory, which did not leave Honolulu until
March .31, and whose passengers had been quarantined at Waikiki.
Another possibility, brought forward then and later, was that the
disease had come to Honolulu from San Francisco in a cargo of old
clothing sold at auction off the

ship~.

The

2

from March 23 to the end of the first week in April.

was at Honolulu
More than one

report identified the first victim as a native woman who had been
employed to wash some of the clothes. Yet a third source was mentioned:
a sailor from California was known to have slept with a Hawaiian woman
who lived in the yard where the disease was discovered.

Modern opinion

85Smallpox Epidemic ~ Original Minutes of the Comm.i.ssion Appointed to
Take Evidence on All Claims Against the Government of Services Rendered
during the Prevalence of the Smallpox and to Report to the Legislature
of 1856, January 18, 1856, All, FO & Ex; POlynesi&~ May 14, 21, August
6, 20, 1853; Parke, Reminiscences, p. 52.
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regards the clothes as an unlikely source.

Most probably a human

carrier, not necessarily recognized as a case, spread the infection. 86
Whatever the source, there was no time to lose once the presence
of the disease was known. Within two hours, the Maunakea Street yard
was under a governmental

ka~,

and adjoining lots were fenced off while

contaminated grass houses and clothing were burned. On Monday, Mq 16,
King Kauike80Ull approved a public health act hastily drafted and

passed by the legislature.

Three Royal Commissioners of Health were

appointed-Gerrit JUdd, Marshal William Parke, and the English
physician T. C. B. Rooke.

During the

next few days, the commissioners,

with Rooke as cbaiman, made rough:, plans call i ng for general
vaccination, hospital accODl1iodations, scrutiny and warning for ships
entering the harbor, and the establishment of a network of subcOJllllissioners for the outer islands.

Judd had thought it unnecessary

thus far to prevent natives from travelling between islands, but, in
the opening week of June, 'With almost twenty cases and three deaths
reported in Honolulu, disease broke out on a. native schooner sailing
between Oahu and Malli, and the vessel returned to Honolulu.
Thenceforth, the connnissioners ruled" no unvaccinated person might
leave the town. 87
Crowds besieged Honolulu' B drugstores for vaccine matter, but

86poly'nesian, May 14, July 30, August 6, 13, 20, 1853; JUdd,
Honolulu, p. 174; Parke, Reminiscences, p. 51. Greer, "Oahu's Ordeal,"
pp. 225-226 discusses the problem at some length.
87Smallpox Epidemic, Smallpox Cla:1ms Commission Minutes, January 28,
1856, All, FO & Ex; Luther Severanoe to US Secretary of State Marcy,
June 24, 1853; USDS, Dispatches, Hawaii, IV;
1853, p. 77; All,
Privy Council Record~ VII, 189; Judd to Dwight
dwin, Mq 23, 1853,
HMOS; Polynesian, June 4, 1853.
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disease spread faster than did methods of preventiu.n.

Every early

reported case was traceable to the sanrce of :infection on Maunakea
Street, where pX'ompt action had been taken to isolate and decontaminate
the infected area.

Even so, smallpox quickly appeared several miles

outside Honolulu, in the rural district of Eva.

By June 11, almoat

every district of Honolulu was reporting cases; by June 18, the total
of reported cases rOl3e to

1.14 and reported deaths to 41; within the

1lf3xt week these figures doubled.

In the terrible months of July and

August, total reported Cafjes for Oahu reached alIOOst four thousand and
deaths more than fifteen hundred, mostJ.y in Honolulu.
incidence and mortality in the 00w1l

:Ui~elf

From then on,

declined quite sharply.

Honolulu was virtually safe by the end of October, but the rest of the
island--and the outer islands--continued to suffer as the disease
spread farther and farther from its source. By the end of January,
1854, when for the first tiMe no new cases or deaths were recorded, the
islands bad. reported a total of 6,405 cases and 2,485 deaths.88

88Statistics were published veekl;y throughout the epidemic in the
form of Royal Hedth CommiBsioners' reports in the Po~esian. These
figures have been collected in Greer, "Oahu's Ordeal.
It should be
noted that these are reported figures only. Thera were certa.:i..nly m~
unreported cases; how maI\Y v.Ul never be known. In 1850 the census had
shown a population of 14,484 in the Kana district of Oahu, centering on
Honolulu. The 1853 census, taken at the end of the year when the
epidemic had. run its course, gave a figure of 11,355 for the same area
--a population loss of 3,129 for the three-year period. The 1853
census also gave a figure for 1853 1 s births and deaths in the First
District (which extended from M811DaJua, east of Honolulu, to Moanalua
on the wes~li--about fourteen miles): 3,759 deaths, about 2,800 of tht.m
attributed to the smallpox, as against 191 births. Richard ArmstrOIlg,
Minister of Public Instruction, was in charge of the census. He
reported to the 1854 legislature an estimated total DUmber of smallpox
deaths for all islands or between fiva and six thousand, leaving a
total population in all islands or 73,137, inclUding 2,118 foreignerso
The census figures and Armstrong's report are in All; a convenient way
to enter the subject is through articles in Polynesian, January 1,
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From the beginning in Honolulu, a great difference in the

:LT!cidence of the disease became apparent between
Only a handful of white men

expo15ea. cout.inuallT.

~_ed,

~te

JUan and. natives.

though virtually all in the town were

But Hawaiian inattention or aversion to western

medical treatment and elementary sanitation, which had angered white
men since the time of the first missionaries, now 88swned a fatal
significance.
either by

Many of Honolulu's natives, to be sure, were vaccinated

p~sicians

or volunteers, but hundreds--probably thousands--

refused or evaded help.

Some simulated scars with self-inflicted

scratches rather than submit to the white doctors or their deputies"
others retreated into traditionalism and sought help from medical
kahunas.

Within a few shOTt weeks, the dreadful consequences were

visible.

Hawaiians were falling sick and dyi:ng everywhere.

abandoned, to die alone.

Their bodies were left uninterred.

Some were

others

were buried coffinless, in graves so shallow that wandering dogs and
pigs c:ould disturb them without difficulty.

M8.DiY native families

devotedly and uselessly nursed the sick at home, and carefully laid the
dead under the earth noors of their thatch-huts or in their houssyards
(following traditional Hawaiia:n burial practices), thus condenming
themselves in JIl8IJiY' cases to follow the dead into the same grave. 89
Early in June, Minister of Public Instruction Armstrong called for

February 25, April 15" 1854; and New Era and Weekly Argus, January 12,

1854.
89AH, Privy Council Record, VII, 203; "W1.lliam Hillebrand to T. C. B.
Hooke, June 14, 1853; E. Bond. to Board of Health, June 24, 1853; Edward
Hofrman to Health Commissioners, August 10, 1853; A. Bishop to W. C.
Parke, August 11, 1853, all in AH, Board of Health; Amos Cooke Journal,
June 17, 24,1) 28,» 1853; Polynesian, June 11, 25, July 30, 1853; Luther
Severance to William Mar~July 9, 1853, USDS, Dispatches, Hawaii, IV
0

1,.

a drq of humiliation, f8Bting and pra;yer to be observed on June
Throughout the epidemic, clergymen of all
alleviate suffering.

denominatio~~ 'Worked
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to

Protestant preachers urged the benefits of

vaccination upon their flocks.

Lowell Smith of Kaumakapili Church set

up a vaccinatiou and food station; Catholic priests went among the sick
and baptised the dying whenever they could; and some newly-arrived

Monnon missionaries labored to expel the disease by anointing nth oU
and lqing on hands, adVising natives at the same time to avoid
orthodox white physicians. 90
N01"lIlal life in the town seemed about to disintegrate.
domestic servants vanished.
mar!!'ets were deserted.

Workmen and

By the beginning of July, the produce

Fresh beef could not be found

~ere,

no one

would eat Hawaiian-raised pork or chicken, and fish and vegetables were
served and eaten only nth great trepidation.

Hawaiians fled the town

by hundreo.s, the healthy to evade exposure to disease, the sick to

escape they knew not what.

They went into the bUls behind Honolulu or

the country districts to wait out their time (and involuntarily to
spread infection), or they took to interisland boats and canoes in
defiance of the Health COllIIli.ssioners I decrees.

Within six weeks of the

discovery of the disease on Maunakea Street, more than a thousand had
left Honolulu for other towns, most of them to be turned
frightened natives.
enter.

a~

there by

Marw villagers simply stoned anyone attempting to

The people of Waialua, in western Oahu, organized a kind of

vigilante association to prevent strangers from crossing n bridge

90AH, Privy Council Record, VII, 211; Po1;rnesian, June 11, 18.53;
Luther Severance to William Marcy, July 2, 9, 1853, USDS, Dispatches,
Hawaii, IV.
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leading into the village
was all around.

For those who remained in Honolulu, death

IelJ ow nags hung before doorways on every street.

The congregations of Kawaiahao and Kaumakapili each lost more than
three hundred members; and the leglAl columns of the Polynesian began
to till up with attorneys I announcements about the disposition of
estates of Hawaiians who had committed their property but not their
persona to western ways, who had secured their lands and made their
wills but had not been vaccinated. 9l
The govermnent had done its best in impossible circumstances.
The connnissioners appointed under the public health act of Mq 16 had
been authorized to provide medical attention, food, lodging, and
clothes at goveTl'.!Ilent expense, and to make and enforce regulations.
'Vr'i. thin a very short time, ever;r Honolulu physician was working.

Schoolhouses and other buildings were pressed into use as hospitals or
tood dispensaries or relocation points.
services were overwhelmed.

Even so, facilities and

Several. hospitals were opened :in the

district, of which four were the biggest and most

im.port~·t:

one at

Iring and Alapai Streets toward the east end of Honolulu, beyond tpe

Kawaiahao mission of the Protestant church; another at Waikikij a third

9laorham Gilman to JUdd" Rooke, and Parke, June 24, 1853, All, FO &
Ex, Smallpox Epidemic; J. S. Einerson to Rooke, July 6, 1853, AH" Board
of Heal1~h (filed with this is a draft of the Waialua regulations,
framed at a meeting convened by the district judge and dated July 4,
1853); Benjamin Pitman to Hardy, July 11, 1853, AH, Board of Health;
William Lee to Royal COJIlJIrl.ssionera of Heal.th, August 15, 1853, AH,
Board ot Health; Po&esian, July 9, 23" August 6, 1853.
The course ijf tut! epidemic Oil the outer islauils is follOwed in
Richard Greer t s canpanion piece to his paper on the Honolulu area.
This is "In The Shadow of Death-5mallpox Brushes the Neighbor Islands,
1853," MS in possession of author. About 450 died on Kanai" Maul, and
Hawaii. Isolation, lucky experience with vaccine" and stringent
quarantine saved Niihau, Molokai, and Lanai.
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at Kalibi on the western side of the town; and the fourth and pr.wcipal
one at a place called Honuakaha in th6 district of Kakaako just seaward
of Kawaiahao, where the dead were buried.
To this last place were brought most of the cases-living and dead
--picked up in the town by the wagon-drivers of Marshal Wllliam Parke.
Quite soon, their work became impossibly arduous as the disease spread
and the yellow nags proliferated.

With some policemen refusing duty

and others laboring to exhaustion, Parke was authorized by the Royal

Health CCDdssion to draft able-bodied !I1en who had recovered fran the
disease, on pain of :1mprisomnent or fine.

At the same time he acquired,

with the promise of pardon, the services of several white men in the
fort (among these were six sailors jailed after the riot of 1852, all
of them iDtune through previous exposure to smallpox).

The wagon-

drivers on theiT da:ily rounds perforce became hardened to their work.
In time, thoy were able to achieve the dome13tication of horror and
death and could stop for a drink at a tavern, leaving their corpseladen wagons outside.

But at laksako hospital one of the prisoner-

workers, Peter Jordon, began to see ghosts; and as for the Hawaiians
themeelves, some were convinced that death was a certainty there.
Autopsies were being performed, and the Hawaiians heard that a man had.
been kill.ed,j his throat cut open, and his corpse abused.

This caused

general panic, and many natives ned to lie concealed among their
friends when first symptoms appeared.
Even though deliberate mistreatment was rare at Kakaako, the
hospital. was a frightful enough place.

At the height of the epidemic,

forty or fifty bodies each day were buried close by..

'Within a matter

of weeks, the cemetery bec,sme dangerously overcrowded as rows of narrow,
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shallow graves were dug in the loose, eand;y soil.
than

t\

U1timate~,

more

thousand corpses were packed together, maDi1 of them buried on

their sides to conserve spece, in graves just wide enough to admit a
body and only three feet deep.92
Governmental employees were not the only ones who gave their time
and risked their 11ves in the fight against smallpox.
great

~

Doctors, and a

white residents as well, worked without CEH:l.E'ing during the

first tlfO months of the epidemic.

In mid-July, when disease and death

were at their height, a letter signed by "A Physician" was printed in
the Po],yn8sianJ criticizing "government apathy." Marshal Parke and
his policemen had done good work, the writer acknowledged, but there
should be fifty more like him.

Why would not the government act more

efficiently? Was it waiting for aid from the foreign residents?

If

so, th81 would help. With tb.e whaling season close at band, Honolululs
prosperity might be emJ..:nger-cd if the town did not make itself ready to
receive the neat.
The same issue

or

the Polynesian contained an announcement of a

public meeting to be held on the evening or Mondq, JUly 18, at the
Honolulu courthouse.

Among those endorsing the gathering were man;y

important men representing the town IS official, mercantile, and
missionary groups: Gerrit Judd; Drs. George Lathrop, Edward Hoffman,
Benjamin

Har~,

and Seth Porter Ford; Charles Brewer II, Charles R.

92W. J. Hillebrand, Letter fran Government Hospital, October 16,
185.3, AlI, Board of Health; Theophilus Metcalf to Peter Tread~, June
13, 18S3, .Ali, Public Works, Miscellaneous; S. Ce Damon to Comissioners
of Health, July 26, 1853" AlI, Board of Health; A. Bishop to Rufus
Anderson, July 6, 18S3, ABCFM Letters; Smallpox Epidemic, Smallpox
Clairos Commission Minutes, January 21, l8S6, .AH, FO & Ex.
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BishopI and Joseph Booth (a prominent English tavern-keeper) J Foreign
Minister Wyllie, Prince Lot Kamehameha, Minister of Public :tnatruction
ArmstroDgI among others. 93

Dr. Wesley Newcomb was chosen to preside over the meeting of
July 18.

Opening disCU,ssions included remarks that ·soma members" of

the government had been lax in failing to adopt a comprehensiva prograJll
of vaccination at the first evidence of smallpox.

ObviouslyI these

criticisms were aimed at Gerrit Judd and Richard Armstrong.

The

meeting then invited the practicing phy'sicians of the town to
co-operate with a committee of twelve in drawing up plans to improve
the handling of the epidemic.
re,~olutions

On the evening of July' 19 I seven

were forwarded to the

Priv Council. Their substance

was

that the citY' should be divided into districts under volunteer leaders,
so that better preventive measures might be taken.

Improved

arrang8Jllents for' vaccination were needed, and public hospitals should
be set up outside the town. More rigorous sanitation was called for
--grass houses and other contaminated matter should be burned, and.
"disease-carrying" dogs should be killed.

ThereafterI the Pri'VY

Council used these resolutions as the basis of the government I s attack
on smallpox.

The meeting of July 19 did not end with this.
phtysician who bad conf'irmed the existence

or

George Lathrop, the

smallpox on Maunakea

St,reet in Mq, read a "pungent" series of resolutions attacking Gerrit
Judd and Richard. Armstrong for their negligent approach to the epidemic
in its early stages.

The Polynesian cJ.a1Jned that La.thropiS outburst

93polynesian, July 16"
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came as a surprise to all but two or three of those at the meeting" and
that majority opinion was firmly against him.

The opposition Weekly

Argus" however" reported that Lathrop's speech was greeted with loud
applause.
Next evening" the anti-Judd and Armstrong forces met once more" to
pursue the political implications of Lathrop I s resolutions.

Again"

Dr. Wesley Newcomb was in the chair. D. P. Penhallow and John Meek
were vice-presidents (both men vere sea-captains and former harbormasters and pilots at Honolulu); William Ladd" a partner in the ruined
firm of Ladd & Co." was secretary; Christopher Lewers (an Englishman
just establishing himself in bUsiness) was assistant secretary.
Newcomb and Lathrop made speeches.

So did the American dentist J. Mott

Smith" the militia captain A. J. McDuffie" and the obscure American
lawyer J. D. Blair. The meeting resolved to petition the king for the
dismissal of Judd and Armstrong, and a Committee of Thirteen was
authorized to obtain signatures. 94
This move set orf a round of huge" noisy" sometimes near-violent
public meetings as factions formed about the issue of the removal of
Judd and Armstrong.

The core of the opposition" which called itself

the "Independent" party, claimed that Judd and Armstrong were great
peddlers of influence and patronage in the government, who nonetheless
had not employed their powers to stop the entry of smallpox in the
first place and its spread thereafter.

In later weeks, these charges

were both made more specific and expanded to absurdity.

Armstrong I s

94po;Lynesian:w July 23, 1853" contains reports of the successive
JIl8etings. Cf. eekl)y Argus" July 21, 1853.
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plan for vaccination after the Charles Mallory scare had been useless
(a harsh judgment).

The Royal Commissioners.for Health had allowed

people other than doctors to vaccinate, and these ministrations had
been worthless (quality of vaccine rather than profession of vaccinator
seems to have been the oper&tive factor).
that time had suggested

&

Honolulu's p~icians at

distr:1.cting scheme and vaccination by

qualified people, but Judd had suppressed their report, which was never
seen by the PriTy' Council (not proven by the evidence).

Judd bad been

paid $2,OOO-by whom not specified-to permit the Charles Mall017 to
enter the harbor (vicious and false).
Wbile these charges were being flung about, in fact before some of
them reached print, the Committee of Thirteen was collecting
signatures.

Its p9titions came before the Privy Council

supported by 258 white residents and 11,500 natives.

apparent~

The white

signatories announced them5elves as loyal citizens and denizens of the
islands (inspection later shoved that 189 were aliens); they identif:f.ed
themselves unhesitatingly with the fate of the kingdom.

But" they

warned, history showed that monarchs surrounded by "per:nicious
cuuneillors" could never make their people happy.

The king's

confidential advisers were undeserving of his trust and should be
dismissed.

Judd and. Armstrong DIUst go--"Their inefficiency and misdeeds

may be artfully conceal'd from your Majesty, but their selfish cupidity,
political imbecility, and malfeasance in office are well known, and
grievously felt by' vour people."

All the living, and the dead too,

95The petitions are in AlI, FO & Ex, Removal Letters.
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By the beginning of August, the Oommittee of Thirteen I s foreign
and native petitiona agaiW!lt ; judd and. A..""!!lStrong had been answered by
number in favor of' retaining the two ministers.

So

A Privy Council

committee appointed on August 8 to scrutinize the documents reported,
a week later, that the names of more than two hundred and fifty white
men and approximately eleven thousand, five hundred natives appeared
on petitions demanding removal.

About three thousand names"

mos~

native, were signed on petitions in favor of retaining the two men.
Almost all native signatures, on both sides, were written in only three
or four hands.

About half had a mark in the form of a cross affixed,

but by the same hand as the signature.

Among the foreign signatures

against the ministers, two appeared twice" and several seemed to have
been done in the

S8ll1e

handwriting.

Many of the names were quite

unknown to the Privy Councll camm1ttee.

A cheek in the records showed

that of the more than two hundred and fifty petitioners, fewer than
seventy were naturalized Hawaiian subjects.

Even assuming all

signatures to be genuine, the committee concluded, there seemed no
reason to dismiss the ministers.

Searching investigation had failed to

elicit misdeeds or inefficiency on the part of' Judd; and as for the
other charges, they were vague and general, lacking specific
allegations. 96
On the evening of August 15, the i."!!placable anti-ministerial
faction held a mass meeting demanding once more the resignation of Judd

96.rne Privy Council Commi:t.t.ee Report is filed in Ali, FO & Ex,
Against Removal, August 15, 1853. A sampling of the charges against
Judd and Armstrong :may be found in Weekly Argus, July 20, August 7,
1853; Polynesian, July 23, 30, August 20, 27, 1853.
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and Armstrong.

.Asher Bates, Judd I e brother-in-law, spoke emotionally

u.I1 behalf of the

their removal..

jij1 01 stars,

bilt resolutions 'Were passed calling for

The tone was that of the Committee of Thirteen's

petitiona: "COll1d the voices be heard of those thousands of your

Majesty I s people who have recently been so suddenly swept from tiJDe
into an awful eternity, through the crud nel. parsimolV' and neglect of
these Ministers, they would cry night and day • • • to reprove and in
some met\SUl"e avenge the wrong done your people I by dismissing such
faithless Ministers • • ••97
Nine PriYy Councillors discussed their own cCllllD1ttee IS report
with the king on August

17. The remain1 ng ll8!!!bers were silent.

Wyllie's view was that the issue of cabinet responsibility was at
stake; he could take no part in a move which might lead to some members
recommending the dismissal of others.

Keon! Ana followed Wyllie.

Judd and Armstrong were obViously disqualified from voting on their
own political future.

Asher Bates had listened to some earlier

deliberations without. participating, but was absent on August 170
After a wide range of opinion was expressed, the nine members voted
in favor of asking Judd and A..'rJI\Strong to resign.

Lihol1ho and seven other chiefs divided

414.

5/4

Prince Alexander

Honorary Privy Councillor

Charles Gordon Hopkins, an English-born, naturalized Hawaiian and a
protege of Wyllie, cast the decisive vote.
Judd resigned as a Royal Commissioner for Health on August 22,
but did not surrender his documents of authorization as Minister of
Finance.

Two dqa later, the king sent Prince Alexander 1iholiho to

97Polynesian, August 20, 1853.
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accept Judd.' s papers.

Judd refused to relinquish them.

For another

week, in the face of mounting storms from. the opposition, he clung to
his cabinet post. Finally, the king directed all his ministers to
resign.

en

Judd was the last to return his commission, on September 3.

September 5, every minister was reappointed, except Judd.

Armstrong

retained the portfolio of Public Instruction, and Judd. was succeeded

as Minister of Finance

by the fonner United States Consul to Hawaii"

Elisha Allen. 98
At the Honolulu courthouse, where the first public meetings had.
been held, the Co:oaittee of Thirteen and its supporters gathered once
more on September 8. Wesley Newcomb was in the chair.

Under his

guidance, the meeting approved resolutions composed by George Lathrop,
J. D. Blair, and John Mott Smith, celebrating the end of the "aalignant
tyraDIq'" of JUdd, and c.lJing for manifestations of public joy at the
birth of the "delightful influences of liberty, free conscience and
independent actions." Accordingly, on the night of Saturday, September
10, a torchlight processioh with bands and banners made its way through
the town to the king's residence, as all manner of guns vere fired and
street-corner orators declaimed before huge crowds.

It was a moment to

98.rhe progress of the Judd-Armstrong case ~ be followed day by day
At pages 268b~c are the
crucial proceedings of August 17, at which the 5/4 vote vas recorded
against the ministers. These were excised from the record and
reinserted subsequently, under circumstances outlined in a"note
enclosed there. Cf. William Miller's Memorandum of Recent Oocurrences
at Honolulu, JJi, Bri:ash Consulate, Letter Book, FO, n. Statements in
self-defense by Judd and .Armstrong are fUed in AU, FO & Ex, Against
Removal.
For the new cabinet" Bse .Ali, Privy Council ReCOrd, VII, 271, 291;
Ali, Cabinet Counoil Minutes, September 5, 1853; Richard Armstrong
Journal, September ,,, 1853.

in AH, Privy Council Record, VII, 241-291.
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remember.

In honor of the event, the opposition newspaper changed its

name from the Weekly Argus to the New Era..

JUdd, thoroughly shaken and

embittered, announced his return to private practice as a pbysicie.n. 99

The effects of the smallpox epidemic upon Honolulu and the islands
generally were catastrophic.

A tragiC? loss of morale was discernible

everywhere among the nativese

Schools and churches lost lI1&1l1 DlEJIIIbers

by death and desertion.

The principal native congregations at Honolulu

--Kawaiahao and Ksnma)rapili--were reduced by several hundreds; and at
Eva, to the west of Honolulu, the Protestant pastor Artemas Bishop
estimated that of the twenty-eight hundred Hawaiians who had once 11ved
in his district, twelve hundred were dead.

His church never reeovered

.from this blow, and the same was true of lD8JJ1' other congregations.

The

great awakening of the eighteen-thirties had been followed first by a
small but virulent epidemic of measles in 1848 and then by the smallpox
of 18$3.

To surviving natives, God's goodness seemed at least

questionable.
Economic life at Honolulu was more resilient.

It had been feared

that the smallpox epidemic would cause whaling captains to avoid
Honolulu in the fall of 18$3: to the ruination of cODDllerce.

The

epidemic, however, had abated in the town by October, and Honolulu was
safe when the crowds of whalers came back from their cruises in the

99Polynesian, September 10, 17, October 1, 18$4; Weekly Argus,
September 14, 18$3.
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North Pacific.

A record number of whaleships anchored at Honolulu in

1853, and the total figure for all Hawaiian ports waa the fourth
tdghest in the history of the indUl3try.
For a short time in Honolulu, city of feuds, disaster encouraged

common cause among groups previously hostile to one another.
Especi~

after the establishment of a districting 8.1stem admjnistered

by volunteers, cc=operation and sacrifice of selt-interest emerged--

a rarity in the town's history.

The spirit of community enjoyed onJ.y a

limited and fugitive existence. Sectarianism remained powerful.
Protestant ministers in particular were indignant that other denominations gained death-bed converts. Within the

l~

population, new

factioDs rose fran the remnants of the old to dislodge Judd.

Several

of the udedicated- doctors of mid-1853 pushed forward to claim
cOlllPens~Ltion in

money tor their services. Led by the tough-minded and

disputatious Lathrop and Newcomb, they made their demands the business
not

o~

of the Hawaiian government, but also of American consular and

diplomatic representatives. Four years after the last smallpox victims
were buried in communal grave.. at Kakaako, ""l"ongling was still going
on.lOO
Attention devoted to these matters might have been turned more
productively to the question of effective vaccination and quarantine.
Twice within the next generation smallpox returned to Honolulu, carried
aboard ships; twice, failures of diagnosis permitted the disease to
reach the town and infect residents.

lOOareer, "Oahu's Ordeal," beings together thl:; MS sources on the
claims.
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Judd had been a convenient scapegoat for the aroused pss3ions of
the foreign population of Honolulu during the epidemic of 18.53" but it
would be a mistake to regard his dismissal merely as a ritual sacrifice
performed to achieve the purification of the toe.

His fall had its

origins elsewhere than in the epidemic .101
Judd remained convinced that the tremendous hostility he
encountered in 1853 was generated by a clique of dishonorable men,
acting solely' frOJJ personal spite.

In his eyes" they were simply the

last in a long line of enemies who had been attempting his destruction
ever since he took office--Paulet" George Brow, Charles Brewer"
William Ladd and his associates" Anthony Ten Ey'ck, George Robertson"
and finally the Camnittee of Thirteen.102

On. the surface; Judd's analysis was plausible.

Pre-eminent in the

d.E:tillngs of the Committee of Thirteen were George Lathrop and Wesley
Newcomb" with whom Judd had crossed swords ~ times.

In 18.51, Judd

and two other referees ruled against Lathrop in a lawsuit concerning

the lease of a sugar plantation.

A few months later" Lathrop applied

for a loan from the govermnent, only to be refused by the same Privy
Council that had just lent $3,000 to Judd's prospective son-in-law"
Aaron Howe.

In 18.52, the tariff on liquors imported for medicinal

purposes was reduced.

Lathrop, being a physician, naturally expected

l°1Jrhis becomes clear when it is considered that Richard Armstrong
survived the purge" even though he was linked with ,Judd in charges of
negligence. See Richard Armstrong Journal" september .5" 18.53; Amos
Cooke Journal, September .5, 9, 18.53; H. N. Crabb to Pfi\t~ Tread~"
September 23" 1853, Parke Papers" MSS" Ali; David Gregg to William
Marcy" January 21, Febru&""'1 6" 1854, USDS, D:l.epateh~5, HfWO-ii, V.

1025ee Judd's reply to petitions against him in AH, FO & Ex,
Against Removal.
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to s1".a.re in this benefit.

Judd, however, debarred him, on the ground

that Lathrop served liquor to customers in his drugstore.

Lathrop

appealed to the Privy Councll" but figures were produced showing that
Lathrop's usa or "medicinal" liquor was greater by far than that of arry
other doctor, and bis petition waa denied.

Nonetheless, Lathrop took

his case before the legislature of 18,3, cOlllpla1ni.ng that Judd vas
victimiming him.103
As for Wesley Newcomb, Judd and he had been bickering ever since

the Charles Mall0l'l smallpox scare.

They disagreed over the best way

to prepare vaccine, then over quarantine measures, then over the right
of doctors to enter infected areas.

Finally, when the exasperated Judd

ordered Newcomb out of his office, Newcomb left, telling Judd he would
nkick bis .Ass for. him the next time he met him. nl04
Concurrently, Judd was fighting wars on

~

other fronts.

Enmities incurred in the forties haunted him later.
appeared as a member of the Committee of Thirteen.

William Ladd
George Robertson,

who had become Speaker of the House of Representatives in 18,2, engaged
Judd. in a running battle over Judd I S refusal to honor House drafts on
the

treasurr.

Judd created a new storm in the cOJrlll'UDity when he fired

103C. R. Bishop to Joel Turrill, October 9, 16, 18,1, Turrill
Collection; F. L. Hanks to Turrill, August 14, 18,3, Turrill
Collection; Richard Armstrong Journal, July 20" 1853; AlI, Privy Council
Record, VII, 31, 67; George Lathrop to King in Councll, November 19,
18,2, AH, FO & Ex, Privy Council Petitions; AH" FO & Ex, Reports to
Privy Council, December 16, 18,2; All, Journal of House of Representatives, 18,3, 442, 482; Polpesian, M~ 28" 18,3; JUdd, Doctor Judd,
pp. 199-200.
104Ju dd. to Dwight Baldw-:i.n, Februar-.f 24, 1853, HMOS; Amos Cooke
Journal, May 21, 1853; Charles Judd to W. N. Armstrong, June 26, 18,3,
Armstrong-Chapman Papers.
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his auditor, Willig'" ....... tit, accused him of embezzlement, and pursued
him

remor8ele88~

througb tlkl courts. Jarrett;raa iina)ly acquitted

and reinstated in govermnent service after Judd's removal, at whicb
t:i1l1e an investigating ccmmd.ttee held Judd himself to be responsible
for the al1eged deficiency.

Several years went by' before it was agreed

that the entire affair bad bean due to Judd's faulty bookkeeping,
rather than to crim1nal intent on either side.

Immediately, however,

insult ';ias added to injury when Judd employed his own son, the
seventeen-year-old Charles, as Jarrett's successor. Charles Judd's
short incumbency was marked by an uproar when he and his father
auctioned a herd ot goverDll1ent horses to themselves.10S
In a.ddition to these particular cases, there had alwa;ys to be

considered the eJJlDity of the drinkers ot Honolulu. JUdd, although he
smoked and. chewed tobacco (scandaU zing some of his former missionary
brethren), vas a vehement and aggressive advocate of total abstinence
trom liquor.

His tenure as an off:tcer of government vas marked by

frequent campaigns to extend and enforce punitive laws relating to the
town's publicans and their patrons. Foreign Minister Wyllie, who liked
his vine and. brandy, maintained that most ot Hawaii's difficulties with
France began when JUdd, in disregard of a common diplomatic arrangement J
refueed to allow French Consul Patrice Dillon to land one or tliO
barrels of liquor free of duty.

Wyllie claimed, too, that Honolulu's

rabid temperance movement had. done much to lead French Commissioner
Emile Perrin to threaten violence against the govermnent in 1851.
United States Cc=issioner Luther Severance, more

SjWpat~tic

to Judd

10SJudd, Doctor JUdd, pp. 199-200, discusses these affairs briefly.

than was Wyllie, had the same problem in mind when he wrote that twothirdlS of the foreigners who demanded Judd's dismissal in 1853 were
simply looking for cheap liquor.106
No matter how many enemies Judd accumulated among the foreigners of
Honolulu, he might still have survived had he enjoyed the confidence of
the cabinet.

But by 1853 this, too, had vanished.

most powerful foreigner in government was Wyllie.

After Judd, the
The two men, in

strenuous opposition since the late forties, cut off social intercourse
in 1850,

CCJl!lll1n1 cating

thereafter only in writing. Wyllie $ at odds

with Judd over principles and methods of government, came in time to
suspect his rival's motives and to impugn his honor--alwa;.rs the end.

106w"llie to John Ricord, August 30, 1853, AH" FO & Ex,
Miscellaneous Foreign; Severance to E. Hammond, August 24, 1853, USDS,
Dispatches, Hawaii, V.
Just as it proved impossible for Judd to enforce existing
legislation on liquor, so did it prove impossible to prevent the
8lID1ggling of liquor into the kingdom. And. just as Judd found official
and private life inseparable, so did the smuggling of liquor invade his
fam:1l.y's life. An apocryphal story was often told around town that
Judd" the vigilant enemy of smugglers, was standing at tbe waterfront
one dq watching a ship unload cargo, unaware that some of the barrels
contained, in addition to the goods listed on the msnifest" carefullyconcealed small kags and bottles of liquor. In 1852, apocrypha became
truth. The ship Charles brought to Honolulu two hundred barrels of
beet consigned to LrOn D. Howe, who was to have married Judd's
daughter Nellie at the year's end. In the course of unloading, a
barrel was dropped and broken, revealing a cask of brandy packed
inside. Customs Collector C. R. Bishop impounded the cargo. The
captain of the Charles denied involvement, and Howe" publicly a
temperance 'man, produced some (un-postmarked) letters clearing himself.
But he had other cousignn1fmts of beef on the way. Some days later, he
was found d;ying in the house he occupied close to the Judds, and no
sooner had the fami1.y begun to mourn his passing and the desolation
into .hiGh it plunged the nineteen-year-old Nellie, than it was
discovered that Howe had poisoned billself with etrycbnine. Richard
Armstrong to W. N. Armstrong, October 17, 1852, Annstrong-Chapman
Papers; P~9ian~OVember13" 20; 1852; ii:i.lli.am Lee to Joel Turrill,
Jarmary 15, 1 53,
rill Collection; and, for a different version"
Judd, Doctor Judd J p. 232.
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of the road for Wyllie in personal relatiol18.

Major confrontatiol18

occurred during discussions of Judd's diplomatic mission to the United
States and Europe in 1849, and during the canstitutional debates of

1852. On the verf brink of the smallpox upheaval in 1853, Judd, whose
ow competence and integrity as Minister ot Finance vere under att-e.ck,
withheld a p~nt to Wyllie.

The sum at issue was

$9.61.

Enraged,

Wyllie daBhed otf a thirty-page lette,r accusing Judd of being an
uncivil, wretched quibbler, and reminding him that Wyllie bad honored.
unquestioningly Judd's diplomatic expenses in 1849, which amounted to
thousands of dollars.

Furthermore, Wyllie pointed out, Judd himself

bad been overdrawn by hundreds ot dollars more than once in the past

decade.

Finally, Wyllie wrote, Judd's unforgivable rudeness in

matters of finance had alienated in turn John Ricord, James Jackson
J arves, William Richards, and William Lee .107 By this time, all
except the last were dead or had left Honolulu.

When the hour came,

Lee sided with Wyllie, standing aloof as Judd was cut down by his
enemies.
As Judd's biographer-d.escendant, Gerrit Judd IV, has observed,

Judd's dismissal from the king' s ministry might be regarded prima...-"ily
as a product of bis personality.

"By temperament Dr. Judd was strong-

willed, stubborn, and implacably hostile to all who disagreed with
him • • •

Upon occasion, eiJpecially in time of crisis wen he drove

himsel1' to exhaustion, his manner was abrupt and unconciliatory

0

At

such moments, often with the best of intentions, he goaded his

107Wyllie to JUdd, July 14, 1853, AH, FO & Ex, Local Officials;
Wyllie to Ricord,- August 30, 1853, All, FO & Ex, Miscellaneous Foreign.
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opponents t.o fu~' .,,108 This fU1")" overflowed during the smallpox
epidemic.

Far more important than the question of Judd I s di8Dli.ssal

f~

the

king I s ministry was the issue of Hawaii IS continued existence as an

independent ldngdOlll.

The w6.rships of the French and the

fili~ulSterers

of 8em Brannan had come and gone, leaving Hawaiian sovereignty intact
for the time being.

Nonetheless, discussion of the ultiIllate fate of

the islands continued unabated.

During the political upheaval which

attended the BD!8llpox epidemic of 1853, the possibility that the
islands might be annexed by the United States became a topic of
consuming interest in Honolulu.

It divided the town into new

groupings; it plqed a part in Juddls downfall.

It was not quieted,

even temporarily, until after the death of King Kauikeaouli at the
end of

1854.

~

Americans at Honolulu favored annexation of the islands by

their home country.

Some were Manifest Destiny men, rabid nationalists,

their minds inflamed by the election to the American presidency of the
expansionist Democrat Franklin Pierce, who took office in 1853.
Others, less extreme, saw American annexation as an alte:rnative to
engulfment either by France or by Great Britain.

Ideology and

expediency came together in economic terms in the minds of yet others,
who could see great benefits should Hawaii fall within the tariff

108Judd, Doctor JUdd, p. 212.
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structure ot America.

This last argument took on particular torce in

the earq tifties, when Hawaii's market in California diminished and
the econoU\V of the islands suftered. Especially at Honolulu, real
estate prices dropped sharply, goods moved sluggishly, and investments
or all aorts declined in value.

On the outer islands, several sugar

planters went bankrupt, pnl11 ng Honolulu's mercantile houses into
difficulties.

To ma.o;y observers, annexation by the United States

s881'118d to ofter an escape from ruin.
By the opening ot the eighteen-fifties; 8.m'.exationism had made
i t9 WI13 even into the cabinet of the Hawaiian kingd<De
in view of the annexationist taint

Curiously,

ot mch or the opposition to

Gerrit Judd, Judd himself vas an annexationist during the last few
years of his ministerial tenure.
once shown toward the

monarc~

The fierce protectiveness be had

changed, amazi ng'l3' rapidly!J to a

willingn.ells to bargain awaY' the throne of the Kamehamebas. Like
everything else about JUdd, this conversion was complex.
Hawaii on a diplomatic mission in 1849.

Judd. left

At his departure, he was the

undisputed ma8ter ot policy.

In his absence, however, parts or a new

liberal policy were enacted.

Foreigners were permitted to acquire

land in fee simple without signing naturalization papers.

Under

Wyllie's influence, a great relaxation occurred in all matters
pertaining to liquor.

Judd found, upon his return to the islands, that

his personal dominance was challenged in wB¥s preViously unthinkable.
Within the cabiIiet itself, new groups formed against him.

In the city

at large, his prodigal alienation of former friends and colleagues had
left him dangerously isolated.

Then too, he was losing control of the

powers of patronage which had once been his exclusively, especially in
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matters of land.

In sum, he was less and less able to withstand

political attacks.

By the early fifties) apparently, he was ready to

bring the temple down around. h:l.m.
In the course ot his travels abroad. in 1849, Judd became
acquainted with Alf'red G. Benson, a New York shipping millionaire, who
expressed interest in maid og investments in the Hawaiian islands. With
Judd •shelp, Benson was awarded the franchise for a drydoek and marine
railwq in Honolulu harbor, to serve the expected steam traffic of the
tuture.

In 18$2, Benson organized on paper a firm called the Sandwich

Island Steam Company to run ships smong the islands, and Judd was
named a director.

Later, it becsme clear that this and one or two

similar "Ientures (tor example, Garet Ryckman' s steamship line) were
speculations gambling on annexation to the Un!ted States • Quite apart
from his connection with Benson, Judd corresponded with a number of
other people on the subject of annexation, among them the expansionist
United States Senator William Seward.

Matters reached a peak just

betore Judd's removal" when, on behalf' of Benson, he submitted to King
Kauikeaouli an offer to buy the islands outright for five million
dollars.

Apparently, Judd had had possession of

t~

offer since the

swmner of 1852, and it is significant that he waittid to present it
unti~ the last ~ of his career as a Hawaiian cabinet mioister.109

Judd' s fairly spectacular reversal of fields cost him some friends
among the chiefs, without causing the Oomm1ttee of 'rhi.rteen to become
reconciled to him.

The COJIIDi.ttee seems to have been determined to be

l09The MS references to Judd's relations with Benson are brought
together in JUdd, Doctor JUdd, pp. 208-209.
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rid of JUdd, no .matter what his views on snnexation.

It is uncertain

whether the details of Judd's about-face were known to the Committee;
it is uncertain" as well, whether the Thirteen were true annexationists
or filibusterers.
The motives of the American-born extremists, in fact, were rather

obscure.

George Lathrop, a leading member of the Committee" showed

nothing but contempt for the Hawaiian monarchy.

To him" one Kamehameha

was very like the next--tra nigger." Several of his fellow COlIIIlitteemembers seem. to have shareci his racist' 8 opinions.

Agreed upon this,

they disagreed among themselves" or at least changed their collective
mind a number of times, about the best disposition of the Hawaiian

islands.

On occasion, thS1' appeared to advocate direct annexation. by

the United States" along orthodox Mardfest Destin;y lines.

At other

times" rumors 8JIl8Il&ting from their councils pointed to a filibuster
accomplished by force, followed by the establishment of a revolutionary
regime, and then" possibly" a sale at profit to the United States
government.
The ConDittee, aabas been noted, first beoame prominent at
Honolulu vhen George Lathrop, WeslS1' Newcomb, and others emerged as
leaders in the movement to have Judd dismissed from 4)!':rlce.
names of these men were linked with rumors of filibu!rterso

Soon, the
Overthrow

of the monarchy by force was repugnant to many foreigners, including
several who favored annexation to the United States.

According~"

nineteen residents, mostly Americans, not connected with the CoIImittee
of Thirteen ll but representing mission8..7, mercantile, and planter
elements, signed a petition in support of annexation, which was laid
before the Privy Council on August

24, 18,3.

The memorial was drawn
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up by S8IIlUel N. Castle" a former missionary" with the sile.ut help or
United States Consul Elisha Allen.

It was signed by QA--!!tle e.nd his

business partner Amos Cooke (founder of the Chiefs' Children's Scbool);
W. H. Rice (a missionary teacher ai; Punahou); three Honolulu doctors"
Edward Hoffman" Seth Porter Ford" and B. F. Hard1'; and thirteen

businessmen" including Charles R. Bishop" Stephen Reynolds (a longtime
annexationist)" and Alexander Cartwright" one of the pioneers of
baseball in America and an enthusiastic participant in Honolulu' s

4 parades and dinners. Castle's petition

J~

was avowedly intended to

forestall a filibuster" which was regarded as a strong probability"
and to make the best of an impossible situation by hastening annexation.

The Privy Council considered the malorial" and 8£lt it aside. On the
same dq" wrote United States Commissioner Luther Severance" a member
of the eo.dtiiee of Thirteen" D. P. Penhallow" sailed for Calif'ornia"
c~·ing

copies of pet.itions calling for Judd's removalo

Penhallow

hoped to gain support on the west coast for a filibuster" folloving
which the ccuquered islands would be sold to t~ United States .110
The dismissal of Judd, early in September, had the effect of
settling somewhat the political climate at Honolulu.

The Committee of

Thirteen continued to meet and to plan the removal from office of
Asher Bates and other proteges of Judd.

For a time" however" no

parades, speeches" or demonstrations disturbed the scene.
remaining

The

months of 1853 passed more or less uneventfully" except for

110A copy ot tr16 petition is in Ali" FO & Ex, British Consulate"
1853. See also SeTerance to Marcy, August 2S" 1853, USDS J Dispatches,
Hawaii, IV; S. N. Castle to Anderson" August 16, September 10, 1853"

ABCFM Letters.
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nunors about filibusters, all of which caused alarm before fading into
insignificance.
Nonetheless, the American dream was by no means dead, as David
Gregg, the nev1.7-appointed United Stat.es COIIIIdssioner to liuni,
discovered on his

wlq

to the islands.

buttonholed by annexationists.

At San Francisco, Gregg was

One of his first vis!t.ors in Honolulu

was Gerrit JUdd, who spoke no longer as a cabinet minister but as a
convinced annexationist.

JUdd, in spite of his subversive views, had

maintained close liaison with a fev

or

the chiefs \)

He believed that

opposition to the relinquishment of sovereignty centered only upon the
two princes, Lot and Alexander.

In Judd's opinion, Gregg would be able

to negotiate a treaty of annexation i f all the major sliis were offered

ammities.

Judd was not Gregg's only visitor.

Gregg also talked at length

with Wesl81' Newcomb and. William Ladd of the COJIIIIlittee of Thirteen, who
told Gregg that they- contemplated peaceful agitation to compel the king
to cede his sovereignty to .America. Failing that, a revolutiona.r,y
republic would be considered as an alternative.

Two dqs later, Gregg

met Garet Ryokman and Richard Bowlin, the former a

san

Francisco

busines8JII8D investigating the feasibility of a steamship line, the
latter a Honolulu attorney associated with Ryclonan.

The three men

concurred in believing that the Committee of Thirteen was injudicious,
and that it was widely criticized in the cormmmity".

As for annexation

independent of the Committee, it was agreed that the Hawaiian
government misht easil:y be induced to make an offer.

Gregg was without

instructions from Washington, and could not move openly, but at least
the fears of the chiefs and the commoners sbould be kept "thoroughly

..

excited" so that annexation might appear attractive by contrast with a
rUibuster.l l l
On Jannar,r 9, the first annexation petition of 1854 reached the
government.

It was signed by fifty-six Honolulu foreigners, under the

leadership of Gerrit Judd and ThOlla8Spencer (a Honolulu merchant who
equalled Alexander Cartwright in demonstrative nationalism).

A week

later Ryckman told Gregg he had engaged Judd to buy a reef property in
Honolulu harbor in preparation for the establishment of Ryckman's
steamship line.

According to Ryckman, Judd described himself as "poor"

after a lifetime of government service and ready to earn his $10,,000
cCllJldssion. Within a dq or so, Ryckman and his associates sailed for
San Francisco, and Gregg's attention returned to the eo.dttee of

Thirteen.1l2
The attention of the Hawaiian govermnent was also upon the
Committee. King Kauikeaouli believed that his throne was in danger.
At a cabinet meeting early in February, he authorised Foreign Minister
Wyllie to ascertain,

secret~,

the terms upon which the United States

might diacuss annexing the islands.
thereafter, a strong opponent of

a.rrr

Wyllie was then, and remained
scheme to alienate sovereignty,

but, at the king's behest, he conferred with David Gregg, who agreed to
negotiate ad referendum while awaiting instructions from Washington.
More than six months passed before a treaty was read;y for

lllDavid Gregg Diary, January 4, 6, 7; 1854.
112The Judd-Bpencer petition is in AH, FO & Ex, Privy Council.
Petitions, January 9, 1854. See also AH, Privy Council Record, VIII,
77; William Miller to Addington, January 14, 21" 1854, Fe 58/76;
David Gregg Diary, January- 13, 14, 16, 1854.
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signature.

Gregg found the Hawaiian way of conducting business

dilatory and timid; the government found the pressure of events at
Honolulu intolerable, preventing adequate refiection and the
formulation of a consistent policy.

One of the basic issues that

emerged vas the prospective status of native Hawaiians under American
rule.

British Consul-Qeneral Miller and French Consul-Commissioner

Perrin, vociferous enemies of annexation" kept up a steady' stream of
public and l>riv-ate propaganda in the town about American race prejudice
and lynch law.

The two princes, Lot and Alexander, needed nC' second-

hand warn:ings on this score: while in the United States in 1849-1850
nth Gerrit Judd, they had suffered one or two indignities when they
vere mistaken for negroes.
connection.

Both vere intransigent foes of an American

In the end, a clause stipulating that Hawaii enter the

Union as a state was written into the unsigned treaty-.ll)
Wyllie and Gregg began their secret negotiations early in February,
1854.

At the same time, the Committee of Thirteen came to life again,

poating handbills on the streets calling for a meeting.

Gregg smelled

treason against the Hawaiian monarchy, not surprisingly, since he had
just talked to United States Consul Benjamin Angel, who had come from
talking to George Lathrop, who asserted that the Committee now favored
revolution rather than annexation.

If Hana.i.:' entered the Union as a

state, Lathrop said, then Hawaiians would become American citizens, and
the Committee was against natives being treated like llhite men.

l13The kingle order is in AU, FO & Ex, February 6, 1854. Gi'egg1e
side of the negotiations may be followed in his Diary; his letters to
Wyllie in AH, 10 & Ex, US Commissioner; and his official dispatches to
Marcy in USDS, Dispatches, Hawaii, V. 'Vilie's letters are in drafts
and copies in AH, 10 & E:c; and in 10 Letter Books.

To

fore&taJ~

this, the Committee was planning a coup for the sUDIller of

1854, when there would be no American whalers in town, and no man-ofwar at the islands.

Fiva hundred stand of arms and two hontzers were

to be impcrted, Californian filibusterers were to be enlisted, and.
King Kauikeaouli, Prince Alexander, and Governor Kekuanaoa would be
taken into custody and held until a new government was fonned. ll4
Late

i~

February, the Hawaiian Privy Council placed $5,000 at the

disposal of the Secretary at War (the ubiquitouB Wyllie).
natives drilled regularly at Honolulu.

Thenceforth,

Lathrop was unimpressed.

He

had been watching, so he said, and thought sixteen good men could
whip all the king' s soldiers.

Gregg, wo was making little progress in

his meetings vi th Wyllie, grew uneasy as he noticed the presence at
Honolulu of a "Colonel" McDonald and a "General" 0 'Hinton from
California, and as eve17 vessel from the west coast brought down a few
passengers, "able-bodied and hearty men, who have no business, but are
in constant association with the 'Committee of Thirteen' #Uld their
adherents. IIUS
Early in March, O'Hinton vas heard to remark in Lathrop's store
that a republic would be established in three weeks.

Gregg concluded

that Californians were being recruited gradually, in order to avoid all
risk from the neutrality laws of the United States.

At the first

opportunity a blow would be struck.

114David Gregg Diary, Febr".la..-y 11, 13, 21.11 1854; Gregg to Marcy,
February 11, 1854, USDS, Dispatches, Hawaii, Vo
115AH, Privy Council Record, VIII, 121; AH, Cabinet Council Minutes,
March 4, l8S4; David Gregg Diary, February 21, March 1, 4, 6, 1854;
Gregg to Marcy, March 4, 1854, USDS, -Dispabches, Hawaii, V.

The town was very tense, and for a few hours one night early in
March, it seemed as if the time had come.
off and on outside the harbor.

A ship was seen standing

Rumors ran about that it carried

filibusterers, men who would land at a signal from their fellow
conspirators ashore and put the natives' houses to the torch.

The

aJ.arm was sounded, and troops took up defensive positions aJ.ong the
shore.

In the morning, it was dis'."overed that the ship was a trader,

waiting for good weather to come inside.

Everybody laughed, said

Gregg, except the government, whose soldiers continued to drill six

dqs a week. 1l6

In mid-March, the orthodox annexationists made a bid for the
support of Honolu1u i a natives.

Over the noisy objections of the

CoDnittee of Thirteen (to which Miller and Perrin added their voices),

a clerk in Richard Armstrong' 8 Department of Public Instruction began
to circulate a Hawaiian-language paper, the Nu Hau, filled with
articles favoring annexation.

A meeting was called at Kawaiahao so

that the natives might discuss matt,ars.
moderation.

Prince Alexander spoke for

King Kauikeaouli, he said, would never sign awa:g his

country without consulting his people; in the meantime, Hawaiians
generally should be informed on the subject.

The crowds of Hawaiians

packed into the church found. rational calm impossible.

When John I i

spoke lim behalf of independent sovereignty, they applauded him loudly;
when Gerrit Judd spoke for annexation, they hissed h1Jn into silence.
Judd could not let the matter rest..

Later, he went to Ii's house, end

116Gregg to Marcy, March 4; 1854, USDS, Dispatches, Hawaii, V;
David Gregg Diary, March 6, 1854.
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so vehement did he become that I i ordered him to leave .117
Soon afterward, the shrewd researches of Marshal William Parke
brought to light a change in the filibusterers I schedule.

They had

decided to wait until the fall season, and to try then to enlist the
aid of American sailors.

Gregg believed he could see why ~

The

revolutionaries were too few for an attempt in the near future; their
necks might be in danger.

"But when the whaling neet is in port, it.

will be no hard matter to get

I

Jack I into troubles with the police, and

then persuade him that he is w.ronged • • • n Parke began to gather
evidence against the Committee of Thirteen.

He heard that they had

signed a document pledging the establishment of a new government.

He

hoped to be able to get hold of th'9 paper; having done that he would
simply march the signatories to the fort and nleave consequences to
take care of themselTes. n118

In the meantime, the leading members of the Committee and their
adherents continued to be bumptious

am

obnoxious.

The mysterious

Colonel McDonald from California announced that he wanted to be
appointed drillmaster of the native troops, so that when the revolution
came he could deploy them to minimize bloodshed.

He would "play a

friendly part with the King, if he could get into his services, &
quic~

but effectually help to rid him of the cares of royalty. n

117Richard Arms'l;rong Journal, March 11, 1854; Amos Cooke Journal,
l'1arch 15, 17, 1854; Stephen Reynolds Journal, March 15, 22, 1854;
David Gregg Diary, March ll, 22, 1854; Gr-agg to Marcy, March 14, 15,
1854, USDS, Dispatches, Hawaii, V; Miller to Wodehouse, March 14,
1854, FO 58/79. The Nu Hou continued to be published for some months.
118David Gregg Diary, March 30, April 3, 1854; Gregg to Marcy,
March 30, April 13, 1854, USDS, Dispatches, Hawaii, V. Parke never did
"get bold of the paper."
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Lathrop and his fellow-conspirator J the 18.li1Yer J. D. Blair, were
no less offensive.

They attended the kingts birthday levee in mid-

March J an act which David Gregg found sufficiently impertinent-they
were planning the tingls overthrow but accepting his hospitality at the
same time.

In conversation with Gregg, La.t-hrop found much to criticize

at the levees the supper was bad J the dancing was bad, everything was
bad.

ThE! king did not know hit:: own ageJ said Lathrop; Wyllie fixed the

date of his birthday.
Bernice Bishop.

No native, in fact, knew his own age, not even

Lathrop, for his part, could "never endure" being

ruled by a king who was not white.

Both Lathrop and Blair, Gregg

observed, had much to say about "niggers."
Gregg had. never been impressed by the leaders of the CoIlll1i.ttee.
Blair he thought a poor lawyer, almost a simpletonJ "wise in his

Olm

conceit however J and professing all the elements of a grea.t man.

He

is for revolution and a Republic, in order to find a suitable theatre
for his immense abilitiesl"

Lathrop was a good physician, "no doubt, It

but he thought himself a statesman; t he shoemaker, in Gregg I s view,
should stick to his last.

And as for Wesley Newcomb, "he is tolerabl¥

learned in Conchology, but otherwise is not remarkab4r gifted with
sense or discretion.

A more violent, excitable little & unscrupulous

partisan cannot be found on the face of the globe. l1

The committee as

a whole were "foolish conspirators, without anything but the
desperation which pertained to the character of Catiline & his
associates.!!1l9

119David Gregg Diary, March 2 J 18, 21, 22 J April 21, 1854. See also
Gregg to MarCY-J July 24 J 1855, USDS J Dispatches, VI J in which LatbroPJ
at the July 4 dinner of that year, would not drink a toast to the new
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All this time I Gregg and Wyllie had been carrying on their secret
negotiations.

At mid-year these cea::led to be secret,.

Honolulu, in

both official and private circles, was notorious for leakages of
confidential matters; and Gregg found late in M.a;r, 1854, that Gerrit
Judd knew all about the annexation treaty.

About the same time British

Consul-General Miller learned enough to know that something was afoot;
by the end of the sunmer he too had the important facts in his hands.

Gregg was now in difficulties, and, to add to his troubles, Honolulu's
natives shied awa:y from the idea of annexation as the Nebraska
question, being argued bitterly th-'rOUghout the United states, made its
wa:y into the Honolulu newspapers.

Miller" who had alwqs maintained

that Americans were to a man racists and slaveowners, seized upon
this as a means of intensifying his campaign against annexation.

If

the Hawaiians signed away their sovereignty, he said on innumerable
occasions, the}' would be delivering themselves up to a country which
practiced race hatred, slavery" vigilante-ism, and lynch law, which

w..~ filled with crime and corruption, and which had a congenital
hatred of aristocraa,r.120
A:J July 4 approached, the opposed factions of Americanism,

annexationist and filibusterer" fought for control of the anniversary
celebrations.

The committee on orations proposed J. D. Blair as

king Alexander Liholiho, Kamehameha IV, thinking it unbecoming to
Americans to ndrink to 8It1 nigger, even though he wore a crown. n I

have been quite unable to locate the source of Lathrop I s racism.
I have not been able to trace his origins bey6nd. the unhelpful
in!orma~ion that his family lived in New Jersey.
120navid Gregg Diary, April 25, May 20" 1854; Gregg to Marcy, June

6, 1854, USDS, Dispatches, Hawaii, V; Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom,
I, 423.
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speaker of the day, but the organizing meeting at large rej ected the
nomination.

When the question was put to a vote, Blair was found to

have only two supporters--George Lathrop, and A. J. McDuffie, the
volunteer militiaman who had been Lathrop's associate in the early
moves to oust Judd from the ministry in 1853.

Instead. of Blair, the

meeting selected David Gregg to deliver the oration, and stephen
Reynold8 to read. the Declaration of Independence.
were good choices.

Gregg thought these

In his opinion, i f the people of Honolulu were

g1ven the idea that Blair represented American views, the prospects of

annexation would have been killed then and there.

Gregg and Wyllie

had just placed a version of the treaty before Prince Alexander, who
was considering some mnendments.

Public demonstrations, therefore,

should be handled careful.ly.121
Gregg worked hard over his July

4 address. On the eve of the

speech, he was pleased to find that he had a draft which read. better
than he had anticipated.

He did not expect the British or French

residents to like it, but he thought nonetheless that he was justified
in trying to arouse a strong national feeling among American citizens
at Honolulu.

As he saw things, there had been too much subserviency

to Brttish arrogance; besides, he hoped to combat Miller I s "insidious

and unfair" prejudicing of Hawaiian minds on the subject of
8llIl.exat,ion.122
The ,July

4 procession was even more elaborate than usual, as

Honolulu I s Americans staged a splendidly symbolic parade ~

121David Gregg Diary, June 9, 10, il, 12, 17, 1854.
122David Gregg Diary, Juq 3, 1854.
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A car" decorated with evergreens" in which were seated thirty-two
girls of .American parentage" dressed in wbi te" wreathed in
flowers" each bearing the n8lJle of an American state on her sash"
in large gold letters" was drawn by a power unseen. Next. followed
"Young America,," a cOIDp81'J1' of very- young men in uniform" with
another triumphal chariot" on which vas placed a be81ltiful boy"
the very personification of health" strength" and beauty. ltYoung
Hawaii It was in tow" and represented by a boat ga:1l.y trimmed" in
which were eight young native lads" fancifully dressed" and
carelessly eating sugar cane.123
Gregg's oration" heard by a large crowd and reported fully in the
press" altered the attitudes of the native population not at all.

It

did" however" goad Consul-General Miller to new heights of choler.
old Britisher had suffered a severe illness

ear~

The

in 1854" and soon he

began" in the opinion of Wyllie (who had practiced medicine for some
years before coming to Hawaii), to show symptoms of softening of the
brain. l24 This did not inhibit Miller from pressing the antiannexationist cause.

On the contrary, it gave his vehement utterances

the obsessive urgency and sincerity of the slightly insane.
Gregg pushed on vi. th bis treaty negotiations, hoping to be able
to l~ a draft before the Hawaiian legislature in the session of 1854.

Miller persisted with his opposition, arranging" among other things,
for native members of the House of Representatives to bring forward
motions opposing annexation.
Ca.l1tornia at the end of July.

J. D. Blair and George Lathrop visited
Gerrit Judd went about town soliciting

signatures in favor of annexation.

John Ii and the high chief Paki

continued to be adamant against an American connection" Prince

123Judd, Honolulu, p. 181.
124Wyllie to Barcl~, October 12, 1854, Ali" FO Letter Book, XVIII,
150. Wyllie cOI!!ftented frequently thereafter on the decline of Miller's
health.

Alexander seemed to be wavering slight.ly.
b~en

King Kauikeaouli" who had

for months in a state of drunkenness and ill-health" drank on.

Yet another memorial reached the government from nineteen foreigners
at Honolulu" men who had been depending for cOlDllercial reasons upon
annexation" and who were dismayed at the slowness of the negotiations.
At the beginning of September, disturbing rumors came once more out of
C8lifornia" and another m;ysterious military officer" this one naned
Colonel Wilkes" arrived at Honolulu.

Wilkes stayed only a few dqs"

but before leaving he remarked to David Gregg that the ial-ands would
soon have a government with which a treaty of annexation might be
negotiated.125
At the customs house early in September" a box of pistols was
discovered in some goods being landed.

This was sufficient to bring

out the native troops" who remained under arms all night.

Such

8larums and eJtCUreions were very frustrating to Gregg" who bad
drawn up a satisfactory treaty" approved, as he said, by the Hawaiian
~,

cabinet and the all-important Prince Alexander, but de1qad because it
was necessary that the king be Consulted and the king could not be
consulted because he was in a "peculiar condition."
situation as serious.

Gregg regarded the

Subversion of the government was within the

power of Honolulu's foreigners; an outbreak was likely at any moment.

125AH, Cabinet Council Minutes, August 24, 1854; David Gregg Diary,
July 7, 15, August 1" September 2, 7, 1854; Gregg to Marcy, July 13,

26, August 8, 1854, USDS, Dispatches, Hese.i.i j V; 'Wy"1l1e to Joseph
Jardine, July 31,~ 1854, AlI, 10 Letter Book, XVIII" 178-179; Wyllie to
William Lee, &ilpteiiihSi' 7, 1854, !H, FO & Ex" Local Officials; Wyllie to
Kamehameba IV, Februa:ry 13, 1862, AlI, FO & Ex, Local Officials, King's
Book; Miller tC:1 E. Hammond, August 21, October 6, November 15" 1854,
FO 58/79; ~;LesianJ September 2, 9, 1854.
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Placed as he was, Gregg was ready to accept a provisional transfer of
sovereignty as soon as possible, in the expectation that Californians
vou.ld then migrate to the islands in large numbers and make Hawaii
safe from Great Britain or France. l26
The tension perceptible everywhere in Honolulu pushed Miller to

new heights of eloquence.

In a formal address to the king on September

18, he spoke of rumors of annexation coming from the United States ~
though not from the American government, and of alleged filibusters
being prepared in California..
reports.

Miller put no faith in the filibuster

He believed they were fabricated by annexationists, to

frighten the Hawaiian king into abandoning his thrcme.

Letters about

cut-throats, thieves, robbers, and Frenchmen with designs on the
kingdom were simply got up for the occasion; there was no truth in
them.

As for relinquishing sovereignty to the United States, Miller

could see nothing in California that wuld make a good example for
Honolulu or the islands generally.

Taxes on property were outrageous

at San Francisco, and yet the value of property was nullified by
squatters.

Americans talked a great deal about freedom, but not at all

about slavery, squatting, filibusterism, and lynch law.!.27
After months of strain and uncertainty, the issue of annexation
came to a head in November, 1854.

On November 11, David Gregg, har-Wg

observed for some weeks What he described as a threatening build-up of

126Gregg to Marcy, September 7 (misdated August 7), 1854, USDS,
Dispatches, Hawaii, V.
127There are several copies of Miller's Verbal Address in AlI, FO &
Ex, British Consul Genaral, September 18, 1854; also filed there are
some very interesting comments in Wyllie' 8 hand.
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Californians at Honolulu, alerted Wyllie to the gravity of the
situation.

Dangerous men were in town, according to Gregg, armed with

reve,lvers and other weapons.

They would be joined by as

~

as three

hundred residents, and more than three hundred other filibusterers were
poised to leave california for the islands.

Should the govermnent

resist, public and private property might be looted and. the town set
afire.
Gregg and captain Domin of USS PortBDlouth (one of several foreign
warships in port at the time) advised Wyllie on November 12 that an
instant surrender Q£ sovereignty to the United States was the onq
to escape violence.

The two Americans suggested tbat a deputation led

by Gerrit Judd should be

the king.

W&)T

al~oW6d

to urge the wisdom of this course upon

Instead, V(yllie referred the warning to the Cabinet Council.

It seetr.ed clear that Wyllie considered Gregg and Dornin to be
practicing polite blackmai.1:.
annexation.

Wyllie had al.wa;ys been an opponent of

Now he saw a chance to extricate himself and t.be

govermnent he served from an intolerable predicament.

He wrote hasty

notes to the representatives of France, Great Britain, and the United
States-Perrin, Miller, and Gregg--asking for guarantees of protection
should a filibuster be attempted.

and :mother American man-of-war.
French Artemise, and the British

In the barbor were the Portsmouth
Also present, however, were the
~,couuU.ee.

option but to hClnor Wyllie I s request.

Gregg and Dornin had no

Having secured his tripartite

guarantee, Wyllie returned enthusiastically to his favorite notion of a
Hawaiian yeoman a:FJI\V'.

Quickly, he drummed up a local force, "infantry,

artillery and outer island men available with short axes, cutlasses,
13words and spears for close fighting."

Clothed in military might,

Wyllie halted all treaty negotiations, until "they could be honorably
resumed, after every trace of coercion had been removed. n128
Negotiations were never resumed.
suspended animation until December 8.

Honolulu remained in virtual
On that day, the Cabinet

met and cc,mposed a proclamation for signature by the king.

Cc-~""cil

It vas

announced that, in the face of threats to the kingdom, aid had been
requested from Great Britain, France, and the United States.

AI3 a

result, Hawaiian independence was "more firmly established than ever
before."129 The annexation issue, and attendant fears of filibusters,
were di.m1n1shed to nothing.
Honolulu f S ag1 tated official community, and its enemies both
noisy and quietI had supplied most of the actors in the unresolved
drama, but perhaps more importent than Gregg, Wyllie, Miller, Perrin,
JUdd, Lathrop, or J. D. Blair, were two men

wh0 l

for months at a time

in 1854, were not in Honolulu at a11--Chief Justice William Lee and

Prince Alexander Liholiho.

Lee, from the beginning, had opposed

12~ents of the crucial November days mq be followed in: Wyllie to
Kekuanaoa, November ll, 17, 1854, AH, FO & Ex; Wyllie to William Lee,
November 15, 1854, Ali, :ro & Ex; Wyllie to Gregg, November 13, 1654, AH,
FO Letter Book, XVI, 294; Gregg to Wyllie, November 23, 1854, AlI, FO &.
Ex, US Commissioner; Wyllie to Dornin, November 27, 1854, AlI, FO Letter
Book, XVII, 85.!!..; Wyllie to Charles St. Julian, November 16, 1854,
!H, FO Letter Book, DITI, 195; Miller to Clarendon, November 17, 1854,
FO 58/79; Miller to E. Hammond, December 2, 1854, FO 58/79; Gregg to
Marcy, November 30, 1854, USDS" Dispatches, Hawaii, V; Wyllie to John
Ricord, December 1, 1854, All, FO & Ex, Miscellaneous Local. For
retrospective comment, see documents in AlI" FO & Ex, US Commissioner,
January 20, 23, 24 Jl 25, 26, 1855; Wyllie to Jules REm\V', January 31,
1856, Ali, FO & Ex, Local Officials; Richard Armstrong to Wyllie,
March 11, 1858, AlI, FO & Ex, Local Officials.
129The proclamation is in AR, FO & Ex, Local Officials, December 8,
1854. It was published in Polynesian, December 9, 1854, and remained
there in the official notices column for some months.

annexation as strongly as had Wyllie.
sanewbat different from that of the

His strategy, however, was

F~:-eien

Minister, and more subtle.

During the prolonged negotiations between Gregg and Wyllie, Lee
lingered on the outer islands, ostensibly occupied with legal business
arising from his post as Chief Justice.
sent to Lee.
that,

88

All drafts of the treaty were

He was a conscious agent for procrastination, believing

long as there was a possibility of annexation, the United

States would not permit a filibuster.

At the same time, Lee advocated

a statehood clause in the treaty, on the correct assumption that
Hawaii's demand for admission as a state of the Union would prove
unpalatable to the government of the United States.

Filibusters, then,

would be impossible as long as the United States had a treaty in view;
and the treaty would never be ratified by the United States as long as

it contained a statehoQd clause.

With any luck, the islands might

emerge independent once more, and the future of the Hawaiian race
would be secure at least for a time.

'WilJ..ingly associated with Lee in

this devious plan was Prince Alexander, who absented h.i.mself
deliberately from Honolulu more than once, knowing that no decision
would be made without his consent, and therefore making his consent all
but impossible to achieve.

Wyllie, in the thick of things at Honolulu,

was ready to allow Lee to shape the course of events at a distance and
by indirection.

In the end, Lee succeeded as completely as he could

have 'Wished.130

This revisionist view of Lee's role in the treaty negotiations
of 1854, and the new perspective it gives to events in Honolulu, comes
from Charles H. Hunter's work on the Hawaiian statehood movement.
Professor Hunter's argument is circumstantial (none of Lee's private
papers seem to have survived, though Bome of his correspondence with
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King Kauikeaoull had put his signature to the declaration of

December 8 in. an il".fir!!!., sha..lry, disconnected hand.
last time he signed an official paper.
15, 1854.

It was

probab~

the

He died at Honolulu on December

Wyllie hastened to have his successor, Alexander Liholiho,

proclaimed king as Kamehameha IV.
death, Governor Kekuanaoa took a
street corners of the town.

Wi thin an hour of Kauikeaouli I s
comp~

of soldiers totbe principal

While minute guns vere fired on Punchbowl,

the death of the old king and the accession of the new were announced.
Together with Kauikeaouli, annexationism was dead.

The Committee of

Thirteen, too, lost its esprit de corps, and those of its members who
rema:f ned at Honolulu began to reconstrue the history of their
organization into a chronicle of serious-minded, well-intentioned,
mild, orthodox American patriotism.

Meanwhile, the young Kamehameha IV

was creating a new focus of power in the government and a new style of
life in the town; and cabinet members, foreign residents, and natives
alike turned "with deference to the rising sun. n13l

Wyllie is in AlI), but in extended form it offers by far the best
reading of a complex s1tuation. For some indications of Lee IS
importance, overlooked in published works, see these documents in .AlI:
the order of Kamehameha III to Wyllie to negotiate with Gregg, FO &
Ex, February 6, 1854, Hawaiian and English versions by Lee; Lee to
Vl'.fllle, February 11, August 29, 1854, FO & Ex; Cabinet Council Minutes
(Separate), July 17, September 12, 1854; Wyllie to John Ricord, May 30,
1857, 10 & Ex, Miscellaneous Foreign. See also David Gregg Diary,
February 12, June 16, 20, 1854.
131David Gregg Diary, January 21, 29, 1858; Gregg to Marcy,
January 24, USDS Dispatches, Hawaii, VI. George Lathrop, J. D. Blair,
and Wesley Newcomb all left Honolulu before the end of the fifties.
The proclamation of Kauikeaouli I s death is in Ali, hivy Council
Record, VIII, 323; the succession proclamation is at p. 325.

CHAPTER VII
THE NEW SOCIETY
In the reign of Alexander Lihollho, Kamehameha IV, Honolulu

achieved for the first time something like style. Previously, social
consensus had existed only in the city's rare periods of calm,
disappearing without trace when crises (real or imagined) overtook the
town.

Now, by contrast, there emerged a conscious attention to ways

of doing things in common which went beyond past experience.

There

became discernible, in fact, the beginnings of a concern for manners.
It would be lllisleading to exaggera.te the :importance and. extent of
this development.

Courtesy by no means replaced bad tamper as a

prevailing note in the city.
added to the

r~e

On occasion, however, politeness was

of tonalities detectable in society, and for this

reason alone the reign of Kamehameha IV would be worth marking as a
period in the life of Honolulu, one which moreover failed to outlive
the king.
Many circumstances contributed to the growth of new social

attitudes.

In the eighteen-thirties and forties, diplomatic issues had

intruded all too often upon the local scene.
troubled years ending in

Now, after fifteen

1854, ma.IW old arguments were resolved or at

least reduced to quiescence; and nw problems of the first magnitude,
though developing, were not yet sufficiently pressing to affect
Honolulu roughly and directly.

Of all diplomatic causes dating from

earlier decades, only the matter of' the French treaty continued in the
later fifties to agitate the Hawaiian government disproportionately,
and even this no longer threatened Honolulu's security.

Wyllie and

Perrin debated stormily still, but behind closed doors and without
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engaging the town.

One local consequence of the diplomatic lull lias

that strenuous nationalism ceased to be urged incessantly by the
foreigners of Honolulu.

The town could begin to dispose itself more

comfortably-less in emotional armed camps whose bounds were those of
nationality than in pleasanter associations which, though based on
nationality in many cases, could nevertheless find ways of coexisting, and which were fluid enough to give the town a semblance of
the cosmopolitanism it had resisted thus far.
a definitive movement.

Once again, this was not

National lines could, and sometimes did,

re-appear in all their old strictness.

But at the very least it might

be said that there occurred far fewer hostile infringements of that
well-developed sense of territoriality which distinguished the
nationality groups; and, further, there might be descried faint
glimmerings of ccmmmity feeling as opposed to, and superior to, the
old and grJ.dging agreements once accanplished after exhausting
struggles by veto groups.
These developments were aided in part by a more sophisticated
system of identifications working among the foreign residents of the
town,

m~

of whom had. spent the better part of a lifetime at Honolulu

and vere coming to think of it as home for themselves and. their

families.

If lines of demarcation remained clearly in evidence, at

least their presence was noted more quietly and regarded more politely,
with the consequence that occasions upon 'Which the lines might be

crossed safely becBlwB more nume~ou8.l

1.rhree Poliresian editorials illustrate neatly this change and its
limits. Tlie
rst, on January 20" 1849, rema't'ked that Honolulu, being
small, was noted for private feuding ov'er public questions. "Every new

r
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The absence of important diplomatic issues in turn gave Hawaii's
royal court a chance to become what it should
for the formal expression of good feeling.

alw~

have been--a place

Since the mid-forties J

court life had been regulated ostensibq by the 60de of Etiquette of
the Congress of Vienna J but there were unseemly breaches of protocol
from time to time J as when foreign representatives noisily and forcibly
demanded access to the king rather than being content to deal with his
appointed ministers J or when the British Consul-General and the
Hawaiian Attorney-General came to blows at a levee.

Now, with the

business of diplOJ!l8.CY' becoming less a struggle and more a formalitYJ
court U.fe could become at once more secure in its very existence and
more elaborate in its arrangements J leading the United states
Commissioner to remark that i f any diplQ1lt8.t should die at Honolulu J it
would be of a "fit of etiquette."
At the same time J changes in the composition of Honolulu's

division into 'Which our little society breaks itself, reduces by so
nmch the extent of the views of each petty clique J because the first
operation is to wall in, for the purpose of preventing egress J although
the same barrie:k" almost as often serves to hinder ingress also J so
clumsily is it thrown up in most circumstances." The second J on June
28 J 1856, remarked that the foreign community of Honolulu was very
settled, content to live in the present J rather than looking to the
past or the future as the focus of life. Just like the pandmms tree,
said the Polynesian, man put down roots, and Honolulu's foreigners of
the fifties were able to marry ~ educate their families, and enj oy a
full Bocial life in the town, so that "people now-a-days surround themselves with comforts and build up institutions that were not dreamed of
a score of years ago, and taking root in the soil to which they have
transplanted themselves, and without in the first place having intended
anything of the kind, by the dove-tailing of events J become • • •
'permanencies.'" The third, on August 22, 1863, talked about Honolulu
society as still basically "analytic," with numerous subdivisions and
constellations, occasionalq ninterlacing. n Further change might come
as young locally-born people, without the stigmata of foreign originJ
grew up to take their place in society.

FIGURE 27.

ALEXANDER LlHOLIHO

Bishop Museum photo
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official community helped to open new social vistas.

Since the end of

the Great Revival, the town's New Englanders had been gradually losing
their dominance in politics and. in social life.

With the accession of

Alexander Liholiho, their displacement became an incontrovertible fact,
manifestllJg itself in man;y ways.

The exclusivists became the excluded.

The king himself lent support to this trend..

the throne at twenty" strongly' anti-missionary.

He was, on cOOling to
Oerrit Judd" former

missionary and former cabinet minister, put it Ull1d.ndly when he wrote
some years later that Alexander Liholiho" "educated by the Mission"
most of all things dislikes the Mission.

Having been compelled to be

good when a boy, he is determined not to be good as a man.
by morning prqer meeting"

Wednesd~'

Driven out

evening meeting, monthly' concert,

Sabbath school, long sermons, and daily' exhortations, his heart is
hardened to a degree unknown to the heathen.

Natural.l.1" he chooses

associates whose feelings and practices are in union with his own. 182
There vas far more complexity and sophistication in Alexander
Liholiho's personality than Judd wou1d acknowledge, and the king vas
moved by considerations more subtle than mere anti-Calvinist animus;
but the rgy31 fiat" in fact, did remove a number of mission-affiliated
government officers in 1855, and death took more during the next few
years.

It was by no means a clean sweep: several Americans, among

them some New Englanders, remained i11 office.
however" was clearly at an end.

New England leadership,

In addition" the reign of Kamehameha IV

2Judd to Rufus Anderson, Ma:,y 1" 1861, in Judd Fragments, II, 207-208.
Judd wrote at a t1me when the king was hard at work helping tc
introduce the Episcopalian religion to Honolulu. Judd's remarks might
have had some point before the king' s M9-.rriage and before the Neilson
shooting, but by 1861 they were grossly unfair.
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coincided almost exactly with an administrative re-organization which
greatly lessened the dependence of the Sandwich Island Mission on the
American Board in Boston, and which culminated in the dissolution of
the mission and the establishment of self-sustaining churches in the
islands. Many former missionaries stSiYed on c.s pastors of native
congregations, and their common voice made it possible still to refer
to a "mission" group in the community.

Many

others, however, left the

church to go into business, and in doing so they were led to make
social concessions of a sort that would scarcely have been approved by
I

1:::.dd & Co. ill the fOrties, and certainly not by the mission fathers • .3
No single group replaced the New Englanders as self-proclaimed
leaders in government and town, and the varied origins of the new
policy-makers encouraged compromises at the local level. Further, the
admixture of Englishmen, Europeans, and non-puritan Americans in places
of power and influence mee..."lt that Calvinist social practice ceased to
be mandatory, commanded deference no longer, and becwne in the end
positively unfashionable.

Doctrinaire Protestants continued to fight

to define the terms of pollte behavior, but others at Honolulu came
to value polish above simple, sobel' morality..

The mission group,

unyielding, found itself in time outnumbered and outmoded" its

3Amos Cooke, abandoning missionary work in favor of a. h\lsiness
career, tried hard to reconcile the old and the new. "The Lord seems
to be allowing such things to take place that the islands may gradually
pass into other hands. This is trying but we cannot help it. It is
what we have been contending against for years, but the Lord is showing
us that His thoughts are not our thoughts, neither are His ways our
~s= The rill of the Lord be done.. .. • Honolulu never looked so
green and pieasant as now and the trees increase very rapidly. Our
large plain of sand is now covered with vegetation and is laid out into
lots. I am proposing, ere long, to purchase some of them as I am about
to become a citizen of the kingdom. 1t Amos Cooke Journal, June 3" 1851.
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definitions now those of a pass' minority rather than a powerful elite.
Its members were faced with the choice of joining the dance of life at
court or taking their leave.

Most chose to depart.

On rural Oahu and

in some districts of the outer islands, the old morality was preached

still with unabated fervor, but in the generation which began with the
accession of AJ..:sxander Liholiho, Honolulu ceased to belong, even
formally, to the God of the Calvinists.
Forced onto the defensive, and confronted by opponents far more
urbane, devious, disarming, and successful than those encountered in
the early evangelical period, when right and wrong had seemed
dramatically distinct, Honolulu's Protestants did not accept their
dislocation quietly.

Thenceforth, the times were perpetually out of

joint for them, and. the end of' their term as banders-down of the social
law opened a period in which they were identifiable primarily as
disturbers of the social peace.

In the failure of their protracted

struggle against the liberal establishment could be seen the victory of
a new social style.

Despite the government's best efforts, controversies reminiscent
of the old ds\ys occasionally troubled Honolulu.

In 1856, Honol'illu

Police Magistrate Jeremiah Evarts Chamberlain (son of the pioneer
missionary- Levi Cha.'l1berlain) wrongly ordered the lfilipping of George
Bailey, an American seaman charged 'With attempted theft, but not
properly convicted.

United States Commissioner David Gregg took the

matter to the highest diplomatic levels.

Chamberlain resigned, and the
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Hawaiian government grudgingly paid compeIlGation. Four years later,
Gregg's successor, James Borden, waved a knife at Henry Waitney, editor
of the Pacific Commercial Advertiser, in the course of investigations
into the American consular hospital at Honolulu.

At about t.he same

time, French CODIIlissioner Emile Perrin seized upon the testamentary
bequest or a semi-literate Catholic foreigner, Jose Nadal, to create a
teapot storm over the right of the Catholic Bishop of Honolulu to
inherit under a will brought before the probate court.

And when da;rs

were dnll, the cit.y's pre9s reverted to the religious wrangling of
earlier decades. 4
Nevertheless J Alexander Liholiho' s reign was marked by an ess&;r
at conscious eleganee, as has been observed.

The French language began

to be heard in pollte discourse J a cirCUlllStance unthinkable a
generation before. The new photographic cartes de vis!te were much
admired.

Social fUnctions were designated

matiMes,

so~esJ th~s

dansantes.

a la franiaise:

Invitations requested

le~es,
~.

In this somewhat rarefied atmosphere, even the French Commissioner
experienced some difficulty in arranging parties that were sufficient
soign6, and derogatory comments circulated in the official cOllllllUlrl.ty
concerning the quality of his duty-free wines and brandies.
When contretemps did occur at the highest levels of society in
Honolulu, they were scandales rather than diplomatic causes of the kind
so familiar earlier.

Three affairs in the reign of Alexander Liholiho

lItrhese affairs may be followed best in correspondence wi. th the
United States Co=:dssioner and the French CODIIlissioner for the relevant
years, in !H, FO & Ex. The important point is that in each case the
Hawaiian government was ab16 to hold its stated positions against the
£oreign diplomats.
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were of particular importance.

The first two, which provided a great

deal of titillation for the community at large, demonstrated as well

that the kingdom could manage its own affairs and those of foreigners
much more firmly than had been the case in the forties and early
fifties.

The third involved the king himself, and brought in its train

a social and religious re-alignment which contributed to Honolulu I s
strong drift awa:y from American Protestantism.
The first of the affairs alternated between melodrama and bedroom
farce.

The chief actor was Chan.cellor Landais of the French Consulate

at Honolulu, who had earned the reputation of a lady-killer.
out the early months of

1855,

Through-

there had been rumors of liaisons with

several ladies, young and not so young.

Then, in Mq, it was asserted

that he had been keeping assignations with the wife of one of the
townls most successful American merchants.

Natives working in kalo

patches near Landais l house had observed the lady arriving and
departing two or three times a week; so had some of the merchant's
brethren among the Odd Fellows.

There were private discussions in the

official CODi'lilinity about the best way of clearing up the matter". but
nothing was done immediateq.

Gossip about this and other peccadilloes

of Landais continued to nourish until the end of

1855.

One night at the turn of the year, French Commission.er Perrin was
strolling about town.

He happened to pass the Alakea Str ~et home of

the lady in question, where he saw Landais on the sidewalk blowing

kisses to a figure in a window abovee

Perrin crossed to the other

side of the street, but Landais caught hinl up and said that a French
diplomat had come to a "pretty pass" when he "condescended to pltq the
spy."

Perri.."l replied that the French chanr:e:ll:>r was "handsomely
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engaged.. It but that this was perhaps not very strange for a "Mulitre
Dominique."

With that.. Landais took his sword-cane to Perrin.

By chance.. Marshal William Parke was passing.
not before Perrin was bruised and bleeding.

He intervened, but

At Perrin's request,

Landais.was put in custody, and although Landais applied for a writ of
habeas corpus, the Honolulu courta denied him.. ruling that the affair
was a matter for the French government, and that Perrin, being Landais t
superior, was within his rights in seek:ing the temporary conf1 nement of
his subordinate.
Perrin and the local authorities agreed that no good purpose would
be served by trying Landais for assault and battery at Honolulu, since
a court case would only drag the compromised lady" and ber husband
through the mnd.

Landa13 was duly sent back to France.

lllth him

'Went a shea! of documents an.d the sword-cane in question (when Parke
had seen it, the sword was hard to remove from. its sheath, but Perrin
apparently cleaned" sharpened, and oiled it before shipping it home).
The American merchant left for. the United States with his wife and
family.

Perrin alone remained in Honolulu, to spread the story that

Landa1s some years before had coDlllitted incest with his daughter, that
his wife had found out about it and deserted him.. and that this was the
reason why Landais had left France to come to Hawaii in the first place. 5

The best siDgle source on the Landais affair is the David Gregg
Diary. Gregg, calling Honolulu a "scandal-ridden town," obsessed with
ftatories and sU8picions~" recorded scandals; stories; and suspicions
tully. See entries for April 8, Mq 17, 20, 22, 30, August 16,
December 31, 1855.. January 2, 20, 21, 22, 23, Hovell'ber 27, 1856. See
&80 .AH: Ministerial Conferences, January 1, 1856; All, Privy Council
Record.. X, 5; Hawaiian Reports, I, 353 !!.; Perrin to Wyllie, January
1, 1856, AH, F6 & Ex, French COJIIIDissionerj Wyllie to Parke, January 2,
1856, All, FO & Ex, Local Officials; Statement of Marshal Parke,

The second scandal of Alexander Lihol1ho' s reign involved the
Princess Victoria K8'I!amalu, daughter of Kekuanaoa, sister of Alexander
Liholiho and Lot, heiress of Kaahumanu, ward of John Ii, a product of
the Chiefs' Children's School, and the intended bride of David Kalakaua.
In mid-January, 1857, Prince Lot had entertained as a dinner guest at

the palace the Honolulu auctioneer Marcus Monsarrat, British-born,
Hawaiian-naturalized, and a married.

118D.

Not long aSter Monsarrat had

taken his departure, Lot, alerted by a servant, found him in Victoria's
room with his clothing in some disarrq.

Lot told Monsarrat that i f

he remained in Honolulu it would be at t1"..e risk of his life.
sailed for San F1';'ancisco on January 21; three

~

MOlWarrat

later the story

becmue public and created a sensation in the town.
Though he vas decidedly persona non gr!ta, Monsarrat retumed
quietly to Honolulu in May.

As Boon as his presence

the king coDlllanded hilt to leave forever.
that he would never go voluntarily.

W8.8

discovered,

Monsarrat refused, declaring

Thereupon, the king ordered his

arrest. MonsatTat was brought to the palace and confined overnight.
Rumors

re~hed

Wyllie and others that some of the town's foreigners

would attempt to rescue Monsarrat, but nothing happened.

Earl,. next

morning, the prisoner was marched down to the harbor and set on board a
ship which had been specially detained for the purpose. Monsarrat was
to be banished for life on .Alexander Liholiho's imtiative and
responsibility. Legalistic arguments might have been made against the

January 4, 1856, AH, FO & Ex, Local. Officials. There are Dl8!l,V letters
on the case in AH, FO Letter Books, nx, XX, XXI~ The tiny French
diplomatic and cOi1BUlar community continued to have internal troubles
for sOlIe Yeers. No one could get along with Perrin, for one thing.
No other dispute, hOlrever, involved the town at large.
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king's course of action, but no one advanced them.

The vindication of

royal honor vas all-important. 6
According to David Gregg, Alexander Liholiho at one time had said
that the befouler of his sister's reputation should have been shot down
like a dog)

Within two fears, however, the king, nappy in his own

domesticity, Jield.ed to the pleas of Monsarrat's wife and reduced the
term of Monsarrat's banishment from life to seven years. 8 Just a few
months after this royal gesture, the king shot and seriously wounded
his own private secretary, Henry Neilson, in what he believed to be a
defense of the virtue or his wife, Queen Emma.
Neilson, a young American of good family, bad come to Honolulu in
1850.

Quite quickq he joined the l!IIIla1l circle of close personal

friends gathered about the king and queen.
I

In 1855, Neilson was made

private secretary to the king 1d.th the rank of major. The relationship

was more thm official. Heillion was as much the king' s drinking and
travelling companion as anything else; and he shared with Charles

6rbe David Gregg Diary again is a good source. See entries for
January 24-28, Mq 20, 21, 1857. AH, 10 & Ex, bas copies of the major
documents concerning Monsarrat's arrest and ~an1shment, filed at Mq,
1857. See also Gregg to B. F. Hardy, February 2, 1857, and Gregg to
D. A. Ogden, July 25, 1857, both in Ch-egg Letter Book, 1857; Wyllie
to Baron de 'fbierry, June 2, 1857, AH, FO Letter Book, XXVI, 114.
Wyllie regarded Victoria 88 simple, goodhearted, and unsuspecting, the
victim of what he described U a vell-meant but totally mistaken
education. In bis mind, Victoria should not have bad the education of
an ordinary female schoolgirl or chorister, but should have been
brought up to know her dignity as a princess. Ha.d this happened, he
said, an auctioneer would Dever have been able to find access to her
person. Her fall was thus the fwit of the Aascetical fanatical"
missionary spirit.
7David Gregg Diary, J &nU81'1 27, 1857.
8.1 proclaaation appeared in the papers to this effect.
Commercial Advertiser, Mq 20, 1859.

See Pacific
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Gordon Hopldns that extension of royal immunity which permitted
bohemian members of the official group to take native mistresses,,9
Al6xander Liho1iho, in 1859, was in his mid-twenties, a fiashingly
inte1ligent, charming, and handsome man, but less than rObust, and
given to occasional dark moods.

He suffered frequent attacks of

asthma, and for this and. other reasons of general health be made it a
habit to leave Honolulu as often as affairs of state allowed.
Following the old royal practice, he travelled between islands with
a convivial entourage.

M81V of his happiest months were spent in

re1&xation at places such as Kailua-Kona on Havill and. Lahai.na on
Maui, where his retinue occupied !!!8ll1 houses in close proximity,

indulging in a great deal of reciprocll1 visiting and entertaining.
In September I 1859 I the king was at Lahaina, disporting himse1f'

with his friends in the seclusion of a cluster of grus huts and
western houses' which had been a pla;yground
decades.
boring.

or

Hawaiian royalty for

The diversions available were mild enough, perhaps even
SomehowI within the close-knit group (just how has never been

made clear), a suggestion arose that NeUson was trespassing on royal
prerogative with Emma.

The king, angry and mortified, took a small

boat, loaded with liquor, out to sea for almost forty-eight hours,
then came back at night, picked up a brace of pistols, walked to
Neilson I shouse, found. him on the verandah in his night-clothes ready
'to retire, and shot him in the chest at close range.
Within a dq or two, Alexander Lihollho, stricken by conscience

9For an interesting comment on the social position of Neilson and
Hopkins, see David Gregg Diar,y, June 26, 1856.
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and alcoholic remorse, had established to his own satisfaction that
Neilson and Emma vere guiltless.
Neilson to health.

This, of course, did not l"e3tore

The chest wound in itself was serious, but not

immediately fatal; NeUson's general condition, however, was less than
sound, and for the rest of his sh0.rt life he remained an invalid,
dying of c0118UlDption and related ailments in 1862.

following the shooting, the king vas distraught.
abdicate, but was dissuaded by his advisers.

In the months
He prepared to

His moods vent up and

down with the doctors' reports on Neilson, and his own health declined
under thel continual strain. 10 There was no question of legal expiation
of guilt: formal proceedings vere never discussed, much less initiated.
Perhaps Alexander Liholiho could find solace in religion.
Here were the real origins of the Episcopal church in Honolulu.

l~eilson's own letters from the time of his arrival in the islands
to the shooting are in typescript copies in AH. There are ma.n;y letters
bearing on the case in the lima Collection, MSS, .AH. See also David
Gregg Di817. The Honolulu newspapers never carried an open account,
although brief references were published, understandable only' to people
who knew beforehand the matter at issue. Atter the immediate
consternation, the press carried notices of the king' s trips to and
from Lahaina to see Neilson. In Ali, FO & h, Local Officials, from
September 17, 1859, to the end of the year, is a long series of letters
between 'Wy'llie, Alexander Lihollho, and some others. See also .AH,
Ministerial Conferences; and AH, Cabinet Council Minutes, for the same
period. US C01iIIdssioner Borden showed some disposition to make a
diplomatic case out of the shooting of Neilson, who was American-born
but a naturalized Hawaiian. Wyllie stopped that iJlmediately--another
instance in .-nich the Ha-.-aiian government showed ability 1;0 contain
crisis. Borden to Wyllie, September 21, 1859, and Wyllie to Borden:
September 23, 1859, both in AH, FO & Ex, United States Commissioner.
Who incited the king? The evidence is incamplete and rather
contusing, but the JIlOSt likeq euspect is Gorham Gilman, a New
Englander and long-time resident of LahaiD.a~ ODCe very close to the
monarc~ but later a sour and strong opponent. The king was at
Gilman's place not lo~. before he set out to sea; and after the shooting Gilman was very energetic in trying to get NeUson to make
statements for the papers. All this should be regarded as cirC1Ul1Stantial and speculative, however.
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It the king were seeking religious consolation, it would not be to
Congregationell8lll that he vould turn.

He had rej ected long ago the

spareness of Hew England Protestanti8Dl. By contraat, the Episcopal
church vas attractive, with ita rich rit!lalism and general panoply,
its hierarchical organization, and its close attachment to the
monarchicrnl polity ot England.

During his stq at London in the course

of his world tour in 1849-1850, Alexander Liholiho had been greatlJr"
impressed, and when in 1856 he married Emma at Kawaiahao Church he
directed the officiating minister, Richard Armstrong, to use the
Church of Eng1and. service.ll
In 1859 the aging Wyllie, too, vas looking toward religion.
the t.ime of the Heilson shooting, Wyllie was dangerouslJr" ill.

At

He

did not recov8l'" his health until early in 1860. He had t.hought
hiJIlaelf close to death, and in these straits he had renewed his old
enthusiasm for the Episcopal church, of which he had been a staunch
advocate since his appointment to the Hawaiian cabinet..
By December, 18,9, the king, with the support of his wife and of

Wyllie, 'Was ready to aid in setting up an Episcopal church at Honolulu.
He offered to donate a site for the church, together with $1.,000 a year

lluseful information of various kinds on the Episcopal mission m~
be found in T. N. Sta1.EfY', Five Years I Church Work in the Kingdom of
Hawaii (London, 1868); Henry B. R8starick, Hawaii, 1778-1920, FrOm the
Viewpoint of a Bishop ••• (Honolulu, 1924); Henry B. V61pp1e, Lights
and Sbadove of. a LOt: kiSCor-te • ~ (Hev York, 1899); and these
articles by liidi'ew..
ira The Church in Hawaii, 1778-1862,"
Historical
asine of the Protestant iac al Church XVTII (1949),
;
son 1 3 -1
I . P. G. Missionary to Hawa:11,
1662-1866," Historical
az1.ne or the Protestant isc al Church nx
(1950), 21.4-2;
orge uon, Priest and Schoolm.uter,
ritiah
ColUllbia Historical Quarterly, XV (1951), 47-70. The best short
account lof the origins and early years is in Kuykendall, Hawaiian
Kingdom, n, 86-99, which uses available documents well.

to pay a clergyman. This was not to be considered as establishing the
raith as the state religion or Hawaii.

The constitution of the

kingdom placed all forms or worship on an equal rooting, and thus no
governmental appropriation could be made ror the new church.

But the

king and queen, like other citizens, vere free under this same
constitutional prortaion to choose end to patronize 8!V' religious
raith.12
The Hawaiian cozusul at London, Manley Hopkins (brother or Charles
Gordon Hopkins), enlisted the help of prominent Anglican churchmen.

An

in~erested

response led to the enlargement or the proposed mission

trom one headed by a siJllple clergyman to a bishopric.

Tne Reverend

Thomas Bettleship Staley was selected to rUl the post. He arrived at
Honolulu with his assistants in October, 1862.
The Epizscopalian clergymen round. themselves plunged directly into

controverSY'.

AIIlerican Protestants at Honolulu had been watching the

development ot .Anglican plans.

In the beginning, when. it had been

assumed that the Anglican missionary would be a low church clergyman,
there had been lukewarm approval. When it was learned that a bishopric
was contemplated, and when it was further made known that Staley and
others connected with the mission were in fact the highest of High
Church Anglicans, calling themselves Rerormed Catholics, coldness
appeared in Protestant c01IIIlents.. For a decade, the work of
Episcopalians at Honolulu was complicated greatly by unrelenting

l2wyllie to Manley Hopkins, December 5, 1859, AH, FO Letter Book,
XXXIII, 21-22.. 'l'bereatter, Wyllie's letters addressed to Hopkins in
London, and Hopkins' replies, which are in !H, FO & Ex, Hawaiian
Orficials Abroad, contain great amounts or information.

CalTinist opposition. The situation paralleled in lIl8IlY

wtqB

earlier

Q.uarrels over the Roman Catholic "invasion" of the islands.l )
Alextjl1der Liholiho and Emma, for their part, had awaited eegerly
the despatch of Staley.

The bishop was to have baptised their four-

year-old son, Prince .Albert, the apple of their ffYe and the darling of
the native population.

Since Kamebameha I, no reigning Hawaiian

IlOnareh had produced an heir who survived to 31aturity, and hopes for
the perpetuation of the dynasty were thus locked up in the life ot the
yoUDg

by

Haku

pro~

0

Hawaii.

Queen Victoria had consented to act ae godmother

for the little boy.

A silver christening cup vas sent to

Honolulu in the care of the newly-appointed British Ccmmrl.ssioner,
Wi.ll181l Webb Follett Synge.

Synge errived at Honolulu in advance of Stalq--on August 22,
1862, fiTe dqs atter the bishop and bis party left South8Rlpton on
their voyage out.

Synge found the Prince of Hawaii fatally ill.

birth, the little boy bad. been

amazing~

sturdy.

Since

He had travelled

l3E. W. Clark, pastor of Kawaiahao at the time, apparently' felt
particularly threatened. His letters are among the most strongly'
anti-Episcopalian. See letters to Rufus Anderson, October 30, 1861,
lovember 8, 12, 1862, December 8, 186), in E. W. Clark Letter Book~,
MSS, HMCS. Supporters of the new project criticized the exclusive
spirit of the Protestants, and could even find lnuBor in a 8ituation the
Protestants regarded 88 serious. "I suppose Judd and Corvin !pastor of
Fort Street Congregational church for foreigner1S7 • • • look upon this
new establishment in the same li~ht that Hopkins ~arle8 Gordon
Hopkins, vbo had herds of cattleJ viewed a rival butcher's shop, &
they doubtless think that theiJ" fold is sufficient for all the sheep in
this neighborhood." William Webster to .nexande~, April 16, 1861,
Kalanianaole Papers, MSS, AB. See also Kamehameha IV to Webster,
September, 1861, Emma Collection. '1'he Pacific COBIlercial Advertiser
attacked Staley trom the moment of his arrival; the PoliJiesian and later the Hawaiian Gazette defended him. A pastoral address by Staley
on lew Year's Dq, 1865, produced a newspaper war tor months afterward
in which W. D. Alexander, a missionary son, engaged Stalq. Both sides
published lengthy" pamphlets.
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extensively with his parents, and he played vigorously and with good
humor at all time!!..

Just before Synge landed, however, a mysterious

illness etruck the prince: sunstroke, some thought, or "brain fever,"
as others said.

without avail.

The desperate efforts of the kingls physicians were

The prince was bapt.ized hurriedly according to the

rites of the Church of England (E. W. Clark of Kawaiahao, performed
the service). He died on .l~l1gl1st 27, leaving an anguished father and
mother and a desolated Hawaiian cCllDllUIlitiT.14
Bishop Staley arrived to take up his work before the general grief
had subsided.

Emma was baptized within two weeks of his landing; and

at the end of November, 1862, the royal couple were co nfirmed together
as members of the newly-ehartered Hawaiian Reformed Catholic Church.

Wyllie followed them tllO dqe later, along with Attornq-General
Charles Coffin Harris and SuprElll1e COliJ.--;; Justice George K. Robertson.
In December, David (alakaua vas confirmed.

He took a seat on the fii":::t

synod with Governor Kekuanaoa~15
The first Refonned Catholic services were held in a small building
at Nuuanu and Kukui Streets, formerly used by Methodists.

The site

donated by' Alexander Liholiho for a permanent building was on &nma
Street, and there in 1867 a "pro-cathedral" was dedicated.

The

church's headquarters in Honolulu have been on that site ever since.

14Wyllie IS correspondence in AH, FO Letter Books for that period;
the weekly newspapers; and the numerous expressions of grief that came
from ca.mnity organizations (rUed in AH, FO & k) give indications
of the great sorrow that was felt.
lSThese events may be followed in the Polynesian tor November and
DeceJRber, 1862. .A. draft or the charter is in AH, Interior Department,
Miscellaneou8, Charters, October 30, 1862; and the grant is in .!H,
Pi'ivy Council Record, II, 9$.
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Within a few years of his arrival, Staley became a member of the
Privy Council.

There was also, at one time, a move to have him

appointed President of the national Board of Education.

The Reformed

Catholic/!' own education program vas quite energetic from the
beginning, with boys' and girls' schools in Honolulu anf.

~l:r.",..:b.aI'e_

Successor 5chools still exist todq: Iolani School for boys, which
grew out of St. Alban's College; and St. Andrew's Priory for girls,
both at Honolulu.16
The tone of Staley's approach to religion continued to be
offeIl8ive to Honolulu's Protestants.

The bishop was quick to learn

Hawaiian, and. the king himself translated the Book of CODIIlon Prayer
into the native language.

As well as a good part of the official

cODlllmnity, then, the Reformed Catholics hoped to attract natives, and
8-arvices vere held in English and Hawaiian.

Native delight in

theatricality was vell met in the new church, with its chanted liturgy
and rich vestments $

Protestant natives could be found. who ridiculed

the whole business (one told his pastor that the bishop looked like a
pupule-a crazy man--with an auction

nag

on his back); but in early

competition with other denominations Staley did wel.l.

For quite a

time, his church was crowded at each of three Sun~ services.17
The social policy of the Refomed Catholics was very different
fran that of the Protestants.

Temperance, so dear to Congregational

l~uykendall, Hawaiian KingdCll!., II, 97, has a good ahort account of
the founding of churches and schQols.
l7Wyllie to Bishop of Oxford, November 14, 1862, AH, Fa Letter Book,
14$; E. W. Clark to Rufus Anderson, November 8, 1862, E. W.
Clark Letter Booka; Dwight Baldwin to Amos Cooke, October .30, 1862,
HMOS} Polynesian, November 1$, 1862, July 18, December 26, 1863.

nn,
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hearts, was irrslevant

w Staley. Semal morality was taught with a

les8 cireuDlscribed view of what might be good for Hawaiians.
the rest, Staley in his first months attended a

~

As for

at Waikild., and

later became a leading advocate of the revival of native observances
as part of the funeral rites of deceased !!!!!.18
Such a combination of evident religious ritualism and apparent
social retrogression was too much for the Protestants.

They fought

Staley as hard as they could from their position on the perimeter of
official society, and were pleased to not.e that the Roman Catholics
of the town also opposed the Reformed Catholics. During the reign of
Alexander Liholiho and for a fev years thereafter, Protestant agitation
had little effect.

'When the king died on November 30, 1863, the

palace grounds were filled with weeping natives, and while the body'
in state J memorial chants and

d.ance~

were performed.

l~

Bishop Staley,

in arra.."lging the order of the funeral procession, relegated PI'Otestant

ministers to a place they found insulting..

In consequence only one,

E. W. Clark, attended the service, and he went, so he said, mostly
because he wanted to see the Refonned Catholic church, which he had
never visited.

He reported that "nothing could be more popish" than

the rites observed by StaJ..ey.

Clark found the displa;y of the bishop's

crozier and "all the other nummery" to be "not a little diagusting.u1 9
The Protestants were humiliated further when, upon the death of

10:E. W. Clark to Rufus Anderson, November 8, 1662, HMCS; Mark Twain,
Letters from the Sandwich Islands (San Francisco, 1936), pp. ll5-ll6.
19E• W. Clark to Rufus Anderson~, February 12, 1864, E. W. Clark
Letter Booke. See also Wyllie to :M. Desnoyers, February 1, 1864,
.All, FO Lett'3r Book, XL, 411; Pacific Commercial Advertiser, February

4, 1864.
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Princess Victoria K8JIIsM aJ u in mid-1866, Staley assumed prerogatives
which seemed perllous1.7 near to those of an established church.

Henry

Parker, the young pastor of Kawaiahao, conducted services at his
meeting-house (Victoria Kam8JIIs1 n had been a member of his congregation),
but Bishop

St~ey

forbade Parker to

pr~

at the graveside.

Staley

claimed the right to burr all members of the royal familY', whether they
were Retollled Catholics or not.

He insisted that the royal cemetery in

Nuuanu was consecrated ground, and had been from the time of Alexander
Liholiho's .funeral.

None bout Reformed Catholics m:1.ght officiate

there. 20
Sharp and hurtful definitiona such as these rebounded finally upon
the Refo1"ll8d Catholic Church e.t Honolulu.
ldnd had been injurious

Religious extresi8lll of one

to the fortunes of the Congregationalists;

nov, at the othel' extreme, Staley began to experience di1'ficulties.
A lurking suspicion remained in the minds of JIl&D1" foreigners at
Honolulu that the Reformed Catholics were tools of British policy, that
a church-state alliance was formed by' Alexander Liholiho (and continued
by his brother-successor Lot Kamehameha) with a view to a close British

connection.

The journey of the widowed Queen EDIna to England in the

mid-sixties did much to strengthen these fears, and the Advertiser in
particular plqed them up, beyond

~hing

justified by facts.

Thus,

attacks upon the Reformed Catholics came not from American Protestants
alone, but f!"c:l the numerous American republicans in the town.

Then

too, the High Church tone of the bishop's Anglicanism offended many

2°Gerrit Judd to Henry Hill, JulT 3, 1866, ABCFM Letters; Pacific
Oommercial Advert.iser, July 7, 1866.
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members of hia awn fioek, who, as it happened, were predominantly
Low Church.

It vas a very complex situation, but by the end of the

sixties Staley had clearly worn out his welcome, even vith Emma. While
he vas avq on a visit to England, a large faction in his congregation
petitioned to have him removed.
They did not agree vith Staley

0"1

doctrine or practice, so they

reported to the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel.

Nor could

they tolerate the ritualism of Staley's deputy, Thomas Harris.

Staley

faced an impossible state of affairs upon his return to the islands.
He resigned in Mq, 1870. His final voyage to England vas linked vith

a scheme to surrender the Episcopal Church at Honolulu to American
control.

This, as much as the temporary failure of the mssion,

angered the dowager queen Fama, who resented the idea that the church
might be passed from. hand to hand.

-The incapacity of one man at its

head, Ii she wrote, -need not be a reason used to move its source or
foundation • • • of course our late Bishop would do his uttermost to
bring about such a change it would be just the thing to cover his own
disgrace as it were of expulsion from his diocese he said as much to me
two or three times during scme threatening conversations before he
left here • • .n 21
EDma was liiore than ready to l q responsibility for the fiasco at

21Emma to Kamehameha V, April 7, 1871, EDna Collection (NylenAltman). Some indication of the issues mq be gleaned froml Thomas
Harris to Secretary of SPG, April 27, 1869, HHS; Daniel 8mi th and
others to Secret&1'1 of SPG, March 13, 1869, copy in Fama Collection

(Nylen-Altman), Miscellaneous Documents; Gerrit Judd to Rufus Anderson,
March 23, 1869, ABCFM Letters; o. o. Harris to Manley Hopkins, December
26, 1870, All, 10 Letter Book, L, 521 ff.; Pacific OODllercial .Advertiser,
April 17, July 10, 1869, January 1, 1'870, M~ 20, 1871, March 16,
August 3, 1872.
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Staleyls door, and it mq well be true that the bishop and his
superiors in England misjudged matters.

Had. Staley been a Low Church-

man, the new mission might have been able to take some sort of Dd.ddle
ground in the town IS religious life.

As 1t ",,--as, the Protestants and

Catholics made things difficult. for the fiedgling church, and internal
strite over

f'01'Dl8

of worship cOlllpleted its roster of troubles. 22

Honolululs Episcopalian clmrch survived, without the political
and social standing it had enjoyed under the sponsorship of Alexander
Lib~liho

and EJama.

substantive victory.

The town l • Protestants were content wit.h
Their satisfaction, however, vas limited

virtually to this single instance.

Church dogma and practice were not

the only fields in which they tried to prevent change during the later
fitties and the .sixties. They were vigorous and acrimonious, but far
less successful, in attempting to assert leadership in matters of moral
concern such as the theater, social dancing, liquor, and prostitution.
The Protestantmi.ssion, from the beginning, had been stringent in
its condemnation of the drama, regarding western theater as only

22m in all the religious sector was perhaps the most troubled in
the life of the co1!l'lllUnity• In Alexander Liholiho I 21 reign a tiny
Methodist church came into existence and died :1WCV", victim of
internecine strite. Mormon missionaries clashed with government
officials over the right to preach and the right to perform marriages
(the authorities were reluctant to stretch the constitutionls religious
freedom clauses to include the Mormons). And Fort Street Consregational
Church, serving foreigners (including several ex-missionaries), was
beset by arguments which resulted in a rapid tU.!"l!Qver of pastors. None
of these circun:stances reached beyond the congregations into the C(lllmunity at large, and so they are merely noted here without amplification.
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slightly less corrupting than the Hawaiian hula.

Not so much because

ot this as because of the inadequate resources ot Honolulu's isolated
white connunit.y, organized theater did not

ap~ar

until 1834, when a

group of young Americans (most of them Unitarians) founded the "Oahu
Amateur Theatre."

King Kauikeaouli, in the midst of his moral revolt,

permitted the actors to use his grass palace tor their first
performance of "Raising the Wind," and even helped with the stage
management.

The Theatre moved later to the dining room of the well-

known restaurant of Major Thomas Warren, where performances were given

intormall.y tor several months. The mission kept up a steady"
proscriptive barrage, but the theater attracted good houses, which
included nativas u well as whites, indiscriminately seated.
In 18)6, the "Friends of the Theatre" broached the subject of a

peraanent house for their compan;y, but the king, by then allowing the
ct-..ristian chietess Kinau to make most decisions tor him, would not give
approval to a proposed subscription drive.

The building was never

constructed. Later in the thirties, most of the people associated with
the group-the trader William Hinckley and his wife Charlotte; the
anti-mission printer Stephen Mackintosh of the Sandwich Island Gazette;
Charles Rand Smith and his wife Harriet--left Honolulu tor one reason
or another. 23
A decade later, interest in theater was sufficient to bring into
being the Oahu Thespian Association (whose members were mostly

23This early period is very well covered in an interesting and
amusing article: Helen P. Hoyt, IITheatre in Hawtdi-1178-1840,"
Hawaiian Historical Society, Annual Report, 69 (Honolulu, 1961), 7-18,
which has a good. bibliography.
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Americans and Englishmen). First performances were held on Maunakea
Street, in a building large enough to seat seventy-five in boxes and
two hundred in the pit. Petitions for a pemanent site were received
favorably by the king and the Privy Council.

Gerrit Judd abstained

from voting" but King Kauikeaouli and other important people in the
coDlDlUDity bought stock in a canpauy fOiiilod to build and run a theater.
Missionary protests achieved nothing.
Hale Diabolo, as the

P!"ot~Btants

The ltdevil's plqhouse," or

urged native Christians to call it,

was attended reasonably well, and when the Royal Hawaiian Theatre was

erected in 1848 at Hotel and Alakea Streets, audiences continued to
be satisfactor,y.24
Thonceforth, Honolulu's theatera were never without royal
patronage. Amateur performances vere given partiC\llar encouragement
in the late fifties by Alexand.er Liholiho and Emma, who sometimes took

part in musical concerts and excerpts from opera. 25 Deter.minants of
success in the theatrical world" in fact, vere economic rather than
moral or even social. One after another, the theatrical canpanies of
the city encountered financial difficulties: the Thespians, the Royal
Hawaiian Theatre, Foley's Varieties, and a number of' independent
managers.

24m, Privy Council Record J IV" 73; G. M. Robertson to Stephen
Reynolds" October 25" 1847, AlI, Interior Departmant Letter Book, II,
Part 1, 160-161; Stephen Reynolds Journal, September il, October 28,
November 8, 181~7; P09'n:esian, September 11, 1847. Hawaiian Annual
for 1881 bas a good short account of the 1848 season, taken mainly
from the Polp1esian and the Sandwich Island News.

2~ 1856 Gel'T'it Judd had capitulated and gone over to the enem;y,
to become treasurer of the Hawaiian Theatre Compm.v. Wyllie Papers,
Hawaiian Theatre Company, 1848-1856, Minutes" February 1, 1856.
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Nonetheless, a great· ~ f SlnOO8 actors and singer& passed through
Honolulu,

especi~

in the late :Corties when. both Californi.a and

.Australia were booming with gold rushes.

Edwin Booth, early in his

career, was at Honolulu for a month vith a

CODlpaDiY

of Shakespeareans 0

Booth vas not yet a recognized star, and some of his daytime hours were
spent with a bucket of poi and a brush, sticking posters on street
corners.

.All the same, Honolulu saw his Hamlet before most of America

did. Lola Montes touched briefiy at the port, en route to the
Australian diggi:'1gs and their showers of gold, but she could not find

tae :·to

perform in Honolulu.

In the wake of these and other

celebrities came scores of second-rankers and unknevns, briDging with
them snippets f'rom Shakespeare, gea !rom opera, moralistic drama and
farce, and a wide range of' specialty acts.""l5WOrd-svallowers, f18lleeaters, living skeletons, Chinese tumblers J glass-blowers, trick
rideI'iJ, Swiss bell-ringers, jugglers, india-rubber men, magicians,
mesmerists, and electro-magnetists.

As alwqs and. everywhere, public

taste was heavily in favor of frivolous entertainment, and the lot of
the operatic soprano or the Shakespearean reader lias not a happy one.
The natives of' Honolulu would break down fences to get to a circus, and
minstrel shows almoat always did well; but the tragediaIll Walter
Montgomery cODlDitted suicide because his talents went unrewerded. 26
By the siJdiies, all but the most intransigent in the mission

colllllUnity had conceded defeat on the question of theater.

In fact,

26rhe Po~sian gave the drama. a good press, especially under the
editorship 0 the theatrically-inclined Charles Gordon Hopkins, an
Englishman who vas a stockholder in the Royal Hawaiian Theatre am who
had pltqed several parts on the Honolulu stage. The seasons and
successes mq be very well followed in the newspapers.
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the

now

of influence was in the other direction.

The mission group

had always been willing enough to allow church buildings to' be used for
"suitable" perfo!"'\;8llces (for example, benefit concerts of sacred music
by reputable singers for worthy causes).

By mid-century, conditiona

were liberalized to include the use of churches for temperance dramas
produced by Sundq-school associations; and church members were
pemitted to take part in concerts or tableaux-vivants staged in the
town to raise money for church improvements.

Partial rapprochement

was assisted by the fact that Mary Cooke, daughter of the Chiefs'
Children' 8 School teachers and a graduate of Punshou, developed a
voice of professional quality and vent on to become an operatic singer
in the United States, thus giving the mission cOJllllUIlity of Honolulu

something of a vested interest in respectable though profane theater. 27
In its own terms, dram.a was considerably less than mature at

Honolulu.

As late as the beginning of the reign of KiDg KalakW& in

the seventies, there had not been a performance of a tull-length
serious

pl~

or opera by

&

cast consisting

sole~

of professionals.

Most touring companies were very small, and the aid of local amateurs

was frequently enlisted.

Then too, five acts of tragedy or of

harrowing Italian opera on a hot tropical night would have exhausted
too stamina of the average theatergoer.
melange~

A typical bill offered a

perhaps the high spots of a Shakespearesn pla;y, a short farce,

some singing, and one or two specialty acts.

27Tbe liberalizing process mq be observed in the Protestantdominated Pacific Callmercial Advertiser, Mq 20, 1858, December 3,
1863, November 17, 1866, April 6, 20, September 28, October 5,
November 2, 30, December 1.4, 1867, November 19, 1870, October 21, 1871.
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Nonetheless, the theater at its height in Honolulu achieved a
fair degree of social glitter.

One indication of the decline of

puritanism in the town was the linking of bohemian theatricel
profeesionals and amateurs with socially praDinent patrons.

In the

forties, it had been necessary on occasion to hire native policemen to
keep order in the pit, and in the circle "gentlemen" used to sit in
their Slirtsleeves; but a generation later, a royal command performance
was

an event of a different nature. The Royal Hawaiian Theater on

Alakea Street was a building incongruously like a New England meetinghouse" l1et in a be&lltitul tropical garden where stdltiiar-lng dragon-flies
hovered and sailed in and out the windows (and where centipede:::
sometimes invaded the reserved seats).

There, patrons could train

tbeir opera glasses at a range of less than fifty feet upon
a really elegant 8I1dience; tickets ten s b1 llings each, eTening
dresses, uniforms of e'Tery cut and color; cbiefesses and ladies of
every tinge in dresses of every color; novera and jewels in
profusion, satin playbills, fans going • • • Kanaka women in the
garden below aelliDg b&Danu and peannts by' the glare of gleaming
tOI"Cn0G on a sultry, tropical moonlight night. •• It a familiar
air was struck upon the piano in the orchestra, the Kanakas lying
in the grass under the garden fence took up the refrain and hU1lDed
it softly and sweetly; the music ceased, the plq began, the
listeners in the street, seeing no part of the stage-little, in
fact, save the lup-light streaming through the waving banana
leaves-bullied theuelves with talk; they buzzed like svaming
bees, they laughed like careless children, they echoed the
applause of' the spectators, and 8iiiIlsed themselves lIightiJ.y.
Meanvhile the royal family was enjoying the plq in the most
natural and unpretentious fashion .. • • Ever,ybod;y in that bouse
knew everybody else; a sl)litary stranger would have been at once
discovered and. scrutinized. It was like a soeial. gathering,
where, indeed, "carriages may ~e ordered at 10.30; n but most of
the participants walked home. 2

26Charlea Warren Stoddard, The Island of Tranquil Delights (Boston,
190,), pp. 197-200. Stoddard records here the impressions of the
English actor Charles Mathews (hence the ticket price in ahiJUngs
rather than dollars). Stoddard goes into great detail on the theater
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As with the theater" so with social dancing: from the beginning,

the Protestant mssion regarded it as inmoral, like
course of subsequ.ent events was similar.

the~.

The

The vhite cODlllUni ty in the

twenties and early thirties was so small that the issue did not arise
in public; but !l"om the mid-thirties, with

iiiui"~

ioITLit.es-i.Wi

6~C:iCillY'

white women--in town, and more visitl! by war-ships whose officers
liked to dance, the question of acceptability beeBe overt.
A. test case arose quite soon.

In 1836" a party was given for the

British officers of Lord Edward hasell's Actaeon b7 Mrs. Little, the
church-going widow of an American sea-captain (she later JIl81Tied
Wlll18l'1l Hooper, a Ladd & Co. partner and acting United States
consular agent).

The guests drank br81U\{, plqed cards, and danced

with her and with other Honolulu ladies.
time still

&

Peter Brinsmade, at that

mission supporter, Slmday-school teacher, and lq

preacher at the Seamen's Chapel, remonstrated with Mrs. Little.

She

was unrepentant, holding that dancing had nothing to do with the state
of her soul.

She had danced at hoIl'..e on the American mainland and had

been at the same time a member in good standing of her Protestant
congregation, and. she could not see that geography' altered morality.
\then she was threatened rlth excision from the newly-formed Bethel
Church unless she stopped dancing, she continued and was dismissed.
Several other foreign women followed her lead, and the exhortations

of his time in Honolulu, and is probably the most evocative single
source. Newspapers have been used as the principal source for two
UH MA theses: Thelma Brown, "A History of the Theater in Ilonolulu
During the Reign of Kamehameha V, 1863-1872," (1942); and Margaret
Frowe, ftThe History of the Theatre during the Reign of King Kalakaua,
1874-1891," (1937). Both theses have useful bibliographies.
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of Seamen' s Chaplain John Diell did no good. 29
This was a straw in the w:ll1d.

The appetite of naval commanders

for sophisticated entertainment persisted, and ma.n;r people in town were
ready to meet them more than half18\Y.

Dancers, by 1839, were caught

between two kinds of crtticisms : visitors found that Honolulu' s ladies
could not walt.z fast enough, and Protestant
ladies for daring to waltz at all.
by practice, the second was ignored.

taking part.

missioIUlr~.es

damned the

The first criticism was corrected

By 1840, official Honolulu was

While the United States Exploring Expedition under

Lieutenant Charles Wilkes was in town, Hannah Holmes gave an enormous
~

for the officers at her Nuuanu country house.

Two hundred guests

sat down to eat in the afternoon, and that night Governor Kekuanaoa and
the mission-educated government adviser Timothy HaaJi1io watched as the
company waltzed and. formed seta for cotillions and reels. 30
During the

next few years (and for decades thereafter) shipboard

balls were held almost every time a foreign man-of-war came to town,
and often a foreign consul gave a dance in return at bis home.

'When

the socialite bachelor Robert Crichton Wyllie became Hawaiian Foreign
Minister in 1844, the invasion moved a step closer to the center of
society. Wyllie was a tireless dancer as well as a persuasive

ad.voca~e

of the idea that the monarchy should encourage the social graces.

29peter Br:insmade to his wife, NOVember 23, 1836, Brinsmade Papers.
By the end of the thirties, Mrs. Little had quite broken with the
mission world, and was entertaining the free-living John Coffin Jones
and bis Spanish wife. C. McDonald to Levi Chamberlain, December 12,
1838, HMCS.
3Oraxc'In Dean Atherton, California Di~, 18.36-l8~j ed. Doyce B.
Nunis, JJ:O. (San Francisco, 1964), p. l2;Sandwich eland Gazette,
M8i1 4, 1639; Polynesian, November 28, 1840.
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Less than eighteen months after his appointmen't, and in the face of
strong mission criticism, there was dancing at the palace.
the mission 'Was on the defensive.

Thenceforth,

Courtesy dictated that royal and.

official invitations should be accepted; lROralitY' dictated that dancing
could not be condoned.

Commonly, missionaries attended dinners and

departed before dancing began; and Ilyllie (so one missionary
complained) could hardlY' wait until they vere out of the room.
missionaries in government 1lI9I'e caught fairly in the Bdddle.

Former
Richard

Anlstrong found danc1ng at the palace "very objectionable." His
colleague Gerr1t Judd held out for some time, but finally allowed his
eligible daughters to dance.
as vell.

The argument involv,d other young people

Precisely when Stephen Reynolds I dancing-school girls were

making their debuts, the missionaries vere convincing the king that
the Chiefs I Children I s School pupils should be kept

B!tIq

fran offioiaJ.

and private danoing parties. 31
The missiona.ry- retreat became a rout in the fifties.

Opponents of

dancing had been able thus far to avoid royal balls and attend only
soirees, but by 1851 dancing
social functions.

ll8S

beginning to encroach even upon minor

During the next few Y'ears, most holidays vere

celebrated with dances in the eVening, including some of the solemn
national days w1Uch in the past had been marked by temperance feasts

3lWyllle to John Young, March ,,, 1846, AH,FO & Ex; Wyllie to Steen
Bille, October 28, 1846, .All, FO Letter Book, V; !H, Cabinet Council
Minutes, March 3, 1846; Amos Cooke Journal, March 11, 1846; Richard
Armstrong Journal, March 17, 18,1; Stephen Reynolds Journal, June 19,
1840, Mq 12, 1842, February 27, 1843, October 29, November 21, 25,
1845, March " 17, 1846, January 14, 1852; Mott, "Honolulu 1848;"
~e.ian, !pill 17, 24, 1841, Febrg,ary 13, August 28, October 16, 23,
1 ; Sandwich Island News, Septe:lIlber 2.3, 1846, Ap:t"U 20, 27, 1848;
Pacll'ic i1ODiii8rc1BJ. Advertiser, April 3, August 14, 1862.
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and early nights or periods of fasting and hUJlliliation.
Alexander Lihollho's reign saw the triu.mph of danCingl and the
eophi8ticated royal example led to private imitation.

The pattern

of formal official balls was repeated in the colJlllUn1ty at large.
"Subscription assemblies" became part of the social season.
Organizations such as lodges I fire companies I volunteer milit1a corps I
and national clubs gave invitational balls, and private parties on a
~nal.l

scale

dancing.

C8l1le

in large measure to stand or fall on the issue of

Henry Whitney's Pacific CoIImercial Advertiser conceded this

in 1.856 1 saying that benevolent societyaeetings no longer aeemed

amusement enough.
dancing.

Older people, said the Advertiser I still opposed

Some well-bred people omitted it from their parties for fear

of giving offense; young people lik!rl to dance, but they too feared
offending.

Thus, parties without dancing became "intolerable bores."

Men stq-ed on t.he verandah talking about. the weathsr, tbe rate of
whalers' exchange, and the price of putty; women sat within discussing
collars and hooped skirts, and all "got gratefully under veigb" when it
vas time to go bome.

In the same year, the Advertiser eOl'llllented

caustical.1.y on a holldq dance I not because there was a dance but
because the invitation co...-is had bsen "poorly' got up.n32
There were problems associated vi th the dancing lite, just as

32pacific Commercial Advertiser, November 20, December 41 1856.
For the spread of dancing in the town see Stephen Reynolds Journal,
June 15, 27, 1849; David Gregg Di&!7 I J anua17 19, 1854, Febrnary 9 I
1857; AmOB Cooke Journal, Mai1 2, 1848, April 14, 1853; PO~81an,
June 23" 1849, July' 26 1 August 2, 18511 November 26, 18~3~UDe 3, 10,
July 8, 18541 December 20, 1856, July 10, 1658, Jun~ i l l 18, 1859,
Maroh 17, Mq 19 1 1860, Mq 2, 1863; Pacific COl1IUerc1al.
Febrnary 4,
Advertiser, June 2, 16, 23, 30, 1859 1 March 22, 1860.
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there had been with the infant theater in Honolulu.
difficult: for example, to provide good music

OJ

It was somewhat

Stephen Reynolds

occasionally plqed the violin at his dancing school.

At other times

he engaged Black George Hyatt, the negro clarinetist, and whatever

supponing musicians be could fJ.ul around town--mostly faltering
itinerants, drunken and unreliable.

.An embryonic ro;yal band was

ssl!lembled in the forties, but its existence and skills were less than
secure.

Ships' bands were often drafted into service on shore, and

with the heavy incidence of dancing parties in the fifties one or two
semi-professional ·cotUllon bands" were formed.
Still, in 1861, it proved hard to find adequate music for an
important reception..

It vas Queen Victoria's birtbd8¥, a titled

visitor vas in town, and the Anglophile Alexander Liholiho and bis
wife Emma attended a supper and ball for four hundred guests, organized
by the BriUsh cOJllllUIlity.

The Y'oung Englifilh .erchant Theopbilu8 Davies

(later the founder of' one of Honolulu's biggest bueines8 houses) vas
in charge of the music.

He hired a French piccolo player, just off a

warship, to put together a group.
Davie8~

The evening was a disaster for

though royalty and the Engllsh visitor were not visiblY'

embarraased.

'!'he piccolo prevailed over the violins in "God Save the

King" (the current H&waiian national anthem) and raced bars ahead in
"Rule BritiiWlis," during which the guests promenaded and m.ade their
bows.

Davies ned outside, threw himself into a chair, md covered

his face with a handkerchief.

The first violinist followed him

("My God, Mr. Davies, I can't stqn).

Davies vent in again, removed

the piccolo player, end left the two violins to finish the evening.
The next dq he got a note from the Frenchman: "Sir, I am surprised
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you have fall down all DIY' orchestra.

Here is my bill $60."33

Dav:l.es' m9rtification vas a IUnor thing. Maj or social t.riumphs
by far outweighed it in the town.

One of the most lav:l.sh events of

Alexander Liholiho' s reign was a gigantic faney dress ball given by
Foreign Minist,er Wyllie in 1860 and ati.ttnded bY' every prcmli nent
p,.

1.ulan outside the mission eollllllUdty (including the Catholic bishop,

who of course

C81118

as bimselt).

quadrilles was composed by tvo

Special D!lUsic for lr.lt=e~ and
re~1dent

German professionals, Herren

Waldau and Hass1ocher; the hall vas decorated by" the professional

artist Paul Emmert, and the cateriDg vas by the French hotelier
Victor Cbancerel. Wyllie came as a Scottish highland cbief, and so
did the venerable Governor lekuanaoa. There vas a Titania, an Undine,
and a Beau Brwmnel; and Queen Emma herself came as Oybele-a !!!Z
non-Protestant religions figure. ~
Other signs of the times appeared.

Ae early as 1850 neclc1 i nes on

evening gowns had descended very low; and propriety nov perm!tted
fan-pla;y, whispered compliments over iced drinks, and midnight carriage
rides after the dance.

Courtship came to focus on the ballroom rather

than the meeting-house. By the end of Alexander Lihollho' s reign,
holidaJ parties included children's cotillions. Young people grew up
to dance at court and at the delightful evening parties held at
Wa~ldk:i

for the entertainment of Honolulu socialites and of

distinguished visitors such as the Duke of Edinburgh, who made an

33T. H. Davies, "Reminiscences," tn>escript, IIMCS; Alfons Korn,
The Victorian Visitors (Honolulu, 1958), pp. 163-165.

34Polyne.~, July 7, December 1, 1860.
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extended

st~ in Honolulu

in the summer months of 1869)5

Just as theater had mads its way into mission preserves, so did
dancing.

Punahou girls, confined to calisthenics in schooljl turned

to dancing after graduation.

The young Hew Englander J. B. Atherton,

arriving with fine Protestant credentials to seek his fortune in
Honolulu at the end of the fifties, was surprised to find that his
letters of reference led him to rmailies in which the young people
danced.

The apparent victory of frivolity was complete by the late

sixt.ies and

ear~

seventies.

Queen Fmna was present at the opening of

a skating rink to watch the grand march, the lancers, and quadrilles-all on roller skates.

Public balls were so crowded that two bands were

needed and the gallopade became a positive danger.

Temperance lodges

sponsored temperance balls; the native DlE!IIIlbers of Kavaiahaols choir
organized mid-s\Ulllll£lr dances; and missionary offspring were seen
"dancing themselves giddy" at weekend parties in the country. 36

Among the most striking dancers in the reign of Alexander
Liholiho and later kings vere several young part-white and native girls

35Stephen Reynolds JOUL-nal, July 25, 1850; Yates, "Reminiscences;"
Pacific Commercial .Advertiser, March 26, April 2, July 9, 1864, July 8,
1865, JulY 24, 31, }.agust 7, 1869; Hawaiian Gazette, Ju~ 8, 1865.
Wyllie spent days· of Official time In 1864 arranging a children I s fancy
dress ball at which he proposed to apP'3ar as "Bobbie Wyllie" in his
highland chief IS costume. AH, FO Letter Book, XLV, 1-12.

36J • B. Atherton to Sisters, January 3, 1859, HMOS; Charles illred
Castle to Wife; July 21, 1873, HMOS; Pacific CODlIIlercial Advertiser,
August 3, 1867, Ju~ 1, 22, November 18, December 16, 1871, APril 6,
July 6, 1872; Bennett's Own, December' 7, 1869, January 11, 1870.
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of good family.

The painful c1.qs of the first entry of Stephen

Reynolds' girls into polite society were SODle years in the past, and
those mo succeeded them were fortunate enough to enjoy the ambience
of a l'JOI:lbisticated court which bad for its leader Queen Emma, hersell
part-white.

Emma, far more than ar:JY queen before or after her (except

perhaps the archetypal Kaabumanu), was a style-setter, and she chose

to enhance her own considerable nair

by surrollndi ng herself with a

bevy of young ladies-a-lfaiting, native, part-native, and white.
During her reign and later, it would have been virtually imposs1bla

foi' a guest to wind his wq through a court cotillion without
eneountering a non-white girl or two. Most

visito~s,

and particularly

naval officers, wouJ.d not have preferred it otherwise. There were
SOlll.e very beauti!\1l and sparkling girls at Emma's court, and they
became favorite companions of visitors on picnics and horse rides.
The social succeS8 of the young ladies was noticed approvingly in

the Po1lnesi8ll, whose editor, Charles Gordon Hopkins, was a bosom
companion of .Alexander Lihollho and. Emma.

Hopkins, an Englishman of

bohemian tastes, was an outspoken critic of what he described as the
lugubrious Anglo-5axonism of most of Honolulu t s Americans. His close
friend Henry Neilson practiced what Hopkins preached. Neilson brought
his native mistress to quadrille rehearsal parties, where she dBllced
with the king and with Prince Lot)7

The midwestern American David

Gregg, recording this in his diary, found it a "significant fact" in
Hawaiian morals. He remarked that in Europe it would seem. strange
for such a person to be the guest of royalty (all this proved, of

37David Gregg Diary, December 29, 18,6.
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course, va that Gregg knew very little about European court
custOJlS ) .38
Some remrlned at Honolulu who saw danger and not delight in even
the most superficial Jdx1ng of the races. Opposition stemmed
principally fram the Protestant missionary group,

JUDy'

of mose members

were at ease o~ in care!ul~ delineated and institutionalized

relationships with Hawaiians and part-whites-tor example, as teachers,
pastors, benevolent uplifters, but Dever as intimates or equals •.39
By the time or Alexander Liholiho and Emma, the mission could do little

David Gregg Diary, March 17, 18, 18,9; and Po1pesi~, April
18S8~ August 6, 16,9, for other comments on half-wbites
in society'e

38See

17, Hq 1,

.39Tbis is a very- complex subject, worth lIuch !!Ore space than I can
Havaiiana, of course, were far from being the only
people at Honolulu who fail.ed to measure up to Rev England stilDdards,
but the subject of social relations with natives bad an edge missing
1'rcm discussion of other groups. 'fo begin with, Hawaiians found it
very' difficult to becaae ordained Protestant lIliDisters before the rise
ot an independent native church in the 18608. It vas even aore
difficult tor Hawaiians to enter the personal world of the
missionaries& if there ·was a close friendship between a missionary
and a Hawaiian, ic. has elJcaped me (I should perhaps exclude tbe rather
special relation of Bingh_ and Judd to the high chiefs, and contine
the questioD to petty chiefs and cCIIIIloners). It was alIIlost impossible
to conceive of a mssionar,y or a llissionary son marrying a Hava:1ian or
part-white. or all gener~ classifiable white groupe in Honolulu
trca Ilid-een~ry to the mid-seventies, the mission families Y3r$ by far
the least likely to aarry &W8¥ trClll their native American region,
tbeir religion, their class, and their race (sge genealogical Charts
in HMOS, and tombstones in the missionar,y section ot the cemetery at
Kawaiahao). Samuel Chenery Damon, the Seamen's Chaplain, preached a
broad racial. tolerance verging on equalitarianiBII, but he vas regarded
as eccentric on this point, and not by missionaries alone. Most
mission people would have endoreed the remarks of young Charles Judd,
son of Gerrits no native wife for him; hmrever well-born; he wanted
good Hew England stock. By the time the plantation era was well under
way, young men of missi.onar;y descent together with other owners and
Dl8D8gers were re~ to exercise the traditional ri~ta of landed
classes aJlong their workers, but that is peripheral to considerations
at hand bere.
devote to it here.
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one wq or another to affect the existence of interracialism at court.
Down-town, however, there could be observed the recurrent spectacle of
the races mingling in p1v"sical surroundings and circumstances which
would have been regarded as sordid even bad the issue (:If race not been
present.

Honolulu's middle and upper Cl88S8S resp!mded in a variety

of wqs to the nourishing waterfront dami-monde, almost all of whose
denizens were native or part-white.

Some citizens (principally those

who had native mistresses) were permissive; a great l11BJlY more pretended
that the down-town area simply vanished after dark; and at the other
end of the range of opinion W88 a quite strong punitive feeling,
traceable to the Protestant eommunity and its fonnal adherenta ..
The drawing of lines between polite and down-town society, of
course, W88 Dot alw&y'S a matter of race or Jiora1s alone, but rather
of those two considerations together with class.

Cultivated Hawaiians

and part-whites, as JIlUch 88 pure wites, wanted to dissociate
themselves from the lower reaches of that legally-branded area by the
waterfront where mechanics, s8ilors, native artisans, and peddlers
took their pleasure, where liquor was sold within the law to whites
and outside the law to natives" and where women might be bought and
sold, illegally but openly.
'!he lines were crossed from time to time.

As in other port

cities, respectable businessmen made money directly and indirectly
from. the demi-monde.

Owners of down-town property, too, collected

rents from enterpJtises of doubtful legality and morality (at one
point Dr. T. C. B. Rooke accused Foreign Minister Wyllie, the city's
most vocal urger of legislation to regulate prostitution, of allowing
several small houses he owed to be used as brothels, and Rooke
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need not have stopped with Wyllie).40 For the most part, however"
tacit understandings born of expediency proved adequate to cover such
situations.

Some of the town '8 professiona.l men and merchants even

found it possible to divide their tiJle between down-to'h'n dance-halls
and suburban drawing rooms.

Nonetheless" outside the immediate royal

circle (where a subtle kind. of protective bmmnity seemed to operate),
the members of polite society" and not Protestant society alone" fc;und
it unset.tling to encounter at their dances and parties ladies f'rom
dow-town" who had stepped outside the limits defined for them by
custom.
It was unlikely that strict Protestants and prostitutes would ever
meet socially. What did happen, all the same" was that young men of'
respectable i f not puritan background" caught up in the soci81. shift
between non-dancing and dancing and unable to learn the new skills in
"proper" circumstances, vent to down-town dance-halls and brought
back not only techniques but attitudes.

The ,Advertiser, conceding that

the old version of polite society needed some enlivening, was upset
by the implications of the new wq-: Itlf persons are to be tolerated in
society who frequent such scenes" we shall soon cease to wonder at the
effrontery with which on a recent public occasion" known prostitutes
or cast-orf mistresses" who by some chance had obtcl.ned admission"
though we are infomed that no tickets had been issued to them by the
managers" were selected as partners by young men who would indignantly
resent

4Or.

aIIy

imputation on their own respectability, and who danced with

C. B. Rooke to Cbas. W. Vincent" september 26"

& Ex, Miscellaneous Loc81..

1854,

Ali, FO
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them under the very eyes of virtuous ladies, who perhaps had been their
predecessors in the dance w.l. th these misguided youths."41

The down-town world of dance-houses, restaurants, taverns, and
houses of assignation had arisen, like 1IlOSt of Honolulu, in response
to the imperative needs of the whaling neet.

Within the legal area

for liquor sales, inland as fer as King Street and westvard. from
Huuanu Street toward Nuuanu stream, grew up a district of dilapidated
native huts and. tenements,

t~

bar-rooms,

coffee-shops~

and run-dow

"boarding houses," all turning to the harbor for their opportunities
and income.

This part of town vas not much frequented by politt

Honolulans.

As early as the mid-thirties, it had been vell understood

that the waterfront vas no place for a lady, an impression confirmed
year by year during every whaling season, even those unmarked by
serious riots or depredations.
The lower classes--white "mechanics" and natives generally-found the crowds, thE: bright lights, and the gaminess very congenial.
Night after night streets, shops, and bars were busy.
1840, cOJlJllon seamen of the Un; ted States

~loring

As early as

Expedition found

native dancing partners down-town while their superiors waltzed at
Hannah Holmes' luau in Nuuanu.

During the next fifteen years, there

was a rapid importation of foreign dance forms.

By the mid-fifties,

the down-town world was able to celebrate Christmas and the Hawaiian

'!'Pacific Commercial Advertise~, November 20, 1856~
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Thanksgiving Day with an elegant supper, toasts to all and sundry, and
"the most intricate quadrilles, foreign waltzes, mazurkas, redowas,
etc."

The "Working-Man" who recorded this was amazed to find

amo:n~

the "humbler orders" of the native population. eo much "gTace and
elegance. n42
What struck him as grace and elegance appeared to the official
world as nothing more than swinishness.

Chief Justice William Lee, in

his annual report to the legislature in 1852, described the public
dance halls of Honolulu as the great sources and indeed the primary
cause of the vast

81IlOUJl'~

of fornication and. adultery that disgraced the

city. Be urged their suppression, predicting that otherwise the rising
generation of Hawaiians, "f:rom whom so much is expected, and for whom
so much has been done, must irretrievably fail, and be consigned to
infamy and shame. n43

Lee, a New Englander who had unbent sufficiently

to attend fomal dances, remained orthodox for the most part in his

social views, supporting among other things quite harsh penalties for
the offenses grouped under tl-.e moe kolohe lava, on the unassailable
ground that i f exemplary punishments were good for New England they
must be good for Honolulu. 44 Marshal William Parke carried out a
campaign against the dance houses in 1853, under existing lava on
oommon mllsance.

It was then announced prematurely that, although some

young men had opposed the purge, the dance houses were dead. 45

42PolJnesian, October 10, 1840, December
43Chief Justice, Report, 1852~ p. 112.
44Chief Justice, Report,

1854,

4Spolynesian, March 26, 1853..

pp. 9-10.

... , , 1856.
")'7
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That they were not dead was indicated unequivocally by their
re-appearance during the faJ.l whal i ng season of 1856. Bar-room hours
had been extended till midnight,46 and once again sailor and citizen
alike might "pass the night in the 'mazy dance' with chaste Island
maidens, .or make appointment-a to 'meet me by moonlight alone.'"
Opposition on the part of officialdom was not dead either.

At the end

of 1856, two well-known hotel-keepers, Joe Booth of the NationaJ. Hotel
and. Joseph Dawson of Liberty Hall, were prosecuted under the common

nuisance laws for allowing native women to assemble for "lewd purposes"
at the dance-houses they ran in conjunction with their taverns. 47
A conviction in the Honolulu police court was followed by an.
appeal to the Supreme Court. Booth's case was heard be£ore a jury
of foreigners chosen from a list supplied by the British ConsulGeneral, a practice still sanctioned by treaty but not much used since
the stormy c:1l\Ys of the fortiesc

The jury included Charles Gordon

Hopkins, and also Marcus Monsarrat, who was soon to become notorious
in a scandal involving Princess Victoria KamamaJu.

Booth was found

not guilty by this "picked jury," in spite of a strong charge by
Supreme Court Justice George Robertson.

The acquittal produced a spate

of shocked letters in the Advertiser, and some hand-wringing by the
Hawaiian-language Protestant newspaper Rae Hawaii. One of the jurors
wrote in reply' a long letter to the.. Polynesian, explaining why he voted
against convicting Booth. The prosecution's argument, he said, vas

46.AH, Privy Council Record, X, ll2; S. Spencer to Messrs. Booth and
others, December 30, 1856, .Ali, Interior Department Letter Book, VI, 436.
.

.

47pacific Comercial Advertiser, November 13, December 4, 1856.
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that dancing with prostitutes corrupted public morals. His own view
was that the words "strumpet" and "prostitute" connoted a class of
women, socially degraded, who sold themselves for money-woman entirely
sepeLrated from the rest of society.

In Honolulu and the rest of the

kingdom, there was no such distinction.

The dance-hall women Itmay be

better looking, some more bold, some more mercenary than the general
run of females throughout the islands, but it is a fact which we are
all well aware of, that after singling out an insignificant fraction
of the well educated and the well looked after, the remainder-the
vast majority of native lIOIIlen--are all one class; one in habits, one
in feeling, one in iiicrals, one in their associations.

proscribed class as in other countries ••• ft

There is no

HOlfj then, could the

native women be prevented from gathering where they wished? They

!!!!:!. the public; their IIlOrals were public morals. Could the whole
female population be declared a nuisance?

"It is DDlch to be feared

that there exists here some of the Anglo-Saxon race with the selfish,
unsympathising, over-bearing natures, only too characteristic of it,
who, in the am:iety to establish a cordon sanitaire around the pure
morality of their own aons, or their own brothers, would ha.rdly'
hesitate to return even tJ':.;.s verdict."

He himself could not support

this idea; hence bia not gullty vote. 48
Booth and his fellow dance-hall proprietors opened their houses
again after the trial.

By then, the whaling season was almost over.

48polynesianJ January 17, 1857. The dance-hall case took up a great
deal ot space in the major newspapers in Dec8IIlber, 1856, and JanuaryFebruary, 1857. Hardly an issue of the Polpesisa, the Pacific
CODIIlercial Advertiser, or the Hae Hawaii appeared without extensive
COJ!llllent, letters, or published correspondence.
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The circus and the theater were closed for lack of business, and the
dance-halls

st~ed

open just long enough to prove their point.

Defeated in court, the moralists turned to executive means of putting
down the nuisance.

It lr88 quite s1Jlple in the short run.

Booth

others held retail spirit licenses issued by the guvernment.

ana

In mid-

1857 ~ a clause was included in these, prohibiting the attachment of
dance-halls to premises used for the retailing of sp11'its.

Booth

and Joseph Dawson petitioned the govermnent against this, but Prince
Lot, heading the Department of the Interior at the time, ruled
them, and the triad of

)j..quor:

again~\i

sex, and dancing was broken up for

the time being.49
Was public morality served by the dispersal of the dance-hall
women from their former haunts?

Evident~

not.

In the fall of 1857

no dance-hall opened--without a liquor connection, money could not be
made.

Neither was there, as it happened, a theater compaD;y or a circus

in town during the first months of the fall whaling season.

Yet

convictions for offenses against morality, in a town offering no
"immoral" amusements J increased rather than decreased for the fall
months: 422 in 1855,

349 in 1856, and 513 in 1857. 50

The tavern-keepers soon found
requirements.

w~s

of evading the license

Dances were held in buildings close to but not owned by

publicans, or were held by customers ttprivately" in halls rented by

49AR, Privy Council Record, X, 152; Ali', Cabinet Council Minutes,
August 26" 1857; copy of letter (unsigned but obviously from Minister
of Interior) to J. Booth and J. Dawson, August 14, 1857, Ali, Interior
Department Letter Book, VII, 8a.
5Or-olynesian, November 21, 1857.
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them rather than by a licensee.

In 1864, the legislature passed a

regulatory act, and there were more prosecutions following this, but
the dance-house area retained its characteristic flavor until the end
of the whaling ara.

A. roving reporter on Nuuanu Street in 1866 found

whalermen, gaudy women, "nymphes du pave" awaiting customers in
crowded coffee-shops, and at Booth's Corner a "fantastic babel"
accompanying dancing to violins:l piano" and castanets. 51

Concurrentl.¥ with the dance-hall affair, another case was
producing acrimooy between the Protestants and others mose definitions
of public morality were less stringent.

A.t the time when the

Honolulu Sailors' Home was being planned as an adjunct to the Seamen I s
Bethel, its trustees memorialized the Privy Council, askiDg that
no liquor licenses be granted in the block upon which the Bethel and
the proposed Home were located.

They further suggested that no

licenses be awarded on the opposite sides of the streets bounding the
blo.ck--King, Nuuanu, Merchant, and Bethel.
margins

previous~

'lbis area fell11ithin

designated by the legislature as open to licenses.

An English tavern-keeper named John Maxey had already bought a lot on

the corner of Nuuanu and Merchant Streets, and, having been assured by

51Daily Hawaiian Herald, October 30, 1866. For a sampling of dancehall issues in the siXties and seventies, see Pacific Commercial
Advertiser; September 10, 1863, January 14, 21, 1865; Hawaiian Gazette,
January 21, 28{ 1865 (with the text of the 1864 regulatory act am
comments on it), April 15, 1865 (a prosecution under the act); AlI,
Interior Department Letter Book, nI, 6-7; w. C. Parke to E. Bond,
December 18, 1876, All" MarShal's Letter Book.
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the Minister of Interior that he would be granted a license, had spent
$11,000 readying his new Royal Hotel for business.

By the time Maxey

applied for his license, however, the privy councillors had received
the trustees' memorial.

They decided that Maxey's license should be

for one year only, not renewable.
At the end of the year, which was up in mid-l856, Maxey petitioned
for a renewal, and the trustees of the Sailors I Home petitioned against
it. Maxey pointed out that to depriva him of his license after only
one year would be to ruin him.

His hotel had been well run, without

indecent dancing or other disturbances; furthermore, he said, no
sailors from the Home came there--they would have been seen entering
his place.

Finally, there was another hotel on the other side of

Nuuanu Street not more than fifty feet from the proscribed block, and
there were three more in the immediate vicinity.

The pri'VY' councillors

rescinded the decision limiting the period of Maxey's license, and
informed him and the trustees that the Royal Hotel might remain open.
The trustees accused the Privy Council of bad faith.
a newspaper war.

This set off

Henry Whitney's Protestant Advertiser claimed that

Maxey was supported by Foreign Minister Wyllie, who was not only a

notorious eneJll1 of temperance but was also a shareholder in Maxey's
hotel.

Whitney alleged that Wyllie had railroaded the renewal of

Maxey's license through a depleted Privy Council to further his orm.
private interests..

\fyllie, in fact, had written to his London bankers

on behalf of Maxey to establish credit for him; and when Maxey went to
England on busiruass J Wyllie had taken delivery of goods consigned to
Maxey at Honolulu.

Wyllie denied, however, aI\Y financial connection

with Maxey, s81"'.-ng he had acted out of friendship

only~

doing no more
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for Maxey than he had done for many others in the town (this was
certainly true: Wyllie, independently wealthy, was prodigally generous
with loans and gifts J most or which went unrepaid even in gratitude).
Wyllie published relevant letters in the Polynesian, and threatened
Whitney with a libel suit should the Advertiser continue to charge him
with using his otficial position for personal ends.

Whitney persisted,

Wyllie put the matter in the hands of a lawyer tor a time, but then
let it drop, and the Maxey ease faded from the papers. 52
The Maxey affair was part of a larger struggle over the plee of
liquor in the conmunity.

Temperance followed much the same curve as

did other moral crusades, rising and falling with the Protestants.
King Kauikeaouli had signed the pledge in the early forties, and,

although he broke it regularly" he made intermittent appeals for
abstinence among his fellows.
TaB

For some years in the forties, no liquor

served at official functions.
Liquor, imported and dispensed legally or illegally, had alwaye

been a part of low life down-town.

It made its

wEq

into polite society

52In the manner of the dance-hall case, the Maxey affair took up a
disproportionate amount of newspaper space. It mEq be followed in the
Polynesian and Pacific CoDmercial. Advertiser between August and
December, 1856. Some of the official correspondence was printed.
There are copies of ma.ny angry letters from Wyllie to Whitney in .Ali,
Fa Letter Book, XXIX. The following documents in AH are helpful:
Memorial to the King in Counc11 from the Trustees of the Sailors t Home
Soeiety, May 21, 1855, FO & Ex, Miscellaneous Local; Ministerial
Conferences, fkiq?} 1855; Petition of Jolm Maxey, Privy Council
Petitions" August 5, 1856; Privy Council Record, X, 80" 90-92; Lot
Kamehameha to S. N. Castle, August 8, 1856, Inte"'ior Department Letter
Book, VI, 395-396; Wyllie to Elisha Allen, August 9, 1856, FO Letter
Book, XXIV, 52 f!. Wyllie suggests here that one reason Maxey's
license was extended was that the govermnent, short of money, owed
Gerrit Judd $1,000 trom a 10ng-standjng case. The money had just come
due; Maxey's license ree would be $1,000; it could be used to pEq Judd.
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at about the
chempion.
front.

S&1Il8

time

88

dancing.

Once more.. Wyllie was its great

Protestant resistance vas perhaps most methodical on this

Honolulu's temperance societies vere organized along the lines

of those in New England.
more than self-sustaining.

Even so.. exhortation and example were nothing
Sunday-school children and Christian

natives marched regularly in procession.. waving temperance banners and.
singing cold-water hymns.
such

88

Young men in the comnn1Di ty formed groups

the Dashawqs (who promised to "dash away!' liquor from their

lips) .. and temperance societies of all kinds vere given great
publicity by the dry press-the Advertiser and the Hawaiian-language
Protestant papers.

Most of this.. however.. was mere preaching to the

converted.. and the converted did not necessarily remain convinced.
:D1ring the forties.. for instance.. every survi1d.ng high cM,ef who had

become a church member was under censure or suspension at one time or
another, m.any of them for offenses connected with drink.

By the time

of Alexander Liholiho.. with Protestants unseated from the cabinet.. much
of white society pleasure-bent.. and the chiefs t example to the natives
in ruins, a:rry Puritan hope for a community free of liquor was futUe}3
Even the compromise of a tightly-controlled liquor traffic proved
impossible to accomplish.

No matter how high t.."le price of liquor

5~or a sampling of the rise and fall of temperance societies, see
Pacific Commercial Advertiser, JUly 17, 1856, November 24, 1859,
Eebruary 6.. 13.. 27, March 1, 1862, November 5, 1864, February 25.. June
17.. 1865.. February 16.. March 2, 16.. 23, 30.. April 6, July 6, 1867,
Febru817 26, April 23" 1870; Po;J.zpesi8l1.. July 9.. 23.. August 13,
September 24, October 1, 1859.. June 16.. July 14, 1860.. January 24,
1861; Hawaiian Gasette.. February 25, June 17, September 2.. 9, 1865.
My impression is that th.e Protestant churches kept up a fairly steady
temperance campaign, but that most organizations formed in the white
conmmnity of the town had active lives of only a year or two before
sinking into stagnation.. to re-fonn or re-organize a year or so later.
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licenses, competition was always keen, especially for retail licenses
(interestingly, the reta.il liquor trade of Honolulu up to the seventies
was

overwhe~ly

in the hands of Englishmen, the only major business

that could be so categorized).

Outside the law, smuggling was rife;

and probably more liquor was :made illega1J:l in the islands than was
brought in by importers at the customs house and by smugglers combined.
Since the early nineteenth centuIj", natives had been making
potent okolehao from the distillations of fermented and mashed

~-root.

Many other alcoholic drinks were popular: "palm-tree gin, n "swipes"

made from potatoes, melons, pineapples, bananas, prickly pears, or
molasses strainings, and so on.
islands.

These were drunk throughout the

140st of the stills that supplied Honolulu vere located in

rural areas, although after

mid-c~ntury

one or two rema1.ru!d in

operation in Manoa valley, and at Halawa, west of the city.

To their

list of local drinks, the natives of Honolulu added exotic tipples:
brandied fruits and imported colognes..

Such technical and aesthetic

sophistication made it very clear that there was no wtrj to stop
Hawaiians from drinking.

As late as the seventies, licensing laws

excluded natives from legal a,ccess to alcohol in any form other than
communion wine.

The laws survived a test of their constitutionality,

brought in 1862 by Joe Booth of the dance-halls, but although the law
was judged sound, it was unenforceable.

Convictions for drunkenness

among natives ranked near the top of criminal statistics in the capital
and elsewhere.

In 1860, Honolulu's native policemen ceased to be paid

out of fines levied by the courts,

Lacking direct incentive, they

nevertheless arrested drunken natives by the hundreds each year.
Liquor duties and liquor licenses between them were in many years the
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biggest direct money-eerners for government, but those revenues were
often mat.ched dollar for dollar by the cos ttl of running Honolulu's
courts and prisons, whose business came in fair measure from crimes
associa.ted with liquor. 54

Liq,uc::""

~ingj

pT/)f!'t.itution, the theater--to the Protestant

community, all seemed infinitely" seductive and therefore dangerous.
Other Honolulans, not so rigid, also saw danger in parts of the new
morality, not so lIII1ch for the white community, whose members presumably
could make moral judgmenta unassisted, as for the na.tive community"
which seemed to be on the verge of destroying itself.

Ultimately,

then, all social arguments broke upon one question: what was to be done

-

with the Hawaiians? On all sides, concern mounted for the survival

54..rhe

most convenient way to begin a study of the liquor question is
in the successive annual reports of the Minister of the Interior, the
Minister of Finance" and the Ohief Justice. The chronic question of
allowing natives to drink mq be followed in the Journals of successive
legislatures and in the press, where it occupied a disproportionate
amount of space--the Advertiser was against, the Polynesian in the
middle of the road. Joe Booth's test case decision is in Hawaiian
Reports, II, 616 ff.; and cOJIIIlent is in the press for NovemberDecember, 1862. From the fifties, it was legal to make wine. In
1864-1865, acts were passed permitting legal brewing of beer and
distillation of spirits under license at Honolulu. None of these
enterprises produced quality products; all were economic failures.
Up through the seventies, Honolulu was the only place in the kingdom
where liquor could be sold legally (another· instance of the attempt
to isolate vice), but contemporary comment and court reports make it
clear that the illegal liquor traffic among whites and natives was
hrisk everyl."here, from. Lahaina and other port towns to the remotest
countryside. For illustrative comment, see Polynesian, Ma¥ 27, July 1,
1854, December 1, 1855, December 25, 1858, January 13, May 14, December
17, 1859, February- 18, March 24, 1860, August 23, 18G2; Hawaiian
Gazette, Januar,r 21, 1865.
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of the native race.

When Alexander Liholiho came to the throne, the

great smallpox epidemic was not long over.

Depopulation was being

accelerated even more by venereal diseases, present in the islands
since the time of Captain Cook I s expedition and now rampant in the
record. years of whaling.

From l8S1 to 1858, there was an excess of

deaths over births in the kingdom of more than t-en. thousand.55
Honolulu itself gained population, but onl3' at the expense of i l l
other districts of the kingdan.

Victims of disease at tle port were

replaced by newcomers from rural areas.

Whole valleys on the island

of Hawaii ware emptied by death and migration (Hawaii was particularly
hard hit, the other islands to a lesser but still alarming extent).
Predictions were made that the Hawaiian race would be extinct within
a few generations.
Alexander Liholiho' s first royal speech to his assembled
legislators in 1855 made it clear how
fate of his people 0

dee~

worried he was about the

The decrease of the population, he said, was a

subject in comparison with which i l l others sank into insignificance.
He and the elected representatives of the people shared a heavy
responsibility.

Neither God nor man would acquit them if they failed

to act speedily on behalf of those who every

d~

were dying.

Hospitals, he believed, were an essential beginning.56
The legislature of 1855 moved to modernize laws for the
organization and support of. the Board of Health.

At the same time,

5SPacific Commercial Advertiser, July 15, 1858.

'56s~eChes of His Majesty Kamehameha IV • • • (Honolulu, 1861),

pp. 12::().
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the Minister of the Interior was empowered to set up
natives on the major islands.

ho~itals

for

Venereal disease was seen as the great

"waster" of the Hawaiian population.

Accordingly, an act was passed

embodying an old idea of Wyllie I s which aimed at preventing women from
congregating at the ports during the whaling season, in the hope of
li.'lliting by' this means the spread of diseue from Honolulu and Lahaina

to other districts. 57
Four years passed before a hospital was opened at Honolulu.

The

government suffered acute financial embarrassment during the late
fifties, and although successive legislatures voted money, in practice
none could be spared.

The interest of the king and queen remained

strong, and the idea of private subscriptions to help finance the
hospital probably originated with them.

A plan was perfected in 1859.

A hospital association should be formed; "ifb.en it had raised $5,000,
the goverDlllent would deed it land of equal value.
On this basis, Alexander Liholiho himself canvassed the

townspeople to obtain pledges of money.

He was indefatigable.

The

newspapers remarked how often he was seen in earnest conversation on
the streets, writing subscription promises in a memorandum book.

By

the end of April, 1859, he had $695 in hand and pledges for $13$530
more.

In the next two months, the Queen IS Hospital was named and

incorporated, and trustees were chosen to bring hopes to fruition ..
From mid-1859 to early 1860, Dr. William Hillebrand, a resident German
physician selected by the trustees, worked in a temporary building on
King Street; in March, 1860, a lot was acquired at the corner of

~,

1855, pp. 12-13, 20, 36-38.
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Beretania. and Punchbowl Streets, and Hillebrand transferred his
patients to an existing building there.
structure 1irere drawn b,r T. C.

Heu(~k,

Plans for a permanent

another German, a "practice.l

architect" iiho held various government offices during the sixties.
Workmen broke ground in June, 1860, and the hospital was ready for
patients by' December, at a cost or almost $15,000, or $1,500 more
than the original contract price. 58 --

The two-story coral-stone building and its attendant structures
rose from dusty, dry surroundings to the east of the town proper, in
an area where Kawaiahao church and the royal palace were the only
other major landmarks.

Water was piped there from PauCUl valley in

1861, permitting the planting of lawns and shrubbezy; and with that,
the hO$pital grounds began to take on a physical character they
retained for
everybo~;

m~

years.

!reM.tect Heuck's plans pleased almost

it would be in policy and administration that the hospital1s

success or failure

l~.

The usual internal problems were experienced--

disagreements among trustees, difficulty in actually collecting pledged
money, and so on.
Hawaiians.

Of greater concern was the response of the

This, nobody could predict 'With a:n:y accuracy.

The hospital had been built to serve the native population. 59

5&nus early period is well covered in a long paper by Richard Greer,
"The Founding of the Queen's Hospital," MS in possession of the author.
Greer takes the administrative story through the first years of
operation. T. C. Heuck's plans are copied in a scrapbook, in Heuck
Papers, MSS, ABo .Also filed there are marw of Heuck's letters in
German to his famiJ.y" describing the enterprise.
S9Limited provision was made for distressed foreigners, and for
consular hospital patients. For the white population at large,
private accODU'llodations were more or less adequate.
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Every trustee during the first years of operation was 'White, with two
exceptions: Robert G. Davis, half-white son of Hannah Holmes, and
David Kalakaua.

!he attending physician, William Hillebrand, was

white (there were no western-trained native doctors in the kingdom),
and the hOSlit91 itself

WaG

constructed on western lines, conceding

nothing to traditional Hawaiian h()using style.

Doubts were expressed

about the w:lll i ngness of natives to submit themselves to western
medicine, especially so soon after the tragic experience of the
smallpox epidemic.

Perhaps its frightful toll had reconciled Hawaiians

to the use of white men's medicine; perhaps it had confirmed them in
the old ways.

No one could tell.

First indications were good.
indigent natives.
opened, notices

~"'1

Admission was free for sick and

When the temporary building on King Street was
Hawaiian were posted about toWIl, and natives came

in considerable numbers to Ka Hale Ma'i

0

ka Wahine Ali'i (the sick

house of the lady chief--The Queen's Hospital).

In the first five

months there were 765 applications, and the beds were filled.

The

permanent hospital was also well-patronized, especially when measles
came to Honolulu in 1861.

The native population of the Kona district

of Oahu in 1861 was about twelve and a half thousand.

After almost

two years, Hillebrand had treated 2,746 patients at the dispensary,
and the hospital at its peak of occupancy housed 71 patients (its
capacity was 124 beds).

Thus, it might have been argued quite soundly

that Queen's Hospital had proved its usefulness. 60

6<>wJ.lebrand's successive reports may be found in AH, Board of
Health. Greer, "Queen's Hospital," collects many figures.
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The matter, in !:lCt,

'e'aB

not quite so simple.

~

natives came

to Queen's Hospital, Hawaiianizing it somewhat in the process, as
relatives who were visiting patients eprecd their mats on the floor
and slept overnight in the wards.

The Pollnesian pointed out that it

was impossible to impose striot rules and discipline upon the natives
and still have them feel at ease; yet it was essential to have them

feel at ease in order to keep them cCIDiDg to the hOSPital. 61 This was
a reasonable accODlllodation that did little harm and promised more
good.

NOlli9theles8, IIl8DiY Hawaiians never lost their suspicion of white

doctors.

The memory vas still strong of smallpox autopsies which

violated the body, and the pull of the old medical kahunas was hard
to resist.
Although Qt..!een'!.S Hospital was accepted by part of the native

population, there vas a persistence and even a recrudescence of
native treatments.

A small but steady incidence of deaths in the

sixties and later could be traced to the ministrations of the kahunas.
As 1I18.DT cases occurred in the Honolulu district as elsewhere (these

were reported cases only: the actual state of kahuna practice IIlUst
have been considerably more extensive than was known in the white
c,)lUlUUIlity).

Traces of ancient procedures shewed above the surface of

Honolulu's life at times, as when a bag drifted ashore at the Esplanade,
containing a white pig, sane awa, and other items used in casting
spells.

To this equipment" innovating kahunas added new elements, in

imitation of vestem medicine, professional and amateur: draughts of
gunpowder, quicklime applications, and phlebotomies performed with

61polynesian, April 18" 1863.
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unorthodox instruments, such as lancets made of shards of broken
glass. 62
The· government, tried in eeveral

w~s

to extirpate kahuna-ism.

It was hoped, for example, that the establishment of Queen's Hospital
'WOuld help.

Certainly, prosecutions in the cr::l mi oal courts were less

than successful.

For every case brought to trial there migh.t be

dozens undiscovered, and even after conviction a kehuna often retained
a hold over his followers. 63
Hore promise was offered by the reverse process, that of trsi n::l ng
intelligent HawaiiWlS as western medical practitioners and orderlies.
With the support of goverDlllent, Gerrit Judd opened a aed1cal school
for natives at Honolulu in 1670, but shortages of -.oney and of eligible
candidates hllllllpered progress.
compromise was reached.

In the seventies, an interesting

The government selected Hawaiian medical

kahunu of certain kinds (excluding, of course, adepts of the arts of

62For some indication of the extent of kahuna-ism, see Stephen
Reynolds Journal, January 24, 1847; Paiea to Antohette Swan,
September 1" 18,6, Swan Papers, MSS, !H; Wyllie to Rufus AnderlSon,
April 16, 1863, AH, 10 Letter Book, XXXVII, 26,; A. Doiron to F. W.
Hutchison, June 26, 1872, AR, Board of Health; W. C. Parke to W. L.
LaDe, October 17, 1874, JII, Marshal's Letter Book; Yates, -Reminiscences;- Hawaiian Rep£rts, III, 391; Polynesian, May 9, 1663; Pacific
Commercial Advertiser, January 28, Karch 4, April 8, July 1" 1865',
July 13, AUgUst 24, 1867, August 20, November 19, 1870, March 18,
May 6, June 10, 24, July 1, 1871, January 6, February 3, 1872;
Hawaiian Gazette, February 18, ~-ril 8, July 15, 1865; Daily Hawaiian
Herald, September 6, 1866; Friend, February, 1894.
63A female kahuna called Waahia was convicted in police court at
Honolulu. Appealing to the supreme court, she brought to the hearing
JB8D7 of her .temale followers dressed in expensive silks; and, upon
conviction" she prophesied that the prison walls would collapse if' she
were sent to jail. The walls did not collapse, but neither did the
faith of her followers. Pacific Commercial Advertiser, March 2, 9,
April 6, October 12, 1872.
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medical sorcery), and licensed them to treat their own people in
limited and well-defined cirCWl18tances.
~!-ism

co-existed.

Thus, Queen's Hospital and

In rural districts and on the outer islands,

despite schemes for subsidi81"1 hospitals, the presence of itinerant
doctors supplied by the government, and, in serious cases, transfer of
patients to Honolulu, kahuna-ism undoubtedly tr:lumph6d. 64
Concurrently with the issuing of licenses to kahuDas, an attempt
vas made to regulate the practice of wbite doctors. The Oahu Medical
Association was tormed in 1656, and in 1659-1660 j legislation was
passed stipulating that licenses to practice would be awarded only
after exam1 nation of applicants by the Board ot Health.

Between 1660

and 1675, several quacks vere exposed, and a number of practitioners
vere refused licenses because their homeopathic notions did not
conform to the allopathic requirements of the Board of Health.65
Caught in the net were two Prot.estant missionaries, Dwight Baldwin

640n the battle between western medi~ine and kabuna-ism see H. K.
Kapakuhailito Allioho1ani, June 1, 1659, All, Interior Department
Letters: Miscellaneous; Kamehameha V to Queen Elmna, February 28, 1666,
&ma Collection (Nylen-Altman); A. Unna to C. T. Gulick, September 3,
1672, AU, Board or Health. On the attempt to train natives, see
Pacific Com.ercial Advertiser, J8.lll!&ry' 7, 1664, Ju~ 15, 22, 1865,
July lS, AUgust 12, 1871; RePort by Gen-it JUdd, November, 1671, All,
Interior Department; !H, Cabinet Council Minutes, April 22, 1672;
AU, Board CIt Health Minut.es, March 1, 1673. On the licensing of
kabunas, see Journal of House of: Representatives for June 23, 1668;
Hawaiian Gazette, Febru.ary 24, 1669; J. Oe Domi.ms and others to F. W.
Hutchison, March 3, 1810, AU, Board of Health; C. T. Gulick to Charles
JUdd, October 28, 1674, AH, Interior Department Letter Book, XII; AH,
Board ot Health, Certificate for Lapaau License, 1874-1676, which has
a list ot practicing Hawaiian kahunas.
65AH, Privy Council Petitions, Mq 19, 1856, January, 1859; AU,
Privy Council Record, XI, 9; AU, Board of Health Minutes, February 24,
1866; Susan E. Barry to F. W. Hutchison; Janu817 31, 1867, Ali, Interior
Department Letter Book, X, 450 !!.; Hawaiian Reports, III, 462;
J. Brown to W. Moehonua, August 20, 1875, AU, Board of Health.
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of Lahaina and Lowell Smith of Honolulu.
lectures before coming to the islands.

Baldwin had attended medical
Although he was alwqs known

as "Doctor, II he had never taken a medical degree.

He arrsnged through

the .ABCFM in Boston to have Dartmouth College grant lrlm an honorary
degree, but the Hawaiian Board of Health did not accept this as
evidence of competence. 66 Lowell Smith, pastor ot ltaumakapili Church
at Honolulu, had been treating natives since 1832 on the basis of a
very sketchy medical knowledge.

A great devotee of bleeding, he was

described in 1859 by the Poljrnesian as a "well intentioned, but
mischievous 8IIlateur in pblebotom;y."

Refused a license by the Board of

Health in 1860, he continued to practice.

He was fined in the Honolulu

Police Court in 1863, Wen one of his Hawaiian patients died of
lockjaw, following a phlebotom;y.67

Under cirCUJllStances that are not

clear, he either obtained a license to practice, or dispensed medicines
to natives under an existing law.

Then, in the seventies, a succession

of his native patients died, 81llong them Z. Poll, a member of the House
of Representatives.

At an inquiry held by the Board of Health,

qualified doctors testified that Smith was likely to have caused or
hastened some ot the deaths, by improper use of phlebotomies and
administration of unsuitable medicines.

Smith was ordered to cease

66aald1ri.n to Rufus .Anderson, December 17, 1661, HMOS; Baldwin to W.
Hillebrand, February 3, 1863, MI, Board of Health; R. McKibbin to
Baldwin, Mq 13, 1663, Ali, Board of Health; AH, Board of Health
Minutes, Mq 12, 1663.

67Po~esian, February 12, 16,9; Lowell Smith to Board ot Haal.th,
August 2; 1659, AH, Board ot Health; AH, Board of Health Minutes,
January 30, 1860; Polynesian, November 6, 1" 1662; Pacific Commercial
AdVertiser, November 13, 20, 1862; David Dajyton to C. if. GUlick,
September 8, 187" AR, Board of Health.
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attending natives, but apparently he did not complyz in 1876, another
patient, a Hawaiian girl, died after he prescribed medicines for her
which vere dangerous, according to expert testimony

0

There was talk of

prosecuting Smith, but in the end it was simply and strongly suggested
that he stop practicing.68 The whole episode is interesting, not only
in terms of rising standards of medical practice, but also in terms of

the falling prestige of the Protestant mission.

Smith.as regarded

no longer as a selness healer, but as a public menace.

Almost immediately after Queen'. Hospital was opened, a basic
question of polley arose, one which arrayed the white COllDlUn:\ty along
much the same lines as the dance-hall case had done.
indeed, in some

~s

The question was,

an extension of the moral questions posed by the

existence of dance-halls.

Should prostitutes be admitted to Queen's

Hospital for treatment? Prostitution meant disease, and both were rife,
even atter the passage of the act of 1855 designed to keep women away
from the ports. What should be done? Moral obloquy had been tried,
but it did not cure infections.

Perhaps a system of licensing,

inspection, and medical treatment would work.

The issue was argued

briskly in the period between 1855 and 1860, with the town split into

68.AH, :Board of Health Minutes, September 8, 1874, September 8, 9 J
15, 1875, Karch 7, 1876; Lowell Smith to Minister of Interior,
September 2, 1875, AH, Board of Health; Petition in favor of Lowell
Smith, September 15, 1875, Ali, Board or Health; C. T. Gulick to
Sndth, September 15, 1875; Statement by Dr. Shipley to Board of Health,
March 7, 1876, AH, Board of Health; Statement of Attorney-General W. R.
Castle to Board of Health, Ma:r-ch 20, 1876, Ali, Board of Health.
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familiar camps: permilJsive, regulatory, and probibitive•.punitive. 69
Those in favor of licensing and inspection tended 1;0 dissociate
questions of morality from questions of public health.

Tho~

against

licensing argued that legal recognition implied legal approval of the
institution of harlotry.

'l'b.q 1Jp0ke at length about the wages of sin.

Over strong Protestant opposition, the legislature of 1860 voted into
law nAn Act to Mitigate Evils and Disease Arising from Prostitution."
The legislature's view was that experience had demonstrated the
impossibility of stamping out prostitution.
demanded that the traffic be regulated.

The public good therefore

Honolulu i s prostitutes were

ordered to regilJter with the sheriff, on pain of imprisonment.
Treatment for diseased women was to be provided without charge.

Any

registered prostitute found free of disease might have her naJlle
removed from the register on dac1aring her intention to giva up
prostitution.70
Where might prostitutes be inspected and housed for treatment?

69Wyllie WaB one of the strongest proponents of licensing. The
mission group generally vas against licensing. The following letters
in .AH give the issues clearly: Wyllie to G. M. Robertson, March 7,
18", 10 Letter Book, IX, 163 ±r.; Wyllie to Henry Hill, M8J 3, 18",
FO Letter Book, IX, 73; Wyllie to C. W. Wheat, December 2, 18$$, Fe>
Letter Book, XXII, 90a-91; Amstrong to Wyllie, March 11, 18$8, FO &
Ex, Local Officials. See also L
18", pp. 2-3; P~esian, Ma1 26,
18,$, March 1, 18,6, January 24, 1 57, January 16, 185 , september 10,
18,9.

8,

7Or:aws 1860, p. 3,; .AlI, Cabinet Council Minutes, Sep1:.ember 18,
1860; Dav1d Gregg to J. W. Austin, September 20, 1860, All, Interior
Department Letter Book, VII, 288; Austin to Gregg, October 8, 1860,
Ali, Interior Department, Miscellaneous, Hospital; S. Spencer to Austin,
October 22, 1860, AH, Interior Department Letter Book, VII, 30,;
Polp!s1an, January 28, February 11, 2$, April 21, August 4, 18, 2"
September 11, 29, November 17, December 8, 29, 1860; Pacific COJlIIlercial
Advertiser, August 23, 30, September 6, 1860.
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Queen's Hospital seemed to be the logical place.

The Minister of the

Interior and the hospital's trustees agreed toward the end of 1860 that
the hospital should accommodate and treat prostitutes at the rate of
forty-five cents per head. per dq, paid bythel government.

An instant

ob j ection was made by' the ladies of Honolulu's Protestant cOlllDUJlity",
thirty-four of whcm inveighed agaiDat 'the proposal in a memorial
directed to the trustees.

The ladies interpreted the "Act to Mitigate"

as having been passed to put "the mark of infam;y on vice," thus making

its votaries feel the "shame and disgrace" which were the due of such
profiigates in moral cities in other lands.

This procedure in itself,

the ladies claimed, would stimulate in the "young and ignorant nation
of Hawaii- a love of character.

No arrangements should be made which

tended to "lessen the shame and ignominy which it is desirable should
be attached to those who voluntarily and openly ohoose the path of
vice. " Prostitutes should be kept awq f.rom respectable people.
Comfortable quarters at Queen's would only encourage them; a separate
Magdalen hospital ought to be set l!p, where moral as well as medicinal
infiuences could be brought to bear.71
The trustees' answer showed once more that moral initia.ti'":'3 at

Honolulu no longer rested with the Protestants.

Governmental

appointees on the board and those elected from among generous
subscribers combined to agree that tho hospital had been created for
the benefit of the whole nation, and that no restrictions ought to be

71.rhe arguments against admission are' set out in an undated MS
entitled To the CoDllTlittee on the Memorial of Ladies of Honolulu to the
Trustees of the Queen's Hospital, Kalanianaole Papers, Kameilameha IV's
Reign, 1860-1861.
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placed upon classes of patients or kinds of diseases.

Even telons,

said the trustees, _"Ore entitled to sympathy :md care When they were
ill; they should not be left to depend upon "a good Samaritan who

might ~ pass near them to save them frOlll plv'sical destruction."72
The prostitutes were housed on the grounds at Queen's Hospital
in an old building that had been standing 'When the government acquired
the land. No official "moral influences" were brought t,o bear on
them, although Protestant remonstrances continued unabated.

The

Advertiser took every opportunity to criticize the intent and working
of the Act to Mitigate; so did the Protestant Hawaiian-language
Hokuloa. The Oahu Clerical Association added its condemnations, and
a Hawaiian-language almanac printed at the mission press defined the
Act to Mitigate as m act to "defend" or "encourage" prostitution.
The government's Polynesian took the opposite tack, and in the

course of its' defense of the act dealt quite harshly' with the mission's
achievement..

At the time the Act was passed, observed the Pol:ynesian,

Protestant evangelists had bean III the islands for forty years, and
yet early registrations identified hundreds of prostitutes, no fever
tnan ',wo-thirds of whom were married, or had been married, when their
names were placed on the bookse For the rest, the

~1ynesi~ relied

upon statistics supplied by the sheriff of Honolulu and the inspecting
plvsician.

Before the passage of the Act, tour of every seven patients

at Queen's were syphilitic; within two years this proportion was down
to two out of eight.

The total 11'U1Gber of prostitutes in Honolulu

72The trustees' deliberations and response are printed in
December 29, 1860.

Polynesi~
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declined during the early sixties, and the proportion of diseased women
was reducled markedly, from two out of three in 1860 to fourteen percent
in 1864.

It was less common than before to find prostitutes on the

streets. Ships might even clear Honolulu harbor after a 80j ourn at the
port with crews quite free from infection.7·'3
One offshoot of wrangling over the treatment of prostitutes was
that the Protestant church was less than enthusiastic in its support of
Queen's Hospital.

Clergymen themselves were not among the constant

subscribers (contributors generaJ.ly vere spread emong the Honolulu
conmuni"t1: the cause crossed most factional lines).

ETen native

Protestant congregations gave more to foreign missionary work than to
the hospital.

By- the early seventies, most missionaries-turned-

businesBJIlen at Honolulu (people such as S8llDlel N. Castle, E. O. Hall,
and Hen.'"1 D1mond) were life embers of Queen's Hospital, but elections

to the board of trustees tended to pass them by.74
The Act to Mitigate worked well enough during its first few years,
and. then began to succumb to that devolution of energy and

purposiveness 80 characteristic of Honolulu's

_1

attacks were made upon the Act in the legislature.
were voted.

ni stratton.

Sporadic

Insufficient funds

Some prostitutes refused to register or to subject

themselves to inspection.

Nonetheless, the conclusion of the officials

73For the newspaper war, eee Pacific Commercial Advertiser, January
31, February 14, March 7, 28, 1861, February 20, March 27, 1862;
~.eFib' January 12, 26, February 2, 9, 22, March 2, 9, 23, Juq 6,
1
, e 1"'-J.&ry" 15, March 8, 1862, J.anuary 16, 1864.
74P01:neeian, December 22, 1860, December 28, 1861, March 8, April
5, 1862, JUDe 27, August 15, 1863, January 2, 1864; Pacific CoIImercial
:!!!!ertiser, January 2, 1862. Lists of life members were caapi1ed from
ti.1lle to time and 'tIJlJY be found scattered through AH, Board of Health.
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charged with its execution was that the Act, despite weaknesses, had
dene some good.

This seems unarguable.

At the same time, prostitution

in the late sixties and early seventies showed as lively a life as the

dance-halls.

On Nuuanu Street, and especially between King and Hotel

Streets, city youths, sailors from the harbor, and "licensed women"
thronged the tea and coffee shops where bargains were struck in the
"inf'8IlOUS

trade." Women turned out of ba.wdy houses on Maunakea Street

and elsewhere si.lllply moved to new lodgings close by.

No civi1 law was

strong enough to cmapete with the law of supply and demand; and
,
Honolulu had a heavy surplus of males at all times, particularly during
the shipping seasons. 75

7Spacific CoJIII.ercial Advert...ise!', August 17, 1867. Officials
reported quarterly; their reports ~ be found in AH, Board of Health.
Marshal WUliNl Parke gave a resume in 1868 of the vorkiDgs of the Act
to that point: since October 3, 1860, 886 prostitutes had registered in
Honolulu. In March, 1866, 234 remained on the register. Of these, 29
were 14-16 years of age} 114 vere 16-20; 85 were 20-30; and 6 over 30.
One hundred had been born on Hawaii, 60 on Kaui, 15 on Molokai, 55 on
Oahu, 2 on Kauu, and 2 on Lanai. One hundred and thirteen were
married., 107 single, 11 widowed, and 3 divorced. Parke to Board of
Health, Harcn 1), 1868, AH, Board or Health, March-April, 1868.
Attempts vere made in almost nery legislature during the sixties and
seventies to repeal the .Act. Most pressure was generated by native
members from rural districts, under Protestant peT suasion-or 80 the
defenders of the Act alleged. English and Hawaiian-language papers
worried the question endlessly, from fixed positiona: no change of
opinion was visible from the late fifties to the mid-seventies. Useful
illustrative cOlIBD.ent ~ be found in the successive reports of the
Minister of the Interior, and in these documents in .AU: Board or Health
Minutes, September 3, 1862, January 25, 1867, August 20, 1874; Robert
McKibbin to F. w. Hutchison, March 31, 1870, Board. of Health; W. L.
Moehonua, April 26, 1875, Interior Department Letter Book, nI, 698699; and in these letters in Marshal's Letter Book: W. C. Pm:ke to
J. E. Brolm, August 24, 1874; Parke to Attorney-General, Apr:iJ. lS,
1674; Parke to Moehonua, April 17, 1876.
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A new sophist.ication in the treatment of young crlm1 n als and also

of the insane emerged in Honolulu during the sixties.

A reformatory

and an asylUJll were built, so that at least two special classes of
deviants might be separated from the

maBS

of prison inhabitantl9 with

whom they had shared accommodations previously.

Both institutions nre

located on the west side of Honolulu, s.s was the prison. 76 Their
placement confirmed moral aDd social divisions in the town.
Respectability drained -111 in the lower reaches of Huuanu stresm and
was lost entirely where the waters flowed into the harbor.

outcasts were

b~_;':Q;_ shed

to the west.

Society I s

East of the downtown area, only

the Magdalen ward of Queen IS Hospital stood as

So

reminder of the

persistent frailty of man and woman.
Provision for prostitutes, the insane, and the crillin8J population
of Honolulu vas about equivalent with that in most Enropean countriellJ
and the United States.

Hawaii, naturally enough, made no striking

iDnovat.ions. Nonetheless, despite its insularity, the kingd<lll remained
in reasonably close touch with current practice elseWhere.

The city

76,or an illustration of the treatment ot the insane before the
asylum vas established, see Report en the Case of John Mitehiner,
September 14, 18,7, AH, FO & Ex, Local Officials; W. C. Parke to Lot
Kameh8lleha, September 14, 18,7, All, Interior Dep&rtment, Miscellaneous,
Prisons; S. Spencer to wyllie, September 1,:, 1857, AH, Interior
Department Letter Book, VII, 22. For the asylum in planning and
operational stage, see Chief Justice, Biennial Report, 1862, p. 3;
PObneSi~ June 7, 21, 1862, January 31, October 10, 1863; Hawaiian
Gazette, gust 11, November 24, 1866.
For similar information 011 the reformatory or "induatl"ial school"
see ~ . ot the Freaidont ot thoe Board of Education frOID. 1866 on;
and 0
siIi December 14, 1861; Hawaiian Gazette, February 11,
March
, Apr
29, 186,; Pacific Commerci81 Advertiser, J arm 817 28,
186" November 30, December 7, U, 1867, M8i 7, November 12, 1870,
Jarmary 14, 1871, April 6, 1872. By tho early 18708, some re:tormatory
boys were being indentured to plantation owners to "learn the sugar
trade."
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of Honolulu and the islands generally were fortunate to have the
£lamces of enlightened and well-read. men S\1ch as Wyllie and Alexander
Liholiho (in contrast with the benighted rulers and statesmen of lIlaIiY
minor European countries). Then too, Honolulu usually had sufficient
trained

p~s~lcians

to administer sensibly! i f not exhaustivel:l, B.Ir¥

program financed by the legislature.

At the same time, Honolulu, like

most other cities, vas less than sensitiva about sanitary

arrangements. 77
Indifference to sanitation aside, it was the state of medical
knowledge that determined the handling of disease.

At mid-eentUl7,

infonnation was inadequate to ensure sound control, as the record
showed in connection with smallpox and venereRl infections; and 80 it
proved when yet a third scourge appeared on a large scile in the early
sixtie8--lepro~.

Its origins in the Hawaiian islands were obscure.

Commonly, it

was believed to have been introduced from China; hence the usual native
name of mali pake, or "Chinese disease. 1t Leprosy had been observed in
Hawaii as early as about 1830, but until the sixties its presence

77Levia Mumford, the unexcelled master of "the study of cities in
history, has remarked on this peculiar propensity of hunums to surround
themselves with garbage. "For thousands of years city dwellers put up
with defective, often quite vile, sanitary arraugemeuts, valloving in
rubbish and fUth they certainly had the power to remove, for the
occasional task of removal could hardly have been mere loathsome than
walking and breathing in the constant presence of such ordure. If
aqone had sufficient explanation of tbis indifference to dirt and odor
that are repulsive to mmliY animals, even pigs, who take pains to keep
themselves and their lairs clean, one might also have a clue to the
slow and fitful nature of technological :improvement itself, in the five
millennia that followed the birth of the city.- The City in History
(New York, 1961), p. 75. His remarks apply as well to Honolulu as to
B.Ir¥ other city.
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did not canse great concern.

Late in the raign of Alexander Liholiho,

matters became more serious.

The government's smallpox'V'accinator,

making his rounds among the natives or Oahu in 1861, found many with a
disease resembling leprosy.

In the same year, the Board or Health

prepared lists of lepers on all islands.

By m.1.d-1863, Dr. William

Hillebrand vas faced with the problem of treating increasing numbers
of native lepers at Queen's Hospital.

He could do little beyond

isolating those with ·genuine Oriental leprosy· in a building on the
hospital grounds.

The disease spread rapidly.

In 1864, the Board

of Health recommended that Honolulu's lepers be brought together
for e.xem1nation.
At the tum of 1865, the legislature passed =An Act To Prevent
the Spread of Leprosy, a ordering the arrest, detention, and isolation
of lepers.

A. receiving station vas set up a,; Kakaako, an inspection

hospital vas built at Kalihi, west of Honolulu, and land on the island
of Molokai was acquired for a permanent leper settlement.

In mid-

NOVember, the first natives, sixty of them, reported to Kalihi
hospital, where they were examined by the government-appointed
physician, Edward Hoffman.

Forty-three were diagnosed as lepers.7 8

To Honolulu thenceforth came lepers from all the islands, some
more or less voluntarily though with dread, others under restraint.

7~or the early years, see: Pacific Commercial Advertiser, October
undated list of lepers in Ali, Board or Health, 1861;
Polynesian, April 18, 1863; G. M. Robertson to Dr. Wetmore and others,
January 19, 1864, AH, Intei'ior Department Letter Book, VII, 506; AH,
Oabinet COU:;\~U Minutes, September 14, 1864; AH, Board of Health
Minutes, February 10, 1864, J8IDl&ry 31, FebruB.17 2, March il, 15, April
3, June 10, July' 6, 18, September 20, November 3, 1865; Laws, 18641865, pp. 62-64; Hawaiian Gazette, Novembar 18, 1865. KUykendall,

24, 1861;

Hawaiian Kingdom,

II, 72-75,

haa a good short account.
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Once the presence of the disease was ascertained, isolation at Kalawao
on Molokai was decreed.

Beg1nxrlng

ear~ in

1866, the twenty-foot

government schooner Warwick and other vessels made reguJ.ar trips to and
from the leper settlement.

By the early seventies, Kalawao housed

several hundred patients in an anti-utopia where disease and
dissolution, rather than a aearch for perfection, were the conditiona
of sequestered life.
Not until 1668 was the Bacillus 1eprse discovered by the Norwegian
scientist Hansen.

The paths along which leprosy was transmitted

remained unknown. Medicines and prescriptions of every kind were used
in a prolonged attempt to find a cure.

Inquiries were made all over

the world by the Hawaiian government, and, in the first ten years of
the Kalihi hospital and. the Molokai leprosarium, doctors came !'rom

~

places to try their skills and their exclusive remedies at Honolulu-Mohabeer the Indian; Sang Ki and Akana, Chinese doctors; Kainokalani, a
Hawaiian kahuna who was given permission to treat lepers at Kalihi but
was removed for using incantations; Powell, Ostrom, and
Americans.

Kene~,

all

Some treatments were palliative, none cured the disease.79

79Causes and treatments are discussed in: Pacific Commercial
Advertiser, Hay 22, 1869, August 17, 1872; AR, Board of Health Minutes,
June 28, August 5, 1873, August 1, 20, 1874; w. P. Powell to W. L.
Green, June 13, 23, Jl.Ugust 26, 1874, All, Board of Health; Akana to
w. Moebonua, April 21 1875, Ali, Board of Health; T. w. Everett to
Moehonua, August 3, 1875, !H, Board of Health; J. Wod.ehouse to W. L.
Green, December 21, 1874, AH, FO & Ex, British Commissioner.
Mohabeer was charged with malpractice not long before Lowell
Smith was; .and, over the strong protests of the British CclIImdssioner,
he was conv:J.cted and set to work on a cbaingang. Ali, Board of Health,
~ documents filed at August, 1874; AH, Board tJ:.t Health Minutes,
October 9, December 22, 1874; Manley Hopkins to W. L. Green, January
23, 1875, AH, 10 &t Ex, Consul GeneraJ. at London; J. Wodehouse to W. L.
Green, Septeiiibsl" 15, 1875, Ali, Fa & Ex, British CoDlllissioner.
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natives than among white r:aen at Honolulu and alsevbere. 80 Physical
promiscuity among Hawaiians seemed to contemporaries to aid the spread
of the disease: natives lived, ate, slopt, and 8IlOked pipes in common,
and caught leprosy in c<mullon.

Whi'l:.e men, living separate from. natives

and also separate from each other

likely to escape the disease.

to a large extent, vere DDlch more

Some members of the Anglo-Saxon

cODlnunity tended to see personal disaster in terms of moral judgment.
The Advertiser of the early seventies concurred in the

new propounded

by JIl8DiY physicians of the time, that leprosy was 8Bsociated with and

was perhaps a form of venereal disease, and that it might well have
been spread in 1853-1854 when the

sm8~lpox

pan:ir, 19d to hurried

vaccination vithout careful examination to see if donors of vaccine
matter were free from syphilis. Besides, said t.hP .advertiser,
Hawaiians lived recklesslY', without cOJlll'llOn prr"dence, vitiating the
efforts of their doctors.

So bestial vere native appetites that it was

difficult to ISUl1IIlOn on their behalf' "that pity

lre

ere ready to feel

for all unfortunates. n8l
Some diseased Hawaiians ned from Honolulu and other towns to 11ve
in caves or hidden valleys.

Most famous of all fugitives was the Kauai

leper Koolau, who, in the reign of Kalakaua, stood off the forces of

80It has been pointed out to me by Professor O. A.. Bushnell that
more ..ita men contracted leproSY' than appear in government statistics.
Natives were aeen and treated by government physicians; wb1tes went to
private physicians. lIhites were able to buy their freeddlA from
banishment to lalavao.
8'Lrhe m01'alist view was developed in: Pacific COJIlDlercial Adve'.l"tist3r,
~rillO, 17, 1869, April 22, Mq 20, June 24, July 1, 8, 29, 1871,

Juq 20, August 17, October 19, 1872.
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the law with his rifle and his cunning, and was never taken.

Violent

resistance was encountered occasionally at Kalihi, as when the
suspected leper Kimo Kamai (who denied having leprosy, claimi ng he
merely had syphilis) tired shots at the

expmi ning p~sician George

Trousseau, and then at Marshal William Parke, before he was overpowered
and locked up.

Later, Kamai escaped from the leper settlement on

Molokai and came back to Honolulu, where be was captured and fitted
with a ball and chain before being returned. 82 Koolau and Kamai were
not the only ones to cry out against their fate.

Generally, howevar,

the resignation of the native lepers was striking, their cbeertulness
even in doom remarkable.

The self-sacrifice of the ~ ("helpers, It

often wives or husbands, sometimes friends) who made the dreadtul trip
to Kalawao was a cause of amazement. 'Dod incCDpreheDsion in the white
cOJllllUnity of Honolulu, whose meDi>ers, until the era of Father Damien
and even later, could scarcely bring themselves even to look upon
9.

leper.

'What was to be done with the Hawaiian? The question remained
UIl8.I1B'Wer'ad, for all its urgency, as the diseases of the fifties and
sUties took their toll of native life.

Sickness and death aside,

the natives of Honolulu were faced with the subtler task of making

82 m, Board of Health Minutes, 14ay 1~ 1869, February 8, ftarch 1,
April 21, 1873, July 29, 1875; w. C. Parke to A. F. JUdd, April 4,
1873, AH, Marshal's Letter Book; tl. C. Parke to S. W. Wilcox,
April 4, 1873, AH, Marshal's Lstt~:r Book; Ail, Cabinet Council Minutes,
April 8, 1873.
.
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their peace with urban lile.

By mid-eentury, the capriciousness of

early adaptations had been succeeded by a more settled state, still
fiuid" but one in which could be identified aceonmodation,
inditference, and resistanee.

The natives of the city found much to

attract them in the white manls world, but by no means enough to
encourage thea to adopt it entirely.
One tendency was for western institutions to appear in duplicative
or imitative form in the Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian community of
Honolulu.

.&mong Protestants, this had been evident since the beg1 nni ng.

The aajor Honolulu churches, of course, bad white ministers.

Some

small Hawaiian congregations in the district acquired native lay

readers or even -licensed preachers" as tiae went by, but ordained
ministers of Hawaiian descent were not cClllmon in the city as late
the seventies.

&8

Hot a:"ltU the twentieth century were the two most

important pulpits, those at Kawaiahao and KaumakapUi, occupied by
Hawaiians, though white ministers preached thsre in the native language.
And. of course no white congregation ever called a Hawaiian

to sorve it.

The situation in the Catholic community was someWat different.
There was no bifureaticn aluug racial lines.

It would hardly have been

necessary in terms of administration, because the white Catholic
community in Honolulu was very small.

In general, too, the Catholic

clergy at Honolulu and elsewhere in the islands were lenient in racial
terms, demanding trom their converts far less iu the

~q

of

westernization than did their Protestant counterparts ~ expecting rather
a Hawaiianization of Catholicism which their handful of wite
worshippers Jlight condone._ Very few Catholic missionaries of the first
forty years or so spoke English as a first language, and Louis Maigret,
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Bishop from 1846 until his death in 1882,

l;,~

French.

This, as JID1ch

as other considerations ~ kept the Catholic Church in Honolulu somewhat
outside the mainstream or the city's

development~

but by the same token

did not divorce it fran the native colllJllUDity• 83
Some governmental institutions serving Honolulu broke rather
naturally in

two~

the better to serve a racially-mixed cOlllD1W1ity.

others acquired internal nexibility.

The jurisdictional limits of

Honolulu t s city police court dictated that it did the bulk of its
business .wAg natives (haoles were brought before the court as well
as natives; most white offsnders were 8ailors~ not residents).
Indispensable to the court' 8 suocess was a magistrate who understood
Hawaiian-and Hawaiians--vell.
rcrties until the

aevent1es~

From the time the courts opened in the

all judges were white, with 8k:i.ll in the

Hawaiian language rang' ng from. excellent to very poor.

There was only

one exception: the half-white Robert G. Davis, Bon of HiiiWfih Holiiies aud
Willi8lll Heath Davis ~ who was police magistrate for a time in the

fifties.

On the other

hand~

were invariably Hawaiians.

magistrates !P. Honolulu's district courts
In the supreme court J

C8&8S

were heard by

juries chosen according to the race of the principals or litigants.
It both parties were foreigners, the jury was all foreign; i t one were
foreign and the other native, the jury was mixed; if both were natives,
the jury vas all native.

White 19:wysrs customarily served both white

and native clients; Hawaiian or part-Hawaiian lawyers (most of whom
were graduates of Lahainaluna School on Maui) served only nativesc
The supreme court, from the beginning, had one Hawaiian member, John Ii.

83yzendoorn, Catholic Mission, pp. 186-222.
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He retained his seat until the sixties, largely ignorant of western
law, but far more knowledge::ble than his white colleagues in matters of
Hawaiian custom and tradition, and therefore very useful. When be
stepped down, he vas succeeded by Robert Davis.
The quality of justice in the Hawaiian courts was mixed, as it
would have been in a si'Jlilar situation anywhere.

Linguistic problems

were great in cases concerning both natives and foreigners, and it was
always difficult to find skilled interpreters (the shor1:,age of
intelligent bi-lingual people in government serrice is an indication
of the obstacles controntiDg the educational. system).

It was just as

hard to confine within strictly legal bounds the Hawaiian nair for
story-telling and the Hawaiian enjoyment of conflict and drama.

Native

witnesses were often acaused of perjury, and under at least one police
magistrate in the sixties (the Engl1sbman John Montgoaer,y) there was a
.~

strong tendency to discount evidence offered by Hawaiians.

A danger

existed that judges and juries might arrive at verdicts conditioned by
race, or that similar crimes would be weighed differently, depending
upon the race of the criminal.

There was, however, no racial

segregation in jail.84
In the field of communications too, racial division was
apparent.

na.tur~

The first newspapers in the islands had been Protestant

missiona.ry religious sheets printed in the Hawaiian language.

As the

8~ese remarks are baBed upon a reading of court calendars and
legal reports in the Honolulu press from the midouforties to the midseventies. The papers gave very full coverage to a wide range of
cases, in all jurisdictions. Editorial cOJIII1ent and contributed letters
on legal subjects were plentiful. A history of ~be bar in Honolulu and
Hawaii generall.y would be well worth writing and reading.
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foreign community grew, a need appeared for general-interest papers in
English.

From the late thirties onward, Honolulu

Y8B

never wi tb.out at

least one English-language paper. Beginning in the forties, there was
usually an opposition journal

88

well

88

a government organ; and in

the tifties, the native-language press split along much the same lines

(by then, of course, the Protestants were in opp08ition, and the New
England propensity to publish and damn-in two languages--became even
more extreme than when Prote':1tants had controlled the government press).
During the sixties and seventies, the declared circulatiQ..tS of native

newspapers were three or four times greater than those of Engliehlanguage papers. Hawaiian-language papers, however, were edited,
published, and otherwise directed by white men as otten as not.

The

degree to which they led or reflected native opinion cannot be

a,

ascertained very cle8r~.

The post-office at Honolulu handled a very large interisland mail,
and the building was alvq& crowded vi th Hawaiians picking up and

posting latter'S.
in comfort"

So that white residents might do their postal business

a separate set of .counters and boxes was marked off for

Hawaii8ll8.86 It vas the same with travel: on interisland schooners and

a'No sYstematic treatment of Honolulu I s press exists. Professor
Charles H. Hunter of the University of Hawaii has prepared a typescript
checklist of j ournals ~ various depositones. Some work has been
done toward collation and microfilining of complete or near-complete
runs. . A full-scale study of the Hawaiian-language press is badl.1'
needed. It might throw SODle light on the infinite number of obscurities
which limit curreut unclentanding of the native cCllllllUJlity. Ideally"
an anthropologist with a taste for documentary work should attempt the
task.
86polyneSian, August 7" 16.58; Paciric CODIllercial Advertiser g

J~ 29, 1858.
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steamers at mid-century, race meant class--nsteerage R (actua'l.1y deckspace) was for natives and. cabins were for whites, even poor whites
(!!ll occasional white passenger objected to pa;ring cabin class fares

whe:n Hawaiians far wealthier travelled steerage). 87
Honolulu IS busineas comnmn:1.ty was dOJDinated by white men.

If any

second group was worth mentioning, it was not the Hawaiians but the
Cb:lnese.

Scores of unsld 11 ed Hawaiians worked in retail and wholesale

houses, manufactories, and other cODlllercial enterprises. There were
muabers of educated nativa clerks and skilled tradenens f'rClll the
begjnping of printing in Honolulu, for example, natives had been very
competent cOlll')ositors, press-men, and bookbinders.

But native

entrepreneurs outside the businesses of hawking and peddling and the
running of sull interisland cratt vere rare enough to merit specia1

attention from the English-language press.

A Hawaiian barber, tinsmith,

signpainter, or cabinet-maker in business for himself was virtually
one of a kind, and a native who owned a western business and employed
other natives was even m.ore singular.

The Honolulu Chamber of Commerce

in the rUties and sixties bad no native members 88
It

In govermnent service centering on Honolulu an obvious racial

bierarch:y obtained.

In most departments, though not all, a white man

87Pacifio COJIID.ercial Advert.iser" January- 15" 1863. Hawaiian chiefs
class.

al~ travelled cabin

88These generalizations came from 8. perusal of the elassified
advertisement columns of the English and Hawaiian-language newspapers,
88 well as the goverDll1ent license books in which vere recorded pqm.ents
of fees necess817 for permission to carry on business, and the books of
the tax assessors of tbe Kona district of Oahu, dating from the midfifties. Lice!lSe andte% 'books are in MS form in AB. They are in
incomplete runs, D1a1d.ng it very difficult to do quantitative studies
with 8.If3" accuraC1.

held the top post (exceptions until mid-century wert' clL.efe, riot
cOJllDloners: for example, Minister of the Interior Keoni Ana, Governor
Kekuanaoa of Oahu and. Postmaster David Kalakaua).
admi n1 stration

Complex

was almost a white monopoly at the customs-house, the

government press, the public works bureau" and similar places. The
only government establishment run

1I0st~

by Hawaiians and for Hawaiians

was the produce market, where the Clerk was usually a native.

In the

generation after the institution of estero government" the lIlOst
responsible commoners in government were probably S. P. Kal8llla and
W. L. Mtrehomla, Cb:tet Clerks in the Interior Department for a time in
the sixties and sevent.i!ls. They handled correspondence in Hawaiian and
English, =d made low-19vel decisions on IIl&tters ot roads and licenses.
Moehonua became MiDister ot the Interior under Ka1.u:aua.89
Separation was also the custClllary condition in the leading
voluntary associations of the town. 'When, in the fifties) the city's
fire department was organ1zed, with volunteer companies subsidized by
government, the first thr-se companies came from the white cOJlDllUDity
(predictably enough in terms of their property interest in the town).
They were joined in 1861 by Engine Company No.4, which vas Hawaii4ll.

As late as the seventies, no native had been chosen Chief Engineer for

Honolulu, nor were there a.ny Hawaiian district fire wardens in the
town; but kings and princes patronized Engine Company No.4, which was
readily included in the good-natured rivalry that nourished between

89This is mostly deductive work. Complete civil lists do not exist.
available in AH give information onl.y about the top levels of
government and n ini strati<nj and Hawaiians rarely appear there.
Documents in All emanating tran government rarely show He.waiian
signatures.

~ose
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companies in matters of membership figures (Hawaiians liked the tax
exemption that was a fireman's privi1ege)s smartness (eSPecially in the
painting and decorating of engines), conviviality, hospitality, and
professional speed and efficiency.

All members turned out for

firemen's funerals, regardless of race.

Ceremonial observance of this

kind was taken to have a real meaning, one which hopefully impressed
Hawaiians "with the strong and salutary conviction that in the measure

that Hawaiians assimilate themselves with the institutions and usages
of civilization, they will be honore.:l in life and death. n90
Much the same sort of s1tuation existed in the town's volunteer
military companies. The standing ar!1led forces of the gO"f'ernment were
almost

vho~

native, with white instructors. Host militiamen in the

city we:re haoles, although one or two native companies were formed in
the sixties, with organizational help from white men. 91
Protestant church congregations, native and white, set up

9Opo~Si8D., December 21, 1661. For a sampling of fire cODlp81V'
members p and activity, see rObn!s1an, Februa17 16, April 6, June 6,
22, 1661; Pacific COBIercial Advertiser, May 7, 1864, November 4" 166"
Mq 4" 1867, febru&ry' 5, "1870; HaW811an Gazette October 8, 186"
January 22, June 3, 1869, l"ebruar;y 10, 1869. the race question aside,
fire companies represented the mechanic classes of Honolulu rather than
pollte society, just as they tended to do on the American mainland and
in Australia at the same time. There were occasional caustic remarks
by firemen in the press to the effect that" when fires occurred, the
gentlemen whose property was being saved stood around sipping whisky
while honest working-men toiled at th..q pumps, hoses, hooks and ladders.
See Polynesian, January 5, 1661.

91For membership and activity, see All, Privy Council Record, X, 176,
Cabinet Council Minutes, February 26, 1862, August 24,
1666, Je.nuary 12, February 11, 1669; "Wyllie to H.Kabanawai, March 11,
1862, .AIl, 10 Letter BOok,· XLI, 23-24;· Wyllie to G. M. Robertson, March
21, 1862, AH,FO Letter Book, nI, 37-36; pO~S1ian, February" 21, 16,7,
March 6, May 15, . June 12, 1858, November 30,
C8Jiiber 21, 1861, January
4, June 28 , 1862; Pacific" COlllll8l-cial Advertiser. ~ 13, 18,8, March 27,
1662; Hawaiian Gazette, November 4, 18651' september 4, 1867.
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benevolent auxiliaries.

The lE:aders were the haoles of Honolulu, who

established Bible arid Tract Societies, Strangers I Friend. Societies, and
so on.

Their work was directed at natives, haoles, and at transient or

immigrant foreigners.

The benevolent offshoots of native congregations,

strangely enough, leaned more to furthering overseas mission work than
to the amelioration of local problems.
Catholic

C()JIIIJ!Ufi~t7

About mid-century, the white

of Honolulu becam.e large enough to underwrite

similar enterprises, incl'llding financial support for Catholic sisters
brought to the islands to do educational and. charitable work. Wb.en, in
the sixties, Episcopalianism came to the islands, yet a third group of
charitable and benevolent societies vas iDaugurated. 92
Freemasonry appeared at Honolulu in the late forties.
vhitta

JII&ltl t S

It vas a

preserve, except that Hawaiian ldngs (eapecially A1.exander

Liholiho, at the urging of Wyllie) became members of various orders,
sometimes advancing to high degrees.

The Good Templars, a temperance

lodge of the late sixties admitting both men and vanen, de'Y8loped
separate branches for whites

SInd

for natives and part-Havaiians. There

was no 1m.ediate native equivalent of the several nationality-based
social clubs and benevolent societies that emerged in Honolulu after
mid-century.

Nor was there awthing in the native community resembling

the Mechanics I Benefit Union..93 Among the Hawaiians, kinship and
locality ties provided a basis for social

and

protective functions.

92.rhe affairs' of benevolent societies mq be followed in the
period1caipress. The Protestant groups held their annual meetings
abOOt mid-year; and· frem the sixties on, a New Year direotory of
Hono:i.ulu institutions of this sort vas yUblished in the papers.
93rhe New Year directories in thenevspapers give the best consecutive record of the existence of secular benevolent organizations.

By the aixt:Les, however, Hawaiian women under the leadership of female

chiefs were formirJg benevolent and funeral aasociations. 94

The imitation of western institutions by no Ileana absorbed all the
attention of Honolulu I a Hawaiians.

Mach less did such activities serve

even the public needs of the Hawaiian population, and what the pri'i"ate
views of participating or non-participating natives were remains

conjectural. For eTel"Y' western institution that was well-received,
another vas ignored or resented.

This reaction, erratic in terms of

the accepted configurations of western society, often produced
juxt~oBitions

that were surprising and. diSJl8iYing to white men.

Enthusiastic, indeed over-enthusiastic, native participation in
the western legal process, and simultaneous antipathy to western
medicine were cases in point. Hawaiians even learned to cODlit suicide
by hanging themselves, long before they learned to keep themselves
alive by observing western medical rUles.

Another noticeable tendency

among natives was that they took hold of some parts of the Protestant
gospel and not others, so that a deacon at Kawaiahao or Kaumakaplli
might be famoua foY' obeying or enforcing some commandments and not the
rest (far more than New Englanders wanted Him to be, the Hmm.iians'
Protestant God was Love). Yet again, there was a determined and
ingenious resistance by city natives against being counted and taxed.

94pacific Commercial Advertiser, September 3, 1864, February 2,
March 2 J 1867.

In the dqs of the kapus, the chief's had maintained strict control of

human and economic resources, but western government at mid-nineteenth
century possessed no sanctions powerful. enough to convince natiTeS of
their personal. and financial obligations to society.
to the mid-seventies, in the first generation atter

From mid-century
C8ilijUaea

and tax

assesSJIlents became tacts of 11.f'e in Honolulu, head counts and poll
taxes were evaded by' temporary migration to another part of the city
or to a rural district, and tUBS on animals were nu111fied by' natives
who killed and ate harses and dogs. 9.5
Evan when agents of western society did la;y hands on Honolulu IS
natives, the Hawaiians seemed able to bend such occasions to their own
style. Periodic work-da;ys on the roads became a matter of cODlllUIl8l
jollification; men, women, and. children sang and shouted together as
they rolled rocks or carried logs.
labor.

The same was true of chain-gang

At the waterfront, in Nuuanu valley, or atop Punchbowl the

convicts could be seen, dressed in prison trousers and shirts inscribed
Paahao (prisoner), sauntering about during worldng hours, lying down,
smoking, reading the government newspaper (free of' charge), with their
women m:1n1stering to their needs, and then packing up at three in the
atternoon, to bathe and return to the prison. 96
Ind.... ed j among the natives of the town; the widest possible variety
of response to urban life was observable ~ from utmost incomprehension
to utmost sophistication. Once, late in the fifties, natives vere

9'Pacific Co!!!=ereial ~~rtiser, }~ovember 12, 18,7, August
August 4, 1859, March 25, 1871; Polynesian, August 21, 18.58.
96pacific Conunercial Advertiser, March 20, 1862, August 31,
September 28, 1867.

5, 1858,

terror-struck to hear that Honolulu's Odd Fellows were about to open a
newly-built ball.

For some reason, perhaps because in ancient times

structures used for esoteric purposes were dedicated with human
sacrifice, it vas believed. that the

!!.

(a dangerous denizen of the

spirit world) was abroad and had captured a woman in Pauoa valle;y.
A few years later,

&

native forger passed a bad cheek at Honolulu's

on:q bank--as neat a aanipulation of western symbols as can be imagined.
At various points between these two

ertr~s

might be noted egg-sellers

at the market fixing and maintai 01 ng their prices obli"fious to the
passage of time and the deterioration of their goods; horse-dealers on
the waterfront setting their charges with a delicate awareness of what
the traffic would stand; cbarcoaJ.-makers in the valle)' combining to
inflate prices; produce-peddlers tampering with weights and measures;
and Ilillt-men diluting their product to a mixture just on the acceptable

side of translucency.97
Variety of response by natives might be explained in part by
general reference to the nature of Hawaiian society before and after
the coming of the vbite man. Without doubt, it is an oversimplification to view aJ.l Hawaiians of

~be

!2 period

lUI

having been

equally perceptive of the central truths and. subtle nuances
traditional lite, or equally sensitive to its

soci~

or

controls.

th"ir
By the

same token, it is less than sound to regard western culture as having
affected in

~

eonsistent

WB:y

all Hawaiians of later generations.

The

alien culture, lacking by nature even the consensual unity of

97For a sampling of Hawaiian artifice, see: Polynesian, June 12,
1847, July 30, Ausust 21, 1859, September 10, 18S9;Mar~b 10; 1860;
Pacific GOlIIIII.srcial Advertiser, September 1, 1859, November 23, 1867.

traditional Hawaiian culture, presented itself' in the Pacific in a
particularly fragmented form.

It

"'aB

received in random rather than

systematic fashion by natives liberated or d.eracinated in devious wa:ye
from their past.
Customarily, a

fundiiiii~ntal

we:::!.tion has been posited between the

kind of unconscious social and personal wholeness to be found in the
simple human type of the villager, and the deep discontinuities within
the Tei1meDach, the divided urbaal man. 9G

It is not necessary to talk

in terms of ideal types to understand how at Honolulu, two generations

after the abolition of the kapus,

~

different levels of creativity

and inhibition had become noticeable in a shifting and noating native

population, exposed in the city to nesw kinds of. freedom and constraint.
Some differences might be attributed more specifically still to

confiict between generations. By J1dd-century, the vhite c01lllJ1UDity had
become aware of the :9resence of a

"new"

Hawaiian, a type that. seemed

at once less attractive and less manageable than the old. 99 Among
elderly natives in the town, traditional attitudes were, naturally,
more c01IBl1on than among the young.

Simple mission-Christian piety,

too, characterized converts of the first tw-enty years of
rather than those who joined the church later.
after the breaking of the

~

eY"a...g~liaw

.As for Hawaiians born

system and growing to maturity at mid-

century, they tended to disregard social controls both. old and new,
and to show little respect for 8ubraerged tradition, established

98Thi.s idea is stated elegantly in the early chapters of Mumford,
The Oity in History.

99White approval of the "emancipated" chiefs and courtiers was no't
extended to include their cOtUltarparts among the commoners.

,08
mission Christianity, or emergent western government.
The Rnew" Hawaiian 8howed neither the habitual deference of tbe
traditionalist nor the acquired piety of the native Christian.

He

combined, in the opinion of the white commu.n1.ty, the worst features of
old and new.

lfative indolence per9isted, and now it had the

opportunity to grow and become all-consuming, because co-ercion by the
aliis no longer turned it to industry.

Native child-rearing metho·is,

allowing chUdren max'mum freedom before they took their place in
a 80ciety closely governed by rank and custan, now produced
ungovernable young adults,

&8

undisciplined infants grew up under a

western constitution guaranteeing "liberty" and -equality" to aJ.l.
Education tor ancient agricultural and technical skills seemed
irrelevant to the new generation, as
foods, and

88 ~

~

gave VB:!' in part to western

was superseded by western cloth.

left their western schools perhaps literate, but

Young Hawaiians

cert~

undirected

except in a very vague moral sense.1OO
For young men it was bad enough: no matter what their education
or aptitude, olear limits were set on what they might accomplish in
business or government service.

The case of the young women was worse:

JIDlch les8 even than white women could they expect to make a useful
life for themselves.

At the same time, native girls could earn

deal of money from the sale of their bodies.

~

great

This fundamental

loo,or representative comment on the "new" Hawaiian frOil the forties
to the seventies, see Mr. 'Wyllie's Answers to Questions Put By Dudoit,
April 22, 1846, AH, FO & Ex; Minister ot Interior, Biennial Report,
18;7, pp. 11-13; Maria Patton Chmnberlain to Isabella, July' 10, 18,8,
HMCS; ~ March 8, 1" May 24, 18,6, February 4, 1860, March 2,
Mq 2~ptember12, 1863; Pacific COIIIIIlercial Advertiser,
February 2, 1860, January 27, 1872; HUhou.. March 10, 17, 1874.
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dislocation of relati. ons between the sexes in the Hawaiian community
completed a kind ot circle--by mid-century, the tamily as an
institution was in considerable disarr'l9", and appearances indicated
that the next generation might be in worse straits still.lOl
All these protound changes had done very little, apparently, to

aftect the sociability and gregariousness of the townls Hawaiians ..

It became Ctlstoma!'Y' to remark upon the great numbers of natives
constantly visible, constantly idle, and constantly unproductive I
hordes of little boys and girls swimming naked in the harbor;
boat-boys asleep under the

~a...'"Ves,

when they were not pestering

visitors, brawling outs;1de taverns $ or silently stripping copper
sheathing trom shipe l bulls and jetty piles; grown men tlying kites,
plqing urbles, or bilsrious11 eDjoyiug a giant swing slung trom a
spar down-town; courthouse and post-otfice loafers; market-place

hangers-on; coffee-shop babitues who j 8JIIIled the down-town streets
after dark in the whaling season; and droves of flashily-dressed
horseback riders who passed along the main roads in elouds of dust
and clamor .102

When the white community did manage to identify an individual
Hawaiian amid the undifferentiated mass, it was rarely tor reasons
regarded as coJllli1endable. Occasionally a native lawyer, politician,

l°lcn '..he question ot changes in marriage and divorce, Robert C.
Schmitt has written :m interesting short paper, "Marriage snd Divorce
in Hawaii Before 1870,· bringing together legal provisions as the,y
evolved. I thaDk him and Ricbard lh"eer for tbe ehance to see the MS,
which will be published in the Hava:ii Historical Review.
l02Polynesian» March 8, 18,6, Mq 8, 18,8; Pacific Commercial
Advertiser, Deeember 4, 1869, August 20, 1870, March 25, 1871, January
20, 1872; Hawaiian Gazette, October 2, 1861.
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fireman, or church member, worthy in white men's eyes, would die and
be brief'"'q

r(~me:pobered

as "punctual," "exact," "temperate, n or

"gentlemanly;" but most Hawaiians who came to white attention by name
were notable for deviations from settled norms

~f

white behavior and

experience--engaging confidence Ir.an, kleptomaniacs, chronic prison
escapees, braggarts, victims of shipwrecks and other accidents,
murderers, madmen, or (among native vanen espec1&1.J¥) sexual
adventurers. For the rest, the Hawaiians were anon;ymous, each
inseparable from his fellows.

This, in fact, was one complaint of the

English-language press-that Hawaiians were not named in western terms,
and were thus nameless and unnameable.103

At mid-century and later, then, in the white man's mind the
huddled huts of Honolulu's nat1ves still gave forth not 1nd1viduals
but zasses. The waterfront
the

!!!!:! dancers

gape~·s

of the twenties.

of early times were succeeded by
They, in turn, were followed by the

chanting school exam; nees, temperance marchers, and revival

~onverts

of

-t.he thirties, the down-town crowds of the whaling era, the smallpox
victims of the fifties, and the aimless drifters of the sixties.
For the time being, it seemed as if Honolulu, aclmOli'ledged center

l°3Even a casual inspection of Hawaiian individual. names shows that
they weI'e str1k:l.ng and memorable far beyond an;ything in the European or
American tradition. Though complaint was made about lack of individuality, what it real.ly concerned was a western difficulty in relating
names to kinship groups, particularly in the courts" where issues of
property might depend on correct rendering of Hawaiian names in
testimony and on documents. lfb.en, too, by mid-century some natives had
abandoned their single Hawaiian polysyllabic name for a single
"Christian" name--Jim or George or a Hawaiian equival.ent-Kimo or leold.
In this circumstance, the complaint about unidentifiability had some
point. See Polynesian, September 17, 1859; Pacific Com.ercial
Advertiser, September 13, 1860.

of social

dec~,

was irresistibly attractive to a generation of natives

apparently passing from primitivi8ll to decadence without assuming on
the WB:3" the western attributes of civilized individuality and
respoIU!libility.

Legal restrictions and limitations a:1Jned at keeping

the countryside free of vice led only to the depopulation of the
countryside as a consequence of migration to the city'.

Despite the

unceasing adjurations of the king, Prince Lot, Wyllie, and the editors
of every D8W8paper, English and native, young Hawaiians scorned the
1'8011&11

l1:fe idealized by' the native Agricu1tural Society and the s1mple

The great preference of the rising generation

health of the family kalo-patCh, diligently cultivated.
was for the city,

where young women might earn great sums of money in season and spend it
on the brightest of clothes, and where young men, with luck, might find
an older relative who bJld clung to ingrained. work habits.

They would

wear out his mats pl¢ng cards at home while he worked in his
patch, they would eat his fish"and

~"

~

they would sleep as long as

they liked" and then" when the mood seized them" they would issue
forth, splendidly dressed, to parade about the town.
The exemplar of the new style was a native porter in a

wholes~~e

and retail store, who, at the end of his week's work on Saturdajy
afternoon, transformed himself' into a d.andy.

Hia tall" shapeq form

was encased in a white linen suit" with a stand-up collar so high and
stiff that he could not turn his head.

\'learing a sh1:ny beaver cocked

to one side, gloves green" fawn, yellow, or white, with s. rattan cane

twirling in his hand, and a good cigar between his lips, he vas the
envy of his fellows of less cultivated tastes and an object or
admiration among the native ladies.

At least he worked for a living.

,12
Dozens like him in taste but not industr,y might be found in the
congregation at Kal1Juak apili on Sundays, and scores and hundreds more
neglected even the formal1ty of church at.tendance, to ride abOl1t, the
countr,y wearing yellow scarves, patronizing ltthe post-office and the
Hawaiian-language papers, elocution and the district courts, singing
schools, Hawaiian feasts, and hulas. nlO4

In one

w~

more than ot.hers, Honolulu t s Hawaiians, like natives

elsewbere in the islands, had not cCllle properly t.o grips with the
western world.
western values.

They had not learned the worth of time expressed in

Infiuential Americans especially, but other westerners

in town, too, were saTers of time and money; Hawaiians were prodigal

spenders of both asset.s.

They vere impulsive and ardent., plWlging

into enterprises that prOJDise'd quick and brilliant returns of exciting
experience" but th6J" were notoriously unable to make prolonged efforts
to lienefit themselves and ot-bers; they had no capacity for self-denial,
and in the end no "ambition, n as the moat severe of westerners
remarked.

10
'

104For the dandy, see Polynesian, Mq 9~ 1863. Even this
spectacular native was not identified by the reporter. For the
Ull8lBPloyed, see Pacific COJIDIlercial Advertiser, June 10, 1871,
January 6, 1872.
l°Spacific Camnercial. Advertiser, January 20, 1872. A vide range of
opinion ansted on the question of whether thetse characteristics were
ec-ngenital or acquired. In certain circumstances natives worked
"stead.ilyn and nvell," but these circumstances were evidently not
typical. Majority opinion was as stated above.
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Certa1nl:r thB)" defeated attempts to encourage them. to work
regularly, hour by hour, dq by dq, week by week.

On a more general

level, they seemed simply uninterested in looking at the year as most
westerners did: four quarters of a fiscal period, marked by two peaks
and two depressions of cOllllllercisl activity. Honolulu's Hawaiians, to
be sure, responded heartily to the arri'i"al of each whaling neet, but
their characteristic reaction vas to make holiday.

The whaling season

offered them not an intensification of good business, but rather an end
to dnllness, in which for a time orthodoxy might be denied, more or
less with impunity, in cOllp8D¥ with carousing foreigners.
As with the whaling season, so with shorter fiscal periods.

height of bustle in the haoles' ·commercial world came on "quarter

The
~, It

when three-monthly accounts vere setUed by messengers hastening from
office to office in the business district. By contrast, Hawaiians were
happy' when stores were closed in the evenings, happier at the end of

the week, and happiest of all on holidays.
As late as the mid-sixties, Honolulu' B Hawaiians had not been

persuaded to use western names for the days of the week, even in
Hawaiian transliteration (Monade, Tusede, and so on) .106 Despite four
decades of ¥estern education, in the course of which the govemment
and the Hawaiian-language newspapers had adopted the western calendar,

natives clung stUbbornly to the old DC:lmes.

This may be regarded as a

superficial manifestation of a deeper t!.!!.!dllingnesa to rel i r;quiah old
notions about time.
~

The periods of the ancient

~ra

had been marked by

dqs and festivals, and these, far more than non-ritual da;rs,

106pacific COIIUrcial Advertiser, December 22, 1866.

had represented periods of importance.

The avidity \lith which natives

in the city entered into ceremonial obserY'ances of all kinds would
suggest that they had not abandoned altogether their ideas of time as
divided between the profane, which was negligible, and the sacred,
which was signif'icant.
It is not contended that at mid-century the holidqiDg Hawaiians
were realising an abolition of profane time and a re-creation of sacred
time as they had done, say, during the makabik1 festivals of old, when,

by the repetition of vell-known ritual, they were able to renew the
sources of their society-'s strength.

The ancient wellsprings were

dryiDg up, and JllUch of the natives' holiday activity was nothing but

imitation of western vays.
of holidays

88

Nonetheless, the natives clearly thought

times when they' could most tully abe theaselves.-

Honolulu at vork vas reminiscent of New England in Dl&l\Y respects; but
on holidays the town was Havaiian.
What the Hawaiians were at mid-century wss, of course, a matter of
some complexity, and this vas demonstrated on holidays and other
ceremonial occasions. For one thing, during the decades of contact
with white men something of a change developed in relative emphasis
accorded the personal crises of birth, marriage, and death.

Native

birth-rates 'Were perilously low, the institution of marriage was
insecure, and death-rates were tragically high.

Funerals rather than

naming or marriage feasts Beem to have called forth 'lihe greatest
expenditures of money and emotion.107

l07pacific Commercial Advertiser, November 6, 1856, January 5, 1860,
April 13, 1867; NUbou, APrfi 14; 1814.

This was especiaJ.ly true when the death of a chief was moul'lled.
By the same token, it was the death of a chief that produced the most

striking ebullitions of traditionalism.

At the peak of Protestant

influence such outbursts vere damped down considerably, but from the
time of Alexander Liholiho they re-appeared in force.

Mark Twain

happened to be at Honolulu when Princess Victoria Kam8DIaJ:u died in 1866,
and his sharp

ere vas

IIDch taken by the scene at the palace: the weeks-

long lying in state, the vigil by torchlight, the chanting, wailing,
and dancing of grief-stricken natives clustered within the walled

grounds .108
On less serious occasions, the Hawaiians of Honolulu found it easy

to enjoy themselves, no aatter whether the provtmallce of a celebration
was Hawaiian or toreign.

Since 1819, the death of Kamehameha I had

been cODlllemorated on a feast day every year.

Birthda;ya, death d.qs,

and anniversaries of later kings, queens, princes and princesses were
also noted.

Added to these, as time went by, were foreign national

day's: tor the .Americans, July

4" which dated from the pre-missionary

era, and (somewhat later) Washington'! Birthday; tor the British,
Queen Victoria's Birthday; for the French, La Foete Napoleon.

Such

holidays affeeted the cODl.llUDity in direct proportion to the number of
resident nationals. Thus, July 4 was

alw~

the most explosive of

holidSiYs" and La Fete Napoleon was confined to nag-raising by consuls"
private dinner parties, and dances.

l08Twain" Letters from the 5andwich Islands" pp. 99-128.
Interestingly" curiosity-seeldng haoles behaved so badly at the palace
tbe.t all wb1.tes vere barred from the grounds until the last d.q of
mourning, so Twain found.
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Other designated holid.qs vere connected with religion.
American Protestants abhorred over-indulgence.

The

For a long time, they

observed Christmas Dq and Good Friday· only at church; the leaven of
othe!" denominations was required to introduce the two days into the
holid~

calendar.

Santa Claus and Christmas trees appeared at Honolulu

during the fifties.

Thanksgiving~, New

England-style, was made a

Hawaiian holidq in the fort:les, and, by government order, vas
amalgamated with Christmas for some years
Year's

~

0

Soei'!l visiting on Hew

became popular atter the decline of Protestantism.

The

Catholic Church at Honolulu celebrated a. munber of holy days, like
Corpus Christi, without involving the rest of the town.
\lben Protestantism was at ~ts height, strong pressure was exerted
to keep holy even secular

ho1i~.

Under mission suasion in the

forties, the government sometimes issued orders decreeing that holidays
were

!2. dqs,

permitted.

on which no riding, feasting, or even working should be

As the social influence of Protestantism grew weaker,

ho1id.qs more and more ceased to be closed and became open.
This was most noticeable on the specificaJ.ly Hawaiian holidays,
July 31 and November 28.

On

Jul.7 31, 1843, Admiral Richard Thomas

had restored the sovereignty of the islands to Kamehameba III, and on
November 28 of the same year Hawaii's independence had been recognized
by the major powers.

anniversaries.

Gargantuan feasting and frolic marked the

For a few years in the forties, liquor and dancing were

absent, but in the course of the liberalization of Honolulu I s society
they made their appearance among na.tives and whites on the two great
days of the year as on less important occasions.

Although July 31 and November 28, as holidqs, had been brought
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into existence by western intrusions, they vere viewed as re-affirming
in some vague wrq the integrity of old Hawaii; and here, as at chiefs I
funerals, the ancient arts might be seen.

In the forties, and again in

the sixties, Restoration Day programs included mock battles and spearthrowing exhibitions, together with hulas in the presence of official
parties.

The July holidq of 1847 vas long remembered as the most

spectacular comemoration of Restoration.
gathered at a

~

Almost ten thousand people

in Nuuanu villey and devoured

2n hogs,

482

ca1abashes of poi, 602 chickens, 3 oxen, 2 barrels of sa1t pork, 2 of
beef, 3,125 salt fish, 1,820 fresh fish, 121 barrels of
cabbage, 2,245 coconuts, 4,000 heads of
delicacies.

!!l2.,

!!!!

and

180 squid, and other

In the afternoon, John Ii, childhood friend of Alexander

Liholiho, counsellor of Kauikeaouli, and later Supreae Court Justice,
demonstrated the parrying of spears. He faced twenty spearomen without
harm, and then, when a1l their weapons had been burled, d!-ove them from
the field.

Other athletes staged exhibitions of wrestling and of the

lua, or bone-breaking technique.

While the official party watched and

ate, old women chanted endless meles in honor of the king and his
ancestors, and that evening after most 01' the compmv had left,

~

girls danced by torchlight .109
Over the span of several decades, the holidSiY calendar underwent
some subtle changes.

American enthusiasm for Ju4'"

4" for example,

waxed and waned with the coming and the passing of the Civil War.
Toward the end of the sixties, Restoration Day, July" 31, fell into
desuetude as being a kind of affront to Great Britain, whose stock was

l09Polynesian" August 7, 1847.
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high in the islands at the time.

In 1871" July 31 was removed frClJll the

list of national holidqs" but no matter about officialdom: common
natives continued to celebrate it informally" with riding parties"
picnics" drinking" ~-dancing, and general carousing.110

In the long perspectiva of Honolulu's history, the holiday-mald ng
of the Hawaiians was nothing but the first measure in a dance of death.
Year by year the dancers were fever as throughout the kingdom natives
in great numbers succumbed to loathsaae

dise8Se~..

In the eighteen-

seventies, by which time the surn.val of the Hawaiian people was in
doubt and foreign influence had risen to unprecedented heights"
racism of

~

very ugly kind appeared at Honolulu.

..

Born of desperation

on the part of natives and cont8DIPtuous arrogance on the part of haoles,
it added to the exacerbations of a struggle in which Hawaii ultiJnately
lost its independence.

The future course of events was hardly visible

even to the acutest observers at the court of Alexander Liboliho, where

llOSome impression of the style and evol.ution of holidqs mq be
gained trom: Sandwich Island. Hevs" December 2" 1847, March 23" 1848;
Polynesi~ August 10" 18L4, December 25, 1847, July 6, August 3" 1850,
December 27" 1851, November 20, December 4" 25, 1852" May 27" 1854,
December 20, 1856, Mq 22, August 7" 1858" July 5" August 9" December
21, 1862, July 25, August 1, 1863; Pacific Commercial Advertiser, MlW'
24" 1860" June 29, 1861" July 10, 1.862" November 5, 1864" April 15,
May 27, July 22, August 5, 1865, December 1, 1866" July 6, October 5,
1867, JaDU8ry 2, July 31, 1869, December 3, 1810, June 10, July 1, 8,
August 5, December 2, 30" 1871" March 30, 1872; Hawaiian Gazette,
Juq 8, 22, August 5" 1865, January 5" November 27" December 25" 1861.
See also Hipa to Emma. and others" January 14" 1871" Emma Collection
(Nylen-.AJ.tman); All, Cabi.riet Council Minutes" January 17, 1873; Hawaiian
Annual tor 1922 J 58-61) Saturd8jY Press" October 29" 1881.
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the dance or life seemed to be at its most spirited.

Just as the

competing national groups or the town f'ound ways to perfonn their
advances and retreats with a modicum of' finesse, so men of' different
races were able, for a brief' period, to pass in complementary f'igures
serosB the stage of' the city.

FIGURE 29. HONOLULU, 1853
No. 1 of a set of six 11thographs bY' Paul Emmert.
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FIGURE 30.

HONOLULU STREETS AT MID-CENTURY
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CHAPTER VIII
THE NEW ECONOMY

The flawed social elegance or Honolulu after mid-centur,y found its
counterpart in the physical arrangements of the city.

Between the

mid-fifties and the mid-seventies, the population rose from eleven
thousand to almost fifteen thousand.

New streets were added to the

down-town area; homes and business buildings began to spread across
the plains to the east and west of the harbor and to push farther
toward the valley-s.

Expansion was virtually unplanned, as was to be

expected in a mid-nineteenth century city lacking self-government.
At any given moment the people of Honolulu were likely to be
ruminating upon (though not necessarily correcting) the municipal
errors of the past, and observing at the same time with the utmost
complacency the commission of newer, greater blunders.
Civic carelessnes8 gave the ground-plan of the city its shape;
and the skyline JI seen against the inland mountain ranges, was ragged.
The era of thatch and

~

was coming to an end.

More and more,

Honolulu was emerging as a city of wood and stone; 1 but orthodox
northern European and .American building materials used in a new
setting produced no innovatione in design, except for the pleasant
idea of adding a lanai or verandah to the bare front of a house.
"Practical architects"

an~

contractors in Honolulu--and most of their

customers--were average men, with average imaginations and
frontiersmen's tastes.

Of the new public buildings, some were handsome,

though imitative; most were quite undistinguished; none was consciously

laawaiian Annual for 1911, 153.

FIGURE 31. HONOLULU, 1853
By Paul EIlmert.
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suited to a sub-tropical climate.

2

One or two small things saved the

built-up part of Honolulu from complete aesthet1.c aridity and banality.
Along the main roads, algarobas and other shade trees introduced in
earlier decades were coming to maturity, lending a measure of relief
to thoroughfares and house lots once exposed, hot and barren.

The

town I S water supply, somewhat improved in the mid-fifties, brought
touches of green to maIV places, and here and there ornamental fountains
played.
Concurrently, however, the older sections of the city were
becoming built up to the point of congestion.
increasing numbers moved out of town.

Well-to-do families in

Nuuanu, which had always been

the choice of leading members of the official and mercantile
communities, continued to be attractive.

A newer resort for the

fashionable developed at Willild., wilich, atter a half-century

or

comparative neglect, was returning to prominence as a locus of leisure • .3

2In such matters, of course, Honolulu was little different from
comparable towns on the American mainlcmd. For a good introduction to
the subject, see Charles E. Peterson, "Pioneer Architects and Builders
of Honolulu," Hawaiian Historical Society: Annual Report, 72 (Honolulu,
1964), 7-28.

3The Hawaiian Hotel opened a branch at Waikjk1 in 1875, but the
beach did not really begin to come into its own until the 1880s and
l890s, by which time Honolulu publicists were rE,ferring to Waikild. as
the "Hewport" or "Long Branch" of the islands. The analogy was absurd,
as travelers discovered. Waikiki was the showplace of Hawaii, but its
amenities werc primitive in the extreme by comparison with those of the
celebrated watering places on the east coast of the United States.
Of. Cleveland Amory, The Last Resorts (New York, 1952). Two unpublished
theses deal with WBik1k1 in the DiDeteenth and twentieth centuries I
Richard Walter Coller, ·Waik1.ki.1 A Study of Invasion and Succes~ion as
Applied to a Tourist Area,· MA, Hawaii, 1952; and John Lewis Taylor,
"Waildki: A Study in the Development of a Tourist Conmuni ty," PhD,
Clark, 195.3. Both are strong on ecological theory and weak on history,
particularly of the nineteenth century.

FIGURE 32. DlOOND HEAD, 1857
One of a series of lithographs by G. H. Burgess.
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FIGURE 33- HONOLULU, 1853
By Paul :&IImert.
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There, over-worked white men needing surcease fran the city discovered
the sun and the iica, whose value the less constrained Hawaiians had

always appreciated.
This permanent removal from Honolulu proper was supplemented by a
seasonal night in the doJ.drum months of the sUJIIIler, when business was
Black and a burdensome heat settl.ed over the city.

Those who could

afford it left for holidq homes in the valley, at the beach, across
the Pill on windward Oahu, or even on the outer islands. Others,
forced to remain in town, JUde do with lesser expedients: a picnic,
a horseback or carriage or omnibus ride along the one or two
indifferent major roads J.eading out of the city, or perhaps a weekend
"in the countr;y."4
Close by, and

regular~

used, were a few breathing spaces. For e..

time in the sixties, it was modish to ride up to the Royal Hawaiian
Agr1culturs~.

Societyls garden in Nuuanu for a plate of fresh

strawberries and a glass of white wine.

Later, in the seventies, the

Sunday con<:erts of the Royal Hawaiian Band at Emma Square or in the
garden of the Hawaiian Hotel drew the social leaders of the city.
They promenaded, smartly-dressed, among crowds of natives and
J.ower-cl8B8 whites while bandmaster Heinrich Berger guided his
uniformed. Hawaiian musicians through Strauss waltzes, operatic arias
by Donizetti and Rossini, and his own healthy German marches and polkas

(to whioh he usually gave Hawaiian names).

Between the east end of the

town and the cooonut groves and beaches of Waikiki

J.~

a broad plain,

4ror the omnibus experiment, see Paci:t'ic Commercial Advertiser,
February 29, March 7, 21, November 21, 1868.

FIGURE 34.

NUUANU VALLEY, 1857

By- G. H.. Burgess.
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bY' no means green and fertile, but still open wide.
festivities were held.

There most holiday

A!nple space was available for the

manda'~ory

Saturday horseback riding of Honolululs Hawaiians; and there, tl'o, the
sporting gentry of the town assembled,

88

they had dona since early in

the century, to :race blooded horses.
It remained true that one of the best things about Honolulu as a
place to live was that easy means of escape vere at hand.

God made

the country, man the town, so William Cowper said, and the Honolulu
newspapers were fond. of quoting him.

Nuuanu and Waild.ki, to be sure,

were pleasant enough examples of God ' s handiwork; but on the edges of
town, where natural beauty needed man ' s help merely to survive,
matters were less well ordered. For a long time, the government had.
intended to set aside part of the eastern plain as a public park
dedicated to Admiral Richard Thomas, who had restored Hawaiian
independence there in 1643. When rough boundaries were laid out in

18,0 and house lots fronting on the open space vere offered at auction,
the wealthy rushed to bid and buy.

But a quarter-century later, in

the mid-seventies, Thomas Square was still undeveloped, a place of
straggling trees and ill-dafined tracks, and the government was
considering renting the "park" to a man who wanted to raise jute.'

,

C. T. Gulick to C. C. Coleman, October 7, 1876, AH, Interior
Department Letter Book, nn. For a sampling of policy statements and
comment on the use of open spaces around Honolulu, see Gorham Gilman,
"Journal of a Tour on Oahu, 1848," MS, mIS; Gilm8n, "Honolu1u--1848;"
Ali" Privy Counoil Record, III, 437, ,61, 11Th, 635, XII, 87; Charles
Alfred Castle to his wife, September 28, October 23, December 12, 1673,
HMCSj AH, Cabinet Council Minutes, April 9, 1875; C. T. Gulick to
A. S. Cleghorn, August; 31, 1875, Ali, Interior Department Letter Book,
XIII, 67; po~~sim; August 4, 1849, January 9, 18,8, July 2, 9,
October 8, 18~ June 30, 1860; Pacific Commercial Advertiser, August
20, 1857, August 5, 18,8, August 25, September 1, October 8, 18,9,

FIGURE 35. HONOLULU, 1853
By Paul Emmert.
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In the

down-i~own

area itself, where the municipal issue was not

beauty but utilitJr, public services lagged far behind growth.
Financial diffic,1vllties, in fact, caused retrogression.

At the

beginning of the sixties, the government was so poor that general
retrenchment vas necessary. Local government in particular vas
affected.

At Honolulu, sheriff's, marshals, policemen, and interior

judges vere either dismissed or placed on reduced salaritilsj the
governor's otfice, which carried out little work of importance a»ywrq,
6
did less and 1ess. In ODe instance only--a premature attempt at the
end of the fifties to introduce gas lighting--vas innovation ahead. of
acute need in Honolulu; and this, naturally', was a private speculation
financed by subscriptions, not a government-ovned enterprise.7
Between the mid-fifties and the mid-seventies a million dollars

vas spent on public works. Given the state of the kingdom's finances,
this was a great deal.

Still more was needed--the rate of expend!ture

March 28, 1861, March 5, 1864, september 16, 1865, Mtq 26, 1866,
JanuaI"T 12, July 20, 1867, July 22 .. 1871, June 8, 1872, September 27,
1673; Hawaiian Gazette, July 1, 186" October 30, 1667.. February 26,
1868, JUli 14, fa75; Hawaiian Annual for 1910, 139-141.
6policy discussions on retrenchJlent as it affected Honolulu's
government are in !H, FO & Ex, Local Officials, several documents
tiled at July-Angust, 1861. See also documents at Ali, FO & Ex, Privy
and Cabinet C-ouncile.. March 13.. 18620 For comments on the effect of
retrenchment.. see Pacitic Commercial Advertiser, December 12, 1861;
Polynesian.. May 10, 1862.
"For the establishment and failure of the gasworks, see AH, FO & Ex,
Privy Council Petitions, July 22, 18,8; Ali, Privy Council Record" X,
244, XI .. 13; C. R. Goodwin to Wyllie, September 15, 1658, AH .. FO & Ex,
Hawaiian Officials Abroad; W. H. Tiffany to Lot K=mahUlaba.. January 26..
1859.. , AH .. Interior Department Letters, Miscellaneous; Wyllie to ;Goodwin,
Hov8JB.'i)er 30, 1859, '!H, Fa & Ex, Hawaiian Officials Abroad; Pacific
Commercial Advertiser, July 26, October 4, 11.. 1860.. M&y' 23.. 1861. A
new firm was established in 1866-1867 to try again. Havaiian Gazette,
January 12, 1867.

FIGURE 36. HONOLULU, 1853
By Paul &nert.
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FIGURE 37 • HONOLULU STREET SCENE, MID-CENTURY:
QUEEN STREET FROM NUUANU, 1871

was insufficient--but no funds could be spared.

The government found

it hard to balance its budget even after taxes on re&1 and personal
property were iIIposed and tariffs were raised under a new Civil Code
in 1859.

Major public works projects from the fifties to the seventies

oould be contemplated only if goyernmental revenues were bolstered by
loans.

Even then, with deficit spending in vogue, money was short.

The outer islands remained starved for fund8;8 the capital, enjoying
first call on tax and loan revenues, continued to look shabby'. 9
Evidence of public penury was easy to find.

The condition of
I

Honolulu's streets reminded citizens every dq of the inadequacy of
works appropriations.

Some gross irritants of earlier decades

(r8llPP.:::ring bullocks and oozing oesspools) vere less C<Wlllon, at least
on the main thoroughfares, but e"f'en there litter, and DlUd and dust in
season, continued to make travel unpleasant.

Street lighting and

numbering were introduced in the late sixties and early seventies on a
small scale down-town.

Elsewhere, and especially in the never sections

of town, conditions were worse.

After mid-century, a useful local

institution emerged to guide development at the neighborhood levels
ccman1ttees of property-owners might petition the goverIlJllent to have a
street defined, and they were also allowed a voice in detemining
routes and setting compensation for condemned property.10 Local

8
See, for example,

~ific

Commercial Advertiser. September 8, 1859.

9The best place to begin a study of public works finances and
accompliobments is in the periodic reports to the legislature of the
Minister of the Interior and. the Minister of Finance. The Honolulu
press, both official and opposition, commented voluminously every time
a new project was announced or an old one was completed or abandoned.
lo,or some cases of the committee system at work, see Ail, Interior

FIGURE 38. HONOLULU, 1853
By Paul :&omert.
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initiative, of course, could take matters only so far, and as often as
not the government for :\.ts part bestowed on streets nothing more th.an
a name. For years after its formal designation, Lillha Street, to the
west of Huuanu strem, was interrupted in several places by the raised
banks and swampy depressions or

~

patches. ThiR was only one
11

picturesque street nuisance among lIl8.DY in the environs of Honolulu.

Outside the city, roads tended to dwindle to mere tracks within
a very rev miles.

The newspapers vere full of suggestions about the

desirability ot carrie.ge paths east to Koko Head and west to Eva, but
nothing III1ch could be done.

In default of sustained government work,

roads were marked simply by the passage of traffic. By the later
fitties and early sixties, hardy men vere taking carriages to the
north and west coasts or Oahu and back.

A major effort of road-

building vae carried on in luuanu valley, partly' because a route over
the Pall would open up the windward side of the island, partly (so
the opposition pres! illeged) because many higb...ranking government
officials lived in Nuuanu.

In the mid-forties, Kamehameha III had. been

one of the first to ride a horse across the Pali and down the trail to

Department, Miscellaneous, Roads, Oahu, August 15, 1660, June 29, 1671,
January 24, 1677; AH, Interior Department, Miscellaneous, Royal Hawaiian
Agricultural Society, October 2, 31, December 6, 1866; H. A. Widemann to
W. Kaumahi and others September 18, 1865, .AH, Interior Department
Letter Book, VII, 617!; Notice of F. W. Hutchison, October 2, 1666, AlI,
Interior Department Letter Book, VIII, 22; Widemann to G. He Luce,
November 3, 1666, AH, Interior Department Letter Book, VIII, 24; Notice
of F. W. Hutchison, January 8, 1870, !H, Interior Department Letter
Book, X, 101; C. T. Gulick to W. H. Thompson and others, February 16,
1871, All, Interior Department Letter Book, I, 386. The committee system
operated under Section 184 of the 1659 Civil Code.
llpacific Commercial Advertiser, September 25, 1656, M~ 9, 1861,
January 26, 1667:J January 6, 1872; Hawaiian Gazette, JUly 22, 1865.

FIGURE 39.

EWA, 1857

By' G. H. Burgess.
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the district of Koolau; but not 'until 1861 was a buggy driven over the
same route (the pioneers were Garrit Judd and Eli Corwin, the latter a
pastor of Fort street Church und a great enthusiast for better roads).
In 1863 a horse-dr&11D vehicle Ilade the trip in the other direction,

from Koolau to Honolulu.

For

t~

JIlOst part, however, traffic over the

Pali during the sixties and seventies vas by horseback.
trail remained dangerous tor heavy wheeled traffic.
Within the Honolulu area

88

12

defined by streets, good or bad,

were other serious JIlUnicipal deficiencies.
vas a problem on more than one count.
biggest watercourse, had Dl8.IJY uses.
ft!ld bathing pools.

The vindward

th6i'6

Water supply, in particular,

Nuuanu stream, the tow's
High up in the valley', waterfalls

Carefully-engineered irrigation ditches t.ook water

from the main st.ream to the terraced

~

Cattle pastured in the valley came to

gardens of the natives.

.~low

and drink at the stream;

and farther down, along the last mile or so, the bath-houses of taverns
abutted on the water, and washerwomen squatted on the banks to beat out
clothes. Household needs before mid-century were generally supplied
by back-yard wells, from which water was raised either by buckets or

hand-pumps before the advent of windmills. l )
The copious spring water of the Nuuanu uplands was brought downtown in quantity for the first time in 1847, when the government laid

a one-inch pipe from a

~

12Po1ynesian, October

patch to a tank at the harbor-master's

4, 1856, November 19, 1859; Pacific Commercial

Advei"tiser; October 2, 18$6, September 12, 1861, March 27, April 10,

1862,

MaY 14,

1863.

13According to John Colcord Journal, windmills vere introduced to
Honolulu by Captain Eliab Grimes. No date is given, but by the forties
there vere "four or five,n so Colcord said.
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office on the waterfro:at, so that whaleships and merchantmen need no
longer send watering parties with barrels inland to the tidal limit of
Nuuanu stream.

In 1850, a tour-inch pipe was laid from the King's

Spring in Buuanu to the waterfront; thenceforth, a tap on the wharves
was opened to ships tor a 8Il8ll fee, and boats riding outside could be
supplied from a water-tanker licensed by the govarnment • Five years
later, in February, 1855, Honolulu residents vere authorized to take
water from the Huuanu pipe tor $25 per

aDnUJll.

Petitions for water

rights began to cOJlle in iDmediately, and very soon half-inch pipes
were attached in ma.ny places, almost all at private expense. Presfn1re

vas poor, and as numerous branch pipes were added it became poorer.
Those beyond the network paid a licensed water-carrier to make regular
stops at tih.eir houses.

In less than two years the &y'Stem was

overloaded and water was scarce throughout the city.
necessary to refuse new petitions.
legal use of water.

It became

Restrictions vere placed upon the

In the summer of 1857 fountains were outlawed,

the sprinkling of dusty streets was torbidden, and a constable
patrolled the town to Bee that taps and garden hoses were turned off
at night.14
The continuing water shortage of the later tifties had many

~or these and other developments in the water system; see: AH,t
Journal of Internal Improvements, 1847-1848, September 20, 1847;
!H, Privy Council Record, III, 486-488, 577, 671, IX, 69, 111, 1.3.3;
JR, Ministerial Conferences, 1855-1856, passim.; S. Spencer to H.
Holdsworth, May 22, 1855, AH, Interior Department Letter Book, VI; 296,
A. P. Everett and others to Minister ot War, September 19, 1855, AH,
Public Works, Miscellaneous; C. H. Levers and others to Wyllie,
January 21, 1856, Ali, Public Works, MiscellaneousJ Polynesian, M~ 18,
June 1, 1850, June 16, August 18, 1855, May 24, 1856, July 18, 2.3, 25,
1857, August 8, September 5, 1857; Hawaiian Annual for 192.3, 47-5.3.

disturbing side-effects. Fire was always a danger in the down..tolm
business area, with its closely-packed wooden bui1.di.rJgs and thatch huts.
Volunteer fire companies, however conscientious, could do little
vithout an adequate water supply.

disaster.

The city, in fact, was ripe for

By prolonged good fortune it escaped, at least until the

final decades of the century, when huge conflagrations in 1886 and
1900 gutted large parts of the older town.

In the meantime small fires

were frequent, and in 18S5, 1860, and 1877 there vere major blazes,
contained only with difficulty.

The first of these produced expensive

insurance claims. Honolulu 8 s underwriters in a body refused thereafter

, to take the risk of insuring businesses housed in wooden firs-traps.
Merchants hastened to petition the government for improvements in vater
and fire service. Public bJdrants and storage tanks vere supplemented
by large reservoirs dug by businessmen on their city premises.

Some

took another way out, by investing in expell8ive fireproof buildings.
The hasard remained great, nonethele::s, and wariness on the part of
insurance companies continued into the seventies.lS
Thar-e seamed to be no shortage of water in Buuanu valley.

The

question, in the government's view, was simply one of getting it to
town in sufficient quantity.

In 18S9 the legislature passed

.1m

act

lSThe preceding summary was drawn from: H. Swinton to Superintendent
or Public Works, January 25, 18S6, AH, Public Works, Miscellaneous;
D. Weston to Wyllie, June 24, 1856, AH, Public Works, Miscellaneous;
w. E. Cuttrell and others to Lot Kamehameha, September 15, 1857, AR,
Interior Department, Miscellaneous, Water, Oahu; Theo. H. Davies and
others to E. O. Hall, October 24, 1873, AlI, Interior Department,
Miscellaneous, Water, Oahu; John Kakina and others to W. Moehonua,
Mai1 27, 1875, !H, Interior Depa.rbl1ent, Miscellaneous, Roads, Oahu,
Honolulu; Minister of Interior, ~ , 18S2, p. 8; Poynesian, August
21, 1852, September 19, November 14,1'857; Hawaiian Annual for 1906,
S5-62.
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Itto provide a further supply of water for the city of Honolulu."

The

Minister of the Interior was directed to borrow money on the security
of future receipts from the sale of water rights.

With theBe funds a

new reservoir vas to be built in the valley and new pipes were to be
laid.

The legislature of 1860 further authorised the Minister of the

Interior to take possession of a:ay land that might be needed for the

new water-works. A quarter-million gallon reservoir was constructed
below Kapena spring, which itself' yielded about six hundred thousand
gallons a dq.

A twelve-inch pipe vas run down to the city; four-inch

branch pipes were laid along intersecting streets; and a system of
gates and stop-cocks made it possible to shut off small sections
without olosing the main pipe.16
By mid-1861 more than five hundred taps had been attached;17 and

within a fev months, at the height of the summer, water was scarce in
the city once again.
water rationing.

Irritated canments greeted the re-imposition of

More important, there appeared for the first time a

consideration of damage done to sources of water supply in Nuuanu
valley by several decades of urban life.

16
Tb.e planni ng and building of the new water-works lIi8iY be followed
in: till. webster to Lot Kamehameha, August 11, 1859, AR, Public Works,
Miscellaneous; Janion, Green to Lot Kamehameha, December 1, 1859, All,
Public Works, Miscellaneous; Agreement of January 24, 1860, AR,
Interior Department Letters, Miscellaneous; Minister of Interior to
J. B. webster, January 27, 1860, AR, Interior Department Letter Book,
VII, 248; S. Spencer to Wyllie, January 30, 1860, AH, FO & Ex, Local.
Officials; lin. Webster to Lot Kamehameha, September 10, 1861, AR,
Interior Department Letters, Miscellaneous; Minister of Interior,
Report, 1860, p. 6; Minister of Finance, Report, 1860, p. 2; Polynesian,
April 23, 1859, January 28, Mq 12, 17, August 25, 1860; Pacific
Commercial Advertiser, November 29, 1860, January 31, ~ 16, 1861.
17Honolu1u Water Works Swmnary, July 1, 1861, AR, Interior
Department, Miscellaneous e
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Serious abuse of the Nuuanu uplands had begun as early as the
mid-forties. Rights to water and land were matters of the greatest
concern to Hawaiian chiefs and commoners in the old dqs, and, until
the forties, the carefully-organized and laboriously-maintained
traditional system had been kept reasonably intact under the close
surveillance of the aliis and their konohikis.
naturally: as long as the

~

Conservation followed

gardens wera in good condition, there

was little danger of erosion or deforestation. By mid-century, however,
this balance had been upset by legal, social, and economic innovations •
.Atter the land distribution" privately-cnmed holdings in Nuuanu changed
han~s

rather rapidly. Old boundaries were altered" and traditional

water rights became vested in individUals, causing disputes over
access and distribution.

Natives" no longer able to turn

unquestioningly to their chiefs for decisions, tried to settle their
affairs by discussion.

White men applied

to government; and

cOmUssioners of water rights and private ways busied themselves in
Nuuanu (and elsewhere) for the remainder of the century.
With changes of ownership came cban..gea in land usage.

As kalo

gardens were abandoned" their diligently-tended ditches were diverted
or simply allowed to

raJ.1

into disrepair.

A conflict between the

demands of the town and the needs of the remaining kalo growers was
noticeable as early as 1856.
new stage.

Kazv dispossessed

In the early sixties, matters moved to a
~

farmers had left the lower Valley

for the forests higher up, where they now earned their livings as
WOOd-cutters and charcoal-makers. Their depredations in the forests

.

were matched by' those of

goats~

horses and cattle.

Natural cover on

the watershed disappeared steadily, and the process was accelerated by'
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serious brush fires whieh in 1866 burned hundreds of acres in Kalihi,
18
Nuuanu, and. Pauoa valleys.
As long as ecological anarcby' existed
in Nuuanu, very little good could come of improvements in the capacity

oi reservoirs or extensions of the city's B,ystem of reticulation.

A

long-time resident of Nuuanu, J. H. Wood, put the case clearly and
vigorouely:
-The Nuuanu stream-like all rapid, mountain streams varies much in

its volume, often showing ten to fifty times more water than on
the dq previous It is tap'd by Auwai's [ditches] ••• all the
wlq from near its sea level to near its source, rendering the
Valley- a net-work of streams, conducting vater to Kalo land
cultivated at present most~ near the Huuanu Road:--a party having
cleaned his Loi 's ~alo-patches] & wishing to fill them up, or to
soften the grass-grcn;n"beds of some he wishes to cultivate,--or
wanting more water for his mill, animals, or other purpose, goes
to the source of auPPl1' above.-be it river or Anwai, dams the
main stream--takes the water where he wants it for the time, &
where it runs untill another wanting-it, helps himself likewise,
turning it in another direction.
How, i f 5--.S0--or 500 men help themselves to water from its
source, not one of the number would ever think of going to its
source to shut it off when they had enough, or when their neighbor
was antitled to it, but leave it to the man next antitled to it to
look after his own interest, & so on, each for himself, but no one
for his neighbor, or the publlc; i f a smart shower happens, (they
are frequent in this Valley) the River rises, dams turn the water
into .Anwai's--mains into latterals, and down it comes, overfiowing
& deluging all be1ow,-aweeping everything away not fh'd beyond
its power to remove--8uch is the ractice & has been for ara,
Water Rights and Water Luna' s supervisors , notwithstanding.
If a scarcity of water in town prevails during a few months
of the year, it is look'd after somewhat, & dealt out to some
extent, by a system of Inn Gates on one or two of the principle
Auwai • s; but even that does not prevent frequent damage from
carelessness or neglect, during the dryest months; and when water
is abundant, as during the past year, every one appei9s to help
himself, adlibitum-regard1.ess of consequences.
0

0

18
Pacific Commercial Advertiser, September 29, October 6, 1866;
Hawaiian Gazette, September 29, 1B66.
19 J. H. Wood to W. L. Moebonua, January 16, 1875, .All, Interior
Department, Miscellaneous, Roads, Oahu.
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Wood wrote in 187" when matters reached a critical stage.
and

~~hers

He

for years put had been remarking that fioods and freshets

in the ra:i.ny months were becoming more cOllmon.

Denuded hillsides gave

up vater as fast as it fell, and millions or gallons fiowed quickly,
useless~,

and sometimes dangerously to the sea.

Lakes formed at

street corners in Honolulu, houses leaked, adobe walls crumbled; and.
down Nuuanu valley to the harbor, borne on rushing waters, came spars,
abutments or even complete wooden bridges, big logs from timber-yards,
fiimsy bathing houses and laundries from the sides or the stream;J

occasional drowned livestock, and--most bizarre--coffinB of natives
buried in houseyards fronting on Nuuanu stre8Jll.

In the dry months,

springs and minor stre8JllS formerly fed by soakage were reduced to
nothing, and summer at Honolulu became a season of D!Uddy water in
short supply.20
.As early

88

1860, investigations were made to determine i t the

Huuum springs could be supplemented by water from the adj oining
va.Ueys--Pauoa, Maldki, and. Manoa.

The expense vas prohibitive.

Nuuanu remained the sale source of supply.

Debarred from exploiting

other valleys, the government perforce turned conservationist in Nuuanu.

2CTor a sampling of typical issues in the period of changing land
use and consequent ditficulty in lfuuanu valley, see Kekuanaoa to C. c.
Harris, JUly 22, 1851, AR, Interior Department Letter Book, V, Part 2,
491; J. H. Wood to F. W. Hutchison, October 21, 1869, AR, Interior
Department, Miscellaneous, Water Works, Honolulu, Luakaba Water Cla:l.ms;
Ali, Cabinet Council Minutes, January 2, 12, 1869; Minister of Finance,
Report, 1870, pp. 1.4-1,; Charles Alfred Castle to his wife, September
22, 24, 29, October 6, November " 1873l, HMOS; Po~eslan, May 9, 1863;
Pacific Commercial Advertiser, August 2ts, 18,6, sePtember 29, 1866,
January 19, October 12, 1867, June 18, 25" September 10, 1870, August
30, September 20, 27, 1873; Hawaiian Gazette, September 22, 1866,
February 13, 1867; Nuhou, August 22, 1673.
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Enabling laws

~ted

from 1860, when the legislature had authorized the

Minister of the Interior to acquire land needed for the planned waterworks extensions of that year.

This act and later amendments (passed

in 1868 and 1874) were invoked in the seventies to gain control of
major irrigation ditches such as the Paki Auwai and also of large
tracts leased or owned by private individuals in vital areas of Huuanu.
The government at the same time began to plant trees on de-forested
land. already in public hands.

The new policy was inaugurated none

too soon-the lJprilngs were chdncUing to nothing.

Already the town

took some of its water from N11Uanu stream itself', and the soei91. elite
of the valley as well as the common people of the city faced the fact
that, in the higher Y'eaches of Nuuanu, the depleted stream passed
through the large dairy farm of Mrs. William Hillebrand at Luakaha.
In

1873 the

govermne~t

opened negotiations to buy her lease.

Prolonged

debate followed over the value of Luakaha, and Mrs. Hillebrand's claims
were not the only ones which cost the government time and trouble in
thi.s respect. 21

2~e progress of the Luakaha claims JIJIq be followed in AH, Interior
Department, Miscellaneous, Water Works, Honolulu Luuaha Water Cl.aiJBs,
conta:l 01 ng the Hillebrand case and several others. For other
goverDmental activity in the late sixties and early seventies,
including the growth of conservationist sentilnent, see AH, Cabinet
Council Minutes, January 13, 1865, October 1, 22, 1873, December 24,
1874, November 30, 1875, April 18" November 9, 21, 1876; Kamala and
others to Minister of Interior, December 10, 1875, AH, Interior
Department, Miscellaneous, Water, Oahu; E. o. Hall to A. S. Hartwell,
July 29, 1873, All, Interior Department Letter Book, XII, 309; E. O.
Hall to Palau, October 18, 187.3, .AM, Interior Department Letter Book,
XII, 374: W. Green to Hawillil.ii COiiDul at MelbOurne, September 21, 1874;
.AH, FO Letter Book, LIT, 8)8; C. T. Ouliok to A. S. Hartwell, October
19:; 1876, Mi, Interior Departllent Letter Book, XIII; Hawaiian Gazette,
March 4, 186$, F-abruary 24, 1869; Pacific COJIIm8rcial AdYertiser,
February 4, June 17, 1865, Octobe!"-S, 12, l867, August 26, l871,
March 16, 1872.
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Salvation came from an unexpected quarter.

In the eighties the

first successful artesian wells in the Honolulu district were sunk;
and it was soon discovered that below the easilycopierced capstone of
most of leeward Oahu lq a marvellously pure, apparently inexhaustible
supply of subterranean vater.

Throughout the fifties and sixties the opposition press, most
notably the PacU'ic Comercial Advertiser,

subje~ted

the government to

criticism over the handling of pIlblic works appropriations.
soundness of proje{;ts was alwqs in question after the fact.

The

Then too,

the Advertiser olaimed contimuuly that the ministry, especially in
the sixties and early seventies,
contracts.

W88

corrupt in its awarding of

By law, these were supposed to be open to public bid, but

as often as not they were awarded in private and without advertisement
to "favorites" of the government.

Charges of conflict of interest,

'Which had been levelled at Gerrit Judd 111 the forties and fifties, were
now directed at the generation of politicians and civil servants "Who
followed Judd in office.

22

221 dispassionate inqui17 shows some substance to the allegations.
It is true without doubt that man;y contracts, large and small, were
awarded lI-1thout public advertisement. The government's Hawaiian
Gazette handled the charges sophistioally by sqing that the government
did not call tor sealed tenders on works contracts because it wmted
the Itbest workmen;" like private oitizens, it reserved the right to
choose them itself. It a man vere competent, and had the confidence of
the Ministers and the public too, the Gazette could not see what
difference it made how he was chosen to do the work. Who were the
benefioiaries of the government's closed policy? Theodore Heuck for
one--for a time in the sixties, when his architectural and contracting

FIGURE 40. FIRST IOLANI PALACE
Detail from Emmert 11thograph.
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There '!'JEI3 well have been private mani.pulation of public t'unds at
Honolulu.

Certainly, members of "the ring" so darkl,.v referred to by

the Advertiser appeared far better proTid.ed for in their private than
in their public capacities.

Expensive homes were common in the town,

but it was the universal view that government buildings in the fifties
and sixties vere less than adequate.

In the middle forties, K8lIehameba III had decided to make Honolulu
rather than Lahaina the permanent seat of the monarchy. He took up
residence at the east end of the city in a small, pleasant house which
became known as Iol.<Wi Palace. 23 Governor Kelcuanaoa had built the
house for his daughter, Princess Victoria Kamamalu, but he gave it
willingly to the king.

High-ranJdng chiefs came to live nearby, and

the general area of Pelekane took on the style of "the court end of
town." The old "grass palaces" of earlier monarchs in down-town

business was at its height, he was also head of the Public Works
Bureau, and was therefore in the happy position or being able to award
himself contracts. other names which crop up in this connection are
those of Supreme Court Justice H. A. Widemann (who in 1869 vas able to
save Heuck from coming to trial on a charge of having knowingly
received large amounts of whalebone stolen trom ships in the harbor),
Police Magistrate John Montgomery, and Attorney-General C. C. Harris.
Heuck's Honolulu vas tar from being Tweed's Hew York, but DDltatis
mtandis there was a similarity in tone. See D. Foster & CO. to
Bobert Stirling, June 26, 1868, !H, Public Works, Miscellaneous;
Gilbert Waller and others to Minister of Interior, June 21, 1871, !H,
Interior Department Letters J Miscellaneous; Pacific Camnercial
Advertiser, January 10, 1861, June 17, 24, 5aptamber 2, 1865,
NovembAr 3, 1866, July 31, August 7, December 4, ll, 1869, April 15,
June 10, 1871, April 13, 1872; Hawaiian Gazette, August 26, 1865.
Eventually, in 1873, a first move vas made to restrain government
officers fI'Viil doing business on the side. Gharles Alfred Castle to
his wife, August ll, 1873, HMCS.
23ror a convenient account of the circumstances, see Hawaiian Annual
for 1906, 75-78. See also Charles E. Peterson, "The Iolani Palaces
and the Barracks,· Jour.nal or the Society or Architectural Historians,

XXII, 2

(~,

1963), 91-92.
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Honolulu were now things of the

pa..~t.

Nonetheless, more than a trace

of traditional Hawaiian living arrangements lingered at Iolani.

The

king and his wife, for example, preferred not to live in the "palace"

itself.
grounds.

Instead, small private apartments were built for them on the
24

Three more kings lived at Iolani--Alexand6i' Liholi.ho, Lot
Kamehameha, and William Lunalilo--before the fiamboyant David Kalakaua,
soon after his accession in 1874, began to agitate for a new palace
to match his royal eminence.

Plans for a second palace actually dated

from the mid-sixties, but one delay after another occurred over the

site, the design, and the cost. By 1876, Kalakaua was disgusted with
the old house: "The life of rII3' noble wife and myself, It he wrote, "is
not so pleasant in this place, the houses are filthy and in poor
condition, and it is only with great effort to hide the humiliation
that we live here.

And it would be well that the citizens feel

humiliated also regarding this thing.,,25

Construction of the second

palace was begun on the grounds of the first Iolani in 1879 and was
completed in 1883; the building still stands, a lavish monument to the
26
last years of the monarchy.

24There are m~ descriptions of the first Iolani Palace. Among the
best are those in Polynesian, November 9, 1844; Journal of Chester
Smith Lyman, MS, HMCS, May 15, 1646; Judd, Honolulu, pp. 130-131;
Bates, Sandwich Island Notes, p. 36 0 Cf. Foreign Testi.mo~, I, 12,
Claim 3, 39, Ci8iiii 31, II, 30 ff., Claim 250.
25Kalak8.1.1& to W. Moehonua, March 24, l876 J MI, Interior Department,
Miscellaneous, Prisons.
26p.or the planning of the second palace, see the reports of the
Minister of Finance from 1866 on, which summarize a great deal of
documentary material in AH, and. at the same time give cost figures.
The best way to begin a systematic study of the second pal.ace is in

FIGURE 41. HONOLULU HALE
Detail :from Emmert lithograph.
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In the grmmdB of the first Iolani Palace stood a royal tomb,

containing the coffins of every monarch since Kamehameba II as well as
those of

JI8Jl;1

high chiefs and a few distinguished foreigners.

By' the

mid-sixties it had become crowded, and a new cemetery vas prepared in
Nuuanu valley, with a chapel designed and built in simplified Gothic
style by Theodore Heuck, architect of Queen t s Hospital.

After the

funeral of Foreign Mim.ster Wyllie in November, 1865, all the coffins,
inoluding Wyllie t s, were taken fraa the paJ.ace grounds to the Nuuanu
cemete17', 'Where today, a hundred years later, they remain. 27
Kameh8llBha lIP s decision in the forties to make Honolulu his
royal residence, and the later declaration of Honolulu

&8

capital of

the islands, raised the question of BUitable accOlllllodations for the
various permanent agencies of governaent.

At first, the major cabinet

ministers occupied offices on Merohant street in a coral building
called Honolulu Hale (Honolulu House), owned by K81llehameha III and
leased to the government. By 18,0, Honolulu Hale vas regarded as too
small, too open to the public, and t.oo :tar irom lihe palace.

Tt1en, in

1853, a variety theater was built next to it, creating a fire hazard
which threatened the safety of money in the Treasury and govemment

the unpublished collection of source materials compiled by David Forbes
for the 196, session of the state legislature of Hawaii. A copy is in
AB. Peterson, ftThe Iolani Palaces and the Barracks,· 9,-103, has a
good account of the planning and building. Peterson quotes extensively
from source materials in Ali, and the article has several interesting
photographs.

27 AH, Privy Council Record, XI, 14l-143, 161; Ali, Cabinet Council
Minutes, January 29, 1864; C. S. Kittredge to Curtis Lyons, June 20-28,
16,5, Curtis Lyons Papers, MSS, AHJ Pacific Commerci81 Advertiser,
December 17, 1863; Hawaiian Gazette, June 17, October 14, November 4,
1865 (this issue contained a list of coffins and. their arrangement in
the ma.usoleUll)o
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documents housed in Honolulu Hale.

28

In February, 1854, most of the

cabinet ministers Iloved to an adobe house on Hotel Street owned by
Foreign Minister Wyllie and rented by him to the government.

Here the

ministers carried out their business for the rest of the tifties.
By 1861, the houBe had come to the end of its useful life.

A r:dnstorm

undemined the foundationa ot Wyllie's own office, cracking the valls
and producing "a scattering of redtape, sealing vax, cocked hats, and

billets doux. ii

No one vas hurt, but clearly it was time for the

government to move elsewhere.

The next choice vas the fomer French

Hotel., located on a triangular lot at Fort, Hotel and Union Streets.
The government maintained offices there until a new building vas
constructed in the early seventies not far from Iolani Palace. 29
A large building near the waterfront called Mauna Killka

(mountain of silk) had been used in the early period. of constitutional
government variously

88

a legislative assembly-ball, a court-house"

an armory, a "arehouse, and a public meeting-place.

Tn the early

fifties, it became more and more the domain of Governor Kekuanaoa.
The legislature met during the rest of the fifties and sixties in a

2B,or Honolulu Hale, see Sandwich Island Guette, July 30, 1836;
Foreign Testimony, In, 434; MlDi8ii, iiHonolUlu-i848;1t AR, Cabinet
Councll Minutes, March 3, 1846, October l., 1853; AH, Privy Council
Record, II, 423, III, 687, 747, 819, VI, 70, 126-128, VII 327, VIII,
79, 113; !H, Fa & Ex, Pri"'Y Council Reports, December 19, 1853; AH,
FO & Ex, Reports or Trustees to Settle the King's Debts, Folder 7,
Document 13, Ootober 31, 1853; Wyllie to the CoDmdttee on Government
Ofrices, October 31, 1853, AR, Fa & Ex, Local Officials; Polynesian,
February 18, 25, 1854.
29'or the offices of the period before 1871, see ~llie to Lot
KamehaJlleha, January 9, 1858, AR, FO Letter Book, n.VII, 92 ff.;
Pacific CoJllll1ercial Advertiser, March 14, 1861, March 20, JulY 10, 1862;
Polynesian, July 12, 1862.

FIGURE 42. COURT HOUSE
Detail from Elmnert lithograph.
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new court-house constructed not far from Honolulu's decqing fort; and
then, after the new govermnent building opposite Iolani Palace vas
finished in the seventies, legislators and judges moved there to occupy
quarters under the same roof as cabinet ministers.
This new government building, Aliiolani Hale, was interesting in

that the plans from which it was realized vere originally submitted to
the Hawaiian government by the Sydney architect Thomas Rowe in answer
to a request for designs for a new Iolmi Pa..1ace. When Rowe's plans
arrived, together with those of another Sydney architect, discussions
on the site and the cost of the new palace were in progress,9 but the
government was ready to act on the question of a new office building.
Rove's plans vere modified and used as the basis of a two-stor,y
concrete building erected on King Street opposite the Palace grounds.
Completed in 1874, Aliiolani Hale is still standing in 1965; it now
serves as the State of Hawaii's Judiciary Building• .30

Of the million dolJ.&rs apent on public wrks in the reigns of
Kamehameha IV, Kamehameha V, and LunalUo, about $120,000 was absorbed
by Alii01ani Hale alone. Minor projects carried out during the same
period included the royal cemetery- in Nuuanu, a new post-office

3Oror Aliiolani Hue, see: AM, Cabinet Council Minutes, November 28,
1870, January 10, March 20, October 51 1871; Minister of Finance,
Reports, 1868-1872. '!'bere are Il&n;y letters in All, Interior Department
Letter Book, il, and in AH, Io1ani Palace File. See also Friend,
March, 1872; Pacific Commercial Advertiser, October 15, 1870, January
27, February 17, 1872, June 6, 1874.

FIGURE 43. HONOLULU HARBOR, 1857
By G. H. Burgess.
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building, a quarantine station, and the new pril!on, reformatory, and
insane asylum mentioned earlier.

These lesser projects together cost

more than one hundred thousand dollars.
In the long run, by far the most expensive item in the public

works budget was the maintenance and improvement of the harbor. The
dredging of the shallows and the building of the Esplanade, begun in
the fifties, were carried on even when all other schemes were halted
for lack of funds.

Work was stopped only once, when the treasury was

almost empty in the early 8irlia8..

CQnc~nt.:!"~t:!.l)n O!!

th!! h!.!"b!)r was

necessary so that Honolulu might ente:- the age of steam transportation
with adequate basic equipment. Minor waterfront installations, largely
the responsibility of government, vere generally satisfactory-wharves,
warehouses, markets, water-pipes and water-boats, lights, bUoys,
channel-markers and. wig-wag telegraphs.

The towing service offered by

the government's tug!!!! was good, and privately-owned shipyards
were efficient.

What was missing was reliable steam service.

After the last cumbersome side-wheeler of Garet Ryckman's
ill-fated Hawaiian Steam Navigation Company was withdrawn in 1856, the
archipelago was without steam transport, except for the tug

~.

Ryckman's speculative venture had been political as well as financial,
and it had failed on both counts.

The San Francisco syndicate had made

heavy investments on the assumption that Hawaii would soon fall into
the hands of the United States.
however,

C8Jlle

The annexation movement of 1854,

to nothing; and Ryckman, who had hoped to emerge as the

holder of a lucrative monopoly, found himself instead deep in debt.
From that time on, no foreign entrepreneur could be led to risk money
on interisland steamers.

Once again, then, Hawaiian-owed schooners
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carried passengers, 11vestock and general freight between the capital
and the outer islands.
If steamers were to return to Hawaiian coastal waters, it 'Would

have to be at Hawaii9Jl expense; and Ryclanan' s experience had shown
that costs might be great.

Income from passenger traffic alone could

not keep a steamer's books balanced, and ma.DY' Honolulu merchants who
handled fll'eight and 11vestock consignments also had financial interests
in trading schooners. Entlmsiasm for steamships continued
however 0

1ive~,

In 1856, the legislature took a leading position when it

authorized the Minister of the Interior to spend up to $60,000 on the
purchase or construotion of an interisland steamer.

Negotiations

vere soon begun, first in the United States and then in Great Britain,
but the late rifties were a time or economic depression in the islands
and elsewhere, and the pl8.D8 were abandoned.
At last, in 1858, the government came to an agreement with the
Honolulu mercantile firm or C. A. Williams & Co.

A screw steamer for

the interisland traffic was to be operated under the tems of a sixyear

monopo~

Company.

held by a newly-const!tuted Hawaiian Steam Navigation

Charles Williams arranged in 1859 to have a ship built at

Boston and New London.
engine took 128 dqs.

Her voyage out to the islands under sail &"ld
She arrived at Honolulu on June 28, 1860.31

Under the name of Kilauea (an occasionally active volcano on the
island of Hawaii), this 40o-tonner gave fitful service for seventeen

3l:For general information on the new steamer, see Hawaiian Annual
tor 1889, 73-77; Kemble, "Pioneer Hawaiian steamers, 1852-1871, It
15-27; Kuykendall, Hawaiian ~dom, II, 164-168; W. H. D. King,
Pictorial Maritime History o~W81i, 5 vols. (n. p., n. d.), V.I' 133.

,43
years.
and

The experience wae not sltogether a happy one.

Between 1860

1876, there was scarcely enough freight business to keep the

steamer running.

Successive combinations and companies, created at

intervals to save the Iilauea, lost JIloney and Were dissolved one after
the other.

Ten major re-organizat10ns and re-capitalizations were

tried, alS well as

JII&IJ;1

shuffiings of schedules and routes. Firms

heavily involved included Janion, Green & Co.; Walker, Allen & Co.;
and. Hackteld Ie Co.

hOll the beginning, the government itself was an

invelltor; late in the sixties a direct subsidy was granted, and for
the last seven years of her active lUe the nlauea vas owned entireq
by the government)2 By the earq seventies, Tirtually all that kept
her in operation wae the conviction of K8IIlenameba V and one or two of
his cabinet ministers that the steamer should be regarded as part of
the -road sy-stell" of the island kingdom-as, in fact, a II8j or public
1mprov8ll1ent, a governmental responsibility-)3 The islands, it seemed,
could hardly- support a steamer; neither could they quite do without one.
Part of the trouble lay in competition.

.As has been mentioned,

the freight-banrll1 ng business was managed mequately by established
ec.ercial houses at Honolulu; and scnooDer-owners greeted the
Kilauea's entry into the passenger trade by halving their own fares.
Steamer accOJllllodations, even in ·cabin" class, were spartan, at best.
Then too, the Kilauea, like her predecessors, proved unable to stq off

the roofs of the outer islands.

Within a few months of her arrival she

32For easi reference to comp~ re-organisations,
Hawaiian Kingdom, II~ 164-168.

8ee

Kuykendall,

33m , Cabinet Council Minutes, February 28, Maroh 1, l6 1870.
j

ran aground at Lahaina. Later, in January, 1866, a navigating error
put her over the reef at Kawaihae, Hawaii; gales drove her ashore, and
not until April could she be repaired, re-noated, and brought back to
Honolulu.

In 1871, she went on a reef' on the island of Holokai.

mishaps were frequent.

Minor

'!'hese, together with the endless mechanical

adjustments needed to maintain the Kilauea, reduced the number of
incOJIle-producing voyages she completed" and made her repair bills very
high. 34 By 1868 the Kilauea was uninsurable.

Only under the energetic

management of' Samuel G. Wilder in the early seventies did she keep at
all consistently to her published schedules.

Even then, she was

withdrawn more than once to aake special voyages for the government..
Wilder could not get her to show a profit; J1Uch less could be prevent
the steady deterioration of her hull and machinery.
and again that she be replaced.

He urged again

Finally, in 1877, the government

purchased the 592-ton Likelike, the first of several steamers which
sailed between the islands in the last quarter of the century.

Quite

soc'n Wilder was able to buy the Likellke from the govermllent.

By then

the sugar industry had begun to booJll.

Interisland traffic was up, and

constantly rising; government support was no longer needed, and private
enterprise could come into its own. 3,

34Por a time in 1862-1865, the 8o-ton schooner Annie Laurie,
converted to steam by Honolulu shipwrights, supplemented the Kilauea's
runs between the is1ends.
3'Tbe shifting .fortunes of the Kilauea mq be followed in the
published reports or the Minister of FInance between 1860 and 1876.
Policy discussions are in All, Cabinet Council Minutes, SepteDiber 261
November 3, 1860, February 26, May 7, 1862, September " 1863, January
il, 14, September 14, 19, 27, 1864, July 7, 1865, November 14, 1867,
February 18, ~ 7, 1869, March 1, 16, 1870, April 17, December 24, 29,
1874, April 9, 22, September 1, 187" December 27, 1876, See also the
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If interisland steam transportation

wa~

a risky business, the

trans-oceanic traffic vas even more uncertain.

For Hawaiian

capitalists, barely able to keep one mnall D{,e8lli.er in service, a
Honolulu-based line ot ocean-going steamers was of course quite out of
the question.

Even American millionaif'es of the post-Ci'til

war period

could not stand alone in this tield, and the earliest trans-Pacific
lines were brought into existence vi th the aid of sizeable govermnental
subsidies.

The kingdom of Hawaii joined the United States, Great

Britain, and the colonial governments of Hev Zealand and Australia. in
oftering rights and privileges to several steamship lines during the
sixties and seventies.

Hawaii stood to gain greatly, but the

inducements its government could afford were SJI81l, and, as with the
interisland 11ne, results vere mixed.
In the early and middle sixties, quite reliable sailing ships
carried passengers, freight, and mail between Honolulu and San
Francisco.

These vessels continued to serve the islands while attempts

were made to connect the vest coast with Hawaii by steam on a regular

following letters and do~~nts, selected from scores in AR, Interior
Department, Miscellaneous, Shipping: J anion, Green to Lot Kamehameha,
May 5, 8, 9, 10, October 13, 1862; Janion, Green to G. M. Robertson,
January 12, 1864; W. L. Green to C. G. Hopkins, September 3, 1864;
Janion, Green to Hopkins, September 19, 1864, January 19, July 5, l86S;
Win. Berrill and others to J. C. Pnuger, February 6, 1866; Janion,
Green to F. W. Hutchison~ March 19, 1866, May 30, 1867; Bishop & Co. to
W. L. Green, January 15, 1868; Estimates of S. G. Wilder, March 28, 31$
1874; Wilder to W. Moehonua, December 26, 1874, Mq 4, 1875; Archibald
McInt).T8 aDd othera to ldlder, November 1, 1875; Balanc8 sheet by
Wilder, March 31, 1876. There are ~ letters in .AIl, Interior
Department Letter Books, VII, VIII; and in Ali, 10 Letter Books, XL,
XLI. The classified advertisement columns of the PO~8i~.J Pacific
COIIIJJlercial Advertiser, and Hawaiian Gazette supply i ormation about
changing schedules and routes;an.d editorial and letters columns
comment on the quality of service.
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basis.

In 1862, the Hava11an legislature passed an act offering

privileges and exemptions in Honolulu harbor to any line of transPacific steamers, although at the

SBJlle

time it was acknowledged that

Hawaii could not supply much in the V8:f of freight or passengers.

The

Pioneer Trans-Pacific Steaa Compaav, which ran ships between San
Francisco and Hong Kong for a short time in 1863, enquired about
Privileges at. Honolulu J but not until 1865 was a regular Un1ted StatesChina run started, and even then Honolulu was not included as a

stopping Place. 36
In 1865, the United states Congress passed an act to assist the

establishment of a fast steam Ila1lservice between .Allerica and China,
with soheduled stops at Hawaii and Japan.

The

Pacific Mill Steamship

Comparv- vas awarded a ten...,.ear contract providing tor

JIOnt~

round

trips, subsidized up to $,00,000 a year. The COllP&Dl1 opened
negotiations with the Hawaiian govemaent for the use of harbor
facilities at Honolulu, and there vas an eager response in the islands.
Deepite this, it soon became clear that although the act of Congress
stipu1ated a Honolulu stopover, Pacific Mail vas agsi.n8t the id.eao
The islands were, atter all, a long vay trom the shortest route to

China, which ran far to the north along the great circle.

In addition,

some uncertainty persisted about the capacity of Honolulu harbor to
accOll8odate the large steamers that were to be used.

A

cOlllp~

agent

at Honolulu Bounded the channel and found enough vater--betveen 23 and.

36m, Cabinet Council Minutes, February 1.4" 1863; C. G. Hopkins to
J. Meek, September 15, 1864, AH) Interior Department Letter Book, VII,
,Sl""2J Polynesian, July 19, August 2, 1862, January 24, 31, August
20, 1864.
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25i

teet-and the Hawaiian government built a new steamboat wharf as

part

ot the waterfront improvements that had. been going on ever since

the mid-titties. The coJnP8IV't s arguments ot distance and expense
prevailed, however; and Pacific Maills tirst ship, the Colorado, which
left San Francisco tor China on January 1, 1867, was awaited in "'ain at
Honolulu.

Congress voted to remove the Honolulu stopover from the

subsidized China mail senice)7
Pacific Mail was reluctant to include Honolulu in its rG':.1te; but
another vest coast line, the California Stemu Navigation CompaIJY, was
more than wilJ1Pg.

Early' in 1866, their ste..er

At!! had

sailed trom

San Francisco to Honolulu on the tirst ot a series ot voyages which,
it was hoped, would encourage the Havaiian goverDJllent to award a
subsidy.

On its second voyage hOJlle, the

and over a million pounds

~

carried tifty passenger a

ot sugar; but even this promising start. did

not secure the permanence of the run,

At that time-April, 1866-

the attention of' the Hawaiian goverDDlent was still upon Pacific Maills
China service, and the calitornia Steam Navigation Compan;y could

neither persuade the cabinet to grant a subsidy, nor atford to keep
the expensive

~ on the Honolulu route. 38

37For the Pacific Mail affair, see: AH, Cabinet Council Minutes,
September 20" 1866.. February 19, 1861; F. W. Hutchison to Captain Baby,
October 2, 1866, !H, Interior Department, Miscellaneous, Shipping;
Hutchison to Allan McLane, April 1, 29, 1667 , Ali, Interior Department
Letter Book, VIII, 96, 117-118; McLane to Minister of :mterior ,l June 1,
1867, AH, Interior Department, Miscellaneous, Shipping; Pacific
~rcial Advertiser, March 4, M~ 6 j J~A 24: Sep'tember 16, October
28" December 2, 1865, January 6, 1866, February 2, April 6, 13, 1867;
Hawaiian Gazette., September 29, 1866.

38m , cabinet Council Minutes, Februa.!'Y' 3" 1866; !!~~-iian Gazette,
Jarmary 27, February 3, 1866; Pacific Commercial Advertiser, Jamt&ry
27, February 3, 10, 17, March 3,

24,

Aprn

7,

May

12,

1866":
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When a more or less permanent steamship connection was made
between San Francisco and Honolulu, it was with the assistance of a
subsidy from the United States government.

After Pacific Mail had

received permission to bypass Honolulu, Congress voted to support a
monthly DUd.l steamer service between the west coast and Hawaii.

The

contract, carrying a $75,000 annual. SUbsidy, went to the California,
Oregon, and Mexico Steamship Compan;y.

The first ship of this line,

the Idaho, docked at Roncl1l1u on September 17, 1867.

The compan;y

sought in addition a ten-year subsidy', but the Hawaiian cabinet found
the demand unacceptable and proposed instead a bounty paid in
instal 1 menta over two years.

Finall.y, the compq- agreed to carry

Hawaiian mail free of charge in return for privileges and exemptions in

Honolulu harbor.

Patronage of the Idaho and its silSter ship the

Montma vas not as heavy as had been expected.

Steaaer arri'Vals and

departures drew crowds of SPectators, but passengers apparently
continued to travel on the fast sail 1 ng packets; and in 1869 the
Montana was withdrawn, leaving the Idaho to make round trips every
thirty-six days. 39

39ror the California, Oregon, and Mexico Steamahip Comp~, eee:
F. W. Hutchison to C. de Varign;y, September 7, 1867, AR, Interior
Department Letter Book, VIII, 173; R. Feuerstein to Hutchison, September
6, 1867, Aa, Interior Department, Miscellaneous, Shipping; Hutchison to
J co Bellman, November 1, 1867, AR, Interior Department Letter Book,
VIII, 199-200; Ben Holladay to Hutchison, March 31, 1868, Ali, Interior
Dep~nt, Miscellaneous, Shipping, and other documents filed here for
1868, including a contract .dated August 10, 1868; Hutchison to Holladay,
April 2, 1868, AR, Interior Department Letter Book, VIII, 250J AH,
Pri"i)T Council Record, XI, 277; Minister of Finance, Report, 1868 1
pp. 4-5. See also documents in AH, FO & E::, Consul at San Francisco,
1867, twd US Kiraister, 1867. Pacific COIIIlercial Advertiser, September
21, 1867, recorded the arrival of the Idaho, and on March 6, 1869, the
withdrawal of the Montana. Press coverage was quite full between these
dates.
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In the spring of 1869 the california, Oregon, and Mexico Steamship
Comp~

changed its name to the North Paoific Transportation Company.

The Idaho sailed between San Francisco and the islands under the new

firm's flag; and at the same time the directors of the North Pacific
line began thinking of a sem.ce that would link San Francisco and the
Australasian colonies via Honolulu.
North Pacific Transportation was not alone.

A British combination

; 'lcluding the Cunard steamship interest.s did Bome preparatory work on a
sea-and-land-l1ne from Australia to England.--by atemner t.o Sen
Francisco, across the United States on the newly completed
transcontinental railroad, and by ste8lller again across the Atlantic.
Nothing came of this; but at the same time H. H. Hall of Sydney was in
the process of organising a Sydney.,Auckland-Honolulu service.

His two

chartered ships, the Wonga Wonga and the City of Melbourne, formed the
Californian, New Zealand, and Anstral1an Line of Steam Packets,
operating under subsidies from the govermnents of New Zealand, New
South Wales, and. (ve1"1 brieny) Hawaii.

Hall's line, despite its

title, did not in tact run as far as San Francisco.

The Wonga Wonga

and the City of Melbourne connected at Honolulu with the Idaho of the

North Pacific Transportation Company, which took passengers., freight

j

and mail on the last leg of the trip.40

4Opor the Australian connection, see: Collie, Stewart & Co. to F. W.
Hutchison, October 19, 1869, All.. Interior Department, Miscellaneous,
Shipping; Hutchison to Collie, Stewart, October 20, 1869, AH, Interior
Department Letter Book, I. 57; Hutchison to J. C. Pnuger, November 27,
:lr869" All, Interior Department Letter Book, I, 79; AU, Cabinet Council
Minutes, March 16, April 2.3, 1870; Minister of Finance, Report, 1870,
20..21; C. C. Harris to S. F. Odell, April 20, 1870, AH,FO Letter Book,
L, 185 !!..; and several letters in AR, FO & Ex, Miscellaneous Foreign,
1870. See also Pacific Commercial Advertiser, October 23, 1869,
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The tirst voyage ot the Wonga Wonga brought her to Honolulu on
AprU 19, 1870, twenty dqs out from Sydney.

Almost exactly a year

later, an .American combination put ships into service on the SydneyHonolulu run. ft'rlle H. H. Hall in Sydney was arranging subsidies from
the Australasian colonies, two groups had. been attempting to do the
same from an .AJaerioan base-first, Ben Holla.d.q's North Pacifio
Transportation Comp8D1', whose

~

alread1' made subsidized voyages

between San Francisco and Honoluluj and, second, William H. Webb, an
important Nev York shipbuilder who vas rsady to extend his operations.
The American efforts were, to begin with, competitive.

In 1871,

however, co-operation replaced competition, and the Holle.d.q-Webb
groups joined forces to establish the United StAtes, Nev Zealand, and
A.ustralia Mail Steamship Line, which, under webb' 8 control, took

~er

the Horth PecUia Transportation Cclmpanye 8 contract to oarry mail
between San Francisco and Honolulu.

From April, 1871, the Nevada and

the Nebruka of the new line ran between Honolulu and. Sydney, and a
smallf!r st0amer, the Moses Taylor carried mail, passengers, and
tl'"eight between Honolulu and San Francisco.

The entry of Webb's ships

created competition for Hall between Sydney and Honolulu at the same
tille as it destroyed Hall's connection with Holladq's old North
Pacific line between Honolulu and San Francisco.
fight or give in. He chose to fight.

Hall could either

For some months his steamers

covered the whole route between Sydney and San Francisco, but not
even his subsidies could save him, and by the fall of 1871 he was

February " 19, 26, March "
March 16, April 27, 1870.

AprU 23, 1870; Hawaiian Gazette,
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beaten.

He could do nothing but withdraw. 41

Webb had managed to get subsidies from the Australasian colonies,
and in April, 1872, after his new line had been in existence for a
year, the Hawaiian government somewhat unwillingly made a short-term
grant of money and privileges ot the Hawaiian contract of the old
North Pacific Transportation Campan;y, whose ships and mail contract he
had bonght in 1869.

The government ._

re~

to allow him these

privileges, but several cabinet members opposed &rr1 extensions.
arguments were raised against the Webb line.

M.aIv'

The steamens customarily

arrived rully loaded trom Australia and New Zealand, leaving no room
tor Hawaiian freight. to be carried to the American mainland.

It apace

happened to be available, the webb line's Honolulu agents, Ha.ckteld
&

eo.,

took first priority.

The trans-Pacific steamers were large;

they oocupied a great deal of whart footage, and dust trom their

ltl:ror the oompetition between Hall and Webb, seet W. webb to
Minister ot Foreign Aftairs, Angust 25, 1870, AR, FO Le'tter Book,
Correspondence Received, I, 267; C. C. Harris to Webb, september 24,
1870, AR, 10 Letter Book, L, 401-402; Harris to H. H. Hall, October 25,
1870, !H, ro Letter Book, L, 443; Hall to Harris, November 29, 1870,
AR, FO Letter Book, Correspondence Received, II, 69-71; F. W. Hutchison
toO lo!~ Neilson, October 25, 1870, All, Interior Department Letter Book,
X, 312-313; Webb to Harris, April 15, 1871, !H, ro & Ex, Miscellaneous
Foreign; Robert stirling to Hackteld & Co., Mq 5, 1871, All, Interior
Department Letter Book, IX, 108; Ben Holladrq to Harris, M8iY 5, 1871,
All, 10 Letter Book, Correspondence Received, II, 264-265; Harris to
Webb, M'9' 17, 1871, All, FO Letter Book, XLVIII, 130-131; Hutchison to
Hackteld & Co., June 22, 1871, Ali, Interior Department Letter Book, X,
490; Harris to H. W. Severance, August 1, 1871, AR, 10 Letter Book,
XLVIn, 216-217; AR, Privy Council Record, XI, 303, 309-311, 313,
321-32$; AM, Cabinet Council Minutes, January 10) August 2, 1671J
C. Brewer & Co. to Hutchison, October 21, 1871, AH, Interior Department,
Miscellaneous, Shipping. The Pacific C08Iercial Advertiser throughout
this period supported American 1nterests~ accusing the Hawaiian Gazette
and the govermasnt of favoring the Hall tina over the Webb
for
anti-American political motives. '!'here seems no reason to believe this

nne

was true.

waterfront coal heaps blew over IW\Y of the other berths.

Finally,

without a United States government subsidy, the tuture of the line

vas daubttul.
For some months, the Hawaiian government paid the Webb line $1,000
for each voyage between Honolulu and Australia, but relations betweeJi
the compaD;,Y and. the government continued to be poor. Webb t s agents,
Hackf'eld & Co., insisted that the new contract had not voided the old
North Pacific arrangements, under which they- had been permitted to
store steaer goods tree ot charge in a shed on the watertront.

The

government claimed Hackteld & Co. abused this privilege by using the
shed to store goods that were not intended for ste8l1ler transit.

At one

point, the govermaent threatened to cancel the new contract with Webb
unless the old one (with North Pacitic) vas surrendered.

At the same

time, on Webb's orders, the ete_ers had ceased to carry Hawaiian
mail-webb was holding out for a $25,000 ammal subsidy from the
government.

Before these and other difficulties could be resolved, it

became clear that the Webb line would fail.

The United States Senate

in February, 1873, rejected the last of' several attempts to gain an
American

sUbsi~'

for the line; and three months later the last of

webb's ships, the Nebraska, sailed from Honolulu for San Francisco.
webb sold out to the Pacific Mail Steamship CampaDiY', the line wbi;)h in

1866 had by-passed Honolulu on its (,~ ma:U run. 42

!aFar the development of 'Webb's operation, S881 Ali, Cabinet Council
Minutes, February 14, 22, March 26, December 18, 1872, Februar.r 7,
March 4, 1873; Minieter ot Finance,
1872, ppo 8-16; c. C.
Harris to C. St. Julian, December 18,
, AR, Fa Letter Book, XLVIII,
340 tt.; F. W. Hutchison to Julius Vogel, December 19, 1871, AH,
InterIor Department Letter Book, X, 679-680; Harris to J. Cruikshank,
March 13, 1872, Ali, 10 Letter Book, XLIX, 599; R. Stirling to A. S.

Rei87i'

,,3
Pacific Mail took over the San Francieco-Hono1ulu mail run,
putting into service the Coeta Rica.

The Hawaiian govermaent offered

the company every inducement ehort of an actual subeidy', reminding the
directors in the course of correspondence that Honolulu harbor had been
fitted with expensive wharves in the frustrated expectation that
Pacifio Mail'!l China ships would stop there in 1866. The Costa Rica
made only a fev trips to the islands" without
before she was wrecked otf.

san Francisco

.>1

Hawaiian subsidy"

late in 1873.43

For a time, no trarus-oceanic steam service linked Honolulu e1ther
with the vest cout
colonies.

or

the United States or vi th the .M1stralasian

Pacific Mail vas slow to replace the Costa Rica; Webb had

driven H. H. Hall from the South Pacific and then had tailed to keep
his

0IJIl 11n~1

running.

Hall, with a new partner, fomed the

Webeter, March 17, 1872, Ali, Interior Department Letter Book, II,
Hutchison to W. Webb, April 1" 1872, AH, Interior Department
Letter Book, XII, 14; H. W. Severance to Hutchison, January 30" 1873,
AR, FO & Ex, Consul at San Francisco; Hutchison to Hackfeld & Co.,
October 30, 1872, AlI, Interior Department Letter Book, XII, 83;
Hackteld & Co. to Ministar of Interior, February " 1873, Ali, Interior
Departllient, Miscellaneous, Postmaster General; E. O. Hall to Hackfe1d
& Co., February 7, 1873, Ali, Interior Department Letter Book, XII, 133134; A. Webster to C. Bishop, April 9, 1873, !H, FO & EE, Consul at
Sydney'; Bishop to J. Mitchell, April 10, 1873, All, FO Letter Book, LII,
164-16,; E. O. Hall to Hackfe1d & Co., April 30, Mq 8, 1873, Ali,
Interior Department Letter Book, XII.. 20,.. 218; and thase letters and
dOCUllents in AH, Interior Department.. Miscellaneous, Shipping: Collie,
Stewart to Hutchison, February l'Ji 18n~ ('.t)~t!"@,ct of Ap!"il 16Ji 1671,
with sketohes of proposed wharf facUities; Hutchison to H~kfeld &
Co., November 21 1872; Hackfeld & Co. to Hall, AprU 30, 1873. In
the Honolulu press hardly an issue went by without coment on the
Webb line.

143-144;

4~. O. Hall to Thomas Russell, May 9, 1873, !H, Interior Department
Letter Book, XII, 219-221; Robert Stirling to Colonial Secretary, Nev
South Wales, August 7, 1873, AH, 10 & Ex, Miscellaneous Foreign; Hall
to Hackfeld & Coo, December 22, 1873, AM, Interior DepartAlent Letter
Book, nI, 420-4210
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Australasian and. .American Mail Ste8ll8hip Company in 187.3, subsidized
once IlOre by the Australasian colonies. His ships ran between Sydney
and San Francisco via Honolulu.

Though his

comp~

did not prosper,

its successors maintained uninterrupted service between

san Francisco,

Honolulu, and Australasia. 44

Occasional cCl!Dplaints about "terrapin service" notwithstandi ng,
trana-oceanic steamers brought the islands vi thin speedy reach of the
AIlerioan vest coast and the Australasian colonies, thus lIeeting one of
the kingdom' s greatest needs.
disadvantages,

88

Ease of access also bad its

Honolulu discovered when ste8lUhips brought SJR8llpox

witb them twice in tour years.

Since earliest times, epidemic

diseases-from the enigmatic "boo-boo fever It to influenza, measles, and
leprosy-had. entered at the ports; and in the opening decades of the
age of steam, trans-Pacific sailing packets continued to be carriers of
disease.

In 1868 and 1872, however, it vas the speed of steamships

that helped to re-introduce smallpox . to Honolulu •
In December.. 1868" the Idah~ arrived trom San Francisco, where

44nrart contracts with the new HaJ.l line are in AH" Interior
Department, Miscellaneous, Shipping, at January, 1874. See also Manley
Hopkins to C. Bisbop" December 6" 187.3, !H, FO & Ex" Consul General at
London; E. O. Hall: to Hackf'eld &
Jarmary 1.3, 1874, !H, Interior
Department Letter Book, XII, 446; H. W. Severance to W. Green, June 25.
August 1.3, 15, September .30, 1875, All, 10 & Ex, Cons-a]. at San Francisco;
A. P. Bacon to W~ Moehonua, September 2, 1875, All, Interior D=partm.ent,
Miscellaneous; Shipping; J. S•.Walker to Bacon, October 22, 1875, AH,
Interior Department, Miscellaneous, ShippingJ !H, Cabinet CouncU
Minut6ii,Jii.iiUary' 29, 1874; Minister or Finanoe, Report, 1874, pp. 4-5,
Report, 1876, pp. 9-10.
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smallpox was prevalent.45

It vas Boon discovered that a passenger was

diseased, and he was quarantined, but not before he had been allowed to
visit the town.

In the fifteen years since the great Honolulu epidemic

of 1853, insular complaeency had returned, to the point where existing
regulations went unenf'orcl9d and vaccination programs had lapsed.

A

meeting at Kawaiahao church (attended by natives and a few whites who
identified thellSelves stronglY' with the Hawaiian 'Viewpoint) called for
the

dismil!l~al

of the Board of Health.

Port Pbyeician Robert McKibbin,

who had permitted the discharge of the Idaho's crew and the landing of
passengers, handed in bis resignation; but the caDineli upi:le1d the
Board.

At the s&me time money was appropriated tor a permanent

quarantine station.
Arter some dqs, it became clear that the
one of Tario1oid,

~

cue was _rely

a disease much less dangerous than smallpox proper;

but for a fev months there was a nurry of vaccinations, and rumors of
smallpox spread through the town each time a steamer docked.

Even

after this al2.1"Jll, inspection and quarantine were not uniformly enforced.
Paradoxically, as the presumed danger dimin;"shed, the government was
criticized for maintaining health standards so harsh as to inhibit the
steamship campaI!1"s perfonnance of its contract.
removed

entire~ in

Restrictions were

April, 1869, with the virtual disappearance of the

disease in California.46

45A year earlier, she had brought measles ~ see correspondence in AR,
Board of Hsalth, for November, 1867.
46,or the Idaho case, see: AH, Board of Health Minutes, December 21,
24, 1868, January 1, 7, 8, 16, April 9, 1869; AH, C~binet Council
Minutes, December 30, 1868, January 2, 1869; .AR, Privy Council Record,
n, 299; Dr. Buffum to Secretary of Board of Health, January 22,

,,6
In May, 1812, the disease re-appeared, this time on the Nebraska,
one of William Webb'15 trans-Pacific steamers.

A sick passenger came

ashore at Honolulu and died within a fev hours..

By the end ot June,

there were twenty-seven reported cases and seven deathEi in the city.
Once again

JIl88S

vaccinations were carried out, and stringent

re15trictions vere imposed on interisland travel.

Where did t.he blue

lie? Port regulations prov:lded that a ship's captain must present a
certificate swearing to a clean bill of health aboard before he
allowed passengers to land. The Nebraska's. captain had done just that,
and. yet disease was

clear~

present.

In July, the government moved to

place an attachment on the Nebraska, with a view to obtaining dmnages
from the Webb line. Webb'S agents, Hackfeld & Co., posted bond so
that their steamer could sail.

Thenceforth, port

p~sicians

did not

take the word of shipmasters, but carried out their own searches of
newly-arrived vessels at a fee between $10 and $20, chargeable to the
ships.

Almost immediately Hackfeld & Co., on behalf of Webb,

complained about this new "imposition."

Callous impertinence on the

part of men whose irresponsibility had brought about the death of
eleven nat1ves and cost the Hawaiian government thousands of dollars
brought an enraged response ~

The government continued its inspections,

and Port Physician George Trousseau went on boarding steamers in the
outer harbor even though Webb's captains refused to slow down for him
as he came alongside in bis boat. 47

Febru&l7 4, 1869, AH, Board of Health; and Pacific Commercial
Advertiser and Hawaiian Gazette, J anuar;y--April, 1869. The Advertiser
was very critic81 of' the government in this as in most matters.

47For the 1872 case, see: Juliette Cooke to Sister, May 31, July 7,
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Public policy could hardly be determined by catastrophe.

Smallpox

scarees vere adventitious, and the fact that they developed on shipboard did not lessen the potential value of steamers in the islands'
growth.

At the same ti.'11e as the government t'ound itself fighting

disease in the sixties and seventies, it was planning a great hotel to
house the influx of travellers whose coming was seen as inevitable once
regular steamship service was established.

The tourist nimbus was

beg i nn1 ng to form in the minds of some or Honolulu's businessmen,; the
Paradise of the Pacific was on the verge of becoming a conscious
construct.
More inrnediately, the need for a first-class hotel in the city
seemed self-evident.

Even before the age of steam, hotel accommodations

bad sometimes been Bearce at the height of the shipping season.
too, the hotel

il'aB

Then

expected to serve as a social center for the town.

By the late sixties, Honolulu

was well into its post-missionary phase,

and no serious objection was raised against the linking of hospitality
with alcohol.

Further, after decades of talk, the

without a good public hall.

to~

was still

The government had never built one, and a

private scheme to lease a down-town building on a subscription basis
failed.

Above

Honolulans.

all~

boredom bred of isolation was a problem for

In a city where the New England appetite for self-

improvement had never been cultivated seriously outside the old

1872.'1 HMOS; Ali, Board of Health Minutes, June 13, July 1, August 27,
SepteDfuer 20, 1872; o. T. Gulick to S. H. Phillips, June 28, 1872, AH,
Interior Department Letter Book, XII, 34,; W. O. Parke to F. W.
Hutchison, July 3, 1872, Ali, Board of Health,; Hutchiaon to Robert
Stirling, OCtober 2, 1812, .Ali, Interior Department Letter Book, XII,
63-72,; Smallpox Reports for 1872 in AH, Board of Health; and the
Honolulu periodical press from late May to August, 18720
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missionary COJllmlnity, reading rooms and athene'Jm...cs languished, debating
societies had aerel,- fitful lives, and. moralizing lecturers starved.
The only recourses of the convivial man vere the social club, the
lodge, the private musical society, or an occasionu dance; and in a
city whose

~

population was less than two thousand, the same old

faces turned up too often.

A suitable cOlDllon ground where Honolulu's

fashionables could Jleet those ot the outside world was a very
appealing prospect.

Sporadic attempts were made in the late sixties to launch the
hotel scheme. Money was pledged at public meetings, but no firm
arrangements were completed until the end of 1870, when, with the
strong approval of King Kamehameha V, the cabinet resolved to put
Minister of the Interior Ferd1 nand Hutchison in charge of plana and
Minister of Finance John Mott Smith in charge of raising money by
selling bonds or stock. 48
In a curious, informal arrogation of responsibility, Mott 8mith
and his close political friend. Attorney-Genel.°al C. C. Harris apparently

toak over the project altogether, leaving Hutchison without a real
function.

Mott Smith chose a site at the corner of Hotel and Alakea

Streets, obtained the cabinet's approval for the purchase, bought the
land in his name and that of Harris, &nd then issued subscription bonds.
Plans called for a two-story concrete building, to cost not more than

$50,000. Construction was started in May, 1871.49

48All , Cabinet Council Minutes, December 5, 1870.
49!H, Cabinet Council Minutes, January 10, March 20, 1871; C. C..
Harris to J. Mott Smith, March 22, 1871, AR, FO Letter Book, L, 691;
Pacific Commercial Advertiser, Mq 13, 18710
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Before the month was out,

6.

st.orm of criticism broke.

The

Advertiser claimed that the great size of the hotel--forty bedroomswas an invitation to instant bankruptcy.

Then there was the strange

financial arrangement Mott Smith had made.

What was the nature of' the

cOll'.bination in charge of building the hotel?
subscribers to the government bonds?
the approval of the

legi~lature;

What was the Uability of

The bonds had been issued without

the hotel site

~peared

to be owned by

Mott Smith and Harris rather than by the government itself.
really the case?

Was this

A few weeks later, at the end of June, it became

known that Matt Smith had been able to raise only a quarter of the
money promised

hjm by'

between 3t% and

subscribers--less than $15,000 at interest rates

5%--a...'ld.

suggestions were published in the government's

Hawaiian Gazette that legal action might be necessar,y to force
bondholders to

p~ the rest.'O

By September, Mott Smith was telling the cabinet that he had spent

$44,000 (very little of which had yet been collected from bondholders),
and that another $2,,000 at least would be needed to finish the job
properly ~

At this point, Minister of the L"lterior Hutchison began to

display considerable nervousness about the amount of money involved}l
The legislature had not approved expenses.

Would he be personally

liable? Would the cabinet? Mott Smith attempted to quiet his
colleague's fears by sapng that t.he money being spent was the

,OThe Gazet.te and the Advertiser followed the progress of the hotel
closely. EdItorial cOJllllents and letters appeared in aJ.most every issue.
See especiall.y Pacific CoRIII.erciaJ. Advertiser, May 27, June 24, 1871.
See also AR, Cabiiiet Council Minutes, August 18, 1871.

5lAH , Cabinet Council Minutes, september 27, 1871.
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responsibility of subscribers, not of govermnent..

Shortly afterward,

however, bondholders were inforli1ed that they would not be assessed any
further.

They were now to regard the money they had put up as a five-

year loan to the government, interest-tree.

If the hotel lllade a profit

in that periud, they would share in the proceeds.

make the hotel a government-owned enterprise?
Construction costs continued to mount.

(Did this, then,

No one seemed to know.)

The government looked on the

bright side: the project vas giving employment to a great many

people~

To be sure, remarked the Advertiser, but so had the building or the
tower of Babel; doubtless many people had been employed there, and
money had circulated treely, but the Qutcome of

~

enterprise was

most unsatisfactor,y.52
By diverting to the hotel money previousq appropriated for other

purposes, and by borrowing more on personal responsibility, Mott Smith
managed to provide contractor Christopher Lewers with enough cash to
bring construction to a tinish before the end of 18n.

The Hawaiian

Hotel had. cost almost $l20,000, as against the original estimate of
$50,000.

Mott Smith, reporting to the legislature of 1872, admitted

that the figure was "larger" than anticipated, but thought it "not
unreasonable."

Some legislators disagreed with his reading, and a

movement was begun to impeach the ministry for using public money
unconstitutiona.lly.
colleagues. 53

A majority sustained Mott Smith and h.i.a

It was known that the king favored the hotel scheme;

52paeific Commercial Advertiser, September 30, October 7, 1871.
53w.nister of Finance, Mrt, 1872, pp. 6-7; Pacific CoJInercial
Advertiser, Mq 18, June 2, eptember 7, 1872; Hawaiian Gazette, •
AprU 30, 1872.
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and in the end the legislature voted to issue special b(W.as.
The grand opening ot the hotel took place at the end o! February,
Allen Herbert had taken a five-year lease as soon as the

1872.

building was completed. 54 He turnished it

80

lavishly that he

exhausted bis JIlOney before making arrangements to
The government accepted his note.

p~

his license fees.

Mott Snlith was willing to wait and

collect out of the profits. 55
Prospects were good, so it seemed.

The building was impressive--

as it certai.nl.y should have been for $l20,OOO--and it was pleasantly
situated on wide lawns shaded by tamarinds and slgarobas.
an experienced hQ.telier who set a good table.

Herbert was

The Hawaiian Hotel

quickly took its place as "the great resort" o! Honolulu-."clubhouse,
exchange, and drawing-room in one."

The English traveller Isabella

Bird found it a "perfection of a hotel. ••

Its wide corridors and

verandahs are lively with Englj.sh and American naval uniforms, several
planters' families are here for the season; and with health-seekers
trom California, resident boarders, who] i ng captains, tourists from the
British Pacific Colonies, and a stream of townspeople always
percolating through the corridors and vera:o.WU:lB, it seems as lively
••

~

as a place can be • • • "56
Lively or not, the hotel failed to prosper in its early years.

~~erbert came to Honolulu trom San Francisco, where he had managed
big hotels for several years. Hawaiian Gazette, November 29, 1871.
5SHerbert's lease is in AlI, Interior Department, Flat File.
also AlI, Cabinet Councll Minutes, February 22, 1872.

See

S6Isabella Bird ~iehoriJ, Six Months Among The Palm. Groves, Coral
Reefs, And Volcanoes or The Sandwioh Islands, 5th ed. (London, 1882),
pp. 23-24.
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Loc&1 patronage could not sustain it.

Success would have to come with

the foreign trade; but trans-oceanic steamships themselves were in
great difficulties 0

In the mid-SUiiiirler of 1873, the hotel was almost

starving to death for lack of custom, and the botel bonds issued in

1871 had slipped a long way below par.

By late

1876, the government

was able to pay off the "loan money" adTaDCed by bondholders, and a
tiny sum was distributed according to the profit-sharing agreement.
But Allen Herbert found it impossible to go on under the terms of his
old lease.

His business was scarcely pqi.ng the rent; his bondsmen

would not back him any further; bankruptcy stared him in, tho face, so
he said.

Arter prolonged negotiation, the government lowered the

annual rent from more than $6,000 to $2,350, and Herbert took up the
lease again.

Some years passed before the hotel genuinely paid its

way.57

Allen Herbert's problem was that the Hawaiian Hotel had to depend
disproportionately upon the outside world for its existence.

'!'his was

true of virtually every western enterprise in the islands, and it had
been the case for decades.

The age of the beachcomber was buried deep

in the past: most white men in Hawaii, consulting enlighter...ed

. 57For the business atfairs of t.he hotel, see: Ali, Cabinet Council
Minutes, December 27, 1876; Charles Alfred C88tle~o his wife, June 10;
July 5, August 15, 1873, HMCS; Allen Herbert to Castle, April 13, 1874,
AR, Interior Department, Miscellaneous, Hawaiian Hotel; Report of Mott
Smith, May 13, 1878, AH, Interior Department, Miscellaneous, Hawaiian
Hotel. There are several letters in AlI, Attorney-General Letter Book,
for March and April, 1876.

self-interest, now sa.w nothing but good in the increase of contact
between the islands and the larger nations of the Pacific, especially
the United

StatG~.

Natives, whatever their own views of the haole,

agreed perforce that there could be no return to the simple way of
life their ancestors had enjoyed.
The growth of the port at Honolulu had spelled long ago the end of
subsistence.

After mid-century, the Hawaiian government emphasized the

kingdom's dependence upon the port by pouring money into harbor
improvements.

Yet the more Hawaii turned outward, the more sensitively

its aconomy responded to pressures generated elsewhere. s8
became chronic.

Instabilit,y

Between the mid-forties and the mid-seventies at least

one year in five was financially disastrous, for reasons beyond the
control of Honolulu's merchants.
Beginning in 1847-1848, a temporary drop in the number of whalers
visiting the islands caused a glut in local and imported merchandise,
arty

many heavily-stocked businesses were sa.ved only by the boom which

accompanied the discovery of gold in California in 1848.

At first the

gold-rush merely disrupted life. Hundreds of Honolulans, white and
native, left for the diggings.

Men thronged the office of the Governor

of Oahu to apply for P88SPOrts, and the POlynesian pUblished lengthy
departure lists}9

The standard greeting on the streets was no longer

sB,or the record or a typical business relationship bet'Wa~n Honolulu
and the American mainland, see AH, Private Collections, Daniel C.
Waterman, Business Letters Received, 1854-18,6.
59For the course of emigration, see Ali, Governor's Letter Books;
All, Interior Department Letter Book, V, Fart 1; and the Polynesian's
weekly and quarterly statements. The departure rate was naturally
highest in the months just after discovery; by mid-1849 passenger
traffic was back to something like normal.
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"How do you do?" but "When are you oft?"

Impatient men bid at auction

tor places on ships, and wi thin weeks the price of passage to the vest
coast rose to $100.

Deck space, cabin, steerage, fore and aft-all

were equally expensive and all were crammed, but no one cauplained:
the only ones who did not
afford it.

p~

the exorbitant rate were those unable to

Crews as well as passengers disembarked at San Francisco,

and captains found it hard to interest seamen in return voyages to the
islands.

Shipping schedules went awry.

The gold-hungry at HonolulU,

who could not bear to wait, formed syndicates and bought coastal
schooners.

Soon a "mosquito neet" followed hazardously in the wake of'

tut packets bound for San Francisco.
hands and set otf' alone in a

One man took his life in his

whaleboa·~.

looked almost like a ghost town.

By the end of 1848, Honolulu

Its large fioating population had

vanished, after systematically stripping the stores ot everything that
might be useable or saleable at the gold-fields--everything from
pickaxes and shovels to pl¢ng cards. 60
As prices for goods and services rose to dizzy heights, those who

had chosen to stay at Honolulu on fixed incomes found the cost of
caution excessive.

But Honolulu t s businessmen, once they reconciled

themselves to the sudden disappearance of debtors and got used to
inflated demands from their remainj ng workmen, discovered to their
delight that they could not help making money.

Goods of all kinds,

6~ach issue of Honolulu t s weeklies published after the discovery
contained fresh stories of the impact of gold upon Honolulu.
Characteristic accounts are in: Sandwich Island News, August 17, 1848;
Polynesian, August 26, Saptember 23, 30, 1848, March .31, 1849. The
gossip column of "Jingle" in the Po1{nesian is interesting for the
hectic months of late 1848.
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bought arJiY'Where in the world, could be unloaded at a profit in San
Francisco.

At the diggings everyt.hing turned to gold, so it seemed.

Under these circumstances restraint was difficult.

61

CoDlllon-sense

men who had refused to take a chance on the lottery of u.re in
Calitornia took to gambling at home.

Profits fiowed to them from San

Francisco; they used the money to speculate in real estate.

In 1~50,

the Hawaiian government passed laws permitting aliens to bUy land in
fee-simple.

Opportunity hed never knocked so

lou~.

Many merohants

went heavily into debt to purchase estates in Honolulu and

elsewbe~,

betting in effect that the rush would never end. Some covered their
bets mentally by reasoning that even i f the gold gave out, America was
committed to westward expansion and would not leave them stranded-the islands 'Were certain to fall into the hands of the United States
w.lt!rl.n a few years.

In the short run, land-owners could supply the

gold-fields with high-priced meat, vegetables, and sugar, and later
their fee-simple titles would guarantee them wealth under the American
62
flag. One way or another, the future was theirs 0
The reckoning came in 1851. By mid-year, San Francisco I s surface

6lpolyneSian, October 14, 1848, described the streets as a "moving
panorama" of bOxes, bales and bundles being shipped to California.
Theodore Heuck arrived at Honolulu in Feb~!~~i 1850, to find the
businessmen making It astounding" profits. Theodore Hauck to T. G.
Heuck, February 17, 1850, Heuck Papers. Numbers of merchant ships
nsiting Honolulu went from 90 in 1848, to 180 in 1849, 469 in 1850,
and 446 in 1851. Morgan, Hawaii, pp. 154-155.
62The ardent American nationalist George Lathrop (who be~sme a
leading :aaember of the Committee of Thirteen) thought along these linas.
He had. gone into the sugar business in 1850. At the very end of the
bOom, he tried to interest Sam Brannan and other "filibusterers" in
forming a partnership. Brannan independently bought several pieces of
land in Honolulu during his .short st~. Charles R. Bishop to Joel
Turrill, December 16, 1851, Turrill Collection.
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gold was all but exhausted.

The tides of trade and travel turned and

set in the direction of Australia, where gold had been discovered by a
man who learned his geology on the Sacramento River.

Honolulu became

something of a b.alf"wlq bouse for prospectors sailing too renew their
luck in the colonies.

At the same time lll8DY' former island residents,

their Californian adventures over, came home to take up normal life
again.

But life vas not nontal.

A sudden shrinking of the west-coast

market and a smi1utaneouB influx of unemployed men, most of them
without money, created a severe depression.
No part of the economy escaped.

63

Maui potatoes, once

worth their weight in gold, rotted in their casks.

figurative~

Waterfront

warehouses were crammed with gooWs ordered in fiush times from the
.American east coast or Europe and delivered in Honolulu months later,
after the bubble burst.

Tradesmen who had cOJJlll18Ilded high wages when

their skills were scarce found themselves swamped by hungry competition.

As for real-estate speculators--those who had used their new-bought
lands to supply the California market and those who had aimed simply at
holding property for profitable resale--they were trapped, unable to
meet loan and mortgage

p~ents.64

63.rhe economic collapse may be followed in the po~esian. On
February 1, 1851, the paper considered opportunities or young people
to be greater than ever before at Honolulu; on JunQ 21, business was
described as dull and markets overcrowded; by August 23, $300,000400,000 of local produce was waiting in vain for ships to pick it up.
With the temporBr11ncrease of population, food and lodging went up in
price briefly, going against the general deprestjion ror a faw months.

64w.

P • .Alexander to William Alexander, December 1, 1851, Alexander

& Baldwin Collection, MSS, HMCS; William Miller to Richard Charlton,
October 20, 1851, Ali, British Consulate, Letter Book, General

Correspondence; Richard Armstrong to C. S. Lyman, September 11, 1851,
HMCS; Charles R. Bishop to Joel Turrill, October 9, l8S1, Turrill
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Paper fortunes were reduced to nothing overnight. The money and
the confidence which bad inspired Hono1ulans to name their town a city
in 185065 disappeared so suddenly that by the end of 1851 hardly
an.yone could get cash for property.

As 1852 opened, interest rates on

loans went up to five per cent per month in some cases--when lenders
could be found at all. 66 To make things worse, the whaling neet of
1851 had a bad year.

Although the whalers returned in great numbers

in 1852, real estate prices at Honolulu fell into a prolonged slump
,

from which they did not recover for more than a decade.

Many Hono1ulane looked toward the revival of vhall.ng as necessary

for the town's recovery after the depression of 1851. Before they
became infatuated with gold, merchants had commonly remarked that no
one could do business at Honolulu without the whalers.

It was true.

Seamen's wages and prostitutes' earnings, the sale of supplies, the
transshipment of oil and bone from Hawaii to the United States,
speculation in bUlB of exchange, and profits on enterprise ranging
from ship-cbandle!"ies to boarding-houses, had made whaling indispensable to the port.

The gold-rushes had ended this reliance, but now

Collection; R. C. Wyllie to Charles St .. Julian, July 23, 1851, Ali,

FO Letter Book, lia, 537.
65see , for example, the optimistic editorial in Polynesian,
September 20, 1850.
66wiUiam Lee to Joel Turrill, October 11, 1851, March 2", 1852,
Turrill Collection.
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the gold was gone and the whalers had not yet returned.

What if they

ceased to come to Honolulu altogether? Might not the islands relapse
into .primitiv~ insignificance, n as Robart Crichton Wyllie had
predicted in l8h4? The thought vas unnerving.

well aware that New

England whaling firms would send their &hips where costs were lowest,
the Hawaiian government had al'ways tried to m&ke Honolulu attractive to
the industry by reducing charges and duties at every opportunity"

This

policy seemed all the more necessary now that San Francisco had. become
a fun-fledged Paciiic port. city.

Some economic amateurs even

suggested that Honolulu should become a free port. 67

But whatever the

government did, nothing could correct the basic instability of the
whaling industry, and rewards were nowhere more uncertain than in the

North Pacific and the Arctic.

~

Honolulu I s merchants, disturbed by the

gold-rush debacle and wishing to retum to the imagined security of an
earlier period, forgot that they had alwqs lived on the brLTlk of
disaster.

As early' as the eight,een-thirties, the slightest fall in the

size of the whaling neet" the average catch, or the price of oil and
bone, had sent tremors through the counting-houses.

Each season, as

the first ships arrived from the north with advance news of the total
catch, chances of profit and loss were hurriedly calculated along the
waterfront.

Unsteadiness was to be expected, and businessmen learned

to live with it, contenting

t~emselves

with the thought that i f they

did badly on occasion at least the next year would be better.

Whaling

67The successive O!;0rts o,r the Minister of Finsnee give t.he best
picture of changing eva on tariffs and the like.

6~organ, Hawaii, p. 140.
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was actually most valuable to Honolulu between 1845 and 1855 J despite
the interruption caused by the gold-rush.

Fleets in the North Pacific

and the Arctic were at their largest and prices for oil and bone were
high. 69 But in the late fifties, when profits were desperately needed
at Honolu111 J the industry entered an irreversible decline. 70
ActuallYJ the first symptom had been evident for some time.

As

whaling grounds were exhausted one after another ~ ships went farther

and farther afield, until at last the distant Arctic fisheries became
the most important in the Pacific.
ware common in the fifties.

Voyages as lengthy as four years

In the beginning, this trend benefited

rather than harmed. the semee industries of Honolulu J since whaling
vessels which did not return to New England for several seasons were
forced to make periodic stops at Honolulu to buy supplies and transship cargoes.

Islanders, of course, made money almost as readily from

ships which had failed as from ships which had succeeded.

Eventuslly ~

however, extended voyages proved so costly that owners t profit margins
dimj n1 shed,

the number of ships in the neet was reduced, and

Honoiulu:s middlemen au..rfered together with the entrepreneurs of the
home firms.
The two classes of businessmen did not relish their mutual plight,

As early as l853 J Hew Englanders complained of the rapacity of

Honolulu t S merchants, accusing them of "neecing and shaving" honest

69Morgan, Ha.-liaii J pp. 140-1.41.
7Op.or Hawaii 0 s experience in relation to the whaling industry as a
whole, see the standard Wlorks: Alexander Starbuck, History of the
American Whue Fishery ••• to 1876 (Waltham, 1878); W. S. Tower J
History of the American Whliie Fisherz (Philadelphia: 1907); J. T.
Jenkins, A History of the Wh8ie Fisheries (London, 1921).
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whali~

captains. n

Some New Bedford and New London firms began to

send their own merchant ships to the islands, where agents distributed
supplies and loaded return cargoes of oil and bone.

72 Thus, business

was kept in the hands of. the parent companies, and the "graspingtt
Honolulana were thwarted.

Not all New Englanders followed this course.

At Honolulu, locally--owned ship-chandleries and agencies for the
transshipment of oil and bone contihued to earn good mone,.- until the
end of the whaling era.

All the same, the issue was serious.

The

integrity- of the city-'s businessmen had been impugned, and profits were

.

threatened, because New England agents not onl.y- supplied
but

allJO

comp~

ships

threw surplus goods speculatively on the open market at

Honolulu. 73
Indignant counter-attacks on the New Englanders appeared in the
Honolulu press.

As for allegations of sharp practice, these were

dismissed as ttunfounded in truth, and injurious in their effects. n74
Economic matters deserved and got detailed consideration.

By the late

fifties, Honolulans were convinced that the New Bedford and New London
men had outsmarted themselves.

In their zeal to bar the merchants of

Honolulu. completely from the profits of whaling, the New Englanders
shipped items such as beef, nour, sugar, and molasses, all of which
were produced in the islands and were for sale at Honolulu and Lahaina
more cheaply- than comparable goods shipped around the Horn or picked up

7lpolynesian, May 21, 1853.
72For the beginning of the system, see Polynesian, Aagust 30, 1851.
73polynesian J ~ranuary 8, 1859.
74polynesiSD, Mq 21, 1853.
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the west coast of .America. 75 Then too, the practice of having large

amounts of oU and bone t:ranssbipped from Honolulu to New England by
merchantmen often led to nooded markets and poor prices on the east
coast. 76
other unforeseen disadvantages arose. Whaling captains of earlier
days J directly' answerable to Jll8Bters at home, bad always been f'rugal in
dealing with businessmen at Honolulu.
handled all accounts.

Under the new system, agente

Freeli from financial responsibility, the

captains no longer -shaved the market," but ran up extravagant bills,

to which owners bad to add agents' cOllllissions. By 1859, the Hew
Bedford men vere referring to bad management as one of the ills
atfiicting the :i.ndust17. This was unreasonable, according to the
Polynesian. Whaling captains were no less careful than they once had
been.

It

~hing,

business had been handled more loosely at the peak

of the vb.aling trade, but no one had complained then because whales
were p1entU'ul and profits were high.

Only now, in hard times, did

New England firms find fault with men who had served them well&77

While New Englanders vere being criticized for attempting to build

vertical monopolies in whaling, some Honolu1ans were trying to do the
seme. Beginning in 1851, locally-based whalesbips sailed regularly,
some to hunt in the North Pacific and the Arctic, others to comb the

75pol:ynesian, November 11, 1.858, January 1, 18.59; Pacific Commercial
Advertiser, December 23, 18.58.
76pacifiC COliiiiercial Advertiser, June 23, July 28, 1859; Polypasian,
July

9, 1859.

77polpesian January 1, March 5, 1859. It is worth noting that
even though ~ and 1859 were good years for the Arctic neet, the
eampla1nts continued unabated.
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offshore waters of the islands.

By the fall of 1858, nineteen whale-

ships were registered in Hawaii, most of them under the control of
Americans. 78 The fortunes of Honolulu's fleet matched those of the
Pacific fieet at large.

.All were caught in a situation which no

short-term expedient coole: improve.
scale until 1880.

Local whali ng survived on a SI181l

.As tor the New Englanders, they kept h&rping on the

"disproportionate" profits taken by the merchants ot Honolulu, but at
the same time they admitted grudgingly that perhaps business houses in
the islands were not solely to blame for the distress of the whaling
trade. 79
Deeper forces were at work.

In 1859, the success of the Drake

oil well in Pennsylvania marked the opening of an era in which the oil
products of wbnl1ng vere driven oft the market.

At the same t1me,

the growing industrialisation ot Hew England offered capitalists
80
better and steadier returns than whaling.
The Civil War all but broke the back ot New England's whaling

neet.

Owners sold many of their ships and converted others into

merchantmen.

The Union government, bought a number and

f!!!,!\1r

the!!. to

blockade the entrance of the harbor at Charleston, South Carolina, and
othe!" ports.

Enough continued to sail the Pacific, however, to interest

78aawaiian .Annual for 1913 47 if.; Kuykendall, Hawaiian ~,
II, 139; MOrgan, HiW8li, p.
§"e also the Reports ot th~ster
ot the Interior ana the Minister of Finance throughout the fifties and
sixties. The newspapers. generally encouraged the home industry,
estimating that one Honolulu whalesbip vas worth four New Engl&:Ui ships
to the city. See, for example, Polynesian, February 6, 13, 27:, 1858;
Pacific Commercial. Advertiser, February 2~J 1858.

146.

79polynesian, August 27, 1859, May 30, 1863.

~organ, Hawaii, pp. l42-144, has an interesting discu8sione
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the Confederates. The raider Shenandoah, commanded by the famous
captain Waddell, pursued Union whalers and merchantmen as tar north

8B

the Arctic and as far west as .Ascension Island, seizing cargoes and
burning ships.

Many Hawaiian seamen aboard American vessels fell victim to

Waddell and the Shenandoah.

Abandoned at ports all around the North

Pacific, they made their wq home to Honolulu distressed and destitute.
Eventually, the Hawaiian government declared the depredations of the
Shenandoah a public disuter and voted money to meet the expenses of
repatriation. 81
Waddell overstepped himself in 186, when he attacked the Harvest,
which wes not an American ship: she was owned by the Honolulu firm of

nag, and sbe was manned by
encountered the !!!:!:!!'.!i at Ascension Island,

Hack!eld & Co., she fiew the Hawaiian
native seamen. Waddell

Ordered her crew ashore, and burned her to the waterline ..82
Honolulu t s businessmen lost money during the war because whaling
and cODlJl18rce were interruptedo

The Hawaiian kingdom was neutral, but

ma.ny American merchants at Honolulu were strongly pro-Union. Theyhated Waddell tor what he had done to their pockets and to their pride.
Atter the s1.nld.ng of the HarYest, they enoouraged the Hawaiian
government to demand the seizure of the Shenandoah for piracy. Waddell

81Ali, Privy Council Record, XI, 253; C. E~ H."\.tehcock to R. C.
Wyllie, August 7, 1865, !H, FO & Ex, Hawaiian Officials Abroad.
82.AH, Fa & Ex, has rUes on the Brig Harvest in 1864 and. 186,. See
also a heavy correspondence in Ali, FO LetterBook, XLVIII. Between
August and November, l86S J the Honolulu newspapers COIIIIIl.ented on the
case. For the arrivu of the abandoned S9&men at Honolulu, see
Hawaiian Gazette, November 2" 1865.
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himself' was threatened with "the blubber room" if' he ever shoved his
face in Honolulu. 83
Before the animosity roused by Waddell and the Shenandoah had
lost its sting, another disastel" overtook the Paeitic waUng neet.
In the fall of 1871, ice-noes north of' Bering Strait trapped

three ships, including some of Hawaiian registry.

th1rty~

The erll3WS escaped,

but vessels and cargues had to be abandoned, and they" were ground to
pieces in the ice.

Once again Honolu1u vas hard hit.

Crowds l -.ustered

at photographers t windows to see pictures of the doomed fleet made from
sketches drawn on the spot. Week after week, rescue ships brought
seamen back to the islands. Four hundred Hawaiian sailors came ashore
penniless and exhausted. Most were looked after by their families; the
reJUdnder signed on as plantation laborers.

By' the end of October,

the city's American consulate hospital housed 541 foreigners, and
another hundred officers and men vere billeted in the town.
While they waited to be sent home the New Englanders sat about

83See correspondence in All, FO & Ex, Hawaiian Officials Abroad,
November-December, 1865. The government pressed the Harvest case for
several years without success.
Ten years after the war, Waddell was in command of the steamer
City of San Francisco, owned by the Pacif'ic Mail Steamship CoJIP8.IV,
Which ran a service between san Francisco and Hawaii for a tilIle in the
seventies. Waddell's employers transferred him to a run which did not
take biJn between the west coast and the islands because they- feared
that he might be arrestedif' he came ashore at Honolulu. In January,
1876, the Hawaiian government, on the verge of' completing a valuable
cOJIIIIIercial. treaty with the United States, and anxious not to offend the
American government, pused a resolution usuring Waddell that be could
visit Honolulu withoutf'ear of prosecution. AR, Cabinet Council
Minutes, January S, 1876;A. P. Bacon to Hackfeld & CoQ" December 3,
1875, AH, FO & Ex, Miscellaneous Foreign; H. Severance to W. Green,
Juuary 26, 1876, All, FO & k, Consul General at San Francisco.
Ironicalq, the HonoluJ.u agent for the Pacific Hail Ste8J118hip Comp~
was Hackf'eld & Co., former u"T&ei' or the H~eat.
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the streets, passing the time with songs:
Do your best for one another,
Mald ng life a pleasant dream,
Help a worn and weary brother, 84
Pulling hard against the atream.
~

preferred to help themselvee.

A

tew resorted to larceD1'; others

sold to natives the clothes they had been given by the .American consul.
It was small recompense for lost 11velihood.

In all, the Arctic

disaster cost Honolulu an estimated two hundred thousand dollars and
85
the industry at large ten times as much.

Each time the whalers betrayed Honolulu by their absence, voices
were heard suggesting that the city and the kingdom would prosper more
i f wealth were taken trom the soil rather than tran the sea.

argument

1188

Part of. the

economic: i t the islands could develop agricultural staples

and find a market for them, the unreliability of the whalers would cease

to be a problem.

Occasionally, a moral

co~onent

was added to economic

strictures: the health of the nation would be better served i t the
people ot the port abandoned their role as lfhoremasters to whalermen.

86

84pacitic Commercial Advertiser, October 28, 1871.
85The Arctic disaster and its affects on Honolulu are described in
the Hawaiian Gazette and tbe Pacific Co1lllllercial Advertiser tor OctoberNovember, 1871, especially the Advertiser 1 s special edition of October
28. See also W. C. Parke to F. W.. Hutchison, October 25, 1871" All,
Interior Department" Miscellaneous, Shipping" Hawaiian Seamen; several
letters in All" FO &. Ex" Miscellaneous Local, 1871; Minister of Finance,
Biennial Report" 1872" p. 5.

86For representative comment dong these lines see
l

po~esian,

December 12" 1857; Pacific Commercial Advertiser" February 0" 1859;
Hawaiian Gazette, August 19" 1865.
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The search for a staple took lII8I1Y fol'llS.

At one time or another

in the nineteenth century silk, coffea, beef, wool, and d.air,y goods
were produced in quantitY', without solving the islands' economic

problem.

In the sixties, a cotton industry emerged; it failed quickly.

At the same time, rice to some extent supplanted
around Honolulu and on the outer islands.

~ 88

a wet crop

The rice industry bec8Jle

permanent, at least for the rest of the nineteenth century, but it was
not a sufficient earner of reverme. 87 The likeliest staple vas sugar.
Sugar-cane grew v1ld in the islands. M8JJ\Y attempts were made
during the first half of the nineteenth century to turn it into a cash

crop, but it took the California gold-:r'Ush to make it profitable on a
large scale.

Techniques aud equipment were rudimentary; the quality of

Havaiian sugar vas very poor.

Nonetheless, exports increased ten-fold
88
between 1837 and 18U--from 4,200 to 420,000 Pounds.
Exports
fluctuated between three and six hundred thousand pounds a ;year during
most of the eighteen-forties, and then the demand created by the
gold-rush po.shed the figure

88

high as 750,238 pounds in 1850 0 89

Like most islanders in those dizzy dqs, the planters over-ext.snded
themselves.

Land, machinery, and labor were expensive, but potential

rewards were enormous.

Scores of thousands of dollars, borrowed at

87 I have chosen not to go into these minor agricultural ventures in
detail. Most were abortive; most centered on the outer islands; all
have been WEill c~ered in published works. See Bradley, American
Frontier j pp. 240-250; Kuykend~~rawa1ilJ1~:(Iil, I, 110:185,
j13-)27, TI, 149~162; MCl"gan,Hm. , pp.
•
88The latter figure was actually for 20 months from January, 1840
Po1:zn8sian, September 4, 1841.

to August, 1841.

89Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, I, 3l~.
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perilous rates of interest, were poured into the plantations e

When the

Californian market collapsed in 1851 disaster followed immediately'.
"Times are hard here,

DlOD8y'

wrote Richard Armstrong.

scarce, & property greatly depreciated, It

·Our planters are much discouraged, & Swinton,

Gower, MuDn, Torbert, Hubertson & Perry have failedl n90
The procession of bankruptcies, Mong planters and merchants
alike 1mB mournful in the extreme.

All the sue, the darkness vas not

entirely unrelieved. Most planters had failed for lack of experience
and lack of' working capital.

Inexperience made them impetuous and

wasteful, and when money dried up in 1851 they could not hold out.
For that matter, no one in the islands vas well versed in sugar-making,
but at least a few planters had sutficient money to

Bee

them through

the bad years ot the early fUties.91 Supreme Court Justice \ti.lli8ll1
Lee went into partnership in 1849 with Charles R. Bishop (who later
founded Honolulu's first bank) and with Henry A. Peirce (former
Honolulu merchant) to start the Lihue Plantation.

Stephen Reynolds

purchased a part interest in Haliimaile plantation on East Maul in
the late forties, and became sole owner in the earl1' fifties.
B!"~!" U

and James Makee bought him out in 18$$.

Charles

Dr. Robert Wood had

come into possession of Koloa plantation on Kauai in 1847, after the
failure of Ladd & Co.

Two years later, he joined A. H. Spencer in

buy-ing the East Maui Plantation..

Each of these enterprises was backed

9Om.cbard Armstrong to W. N. Armstrong, January 14, 18$2, ArmstrongChapman Papers. See also Charles R. Bishop to Joel Turrill, October 9,
l8$]., '1'urrill Collection.

91Some of' the more "sUbstantial n planters were also able to get
loans at 12% from the goverDDlent.
$$2 ~.

AH, Priv,y CcnmcU Record, VIb, $48,
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by enough capital to survive the depression: and the lessons learned

f'rau that setback made it le88 likely in turn that they would succumb
i f bad times came again.

92

The depression shook Dl8DY promoters and planters out of' the
business altogether.

Not until 1656 did a long, slow recovery begin.

In 1657 only f'ive sugar plantations were at work.

Late in the fitties,

hOlle'Yer, the end of whaling was in sight, and capital once tied up in
service industries at the port vas f'reed for re-ilrt'estD.'mt.

An

expanding Amerioan market in C&1.itornia and Oregon lIade sugar attractive

once IIOre. By 1660, though cOlllllerce vas still generallY' depressed at
Honolulu, sugar prices were high, the DUlIber ot plantations in the
islands had risen to twelve, and. all were 0087.93
Most new plantations were set up on the outer islands.
in Honolulu handled supplies and financing.94

Agencies

Planters of the -forties

and titties had generallY' been -independent," and the cOlillplexities of

administration had contributed to their downtall in the depressiOli.

At

this stage ot the industr,y' s growth there vas virtue in specialization

or

fUnction, and there were advantages, too, in a oontinuing relation-

ship between planter and agent.

Hackfeld & Co. had inherited from

Ladd & Co. the first agency, that of Koloa Plantation, which dated

92See KUykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, I, 324-325, for more detail.
93pacific Commercial Advertiser, August 30$ 1860. Fo1" o!! s$ltlpllr1g of
commentS iiidlcatLig risiiig confidence. in sugar, see. Paoific Commercial
Advertiser, November 25, 1658, March 17, 1859; Po1pesian,
16,

1859.

!pm

940ahu had a handful of plantations. Closest to Honolulu was that
of J .H. Wood in Huuanu. He actf.'\d as bis own agent. The J. H. Wood
Papers, MSS, AR, give a good picture of the running of a plantation.
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from 1835.

In the mid-fifties, the firm of C. Brewer withdrew its

money from whaling and interested itself in plantation agenc!9s.
Castle & Cooke made the same move a few years later. On a somewhat
8JI81ler scale, others entered the agency wsiMsa: the Chinese
mercantile firms of Chung Hoon & Co., and Utai & !bee; the English
house of Janion, Green; the German firm of Melchers & Co.; George C.
McLean; B. W. Field; and James M. o.reen. 95

Most adventurous ot all was

Walker, Allen & Co., an American tirm, which by 1866 had connections
with or direct financial interests in twelve plantations and m1lls. 96
Wslker, Allen' s growth in the sixties vas onq slightly- in advance
of that of the industry at large.

The Civil War, which crippled

whaling, brought sugar to the forefront.

The virtual disappearance of

Louisiana sugar from the Northern market gave Hawaii a chance to expand
its sales in the United States; and even though the Union government
raised tariffs during the war, prices clillbed so high that island
planters could make good profits.

By 1866 there were thirty-tllO

plantation and mill companies, compared with twelve in 1860. Less than
a million and a halt pounds was exported in 1860; in 1866 the figure was

almost seventeen and three-quarter million pounds.97
The Hawaiian industry, under the direction of the agencies at
HonolUlu, was in a very buoyant state.

But when the Civil War ended,

9'The growth ot the system is refiected in classified advertisements
in the Honolulu papers, frcm which this information is taken. For a
SWJJtiUI1"y

statement on C. Brewer, see Sullivan, C. Brewer, pp. 111-1l3,

123.
96pacllic Commercial Advertiser, August 25, 1866.
0'7
,

I

Pacific CClllUllercial Advertiser, January 19, 1867.
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it seemed as i f the nightllarish year of 1851 bad come again.

The

market on the American mainland contracted, prices dropped, and
investments in Honolulu foundered.

waJ.ker, Allen &

plantation ageuGy, vent spect3CUle.rJ;r bankrupt.

Co., the largest

To finance the

expansion for which its clients clamored, 'Walker, Allen had borrowed
heavily from the San Francisco fim of Charles W. Brooks It

Co., Wdcb

itself needed wartime conditions to make profits. Peace ldlled
prosperity, and Brooks & Co. closed its doors on October 8, 1866. In
Honolulu Walker, Allen & Co. tried to stave otf disaster.

Reassuring

notices were printed in the newspapers. Brooks & Co. sent a man to the
islands to try to make arrangements for extended pqments. The affairs

ot Walker, Allen were put in the bands of the banker Charles R. Bishop
and an &8sociate, under an amicable agreement in which all creditors

vere to be paid forty percent in ten months, the baJ.ance in twenty
months.

According to its own figures, Walker, .Allen had liabilities

of $600,000 ($300,000 vas owed to Brooks & Co.) and assets of $700,000
(II.8inly debts owed by Hawaiian plantations to the Walker, .Allen agency).

It vas doubtful if' the firm con1d reaJ.ize on its assets in time to Pt13
its creditors. Still, the attempt had to be made: i f the house fell,
hundreds, even thousands of people in the islands might be ruined.

The

period of suspense vas short. Just a week after creditors had consented

to 'Wait for their $300,000, a Honolulu ship-captain named Frank Molteno
brought suit against walker, Allen tor recovery of
The judge was certain to find for Molteno.

&

debt

or

$1.,375"

The decision would bave set

off a scramble in the law courts, and to forestall this, Walker, Allen
declared bankruptcy on January 10, 1867.
The worst fears oftbe camnercial coDllllUlity were realized.

In the
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first nine months of 1867, eight plantations connected wi:th Walker,
Allen went under the h8lll1ler, m8J17 of them realizing no more than the
amount of the mortgage.
it could be

re-f'inanced~

The Honolulu Sugar Refinery was closed until
Walker, Allen owned a share of the Kilaueaj

her troubled career was interrupted, and several coastal schooners
owned by the

COMpq-

were sold.

Ultimately, creditors realized less

than thirty cents on the dollar. 98

The crisis had COile precisely at a moment when Honolulu's

merchants were struggling to f'ind a p81'1B81lent place tor thellselves in
the sugar Il81"ket at San Francisco after the war.

At the heart of' the

matter were the twin problems of' quality and quantit7.

When Hawaiian

sugar vas f'irst produced in bulk, in the late thirties, it had been of
poor grade and almost unsaleable.

Tecbinical advances in the fi.t'ties and

early sixties brought it to a borderline in terms of quality.99

In the

lang-&1age of the business" most sugar sent from Honolulu to San Francisco
bef'ore about 1863 was of low grade, below "No. 12, Dutch Standard."

98For Walker, Allen's bankruptcy, see Pacific Commercial Advertiaer
Progress
reports of creartors' meetings and sales of property appeared
fzoequently, especially during January-May, 1867.
and Hawaiian Gazette from October, 1866, to OCtober" 1867.

99For improvements in growing and manufacturing, see Morgan, Hawaii,
pp. 181-185; Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdan, I, 326, II, 145-1.46. As
far as Huu0lulu itself vas concerned, the most important man in this
process was David M. Weston, whose adaptation of' the centri.t'ugal
principle in sugar-drying was a great success. Weston alao started the
Honolulu Iron Works ,1853), which came to specialize in the making and
repair or sugar machineq.
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The San Francisco refiners used this low-grade sugar (and similar sugar
from the Philippines and Cbina) to produce 'Wlrl.te sugar. One bJ'-Product
of the refir.ling process vas a large amount of yellow or Itcoffee n sugar,
which was of "groce17 grade,- fit for sale to consumers.

Atter 1863,

increasing aounts of sugar came from Honolulu at No. 12, Dutch
standard, or above.

Improvements, that is to s8iY, had put more than

half the Havaiian sugar crop in ltgrocery grades," needing no further
refining before sale.

Havaiian sugar was now in direct competition

with the -coffee" sugar turned out by the San Fran<usco refineries.
At the end of the Civil War, planters and refiners alike found the
business overcrowded.
be fiooded.

.l danger existed that the peacetime market JII1ght

It vas very JlUch in the interest of the vest cout

refiners to control affairs.

Ear~ in

1865, Hawaiian

plan~rs

were

invited to subscribe to a prOPOsel put before them. bY' SaD Frsncisco
&: Pacific Refineries.

The planters vere asked to manufacture halt or

more of their sugar at grades lower than Ho. 12, Dutch standard. This
would ease immediate competitiol\ in the San Francisco market.

In

return, San Francisco &: Pacif'ic Refineries would import less raw sugar
from the rest of the Pacific, and would pq Hawaiian producers for
their low-grade sugar at a price fifteen percent above that listed in
1OO
Manila.
Essentially this was a quota system.

Samuel N. Castle of Castle &

Cooke, a former missionary whose Biblical background and b'..lsiness
acumen gave his every utterance a magisterial, almost prophetic quality,

l~avaiian Gazette, June 24, 1865; Pacific COJIIII'lercial Advertiser,
1865.

July 1,

BUpported the idea strongly, arguing that it was the

o~

safe path

back to prosperity. Most planters thought otherwise. They calculated
that increasing demand. on the mainland would take care of expand 1 D&
production in the foreseeable future; tlms Honolulu and Hawaii would
do best by continuing to manufacture high grades of sugar, even i f the
average price was a little lower than it had. been in the war years .101
Castle vas right; the others vere wrong. When Hawaiian plantertS
and their Honolulu agents refused to sign eont.racts, the San Francisco
refiners placed heavy orders at Manila for raw sugar.
into high-grade sugar, which

W88

high-grade sugar from Hawaii.

This

tiaB

made

sold in 1866 in competition witl:l

The market vas fiooded; prices dropped;

planters, agents, and refiners all surfered.102
Somewhat cb88tened by this experience, and sobered even more by
the collapse of walker, Allen & Co. in October, 1866, the men of the
Hawaiian sugar industry listened more receptiveq in the early months
of 1867 to Mr. R. Feuerstein of San Francisco & Pacif'ic Refineries,
when he arrived at Honolulu &..lld re-opened the issue of contracts and.

quot.l:lS.

~

arguments contimled to be raised in favor of independence.

Planters who owned their land might make profits at the low prices
offered for low-grade sugar; those who had to meet mortigage
needed the extra profits from high grades.

The market at San Francisco

appeared to be rising; why' sign contracts at all?

muet be signed,

~

p~ents

And if' contracts

with only one San Francisco house?

Too

JIlSIJy'

eggs

l°lsee Hawaiian Gazette and Pacific Commercial Advertiser, July=
September, 1865, for arguments on both sides.
l02pacif'ic Commercial Advertiser, August 18, 1866; Hawaiian Gazette,
August i8, l866.
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would be in one basket.

Against this, Samuel Castle and those who had

been converted to his views
and marketing.

~ke

for sete and sane growing, milJjng,

Under the contract system, the buyer would come to the

door; no longer would planters and agencies depend upon a capricious
fact~l)r

in San Francisco, thousands of

mUes~.

True, contracts

would mean a few changes in local business practice-tor example,
barrel-makers who had supplied kegs for high-grade sugar would be out
of work, since low-grades could be shipped in bags; and quota l1JDi.ts
might torce one or two ships to withdraw fran the San Francisco-Honolulu
run. But the uncertainties of the tree market had been demonstrated
only yeaterdq. The sensible course vas to sign. Some of the large
planters took the lead, and Feuerstein vas able to go back to San
103
Francisco carrying contracts for more than halt the crop of 1667.
Host planters on contract did well. For that very- reason,

SODle

were led to think they could do even better on the open JII&l'k:et, and
when Feuerstein returned to Honolulu in Jdd-1867 to negotiate contracts
for the 1868 crop, the discussions of the previous year, pro and con!
vere beard once again. Feuerstein oftered inducements: a general price
increase, and a bonus of an additional. eight or ten percent for those
who guarante@sd to sell all their crop to San Francisco &'ePacific
Refineries. By the end of September, 1867, most of the independents
had capitulated, and Feuerstein I s contracts for the season of 1868
covered a larger percentage than before of Hnsii' s output .104

l°3paoitiC Commercial Advertiser, February 23, March 2, April 6,
1867; Hawaiian Gasette, February 27, March 6, 27, 1867.

l~aiian Gazette, August 28, Septe1llber 18, 25:p 1867; Pacific
COJIIDlerci&l AdVertiser, August 31, September 21, 18670

The steadying influence of the contracts was felt once again in
the San Francisco lIl8.1'ket, and prices responded favorably.

happened betore, this

mere~

encouraged the planters and agents of

Hawaii to try their luck in the opeD fiald.
abandoned

Dd~

As had

Refinery contracts vere

through 1868, and thenceforth price levels were set by

supply and demand.

For the next few ;years, uncertainty ruled.

Hawaiian sugar, of course, entered the Un!ted states as a foreign
product, and tariffs were added to its cost at San Francisco.

Not long

atter the refinery contracts were terminated, the Americm consul at
Honolulu uncovered a scheme to defraud his government's customs
revenues. Hackfeld &: Co. of Honolulu, in

co]~usion with

San Francisco

& racif'ic Retineries, were JIli.xi.ng charcoal into high-grade Hawaiian

sugar.

AD.alysis by governmental chemists at San Fr:.t1Cisco shoved it to

be adulterated, and it passed through custCDS at a lover grade and thull
at a lower tariff rate, to be refined to high grades again veryinexpensiv~.

The culprits were impenitent.

The San Francisco refiner

George Gordon said that he vas doing nothing YOrse than importers who
watered their whisky.

S8JlUel Castle (a leading shareholder in the

Honolulu Sugar Refinery) vas unable to find

a-11

Old Testament t.ext to

support this view, but he agreed with Gordon ~ the sugar !!!. low grade
when it was examined; how it became low grade did not matter.
United States government saw things another way.

The

Customs officials

seized cOilsigmuent.s of the adultel'ated sugar at San Francisco in
September 11 1868, and the refiners were taken to federal court, where
the government put its case and won. lOS

lOS

For the adulteration scandal, see Z. Spalding to William Seward,
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Matters such as the scandal over adulterated sugar were nothing
but froth and bubble on the agitated surface of Honolulu's coDmercial
life.

On

a more serious level, the difficulties of the whaling and

sugar industries caused continued CODcern.

Even so, between the mid..

fU'ties and the mid-seventies the value ot domestic exports from Hawaii
increased from less than three hundred thousand dollars to a million

and a halt dollars. In 1869 a landmark vas reached: for the first time
exports exceeded imports in value.

Two years later, in 1871, exports

of domestic goods alone became worth more than imports, and with rare
exceptions Hawaii
balance.

~ontinued

thereafter to have a favorable trade

Honolulu had ceased to be a city dependent principally upon

the re-export trade, aud had. become the port of an economically
product!va hinterland.106
'!'be transformation vas brought about almost solely by the growth

and consolidation of the sugar industry.

Problems eBsociated with

capital, labor and a market were solved, and the solutions brought
economic security to Honolulu and to the kingdom at large.

In the mid-

seventies the agency system of Honolulu, with the support of the bank
or Bishop & Co. (founded in 18,8), came to domin&te the industry IS
finances. 107 Private:md public organizations based on Honolulu

August 26, 1868, USDS, Consular Letters, Honolulu, XI, and following
letters. The Urdted States federal court decision was published in
Hawaiian Gazette, March 2, 1870. For camnent on the ease see Hawaiian
Gazette, september 30, October 14, 1868; Pacific Commercial Advertiser,
January 1, 29, February 19, March " 12, 26, 1870.

l~rgan,

Hawaii, pp. 19,-196;

K~endall, Hawaiian

Kingdom, II, 163.

107By' 1876, four of the "Big Five" firms which were to dominate the
agency' business in the twentieth century were already establl.13bed at
Honolulu. C. Brewer .& Co. had developed out or James Hunnewell's
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directed the importation of labor for the plantations.

Honolulu was

the port of entry for laborers and the place to which they returned
when their time on the plantations was up.

Though most sugar-cane was

grown on the outer islands, Honolulu quickly acquired the largest

alien enclave in the !d.ngdom. Laborers came in at the port, sugar went
out.

The future of the c8:l,?ital would be determined by the state of the

sugar market.

AB the great sounding-board of public opinion in the

islands, Honolulu was the pla.ce where the commercial and political
destiny' of the kingdom was decided; and when after a quarter-century
of effort the men of the capital achieved a working treaty of
reciprocity with the United States in 1876, the rest of the islands
followed Honolulu along the path that was to lead in the end to
annexation

bT

America.

The Royal Hawaiian Agricultural Society

was founded at Honolulu in

1850 to discuss the labor shortage and other problems. At i t::s
organizing convention in August" the first propositions were made for
the supplying of plantation labor and the replenisbiDg of the nat!ve
population of the islands.

In preparation for the new era the Hawaiian

legislature had passed An Act for the Government of Masters and
Servants, and under its terms a shipload of Chinese "coolies" vas

retail. store of the 18208. The British partnerships of Starkey, Janion,
and Janion, Green, ultimately became Theo. Davies & Co. The German
Henry Hack!eld came to Honolulu in 1849; his firm, Hackfeld & Co.,
became American Factors after the First World war. Castle & Cooke was
founded in 1851 by two former American Protestant mielsionaries. The
only one of the "Big Five" which origirlated outside Honolulu vas
Alexander & Baldwin" a Maui plantation partnership between two
missiOI18r1 80ns. Castle & Cooke did their agency vork until 1894, when
Alexander & Baldwin ope~d their own office at Honolulu. For the
Bishop Bank, see Cecil G. Tilton, The History of Banking in Hawaii
(HonolUlu, 1927), pp. 26-59; Kent, Charle::; ~::'ld Bishop, pp. 42-47.
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was brought to Honolulu in January-, 1852, to be distributed among

108

planters.

These coolies vere by no means the first Chinese to come to the
islands.

As early'

U

1194, Vancouver bad seen a Chinese on Hawaii;

by the end of the eighteenth century a handful were scattered along

the archipelago.
themselves.

Characteristically, they 'Went into business tor

Honolulu had a Chinese peddler in 1823.

In 1852, the year

the first coolies arrived, 71 Chinese lived around. Honolulu, and 31 CIt
them vere in trade of one sort or another.109 The reputaticn of
Chinese merchants generally was good" as was that of Chinese eugtr
planters and millers on the outer islands.

Althcugh their "customs"

were regarded as either lQ'sterious or laughable, and their doings were
reported facetiously in the English-language press of Honolulu when
they vere mentioned at all, it was conceded that most Chinese businessJll8n vere conscientious and industrious.

no

In the eighteen-fifties"

the Chinese I!.erchants of Honolulu started a volunteer fire compaIV'
(atter the haolea but before the Hawaiians); and in 1856, they gave a

l080thers followed. In the years 1852-1864, 704 Chinese vere
imported under the auspices of the Agricultural Society. President of
the Bureau ot !eigration, Report$ 1886, pp. 266--271. A. Dote on the
use of the word Itcoolies ft in the Pacific labor trade, iteometime&
referred t~ men kidnapped or forced into service. At ()ther times, the
meaning W88 broader, inclUding tI'D3' bonded or indentured or contract
laborer. The second meaning 'W8 the one current in Hawaii. or.
CluDther Paul Barth, Bitter Strengths A History of the Chinese in the
United State6, 18,0-1810 (Cambridge, 1964), ppo 50-52.

or

109'or a brief account
Ch:1neS& in the islands up to mid-eentury,
see Clarence Glick, AThe Chinese Migrant in Hawaii: A Stu~ in

AccOJlllllOdation," unplibliahed PhD thesis (Chicago, 1938), pp. 5=7.
Gl1r..k's theasis is the only full-length stuc:V' of the Chinese in Hawaii.
no,or a typical c01llllent, see Gilman" "Honolulu-1848."
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gr::""'ld ball tor the newly-marriecl King Alexander Liholiho and Queen EDma.
The hosts spent almost four thousand dollars on food and decorations,
and they practiced quadrilles so that they could dance vith their

guests.

Since the intricacies of directing a ball were "practicall.y

above the comprehension ot a Chinaman,· four white busineSmI8n did the
job, dre8sed in Mandarin costume complete with fmw--ltW'eong Chong"
Ho:traan, "Chong Fong" Field, ItMing Ching" Reiners, and "Weong Kong"
111
waterman. The "celestial" eYening vas a great success.
The social
position of the merchants vas defined and guaranteed: cOJlll1i,Elrcial
probity, decorum, deference, and an occasional happy ceremonial. gesture
would

u~e

them of toleration in the town.

Coolies vere not 118rchantB, however. Within a yea:r of the arrival.

ot the first Chinese plantation workers in 18,2, planters vere im'oking
the penal clauses of the Masters and Servants Act, and recalcitrant
coo11es found themselves in the fort at Honolulu on bread and water for
refusing to work.

A fev planters went further and whipped coolies, and

one was shot in the leg by J. H. Wood of Nuuanu Plantation.1l2 Troublemakers song the Chinese were in a minority; most worked well.

But when

their five-year contracts were up in 18,7 (just a fev months atter the
"ehinese merchants' ball), they- lett the plantations and settled in
Honolulu.

Complaints followed immediately.

UnemplO1ed coolies stole,

~ac1tic Ccmmercial Advertiser, November 20, 1856, contains the
cOllllll8nt about Chinese social ineptitude. Other accounts ot the ball
are in Po~s1anJ lovember 1" 18,6, David Gr-egg Diary, November 9,
10,13, 1856; Gi'8gg to John Forsythe, November 161 18,6, Gregg Letter
Books; 'l'heodore Heuck to Albertine, Dec8llber 7, ltsS6, Heuck Papers.
ll2po~esian, Ootober 9, 18,2, January 1, 8, 1" 18,3; Hawaiian

ReP2rts,

,

8S::a7.

-
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gambled, tought, set fire to buildings, and made misances of themselves in general with their nfilthy habits." In mid-1857, seventy
white businessmen petitioned the government to invoke the vagrancy laws
against unemployed Chinese found on the streets of Honolulu., and
Marshal William Parke was directed to arrest offenders .113
Despite enforcement of the law, criminality continued.

A brief

pitch of hysteria was re&ehed in August, 1858, when unfounded rumors
came before the Privy Council that desperate Chinese were plotting to
kill the king .1l4 By the end of 1859, m.an;.r wb! te Honolulans had had

enough.

Tb.e Pacific Commercial Advertiser complained that nothing but

Dinsecuritl to life and propertl n resulted from the presence of the
Chinese, who included "some of the vilest coolies that ever escaped
hanging in their own countries e

The thoughtless importation of coolies,

a few years ago, bacauoe they vere cheap labor, is now producing some
18Jll8ntable fruit in the shapG of burglary and mnrder. nl l5 The
Pol,ynesian agreed: nA murder one

Sund~,

an arson the next, by' Coolie

hands, is coming the Celestial rather strong upon the weak nerves of
our coDlllUDity • ••

In February next the last of the Coolie contracts

expires, and we may then expect a still further increase of liberated
laborers from the plantations of the other islands, to swell the crowd

11;AH , Privy Council Petitiona, March " 18,7; Ali , Privy Council
P..acord, X, 1;0-138; S. Spencer to W. Parke, June 4, 1857, AlI, Interior
Department Letter Book, VI, 489; Chief Justice, Report, 1857, p. 1;;
Po9'nesian, Harch 2, June 1;, December 12, 1857; paonic Commercial
Advertiser, January 28, 1858. It is very clear from the tone of
CODlllent that Chinese Y~aut8 upset white Honolulana much. more than
Hawaiian vagrants did.

1.14AU
Privv Council
An'.t/

'Q""

-"

......"U.I:u.,

....

A,

,,0#;

4::~O.

115paoific Com.ercial Advertiser, November

26~ 1859.
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of Chinamen already prowling about Honolulu without IJ1TY apparent means
of livelihood.

we

fear that the next Legislature will be obliged to

take their cue under consideration, the constitution to the contrary
notwithstand:i ng. nll6
But what was the alternative?

The native population of the

islands continued to decline in the fifties and sixties; attempts to
recruit plantation workers from the South Pacific tailed almost
completely; and it was generally conceded that imported European labor
would be too expensive.

At one time or 8i1other Malay-Isia, India, and.

Japan were considered as possible sources ot supply. The first two
yielded nothing; and the arrival of a single shipload of Japanese in
1868 was tollowed by an interval of almost twenty years .117

Until

1876, the ovenhelming majority of imported plantation laborers were
Chinese .ll8

By no Deans all returned home when their contraeta

expired,119 and of those who stqed. in the islands, a good D18DiY came
120
to Honolulu.
The city therefore had to accommodate itself to their
presence ..

116pOlpeslan, December 3, 1859.
117The best single account of discussion and action on the problem
of migration 1s in Kuykendan, Hawaiian K1ngdan, II, Ch. VI.
118Betwen 1852 and 1876, 3,908 Chinese were imported, compared with
148 Japanese and 223 South Sea Islanders. President of the Bureau of
Immigration, Report, 1886, pp. 266-271.
119Hawaiian Gazette, September 2, 1868, said "very few n went back
immediateJi to China..
120Between 1853 and 1872, about a third of 81l Chinese in the
islands lived at Honolulu. The Chinese population ot Honolulu rose
from 124 in 1853 to 632 in 1872, and 1,299 in 1878. Glick, "The
Chinese Migrant, n p. 170.
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It was not easy.

Even Chinese merchants such

8!l

Chung Roon,

Achuck, and Chulan, prosperous through their dealings in retail goods i
sugar, and rice, and secure in the esteem of their fellow townspeople,
admitted that their coolie countrymen were a problem.

Plantation
,

workers treed after their contracts expired .;ere enCCfil:L-Gg6d to take up
rice-gro-vdng on old kalo-patches behind HOtlOlulu and elsewhere, and
some did so.12l others found quiet, respectable work as clerks in
stores or as domestic servants.

'l"be number of licensed Chinese traders

and peddlers increased every year .122

But so did the number of

unemployed coolies in the town. Most Chinese businesses were housed in
decqing buildings on the depressed lowe? blocks of Nuuanu and Ma1JDakea
Streets, and in Chinatown the womanless coolies congregated to gamble,
smoke opium, or s:i!Dply pass the time.
In general, the coolies practiced a kind or self-segregation,

eonfining their incursions upon the rest of the city to an occasional
night-time burglary or ohicken-theft.

Accordingly, white Honolulans

learned to regard the unassimilated Chinese in their midst with
detachment, if' not with complete calJll.

The police raided "gambling

hells· behind Chinatown restaurants and stores with monotonous but
reassuring regularity, and Chinese chain-gangs a.t labor on the roadl3
and the wharves became a familiar sight.
By the mid-sixties, however, matters had advanced to a new stage.

The Planters' Society, formed at Honolulu in 1864 to succeed the

l2lp0g:nSS1&n;, June 20, 27, 1857; Glick, "The Chinese Migrant, tI
pp. 5~7 •

122Gl1ck, "The Chinese Migrant, It pp. 85-87, 98.
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moribund Royal Hawaiian Agricultural Societ;y-, made arrangemants with
the government's Bureau of IDaaigration to have more coolies brought in.
More than six hundred arrived in 1865•

Within a few years, Chines8 men

came to outnumber wh1te men in the islands.

Reports of violence on the

plantations increased,123 and eJVery month more liberated coolies came

to Honolulu's Chinatown.124
In July,

1866, .&bsee, a deranged danestic servant at the

NUU8DU

home of former French consul Jules Dudoit, took a kitchen cleaver and
backed his

~mployer

to death. Murder was most uncODlllon in Honolulu

(and in the rest of the kingdom, for that matter).

From. time to time

nat!ves killed natives, sailors killed sailors, Ohinese killed Chinese-,

and white men killed Hawaiians and Chinese.
Chinese to kill a llb:ite man.

Ah8ee vas the first

'fne government offered a reward of $500

for bis capture, and the Chinese merchants of Honolulu matched the
amount.

With $1,000 at stake, most of the town's natives went hunting.

Some coolies who worked for J. H. Wood at

Absee and claimed the reward.

NuUaml

Pla."'ltation caught

Wood took Abaee to jail, followed by a

crowd of natives and whites that grew to two thousand before the

murderer was locked up.1 25
The .A.clviI3rtiser returned to the position it had taksn earlier.

Fears were expressed ·tihat the death of Dldoit

'Wa!! ~onl.y

the beginning"

12)

see, for example, J. S. Low to P. Kanoa, November 15 J 1865, !H,
Interior Department Letters, Miscellaneous; Hawaiian Gasette, December
23, 1865.
124pacit'iC Commercial Advertiser, February 10, 1866.
l2Spacific CClmnercial Advertiser, July 21, 28, August 4, 1866;
Hawaiian Gazette, July 21, 26, AUgust 4, 1866.
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of trouble nth "unruly and desperate" coolies, ma.n;y ot whom had been
Itpirates and criminals" in China, and who were nothing but "cut-throats
and murderers," ready to take a man' s lite on the slightest
provocation.126 The government I s Hawaiian Gazette disagreed.
isolated murder meant nothing.
and had been killed for it.

An

n"doit had provoked Ahaee repeatedly,

But more tlwl once, when vh1te men on

plantations had used violence, their coolies had remained calm.
Legislation to keep Chinese off the streets of Honolul.u at night was
not needed; talk ot vigilance cODlni.tteas was nothing less than
bysterical.127
In fact, no crime wave followed the hanging of Ahsae in December,

1866. Until. 1876, conditions at Honolulu remained much the same. The
ChiLnese merchants continued to hold their

g~od

name; coolies whose

labor contracts had expired lett the plantations tor the city; some
made their way into the business class; most were swallowed up in

QUnatownJ an unregenerate minority broke the law and came to the
attention of the white commu.nity.

The first tentative moves to educate

and Christianize the coolies were made by the Protestant churches and
128
the Y. Mo C. A., without great success.
Despite some uneasiness 8lUong both whites and Hawaiians about the

126
Pacific Commercial Advertiser, July 28, 1866.
127Havaiian Gazette, August 4, 1866. Census figures put attitudes
in proportion: iii 1866, Honolulu had 13,521 inhabitantso Four out of
five were nati'VG Hawaiians; more than seven out of eight had 80me
Hawaiian blood. "Other foreigners," mostq haoles, numbered 1,8S1, and
there were o~ 370 Chinese: 35~ men and 13 VO!!A'!,. In all the islands
there were 1,206 Chinese, in a total popul.ation of about 63,000.
128Gliok , "The Chinese Migrant," pp. 124-125.
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Chinese "invasionR or the islands, virtually no discriminatory
legislation (other than a law banning the smoking or opium) was enacted
berore 1876.

The Masters and Servants Act (amended from time to time),

the vagrancy act j and the remainder or the penal code controlled the
situation satisractorily.

Not until the eighties and nineties did the

white men of Honolulu and the islands generally find it necessary to

enact legislation

~

intended to keep the Chinese--and especially

the Chinese or Honolulu--"in their plaee. n

Hawaii had embarked upon the importation or labor at a time when
the recruitment of plantation workers was under attack in many parts
or the world.

The Brit,1eh govermnent was casting an anxious gye at

nblackbirding" in the Pacific Ocean.

Concurrently, the Congress or

the United States passed an act in 1862 prohibiting American citizens
from carrying on the "coolie trade" in American ships; and in January,
1867, resolutions were added to the act or 1862, describing the coolie
trade as "inhuman, immoral, and abhorrent. nl29
Slavery proper was prohibited in the Hawaiian islands.

Among the

pioneers of constitutional government were several American Protestant
missionaries, colllll1itted to the abolition or slavery in their homeland
and determined to see that it did not spread to Hawaii.

The liberal

129The American Minister to Hawaii published the text or the 1867
resolutions and an abstract of the 1862 act in the Hawaiian Gazette
and the Pacific Commercial Advertiser ror some weeks begiilIiiIig earlY
in September, 1868.
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Hawaiian constitution of 1852 and the conservative revision of 1664
both contained specific prohibitions of slaverya

In the period between

the making of these two constitutions, the Protestant mission had been
virtu~

disbanded.

Some of its fomer members, and some of their

sons, went into the sugar business, taking on rather
and economic views of their fellow planters.

quic~

the social

Other former members of

the missionary family who remained at Honolulu id:thout a vested
0
interest in sugar tended to equate coolie labor witb slave labor .13
Conditions were generally better for Chinese in the Hawaiian
islands than in Calif'ornia and man:y other places around the rim of the
Pacific (including China) .131 Nonetheless, opponents of contract labor
were numerous enough at Honolulu to make the fundamental morality of
the system a public issue for many years.

Plantation managers who had

to make the system work lived mostly on the outer islands, but the
capital was the homa of the ideologues and the site of the liveliest
encounters between exponents of different views.

130The division of the Protestant missionaries and the:lr offspring
on this question is interesting. Amos Cooke, CO-founder of Castle &
Cooke, had been an ardent abolitionist in the forties. He had. since
retired from business.. but his partner, Samuel N. Castle, eme!'ged in
the sixties as the great voice of property-holding conservatism in the
sugar industry. Supporting him were S. G. Wilder (son-in-law of Gerrit
Judd) and Samuel T. Alexander (son of missionary W. P. Alexander) who
founded with Henry P. Baldwin (son of Dwight Baldwin) the sugar house
of .Alexander & Baldwin. Charles Judd, son of Gerrit, was for the
contract system; ..Allen Judd, Charles' brother, was against it on moral
grounds. Other energetic opponen'~s of the contract system were
missionary sons Curtis J. Lyons, Sanford Ballard Dole, and Luther H.
Gulick. In every case listed above, ecol"'.omic interest or lack of it
~~!~.~.:!:~i~~~d the etand taken on contract labor.
Members of the missionary family, of course, were not the only ones involved in the argument.
131See Katharine Coman, The History of Contract Labor in the
Hawaiian Islands, American Economic Association, Publications, TM.I"d
Series, IV, 3 (August, 1903).
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Some people regarded "he growth of Chinatown in Honolulu as a
social evil" and they attacked the coolie trade as the cause of it all.
Henry Whitney" editor of the Pacific Commercial Advertiser" apparently
held this view for a time.

He referred often to the disproportionate

crime rate among the town's Chinese" and advocated harsh action against
Chinese lawbreakers.

But at the s,mne time he recognized the sugar

industry's need for labor.

By the end of the sixties he had. arrived at

the view that free migration would meet the requirements of the
planters" do away with the iniquities of the coolie trade" and bring a
better type of worker to the isle.ndt3.

Contracts between worker and

employer were necessary" he admitted, and China vas the most likely
place to place to find workers.

But contracts nhould be made knowingly

and voluntarily by laborers after they arrived at Honolulu, not before;
and on no account should penal clauses be included.

l32

-

Even Whitney's less than absolute views were irksome to the
planters.

A group of sugar men met on Mani early in 1870 and resolved

to do all they could to hinder the circulation of ltdtney IS Advertiser
and his widely-circulated Hawaiian-language paper" the Kuokoa.

Toward

the end oi 1670, Whitney sold the Advertiser to the firm of Black &
Auld" and under its new proprietora the paper developed an editorial
policy favorable to the planters.

The Kuokoa" which 'Whitney retained,
continued to attack the Masters snd Servants Act.l )3

l.32Typical stattUllents by Wbitney are in Pacific CQ!!!!!lerci&1
Advertiser" March 27" June 12" 1869, September 3" 1870.
l33pacific Commercial Advertiser" September 3" 24" October 1" 1870"
October 12" 1672. .Hennet.t's Own" a short-lived weekly which argued
that the contract system was producing a nation of capitalists and
paupers by driving the mechanic classes out of existence suspended
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More intransigent than Whitney were young men such as Curtis Lyons
(son of the celebrated evangelist Lorenzo Lyons), who harassed the
government t S Bureau of Immigration and. the Planters t Society at every
turn, criticizing vehemently the penal clauses of contracts and the
practice of assigning contracts from employer to employer without the
consent of employees.

When the planters held a full-scale meeting at

Honolulu in OCtober, 1869, to discuss the future of contract labor,
Lyons, Joseph Carter, lllen Judd, Sanford Dole, and C. C. Bennett of
~tt' s

Own, opposed the planters' spokesmen j who included Samuel

Castle, Charles R.• Bishop, Samuel Wilder, and Samuel Alexander.

At a

later meeting of "mechanics, working men and others I " Lyons went
further than the moderate majorit;r when he proposed the abolition of
the coolie trade in Hawaii.

Lyons was also on a committee chosen by a

meeting of natives at Kanmakapili Church which advocated the suspension
of the coolie trade in the interests of the survive! of the
Hawaiians .134 When the government decided to go ahead wit.h the
importation of more coolies ear4r in 1870, Lyons carried the fight
against the penal clauses of contra.cts to the noar

ot the national

legislature, where he led a movement to have the repugnant clauses
repealed.

Lyons t attempt failed,135 just as all attempts to remove

penal clauses completely were to fail until American law superseded

publication almost at the same time as \o1nitney sold the Advertisero
l34rne various meetings are reported in Pacific Commercial
Advertiser, October 16, 23, 30, November 6, 1869; and in Hawaiian
Gazette and Kuokoa for the asmeperiod.

13~bates in the legislature were printed in Hawaiian Gazette
Pacific CODII1erci81 Advertiser, M~-July, 1870.

and
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Hawaiian law after the annexation of the islands at the end of the
nineteenth century.
Honolulu's Chinese themselves came out against the contract labor
system, belying by their actions the view that all was sweetness and.
light on the coolie ships and on the plantations.

At the time of the

public meetings of October, 1869, more than twenty Chinese merchants
signed a letter which read in part: "We heartily oppose the introduction
of coolies here under Lihe contract system}.
coolies are very bad men and crjm;nsls.

Some of the Chin~se

We know our countrymen better

than any one else; and we believe that a much better class of men for
plantation and other kinds of work can be procured from China by some
136
arrangement for the encouragement of free immigration. n
With the
tacit consent of the government, merchants such as !fong and Chulan
brought in a few score free Chinese migrants thereafter. 137
When the government resumed importation of coolies in 1870, some
Chinese took direct action.

In August, the ship Solo docked at

Honolulu, carr,ying 168 coolies recruited by a government agent. Chinese
from the town came to the wharves to warn their fellow-countrymen about
contracts and rates of pay on the plantations..
arrivals would not sign contracts.

.As a result, the new

Hawaiian soldiers were finally sent

to the waterfront to quiet the Chinese on the shore and on the ship.138
The concern of the Chinese for their countrymen extended beyond
the Hawaiian labor

system~

Honolulu, as well a,s being the port where

136pacific Commercial Advertiser, November 6, 1869.
137See , for example, Pacific Commercial Advertiser, August 13, 18700
138

Pacific Commercial Advertiser, August 6, 13, 1870.
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coolies recruited for island plantations disembarked, was also a port
of call for coolie ships on the wa:y to South America.

The South

American trade was virtually unregulated, and conditions aboard ship
were often frightful.

When the Dolores Ugarte, loaded with bonded

workers for Callao, docked at Honolulu in August, 1870, forty-three men
aboard were sick.

They were brought ashore for treatment in Chinatown;

the rest were kept in the holds under battened hatches.

With the aid

of Chinese merchants, the forty-three were dispersed and kept hidden
until after the Dolores Ugarte sailed, despite the efforts of the
ship's Honolulu agents and Hawaiian government officials to find
them. 139
These limited expressions of solidarity among the Chinese
indicated the birth of a kind of community consciousness in Chinatown.
Before 1816 its manifestations were slight.

Increased anti-Chinese

activity on the part or white men at Honolulu during the eighties and
nineties led to a much more deliberate and formal organization among

140

the Chinese of the city.

Ever since the Californian gold rush had given impetus to tuc
sugar industry and to the businesses which grew up at Honolulu to

l39pacific Commercial. Advertiser, September 3, 1870. Conflicting
comment on the Dolores Ugarte case appeared in the Advertiser and the
Hawaiian Gazette throughout September.
0
14 The later period is discussed at length in Glick, "The Chinese
Migrant," passim..
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serve it, most white Honolu1ans had been convinced that the economic
future of their city lay with the United states.

Plantation capital

might come from whatever source; plantation labor might be sought all
over the Pacific; sugar would have to be sold in AmeriC8.5

During the

whaling era New England was closely tied to the islands; now San

Francisco was of prime importance.

East coaat or west coast, it made

no difference to Honolulu's Americans, virtually all of whom were
enthusiasti~

about closer connections with their homeland.

Foreign

residents from other countries were less than wholehearted in their
support of an American attachment; indeed, they were often quite
openly opposed to anything of the kind.

political animus, they could not
arguments.

For good or ill,

san

de~

But no matter how strong their

the logic of the Americans'

Francisco dominated the sugar market,

and sugar dominated the islands; econOD\Y.
As far as most Americans at Honolulu were concerned, economic

premises led irresistibly to the conclusion that Hawaii and the United
States ought to formalize their already close ties.

To maIV, the

question was merely one of arrangements: would :tt be best for

th~

United States to annex the islands, or would a treaty of reciprocity
suffice?

Some thought of reciprocity as a prelude to annexation;

others thought a good cClllDlercial treaty might be a guarantee of the
islands' continued independence.

The matter was debatad energetically

at Honolulu.
If Hawaii proposed, however, 1tlasbington disposed.

seemed momentous at the national capital of the

ti~

Issues which

kingdom were of

much less consequence at the national capital of the great repUblic.
Time after time during the fifties and sixties Hono1ulans took the
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initiative in negotiations; time after time their importunacies were
brought to nothing by established American policies or by immediate
circumstances on the American political and economic scene which did
not favor closer involvement 1If""ith Hawaii.1.4l
AnnexationisM as a policy supported by Americans at Honolulu
reached a peak of infiuence in the early fifties.

The movement lost

impetus after the accession of Alexander Liholiho, Kamehameha IV, in

18,5. Annexation was discussed as a marginal possibility thereafter,
but not for another forty years could it be considered a realistic
program.

The idea of a reciprocity treaty had a JIl1lch more consistent

history.

Formal approaches by Havaii were made several times in the

fifties and sixties, but nthout success.

The fact that so IIl8IlY

efforts vere made is an indica.tion of the basi'"

a~1iractiveness of

the

idea, especially when it is considered that the climate of opinion at
the royal court during the reigns of the brothers Alexander Liboliho
and Lot Kamehameha was not altogether congenial to the United States.
While American merchants and their supporters did their best to
int.eresT. both the Hawaiian and the .American governments in
reciprocity,142 conditions at Honolulu.

te!l~ed

to cloud the issue.

1.4l.rhe most complete published version of the diplomacy of the
reciprocity and annexation movements to 1876 is in Sylvester K. Stevens,
.A..merican Expansion in Hawaii (Harrisburg, 1945>, pp. 46-140.. A sh01'ter'
·'lersion is in Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, II, ~sim, and III, early
chapters. Between them, these authors have fairly well exhausted the
subject from a diplomatic point of view. Their findings are set forth
in heavily-documented form in the works cited above. I have very
li'title to add" IV account simply conoentrates as much as possible on
events in Honolulu, with enough general background to make happenings
intelligible.
142see , for example, the petition printed in Hawaiian Gazette,
October 14, 1866.
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The anglophilia of Alexander LihQlioQ, Kmnebameha IV, was wellknown: he had institutionalized it in the Episcopalian Church.
British connection lived on after his death in 1863.

A

His widow, the

dowager queen Emma, made a successful voyage to England in the midsixties, and the Episcopalian Bishop of Honolulu, Thomas Staley, went
on a somewhat less happy journey to the United States.143 Lot
Kamehameha, who succeeded Alexander Liholiho with the title of
Kamehameha V, was less a Christian of a:rry kind than a latter-dq
Hawaiian nativiBt, so remote as to be consider-ed unapproachable by most
foreigners.

He spent as little time as possible at court in Honolulu,

preferring hie

~-farm

at Waikild.., his "marine residences" there and

at Hanauma Bay on eastern Oahu, and his cattle-ranch on Molokai.

On

taking control in 1864, he had presided over a conservative revision
of the constitution, the outcome of which alienated

~

Americans of

republican tendencies since it reduced the power of the House of
Representatives almost to

nothir~.144

King Lot's ministers included

the devoted monarchist Robert Crichton Wyllie and the Frenchman Charles
de Varigny, who co-operated with British Commissioner William Webb
Follett Synge in fonning a counter-balance to the American interest at
Honolulu.

The cabinet, to be sure, contained Americans

anti~Americans,

I1S

well as

and the government's official polic.r was to support the

idea of reciprocity, but it was hard to tell what the king himself
really thought.

143See

Certainly some of America's consular and diplomatic

Chapter VII above.

144A full account of the significance of the constitutional changes
is LI1 Kl!ykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, II, 127-134.
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representatives at Honolulu during the middle and later sixties (men
not noted for their subtlety, as it happened) had trouble finding out.
One thing was obvious: King Lot did not respond well to pressure
brought from outside, whatever its origin. This was demonstrated in
mid-1867, while the Hawaiian goverr.unent was considering the latest
version of a reciprocity treaty.

TN'nen United states Minister to Hawaii

Edward McCook returned from a trip to San Francisco in June, 1867,
carrying a draft of the treaty he and Hawaiian Minister of Finance
C. C. Harris had written, an .American warship, USS Lackawanna, was in
Honolulu harbor.

This in itself was not unusual; since the end of the

Civil War the United States had deployed a good many ships in the
Pacific, and several. of them, comprising the North Pacific Squadron,
visited Honolulu in rotation.
case.

The Lackawanna, however, was a special

She was assigned to the islands for an nindefinite" period.145

When McCook came back from San Francisco, she had been at Honolulu for
more than three months, and the longer she stqed the less the Hawaiian
government liked it.
The Lackawanna had been sent to Honolulu because a brief flare-up
of bad feeling between Hawaii and France seemed to threaten worse
things to come.

This reason for the Lackawanna's visit was never made

convincingly clear to the Hawaiian government or the people of
Honolulu.146

It was believed that the United States wanted the islands

under continuous surveillance because of the ill-health of King Lot.

145Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, II, 207-208, 213=214, collects
evidence on the background of the Lackawanna visit.
146See , for example, first mentions of the projected visit in
Pacific CODlDlerc1al Advertiser, June 2, 16, 1866.
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If he should die, a pt>litical crisis might follow, since he was the

last of the Kamehamebas and no heir had been designated.
To King Lot, the Lackawanna may have looked like a bird of i11omen.

To the anti-Americans, she was an offensive intruder in Hawaiian
C~ptain

domestic politics, the more so because her commander 7

Willia.1O.

Reynolds, was a loud and forceful advocate of American annexationism.
Reynolds had lived in the islands during the middle fifties and early
sixties.

Then and later he was active in urging his country to take

Hawaii (at the height of the annexation crisis of 1853-1854, his wife
made an embroidered silk American flag to be raised on Kauai).

During

Reynolds' stay as c01llD.ander of the Lackawanna, he wrote many letters to
Washington advocating annexation.

His opinions were well known at

Honolulu.147
All things considered, the Hawaiian government found it difficult
to give Reynolds a cordial welcome.
polite 0

Reynolds

~Qlf

was publicly

He held a shipboard ball, he took some of the chiefs on a

pleasure cruise, he. helped to put down an incipient mutiny on board a
British merchant vessel in the harbor, and he entertained the native
pastors of the Hawaiian Evangelical Association and their wives ~ who
sang Hawaiian hymns set to ltfamiliar patriotic airs;"

148

but still his

presence was upsetting.
For almost a month after McCook I s return from San Francisco the

l47For a typical an'l:;i-Reynolds attitude see R. Wyllie to Sir John
Bowring, Ma;y 19~ 1861, MI, FO Letter Book, XXXVIII, II !!~

148pacific Commercial Advertiser, February 9, April 20, May 11,
June 15, 29, 1867. Henry Whitney of the Advertiser was flirting with
annexationism at this point, and he made every effort to Bee that
Reynolds was presented in a good li.ght.
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Lackawanna and its egregious cOl'llnander delayed Hawaiian ratification
of the Harris-McCook treaty.

The king had told McCook nothing would be

done as long as the Lackawanna was in Hawaiian waters.

149

Then l on

July 30, 1867, Reynolds received orders to sail to the westward and
take possession of Middlebrook (Midw8jy') Island.

With the L~~1I:awarana

gone l King Lot cal1Jd a spacial session or the legislature.
l~

was ratified on September 30.

The treaty

Two days later, Reynolds was back.

l~

He stayed another eight months, despite Hawaiian efforts to have
him replaced.

In Washington, C. C. Harris, anxiously watching the

progress of the reciprocity treaty, did not want to prejudice its
chances by making strong objections to the Lackawanna's prolonged stay
at Honolulu.

152

So the affair lingered on l with relations between

Reynolds and the Hawaiian cabinet growing worse week by' week, until the
two parties virtually broke off communication with each other.

When

the Lackawanna went to Hawaii in March, 1868, the Hawaiian government
forbade her crew to go ashore! at Ri10 on liberty; and the next month,
when the king arrived in Honolulu harbor after an interisland trip, the
Lackawanna did not salute him.153 Reynolds finaJ.ly sailed from Honolulu

l49McCook to Seward, July 23 1 August 51 1867, USDS, Dispatches,
Hawaii, XII. See also several letters in AH, FO & Ex, Conaul-General
at NCN York l 1867.
150AH I Cabinet Council Minutes, September 30, 1867.

15~awaiian Gazette,

October 7, 18670

1525ee let.ters in MIl FO & Ex, C. C. Harris Mission to Washington;
AI!, Cabinet Council Minutes, December 9, 1867.
153:Frequent cODlJlents on the cold atmosphere may be found tn Pacific
Commercial Advertiser and Hawaiian Gazette for March-April, 1868. For
the HUo incident, see All, Cabinet Council Minutes, March 2, 1868;
F. Hutchison to R. Lyma,nl March 2, 1868, and following letters in AH,
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on May 6, 1868, leaving instructions to his successor to have no
dealings with Attorney-General Stephen Phillips or Minister of the
Interior Ferdinand Hutchison.

154

During t.he last months of Reynolds t stay, another enigmatic figure
appeared at Honolulu.

Zephaniah So Spalding arrived in th'3

i~lands

in

December.. 1867.. allegedly bearing dispatches from Washington for United
States MiDister to Hawaii Edward McCook (whom he saw in San Francisco
on his way out).

Spalding remained at Honolulu .. making quil~t inquiries

about the politics of the islands and writing letters to his father,
an Ohio congressman, who passed them on to the State Department.155
Like Reynolds, Spalding was an outright annexationist; and like
Reynolds, Spalding aroused the suspicion of the Hawaiian cabinet, whose
members did not believe Spalding's story that he was hoping to start a
cotton plantation in the islands 0

Attorney-General Stephen Phillips

bribed a clerk from the Lackawanna to bring him confidential letters
from the ship, including some by Spalding.
tried, and convicted;

156

The clerk was discovered,

but by then the Hawaiian government knew as

much as it needed to know about Spalding.'-enough, certainly, to protest
his appointment as acting vice-consul at Honolulu and acting charge

Interior Department Letter Book, VIII, 236-249; Lyman to Hutchison,
March 26.. April 13, 1868, AIl, Interior Department Letters, Miscellaneous.
154pacific Commercial Advertiser, May 9.. 1868.

l5~or the background of the visit, see KUykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom,
II, 216-217. Spalding's letters to his father, December 10, lB67,
January 15, March 29, April 14, l868~ are in USDS, Dispatches, Hawaii,

ur.

l56This , at least, was Spalding's story; see Spalding to his father,
March 29, 1868, USDS, Dispatches, Hawaij., XII.
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d t affaires in command of the American legation during Minister McCook t s
l
absence. '7

Late in 1868 Spalding was given a full commission as

Un!ted States Consul at Honolulu, and the Hawaiian government was
forced to suffer his presence until he was replaced in the fall of
158
1869.
After all the alaruma and excursions associated with Reynolds and
Spalding, and after the seemingly' endless negotiations at Washington,
Hawaii still had no reciprocity treaty.

Thus, as the seventies opened,

the plantation agencies at Honolulu continued to encounter problems
in marketing their sugar.

The planters and their commercial

representatives had terminated their contracts with the San Francisco
refineries in 1868 under the illuslon that the Un!ted States would
ratify the Harris-!-fcCook treaty.

1,9

Time proved them wrong--the treaty

160 The immediate impulse

finally failed in the Senate on June 1, 1870.

of 1118.nY at Honolulu was to abandon the reciprocity movement.

161

But where to turn?--despite brave utterances, the islands were not
selt-sufficient and could not be made so.

The Hawaiian legislature of

1870 passed acts encouraging local tenile industries:; and impromptu
trades associations at Honolulu began talking in terms of protective

1"

157By then, a list of American agents, published at Washington, had
reached the islands. Pacific Commercial Advertiser, August
1868.
See also several lettE!rs in AH, FO & Ex, US Minister, 1866.
1,8
Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, II, 217.
1,9H&l:a1ian Gazette, May 28: 1869.
160News of the failure was printed in Pacific Commercial Advertiser,
July 2, 1870.

16~acific Commercial

Advertiser, November 19, 1870.
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tRriffs;

162

these moves notwithstanding, sugar remained pre-eminent.

During the early seventies, something of a market was established
in the British colonies of Australasia.

Tentative and inconclusive

overtures concerning possible reciprocity were made as early as
163
1867.
Using the steamship lines which linked Sydney and Auckland
with Honolulu in 1870, the agencies began to ship sugar to ports other
than San Francisco.

164

This trade reached its peak in 1873, when

one-third of all Hawaii's sugar went to Australasian (and Canadian)
165
ports.
By the time the traffic got under way, however, the
reciprocity movement snd American annexationism at Honolulu had become
active once more, and the dominance of the .American market was quickly
re-established.

The threat of a Hawaiian connection with the British
166
colonies was frequently referred to thereafter,
but it was a

162-

~ariffs and the growth of local industry were discussed at the
public meetings of late 1869 called to evaluate the contract labor
system. see Bennett's Own, October 19, 1869; Pacific CODlllercial
Advertiser, November 20, 27, December 11, 1869, January 1, 8, 1870.
163
C. de Varigny to Manley Hopldns, December 5, 1867, AlI, FO & Ex,
Consul-General at London.

164pacific Commercial Advertiser, April 16, June 25, July 2, 30, 1870.
l65Merze Tate, "'nle Myth of Hawaii's Swing Toward Australasia and
Can8da," Pacific Historical Review, XXXIII, 3 (August, 1964), 281, has a
convenient table prepared from Hawaiian customhouse statistics, shotdng
comparative exports to American and British ports up to 1882.
166people at Honolulu were not above exploiting it for their own
benefit. In 1874, when the expansionist New Zealand premier, Julius
Vogel, was talking in terms of a British "Grand Dominion" in the
Pacific, the Honolulu papers carried stories of the arrival of a New
Zealand government agent to talk over reciprocity and loans.. Tate,
"The Myth of Hawaii's Swing Toward Australasia and Canada," 275-278,
shows that this was a fabrication, which nonetheless led the United
States Minister to Haw,aii to write to Washington in some urgency.
Nothing came of it, of course.
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political shadow without economic substance.

In the midst of this period of economic and political indecision,

King Lot, last of the Kameha.u.ahas, died--on December 11, 1872, his
fortieth birthday.

Lot was famous for keeping his counsel about

important questions, and he carried this habit to extremes in hin last
years, refusing again and again to name a successor.
he was asked repeatedly to choose the next monarch.

On his deathbed

The names of

several aliis were suggested to him--W111iam Charles Lunalilo,
descended from a half.-.b:oother of Kmnehameha I; the dowager queen Emma,
widow of Kamehameha IV; Ruth KeliikoJ.ani, an old-style cbiefess who
was governess of Hawaii; Bernice Pauahi Bishop, also a member of the
Kamehameha dynasty; and David Kalakaua, an ambitious aristocrat of
another family line.

King Lot's personal preference seems to have been

for Bernice Pauahi Bishop.

She refused to consider taking the throne,

and the king died with the matter unsettled.

167

The cabinet ordered a special meeting of the legislature for
January 8, 1873, at which, according to the constitution, a new king
l1!ould be chosen.

The popularity of William Lunalilo among the common

people of Hawaii was very great.

His candidacy, which he declared on

December 16, was greeted with acclamation.

167

In addition, he was

"Correspondence Relating To The Last Hours of Kamehameh8. V,"
Hawaiian Historical Society, Annual Report, 6 (Honolulu, 1898), 11-16;
AH" Cabinet Council Minutes" January 7, 1873, Kuykendall, Hawaiian
Kingdom" II, 239-242.
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acceptable to the powerful American economic interests at Honolulu.
Only one other alii opposed him: David Kalakaua, whose "Skillful
Genealogists" cast aspersions on Lunalilo's descent, and whose
publicists urged native Hawaiians to beware the American influence
behind Lunalilo's bid for the throne.

168

In a popular vote on January 1, 1873, Lnnal1lo was supported

almost unanimously.

A week later the legislature met.

Crowds of

Lunalilo 's supporters filled the chambers at the Court House to watch
as members of the asseLlbly cast their signed ballots.

With only one

abstention (that of John Dominis, Governor of Oahu, Kalakaua's
brother-in-law) Lunal 11 0 was voted in as king .169
The foreign community had been more or less prepared for rioting
by Lunalilo' s partisans had not their favorite been chosen.

British

and American diplomats at Honolulu had called for warships; and

USS Benicia was in port when the election was held .170
Lunalilo's triumph no violence occurred.

In the wake of

The new king took the oath

of office at Kawaiahao Church on January 12, 1873, amid tremendous
enthusiasm, and entered upon his duties the next day •
.All but one of Lunalilo' s cabinet ministers were Americans, and

the portfolio of foreign affairs was held by the Honolulu banker
Charles Ft. Bishop, a supporter of reciprocity.

It was no surprise,

168The election campaign was followed closely in Pacific Commercial
AdvertiB~T and Hawaiian Gazette during the last half of December, 1872.

l69For a gQQt2 eye'rltr~6S aocounii oi the legislative vote and the
inauguration, see Queen Emma to Eugen Hasslocher" January 17" 187.3,
Haaslocher Papers, MSS, AR.
170pacific Commercial Advertiser, January 11, 1873.
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then, when the subject of a treaty with the United States was raised
once more early in 1873, especially since 1872 had been a bad year for
Hawaii's sugar industry.

Droughts threatened the crop; even the

expanding market in the British colonies did not reassure the planters;
and in any case the steamship connection between Honolulu and
Austre1asia was soon cut.

For a brief Period, indeed, it seemed as if

the worrisome state of the economy might encourage annexationist
thoughts among A.'!!erican res'_dents.

171

Something beyond simple reciprocity and short of annexation was
suggested in January, 1873, by Henry Whitney, the Honolulu publish1ar
whose opposition to the coolie system had so infuriated the sugar
planters in 1870.

His views on labor notwithstandiDi, Whitney, the

Hawaiian-born son of .American missionary parents,
proponent of reciprocity.

lias ~

strong

He now submitted to the new king a plan to

lease Pearl Harbor to the American government for fifty years in return
,-

for the signing of a reciprocity treaty.

172

Concurrently, two American military officers were at Honolulu,
ostensibly on vacati.on, actually on business for their government,
"ascertaining the defensive capabilities of the various ports and their
commercial facilities • •

173

.0

Major-General John MOl Schofield and

Brevet Brigadier-General B. S. Alexander agreed with earlier observers

17l.rheophilus Davies to Granville, February 11, 1873, FO 58/136;
R. Bishop to Manley Hopkins, April 30, 1873, All, FO Letter Book,
LII, 184.

c.

172aawaiian Gazette, February 22, 18730
l73w. Belknap to J. M. Schofield, June
Letters.

4,

1872, USDS" Miscellr.meous
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that Pearl Harbor, the largest natural harbor in the North Pacific, was
174
potentially a port of the greatest strategic value.
Neither Whitney's proposal to lease Pearl Harbor to the United
States nor the inquiries of Schofield and Alexander were made public

at t.ne 't:hna; but the idea of adding an offer of naval facilities to
reciprocity treaty came into the open very soon.

$I

In mid-February,

1873, after a well-attended meeting of the Honolulu Chamber of
Commerce, a committee discussed the twin subjects of the cession of
Pearl Harbor and a treaty of reciprocity,17.5 and though their
subsequent memorial_to the Hawaiian cabinet did not mention Pearl
Harbor specifically, United States Minister to Hawaii Henry Peirce
wrote home to Washington that he thought a proposal would be made.
Peirce, himself an annexationist, believed that annexation would be
opposed in Hawaii, but that

recip~ocity

would ultimately lead to annexation.

plus a cession of Pearl Haxbor

176

Between February and June, 1873, private and official discussions
made it clear that although most foreigners at Honolulu were against
annexation, the Pearl Harbor question was very much alive; and when,
early in June, United States Minister Peirce approached the Hawaiian
government, memorials from planters and Honolulu businessmen encouraged
the cabinet to make a firm offer to the United States.177

As Foreign

174See Kuykendall, Hawaiian Kingdom, II, 247-249.
17.5pacific Commercial Advertiser, February 1.5, 1873.
176
Peirce to Hamilton Fish, February 10, 28, 1873, USDS, Dispatches,
Hawaii, XV.
l77pacific Commercial Advertiser, March 1, 1873; Hawaiian Gazette,
July 9, 1673; AlI, Cabinet Council Minutes, May 13, June 9, 1873.

FIGURE 44. HONOLULU HARBOR, 1867
Survey by USS Lackawannav
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Minister Charles Bishop outlined it, Hawaii wanted a reciprocity treaty
based upon the 1867 Ha..rria-McCook treaty, with the stipulation that
Hawaiian sugar up to No. 16 Dutch Standard (as against the 1867 figure
of No. 12) be admitted to the United States free of duty, and with the
further understanding that Pearl Harbor might be ceJed to the United
178
States provided that agreement could be reached on conditions.
&:>me months elapsed before ltinister Peirce got word from
Washington on the proposed treaty.
a reciprocity

mec~re

The Grant administration was cool:

was unlikely to succeed, and congressional

opinion was against the acquisition of further territory.

~'ven

had

Peirce bean encouraged to go on with negotiations he could not have
done so.

The Hawaiian government had retreated fran its offer to cede

Pearl Harbor, under the pressure of native opinion, which erupted in
unprecedented and quite startling fashion.

In 1873, the Hawaiians of Honolulu quite suddenly ceased to be

mere political obj ects acted upon by others.

They became instead a

force in the making and changing of governmental policy.
somewhat surprising development, at least to

~...it.P;

This was a

men who were

accustomed to regard the native population as politically negligible.
Hawaiians thus far had participated in western government mostly by
being manipulated.

It was true that the natives of the kingdom were

literate in a formal sense, and from the first election by ballot in

l78BishOp to Peirce, July 7, 1873, AH, FO Letter Book, LII,

--~
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1851 until 1876 their votes outnumbered those of white men many times
over, even at Honolulu, where the proportion of haoles to Hawaiians was
highest.

Most legislatures had a majority of natives in the house of

representatives .179 Yet if Hawaiians daninated debates, white men made
the legislative and. executive decisions that counted, so that mere
weight of numbers went for nothing.

Haoles were not willing to entrust

real political power to common Hawaiians any more than they were

willing to allow natives unrestricted access to liquor and other such
symbols of the white man's capacity to indulge hims:;lf without losing
self-control.

Too much "freedom,u like too DDlch rum, was held to be

dangerous for natives.
All the same, twenty-five years of political experience had

taught urban Hawaiians at least the rudiments of the value of
association and organization, and at Honolulu the natives wnre familiar
with the use of such devices as the petition and the mass meeting, by
which the sophistication of the haole might be partly offset.

Organ-

ization, to be sure, might be put to the service of the white man, as
when nativa Christians or governmental employeea were marched to the
polls en masse on election ~ to cast their ~ksd baD.ote under the
180
eyes of their superiors.
.And native petitions and mass meetings

did not produce much in the way of results. 181

l79Robert C. Lydecker, comp., Roster Legislatures of Hawaii, 18411918 (Honolulu, 191R), passim.
180
See, for example, Polynesian, January 24, 1852, Janua.1'J 11, 1862;
Pacific Commercial Advertiser, January 9, 1862, February 8, 15, 22,
29, 1868.
l81As , for example, those in favor of Oerrit Judd in 1853, in favor
of legalizing liquor sales to natives in 1862, and against the coolie
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Still, in the right circumstances, urban Hawaiians might become
formidable in polltics ~

Such conditions developed during the sixties

and early seventies over the all-embracing issue of AJnericanism versus

nativism, upon whinh every resident of the
had an opinion.

ca.pital~ ~

or Hawaiian,

The fundamental divorce between American and native

interest.s became more and more apparent with every passing year, and
the issue was given poignancy by the inroads made upon t.he native
population by leprosy, which reached a critical stage in 1673.
Of all haoles at Honolulu, Americans were by fax- the most numerous
and by far the most strident in their declarations of' allegiance to
their home country.

The Civil War had made them very d.emonstrative--

Honolulu, the capital city of a neutral kingdom, was decked in bunting;
women -n-apped bandages for the gallant wounded lying in hoapitals
thousands of miles &Way; and every important battle was marked

~r

torchlight parades, fireworks, flag-hoistings, speeches, champagne
toasts, and patriotic singing.

All this fervor was in support of the

Union; most of Honolulu ~ s Americans were connected in one way or
182
another with New England or the middle states.
Distance from home
did not inhibit feeling.

Thomas Spencer, a Honolulu merchant who had

moved to Hilo, HaW's.:!.i, on the eve of the Civil War, organized a company
of native militiamen ("Spencer's Invincibles ll ) with the idea of taking
them to the battlefront, and was reduced to tears when he was told that

system in 1869-1870.
182_lienry Whitney's Pacific Conmercial Advertiser was ardently
pro-Union. The Polynesian, semi-official organ of the neutral kingdom,
vas neutral in tone, but was frequently blackguarded as a "secessionist
rag" by the overwrought Whitney.

617
83
Henry
he would be violating Hawaiian neutrality i f he did so .1
Whitney advertised Uncle Tom's Cabin and "Union Must Be Preserved"
envelopes in patriotic colors at· his bookstore; a visiting Southern
lady rash enough to fly the Stars and Bars from her verandah had the
flag pulled down and torn to shreds by her neighbor's daughter; and
Lincoln did better in Honolulu's mock elections of 1860 and 1864 than
he did in most states of the Union. 184

What these transplanted 't"eaders .;f Uncle Tom's Cabin thought of
the South's peculiar institution 'IIld its relation to life in Hawaii is
unclear.

Abolitionism was still alive among some Honolulans with
185
missionary connections,
and thoir spiritual heirs were men such as
Curtis Lyons, Sanford Dole, and J. O. Carter, who unhesitatingly
applied Hew England principle to Hawaiian practice in the debates over
the contract labor system.

Others who had invested in the sugar

businese saw no contradiction between the southern aspect of their
livelihood and the northern aspect of their American ties.

And in

183Spencer to Abraham Lincoln, July 8, 1861, USDS, Miscellaneous
Lettars; R. 'iyllie to Kamehameha IV, December 1, 1861, AH, FO & Ex,
December 1, 1861; Wyllie to Spencer; Dece!!!ber 27, 1861, All, FO Letter
Book, XXXVII, 88-89. For a good account of Spencer's life, see
Hawaiian Annual for 1924, 117-125.
l84ror these happenings, see Polynesian, November 10, 1860, June 29,
1861,; Pacific Commercial Advertiser, September 26, 1861. The mock
elections were held tI.t the s$lme ti.me as those in the United StatesNovember, 1860, and November, 1864, and were l"eported in detail in the
Honolulu papers, with comment before and after.
185
See, for example, R. Wyllie to C. W. Wheat, December 2, 1855,
AH, FO & Ex, Miscellaneous Foreign. The family of Riohard Armstrong
was particularly active: Samuel Chapman Armstrong fought with the
Union Array', rising to the rank of general; and Jennie Armstrong worked
for the Freedmen's Bureau after the war. Several other missionary BOns
enlisted in the Union forces, some for definably abolitionist reasons.
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Honolul.u as in most

of~e

northern Um.ted States, there ..- ere stTong

Unioniats who were strenuous racists.

The archetypal American

Alexander Cartwright, pioneer of baseball, organi~er of Ju.1y

4 parades,

and leader of a Union fund-raising drive in Honolulu, spoke publicly
and habitually of "damned black kanakas" (and worse), by which he meant
every Hawaiian from the royal family down.

He even extended the

epithet to include lfhite men who paid the crown polite attention.

186

At a time when extremism ruled the minds of many Americans and.
found expression in attitudes such as those of Cartwright, it was not
surprising that Hawaiians at Honolulu came to connect .AIIlericanism with
racism.

After 1865, Civil War excitement faded away,. but .American

agitation for a reciprocity treaty continued, and ever,y so often
annexationist talk was heard.

By the later sixties many natives at

Honolulu had convinced themaelves that American residents were
threatening the very existence of the Hawaiian Idngdom and its people.
Charges of this kind began to be heard in p,')litical campaigns at
Honolulu from the mid-sixties onward, and they overnowed during the
election campaign of January, 1868, when a document entitled
"Ka Makamae Hawaii" (The Loyal Hawaiian) appeared at Honolulu, couched
in florid old-style language and signed II A Warning Voice, II threatening
dire results i f the "American" pa..-ty were returned to office.

A vote

for such foreigners was a vote for men who would high-handedly snatch
the kingdom away; they had been conspiring for decades, and with the

186David Gregg, a midwesterner who found the Ha"cdian

mona.rc~

congenial and eventually accepted a post in the cabinet, noted with
scorn and indignation the racism of Cartwright and others during the
late fifties. David. Gregg Diary, June 3, September 12, 1857,
January 7, 1858, January 18, 1859.
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•

Lackawanna in port they vere still conspiring, so the warning ran.
181
To preserve the kingdom, natives Imlst be elected.
The Pacific COJIIIIlercial Advertiser, organ of the "American" party,

denied that .Americans at Honolulu had anything more than a friendly
interest in the fate of the kingdom, and turned to berate the
government for raising the spectre of racial hatred and for practicing
electoral fraud, intimidation, and general demagoguery in ita appeal to
race rather than reason.

The Advertiser charged that Captain Mahuka

of the Royal Household Troops threatened government. tenants with loss
of their lands if they voted for "American" candidates.

And natives on

the government payroll at Honolulu voted by strict orders.
Household

Troops~

The

wrote a contributor to the Advertiser, "did not vote

as they usually carry their muskets, one one way, another the other,
but they voted as one man and all one wrq, holding their ballots over
their heads • • •

This was a detachment of the Light Guards.
188
came a body of the Blackguards • • ."

Next

187"Ka Makamae Hewaii" was published in an English translation in
Hawaiian Gazette, February 19, 1868. In December, 1861 and January,
1868, the goverDl1ent t s Hawaiian-language paper AD Okoa ran a series of
letters signed "A True Hawaiian" expressing much the same sentiments.
At the same time, a native prophet named Kaona appeared on Hawaii,
preaching the end of the world and the second coming of Christ. His
millenarianism had distinct anti-haole overtones, and when a white
sheriff and posse tried to remove the Kaona-ites from the land where
they had gathered to await Christ f s coming, the sheriff was killed.
A short account of the affair is in Kuykendall, Hawaiian !lingdom, II,
105-1060 Kuykendall wrote before the nature of such eults was widely
understood~ Kaona's movement deserves fuller study in relation to
others of its kind elsewhere in the Pacific.
188paeific COlIIIlercial Advertiser, February 21, 1868. Charges and
counter-charges were made in the Advel-tiser and. the Hawaiian Gazette,
the Kuokoa and the .An Okoa throughout December, 1867, and JanuaryFebruary, 1868. See also Maile Quarterly, January, 1868.
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The inflamed atmosphere at Honolulu did not clear between 1868 and
the end. of the reign of Ka.'nehemeh!. V in December, 1872.

The election

of King WZ..J.liam 1unalilo, darling of the Hawaiians and ostensible
friend. of Americans, gave hope that difficulties might be papered over,
but when the city's natives heard of the immediate re-opening of
negotiati.ons for reciprocity and the added danger of the cession of
Pearl Harbor, the capital was brought to a higher pitch of restlessness
than ever before.
Hawaiians and their white friends (including those who found
native animus useful in promoting anti-Americanism) began to meet on
the streets or at Kawaiahao and Kaumakapili to vent their bi1:.t.,er.n€l8~.
Discussions on Pearl Harbor soon became jeremiads on the state of the
The voices were many.

nation.

A suggestion that King William Lunalilo

might go to the United States to speak for the treaty brought fearful
memories of that earlier Hawaiian king who had gone to a foreign
country and never returned.

A

brilliant opportunist, the maverick

American walter Murray Gibson, moved to Honolulu and began his rise in
national politics with the publication of a bi-ling,wl newspaper J
Nuhou, dedicated, so he said, solely to the defeat of the Pearl Harbor

189

cession.

A handful of western-educated natives and half-whites drew

on the combined .American and Hawaiian oratorical traditiona to advance

189

Gibson's Nuhou is the best single source for the substance and
quality of Hawaiian feeling at Honolulu in 1873-1874. The remarks in
't.his paragraph are drawn from Nuhou over that periodo As with other
Hawaiian-language papers, :i.t is""''h'ard to tell whether Nuhou reflected
DAtive opinion or distorted it. I have gone on the assumption that
Gibson knew what was in the minds of Hawaiians. Certainly his later
political career suggests that he and the Hawaiians had some sort of
affinity.
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their various causes (among them were Henry Thompson, a part-Hawaiian
lawyer who bad gone to school at Punahou, and David Malo, nephew of the
Hawaiian scholar, an erratic but gifted stump speaker at home in both
languages).

Some young Hawaiians pushed for the revival of the

observance of Restoration Day, July 31, the holiday most closely
associated with ancient Hawaii.

Supporters of reciprocity and the

harbor cession were castigated: at a meeting at Kaumakapili,
resolutions were passed urging that samuel N. Castle and his family be
expelled from the kingdom.

Hard-headed merchants such as Castle had

given careful consideration to the effect of reciprocity and the means
necessary to achieve a treaty.

The natives of Honolulu did not have

to be analytical; it was enough for them to know that the life of the
land was in danger.

Their feelings were perhaps best stated poetioally,

in the traditional manner:

am a messenger sent to you;
ascend the mountain heights;
descend into the deep vales;
sweep o'er the stormy main.
The burning heat of dq does not stay me.
I am the comrade of the winds,
And the companion of the rain;
I am a shield against the cold
and darkness cannot dwell with me.
I em a messenger forbidding you
To give awq Puu10a [pearl Harb0tY,
Be not deceived by the merchants,
They are only enticing you,
Making fair their faces, they are evil within;
Truly desiring annexation,
Greatly desiring their own good;
They have no thought of good for you,
A presuming set only are they,
A proud and haughty set,
Ever ~ollciting, at the same time fiattering,
Desiring that you should all die, 190
That the kingdom 'lfi1I3' become theirs.

I
I
I
I

190

This Hawaiian ~ was translated in Nuhou" November 18, 1873-»
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Not for the fil-st ti!!le in the history of Honolulu, political
crisis overwhelmed t.hl? nation t s ruler.

King 'William Lunalilo, whose

.American cabinet ministers had with DDlch difficulty persuaded him to
endorse the Pearl Harbor cession, found himself inundated by hostile
petitions and resolutions from the natives who had so joyfully voted
him into office a few months before.

Lunalilo's health had never been

strong.

He was tUbercular, and chronic drinking debilitated him

further.

By the late SUIIIJler of 1873 his personal and political

resources were almost exhausted, and he withdrew from the disturbed
city to his beach house at Wa1kiki.
found.

But serenity was nowhere to be

As if' the reciprocity question was not enough, a nm.tiny broke

out among the Royal Household Troops, and the ctty was reduced to a
19l
state of utter confusion fOT a week.
The trouble began on the night of Saturd~, September 6, when the
Household Troops' Hungarian drillmaster, Captain Joseph Jajcza.v, making
his rounds, discovered that four nativa guards posted d:to the treasury
had left to go carousing down-town.

Jajczay found them near the

Commercial Hotel and took them back to Iolani Barracks on Palace Walk
opposite the royal residence, ,.mere they were locked up in a room with

19~nded. accounts of the day-by-dBy course of the mutiny apI:'9~.'t"ed
in Pacific Commercial Advertiser, September 13, 1873; Hawaiian Gazette,
September 10, 17, 1873; Nuhou, September 9, 12, 16, 19, 1873. These
accounts agree in the main; they differ only on inconsequential
matters. They will not be cited repeatedly here o Kuykendall, Hawaiian
Kingdom, II, 259-261, describes the uprising briany, and there is an
exceuent detailed treatment in Richard A. Greer, "Mutiny In The Royal
Barracks, n Pacific Historical Review, XXXI, 4 (November, 1962), 349358. Greer cites newspapers and documents in .AH exhaustively. Events
dea~rlbed but not footnoted in my account mq be readily checked in
Greer's article or in the newspapers. My oitations are limited to
manuscript sources, with emphasis on those not available to Kuykendall
and Greer.
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four other delinquent enlisted men.

192

Next morning, while J ajczB¥ was

awB¥ at church, the eight prisoners broke down their door with a ball
and chain and took off their irons.

up again they would not obey him.

When Jajczay returned to lock them
The martinet drillmaster hit one

with the flat of his sabre, whereupon the prisoners knocked him to the
ground.

Jaj,-,zay left the barracks in great agitation.

Governor of

Oahu John Dominis and Adjutant-General Charles Judd were swmnoned.
On their orders, a reluctant handful of enlisted men made a half-

hearted effort to seize the prisoners.

Judd stepped forward, the

.

enlisted men stepped back, and the prisoners knocked Judd down.

~3

Eight native soldiers had. thus defied their adjutant-general,
their drillmaster, and the Governor of Oahu, all white men.

No native

orficer or non-eommissioned officer had intervened. Judd and Dominis
departed, and nothing further was done that dB¥ to halt the mutiny.
Late on

SundaIY night or early on Monday morningJj the mutineers crossed

the street and brought back from the palace grounds three six-pounder
cannon.

By the time Judd and Dominis returned on Monday afternoon the

cannon were in place, covering the courtyard of the barracks, and the
number of mutineers had grown to about torty.194 Fourteen loyalists
left the barracks; but the remainder were defiant, telling Judd and
Dominis they would not obey orders until JajczB¥ was dismissed.

Oddly

192C• A. Castle to his wife, september 6-28, 1873, HMOS, entry for
September 7• Cited hereafter as Castle's letter J' 1dth date 0
193Castle's letter, entry for September 7; Kalelaonalani (Queen
hla) to Dearest Coz (Peter Yrn1ng Kaeo), september 10, 1873, :&mna.
Collection (Nylen-Altman); Theodore Heuck to My Bell)ved Ones,
September 10, 1873, Heuck Papers.
194
Castle's letter, entry for September 10.
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enough, the mutineers continued to mount guard in the regular wa:y at
195
the treasury and the prison.
Knowing that the mutineers needed powder for their cannon, the
government assigned police constables and milltia-men to the armory
in down-town Honolulu end the powder magazine on Punchbowl.

Alexander

Mcnutt, a white policeman, disarmed a reconnaissance party from the
barracks which had come lookL.g for powder at the magazine. McDuff;
however, was shorthanded, and could not spare men to march the mutineers
196
to jail, so he let them go.
On Tuesday, the alii David Kalakaua, an honorary colonel in the
Hawaiian army, went with Colonel J. M. Kapena and a retired army
captain named Mahuka to the barracks, where the mutineers stated their
simple complaints: there was not enough food and there was too much
discipline w197 Meanwhile, King Lunalilo,

~g

seriously i l l at

Waikiki, had signed an order commanding the Household Troops to return

to their duties.

Governor Dominis was authorized to carry out the

order by force if necessary; any soldiers disobeying would be
198
dismissed.
Dominis read the order at the barracks at about two
o tclock on Tuesd.q

afternoon~

The ent.ire Royal Hawaiian Band and about

a dozen soldiers left the ranks of the mutineers, but the rest refused
either to return to duty or to be discharged.

They wanted Jajczay

196Castlets letter, entry for Sept.ember 10.
197Ka1akaua to J. O. Dominis, September 9, 1873, AH, FO & Ex, krrIry
and Navy.
:!.98Lunalilo to J. O. Dominis, September 9, 1873, Ali, FO & Ex, Arm;r
and Nc.vyj Dominis to C. R. Bishop, September 10, 1873, All, FO & EX,
Arnry and Na-vy.
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dismissed, and Judd too.
completely.

199

Military discipline had clearly collapsed

The mutineers paid no more attention to civil authority.

Warrants were sworn out at Honolulu police court for their arrest, but
the men in the barracks declined to be taken into custody by Marshal
William Parke.

Now that two days had gone by, the government was ready at last
to take more active steps.

certainly something had to be done.

The

active mutineers numbered less than thirty, but they- were obstreperous,
and they had cannon as well as ammunition they had smuggled into the
barracks.

White families living nearby had evacuated their houses,

and the surroundjng streets were crowded with natives, who shouted
disparagement of all haoles and applauded as orators harangued them.
On Tuesday afternoon, militia-men of the Honolulu Rifles (mostly

haoles with a few half'-whites) and. the Hawaiian Cavalry (including
some natives) were marched through the streets and placed in position
at the barracks..

200

The town I S Superintendent of Water Works, an

elderly retired sea-eaptain, was sent to disconnect a pipe supplying
the barracks.

It took him an hour to dig his way to the cock, and

when he reached it he found his wrench was too small.

In the meantime

soldiers from the barracks came out to a storehouse and got buckets,
201
which they filled and took inside.

199C. R. Bishop to W. C. Parke, September 12, 1873, Parke Papers.
200

The best account of the role of the militia is in Castle's letter,
entry for September 10. Castle was an officer in the Honolulu Rifles.
As t.he letter makes clear, Greer, "Mutiny In The Rv,yal Barracks,:: .353,
is in error when he says the volunteer companies had no native members.
See also ray discussion of the militia in Chapter VII above.
201
Castle's letter, entry for September 10.
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This was impudent enough, but after all very few militia-men had
answered the caD. to duty.

There were less than two dozen of the

Honolulu Rifles on the Palace Walk side of the barracks, posted
(as they were painfully t!'"are) against a stone wall only thirty or
forty yards from the mouths of tho mutineers' cannon; and on the
Beretania Street side the native

memb~!'s

joining the mutineers in a fish and

P.2!

of the Hawaiian Cavalry were
202
supper.
.All through the

day the barracks, outside and in, had been packed with native men and
women.

The red-shirted soldiers, some of them drunk, fired their

chassepot rifles into the air and laughingly went through mock motions
of loading and firing the cannon.

On the barracks wall., a soldier in

an old three-cornered hat stood gesturing rudely and singing an
203
improvised song in the style of the old Hawaiian meles.
That night the Rifles and the Cavslry were withdrawn, much to the
relief of the native and half-white members, who could see no point in
fighting their countrymen, and to the greater relief of most of the
0
haole militia_men,2 4 whose milital'."Y experience before then had been
confined to marching, mock men'?l.lvers, inaccurate target-shooting,
weekend bivouacs at Waikild., and dress-uniform banquets with their
ladies' aurlliaries.

Once the militia-men were gone, the mutineers

crossed again to Iolani Palace and carried back more ammunition and
powder; friends brought food; and a native policeman attached

202

a~ose

Castle's letter, entry for Sep'liember 10.

203Theodore Heuck to
Papers.
204

:t>tr Beloved Ones, September 10, 1813, Heuck

Castle's letter, entry for September 10.
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to a tap in the king' s stables and filled the soldiers' water buckets
for them.

205

The mill tia' s ~atch was not renewed on Wednesday morning (though
the mutineers continued to guard the treasury and the prison as usual).
In the hope that reason might prevail i f the king could talk to t.he

rebels" a delegation of three was given safe conduct to visit the royal.
residence at Waikiki.

King William LunalUo offered the mutineers

clemency if' they would obey orders.
would not leave the barracks.

That night they stacked arms j but

On Thursday" scme remained inside making

ammunition while a second delegation went to confer with the king.
At the same time a squad chosen from within the barracks marched up to
Punchbowl under the orders of Governor Dominis to honor a Russian
warship in the harbor by firing a salute for the birthdaiY of Czar
Alexander.

The sal.uting squad stole powder from each charge and took

it back to the barracks.

On Thursday night" more natives joined the

rebels inside the walls, bringing the number to suty or seventy.

206

Early on Friday morning a letter written by the king was delivered
to the mutineers.

It reiterated the offer of clemency if' the soldiers

would retire peacefully from the barracks.

The rebel leaders set

conditions: the Secretary at War must countersign the kiog's letter;
the letter must be printed in the Honolulu papers; the loyalist
soldiers 'Who had deserted the barracks must bring their equipment back;
and all warrants for arrest of the mutineers must be destroy-edo

205

One

Castle's letter, entry for September 10.

206c• R. Bishop to J. O. Dominis, September 10, 1813" AH, FO & Ex,
Array and Navy; Castle I s letter" entry tor September

14.
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after another the conditions were met; and at about hal! past ten the
mutineers moved out, taking with them uniforms and other belongings
lett by the la,yalists.

207

Within tl1a short space of six

d~s

the government had been

embarrassed, then humiliated, then held to ransom.

By noon on Friday

the barracks vas empty, and the king, as commander-in-chief of the
206
armed forces, signed an order disbanding the Household Troops.
Clearly it was in the government I s best interests to forget that the
mutiny had ever happened.

The la,yaliats were allowed to draw pay for

the month of September; the mutineers were given dishonorable
discharges and forbidden to work as policemen or prison guards, but
none were prosecuted; the chassepot rifles were dismantled and locked
away in the barracks; an augmented police force took over guard duties

in the town; and a foreigner was put in charge cf the powder
magazine.

209

Only the ragged remnant of the denuded loyalists, roaming

the streets and begging for food and clothing, reminded people of the
210
uprising.

.
6
Pacific CODlJ1ercial Advertiser, September 13, 1 73; Hawaiian
Gazette, September 17, i873.
207

206
Army

Lunalilo's order, dated September 12, 1873, is in Ali, FO & Ex,
and Navy.

209

AH, Cabinet Council Minutes, September 12 11 13, October 1, 1873;
R. Bishop to W. C. Parke, September 12, 1673; A. F. Judd to D.
Dayton, September 12, 1673; Judd to Parke, September 12, 1673, all in
Parke Papers; Parke to 1.,. Severance, September 13, 1673, AH, Marshalls
Letter Book; Parke to W. O. Smith, September 15, 1673, AH, Marshal's
Letter Book.

c.

2;L°Cast1e's letter, entry for September

14.
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The mutineers bad insisted from the beginning that their only
purpose vas to get rid of Jajczay and Judd" the unfeeling drillmaster
and the irritating adjutant-general.

be perfectly happy"

90

The Royal Household Troops would

they said, to serve under Hawaiian officers.

Apprehensive white men, gauging the mood of the natives who swarmed
about the barracks, were afraid that the city was on the brink of .
racial war.

211

In this delicate situation the leaders of the kingdom

did everything possible to see that no violence occurred.
John Dominis, in particular, leaned over
avoid trouble.

ba~~ards

But were Dom.i...'iis' motives unmixed?

Governor

in his efforts to
A:3 it happened, he

belonged to a faction in the town which was not displeased at the
embarrassment of Lunalilo and his cabinet.

Dominis was married to the

Hawaiian chiefess Lydia Kamakaeha, sister of David Kalakaua.

LUDa]j)o,

of course, had thwarted Kalalcaua' s bid for the throne in the royal
election of January, 1873.

Then too, Dominis had been Adjutant-General

of the Household Troops under Kamehameha V.

He lost the post when the

newly-crowned Lunalilo, drunkenly celebrating his accession, suddenly
removed Dominis in the course of a sweeping set of new appointments
suggested to him by his American advisers, among them Attorney-General
Allen Judd, brother of Charles Judd, who was made Adjutant-General.
More than one person thought Dominis

'W-a:s pl~"1g

212

a double game during

the nmtiny, with his vague orders and his frequent comings and goings
between the barracks and the town; and more still accused Kalakaua of

211

Theodore Heuck to My Beloved Ones, september 10, 1873, Heuck
Papers; Castle's latter, entries for September 20, 22.
212
.
Queen Emma to Eugen Hasslocber, February- 17, 1873, Hasslocher
Papers; Theophilus Davies to Granville, February 11" 1873, FO 58/136.
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making polltical capital out of the affc.i:L. 213

Kalakaua had been

adding to the general feeling of unease in Honolulu by forming and
training a private military company of "Young

Haw~ans."

Its members,

estimated at anything between eighty and four hundred in number, played
no pa.-ort at all in the mutiny, but it was believed that when King
William Lunalilo died, as it seemed he soon must, Kalakaua would try
once again for the throne.

21.4

The mutiIIy' was over, but the deeply controversial reciprocity
treaty and the Pearl Harbor cession remained before the city and the
govermnent.

Ll1na)j]o's cabinet continued to urge him on, and less

then three weeks after the last rebellious soldier left the barracks,
Chief Justice Elisha Allen was conmissioned minister plenipotenti&ry
to negotiate a treaty with the United States.215 For the next six
weeks Lunalilo tried to make up his mind on the cession of Pearl
Harbor.

After several half-conmitments he finally announced on

November 1.4 that he could not give it his hearty support and that it
should therefore be withdrawn from consideratione

2l6

Immediately he had. done this, the king left Honolulu for Kailua
on the island of Hawaii in the hope of regaining his health.

By then,

2l3Queen Emma to Peter Young, September 10, 1873, Emma Collection
(NYlen-Altman); Castle's letter, entry for September 27.
2J.4Queen Emma to Peter Young Kaeo, August 26, September 5, 1873,
Emma Ccllection (Nylen-Altman); Charles Alfred Castle to his wife,
September 2, 1873, HMCS; Henry Peirce to Hamilton Fish, September 2,
1873, USDS, Dispatches, Hawaii, XV. Cf. TheophiluB Davies to
Granville, August 26, September 13, 1873, FO 58/136.
2l'.AH, Cabinet Council Minutes Jl September 29, 1873.
216.AH, Cabinet Council Minutes, November

14,

1873.
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however" he was hopelessly ill.

Since the mutiny, his advisers had

been discussing the problem of the 5Uccession--like King Lot, Lunali10
was a bachelor, and like Lot, he had steadily refused to name a

successor.

217

Uncertainty about the future mounted as the steamer

KilBUea took the king IS physicians back and forth between Kailua and.
Honolulu.

Dr. George Trousseau examined Lunalilo at Kailua on

January 16, 1674.
d.a;ys.

He was convinced the king could live only a few more

Lunalilo was brought back to Honolulll; where the most careful

of nursing kept him alive until his birthday, January 31.
about half past eight on the evening of February 2, 1674.

He died at

216

217See especially AH" Cabinet Council Minutes, September 16-11,
1673, January 20, 1674.
218

G. Trousseau to A. F. Judd" February 11, 1874" AH, Cahinet
Council Minutes.

CHAPTER IX
SUGAR IS KING

Lunalno founded no d1nasty; his
Kawaiahao Church.

~

lies alone in its tomb at

He was an elected king; of necessity, an election

would decide the next occupant of the Hawaiian throne.
passing bad been predicted by
alike J

1

n::.t.i~a

Lunalilo' s

augurers and haole physicians

and long before his death two !!:!!!-':David Kalakaua and the

dOW'liger queen Emma-began to make preparations for the contest.

The unaniinous royal election of 1873 ha.d shown that while LnneJilo
was alive no one wanted Kalakaua to be king.

As Lunalilo's health grew

worse J the likelihood that Ka:lakaua would succeed him grew stronger,
and Honolulans turned their attention to this prospect.

Queen imma's

strictures against Kalakaua were orthodox: he was nothing but a
pret9ntiously arrogant usurper, despite what his genealogists said.
Her own descent was admirable, and she was convinced that Lunalilo
would name her.

2

But the critical months went by, Lunalllo said

nothing definite, and by saying nothing he stren.gthened Kalakaua! s
chances.
Genealogical squabbles among the Hawaiians concel'Iled haoles very
little. For their own reasons, however, many foreigners in the city

~eter Young Kaeo to Emma, August 8, 1873, :&mna Collection (NylenAltman); Kekelaokalani to &Dna, November 23, 1873, Emma Collection
(Nylen-Altman); Theophilu6 Davies to Granville, November 12, 1873,
FO 58/136; Charles Alfred Castle to his wife" November 13, 16, 1873,
HMCS.
2E;;;ua. to Peter Young Kaeo, September 2 20, 26, 1873, ~a
Collection (Nylen-Altman); Emma to Lucy i}eabody]j January 19, 1874,
Emma Collection (Archives) Correspondence, 1867..1884. There was even
some talk in the town that LunaliJo would marry »mna. Nuhou, January
6, 1874; Charles Alfred Castle to his wife, January" 7, 1814, HMOS.
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antioipated with some alarm the time when Kalakaua might be king.
l!Dma hated Kalakaua because he was of inferior descent, not worthy to
be called king of Hawaii (and, of course, because he stood in her way);
haoles distrusted him because he seemed altogether too kingly,
unrespQnsive to foreign interests.

Kalakaua was suspected of being

the nuthor or at least the instigator of the inflammatory campaign
dooument of 1868, aKa Kakamae Hawaii;" his enigmatic role in the
barracks mntin;y of 1873 had reinforoed the

jde~

t.hSlt he was a bater of

haoles; now he was busy 8JIlong the natives of the city, authenticating
his bloodlines, inveighing against foreigners, and
"Young Hawaiians. 1t

traininli~

his

Was this oompaIliY of soldiers chosen from among

Kalakaua's tenants and adherents just a political machine» or might
it be a revolutionary force?

No one could tell.

Perhaps Kalakaua

did not intend to put the question of the kingship to an election;
perhaps he would seize the throne. 3
No matter how the question was decided, and no matter who vas
successful, .A1'Ilerioans at Honolulu were sure their interests would
suffer.

Emma and Kalakaua hated each other; either ohe might use

violence in victory or defeat, and violenoe might bec:ome racial war.
E!!!=a

~

strongly pro-British; Kalakaua was strongly pro-Hawaiian, an

apparent racial enemy of .Amerioans. Neither seemed to realize the
pressing urgency of the reciprocity

tre~tY9

In the months before Luna.lilo died matters seem.ed to be getting

3,or 9. sampling of anti-Kalakaua comment, see lIanry Pe:tr~e
Hamilton Fish, May 26, september 2, November 11, December 18,
USDS, Dispatches, Hawaii, XV; TheophiluB Davies to Granville,
26, November 7, 1873, FO 58/i36; Charles Alfred Castle to his
November 13~ 187~, HMOS.

t-o
1873,
August
wife,
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out of hand, and. the barracks mutilV of september showed Honolulu ts
haoles just how helpless they were once the eddies and ripples ot
native sentimeuT..

u€!uillll8

a steady anti-foreign stream.

September and December the

~J'I!e!"icans

Between

ODe to find some cantort in the

idea that if Kalakaua were elected at least the pro-British &nna
would not be. 4 Kalakaua's victory was expected but not certain, and

evsrything else was uncertain, so warships were called for.
dq of Lunalilots death, USS Portsmouth, USS

~.scm:ora,

On the

and HMS Tened08

vere at anchor in Honolulu harbOr.
It the foreigners of the town were more or less reconciled by

February, 1674, to Kalakauats success, Emma and her partisans were not.

1!Dma, in fact, bad already drafted a victory apeecb.' lier followers
were gatbering regularly at ber country bouse in Nuuanu, making plans
for election day.

The formal decision would be made in the national.

legislature, by the appointed nobles and the elected representatives
voting as one body, but in the meantime public opinion migbt be swqed
by demonstrations.

To add to the complexities of the situation, the

regular biennial election for the house of representatives happened to
fall tr.le on February 2, 1874, precisely at the time when tunal 11 0
ctring.

l~

The Emma-ites touk advantage of this to hold a straw vote on

the monarchy

8JIlODg

reported that Emma

the people of Honolulu.
h~d

won handsomely.

Not surprisingly, they

On February

4, the dBlY after

~enry Peirce to Hamilton Fish, February 7, 1874, USDS, Dispatches,
Hawaii, XVI.

'The MS speech is in Emma Collection (Nylen-Altman), Documents

Concerning 1874 Election, which also contains drafts of slogans and
election posters.
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Lunalilo 's death, a meeting convened at Kavaiahao to pass resolutions
of condolence.
introdnced.

This done, resolutions ; n support of Kalskaua were

The Emma-ites howled them down--Kalakaua' s unseemly

haste vas orfensive, with Lunalilo dead less than twenty-four hours
(though apparentJ..y they considered their own straw vote in good
taste).

6

On

Fridair,

Februa..~ 6~

after Emma's people had. cti ~tributed

printed handbiJ.ls :!.n towJ! a disturbance occurred when it. was found
that a partisan of Kalakaua had added his own written comment to a
poster on Henry 'Whitnay' s new bulletin board: "!ole makou maleemake
e ike i lea palekoki e hookomo ana i ka lolowawaeo-We d.. not wish to
see the p9tticoat putting on breeches."

Curtis Lyons, who was

something of an &m1a-ite and something of a gentleman, SJIlaBhed the
glass and scratched out the offending words, and within minutes a
crowd gathered and rival orators were at work (one of thea, the
ubiquitous David Malo $ t.Qok advantage of the occasion to castigat,e
some drunken sailors as foreign disturbers).

7

Three dqa later,

so Marshal William Parke reported, Queen Emma was campaigning
vigorousl)· at her hQuse, promising "if elected to take no salary
repeal the ho-;1se tax roads tax and any other tax they want and the
8
gt'eat unwashed are whooping and yelling." The next dq, February 10,
rumors circulated in the town that if ERma were elected she would free
6
Theodore H~!!ck toO My B9loved Ones, February 12-22, 1874, Heuck
Papers; Curtis Lyons to Dear Folks, February 14, 1874, Lyons Papers,

AR.

I

Curtis Lyons letter cited above.

8
Parke to T. W. Everett, February 9 [1],
Book.

1874~ All, MarShal's Letter
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all prisoners at the jail.

be released on election

Marshal Parke ordered that no prisoners
9

~.

So the time vent by until February 12, when the legislature was

scheduled to meet.

In January, when it had becane clear that LunalUo

would die almost at the time of the biennial elections, a point ot some
importance had arisen: the legislature of '1.812 .az

~till

tecbnica,1:q

in existence--should its mambe:l:"s east the ballot for the new monarch,

or should members ot the 1874 legislature (which normally would not
meet until April) be the ones to vote?

Arter contlicting opinions

were heard, the cabinet council. decided that the right to vote rested
10
with the l8"t4 legislature.
Since February 2:; the new members j most of them natives and

part-vbites, had been arriving at Honolulu.

On the great dq--Thursdq,

February l2-they met in the legislative chambers at the courthouse.
~'s

11.

followers marched down trom the valley to the sound of a

fite-and.-drum band and surrounded the courthouse while speakers for

9parke to Jailor 'Fyfe, February 10, 1874, AH, Marshal's Letter Book.
10
C. R. Bishop to R. H. Stanley, January 29, 1874, AH, FO Letter
Book, tIl, ,22-,23; AH, Cabinet Council MiImtes, January 20, 29,
February 2, 1874.
u'or the events of February 12, see Theodore Heuck to M;y Beloved
Ones, Februerr 12-22, 1874, Hauck Papers; Curtis Lyon~ to Dear Folks,
Febru8I7 14, 1874, Lyons Papers; J. Wodehouse to Granville, February
20, 1874, FO ,8/143; Maria Patton Chamberlain to M. J. and Bella,
February 12, 1874, Chamberlain Papers, !H; Ema Ta,lor, "Old Hawaii In
Retrospect," typescript in Emma Tqlor Papers, !H; W. C. Parke to T. W.
Everett, February 14, 1874, AH, Marshal's Letter Book; Parke to L.
Severance, February 16, 1874, AH, Marshal's Letter Book. Nawsp;,per
accounts are collected in "The Second Interregnna: A Complete Resume
of Events From The Death To The Burial Of His Late Majesty LunslUo"
(HonolUlu, 1874), which also contains texts or otficia:1. notices and
campaign documents" This pamphlet is in a scrapbook L, Heuck Papers.

both parties, standing on high platforms, shouted above the noise.
Inside, before packed galleries, the legislators cast their votes one
by one.

Kalakaua's supporters had been given ballots decorated with a

printed heart, and these were clearly visible

88

they' were presented.

At about two in the :!terncon the balloting came to an end, the
"exquisite dignity" of the occasion marred, according to Curtis Lyons,
only by the last voter, a member from Kauai, who was too drunk to see
where be should deposit his vat,e.

At a quarter to three the ballots

were counted.-39 for Kalakaua, 6 for hla.
As soon as the news reachad the crowd outside a riot erupted.

The Eama-it.es seized rocks, tree branches, trellises, pieces ot wood
from a carriage they wrecked, and fought their wq into the courthouse
to get at the native legislators vho h.etd Toted for ICalakaua. Marshal
Parke had brought eighty Hawaiian policemen to control the crowds, but
once the riot started they took off their badges and fought according

to their private convictions. Parke, Sanford Dole,
J

~

o.

c.

C. HarriEs,

Carter and other haoles tried in vain to quiet the uproar.

Major William Moehonua, a staunch supporter of Kalakaua, was badly
wounded, as were several others, and one representative was thrown
from a window; he died ot his injuries.

Parke stood in front of his

own office door with a pistol, holding off intr'.lders. He saved his
records, but he was lucky.

"The court house is a perfect wreck," he

wrote later, "not a window sash table chair or bench is left Hartwslls
Wid.emanns and Montgomerys and Atty Generals rooms are gutted not a book

12

or paper but what was torn into shrGds • • • It

12
Parke to L. Severance, February 16, 1874, AH, Marshal's Letter
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The Hawaiian government was all but helple3s.

Parke ,~ policemen

had disappeared in the crowd; the standing a.rIDY had been dissolved
atter the barracks mutiny of 1873; the city's militia companies were
sODle1ihat stronger than previously, but all the new members were Wi te,
and it would have been risky to turn them and their unw1lling partwhite companions upon a rio't,ing native crowd.

On board the AmariC&!

and British warships in the harbor were sailors and marines by the

hundred.

Kalakaua, Oharles R. Bishop, and Governor John Dominis aeked

United States M:l.n:',ster Henry Peirce to order an armed force to land.
Peirce and the senior American naval ?fficer, Co!'!llllander Belknap of the
Tuscarora, had been expecting this.
ashore from the Tuscarora and the

13

One hundred and fifty men oame

~smouth.

They vere joined by

seventy or eighty men frQlll the British warship Tenedos.

The Americans

cleared the courthouse and posted guards there, at the armory, the
treasury, the prison, and the station house.

The Britishers marched

to EDIna's house, drove off her supporters and returned to mount guard
at the palace and the barracks.
been arrested.

By evening some of the rioters had

The town was quiet that night, except for a few

gunshots and the sound of windows being smashed at representatives'

homes by &una-ites still at large.
When it was allover, the 19rma-ites had accomplished nothing.
Kale.kaua took th.. ooth of office on the mC!"Iling of February

13, and was

Book 0 See also AH, Interior Department, Miscellaneous, Olaims For
Reimbursement, Riot uf 1874. From then on the legislature was to meet
at Aliiolani Hale.
13peirce to Hamilton Fish, February '7, 1874, USDS, Dispatches,
Hawaii, XVI.
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recognized as king by the diplomatic corps.
urged to accept her defeat,

14

&una had already' been

and finally she rather grudgingly made a

statement for publication" acknowledging the legality of the election"
15
forswearing violence, and offering support to Kalakaua.
The American
and British forces stBYed on the stre'Jts until February 20 without

encountering arry resistance.
To westerners, &ana's defeat might have appeared conclusive.
campaign for the throne had actually been very c1UJ1lSY.

Her

Despite her

insistence on the primacy of rank, few Hawai.ians of any importance
supported her (whether trom conviction" or because Kalakaua paid more
for support" is not clear) .16 But i f Emma did ilot have followers
enough to win the throne she had enough to embarrass the government,

as the courthouse riot showed; and even after tifty rioters were tried
and. forty were jailed" some of the EDlna-ites contiY!ued to

pe;;,,:r--on's

....
~

~et

at their

hvlol.$e) ".,:

14C.

R. Bishop to Fmma In. d., but from other evidence February 12"
l871V" Emma Collection (Archives)" 1867-188h; Theodore Hauck to M;y
Beloved Ones" February 12-22, 1874 7 Heuck Papers.
15
A draft cf the statemant" later published, is in &una Collection
(Nylen-Altman). See also a document by W. L. Green" addressed to
CoJIInittee of Privy Council on the February 12 riots" undated" fUed in
AH" FO & Ex, Privy Council Documents" Nn.

16

See Curtis Lyons to Dear Folks" Februarx 14, 1874, Lyons Papers;
William Parke to T. W. Everett, February 9 [1], 1874, All" Marshal's
Letter Book; Parke to S. H. Pr..1llips, February 23, 1874" AlI, Marshal.ts
Letter Book; Document of W. L. Green. to Privy Council Committee on
February 12 riots" AH, Privy Council Documents, Nn. During her
campaign" &1ma. had said she was rich and needed no salary; but by
mid=March her disappointed creditors were claiming about $27,000 from
her. Parke to Everett" March 19, 1874, !H, Marshal's Letter Book.
17A. S. Hartwell to Pmla, April 20, 1374" Emma Collection (Ny1en~
Altman); Charles All'red Castle to his r.d.'e" April 15, 1874, HMCSo
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Kalaka-uiii. was nervous about Emma's intentions.
strained meeting, the two avoided each othe't".
on the throne.

Atter one very

The king eeemed secure

Officially recognized as DlOnarch of Hawaii, he had

18

founded a new d1n4sty by naming his brother as his successor.

He

made a triumphal procession to all the major islands and was greeted
by enthusiastic aLd affectionate crowds when he came back to Honolulu.

The re-organized Hawaiian standing army guarded him fv.thfully.
Still, he feared EDna and she feared him.

20

19

One of Fmma'e supporters

thought it neceesary to varn her against eating food prepared at public
receptions.

21

When the legislature or 1874

W8.8

prorogued in August,

crowds gathered again at Emma I shouse, and Marshal Parke put extra
policemen on duty in the city in case the EIIIma-ites made good their
22
threat to assault the representativee.
Kalakaua ordered some
dissident~ arrested for ueing "seditious languagej_2 3 and when, a
little later, a petition was circulated in the city claiming that
Lunalilo had named l!ama his successor in a verbal

"vill,"

and that

KslakliUa ..as elected by fraud, the author, a Hawaiian. r..amed J. P.

18AH, Cabinet Council Minutes, February 14, J? '4; c. R. Bishop to cl.l
diplomats and consuls, February 14, 1874, Ali, f;) Letter Book, LII, 557.
19w• L. Green to A. S. Hartwell, Feb1"l1P-.:ty 20, 1874, All, FO Letter
BOok, LIII, 567; All, Cabinet Councn ~~utes, Febru81'Y 21, 26, 1874;
AH, Privy Counell Record, XII, 39.
20

Theodore Heuck to My Belov(~J Ones, February 12-22, 1874, Heuck
Papers.
21
J. K. Naone to Ennna, Apr i1 16, 1814, Emma Collection (NylenAltman)~

22

Parke to D. Da;yton
Letter Book.
23Juliette Cooke

I

1'..0

8'..ld

S. G. Wilder.. August 6, 1874, All, Marshal's

Sister, August 7, 1874, HMCS.
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Zepbyrin Kahoalii, was tried for treason and convicted.

24

Until the ~ of the royal election in February, 1874, &Ina had
pl8.Ced her hopes for the throne in the hands of an Episcopalian
Christian Divine Providence.

After her defeat she turned to less

Victorian sources of solace and inspiration.

Her loyal cousin, the

minor chief Peter Young Kaeo, confined to the leprosarium on Molokai,
had come to know two kahunas very well.. Q.."ld his letters to Fmma
throughout 1874 were f'u1l of information about encouraging omens-25
propitious dreams and signs in the heavens.
Emma, who in 1873
rebuked Peter for his interest in kahuna....ism, went so far in the next
two years as to be ready, by the end of 1875, to combine Christianity
and kshuna-ism.

On the advice of an old

VOJIBn..

she vas to

prq that God would please place ae on the HawcJ.ian Throne ~ and
on cOllrl.ng MoDdIV' at noon, December 20th, we should have a little
feast. A young lamb should be eaten with it at noon, and three
drops of its heart 8s blood with three drops of its gaul should be
mixed in a glass of brandy.. which I _ to drink before eating at
noon. This represents the heart's blood of the natives and the
18 to represent the moving of the t:ims'l1, and on that dq
the heavens will be cloudless and some wonderful sign will happen
• •• She 861"S that the tree with all its roots, branches, etc.,
will be cut off, meaniDg the D. K.a Lialakaua's dynlJsti! will all
die off • • • they are all going to die soon md Queen EDen&2vill
reign Bupreme, living to a good old age over these Islands. 6--··

aall

2lt
-Tor the Zephyrin case, the first. t.reason trial since the introduction of constitutional government, see J. P. Zepb;yrin to &ma, February
2, 1874, !mma. Collection (Nylen-Altman); Henry Peirce to Hamilton Fish,
September 10, 1874, USDS, Dispatches, Hawaii, XVI. Zepb;yrin wanted
France to intervene, for reasons obscure. See French Commissioner
Ballieu to Kalakaua, October 12, 1874, Ali, 10 & Ex, French Commissionero
Zepbyrin I S death sentence was commuted to ten years.

25Alf'ons L. Korn and Mary Kavena Fukui iiNevs From Molokai albe
Letters of Peter Young Kseo (Keku~ok~ani~ to Queen F.mma, 1873-1876, II
Pacific Historical Review, XXXII, 1 (February, 1963), 7-34, is based
on the !ama Collection (lfy1en-Altman).

2~ to

Peter Young Kaeo, December 16, 1875, EDna Collection
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It was in Ellma' 8 interests to conceal these machinations from
Kalakaua and his party.

Perhaps she did, perhaps not; in any event,

Kalakaua continued as late as 1877 to be afraid of death by'
assassination, and Emma herself apparently lived in rear of ber life
27
at times.

Very-

rew haoles

in the city knew or cared about the quiet war of

nerves going on between Kalakaua and EBna.

Almost as soon as the

election riot vas over, the Americans of Homlulu turned again to their
great pre-occupation in local, national, and international a:ffairs:
the immediate and long-term security of their property. Late in
February, 1874, eighty merchants and other residents petitioned
Minister Henry Peirce to ask for 88sistance., and, upon Peirce's
recOlll1lendation, the United States Navy assigned ths warships Tuscarora,
Benicia, Lackawanns,
28
retation.

PortSDlc....i~lih,

and Pensacola to visit Honolulu in

(Nylen-Altman). I follow the translation and explanation in Korn and
Pukul, nHen From Molokai, n 29.

27peter Young Kaeo to Emma, April 3, 1874, Emma Collection (NylenAltman); Emma to Peter Young Kaeo, February 4, 1876, &una Collection
(Nylen-Altman); Henry Peirce to Hamilton Fish, August 10, 16, 1876,
USOO, Dispatches, Hawaii, XVII. Document in All, Attorney-General
Miscellaneous Letters, September 30, 1876; Kalakaua to William Parke,
Mq 31, 1877, Parke Papers. This last letter lists the names of 9 men
believed by Kalakaua to be coneph-ing to take his lite. "All these
men live at Queen Dowager ERmas, and all have firearms. n
28
Peirce to Hamilton Fish, FGbruary 17, March 3, 1874, TJSDS,
Dispatches, Havaii, XVI.
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Distrust of Kalakaua was et11l !Strong among haoles in general
and Americans in particular.

He was untried as a king, and his record

in the year before the royal election led wbite men to believe he

might be a troublemaker.

United States Minister Peirce jp writing not

long before the election, predicted that i f Kalakaua were elected a
reign ot IiSaturnalia" would cOJlll11ence, causing "the sun of national
prosperity to set in clouW!l of darkness."

29

Peirce, after almost

forty years of' experience in Hawaiian affairs, regarded Hawaiians as
mild and and.able Iltto a certain degree. It Beyond that they were "human
30
tigers," fit for 8Df kind of violence.
The record, of course, showed otherwise. White men were as safe
at Honolulu as 8Jl1Where in the world.

In fact, when violence

threatened in the town, it was usuallY' instigated by haoles, not
natives; and Hawaiians faced with violence h&bitually forbore to
respond in kind.

to be sure, feeling against foreigners

in the city

vas strong, and. growing stronger--not surprisingly, 8lIlong a native
people dispossessed to a large extent of land and life.
critical years of 1873 and 1874, the

ba."T~B

Yet, in the

mutiny had come and gone

with not a shot fired in earnest; and the rioters at the courthouse,
unarmed to begin with, had solicitously set aside white men encountered
in their pursuit of' legislators, and had dispersed within minutes after

armed forces were landed f'rQlJl the ships in the harbor.

The trials of'

the rioters wnt ahead quietly, as they would have done in any western
?O

"'Peirce to Hamilton Fish, Det::ember la, 18'13, USDS, Dispatches,
Havtdi, XV. cr. Charles .Alfred Castle to his wife, November 13, 16,

17, 1873, HMCS.
10

~

Pairce to Fish, March 3, 1874, USDS, Dispatches, HawEdi, XVI.
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country; native juries correctly' found native rioters guilty. W. L;o
Green, a wealtiv' English merchant who became Kalakaua' s foreign
minister, wrote more sensibly and temperately of the Hawaiians than did
Henry Peirce.

Green thought that despite the momenta17 outbreak at the

courthouse, Hawaiians deserved their reputation as a law-abiding people.
Indeed, the courthouse rioters might have been doing nothing more than
following the recent example of election rioters in England, vhel'e
people might have ·been expected to know better. 31
As for King Kalakau& himself', he had chosen for his

~astic

symbol the noondq sun, and he bad. no intention of a:lowing the sun of
national prosperity to set in clouds of darkness, despite Peirce's
gloODl.f prediction.

If the Americans of the city had bothered to think

back, they might have recalled that Kalakaua had said often enough
before he became king that he vas not against foreigners, that there
vas room in the kingdom for all, and that his prime concern was for the
nat:!.on's survival and prosperity.

He vas not the first aspirant for

power to state a belief in mutually contradictory principles.

He had.

alvqs been against the cession of Pearl Harbor, but almost from the
dq he took office he favored a reciprocity treaty.

Among members of the hCTtlse of representatives elected in 1874 vere
se'Ver8-.l 'Mho wB...l1ted to see

lffiit~ ~n

out of politic5 altogGther,

~d

proposals were made to reduce the salary of representatives to the
point where only natives could afford to serve;

32 but at the executive

31Green to Edward Reeve, April 8, 1874, AH, FO Letter Book, LII,
637. cr.~, Maroh 10, 1874.
32wnu.am Parke to W. O. Smith, May 16, 22, 1874, .Ali, Marshal's
Letter Book~
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level Kaluana and his cabinet set about f'inding the best wf13 to
reconcile the economic interests of' the businessmen of' Honolulu and
their planter allies on the outer islandB with the policy of the United
states government.

In a conversation with Charles illred Castle

(a supporter of' reciprocity) late in December, 1873, Kalekaua had said
he thought Lunalilo and bis cabinet ministers had handled the Pearl
~

.--,;

River cession very badly: they should have allowed it to be

def'ec.;.~d

either by the .American government or the Hawaiian government. By their
inept ..~thdrava1 of' the off'er in November, 1873, they had simply made
"ii~ather

cocks" out of' themselves" and had all but insulted the United

States, the best friend and the neighbor of' the Hawaiian kingdom. 33
How might IIatters be ordered better?
Not long atter Kalak&Ua bec&lR8

k~,

United States Secretary of'

State HaI1i1ton Fisb advised Henry Peirce that both houses of congress
were currently 9g£dnst a HaH'aiian reciprocity treaty. DeBpite this,
Kalakau& and his ministers worked to f'orward Degotlations. 34 Late in
June, a petition BUpporting reciprocity came to the king, signed by
planters and businessmen in great number.

The names of the signatories

showed that reciprocity could scarcely be considered
nothing but an American conspiracy of some sort.

~

longer as

Among those convinced

that "serious disaster" would overtake the islands without a commercial
treaty were Theophilus Davies" Henry Waterhouse" and A. S. Cleghorn,
all British by background; the German firms of Hackfeld & Co., Bolles

33crlarles Alfred Castle to his wife, December 20, 1873, HMCS.

34See

Ke18kana's speech at the opening of the 1874 legislature,

in Lydecker, Roster Leg181atures J p. 129.
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& Co., and F. A. SChaefer &

Co.; and the Chinese houses of A!ong &

Achuck and Chulm & Co e 35
In August, 1874, King KaJ.8kaua decided that he himself would make

a trip to the United States, partly for pleasure and partly to bring
his royal influence to bear upon the question at Washington.
council approved his journey in September.

36

The privy

In October, the advance

guard lett-Elisha H. Allen and Henry A. P. Carter, special agents with
37
the power to negotiate a treaty.
The royal party followed a month
later on USS Benicia-Kslakaua, Governor Dominis, Colonel J. K. Kapena,
and Minister Henry Peirce.

KalUana was the first reigning monarch of Hawaii to leave the
islands since Lihol1ho went to London to die in 1823-1824.

At the

waterfront, natives crowded around. him, some crying, some chanting
meles,

SOlIe

wanting simply to shake his hand or kiss him.

38

He was

also the first reigning monarch of &IV" country to visit the United
States.

His trip across country and his sojourn on the east coast

aroused gr6st interest, s01lle of it serious, sane less so, as when
P. T. Barnum induced the king to risit the Hippodrome in New York to

be looked at by the same crowds which delighted :in animal acts and
freak shows. 39

35pacifie CoDll'llercial Advertiser $ June 27, 1874.

36!H,

Privy Council Record, XII, 93-

-7

J Pacific COIIIllercial Advertiser, October 24, 1874. For their
reports, see AH, 10 & Ex, Envoy to Washington, 1874, 1875; 1876"

36Hawaiian Gazette, November 18, 1874; Pacific Commercial
Advertiser, November 21, 1874.
39Kalakauats American journey was followed in detail by the Honolulu
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At home in Honolulu, there was nothing to do but wait and iIII1ll
over r.enpaper accounts ot the ld.ng's reception at Washington.
Kalakaua met President Grant on December 15 ~ and vas nceived by both
houses ot Congress on December 16.

He attended a brilliant state ball

in bis honor that evening, and left tor Hew York five d.qs later.

eleven-da;r s:>journ at Washington had been a great public auccess.

His

40

Meanwhile, Elisha .Allen and H. A. P. Carter vere deep in

discussion with Secretary of State H8IIlilton Fish, as they bad been
since November 16.

Doring the first month ot their talks, .Allen and

Carter were confronted with the same objections that had defeated
reciprocity in the past-BIlOng them the arguments that Canadian
reciprocity proposals had failed, and that the House of Representatives,
regarding reciproc1t,· treaties as revenue measures, was unwilling to
allow the treaty-making function of t.he Senate to be extended thus
tar.

41
King Kalakaua's Tis1t no doubt did 80mething to attract the

attention of congressmen to the reciprocity nebotiations; certa.inJ..y
Minister Peirce's unceasing advocacy had its effect on the Grant
8Om1 n:lstration.

Wb.en Carter presented a draft treaty on January

4,

1675, Fish agreed to show it to the cabinet next dq. From then until
the end of J anuar,y, the negotiators argued not over the principle of
reciprocity, but over the exaet terminology which might be used in a

papers, November-December, 1874, and January, 1875.

4°Hawaiian Gazette, Ja.uuiiry 6, 13, 20, 167,.
klaoth ille:l and Car-'"wr had hea'9Y investments in sugar at the
islands. For their negotiations with Fish, see AlI, FO & Ex, Envoy to
Wuhihgton, 1675, 1676; and Stevens, American Exp.@!l!!on, pp. 120 ff.
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treaty.

A long list of articles to be exempted from duty was agreed

upon readily; the most difficult question, and the one on which the
efficacy of the treaty depended, was that of sugar.

On

January 30, a

decision vas reached which would admit a wide range of .American
products to Hawaii duty-tree, in return for the duty-tree admission to
the United States of all grades of Har...iian sugar cOIlllODly referred to
in the markets of San

Franeis~o

and Portland as "Sanchdch Island sugar."

This vas the state of affairs when Kalakaua arrived home in
Honolulu on the .morning of February 15, 187,.

Th~ ~ine

telegraph on

Diamond Head signalled the approach of USS Pensacola, with the royal

5tandard tlying; the signal guns on Punchbowl tired a salute; and
crowds nocked to the waterfront.

Between ten and twelve thousand

spectators lined the streets as KalakSU& rode to the palace beneath
decorated arches, reading IItGod Save The ling," "Aloha Kalakaua, n and

42

"Hawaii-America."

The cODlllercial clauses of the treaty were those of iDmediate

importance to the sugar interests of Honolulu, faced as they were with
-serious disaster."

To the United Stat9s government, couunercial

considerations were important but secondary: indeed a case was made
that the Hawaiian reciprocity treaty would cost America money.

The

clause that eventually Beuured continued discussion vas Article J:fI,
;;'hich to some degree comperu;ated the United States for the withdrawal
of the Pearl Harbor cession"

Article IV bound the Hawaiian government

not to alienate an::! territory to :foreign powers during the tem of
the treaty, and not to allow to. any nation other thsn America the

42Hawaiian Gazette, February 17, 1875.
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privileges of reciprocity.

43 With Article IV readily conceded by the

Hawaiian negotiators as a condition of the treaty's success, the
document was sent on its

w~·

through the United states Se!\.!lte. that

graveyard of treaties.
On March

18, 187" the required two-thirds vote was secured.

Three weeks later, the news reliChed Honolulu on the mail steamer
McGregor, which appeared off Diamond Head with its nags flying a
coded message of the treaty's succeas.

44 Kalakaua ratified the

convention on April 18. Land values had already gone up about twentyfive percent :i.n the islands, despite the fact that the treaty still
had to be ratified by' President Grant and that enabling legislation
in the

Ho~se

or Representatives vas necessary.

4,

HeD1"7 'Whitney, at

that time publisher of the Hawaiian Gazette, had no doubt things would
be well: on the understanding that American newsprint v("-!ld enter

Hawaii duty-free when the treaty took effect, he lowered the annual
subscription to the Gazette from $6 to

$,.46

Before the treaty reached the House of Representatives, the sugar
refiners of San Francisco mounted an attack upon it. The argum-:::lts of

43A qu.Brter-century later, the United States Senate Ccamittee on
Foreign Relations made the relation between economics and polltics
clear: "The Hawaiian treaty was negotiated for the purpose of securing
political control over those islandB, making them. industrially and.
commercially a part of the Un!t.ed States and preventing 8.TJ3 other great
power from acquiring a foothold there which might be adverse to the
welfare and. safety of our Pacific coast in time of war.. senate Re;rts,
Cong. 2: sess., Appendix No. 227. Cf. Stevens, American Eij)ansion,
pp. 12,-130.

,3

44uavaiian Gazette, April

4,

1.1~,

187,.

AU" Cabinet Council Minutes} April 9, 187,.

46Hawaiian Gazette,

April

14, 187,.
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the sixties were revived: the refiners teared that increased sugar
production in Hawaii would nood the west coast market, depress the
refinery business there, and cause nationwide distress in the .American
sugar industry.

The refiners I complaints were countered by the San

Francisco Chamber of Commerce, which predicted a general expansion of
47
trade between the -.rest coast and Hawaii, to the benefit of all.
The version of the treaty ratified by Kalakaua was taken back to
Washington, where ratifications were exchanged on June 3.

All that

remained now was for the House of Rep!'esentatives to act; but nothing
happened for the rest of 1875" For one reason and another, the treaty
did not reach the noor of the House until January, 1876. Elisha Allen
had been sent to Washington again in November ~ 1875,48 to do what he
could to speed I18.tters along .. but matters liOuld not be speeded (later"
Allen referred to these months

88

the most strenuous time of his life).

loJhen the House began to discuss the treaty, extended d"'bates took place
on topics already argued in the Senate. Week after week the mail ships
oame to Honolulu from San

Fran~isoo,

reporting no progress.

At last,

on MB;y 26, 1876, the bark Mary Belle Roberts arrived outside the harbor
decked in bunting.

~j.i:vught

She fired a twenty-one gun salute, and the news was

ashore that the House bad finished

i;~s

deliberations on Mq 8. 49

47The San Francisco memorials were printed in Hawaiian Gazette,
Maroh 24, 1875. The refiners were brought into line later in 1875 when
they agreed to drop apposition to the treaty in return for contracts
vith Honolulu sugar agencies.

48Sse documents in .AlI, FO & Ex, Envoy to Washington,; and Elisha
Allen PatJers, MSS, Library of Congress, microfilm copy in UH.
49pacitic CoDllll8rcial Advertiser,
May

31, 1876.

~

27, 1876; Hawaiian Gazette,
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This was still not the end: the treaty had to go back to the
Senate for its final concurrence in the House's implementation.

The

Hawaiian government made the necessary JIlOves to see that the treaty
would go into effect
work.

immediate~ the

American government wound up its

A proclamation by the king was issued on June 16 ai'ld published

on June 21; an act admitting the stipulated .American goods
W&l5

dut~'-free

pU>sed in the Hawaiian legislature on July 18 and published on

August 16.$0 All this time passed without an encouraging word from
Washington, but the mood remained optimistic at Honolulu, at least as
late

88

July 4, whel!. the biggest celebration ever was held at

Honolulu: 51 l876 was the centennial year of the United states, and it

vas also the year of a great step forward in Hawaiian-American relations
--or it would be, if only the Senate would hul'Ty'.
But last-minute attempts to stall the treaty were made by
representatives of the Louisie.na sugar industry, and

88

the mail ships

brought little news--and bad news at that--the mood of Honolulu ohanged..
Business vas temporarily depreased; ships lq idle, unable to semIre
freight; the Hawaiian legislature, which had been in session aince
April 29, occupied its time with trivialitie~., Everybody was on the
$2
"ragged edge of uncertainty. c;
On August 23 t the Halorn.iian Gazette
remarked that it seemed almost impossible that the sen&t.e would act

SOFor a sarcastic c01lIIIlent on ministerial ineptitude in h8lJlcUing
these details, see Pacific Commercial Advertiser, June 24, 18'160

S~awa.:iian

July

8, 1876.

Gazette, Jul:j "

1876; Pacific Commercial Advertiser,

.

S2Hawaiian Gazet;'e, July 26, 1876; Pacific Commercial Advertiser,

July

29, 1876.
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before the close of the session.

The wait.ing ended the very next day.

The Pacific Mail SteamShip City of San Francisco (commanded by Captain
Waddell of Shenandoah fame) arrived with unofficial news that the
treaty had fina1]y been confirmed.

As she came around Diamond Head

dressed in a "rainbow of bunting," the word spread like wiJ.dfire in
the town, and crowds gathered at the waterfront with "hearts too .tull

~
.Lor

utterance~ li
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The aUence was broken soon enough.

The Hawaiian Gazette

fC'~

August 30 carried the ecstatic headline: "Hurrah 1 For America and
Hawaii 1 The Glorious News at Laat!
•Consistent ! I

Hurrah!

Our Luck Still

Arrival of the PMSS City of San Francisco Bringing the

News of the Passage of the Bill rendering operative the Treaty cf
Reciprocity!! 1 The Treaty goes into effect as aoon

&B

the bill is

signed by the President 1 Preaident Grant signed the bill on Tuesday
of last week, August 15th.

Hip!

Hip!

Hurrah! 11

With a Tiger."

Kalakaua and his ministers decided to delay a:rry grea.t public
demonstrations until official word came frO!!! Washington.
stemer to arrive, the City of New

Yor~,

con:fi!"~d

Grant had named September 9 as the day on
into effect.

~..ich

The next

th.at Preeident

the treaty would go

Kalakaua announced the date of the great occasion, and

in the wake of an all-night torchlight procession and fireworks display
Honolulu moved forward into a new era.
Was the city ready?

5~awaiian Gazette,
26, 1676.
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For twenty-five years the American merchants

August 30, 1876; Pacific Commerci2.l Advertiser,

August

,4Hawatian Gazette,

September 20, 27, 1876; Pacific Conmercial
Advertiser. September 16, 23, 1876.
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of Honolulu had been urging reciprocity.

For a year, however Ii they

had known the worst kind of uncertainty, and possible losses as vell

as benefits vere discussed, especially by Englishmen whose British
business connections were excluded from. the treaty's provisions by
Article IV.

There mght be a loss of revenue on the part of the

Hawaiian kingdom-how would this be made up?

Invoiced goods already

in the city's warehouses would depreciate by ten percent as soon as

the treaty went into effect.

Not only Hawaiian sugar but Hawaiian rice

would enter the United states duty-free--what would this do to the
already inadequate labor force on the sugar plantations? Might not
ccolies dSBert sugar for rice cultivation?

Ever since 1874 the

Emma-ites had been developing &n anti-reciprocity propaganda, and
they did well in the 1876 elections, returning two out of four
candidates in Honolulu and several elsewhere.

In the legislature,

just before the t·reaty went into effect, a small body of dissidents
led by the anti-Amarican Englishman Godfrey Rhodes mounted an
inconclusive general attack on the whole idea of reciprocity.

5,

Whether or not these diversions had an influence, it seems that in
the crucial weeks some of the town's businessmen were looking the wrong

way.

One of the passengers on the City of San Francisco was the west

cos.st sugar refiner Claus Spreckels.

Earlier an enemy of reciprocity,

Spreckels had. concluded by mid-l816 that the treaty would be passed.
Taking the lirst, available Bhip to the islands after news was

55For

a sampling of this kind of comment, see Hawaiian G!!Zette,

26, July 26, 1875, January 5, June 7 (supplement), 21, August 30,
1876. Cf. Ema to Peter Young Kaso, Februar'Y 4, 1876, &una Collection

May

(Nylen-Altman) •
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telegraphed from l'lashington that the treaty was safe, Spreckels landed
quietly at Honolulu and bought hall the 1877 sugar crop of the islands
before the price responded to the passage of the treaty.5
there was more than enough of everYthing to go around.
would run for eight yeara.

6 still"

The treaty

There seemed no reason why these should

not be the fattest in HonOlulu's history.

In December, Peter Cushman

Jones of C. Brewer & Co. struck a most satisfactory balance and
wrote at the foot of the firm's account-book: "So ends the year 1876,
Praise God."57

5CHawaiian Gazette, September 13" lB76; Pacific Ccmnercial
Advertiser, August 26, September 26, 1876. See also Jacob Adler"
"Claus Spreckels, Sugar King Of Havaiil Interaction Of .An Entrepreneur
With .An Island Community," unpublished PhD thesis (C-olumbia: 1959),
Ch. 1. Adler's thesis w1-ll shortly be published in revised form by
the University of Hawaii presso
57
.
Sullivan, C. Brewer, p. l4;~.
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APPENDn I

SELECTED POPULATION ESTIMATES, 1778-1872
The table that follows brings together selected population figures
for Honolulu; the Kona district of southeastern Oahu; Oahu; Lahaina;
Maui; and all islands.
The earliest figures
hurried estimates.

&re,

without exception, nothing more than

So are SOille of the later figures.

Protestant

missionaries in the eighteen-twenties and eighteen-thirties made
attempts to collect reliable figures for their districts.
on, the government

ol~ganized

From 1839

censuses.

'I'he figures are presented without comment or interpretation.

'!'be basis of selection is simple t in m81V cases no other figures are
available; in cases where more than one figure i8 available, th9
alternatives are given; and from 18,0 on, only government censuses
are \lsed.

Sources are indicated at the end of the table.

Those ldth an interest in population figures can do no better than
begin with the excellent articles of Robert Schmitt, published in the
Hawaii Historical Review· "Population Estimates and Ceneuses of Hawaii,

1778-18.50" (I, 8, July, 1964, 143-154); and "Population Characteristics
of HatfSii, 1778-18,0" (I,ll, April, 1965, 199-210). These two pieces
of work guide the reader to all useful primary and secondary sources.
They i11corporate the findings of the pioneer demographer Romanzo Adams,
and Schmitt gives all the available evidence a critical reading.
Another useful collection of figures is in David Kittelson's
unpublished paper, "A Population Table of Hawaii," MS in UH.

•

(i.

YEAn

HONOLULU

11181179
1805
1821

3-4,000

1822

2-3,000

1823

6-1,000

KONA DIS'l'RICT

OAHU

LAHAINA

40,000

65,4~

400~
242;200

!~O,OOO

48,000

264,160

20 JI 000

2,$00
2,$00

1825

6,000
30,~
37,000

6,000

1829

5-6,000
inc. 160-110 for

1831

5,522
inc. 182 for. +

ALL ISLANDS

6012~
40,000

'.1824

1828

MAUl

34,451

1.SOo-B ,000

p1a.lltatno

inhab.

1832
1833

29,1$$
6,OOO-proper
seat of govt.

31,835

4,000

35,062

130.. 313

35,061

128,230
a-a--

\TI.

l~

HONOLULU

KONA DISTRICT

OAHU

LAHAINA

31,83.5

6,983

of Honolulu

cont.

3,OOO..Waikiki
13,600

1834

inc.

2,571-waikiki

12,994

1836
13,000

1842

24,248

108,,579

6,400-Hon.
proper inc.
6 J,OOO nat ..
350-400 for.

9,()()()"'ahupuaa

105,000
3,000

:!.o,ooo

100,000

inc. 600 for ..

18lil

130,000

24.~492b

3,175
27,809

1837

1840

28,000&

(mld 18)08)
6-7,000

183.518)6

18)8

ALL ISLANDS

4,.500-!:'!!!.!, rear

1833

18:;5

MAUl

8,400
9!OOO + 1,000,

3,000
.5,000

for.-t half
.'breed

'"

\1\

-.J

KONA DISTRICT

OAHU

LAHAINA

YEAR

HONOLULU

1843

404 fore

1844

8-9,000
1,000 for & mis

2,600-2,700

1845

8-:.W,000

3,000

MAUl

ALL ISLANDS

26,547

1846

3,557 inco
3,445 nat.,

88,579
1,000 for.

112 for.

1847

4,242

517 for.

18,671

23,145

18b9

17,797
80,641 inc.
78,854 nat.,
1,787 for.
inc. h-b.

25,440

1850

1852
1853

1855

21,047

84,165 inc.
81,293 nat.,
2,130 ror.

J.7,574 inc.
17,330 nat.,
244 for.

73,138 inc.
n,019 nat.,
2,1l9 for.

2,732 nat.

8,000 nat..
771 for.

n , 455

ino.

10,275 nat.,
1,180 for.

19,126

3,205
0'

\11.

CX)

YJAR

HONOLULU

18561857

10-12,000 fall

KONA DISTRICT

OAHU

LAHAlllA

~~60

14,310 incG
12,671 nat.,
1,639 for.

21,275 inc.
19,497 nat.,
1.,778 tar.

4,886 irtc.
4,669 nat.,
217 tor.

1866

13,521 inc.
19,799 inc.
10,681 nat.,
16,,05 nat.,
1,851 tor.,
2,077 tor.,
720 h-e.,
619 h-cast,
370 Chinese
497 Ch.

3,581 inc.
3,329 nat.,

20,671 inc.
17,542 nat.,
3,129 for.

3,002 inc.
2,547 nat.,
345 for.,

MAUl

ALL ISLANDS

and winter

7-8,000 other
seasons

1857

1,500+ foro

1859

672 for. axe.

1872

women, child.

14,852 inc.
12,223 nat.,
2,629 :tor.
inc.

1,013 h-c.,
632 Ch.

7,

29 Ch.

no

inc.

1,176 h-e.,
917 Ch.

for.,

1.48 h-c.,

4-

h-c.
90 Ch.

-I-

16,400 inc.
15,991 nat.,
409 tar.

69,790 inc.
67,074 nat.,
2,716 tor.

1.4,035 inc.
13,073 nat.,
329 far.,
357 h-c .. ,
276 Ch..

62,959 inc.
58,76, nat.,
4,194 for.

12,334 inc.
1l,278 nat.,
1,0,6 for.
+ 501 h-c.,
405 Ch.

56,897 inc.

51,531 nat.,
5,366 for.

inc.

2,487 h-c.,
1,938 Ch.

'"

~
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POPULATION TABLE SOURCES
1778-1779. .All a) figures from Cook and King, Voyage, II, 218, 230,
III, 129. All b) figures from Rupert Gould, "Bligh I s Notes on
Cookls Last Voyage," Marinerls Mirror, XIV (October, 1928), 385.
1805. Louis de Freycinet, V~age Auteur du Monde • • • sur • • •
1 1 Uranie et La t5sicenne • • • 1817-1820 • • • , 7 vo1s.
{Paris, 1823-18
, II, 585.
1821 .. SIM Journal, March 23, 1821.
1822. Mathison, Narrative, p. 439.
1823. Honolulu: William Ellis , Narrative of a Tour of Hawaii • • •
(Honolulu, 1963), p. 11; Lahaina: Jour.nal of Richards and
Stewart, January, 1825, ABCFM Letters.
1824. Journal of Richards and Stewart, March 6, 1824, ABcm Let,ters.
1825. Macrae, Byron, pp. 11-12.
1828. Honolulu: A. Duhaut-CUly, ~e Auteur du Monde • • • 18261829 • • • , 2 vols. (P~-is, ~834-1835), II, 301; MaUl: a) Letter
of. Richards, Andrews, and Green, October 15, 1828, ABCFM Letters;
b) ABCFM Report, 1829, pp. 50-51.
1829. Bingham, Resident:e, p. 350; A. Morineau, "Notice Sur Les nes
Sandwich, 1l:S2():lB29;" MS in France, Arch. Nat., Axch .. des Aff.
Estr., S. 2, Vol. I, f. 61.
1831. Honolulu: Bingham to Evarts, December 13, 1831, ABCFM Letters;
Maui: Letter or Richards, Andrews, and Tinker, November 20,
1831, ABCFM Letters.
1832. Minutes of SIM General Meeting (1836).
1833. sm Report to ABCFM (183.5).
1834. Mani: a) Frederick Debell Bennett, Narrative of a Whaling voy~e
Round the Globe • • • 1833-1836, 2 vo1s. (London, 1840), I, 27;
all others from Iilswers
the Sandwich Island. Missionaries.
183.5• Hawaiian Spectator, I, 3 1838 ), 265.
1835-1836. Kona: W. C. Woodbridge, He Hoikehonua (llonolulu~ 1836).
1836. Oahu and Total: Minutes of 8IM General Meeting (1836H
Maui: Lahaina Station Report, 1836, HMOS.
1837. Peirce to Hunnewell, lw.gust 13, 1837; Hunne~-ell MSS.
1838. Honolulu and Kona: Hawaiian Spectator, I, 2 (1838), 84;
Lahaina: Judd to Baldwin, undated, HMOS.
1840. Honolulu: Francis A1l.yn Olmsted, Incidents of a Whaling Voyage
(New York, 1841), p. 192"; Total~ Polynesian, July 24;1847:
181.11. Honolulu: Sir George Simpson, llarrative of a Journey Round the
W:>rld = " • 1.81.11-1842, 2 vols. (London, 1641), II, 169.
Lahaina: Charles Wilkes, Narrative of the United States
Expedition • • • 1838-1842,
vols.
ladelphia, 1.J. ,
1842. Honolulu: Sir George Simpson, An Overland Journey Round the
World • • • 1841-1842, 2 vols. (Philade1phia7"HJ47), I, 235;
Lor.ain.a: Simpson, Narrative of a JOUrnWRound the World, II, 169.
43, USDS, Consular
1843. Honolulu: Hooper to Webster, March 7,
Letters, Honolulu, I; Oahu: Tax J..ssessors Return, AR.
1844. Honolulu: Friend., J~uary 1, 1844; Lahaina: Lahaina Station
Report, 1844, HMOS.
1845. Honolulu: Friend, October 1, 1845; Lahaina: Baldwin to Anderson,
October 16, 18~, ABCFM Letters.
1846. Lahaina: Lahaina Station Report, 1846, HMOS; Total: Gustavus

Pi
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Hines, A VOYage Round the World • • • (Buffalo, 1850), pp. 209210; MiIiister at Interior, Report, 1846, p. 6.
1847. Honolulu: Polynesian, January 9, 1847; aD. others, Census file,

AR.
1849. Friend, November 15> 1849.
1850. Census, 1850, AR.
1853. Census, 1853, AR.
1855. Lahaina Station Report, 1855.
1856...18~7 Pacific Commercial Advsrtiser, February 5, 1857.
1857. Pacific COmmercial .A.dvertiser, December 10, 1857.
1859. Pol3nesian, February 19, 1859.
1860-1872:All figures from Census, AR.
4
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
This dissertation is based upon materials in the following
Honolulu collections: the Archives of Hawaii; the Mission-Historical
Library (which houses the collections of the Hawaiian Mission Children IS
Society and the Hawaiian Historical Society); the Sinclair Library,
University of Hawaii; the library at the Bernice P. Bishop Museum; the
Department of Land and Natural Resources; and the Honolulu Academy of
Arts. Between them theBe collections contain virtually all available
manuscript, printed, photographic, and artistic material that bears
directly on the history of Honolulu in the nineteenth century, either
in the original or in the form of copies made from originals housed
elsewhere in the world.
In sheer bulk the material is fomidable, bu.t many gaps remain in
the evidence. Reliable statistics of tJI:r:.y kind are virtually nonexistent foZ" the period before 1850, and estimates of quantities are
therefore mostly impressionistic rather than exact. The directories
published by C. C. Bennett in 1869 and 1873 are less than totally
reliable. Again, sources on the life of. the native community are all
but intractable, despite a high literacy rate among the Hawaiians and
deepite the existence of a native-language press: Hawaiians simply
did not have the New England habit of explai ning or justifying themselves in print. Then too, the quantity and quality of independent
coment on events varies greatly from period to period. Most of the
early private m&mlseripts come from missionary families. Whatever
their defects as source material, these journals and letters at least
provide a record with some depth. There is no equivalent body of
material for the later decades.

A description of those parts of holdings useful to the present
study follows, institution by institution. These formal bibliographical
categories give a listing of selected individual works.
ARCHIVES OF HAWAII

A general descrivtion of holdings is available in the Archives I
mimeographed Department Manual.. 'The stafr has made a start on a
systematic inventory, and the results so far are incorporated in the
Department Manual. The list that follows draws on the Marmal, using
for consistency ~:he order and titling adopted there. Note that this
list contains only those materials directly useful in the prepara.tion
of the dissertation. Note also that since the publication of the
standard secondary works of Kuykendall and Bradley, there has been some
re-arrangement and re-titling of manuscripts in the Archives; citations
in those works should now be cheeked against the Department Manual.
Attorney-·General.

Letters received, 1845-1876; outgoing letters,

1874··1876.
Cabine.lt Council and Ministerial Conferences. Cabinet Council Minute
Books, 1846-1876; Ministerial Conferences, 1855-1863.. See also FO & Ex
folder.s marked "Cabinet Council tl or"Privy and Cabinet Council," 1861-1865.
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Census. 1843-1876. Very incomplete for early years--nothing more than
summaries. For later years, ax;. occasional list of names
Q

Collector General of Customs. Letters received, 1845-1876; outgoing
letter books, 1846-1876; registry of Hawaiian ships, 1850-1852, 18661876; account books, 1852-1876.
CommissiOIl8.

1852-1876.

Royal commissions issued to offiee holders and consuls,
These names are listed in a separate card index of Office

Holders.
Crown Lands, Agent and Commissioner. Accounts, 1862-1874; minutes,
1865-1873. Letters received are included in and indexed with Land
Files (see below).
Fina."lCS, Minieter of. Letters received and miscellaneous documents,
1839-1876; outgoing letter books, 1848-1869; account books, scattered.
Foreign Office And Executive (FO & Ex). Invaluable for Honolulu as the
capital. As the Department Manual sqs, these are the most important
records for the Kingdom of Hawaii. .All available correspondence of the
kings, Ministers of Foreign Affairs, and Privy Council is here. The
Manual continues: "There are a few records before 1840, but the 'Dulk
are later. It consists of letters and documents received and letter
books and files returned by a few of the envays and consuls. The
records from 1790 to 1849 are filed chronologically; from 1850-1865,
in large categories under each year • • • ; 1866-1900, under each year
by the official • • . " Fa & Ex is fairly well indexed.
Governors of Islands. Oahu. Outgoing letter books j 1855-1876 (m.e.inly
trivialities); letters received from Deputy Marshal, 1854-1876.
Harbor Master. Lists of ships entering and le&.ving the harbor; lists
of nat!ve seamen shipped; pilots I records; lists of deserters. All
incomplete. Filed here is the Journal of William Paty (see below,
Manuscript Collections).
Health, Board of. Letters :receivEld~ 1850-1876; outgoing letter books,
1865-1868 (many- pages unreadable);. Minutes of Board, 1858-1876.
J1mgration and Naturalization. P&!s€lng:ar lists, 1843-1876;
naturalization records, 1844-1876; ciani~a.tion ra~ords, 1846-1876 (all
these are indexed but incomplete); Board of Immigration minutes,

1865-1876.
Interior Department. Letters received, 1828-1876; outgoing letter
books, 1845-1876. The Department Manual says: "Letters prior to 1845
are primarily those of local residents and island goveroorB to the King,
and correspondence between the chiefs. Letters received are divided
into four sections: 1) by subject Lthese are now listed in the inventory}; 2) undated but, numbered documents; 3) letters filed by date;
4) documents concerning licenses. Letter books and some letters
received are indexed," Just as FO & Ex is the most important file for
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the kingdom at large, so Interior Department is the most important for
Honolulu as a locality. The Archives' Department M~nual has a good
account of the ~story of the Interior Department and its func'liiio1l5,
as well as a quite detailed subject list.
Judiciary. Supreme Court letter books, 1847-1866; some letters
received. Oahu was the First Circuit; records of this court are still
in the JudiciGI'Y' Building, Honolulu. They include wills filed up to
1876. Important decisions of the Supreme Court were published from
time to time under varying titles; the general designation is Hawaiian
Reports, and the first five volumes contain most decisions important
to the period before 1876.
Land File. The Department Manual says: ".All of the letters of the
CoDITlissioners to Quiet Land Titles, and the records of the Minister of
the Interior and the Board of Educati~r.. :i~r;ljng 'with land matters have
been combined in this file. The records are fully indexed both by the
names of the persona concerned and ...". the names of the lands, and the
award numbers." The Mahele Book is also in AB. Recently, books of
testimon;y heard by the Co:mdssioners were lodged in AB and microfilmed.
A great amount of raw material remains in the Department of Land and
Natural Resources.
Legislative Records. Bills, resolutions, reports, petitions, mirAutes,
journals, account books. A few records for 1840 and 1843. Journals
for most sessions were printed in newspapers, sometimes in both English
and Hawaiian. Laws were also published in the press, then collected in
Session Laws (title varies). AlI has drafts and printed copies of laws.
M&l"~hal

and Sheriffs.

Marshal of the Kingdom: letters received, 1850-

1876; outgoing letter books, 1873-1876.
Military Records. Army'-Navy: letters received, 1844-1676; outgoing
letter books, 1653-1676.
Palace Records.

Kings' personal accounts and chamberlains 8 r.ccounts,

1640-1876; guest books, 1855-1876.
Postmaster General.
books, 1856-1876.

Letters

re('~i.ved,

1868-1876; outgoiLg letter

Prisons. Record of prisoners at thE.' Fort, 1852-1876; daily record
books, Oahu Prison, l656-187~.
Privy Council. Minute books, 1646-18 16. GOi."'respondence and documents
such as petitions and reports are filed u., FO & Ex.
Public Instruction. Minutes of Board of EO,,'lcation, 1855-1876; outgoing
letter books, 1847-1876; letters r~rceivedJ ;;~838-1876. The Department
Manual says: "Separate files have ::~lgen set U,';> for ess~B by students,
letters, and reports concerning CI:.,~holic Bchc.:lols (1846-1879), and
documents on the industrial schools (1666-1676). Documents concerning
land matters are part of the Land/File." 1i fe.w of the Public
Instruction records have been ind\xed.

I. ..
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Public Works.
Tax Records.

Letters received, 1845=1876.
Record books of taxes collected, Oahu, 1855-1876.

Vital Statistics. Birth, marriage, and death records. Very incomplete
in early period; mostly mSlTiage record books of mission8~ as"
Cabinet ministers and others made periodic reports to the legislature. Drafts are often in re16vant files at AlI; and .All also has fairly
complete runs of published reports. Reporta were usually printed 1n
full or at least excerpted in the press. Most useful were reports of
Chief Justice; Minister of Finance; Minister of Foreign Affairs;
Minister of Interior (see Department Manual for th.e many officials
under his jurisdiction); Minister of Publi~ Instruction; President of
the Board of Education; President of the Bureau of Immigration.
The photograph, map, and plan files of Ali were also used.
are quite well indexed.

These

An has copies of records of the British Consulate, Honolulu,
1824-1876; and copies of Admiralty and Foreign Office records relating
to Hawaii. These copies are legible and quite reliable, but it j,~ best
to use the microfilm copies of this material from BPRO FO/S8 at UH.
AlI is the best place to find published government documents
relating to Hawaii. Session laws and Supreme Court decisions have been
mentioned above; Ali also has copies of civil and penal codes up to 1876,
and collected speeches of Hawaiian kings. Special pUblications that
proved useful included Corres oOOence Relative to the Sandwich
Islands • • • (London, 1 3; the sever Hawaiian government pamphlets
bound together as the Charlton Land Claims; and Report of the
Proceedi s and Evidence in the Arbitration between the
and
Government of the Hesai an Islands and Messrs. Ladd & Co • • • •
~Honolulu, 1846). MS versions of moat material in these publications
are 1.i1 AlI, uS"llally in FO &. Ex.

MISSION-HISTORICAL LIBRARY
The manuscript and book collection of the Hawaiian Mission
Children's Society is housed here, together with the collection of the
Hawaiian Historical Society.
Not all of the HMCS manuscripts are catalogued. The core of the
collection consists of: 1) ABCFM Letters; JI'Iicroi'ilrii illid :Aer-ox copies of
letters, journals and reports of various kinds from members of the
Sandwich Island Mission to the American Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions at Boston (originals are in the Houghton Library,
Harvard); 2) correspondence among members of the SIM, filed by name of
author; 3) diaries and journals of missionaries, also filed by name;
4) letters of missionaries to relatives in the United States; 5) a few
sizeable collections of family papers. The most useful of these
materials are listed individually below ~ under Manuscripts. HMOS has
printed material relating to the mission, including ABCFM instructions

I
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and reports, and SIM reports and minutes of general meetings. Alao in
HMOS is the ABCFM's Missionary Herald, which often excerpted material
in ABCFM Letters. HMCS has a good collection of early Hawaiian-language
publications. The library's collection of voyages is listed :in Bernice
JUdd, Voyages to Hawaii Before 1860 ••• (Honolulu, 1929).
To a large extent the Hawaiian Historical Society library
duplicates the printed materialfl in HMCS. Its manuscript collection
is not particularly large, and as it happens very little of it was
directly relevant to the dissertation. Exceptions are listed below,
under Manuscripts. Naturally, HHS has complete runs of its own
publications.
HMCS and HHS both have quite useful photograph collections.

SINCLAIR LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF HJ.WAII
A recent publication, DictiQ
Catalo of the Hawaiian Collection
!!!.!!,.versity of Hawaii Library,
vols. Boston, 19 3 , indicates the
extent of the 'U"'.uiversityts Hawaiian collection. Printed material for
the most part duplicates that in other collections in Honolulu. The
University controls the Gregg Collection (see below, Manuscripts);
also useful are some letters by William Hooper and Peter Brinsmade. The
microfilm room has good collections of newspapers, together with
diplomatic correspondence relating to Hawaii: BPRO F0/58; USDS, Consular
Letters, Honolulu; USDS, Dispatches, Hawaii. In the Hawaiian room
itself are copies of important letters from the French Nation~ Archives.

BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM LIBRARY
For a general guide to the library, see Dictionary Catalog of: the
Bernice P. Bishop Museum, 9 vols. (Boston, 1964). The library hSl'e,
admirable for ethnography, was not greatly useful in this diasertatio,n.
Its major asset for these purposes is the R. J. Baker photograph
collection, consisting of thousands of negatives and prints. Tn~ ~.t"ea11l
of the collection has been published by Baker in the following t'ookt; ~
Ear~~ Hawaiian Prints (Honolulu, 1938); Honolulu in 1853 (HonolUlU,
1950 ; Honolulu in 1870 (Honolulu, 1951); Honolulu Then and Now
(Honolulu, 1941); $ketches and MGS of Old Honolulu (Honolulu, 1950\,
The Hawaiian Ethnographic Notes generally known as HEN), a partial
list of subjects discussed in Hawaiian-language newspapers, offered
some leads. The library also has an index of ships' names prepared
by George R. Carter.
DEPARTMENT OF LAND fJID NATURAL RESOURCES

The survey room has working drawings, field notes, and maps from
the nineteenth cent11ry, partially indexed. In the basement are raw
materials r/?ll!'.ting "tv i.iie laud divisions ~ Testimony books and the
Mahele Book, pre'riously lodged here, are now in Ali (see above).
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HONOLULU ACADEMY OF ARTS
An excellent collection of originals and prints from the
nineteenth century, and a useful photographic negative collection.
A.

Manuscripts.
ABCFM Letters (see above, Mission-Historical Library).

Alexander & Baldwin Collection.
American Protestant Mission.
Amstrong, Richard.

HMCS.

Ali, Private Collections.

Journal.

HMCS.

Armstrong Papers. AH. Includes photostat copies of ArmstrongChapman Papers, originals in Library of Congress.
Bingham Papers.

HMCS.

Brinsmade Letters.
Brinsmade Papers.

UH •

All.

Bryant & Sturgis Letterbooks. Originals in Baker Library, Harvard
Graduate School of Business Administration. Copies of important
documents in Kuykendall Collection, UH.
.AlI ..

Chamberlain Papers.
Chamberlain, Daniel.
Chamberlain, Levi.

Journal.
Journal.

Clark, E. W.

Journal.

Clark, E. W.

Letter Books.

Colcord, John.
Cooke, Amos •

Curtis Lyons Papers.
Damon Papers.

lilieS.

HMCS.

Journal.
Journal.

FMr.,g.

HMCS.

.AR.
lIMCS.

AH.

HMOS.

Davis Collection. Originals in California State Library.
in Kuykendall Collection, UH.
Elisha Allen Papers.
copy in UH.

Originals in Library of Congress e

Ely, Louisa Everest.

Journal.

HMOS.

Extracts
Microfilm

I

I
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&una. Colleotion.

.AH. The Arohives I Department Manual says: "This
oolleotion is divided into three gl"oups: 1) Arohives, whioh has all
the Queen Emma dooumeniJtI which .ere in the Arohives on November 1.5,
1957. The source of this material is not known. 2) Flora Jones
Colleotion, consisting of the letters written by Queen Emma to
Flora Jones, and wi.Ued to the Archives by her daughter, Maude
Jones. 3) Nylen-Altman Collection,. consisting of the letters and
documents purchased from Mr. Ray Nylen and Mr. Jack Altman in
October, 1957." A complete list of material in the oolleotion is
available at .AlI.

Emma Taylor Papers.

Forbes, Coohran.
Gilman, Gorham.

AlI.

Journal.
JOurnal.

HMCS.
HHS.

Gregg Collection. .AlI.. Diaries, Letter Books, and Letters Reoeived.
Housed at Ali, but under cunti'ul. uf OR, which has typescript copies.
One volume of the Gregg Diary is in HHS, and one volume (late 18.54)
is missing. AH has oomplete list of material in the colleotion.
Hasslocher Papers.
Heuok Papers.

AH.

All •

Hooper Papers.

UH.

Hunnewell MSS. Originals in Houghton Libr8I"'J jo H~-!3rd.
of Honolulu letters in Kuykendall Collection, UH~

Copies

Josiah Marshall MSS. Originals in Houghton Library, Harvard.
Copies of Honolulu letters in Kuykendall Collection, UH.
Kalanianaole Papers.

All.

AH has list of oontents.

Kuykendall Oollection. UH. Contains copies of many lett.ers and
documents from repositories all over the world.
Loomis, Elisha.

Journal.

HMCS has most volumes, UH the remainder.

Loomis, Maria. Journal. HMCS. Two versions, collated in
typescript with Elisha Loomis Journal.
Lyman, Chester SInith.

Marin Collection.

.AlI.

Journal 0

HMCS •

AlI has list of oontents.

Marin, Don Francisco de Paula. Journal.
Ali has excerpts in English translation.

AlL

Original is lost.

Nielson Pspsrs. Originals in possession of Nicholas Rutgers,
Tahiti. Typescr:l.pt copies in AH.
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Parke Papers.

AB.

Paty, William. Journal.

AR.

Reynolds, Stephen. Journal. Original in
Mass. Microfilm copy in HMCS.
Swan Papers.

Peabo~ Museum,

Salem,

AR.

Tinker, Reuben.

Journal.

HMCS.

Turrill Collection. HHS. Most letters printed in HHS" Annual
Report, 66 (Honolulu, 1958), 27-92.
\\ltdtnay Papers.

AR •

William Richards Papers.

Wood Papers.
Wyllie Papers.
B.

AH.

AR •
AR. Private letters of R. C. Wyllie.

Newspapers and Periodicals.
A useful guide to newspapers is Charles H. Hunter I S
Checklist of Hawaiian Newspapers," mimeographed. An annotated
copy is in UH. Collation and microfilming of basic nineteenthcentury newspapers are being done at AR.
All the following papers were useful to a greater or lesser
degree. All were published at Honolulu" except where indicated.
nA

Annales de la Propagation de la Foi, 1836-1840.

1yon.

Ke An Okoa, 1865-1873.
Bennettts Own, 1869-1870.
Daily Hawaiian Herald, 1866.

The Friend, (Title varies) 1844-1876.
Hae Hawaii, 1856-1861.
Ha\faiian Armual, (Title varies) 1875-1965. Invaluable for
antiquarian Wormation of all sorts, painstakingly gathered by the
original editor" Thomas G. Thrum.
Hawaiian Gazette, 1865-1876.
Hawaiian Spectator, 1838-1839.

Hawaiian Times, 1870.
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Honolulu Star-Bulletin, scattered use.
Honolulu Times, 1849..1851.
Islander, 1875.
Ke KunlU Hawaii, 1834-1839.
Maile Quarterly", 1868.
Missionary Herald, 1820-1840.
Ka Na' i

Auf?UIl!.,

Boston.

1906.

New Era and 'Weekly Argus, 1853-1855.
Ka Nu Hau, 1854.

Ka Nuhou Hawaii, 1873-1874.
Nuhou: The Hawaiian News, 1873.
Ka Nupepa Kuokoa, 1861-1876.
Pacific Commercial Advertiser, 1856-1876.
Polynesian, 1840..1841, 1844-1864.
Sandwich Island Gazette, 1836-1839.
Sandwich Island Mirror, 1839-1840.
Sandwich Island Ne!!, 1846-1849.
Saturday Press, 1882.
weekly Argus, 1852-1853.
G.

Unpublished Contemporary Accounts.
"Answers By The Sandwich Island Missionaries To The Questions In
The Circular or March 15, 1833." HMOS.
Bishop, Charles.. "Commercial Journal . . . . Of Ship Rubys Voyage To
NWt. Coast Of America And China, 1794-5-6. 11 Original in Provincial
Library ar1Ci Archives, Victoria, B. C. Typescript in UH.
Boit" John. "The Journal Of A Voyage Round The G1obe.:t Original
in Massachusetts Historical Society Library. Photostat of Hawaiian
entries in lIMGS.
Colnett, James. "The Journal Of Captain James Colnett Aboard The
Prince Of Wales And Princess Royal From 16. Oct. 1786 To 7. Nov.

i
II
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1788."

Original in Bl"'itish Public Record Office.

Typescript in UH.

"Reminiscences." Typescript in HMCS.

!lavies, T. H.
Gilman, Gorham.

"Honolulu--As It Is--1848." HHS.

-----_.

"Journal Of A Tour On Oahu, 1848."

HHS.

Ingraham, Joseph. "Hope's Track Among The Sandwich Isles. It
Original in Library of Congress.. Photostat copy in HHS.

Jones, Thomas ap Catesby.. liReport Of The Peacock's Cruise To The
Ssnchdch" Society And Other Islands In The Pacific Ocean Performed
In The Years 1826 And 1827. 11 Original in National Archives.
Photostat copy in KUykendall Collection, OR.
Morineau, A. "Notice Sur Les Iles Sandwich, 1826-1829." Archives
Nationales de France. Arch. des. Aff. Estr., S. 2., vol. I, i. 61.
Copy in Kuykendall Collection, UH.
Mott, Estrella.

"Honolulu 1848."

Typescript in HHS.

"Solid Men Of Boston In The Northwest." Original in Bancroft
Library, University of California. Microfilm copy in 00.
United States. Navy Department. Office of Judge Advocate General.
Court Martial Records, XXIII, 1830, No. 531. "Proceedings Of A
Court or Inquir;y &c., In The Case Of Lieut .. John Percival."
Original in Na.tional Archives. Microfilm copy in UH.
Yates, &una.
D.

"Reminiscences Of Honolulu."

HHS.

Published Contemporary Accounts.
Adams, Alexander,
for 1906, 66-74.

"Extracts From .An Ancient Log."

Hawaiian Annual

!rago, Jacques Etienne victor. Narrative Of A Voya;ge Round The
World In The MUranie" And "p&sicienne" .. ~ • 1817-1820. 2 vo1s.
London, 1823.
Atherton, Faxon Dean. California Diary, 1836-1839.
Nunis, Jr. San Francisco, 1964..

Ed. Doyce B.

Barnard, Charles. A Narrative or The S~fferings And Adventures Of
Capt. Charles Barnard • • • 1812-1816. New York, 1829.
LBates, G.

WJ..

Sandwich Island Notes.

New York, 1854.

Beechey, Frederick William. Narrative Of A Voyage To The Pacific
• • • 1825-1828. 2 vola. London, 1831.
Be1cher j , Edward..

Narrative Of A VCJ!1AAe Round The World

!

• .......£.
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1836-1842 • ••

2 vo1s.

London, 1843.

Bennett, Frederick Debell. Narrative Of .A ~aling
Globe • • • 1833-1836. 2 vols. London, 1840.

Voy~nound

The

LBille,

SteexJ. Steen Bille's Bericht Uber Die Reise Dar Corvette
Ga1athea lIm Die Welt • • • 1845-1847. Tr. W. von Rosen. 2 vola:Leipzig, 1852. TYPescript translation of Hawaiian portion in HMCS.
Bingham, Hiram. A Residence Of Twenty-One Years In The Sandwich
Islands • •• Hartford, 1847.
fBiShOP}, Isabella Bird. Six Months Among The Palm Groves, Coral
Reefs, And Volcanoes Of The Sandwich Islands. OS ed. London, 1882.
LB1oxam, Andrei]. Di~ Of Andrew Bloxam. Bernice P. Bishop
Museum. Special PublCition, 10. Honolulu, 1925.
Broughton, William. A Vayage Of Discovery To The North Paci.fic
Ocean • • • 1795-1798. London, 1804.
.
Campbell, Archibald. A Voyage Around The World • • • 1806-1812
• • • Edinburgh, 1816.
Chamisso, Adelbert von.
Leipzig, n. d.
Choris, Louis.
1822.

Werke.

Ed. Herman Tardel.

3 vo1s.

Voyage Pittoresque Auteur Du Monde • • •

Cleveland, Richard J.
Enterprises. 2 vo1s.
Colton, Walter.

Paris,

A Narrative Of Voyages And Commercial
Cambridge, 1842.

Deck And Port.

New York, 1847.

Cook, James and James King. A Voyage To The Pacific Ocean • • •
17','6-1780 • •• 3 vols. London, 1784.
Corney, Peter. v~a~es In The Northern Pacific • • • 1813-1818
• • • Honolulu,
9.
Cox, ROSSe Adventures On The Columbia River • ••
London, le31.
Delano, Amasa.
1817.
Dibble, Sheldon.
1843.

2 vo1s.

A Narrative Of Voyages And Travels • • • Boston,
History of the Sandwich Islands.

Diell, John. "Sketch Of Honolulu, Oahu."
(April, 1838), 83-94.

Lahainaluna,

Hawaiian Spe.ct.ator, I,
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Dixon, George.
London, 1789.

A Voyage Around The World • • • 1785-178~~._~.

Duhaut-Cilly, A. voy~e Autour In Monde .. • • 1826-1829 • .. •
2 vols. Paris, 1834-1 35.
Dwight, Edwin 'Welles.
1819.
Ellis, William.
1963.

Memoirs Of Henry. Obookiah • ••

Narrative Of A Tour Of Hawaii. • •

~ Polynesian Researches • •
L=-o-n-d':""'o-n-,-:1::"'l8~3='='1--'='"18'32•

Fragments: Family Record, House Of Judd.
1903=1935.

Of

Honolulu,

4 vols.

2 ed.

6 vols.

New Haven,

Honolulu,
r

Franchere, Gabriel. Narrative Of A VOl'age To The Northwest Coast
or America • • • 1811-1814 • •• New York, 1854.
de Freycinet, Louis. Voyage Auteur Du Monde • • • Sur • ••
L'Uranie Et La Physicienne •.•• 1817-1819 • • • 7 vols. Paris,

rB'23-i844.

Sveta • • • Na Voennom

"GolOVDin's Visit To Hawaii In 1818.~ Friend, LII (1896), 50-53.
Gould, Rupert. "Bligh's Notes On Cook's Last Voyage."
Mirro~, XIV, 4 (October, 1928), 371-385.
[Graham, Marial~~I.!;~~e or H. Mo So "Blon~en
Islands • • ...v~~-.v~~ • ~ • London; 1820.
"Greatheed Manuscript."
lost.
Hines, Gustavus.

r.0 The

Friend, XIX (1862), 42-43.

Mariner's

Sandwich
Original is

A Voyage Round The World. • • Buffalo, 1850.

Houston, Victor. t;CharnissQ In Hawaii." Hawaiian Historical
Society. Annual Report, 48 (Honolulu, 1940), 55-82.
Hunnewell, James. Journal Of The Missionary Packet, Boston To
Honolulu, 1826. Charlestown, 1880.

=----='__:_-"::'"w.=-=--. "Voyage In The Brig Bordeaux Packet Boston To
Honolulu, 1817 . . . . " Hawaiian Historical Society. Papers, 8.
Honolulu, 1895.
Iselin, Isaa'ooo

Journal Of A Trading Voyage Around The Wol'ld,
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1805-1808.

New York, n. d.

Jarves, James Jackson.
Honolulu, 1847.

History Of The Sandwich Islands.

3 ed.

"Ka Moolelo H~waii.n Hawaiian Spectator, II (April, 1839), 58-77;
211-231; 334-31.~0; 438-447.
Kotzebue, Otto von. A New Voyage Round The World, ••• 1823-1826.
2 vols. London, 1830.
.. A Voyage Of Discovery • • • In The Years 1015='"lBII'f1::"'1'B"'--.-.-.--=rn---:Th=--e-S'hip Rurick .. •• 3 vola. London, 1821.
Laplace, C. P. T. Campagne De Circumnavigation De La Fregate
j,,'b.rtemise • • • 1837-1840. 6 vols. Paris, 164:1.-1854..
Lat~in i4:ers • • • Ed. George Peter Hazmnond.
1951-19 •

10 yols.

Berkeley,

Lisiansky, Urey. A Voyage Round The World • • • ltlO3-l806 • • •
In The • • • Neva. London, 1814.
Macrae, James. Wi th Lord Byron At The Sandwich Islands In 1825
~ • • Ed. W. F. Wilson. Honolulu, 1922.
Martin, John. An Account Of The Natives Of The Tonga Islands,
In The South Pacific Ocean. •• 2 vo1s. London, 1817.

Mathison, Gilbert Farquhar. Narrative Of A Visit To • • • The
SandHich Islands, • • • l821-1B22 • • • London, 1B25.
Meares, John.
London, 1790.

Voyages Made In The Years 1788 And 1789 • • •

Menzies, Archibald.

Hawaii Nei 128 Years Ago.

Olmsted, Francis Allyn.
York, 1841.

Honolulu.,

1920~

Incidents Of A Whaling Voyage. ...

New

Parke, William Cooper. Personal Rer.rl.niscences Of William Cooper
Parke 2 Marshal Of The Hawaiian Islands, From 1850 To 1884.
Cambridge, 1891.
Paulding, Hiram. Journal Of A Cruise In The United States Schooner
Dolphin • • • New York, 1831.
du Petit-Thouars, Abel. VOZj!e Autour Du Monde Sur La Venus • • •
1836-18390 4 vols. Paris, 1 40-1843.
Portlock, Nathaniel.
~ London, 1789.

A Voyage A!"ound The World • • • 1785-1788
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Reynolds, J. N.
New York, 1835.

Voyage Of The Potomac • • • 1831-1834 • • •

Reynolds, Stephen. "Reminiscences Of Hawaiian Agriculture. 1I
Royal Hawaiian Agricultural Society. Transactions, I (1850), 49-53.
•

~l'he

V a e Of The New Hazard To The Northwest,
3... Ed. F. vI. Howay. Salem,

':'Co-as---:"t-,~H:::"a-li-ai-:-::-i-An::--::"d C~~ 1 10-1

1938.
Ross, Alexander. Adventures Of The First Settlers On The Oregon
Or Columbia River. • • London, 1849.
Ruschenberger, W. S. w. Narrative Of A VOYage Round The World
• • • 183,-18370 Philadelphia, 1838.
"The Second Interregnum: A Complete Resume Of Events From The Death
Honolulu, 1874.

To The Burial Of His Late Majesty Lunalilo. n

Shaler, William. "Journal Of A Voyage Between China And the NorthWestern Coast Of America, Made In 1804." American Register, III
(1808), 137-185.
Simpson, Alexander.

The Sandwich Islands • • • London, 1843.

Simpson, Sir George. Narrative Of A Journey Round The World • ••
1841-1842. 2 vols. London, 1847.
~r-=-":"'ft'~-~--::'-.

1841-1842.

2 vols.

An Overlan\i Journey Round The World • • •
Philadelphia, 1847.

Staley, T. N. Five Years' Church Work In The Kingdom Of Hawaii.
London, 1868.
Stewart, C. S. Private Journal Of A • • • Residence At The
Sandwich Islands • • • 1822-1825_ New York, 1828.

• A Visit To The South Seas • • • 1829-1830 • • •
"=2-v-o""::1-s-.--::N;'""e-w-:'York, i831.
St()~clard,

Charles Warren.

The Island Of

Tranqu~_. Delights.

Boston,

190;1.
Suppliment (aio/ To The Sandwich Island Mirror.

Honolulu, 1840.

Townsend, Ebenezer. Extract From The Diary Of Ebenezer Townsend.
Jr., Supercargo Of The Se81ing Ship "Ne;etune ll On Her Voyage To The
South Pacific And Canton • • • Hawaiian Historical Society.
Reprints, 4. Honolulu, 1921.
Turnbull, John. A Voyage Round The World • • • 1800-1804 • • •
3 vola. London, IBOS:
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Twain, Mark ~amue1 Clemens}.
San Francisco, 1938.

Letters From The Sandwich Islands.

[Tyerman, Daniel and George BennetJ. Journal Of Voyages And
Travels • • • 1821-1829 • •• Revised American ed. 3 vo1s.
Boston, 18320
Vancouver, George. A Voyage Of Discovery To The North Pacific
Ocean • • • 1799-1795 • • • 3 vola. London, 1798.
Warriner, Francis. Cruise Of The • • • Potomac • • • 1831-1834
.:...~-=. New York, 1835.
vola.

E.

Woodbridge,

w.

Unpublis~ed

Secondary Works.

C.

He Hoikehonua.

Philadelphia,

Honolulu, 1836.

Adler, Jacob. "Claus Spreckels, Sugar KiIlg Of Hawaii: Interaction
Of An Entrepreneur With An Island Community.1t PhD. Columbia, 1959.
Brown, Thelma. "A History Of The Theater In Honolulu During The
Reign or Kamehameha V, 1863-1872." MA. Hawaii, 1942.
Coller, Richard Walter. "Wa1ktki: A Study Of Invasion And
Succession As Applied To A Tourist Area. 'It MA. Hawaii, 1952.
Daws, Alan Gavan.
Background." MA..

"Polynesian Religious Revivals: A Study With
Hawaii, 1960.

Forbes, David. Unpublished collection of source materials on the
second Io1ani Palace compiled for the 1965 session of the state
legislature of Hawaii. A copy is in All.
Frowe, Mm'garet. "The History Of The Theatre During The Reign Of
King Kalakaua, 1874-1891." MA. Hawaii, 1937.
Glick, Clarence. "The Chinese Migrant In Hawaii: A Study In
Accommodation. 2t PhD. Chicsgo, 1938.
Greer, Richard A. "The Founding
possession clf author.

or

The Queen as Hospital. n MS in

• "In The Shadow Of Death-Smallpox Brushes The
;l!Ne-rr-g";"hbO:--or......,rV's-=:l-an-ds-:-";·· 1853. :: MS in possession of author.
Jackson, Frances. "Koloa Plantation Under Ladd And Company, 18351845. n MA. Hawaii, 1958.
Kitt318on, David Jp..l"nes.

itA Population Table Of Hawaii."

MS, 00.
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Odgers, G. A.
1935.

"Education In H:'iI.waii, 1820-1893."

PhD.

Stanford,

Peterson, Charles. "An Architectural History Of Honolulu."
(A book in progress)
T~lor, John Lewis.
Tourist Community."

F.

"Waikiki: A Study In 'The Development Of A
Clark, 1953.

PhD.

Published Secondary Works.
1.

Books and Pamphlets.

Alexander, Arthur C.
1937.

Koloa Plantation, 183,-1935 • • •

Honolulu,

Alexander, Mary Charlotte. William Patterson Alexander In Kentucky,
The Marquesas, Hawaii. Honolulu, 1934"
Alexander, Mary Charlotte and Charlotte Peabody Dodge.
1841-1941. Berkeley, 1941.
Amory, Cleveland.
Anderson, Rufus.
Boston, 1870.

The Last Resorts.

Punahou,

New York, 1952.

History Of The Sandwich Islands Missi_on • • •

Barth, Gunther Paul. Bitter Strength: A History Of The Chinese In
The UDited States, 18,0-1870. CBJDbridge, 1964:
Bradley; Harold Whitman. The American Frontier Tn Hawaii: The
Pioneers, 1789-1843.. Stanford, 1942.
Buck, Peter. Arts And Crafts Of Hawaii. Bernice P. Bishop Museum.
~'Pecial Publication, 45. Honolulu, 1957.

Coman, Katharine. The History Of Contract Labor In The Hawaiian
Islands. American Economic Association. Publications, Third Series,
IV, 3 (August, 1903).
CroBs, Whitney B. The Burned-Over District: The Social And
Intel1ec1iual History Of Enthusiastic Religion In Western New York,
mOO:;~50. Ithaca, 1950:)
.. Edmondson, C,'har1es Howard. The Ecology Of .An Hawaiian Coral R.eef.
Bernice P. Bishop Museum. Bulletin, 45. Honolu.lu, 1928.
Edwards , Jonathan.
1808.

••• 'Works • ••

8 vo1s.

Worcester, Ma:ls.,

Elsl:lree , Oliver Wendell. The Rise Of The l·tl.asionary Spint In
America, 1790-1815. Williamsport, Pa., 1928.
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Fornandel', Abraham.
London, 1878-1885.

.An Account Of The Polynesian Race • ••

-=----:::--_=----:~~.

Fornander Collection Of Antiquities

3 vola.

3 vols. Bernice P. Bishop Museum. Memoirs;, IV-VI. Honolulu, 1917-

1919.
Handy, E. S. C.
Bu~ll~e-:-t·i-n-, -'::1:"76"11'1-.

Hobbs, Jean.

•

Cultural Revolution In Hawt'::!:!.
The Hawaiirm Planter.
Honolulu, 1940.

Honolulu, 1931.

Bernice P. Bishop Museum.

Hawaii: A PageLUlt Of The Soil.

Stanford, 1935.

Huizinga, Johan. Homo Lud(,ms: A Study Of The Play-Element In
Cu~. Boston,; 1962.
Ii, John Papa.

Fragments Of Hawaiian History.

Honolulu, 1963.

Of Awards Made
The Board Of Commissioners To Quiet Land
The Hawaiian Is ands.. Honolulu, 1929.
Jenkins, J. T.

A Ristor" Of The Whale Fisheries.

JUdd, Bernice..

Voyages To Hawl3lii Before 1860 ••

Judd, Gerrit P., IV.
JUdd, Laura Fish.
Kamakau,

s.

M.

~

Honolulu, 1929.

Doctor Judd: Hawaii's Friend.

Honolulu, 1960.

Honolulu. • • 1828-1861.

Ka Pote Kahiko.

_ _ _ _ _ _•

Kent, Harold Winfield.
Alto, 1965.
K.!ng, W. H. D.

Korn, Alfons.

Honolulu, 1928.

Honolulu, 1964.

Ruling Chiefs Of Hawaii.

[no pJ [no dJ.

London, 1921.

Honolulu, 1961.

Charles Reed Bishop, Man Of Hawaii.

Pictorial Maritime History Of Hawaii.

The Victorian Visitors.

Palo

5 vola.

Honolulu, 1958.

Kuykendall, R. s. "Constitutions Of' The Hawa1i.8,l7 Kingdom. U
Hawaiian Historical Society. Papera, 2l~ Honolulu, 1940.
~==":::""

1953.

•

The Hawaiian Kingdom.

Lydecker, Robert C., comp.
1918. Honolulu, 1918.
McAllister, J. Gilbert.
Musewn .~~llletin, 104•

2 vols.

Honolulu, 1938-

Roste!' Legislatures Of Hawaii,

Archeology Of Oahu.
Honolulu, 1933.

1841~

Bernice P. Bishop
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McLoughlin, William C. Modern Revivalism: Charles Grandison Finn..2l.
To Billy Graham. New York, 1959.
HaJ.o, David. Hawaiian Antiquities. Bernice P. Bishop Museum.
Special Publication, 2, 2 ea. Honolulu, 1951.
Meyer, Henry A.,~.
New York, 1948.

Hawaii: A Century Of Economic Change, 1778-1876.

Morgan, Theodore.
Cambridge, 1948.
Mumford, Lewis.

Hawaii: Its stamps And Postal History.

The City In History.

New York, 1961.

Nelson, Larry A., et ale Detailed Land Classification: Island Of
Oahu. Univeraity Of""iIi'waii Land Study Bureau. Bulletin, 3.
Honolulu, 1963.
Pierce, Richard A.
Berkeley, 1965~

Russia's Hawaiian Adven;'~~~~. ) ..815-1817.

Restarick, Henry B. Hawaii. 1778-1920.• From The Viewpoint Of A
Bishop. • • Honolulu, 192[i.
Richards, Mary Atherton.

The Chiefs' Chil<i....en' s School.

1937.

-

ROCK, Joseph F.
Honolulu, 1913.

Honolulu,

The Indigenous Trees Of The Hawaiian Islands.

Smith, Bradfor~_ Yankees In Paradise: The New England Impact On
Hawaii.. Philadelphia, 1956.
starbuck, Alexander. History Of The Amer'lcan Whale Fishery • • •
To 1876.. Waltham, 1878.
Stearns, Harold T. Geology Of The Hawaiian Islands. Hawaii
Division of Hydrography. Bulletin, 8. Honolulu, 1946.
Stea.'mS, Harold T. and K. N. Vaksvik. Geology A.l1d Ground-Water
Resources Of The Island Of Oahu, Hawaii. Hawaii DiVision of
Hydt-ography. Bulletin, 1. Honolulu, 1935.
Stearns, Norah D.

An Island Is Born.

Honolulu, 1935.

SterJ.ing, Elspeth P. and Catherine C. Su."1Illlers.
6 vols. in 11. Honolulu, 1963.
Stevens, Sylvester K.

American Expansion In

Sites OJ: Oahu.

Ha:~aii.

Harrisburg,

1945.
Stokes, J. F .. G. "The Hawaiian King (Mo-i, Alii-aimoku, .Aliikapu) •" Hawaiian Historical Society. Papers, 19. Honolulu, 1932.
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SulliVall, Josephi!>..e..
Boston, 1926.
Thurston, Lorrin A"
Tilton, Cecil G.
Tower, 'VI. S.
1907.

A History Of C. Brewer And Company, 1"lid.
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